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ABSTRACT 

There has been an imbalance in scholarship concerned with the years 
1642-60. The most detailed research carried out, has tended to be concerned 
directly or indirectly, with the successful Parliamentary party, or with 
the Interregnum Royalist opposition. In the work which follows, I have 

attempted to do two things. To re-examine the course of the first civil 

war in northern England from the point of view of the Royalist army raised 

there; and to analyse the composition of the officer class of that army 

in order to see who the Royalist activists were. By an examination of the 

backgrounds and careers of individual officers, it is possible to arrive at 

some worthwhile view of the nature of northern Royalism. I have endeavoured 

to show, in the first instance, that the northern army was for a long time 

capable of securing a decisive victory on the King's behalf, and, that it 

failed to do so, was due less to the power of the Parliament than to 

uncertainty and lack of an overall strategy on the part of the Royalist 

commanders. The lack of cohesion between forces to the east or west of 

the Pennines has been demonstrated, and the extremely 'local' nature of the 

forces engaged, stressed. In the regimental analysis, it will be seen 
that the Royalist officer class was composed largely of the minor gentry, 

most of whom had no significant standing in terms of office or court 

position, prior to 1642. it will also be seen that, contrary to much 

accepted opinion, in the north at least, the Catholic section of the community 

contributed officers to the Royalist cause far in excess of their numbers 
in the northern counties generally. The nature of northern Royalism has 

been dealt with in general and in the particular, as it expressed itself in 

commitment to armed defence of the King. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The study of history, like virtually all fields of human interest and 

activityq is subject to fashion. Scholars, usually consciously but some- 
times in spite of themselves, create a direction for research to take, pose 

various problems and use their skills for the solution of them. Where the 

problems and the proposed solutions impinge upon, or arise directly from, 

contemporary political, social or economic theoriesq the particular period 

of history in question may almost seem to be lost under the weight of 

academic cut and thrust. Most particularly is this true of the study of 

the English Civil War and Interregnumt whether seen as a great revolution or 

merely as a temporarily successful rebellion. The intensity of scholastic 

debate can rival in vehemence and proliferation of works, the intense blow 

and counter-blow of the Royalist and Parliamentarian tract writers. All 

historians, of course, deal in theories: all historians approach their 

work with some form of bias, which is the result of their experience, of 

their environment, or of their study. Fashion dictates the dominant field 

of theory at any one timeg as it also dictates style of approach and 

presentation. The Whig and Tory historians of the civil war, from the 17th 

century to the 20th, were most markedly narrative historians, taking a good 

long look at their period and presenting it as a whole, with such evidences 

to support their differing views and opinions, as seemed good to them. 

If their opinions now seem dubiousq their literary merit was high: if 

their attitudes were rigid, their ability to think in wide terms remains 

noteworthy. If they did not analyse their sources in minute detailq they 

for the most part grasped the spirit of them. In Gardiner and Firth, 

the narrative style and the modern analytical approach found fusion: the 

obvious consequence of that, lies in the great importance still attached 

to their work in a modern world of specialisation and critical analysis. 

"In history" wrote Hilaire Belloc, "we ought not to look down a persp- 

ective but to travel along a road". Belloc, that most unfashionable of 

Catholic narrative historians (for whom all of history was a speciality), 

who arrived on the scene too late to be acceptable, might be classified by 

Professor Lawrence Stone as an "antiquarian fact grubber"; a description 

which Stone feels all historians stand in danger of meriting. Nonetheless, 

and risking cdnsure, it can be argued that Belloc and other, greater, 

narrative historians have set apposite guide-lines for even the most 

analytical of historians to follow: for there is a point at which detailed 

study and the broader view can meet, as Gardinerts work demonstrates. 

Careful analysis of any single aspect of the period can be justified for its 
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own sake, and ought not to serve specifically, the theorising of the 

researcher, but the general knowledge of the period under examination. 
The "antiquarian fact grubber" provides the materials for the theoriser, and 
is responsible only for the accuracy of his findings, not for their inter- 

pretation along the lines of any general theory. The danger of a solely 
theoretical approach to research is that evidence may be shaped quite 
unintentionally, and made to fit into preconceived notions, serving neither 

scholarship nor wider knowledge. 

These prefatory remarks are intended to explain the approach which I 

have taken, both in the study of the northern campaigns and of the regiments 

which fought in them. The relation of my findings and conclusions to 

general theories, except insofar as direct contradictions require elaboration 
has not been attempted. 

The nature of the work: 

The study of the military history of the civil war, in detail, and in 

particular of the Royalist armies, was long neglected. Until Gardiner and, 
later, Firth, took the trouble to make their descriptions of campaigns as 

accurate as possible, military history turned almost solely upon the 

biographies of outstanding figures like Prince Rupert, Thomas Fairfax and, of 

course, Oliver Cromwell. Their victories were clear cut, their failures 

understandable. Of their armies, of the men without whom the generals 

would not have established their reputations, little was known. Scholars 

dealt in round numbers, computing the size of rival armies and neglecting to 

consider their composition. Even where historical study was concerned with 
the loyalties of individuals, no analysis of their military careers beyond 

the oft-repeated details of widely known fact or supposition, was attempted. 
To all intents and purposest the campaigns of the civil war, on which its 

outcome turned, were fought by anonymous men. 

Firth and Davies, in their remarkable study of the regimental history 

of Cromwell's army, established a new field of research, but it was one into 

which few scholars ventured until, in recent years, the desire to know more 
of the social origins of Republicans, Presbyterians and Levellers has led to 

a more analytical study of the Parliamentary officer cadre. Even here, 

attention has been paid largely to the New Model Army, whilst the vast mass 
of the Parliamentarian Provincial Armies has been practically ignored. if 

this is the case with the victorious armed forces, how much more truehas it 

been of the defeated Royalist military organisation. ' 
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Scholars and others who have directed their attention to the Royalists 
have been few. The late Norman Tucker's work on North Wales; Peter Young's 
forays into Royalist campaign history; Dr. Ian Roy's continuing study of 
the Oxford army; and Dr. Wanklyn's research into Royalist officers in Devon 

and Cornwall, these represent almost the sum total of research. The 

reasons for this neglect are apparent. Clearly, the losing side attracts 
less scholarly interest than the victorious, particularly where the victor- 
ious armies, as in the case of the English civil war, are generally represen- 
ted as serving a revolutionary, progressive ideal. Lack of sympathy with 
Royalist "backwoodsmen"; the view of them as, simple reactionaries or as 

obscurantists, has led many otherwise careful scholars to dismiss the bulk 

of royalist activists out of hand. Yet it would seem that, even accepting 
the most rigidinview of Parliamentts sympathisers, the study of the Royalist 

soldier and officer is extremely valuable. There were an enormous number 

of these "reactionaries" and "obscurantists", clinging to an old order in 

a futile effort to stem the tide of change. In the regimental analysis 

contained in the Appendices (Vol. 2) it will be seen that we are concerned 

with 2024 persons holding commissions in the six northern counties of England 

or in regiments raised-there. Nor is this total final, since many others, 

whom we know by rank, defy regimental classification. It is self-evident 
to observe that there could not have been a civil war without two relatively 

strong opposing sides. Historical balance demands that greater attention be 

paid to the losers. 

The neglect of the Royalists has not entirely been due to scholastic 
fashion. A serious limitation on research is imposed by the lack of source 

materials. The defeated officers tended to burn their papers: personal 

effects were rifled and dispersed on the battlefield - what, after all, 
became of the Marquess of Newcastle's cabinet contents seized on Marston 

Moor and sent to London? Paper proof of an individuals part in the 

Royalist army was easily destroyed. It is a daunting prospect that 

presents itself to the.. student of Royalist military history, and the problems 

of the sources will be discussed shortly. 

This study of the northern Royalist army has been divided into two 

parts. The first concerns its campaigns, dealing with the course of the 

war in the north between 1642 and 1645- The second sectiong contained in 

the Appendices (Vol. 2) concerns the regiments and the officers. In the 

regimental analysis, the intention has been to discover just who were the 

men that formed the officer cadre of the northern army. The north of 
England was chosen primarily because of its neglect, certainly insofar as 
Royalist history is concerned, and also because it was the source of the 

most powerful Royalist military machine outside of the Oxford army. It fed 
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the Oxford army with regiments from August 1642 to January 1644, and after 
the defeat at Marston Moor (July 2nd 1644) and the collapse of York (July 

16th) the bulk of the surviving Royalist cavalry regiments raised in the 

north, considerably strengthened the KingIs army in the south. 

The northern counties were, moreover, held by the Parliamentarians to 

be the seat of a dreadful Popish conspiracy, and it is this factor of 
Catholic and Recusant activism and its controversyg which required more 
detailed research. On December 19th 1642, the earl of Newcastlets army, 

which had only shortly before entered Yorkshire for the defence of that 

county, was estimated at 7000 horse and foot, whereof no less than 4000 were 

said to be Catholics, and the rest dismissed as Church Papists. Parlia- 

mentarian propagandists, raising the bogey of papist conspiracy behind the 

royal army, and playing upon what Lawrence Stone has called the paranoid fear 

of Catholicism that marked 17th century England, took trouble to name every 

Catholic officer captured over the next few years, as if to press home the 

threat. As with all propaganda of whatever age, it was a collation of some 

truth and some falsehood: Laudians, for example, were no better than 

convicted Recusants in the eyes of Puritan divinesq and a defence of episco- 

pacy such as that written by (Colonel) Sir Francis Wortley before the out- 
break of war, was enough to damn even a firm Protestant in the eyes of the 

carefree propagandists. Persons of irreproachable Puritan leanings, such as 

Conyers Lord Darcy and Conyers, who happened also to be Royalists, were 
ignored. The eyes of London's tract writers were fixed on the north and on 

northern Catholics. Clarendon, years later, might deny that there were ever 

any Recusants in arms for the King, but that was wilful distortion of truth 

on his part. The Parliamentarians could name themg and the sources which 

remain for a study of the Royalist army and its officer class, support the 

Parliamentary view to a notable extent. Scholars who have felt sympathy 

for the Catholics as a persecuted minorityg have tended to further obscure 
the picture by associating themselves with Clarendon (a curious alignment) 
in refuting the claims of Parliamentarian writers. The evidenceg however, 

shows quite a startling picture of Catholic activismg which will be gone 
into in depth shortly. - 

Suffice it now to say, that whilst the identifiable 

Catholic and Recusant participation in the northern Royalist army was a 
little over one third of the identified officers (any attempt to classify 

rank and file is impossible), in the elite cavalry arm, for example, the 

Catholic field officers closely rivalled their Protestant comrades in 

numbers and influence. The implications of this will later become apparent. 
As a minority of the population, their activists would obviously be a minor- 
ity in any serving army, but the positions of authority and of influence 

which they held under Newcastle$ argue against any view of their presence 

as at all insignificant. This is what the Parliamentarians knew. 
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In examining any specific area of civil war campaignsl some line has to 

be drawn, as often as not arbitrarily. In a study of northern regiments 

and campaigns, however, the fine geographical limitations impose themselves 

more or less wholly. The Scottish border marked not only a national 
boundary, if less markedly than in the 16th and earlier centuries, but also 

a limit upon the fighting. It was not until 1644 when Montrose began his 

Scottish expedition by leaving Carlisleg that the war moved further north 

and, even then, he fought largely unaided by English forces. Accepting this 

northernmost limitation, therefore, the southern boundary requires some 

explanation. 

The Earl of Newcastle's commission as General in the north extended 
beyond the limits selected for this study, the counties of Yorkshire, Durham, 
Northumberland, Cumberland, Westmorland and Lancashire. He had responsibi- 
lity for Lincolnshire, Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire, Staffordshire and also, 
if he could ever get there, for Norfolk, Suffolk and Essex. He recruited 
forces in practically all of these counties - with three exceptions in East 
Anglia - but geographically they cannot be considered as 'northern'. Rather 

are they 'north midland' shires, and few of their regiments played any part 
in the civil war in the six northern counties. Their one confirmed appear- 

ance in the north came in 1644, when they formed a small part of Rupert's 

army which fought at Marston Moor; but other than that, the Staffordshire 

and Derbyshire regiments particularly, were countyforces maintaining a 

precarious foothold in their own recruiting grounds and they can, with 

reason, be excluded from the study. Officers from these counties certainly 

served in the north, in otherwise northern regiments, as did professionals 
from elsewhere in England and from Scotland, but the survey can accomodate 
these by distinguishing their geographical origins. In many of their cases, 

,, moreover, it is impossible to reach any definite identification. To incorp- 

orate a Staffordshire regiment in an otherwise northern survey would merely 
involve their ommission from the statistical analyses. One regiment, that 

of Colonel Sir Francis Fane's Foot (see Vol. 2), might be considered a 
Lincolnshire force. However Fane was seated primarily at Aston in South 
Yorkshire, recruited some Yorkshire officers, and was Governor of Doncaster, 
hence his inclusion. 

For the same reason, northern regiments which served elsewhere in 

England are included in the survey, for to leave them out would be to 

convey an incorrect impression of northern Royalism. Several of these 

regiments, particularly those drawn from Lancashire, contained prominent 
Catholic officers, and served at one time or another in the north, anyway. 
They will, of course, be distinguishable from regiments which had an entirely 

northern origin and career. 
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If there is any problem in the definition of the 'north', it seems to 
be in regard to Cheshire. Local historians and others have tended to lump 
Cheshire and Lancashire together, not always arbitrarilyg but in i much the 

same way that Cumberland and Westmorland are associated. Newcastle's 

authority did not extend to Cheshire, indeedg his exact responsibility for 
Lancashire is doubtful, but in view of my earlier remarksg that in itself is 

not sufficient or good reason, for excluding Cheshire. After much consider- 
ation, it was decided that military and political considerations, rather than 

geographical or administrative, demanded Cheshire's exclusion. Most clearly 

was the fact that at no time from the outbreak of war was Cheshire even 
temporarily Royalist controlled, unlike the situation in Lancashire and the 

other five counties. Further, the campaign history of Cheshire was 
inextricably bound up with that of North Wales and the Welsh border, whilst 
its involvement with Lancashire was minimal. The earl of Derby made the odd 

sortie into Cheshire in 1642/4, and the Parliamentarians there occasionally 
returned the visits, but otherwise there was no link. There was, similarly, 
little overlapping in regimental recruitment where Cheshire and Lancashire 

were concerned. For this reason, I have excluded from my survey those 

Cheshire regiments which had a tiny proportion of Lancashire officers, such 

as Lord Rivers's Foot, Edward Fitton's Foot and Charles Gerard's Foot. A 

similar tiny proportion of Cheshire (and North Welsh) officers in Lancashire 

regiments, like those of Tyldesley, Molyneux, Gilbert Gerard and Derby him- 

self, are distinguished in the survey, in the same way that the Kentishmen 

and Cornishmen in the otherwise Yorkshire regiments of Newcastle and Colonel 

Sir John Mayney, are noted. Cheshire is, anyway, questionably defined as a 

northern midland county, and for all of these reasons, militaryl political 

and, less importantly, geographical, has been excluded from this study. 

The Sources: 

Before going on to consider the findings of the regimental analysis, 
it is as well to pause to, discuss the sources available for the study of 
those regiments, as well as for the campaigns themselves. It has already 
been said that the bulk of contemporary material has simply not survived, 
but it is nonetheless possible to piece together such as there is, to 

provide a Royalist campaign history, and the biographies of a large number 
of individual officers. No study of the officer classq however, would have 
been feasible without the existence of the list of officers who petitioned 
Charles II for relief, as indigents, in 1663- A List of Officers Claim- 
ing to the_Sixty Thousand Pounds &c. Granted by His Sacred Majesty for the 

Relief of His-Truly Loyal and Indigent party', contains nearly 7000 names of 

commissioned officersq that is, officers above the rank of sergeant, who 
claimed to have suffered in their fortunes as the result of their active 

service in the civil wars and the harsh punitive measures employed by the 
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Parliamentary and Interregnum regimes. The book is systematically 
organised. Each officer who filed a claim, was listed under the Field 
Commander that he claimed as his senior. These field officers, whether 
Colonels, Lt. Colonels or Majors, were listed, not by rank, but alphabetical3y 
by surname and forename only. In some cases, the claimant also stipulated 
the particular troop or company commander under whom he had served, so that 
it is possible to construct accurate regimental structures from the List. 
Technical difficulties can sometimes be obstructive, for the lack of rank 
designation for field 'commanders may tend to confuse, in that a single 
regiment may be listed two or three times in the List under Colonel, Lt. 
Colonel and Major respectively. An example will suffice. The Marquess of 
Newcastle's own regiment of foot has two entries, one composed of claimants 
who gave the Marquess as their field commander, the other composed of those 

who gave Colonel Sir Arthur Basset. Basset, a Cornish professional, was 

appointed Colonel by Newcastle, and appears in the List prior to Newcastle 
himself. The link between the two columns of names is easily established 
from other sources, but in less well documented cases it can often be 

intensely frustrating. For example, whilst Colonel George Wray's regiment 

of horse can be identifiedg it is not apparent from the List that the 

officers claiming under Ralph Millot were claiming under Millot as Wray's 
Lt. Colonel. Such difficulties will be dealt with as they arise. 

There are other problems. The confusion of the names of field officers 

as in the cases of Howard and Tempest, makes for difficulties and demands 

caution in assigning any one officer to any one field commander. Printers", 

errors, too, not covered by the provided errata, crop up from time to time. 

The same man may appear twice, as in the case of an officer of Sir Philip 

Musgrave's regiment of horse, or appear twice, apparently with a different 

name on one occasion, as in the case, of Captain Talbot Lisle of Lambton's 
Foot who also appears as Talbot Lesley. Double claims are also not unusual, 
the most striking being that of Captain, later Lt. Colonel, Collin Munro or 
Monrog an unidentified Scottish professional. He fought in both civil wars 
of 1642/6 and 1648. 

This raises an additional problem. It is not always possible to be suze 
of-the dates of an individual officer's serviceq and there are cases of 
activism in 1642/6,1648 and 1651. Thomas Tyldesley, for example, held a 
Colonel's commission in all three wars, and clearly some of his officers, for 

example, Alexander Rigby of the Burght can only have been in arms in 1648 and 
1651- It is usually possible to identify later war service, as in the case 
of Major John Harling, who served under Tyldesleyt by reference to composi- 
tion proceedings, but these, too, have their drawbacks, as will be explained. 

It is also the case that certain known field commanders certainly 
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do not appear in the List. Colonel Sir Thomas Methamt for exampleg 
commanded a regiment at least until the early part of 1643, and then became 

commander of Newcastle's Life Guard, but no claimant filed under his name. 
It must also be said that certain 'officers' traditionally said to have held 

the rank of Colonel, cannot be traced or positively identified as such. 
An example is the case of Sir Bryan Palmes 2 

whose military service seems to 
have been confined to the immediate pre-war years, and who does not appear to 
have commanded a regiment after the outbreak of war, although he was a 

prominent Royalist. 

Without the List, such a regimental study as has been attempted, would 
have been impossible. To stress the difficulties is only to say that they 

can be overcome with care. Yet we have come a long way from the enthusiasm 

with which Peter Young greeted the discovery of the List. He described it 

. and in his own research has continued as "virtually the Cavalier army bookl, 3 

to use it as such, apparently without qualification. It is far from being 

a source complete in itself. Most obviously, the book was never published 

with this intention, as the preface clearly states: 
for as much as the Honorable the Commissioners appointed ýy**a*ct 

of Parliament for Distribution of the said Moneys, 
are upon good grounds perswaded to believe, that many 
Certificates have been unduly introduold, whereby not only 
every mants share will be lessened, through the Multitude 
of Pretenders; but without a Strict and Accurate Inspection 
a great part of the Moneys will fall into wrong hands .... Upon 
Consideration hereof .... the Commissioners aforesaid have 
resolv1d upon a Printed List of the Persons Certifild, as the 
most apt Expedient for the Discovery of any Fraud.... 

The criterion for determining a mants entitlement to reparation was clearly 

established also: 

.... Indigent officers who have had Real Command of Soldiers 
according to their Several Commission, and who have never 
Deserted his Majesty nor His Blessed Father's Service During 
the late times of Rebellion and Usurpation.... 

The dangers for the military historian are therefore clearly set out. 

The real value of the List can only be arrived at by relation to other 

available sources which will be discussed shortly. Its publication was 

intended to reveal fraudulent claims, by enabling interested parties to 

give evidence against those presenting false certificates. I have only 
identified one or two such false claims, but if there were as many as 

was suggested, they must surely be sought amongst the lists of officers who 

filed a claim without indicating the field officer under whom they served. 

Identification of fraud so many centuries after the event would be a hopeless 

task, and fortunately, insofar as the north is concerned, it is possible to 

be sure of the authenticity of many of the claims we are concerned with. 
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The problems presented by the List have not gone altogether undetected. 
John Childs, in his study of the army of Charles II observed that it had to 
be approached with "caution". Childs, however, did not notice that there is 

an additional drawback, although it is one which Young, if he had attempted 
to verify the officers with which he was concerned, ought to have found. 
It is best here to give a hypothetical case to explain my point, and we will 

suppose that we are dealing with three claimants from a cavalry force as 
they appear in the List. The names are fictitious. 

SMITH, James 

Yorks : Smith, Thos. Captn. 
L&W: Brown, John, Lieut. 
Lines : Jackson, Wm. Corn. 

Here we have the field commander's name and the names of three claimants. 
It will be noted that preceding each claimant's name is a county designation, 

which Young assumed to be the county in which the claimant was ordinarily 

resident (L &W here representing London and Westminster). This is not 

always the case, and county designation can be misleading in the extreme. 
In every case, county identification represents the county from which the 
. claimant filed his certificate in 1662/3, and it does not necessarily give 

a true indication of the county in which the claimant was resident when he 
began his military service. Here are instances in which complementary 

sources are essential. From James Smith's Horse, it would be hard to say 

where the force originated territorially, particularly if James Smith himself 

were to defy identification. By a consideration of Quarter Session Records, 

Protestation Returns, Recusancy Records and Composition Papers, it is 

normally possible to interpret the bare essentials given in the List., Thus 

Captain Thomas Smith may be positively identified as a Yorkshireman, whilst 
it, may be shown that Lieutenant Brown, claiming from London in 1662t was 
in fact resident in Yorkshire in 1642. He may have lost his property in 

that county by 1660, or he may have gone to London to press his claim 

personally. Cornet Jackson might have been temporarily domiciled in Linc- 

olnshire in 1662, or have removed to that county between 1642 and 1662. 

There, are, naturally, various permutations, but this illustrates the point 

sufficiently well. The regimental survey contains several cases of this 

kind. 

It has been said that the List must be tackled in the light of other 

materialq which is often extremely fragmentary in terms of military detail. 

It consists, for the most part, of stray documents in family archives or in 

artificial collections which ordinarily have no importance in themselves but 

become significant when placed beside a name in the List. It would be 

pointless here to list each and"every one of these odd scraps of information 

particularly since they are alluded to in the regimental survey anyway. 
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We can howevert look at the more general of the available sources. First 

and foremost, although its apparent significance does not stand up to close 
inspection, is that dubious work, The Army Lists of the Roundheads and Cava- 
liers, edited by Edward Peacock in 1863.1 am not qualified to judge 
the accuracy of the Parliamentarian lists, but for the Cavalier regiments 
certain observations must be made. Peacock was, for a long time, the single 
easily available source for a study of Cavalier forces in 1642. Indeed, his 

source was a contemporary pamphlet A Copy of a List of all the Cavaliers 

of his Maje8ties Marching Army. 

The overriding point to be made, is that the army of 1642, by which we 
mean, that. army which was formed in the summer and which marched to Edgehill, 

-underwent radical change during the early part of 1643. It must be for this 

reason that it is virtually impossible to identify with any certainty, any of 
the officers said to be serving in such northern regiments as are quoted in 

the source. The commanders of such regiments are easily identified: 

Newcastle himself, Sir Thomas Glemham, Sir Francis Wortleyv John Belasyse 

and Sir Edward Osborne. From this point, identification of the names of 

other officers ceases to be viable: as will be seen in the context of the 

. regimental studies under these aforementioned colonels, the officers given 

ýinthe 
1642 list stand out like rather forelorn ghost figures, defying 

identification for the most part, but given a certificate of authenticity 
by the contemporary tract. Peacock's editing, where it existed, was largely 

fanciful. We know as little about this 1642 list as Peacock knew in 1863, 

and we are unlikely to know more without the key being discovered somewhere 
in a hitherto unknown document or series of documents. 

Attention has already been drawn to the limitations of the Compounding 

papers, although they are still a prime source. That is to say, from the 

composition papers it is possible, not to construct regimental lists, but to 

put flesh on the bones of the List itself. In very few casesq perhaps 5 per 
cent, where an individual made his composition, was any mention made of his 

regiment or rank if he had been in arms. In slightly more cases, about 
ten per cent, there may be some vague allusion to an overall commander like 
Newcastle or the earl of Derby, which gives nothing more than a general idea 

of a compounder's sphere of activity and dates of service* In about 25 per 
cent of cases concerning a compounder who had been in arms, the rank is 

referred to vaguely - there was quite naturally, a desire on the part of 
the victim to minimise his actual involvement. Allusion to arm of servicel 
horse or foot, is altogether too scarce. ror the most part, we must be 

content with passing allusions to a man having been in arms, whilst the 

county and London committees adopted a very lax terminology indeed. This 

might mean that a compounder would be described as having 'adhered to' the 
Kingg or as having 'assisted' Royalist forces, without any precise details 
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being given, in most cases, of what that assistance entailed. To be in 

arms was fairly specific: but what are we to make of a term like 'assisted' 

when it was applied indiscriminately to male and female Royalists, and on 
occasions can be shown to have been applied to officers in the army? The 
List here provides a means of resolving the degree of commitment on the part 
of very many compounders of whose military service we are told little or 
nothing. 

The composition committees were willing to come to terms with delinquents 

as quickly as they could, and it was not in their interests, or in those of 
the delinquent, to make too much fuss. Certain cases involving notorious 
Royalists were more lengthy, but these are rare, in the north at least, for a 
good many of the diehards simply went abroad and made no attempt to compound. 
The same was true of Catholic Royalists who had been in arms, for they were 
debarred for a long time from compounding at all, and one of the weaknesses of 
the Catholic neutrality argument has been the failure on the part of its 

proponents to grasp this. Catholics in arms simply do not appear in the 

composition proceedings in any numbers relative to their actual involvement. 

One or two managed to compound by denying or concealing their commissions, 

or through abjuring their faithq and it is well known that localcommittee 

men tended to connive with their neighbours who appeared before them. This 

was notg however, commonplace where Catholic activists are concerned. The 
fullest list of Catholics in armsj but by no means exhaustive, is that which 

5 
can be made up from the names in the three Land Sale Acts of 1651 and 1652, 

where a large number of northern Catholics appear who held military command 
and who appear nowhere in the composition records. 

For the Protestant Royalist officerg the composition records not only 
convey considerable personal details, including social standing, but tend 

iI to leave the false impression that the northern Royalist army was almost 
entirely Protestant in persuasion. 

In endeavouring to identify Catholic officers I have, as has been said, 
been obliged to resort to sources other than composition records, and to 

relate those sources to the List. Recusancy records and Quarter Sessions 

records, particularly for the North Riding of Yorkshire which was a strong 
Catholic and Royalist area, provide ample clues and frequent positive 
identifications. In the composition papers, it is occasionally possible to 

pick out a Catholic officer who compounded by concealing his commission, his 

religion, or both, or who abjured the one. There are often references to 

Recusancy indictments prior to 1642 in such a person's papers. 

The Calendar of State Papers, Domestic Seriesl for the years immediately 

after 16609 contain numerous peti tions from Royalist officers which assist in 
identifying individuals given in the List and elsewhere. 
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There is one curious source for Catholic officers which I am not aware 
has been used previously. This is a broadsheet published, apparently, and 
anonymously, in 1662 or 1663, detailing the sufferings of Catholic Royalists 
during the civil war. The only extant copy of this broadsheett which is 

entitled A Catalogue of the Lords, Knights and Gentlemen (of the Catholick 
Religion) that were Slain in the late Warr, in Defence of their Kina and 
Country, is in the British Library, catalogued as a printed book under 
'Catholic'. It lists by social and military status, 154 officers of 

commissioned rank, the vast majority of whom were clearly northerners. 
For the most part, the accuracy of the Catalogue, can be confirmed by other 

sourcest including the List. In view of the degree to which its claims can 
be verified, I have taken it as a limited but primary source in cases where 

religious persuasion is doubtful. It is this document, however, which makes 
the claim that Colonel Sir Henry Slingsby (see Vol. 2) died a Catholic when 
he was executed in 1658. No hint of a conversion comes from any other 

evidences for Slingsbyts life, and one would be tempted to dismiss the claim 

were it not for the overall veracity and accuracy of the other details given. 
Moreover, the Catalogue, if it were spurious or concocted, would surely have 

included the more widely known rumour that the earl of Derby died a Catholic, 

which it did not. The Slingsby case is discussed in his biographical 

details. 

Parliamentary sources are also useful in identifying Royalist officers. 
Contemporary newsletters and tracts abounded with lists of Royalist captives, 
often quoting name and rank, sometimes with distinction by arm of service. 
Not uncommon, toog were additional allusions to a man as a "great Papist" 

or "a notorious Papist", but with such additions one has to exercise caution 
and to seek corroboration elsewhere. As has been said, too close an assoc- 
iation with Laudianism might earn for a Royalist a quite unjustified label 

of Papist or Catholic. More reliance can be placed upon lists of prisoners 
supplied by northern Parliamentarian officers and generals, like Lord Fair- 
fax, 

-who meticulously listed Catholic Royalists and who was in a good 
Position to know what he was writing about. For the average Parliament 

sympathiser in London and the home counties, these lists of names must have 
been a mystery, for they can scarcely have been familiar with the obscure 
northern gentlemen who, going quietly about their religion for years, now 
found themselves thrust into the forefront of national interest to endure 
the calumnies of the mob and its orchestrators. Thus, whilst Parliamentary 

prisoner of war lists have their value, often extremely pertinent, caution 
has to be exercised in dealing with these religious labels hung with lack 

of-discrimination around all manner of necks. I 
Moving on to other sources, we come to those which also have a direct 

bearing upon the history of the fighting itself. Memoirs can be valuable 
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both for officers' names and for campaign details. Sir Henry Slingsby's 
diary, although compiled in full at a later date and not kept as a day to 
day, or even as a month to month, journal, is useful for the names of 
certain field commanders and their whereabouts at any given time. It is 

also a prime source for the fighting in Yorkshire from 1642 to 1644, and 
for the war in northern Lancashire in the latter year. Yet it is fragment- 

ary, as is memory itself, and Slingsby tended to overlook or to ignore 

crucial minor officers and engagements. For example, he does not mention 

any officers of his own foot regiment (apart from his Major), although from 

the List they would seem to have been men well known to him as neighbours. 
It may be that when compiling his 'diary', and fearing its discovery, he 
deliberately ommitted references that might prove embarrassing to his old 
officers. Colonel Sir Hugh Cholmeley's Memoirs of the defence of Scarborough 

suffer from a similar deficiency, althoughs written much later, not for the 

same reason as has been suggested for Slingsby's work. The long tedium of 

siege conditions produced more detailed diarists, Isaac Tullie in Carlisle 

and Nathan Drake in Pontefract. But with their writings, we are dealing 

with an army which had ceased to be strictly organised, when all regimental 

cohesion had gone and officers, now Reformadoes wanting employment in regular 

regiments, formed temporary alliances and military units for the purpose of 
garrison work and defensive warfare. Even so, Drake is of particular value 
in preserving with minute attention to detail, the names of many Royalist 

officers of whom we would otherwisekaow no more than a passing reference in 

the Listý 

To briefly consider other campaign sources. There is no single 

corpus of material which covers the war in the north from 1642 to 1645, and 

consequently the narrative has to be pieced together from Parliamentarian 

and Royalist memoirs, tracts and correspondence. Two important sources, 
the life of Newcastle and the memoir of Sir Thomas Fairfax, whilst valuable 

for the years 1642-4, terminate in the latter year, Newcastle going into 

exile in July, and Fairfax, after serving in Cheshire early in the year, 

returning briefly to Yorkshire for the siege of York and the battle of 
Marston Moor. As has been said, Slingsby's diary is of value for the 

course of the fighting although far less detailed than the two referred to. 

John Vicars, in his Parliamentary Chronicles, pieced together into a useful 

continuous narrative, the material which he gleaned from Parliamentarian 

tracts and, like Rushworth, must be taken as an important source even for 

Royalist campaign history, although with caution. The same caution has to 

be applied to the tracts themselves, and these have to be compared with 

extant Royalist sources such as Newcastlets Life, and with the official 
Royalist accounts found in the pages of Mercurius Aulicus. Royalist 

tracts and pamphlets are far rarer. The somewhat complicated process of 
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interpreting, selecting and fusing together sources often divergent and 
contradictory, has led in the past to many misunderstandings of the war in 
the north in general, and of particular incidents in that war. A case in 

point is that of the fighting in Yorkshire between January and April 1644, 

where entire battles have been overlooked, misdated and sometimes gathered 
together by later writers. The inherited errors in dealing with this 

particular period of fighting have led, in turn, to a failure on the part of 
many writers to appreciate the real significance of the battle of Selby 

on April 11th 1644 which can be seen as the decisive turning point in the 

civil war in the north. Other problems of interpretation will become 

apparent as the narrative unfolds and cannot be referred to here. It will, 
however, be clear that in using the sources for campaign history as well as 
for regimental and officer history, the same principles apply. The sources 
must be analysed minutely and, initially, in isolation from other sources, 
until gradually a complementary pattern emegges. Only in this way can 
errors and contradictions be tracked down and disposed of. Although I do 

not suppose that I have succeeded in eliminating all such, I have gone some 
way towards a thorough revision of the accepted view 

- 
of the course of the 

civil war in the north, in the same way that I have endeavoured to cast 
light upon the composition of the Royalist officers who fought that war. 

As other researchers have found, family archives from Royalist origins 
abound. County Record offices are full of them, but they are, for the most 

part, utterly devoid of military material. The Beaumont of Whitley archives 

at Huddersfield, for example, contain only one civil war document. The 

entire extant series of letters sent to Major Thomas Beaumont by Colonel Sir 
William Saville, lie in the Bodleian Library. The Wentworth of Woolley 

papers in Leeds contain two or three minor documents, whilst the Meynell 

family papers at Northallerton lack any military material whatsoever, which 
has led some researchers to suppose, quite wrongly, that the Meynell's were 

neutral Catholics. The best chronological sequence of military papers 
lies in the little used Musgrave collection at Carlisle, whilst the Temple- 
Newsam, Mss. at Leeds contain several useful papers concerning the garrison 
of Skipton Castle where Colonel Sir John Mallory was governor. A full 
listing of family archives in which military papers have been identified, 

will be found in the bibliography. The scant nature gives emphasis to the 

point already made, concerning the wilful destruction by officers of their 
incriminating documents. 

To labour the problems of sources is rather akin to excusing oneself 
before blame has been apportioned. It is, anyway, not so much a question 

of what materials there are, as it is of how those materials are used. 
The regimental history of the Royalist army, and of its campaigns, can be 

built up from ancillary sources as well as from specifically military 
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archival material. If the pieces of the jigsaw can be made to fit easily 
together without losing anything of their original shape, the construction 
lines need not show. It needs but judicious removal of extraneous aspects 
which may have accrued over centuries of neglect or of unsystematic 
piecing together. If one is to pursue what in many respects amounts to a 
pioneer course, it is a duty to let nothing go unquestioned. 

There is one body of sources, in some senses secondary, which no 
researcher could function withoutl but which few acknowledge their supreme 
indebtedness to. I refer to those vast indices, genealogical works and 

calendars compiled largely during the 19th century. Mrs. Green's work on 
the records of the Committees for Advance of Money and for Compounding has 

become an essential adjunct, which is right since it was intended to be so. 
But her work, and that of less widely known "antiquarian fact grubbers" 

must not be simply taken for granted. Where northern history is concerned, 
the names of Horsfall Turner, Joseph Hunter, Clay and Foster deserve and 

require proper acknowledgement. Their painstaking concern for detail in 

the composition of family pedigrees, often using materials that are no longer 

extant: their careful compilation of-calendars of wills and probates: 
their meticulous attention to details however trivial; without their years 

of work, no research involving the analysis of hundreds of inviduals would 
be feasible. Sometimes in error they may have been, but error on so vast 

a scale is understandable. Often reworking the same ground, particularly 

where genealogies were concerned, they provided a means of cross-referencing 

and checking their work wh 
, 
ich makes it possible to pinpoint their occasional 

errors. Genealogies and probate indices are essential in identifying 

individual officers mentioned in composition proceedings or elsewhere, in 

determining their family status, their social tanding, their age, and$ 

occasionallyt their religious persuasion. By all these means, then, we 

can rescue hundreds of officers from the virtual anonymity of the List, 

and make that document itself of major importance, as the problem of 
Catholic activism most clearly demonstrates. 

Having introduced the problems of the sources, and having shown in what 

way apparently disparate materials can be made to complement and to 

supplement each other in order to overcome a lack of directly pertinent 

sources, we must now turn to the subject matter of the research. I am 

primarily concerned now with explaining the purpose of the regimental 
Appendices, and in drawing toýether the findings of the officer analysis 

involved. 
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The Regiments and their Officers: 

As will become apparent, within the normal 17th century framework of 
Horse, Foot and Dragoons, there was plenty of room for exceptions to the 

norm. Moreover, in dealing with a nation in which there was no standing 
army at the outbreak of war, there was ample room for innovation, largely 
born of 'making do'. Nor was there, any lack of gentlemen or of yeomen 
ready to officer either the Militia or Trainband formations initially 

utilised in 16427, or to take over the commissioned regiments that appeared 
later in that year. Lois Schwoerer 

8 
in her study of the attitudes toward 

military forces on a permanent footing, showed that anti-militarism was 
directed almost entirely against the idea of professional common soldiers 
officered by professional officers. In building up the Northern Army, 

early in the war at least, efforts were made to base the largely infantry 
forces upon the old Trainband system, calling to their colours regiments 
like those of Thomas Metham or Robert Strickland, leaving the active gentry 
free to raise their own troops of horse or, if ambitious enough, their own 
cavalry regiments to supplement the foot forces. This explains, incidentally, 
the Catholic predominance in cavalry forces. The penal legislation barred 
them from service in the Trainbands - although it must be noted that both 
Metham and Strickland, and they were not unique, were known Catholics 

and consequently, they may well have tended to gravitate towards the cavalry 
arm. Throughout the war, Catholics were more strongly represented in the 
horse than in the foot. 

Nor, let it be saidt was the appearance of Catholics in arms universally 

welcomed by Protestant Royalists. The earl of Cumberland, the first 

g. eneral in the north, actively avoided employing them9, and some regiments 

remained free of them throughout the war. The evidence is overwhelming that 

Catholics tended to gravitate towards certain regiments, where a Catholic 

Colonel welcomed them. Thus, insofar as the officers are concerned, we 
can identify certain almost exclusive Catholic regiments, generally cavalry, 
in service by mid 1643 when the earl of Newcastle's sensible relaxed policy 
gave them opportunity. Examples of these 'Catholic' regiments will suffice. 
All such can easily be identified in the regimental analysis contained in the 

appendices. In Yorkshire, the regiments of Sir Walter Vavasour (later under 
Francis Hungate); William Eure, and Sir Robert Clavering were largely offic- 

ered by Catholics. In Durhamt George Wray and Sir William Lambton drew 

co-religionists to their colours: in Northumberland Edward Grey and Sir 

Edward Widdrington did the same, whilst in Lancashire Thomas Tyldesley and 
Viscount Molyneux are noteworthy. From Lancashire, tool came those two 

regiments which formed part of the elite of the Oxford army, the Queen's 

regiments of horse and foot, her Lifeguards, commanded by Henry Jermyn. 
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Indeed, where the supply of home-grown Catholic officers failed to meet the 
demands of the Queen's regiments, French soldiers of fortune filled their 

places. Men like Charles Charbo, Anthony de St. Mark and a Captain St. 
Michel rubbed shoulders with Lancashire Recusants such as John Cansfield, 
Lawrence and Gervase Clifton and Thomas Brockholes. 

What are we to make of this polarisation of Catholic Royalists in 

certain specific regiments? It was not an overall policy, for several 
Catholic colonels had very few identified co-religionists on their staff. 
John Belasyse, for example, who raised at least three regiments in the King's 
interest, never had so many Catholic officers as did Robert Clavering in his 

single cavalry regiment. Similarlyq whilst Walter Vavasour attracted 
Catholics to his colours by some means or other, George Middleton had less 

than a handful. The want of a coherent pattern is frustrating, but that 

there was a pattern of some kind seems clear. Catholic regiments did exist, 
but how they came about, how colonels selected their officers, is obscure. 
Family connection was the answer in some, but not in all, cases. The single 
factor which emerges is that of a shared religion, and of a shared experience 

of persecution. But the number of Catholic field officers in regiments 

predominantly Protestant or commanded by a Protestant colonelq is sufficient 
to warn against any general theory of Catholic and Recusant group identifica- 

tion. On the other hand, we tend to find occasional instances of Protestant 

Lt. Colonels or Majors serving Catholic colonels who might be of inferior 

local or social status. It begins to look as if the Catholic Royalists 

as often as not, gave the lead in resorting to arms in 1642. 

For what is irrefutable and remarkable, is that almost from nowhere, in 

late 1642 and early 1643, Catholics hitherto debarred from Trainband 

service and military experience, came forward in numbers large relative to 

their proportion in the population of the north, until they formed one 

third of the commissioned colonels and one third of the commissioned officers 

that it has been possible to identify. Their influence in the army, and 

their sacrifices on the field of battle, were out of all proportion to their 

numbers in the population and in the army. The Marquess of Newcastle's 

army owed much of its strength and success to these men. 

In 1642 Parliamentarian and Royalist sympathisers alike, found comfort, 

such as it was, in having the social system reflected in the military 

organisation - freeholders in arms under the local gentry. This is 

evidenced strongly by the fact that the few professional soldiers employed 
in the north were as often as not, subservient in rank to amateur officers 

who were also peers, baronets, knights or esquirce: Thus Newcastle, though 

he hearkened to their advice, kept his professionals - with the single 
exception of James King - firmly in their place. Even in the critical 
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months of 1645 the King himself, casting the dice for the last time, chose 
to place the courtier, Digby, in command of the remnants of his cavalry, 

making Langdale, most brilliant of northern brigade commanders, ostensibly 

second in command. The professionals remained very much in the background, 

although let it be said that by 1644 most of Newcastle's field commanders 

could justifiably. claim to have become professionals and veterans. By 

professional at this stage, we must mean, those men who had made their way 
in the world in the profession of arms. James King is a prime example, 
Charles Lucas another. Such men took the blame, and little of the credit. 
Thomas Glemham, a remarkable garrison commander, was by-passed by the King 

who gave a peerage to Charles Gerard in which Glemham had some claim. 

What is remarkable is that, as the war grew more bitter and more wide- 

spread, the local Trainband officers found, often to their surprise, a 

capacity for military command few of them would otherwise have found lay in 

them. Even merchants, men whose entire lives had been centered around 
the business of trade and acquisition of money, lika Sir John Marley of 
Newcastle, became proýZicient commanders in the face of dire necessity. 

The point will be-made in Chapter One that the Royalist army in the 

north, as elsewhere in 1642, was improvised. Although the Trainband formed 

the basis of the infantry, there is very little evidence for the survival of 
Trainband units into mid 1643. Metham's Foot completely disappearedg or so 
it seems, and his active colonelcy lapsed, although he retained the rank as 

an honour whilst serving as Captain of Newcastle's Lifeguard. He was, any- 

way, a very old man in 1642 and his first and last fight was on Marston Moor 

two years later. Of other identifiable Trainband regiments, that of Conyers 

Lord Darcy went to Oxford under his heir's command and acquitted itself well. 
Robert Strickland's, George Wentworth's, William Saville's and William 

Widdrington's, all infantry formations, fought on in the north, but prestige 
did not attach to them as it attached to newly commissioned foot regiments 
like Lambton's or Huddleston's. The York City Trainbandq under Henry 

Slingsby, disappeared only to reappear as a normal volunteer regiment. 
Sir Henry Griffiths's infantry probably disbanded in the autumn of 1642. 

In Lancashire, the Trainband system was in disarray from the first, and 
the Royalists there recruited from scratch, probably because the local 

Parliamentarians had a firm hand on the most populous Trainband areas anyway. 
The Trainband system survived in Cumberland and Westmorlandl with all its 

deficiencies, not least the failure of many of its commanders to decide 

precisely which side they were on. 

Nor is there any identifiable continuity between, the army of 1642/3 

and that raised in 1639/4110 Of the commanders of regiments then appointed, 

although several served the King during the civif war - Jacob Astley and 
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George Goring for example - only one northern commander, Thomas Glemham, 
held a colonelcy on both occasions, but the officers of his regiment in 
1640 bear no relation to his officers given in the List for 1642/6. The 
fact is, that several minor officers in arms in 1640 went on to become 
field commanders in their own right in 1642/3, and a few examples will serve 
to illustrate this point. Lt. Colonel ZH-enry7 Waite, who served under Sir 
William Wentworth in 1640, commanded his own regiment in York in 1642/4. 
Captain Stradling of Newport's regiment became colonel and governor of Carlisle 
Castle. Major Basset of Ogle's became Colonel of Newcastle's Foot. others 

of course, appeared as Parliamentary officers, for the army of 1639/41 was 
not a model for the Royalist forces of 1642/6. In much the same way, 
officers returning from European service found themselves suddenly elevated 
in rank and offered commissions by King and Parliament. Lt. Colonel Richard 
HacMoyler of Duncombets Horse had beenj as late as January 1642, merely a 
cavalry trooper with Irish service. Promotion was not quite so rapid in all 
cases, but it is marked enough. The Royalist army was to a large extent 
built upon promotion through merit, even if as a policy, it was not pursued 
beyond the initial development stage or even openly advocated. 

In the north we can identify certain periods of intensive recruitment. 
The accusation levelled at Newcastle, that he distributed commissions with 
sc 

, 
ant regard for their fulfilment, has been discussed elsewhere? 

' Having 

recruited his own army in Durham and Northumberland in 1642, he found on his 

arrival at York in December of that year, that the earl of Cumberland had 

demonstrably failed to organise a military force worth anything, after the 

King had marched away with such regiments as had indeed, been recruited there. 
With the arrival of the Queen from Holland in March 1,643, there was more 
recruiting, to provide men'to accompany her to oxford, and to fill the gaps 

made by the departure of regiments as escort forces, virtually all of which 

were to remain in Oxford with the King. It was at this time, for example, 
that Darcy's Trainband Foot left the county, and hundreds of soldiers were 
drawn away from Lancashire to form the nucleus of the Queen's two Lifeguard 

regiments. With the renewal of the siege of Hull in September 1643, 

Newcastle raised fresh forces to replace those left stationed in Lincolnshire 

under Sir William Widdrington, and again, in November, commissions were 
issued to recruit men for service in Derbyshire and Staffordshire. The 
invasion of the Scots in January 1644 meant a renewed burst of recruiting 
both to meet the threat and to safeguard Yorkshire in the rear. To this 

period we can positively date the raising of Anthony Byerley's Foot in 

Durhamq which regiment, like many others, cannot have exi e tar. m re than L 
UNIVJ`EIFý-TY 
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three months at most. OF Y0 RI K 

MARY 
A perpetUAl drain upon the northern army came from t'-e--d e of 

forces summoned to assist that at Oxford. The poor earl of Derby was 
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seriously handicapped by the loss of newly recruited forces at critical 
moments. Tyldesley's, Molyneux's and Gilbert Gerard's marched away to 
Oxford. Newly raised troops and companies formed the basis of the Queen's 
Lifeguard. These losses contributed in no small way to the Royalist 
collapse in Lancashire by the early summer of 1643- Things were not quite 
so bad in Yorkshire and the east. The earl of Newcastle had greater 
reserves of manpower upon which to draw, and he had so successfully out- 
generalled the Fairfaxes and their fellow commanders, that he was never really 
in. any danger of being overwhelmed$ unlike Derby. Belasyse's and Pennyman's 
had departed for the south in August 1642. Over the next year, they were 
followed by Darcy's Foot, Eure's Horse and Foot, perhaps by Osborne's Horse, 

as well as by other units which came to make up, in time, the foot regiments 
of Thomas Pinchbeck and Henry Percy. Of these, only Eure's cavalry came 
back to Yorkshire, to go down on Marston Moor where William Eure and his 
lt. colonel, both of them Catholics) lost their lives. Tyldesley's and 
Molyneux's also came to Marston Moor and took a beating, but for the most 
part, served in the south. 

The Trainband system had determined that no man should serve outside 
his native county. The development of the war made this an impracticable 

anachronism. If the Trainbands were rife with parochiAlismq they had to 
be replaced or purged, and it is perhaps surprising that Darcy's Foot went so 
easily with the Queen, who must have attracted a good deal of personal 
popularity. Even so, and during the war's later stages, certain regiments 
never left their native counties - Muscham]ýs and Forster's, for example, in 
Northumberland, and Byarley's in Durham - so, clearly, Newcastle respected 
certain traditions even if he brushed others aside. It may have been, of 
course, that these local regiments provided an easy means of policing the 

Royalist hinterland. Garrison regiments were, of course, a different case 

altogetherv being intended solely to maintain a town or an important castle. 
Mallory's in Skipton, Cuthbert Clifton's in Liverpool, Scrope's in Bolton in 
Swaledale and Marley's in Newcastle upon Tyne, were never in any danger of 
being marched away and may well have been Trainband in origin. Marley's 

certainly was. Whatever regimental cohesion these garrison regiments 
possessed, must have gone by 1645 (for those that survived) when their ranks 
became crammed with Reformadoes from broken field regiments. Pontefract is 

a case in point, where whatever regimental structure Colonel Lowther may have 
had, was utterly lost by the time the siege began in December 1644. The 

same is demonstrably true of Scarborough, where a large number of Royalist 
field commanders came together in the last defence, and where several of them 
died. Garrison regiments wereq anyway, distinguished by a marked versatility 
in improvisation, cavalry doubling as infantry and vice versa, something no 
self-respecting cavalryman would have considered in the field. 
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Having observed that neither the Trainband system, nor very many of 
its regiments, survived into 1643, we ought to consider the means by which 
a regiment was raised. It is not altogether clear just where the power to 
issue commissions lay. Certainly, the King and his generals could and did 

personally distribute authorisations for raising regiments: the earl of 
Newcastle would, for example, sign a commission for a colonel and then for 

a captain, without following any recognisable system other than the prescribed 
12 wording of the commission. The extent to which Colonels chose their own 

officers cannot be truly assessed in the north, although such evidence as 
there is suggests that the choice was primarily their owns subject to the 

sanctions, perhaps, of Newcastle and his chief commanders. In this way 
the-earl could, if he wished todo so, prevent a man receiving a commission: 
the earl of Cumberland, for example, simply ignored Catholic supplicants and 
seems to have tried to take do with what Trainband forces he had. 

It probably need not be said that both sides might have preferred to 
fight the war with Trainband formations. The issuing of commissions meant 
that at one peal of the trumpet or beat of the drum, the property qualifica- 
tion for military service went by the board. Into the rank and file came 
the unemployed, the landless and the rogues, as well as the sincere Royalist 

sympathisers from the yeomanry and minor gentry classes, though I do not mean 
here to imply that genuine Royalism was confined to specific classes. In 
both civil war armies, perhaps more obviously in that of the Parliament, 

the volunteer nature of the forces was a tool for social levelling. That it 

had any permanent effect one would doubt, since war conditions weret after 

all, exceptional conditions in which exceptional things, unheard of in peace, 

might be temporarily acceptable. For the northern Royalist army between 

1642 and 1645, we can envisage the freeholder element as a leaven in the 

rank and file, but no longer as the hard core of any single regiment. it 

was the improvised nature of these forces that enabled Newcastle to march 
his regiments wherever he wished, untroubled by Trainband traditions, and 

subjected only to obstacles such as lack of pay or want of victuals. For 

the most part, these volunteer regiments fought with a dogged obstinacy 
that at times, was almost sacrificial. The Whitecoat regiments on Marston 
Moor, for exampleg marched all the way from Durham and Northumberland, stood, 

and died, whilst native Yorkshire cavalry fled the field. It must be that 

men who had, prior to the war, wanted some means of identifying themselves 

with their society, found in their regiments a community, and in their 

officers very immediate leadership. It cannot be denied, moreover, that 

the Royalist soldier, whether he felt it deeply or not, was fighting for a 

cause just as much as his Parliamentarian counterpart. Asked to define it, 
he might have been hesitant (as might the Parliamentarian), but it had a lot 
to do with shared hardships, regimental colours and officers who stood 
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shoulder to shoulder with their men. That is part of the essence of war. 

Thus the Trainband system gave way to an improvised organisation far 

more efficient for the waging of civil war. It had hardly been a matter of 

choice, however. Even ignoring the Trainband disposition to think in 

narrow, parochial terms, there was a more major factor in preventing the war 
being fought by Trainbands. These were, after all, peace time civilian 

regiments and troops, in which officers and men of various religious and 

political leanings, worked together. The sudden jagged split in national 

cohesion split the Trainbands as well, setting officer against officers, 

soldier against soldier. A regiment of foot might be ruined by its colonel's 

decision to accept the Commission of Array, whilst two or three of its 

captains might try to take their own companies over to the Militia Ordinance. 

It would not be taking the argument too far to say that the outbreak of war 

decreased the numbers and effectiveness of the available national military 

forcesq and from their ruins emerged the two opposing armies, in a haphazard 

fashion almost everywhere, until events and strong men began to shape and to 

direct resources. The difficulty in identifying Peacock's army list of 

1642 may be explained by the fact that at least until the spring of 1643, 

regiments were changing shape and composition: that October to March can be 

seen as a period of transition. For example, Edward Grey rode down to 

Marlborough in December 1642 with his regiment of Dragoonsq but by the spring 

of 1643 he was back in the north with a regiment of Horse. Two of his 

officers, John Roddam, and Ralph Hebburn, found themselves promoted, Hebburn 

to the command of his own regiment of foot. Robert Brandling, the turncoat 

Yorkshire infantry officer, had been a Captain until early 1643. Edward or 

Edmund Duncombe, the despised temporary commander of Strickland's Trainband 

Foot in the summer of 1642, was later a Colonel of Horse in his own right, 

the case of trooper MacMoyler has already been alluded to. 

Impressment was, however, a common resort of both armies. Volunteers 

would very rarely bring a foot regiment up to prescribed strength, and 

conscription was a necessity. In April 1646, Ralph and Nicholas Stevenson 

of Bishop Burton, husbandmen, petitioned that the Committee for Compounding 

had unfairly drawn them into its net, for "when the Earle of Newcastles Armie 

prvailed in the North Sr Marmaduke Langdales forces compelled yor peticonrs 

to go wth them and after four daies spent amongst yt unhappie Crew yor 

peticonrs got away .... 
03 

0 Keeping men once they had been rounded up must 

have been a constant nightmare for the conscientious commander. Gabriel 

Garsid of Rochdale was, in 1642, summoned by the earl of Derby to provide a 

Trainband soldier at a Warrington muster, but having complied with the 

letter of the demand, Garsid at once withdrew the man and sent him into the 

Parliament's army 
14 

Yet the authorisations for impressment were perpetually 
hopeful. In January 1644, a bad time for the northern Royalists, John 
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Belasyse, then Governor of York, trying desperately to provide the Marquess 

of Newcastle with reinforcements with which to resist the Scots, issued orders 
for conscription. These were to apply on the old Trainband principle for 
the Wapentakes of the North Riding, and if the required number was not met, 
"you are to raise all men of able bodies beinge ffreeholders or ffarmers 

15 
of five pounds per annum". 

It was less of a problem to find officers. Sir Henry Slingsby noted 
that when he sought a commission at the start of the war, he found that 'lye 
King had so many yt wait'd for Employment, yt unless I would find arms for 

ym wn they were raisld, it would not be grantld" 
16 John Brackenbury was so 

eager for a commission that he paid over ten pieces of gold to Newcastle's 

secretary, even though Brackenbury was the brother-in-law of Colonel John 
Redman. He does not seem to have succeeded in his endeavourj7 

Impressment for the cavalry must have been negligible, if it operated 
at all. A large number of the rank and file troopers must have shared 
social standing with their officersq although the old Trainband requirement 
by which men of substance provided horse and rider for a local troop doubtless 

helped in completing troops. 

What is evident anyway, is that neither infantry nor cavalry regiments 
reached their prescribed strength, except in certain cases 

18 Regiments to 

which prestige attached, particularly if not solely, cavalry regiments, would 

ordinarily expect to maintain their quota, at least until the disasters and 
heavy losses of 1644. Newcastle's own, Edward Widdrington's, Thomas 

Tyldesley's, Robert Clavering's and Marmaduke Langdalels, for example, would 

probably have been close to full strength much of the time, filling gaps as 

men were killed or incapacitated or captured, fairly easily. The problem of 

manning was not new, however, as will be seen by a consideration of the 

1642 strengths of Thomas Metham's Trainband regiment, contained in the 

appropriate appendix. Prestige could attach to a regiment in two ways, 

either cast upon it by the eminence of its commanderl like Newcastle's own 
Horse, or by its record in action. Regrettablyq we know so very little 

of the achievements of individual regiments, althoughv and from enemy sourcest 

we receive occasional glimpses of their failures. 

Before going on to consider the officer cadre in more detail, we must 
round off this regimental discussion by briefly examining two crucial aspects 
of raising an army. The soldiers' pay, and their equipment. 

For these essentials, without which no army can survive intact for 
long, regardless of success in the field, there is relatively little that 

can be said beyond the obvious. The question of pay was adequately dealt 

with by Ian Roy in his thesisl, 9'and 
although he was largely concerned with 

the Oxford armyg his observations appear to hold good for the Royalist armies 
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as a whole. In brief, pay depended upon the regular income of the army 
which was drawn from the local population of the north by loans, by weekly 
taxes or assessments, or by the profits from sequestration of the estates of 
Parliamentarian sympathisers. Loans were the more reliable, in that these 
tended to come from rich peers and gentry who were, many of them, already 
militarily committed. Often, rather than being general loans for the use 
of the army as a whole, those rich enough to do so chose rather to finance 

a regiment-or regiments of their own, providing pay and equipment as best 
they could. No coffers, however, were bottomlesst and doubtless as the 

war dragged on, the efficiency of the fighting regiments tended to slacken. 
Unfortunately, we possess really very little material for a full examination 

of'the northern regiments in these terms. At best, we can examine the 

scales of pay stipulated, generally in the Oxford armyt and so gather an 
idea of the vast sums involved in maintaining the Marquess of Newcastle's 

forces. 

Roy identified rates of pay in the Oxford army in some detail, and his 

work requires little modification or repetition. A foot company, for 

example, at full strength 
20 (which many were not) would require about 850 a 

week. A troop of cavalry, again at full strength, in the region of Z80. At 

the start of the war, recruits for the Oxford army were drawn in by promises 

of six shillings weekly for musketeersl twelve shillings for dragoons, and 

seventeen shillings and six pence for light cavalry. Symonds, the Oxford 

army's painstaking diarist, noted that two hundred men would cost 9,40 a week 
to maintain, but this was at a later stage of the war, for by 1645 the 

21 
average garrison wage in Oxford was four shillings. 

A series of documents dating to mid or late summer 16429 and concerning 

northern Trainband regiments, gives an interesting breakdown of individual 

rates of pay. 
Colonel 91.0. Od. per them 
Lt. Colonel 10. Od. 
Major 6. Od. 
Chaplain 4. Od. 
Surgeon 4. Od. 
Mate to Surgeon 2. Od. 
Provost Marshal 4. Od. 
Quartermaster 4. Od. 
Waggonmaster 3. Od. 

It will be noted that this list of rates of pay concerns regimental staff 

only, in a foot regimentq as opposed to company - officers, commissioned 

and non-commissionedý2 From another document of the same period, we can 

obtain the following information concerning foot company rates of pay: 

Captain Z2.16. Od. (per 7 day week) 
Lieutenant 1.8. Od. 
2 Sergeants 16.4d. 
3 Corporals 17.4d. 
2 drummers 14. Od. 

0 



23 It will be noted that this list does not include the ensign. We are also 
24 fortunate in having an assessment of Dragoon officers' pay* 

Colonel F11.0. Od. 
Major 15. Od. 
Captain 10. Od. 
Lieutenant 6. Od. 
Cornet 5- Od. 

The difficulties in raising money and in maintaining a reliable supply 

were amply illustrated by Sir Henry Slingsby, and are dealt with elsewhereý5 
There were also anomalies. John Woodworth, of Eccles in Lancashire, received 

one shilling a day plus six pence a day extra for service out of the county, 

when he marched in the rank and file of Derby's Footý6 Adam Hodson of 
Aspull in Lancashire, was induced to join the colours by a bounty of twenty 

shillings, a red coat, a muskett bandolier and knapsack, all provided by a 

rich yeoman farmer, Ralph Wood, as his contribution to the war effort. 
Unfortunately, Hodson found that in the course of the six months service he 

undertook, he went for twelve or fourteen weeks with no pay at allý7 

The fact of the matter must be that both officers and men often went 
for long periods without payt partly a reflection of the breakdown of money- 

raising schemes, partly as a consequence of there being insufficient. funds to 

go round. At such times, the officers, if they were fortunate enough to be 

able to do so, dipped into their own pockets in order to pacify their men. 
Success in battle meant plundert and before it is condemned as a thoroughly 

bad business, it has to be remembered that for some men at some time in their 

military service, it was their only way of obtaining food, clothing and other 

essentials, as well as money. 

The matter of equipment is also not so clearly illuminated as we might 

wish. Under the Trainband systemt each man was required to provide his own 
28 

weapon, inscribed with his name , and to keep it in a serviceable condition. 
With the outbreak of war, these arms were at the disposal of whichever side 

could seize upon them first, as a consequence of which, the King certainly 

was sh? rt of weapons at the very start. Indeedt there is no way of knowing 

how good were the weapons that the Royalists could lay hold on, or whether 
they were of a uniform style and effectiveness. There were also arsenals 

of weapons in the county towns throughout the northt composed either of 
Recusants' arms seized from their owners on 'permanent loan', or the arms of 

private individuals other than Recusants, stockpiled for issue to the Train- 

bands or to the untrained reserve forces of the countyt in the event of 

national crisis. It is small wonder, then, that the outbreak of war in 

Lancashire in 1642 was connected directly with the earl of Derby's attempts 
to gain control of magazines at Preston, Manchester, Wigan and other places. 
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But it was not simply a question of muskets and pikes, and where needed, 
body armour. There were Trainband commitments to irovide horses, for example 
which fell upon individuals who exercised discretion as to quality. It was 
a, simple matter to overcome the unwillingness of a man to supply his. quota 
horse, as John Wytham. found when the earl of Cumberland forced his horse 
from him in the autumn of 1642P Supplying the cavalry was essential, if 
the Royalists were to hope to achieve a signal victory, and while most 
officers supplied their own mounts, sometimes also for their troopers, the 

greater gentry and non-combatant men of substance were responsible for 
finding large numbers of mounts in excess of those needed for their own 
requirements. This could be done either by actual donation of horses, or 
by providing money to pay for them from elsewhere, on a three months basis 
initially at two shillings and six pence a dayF The enormous expense 
involved can be judged from the numbers set against individual subscribers, 
as Lord Coventry, 100 horses; the duke of Richmond 100; and the earl of 
Cumberland 50. It is hardly surprising that after the first flush of 
enthusiasm had waned, individuals should have been slow in meeting their 
Trainband or other commitments. 

Control of northern ports like Newcastle and Scarborough gave the royal 
army means of bringing in weapons from abroad. When the Queen arrived from 
Holland early in 1643, she brought with her enough weapons to equip Sir 
Marmaduke Langdalets infantry, and supplies were still reaching Scarborough 
in May 1644ý1 But campaigns consumed equipment, and in May 1643 Thomas 
Beaumont, deputy Governor in Sheffield, was advised "use your snaphaunce 
pieces to keep century with. They will save our match"F Careful records 

3 were kept of stores issues at main arsenals like that of York. 3 The city 
hadbeen selected as an-, arsenal by Newcastle in 1643, and saddle-making had 
been in full swing there in late 1642 ý4 Basic commodities like 

.e 
musket balls were manufactured practically everywhere, but it is interesting 

to note that Sheffield was a centre of musket ball manufacture and was 
supplying Pontefrdct, for dispersal elsewhere, in 1643 ý5 

-, 
It is evident that the Royalist army which took the field in 1642 was 

an improvised, makeshift affair. In the north, by trial and error, and under 
the, firm hand of the earl of Newcastle and of his advisorst was forged a 
fighting machine with which the King's cause was well maintained. To offset 
the deficiencies in money and supplies, was the enthusiasm of the officerst 
whicht together with the resolute behaviOurg for the most part, of the rank 
and file when in actiong time and again brought the army to the very edge 
of-victory. Having dealt at some length with the regiments in general, 
we must now turn to consider those officers whot by their example, helped to 

overcome those deficiencies referred to. 
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In the regimental analysis contained in the appendices, attempts have 
been made to identify each known officer. N&turally enough, the more elev- 
ated the rank, the easier the identification, for we are dealing with an army 
in which, by and large, military and social rank tended to go together. As 
the scale of ranks is descended, the success rate of identifications tends 
to fall off. In the case of Quartermasters, it is-so slender that it 

prohibits any worthwhile analysis at all. Consequently, whilst these 

quartermasters are included in the total of 2024 named officers, the 105 
identified quartermasters have not been included in the analysis of ident- 
ified officers. Thus we are concerned with 986 officers, instezad of with 
the 1091 who have been positively or reasonably tentatively identified. 

Rank and file study is impossible. Muster rolls are rare for the 

army of the Parliament, and virtually non-existent for the northern Royalist 
forces. This is due, partlyl to destruction of records, but we cannot 

suppose that accurate and consistent details were always kept, anyway. Only 

one Royalist muster roll, apparently that for Colonel Sir George Wentworthts 

regiment of foot, appears to have survived. The matter is open to some 
doubt, since it consists of a 19th century copy of a now lost document. it 
is undated and virtually none of the names on it are capable of positive 

36 
verificationg although it both sounds and looks correct. Concentration on 
the officer class is, therefore, unavoidable, but is, anyway, more rewarding 
in view of its relation to similar studies of the Parliamentary army, and to 

other works dealing with Royalist gentry in general. Certain important 

points must now be made, howevert for clearly, in any analysis, specific 
terms of reference have to be applied, and cannot be altered to suit cases 
which may present problems or be exceptions to a general rule. 

-So far as rank is concernedt I have taken the final rank of each known 

officer. That is to say, if a man was commissioned as a captain in 1642, 

but-by the end of the war had risen to the rank of colonel, he is dealt with 

only once, as a colonel. In his biographical details will be found, if 

knownt the process by which he reached this rank. For the purposes of 

clarity, however, and in accordance with the practice of the time as, for 

example, in composition proceedings, it is the final rank with which we must 
be concerned (provided always that that final rank was attained within a 
regiment with which we are concerned, or within the timescale of 1642/5). 
Thus, of a total of 126 colonels of horse, foot or dragoons (or combinations 
thereof) 19 were men promoted from lower ranks during the course of the war. 
These promotions are harder to pinpoint the lower one goes in the ranks, 
and_beyond Majors it is virtually impossible to arrive at any valid figures. 

However, whilat taking the final rank for the purpose of analysis, in 
the case of religious and social standing, I have endeavoured to ascertain 
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the correct classification for 1642. This is justified by contemporary 
usage. To consider the problem of social status first, I have recognised 
and employed the following classifications: 

Peers: inclusive of, but distinguished in the biographies, peers of 
Irish and Scottish creation. 

Baronets: those who held this title in October 1642. 
Knights: those who held this rank in October 1642 (excluding war-time 

elevations which are noted in the various biographies). 
Esquires: those who held this status in October 1642, as well as 

heirs to peerages and baronetcies not otherwise distinguished. 

Gentlemenl: the younger sons of peers, baronets and knights, and of 
esquires, as well as country gentlemen so distinguished by 
contemporary sources. 

Yeomen: so distinguished in contemporary references. 
Others: merchants (being those who ordinarily made their living from 

trade and who were not otherwise socially distinguished); 
doctors of law and of medicine, sea captains and clerics. 
These latter groups are so minimal, perhaps one or two 
examples of each, that we are dealing with an army officered 
almost exclusively by the gentry. 

Where possible, the relationship of any officer to his family, whether as 
head of that familyq heir to the head, younger son or younger brother, has 
been noted. In many cases, particularly of lesser ranks, this cannot always 
be accurately traced, so that any attempt to arrive at an overall picture by 

purely numbering would be inhibited for want of certainty from the rank of 
lieutenant downwards. It must be said, however, that few cases of split 
families have been identified, in which brother opposed brother for example. 
Families hitherto supposed neutral or luke-warm can be shown to have had 

a foot in the armed Royalist camp in the shape of a younger son or brother. 

This is particularly relevant as regards Catholic and Recusant familiest 

for although it can be shown that head of family commitment was great 

amongst themt proponents of the neutrality theory have failed to recognise 

younger sons in arms in families otherwise not involved. This matter will 
be gone into in more depth shortly. 

From the tables which have been compiled from information to be found 
in the appendices, it will be seen that in attempting to identify officers 

who had held local, national or court office prior to 1642, or who had 

received a university education, a remarkable lack of any such experience 
emerges. Quite clearly, and probably the high Catholic presence tends to 

accentuate this tendency, in the north at least the Royalist armed forces 

were composed of minor gentry in the officer cadre even if colonelcies went 
to eminent figures. Since no comparative study has been made of the north 
in general, in terms of gentry figures related to office holding figures, 
this may or may not be significant, but it requires emphasis. 

I have steered clear of the rising/declining gentry controversy. 
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The terms of reference which I set myself were wide enough and created 
problems sufficient without adding to them the contentious issues raised 
in that aspect. Dealing for the most part as I have been, with immediate 

civil war sources and others covering the years prior to and subsequent to, 
1642/5, it is only possible now and again to identify a man whose financial 

position was declining or improving. It has been found, howevert that in 

cases where such an identification presents itself, the two possibilities 
appear to balance. Financial insolvency or improvement have been noted in 
individual biographies, and since all the officers are named, it would be 

possible to compare the regimental lists with those that have been produced, 
or may be, in county or regional gentry studies. It seemed to me to be 

sufficient for my purpose, to seek to know from which classes the northern 
army drew the bulk of its officers: the distribution of those classes in 

terms of arm of service and military rank: the representation of wholly 

committed families as against those represented by younger sons or brothers: 

and the religious persuasions of the officers where ascertainable. 

The problem of religious persuasion is really insoluble in a sense. 
Here again, particularly in tracing Catholic officers, I have been concerned 

with evidence of continuity in Recusant families, or specific allusions to 

Catholic sympathies immediately prior to 1642, between then and 1660, or 
in the early Restoration period. In certain families, for instance, that 

of the Sayers of Worsall in the North Riding of Yorkshire, the indictments 

for Recusancy are so frequent prior to the war, that Catholic opinions can be 

assumed for'the warýryears, when Recusancy presentments were a thing of the 

past. Want of composition proceedings supports this view. In other cases, 

a single instance of presentment or of indictment in, say, the mid 1630's, 

cannot be used as a means of determining religious leanings in 1642 (since 

a man may have conformed in the meantime sincerely or otherwise) unless 
there is some familial tendency which suggests Church Papist. A lot of 

prominent Catholics, moreover, escaped indictment and presentment, but were 

well known for their attachment to the old faith, so that in identifying 

these as Catholics, if not as Recusants, we are more reliant upon contemporary 

opinion, even upon that of Parliamentary writers who had an axe to grind. 
In several cases, it has been a matter of exercising judgement on the strength 

of what evidence there is, and consequently I haveg to give two instances, 

accepted the Howards of Naworth as Catholics, but have excepted the Brandlings 

of Leathley in Yorkshire. At all points I have endeavoured to err on the 

side of caution, so that some officers classified as Protestants or as 

of religion unknown, may be Church Papists in the strict sense of that term, 

or unconvicted non-communicants. The lower in the ranks the analysis goes, 
the more difficult does identification of Catholicsq even of Protestants, 
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e. 
ome. This is particularly so in Durham, where Fenwicks and Erringtons 

abound and seemed to delight in adopting in every generation the same 
narrow group of forenames as their ancestors. one is tempted to wonder 
whether the Catholic hunters of the 17th century had as much difficulty 
in getting their man as the 20th century researcher and, indeed, whether they 
bothered to exercise very much caution. 

In brief then, for the purposes of regimental analysis I have taken the 
final rank of each individual, his social standing in 1642, his familial 

position in that year and, where possible, his religious persuasion. I have 

also concerned myself to discover whether they had held local or national 
office, court positions, or had had a university education and military 
experience abroad. 

Admirers of the record of the New Model Army for promotion according to 

merit (although this threw up some unsavoury characters) would apparently 
find little to please them in the northern Royalist armyg or, indeed, in the 
Royalist armies as a whole. But this is only really true if the (false) 

analogy is made between promotion by merit and promotion of an officer of 
humble social status. Whilst rank was generally according to social status, 

within the gentry class as represented in the army, promotion by merit was 
not unusualt since the merit lay in military capability. That rank had to 

accord with social standing was a consequence of the nature of society. 
Royalist and Parliamentarians alikeg in 1642 and 1643, had to give commands 
to men with territorial influence, money9 and the ability to raise and command 
tenants and friends. The majority of Royalist colonels of northern regiments 

either were, or became as a consequence of their rank, knights at the time 

of their commissions. Thus military rank could lead to social elevation 
I, within the narrow gentry spectrum, but Parliament, let it be noted, did not 

recognise such distinctions and dealt with compounding Royalists in terms of 
their social entitlement in 1642 or, if they had succeeded to their estates 

after that date, then by the social title to which they were become entitled. 
Thusq Colonel Sir George Middleton, knighted after the outbreak of fighting, 

though he abjured his faith to compound, was regarded as George Middleton 

Esquire. Military promotion and/or social promotion was rare for those of 

non-gentry origins, and only three positively identifiable cases have been 

found in the northern regiments. Reference has been made to Richard Mac- 
Moyler of Duncombels Horse: there was also Colonel Sir Richard Page of 
Pennyman's Foot, and Colonel Sir Henry Bard (later Viscount Bellamont) the 

second commander of Pinchbeck's Foot. There arel of course, instances of 

senior military officers whose rank was due to experience and not so much 
to eminence socially. James King, later Baron Eythin, Newcastle's chief 
advisor, is a case in point. There are some otherst all noted in the 

regimental analyses or in the campaign history. Even sogit would be very 
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wrong to look upon the Royalist officer cadre in general terms as a club of 
landed gallants assuming military roles for which they were not suited by 
background or temperament. They proved themselves to be, on the whole, 
extremely courageous, usually competent commanders, some of them emerging as 
brilliant tacticians in their own right. Newcastle himself, much maligned 
even to the present, the victim of undeserved jibes, proved himself to be 

a passingly sound commander, always conscious of his amateur status, always 
ready to listen to experienced professionals, and capable of quite sound 
strategical thinking. Regimental officers like Colonel Sir William Lambton 

and Colonel Sir William Huddleston built and trained regiments that were 
among the finest in the Royalist armies, north or south of Trent, whilst 
minor figures like Colonel Sir Gamaliel Dudley or Colonel Sir John Mayney 
discovered that they were capable of exploits which would not have shamed 
more famous men like Rupert and Langdale. The northern regiments were, on 
the whole, well officered by men whose military rank was consequent upon their 

social status. 

There are also some instances when military rank and social status do 

appear to have been at odds. For example, John Smith of Eshe in Durham, 

a Catholic country gentleman, raised and commanded what was intended to be a 
full cavalry regiment, the elite arm of the forces. Then again, we have Sir 
Thomas Bland, Bart., Lt. Colonel in a foot regiment: and Captain Sir John 
Goodrick, Knt., in a cavalry force as a troop commander only, the regiment 
being that of Colonel Sir William Saville, Bart. It has to be pointed out 
hereq that the first captaincy in a cayalry regiment - the first captain 

raised his own troop, whereas the ordinary captain commanded the troop raised 
by a field officer - was probably more prestigious than possession of major's 

rank in a foot regiment. The proliferation of men of fairly high social 

standing technically, in terms of their rank entitlement in society, not 

always compatible with financial well-beingg can be accounted for in two 

ways. Firstly, it demonstrates how many of the knightly class and of the 

squirearchy were eager to serve the King, too many for the limited supply of 
colonel's commissions. I do not think that this particular argument can be 

stretched too far. It is far more likely that military and financial 

considerations went hand in hand, and that the strain upon the purse would 
account for the degree of authority enjoyed by Goodrick or Bland, by Smith 

and others. This would introduce the aspect of financial solvency into the 

qual ifications for possession of high rank, but if it were purely a matter of 
that, as opposed to territorial influence for exampleg we would expect to 
find more of the merchant class represented in colonelcies, whereas the 

nearest we do get to trade is in the colliery owning or renting colonels. 
They are not quite the same type of figure as Sir John Marley and his 

senior officers in Newcastle upon Tyne. The conclusion must be that 
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social standing corresponded by and large with military rankl but that . 
financial difficulties could in certain cases lead to rank falling short of 
whatj socially speaking, would have been expected. That this view is 
further qualified by the finite number of commissions available for the many 
who desired them, goes without saying. On occasions, military rank reflected 
professional expertise and could lead to social elevation, although that 

elevation was not recognised outside the Royalist camp. It need not be 

stressed that this socio-military balance was not in itself a weakness. 

We shall shortly be considering the statistical material drawn from 
the regimental analyses. Initially, however, it would be as well to deal 

with the peripheral information that has emerged from the biographies of 
individual officers. 

The problem of officer mortality can'ýbe dealt with fairly summarily. 
Any attempt to try to arrive at a definitive mortality list for one regiment, 
let alone for an army, would be futile. Colonels and lt. colonels tended to 
be noted as they fell in action, or as they died of wounds or privation. 
Those that died obsr-urely did so in the years after 1646. Majors were less 

often noted. Captains passed from the scene almost without comment, whilst 
lieutenants, ensigns, cornets and quartermasters were heaped anonymously with 
troopers and infantrymen. Full burial pits on many a battlefield contained, 
still contain, tumbled together, the naked corpses of officers, gentlemen 
and rank and file. Colonel John Fenwick, killed with his regiment around 
him on Marston Moor, could not be brought off for separate burial: Colonel 
Thomas Metham was tossed into a pit; their passing only noted because of 
their rank and social standing (particularly in Metham's case). Hundreds 

of other commissioned ranks passed without comment from friend or foe alike. 
Thus an attempt to reach a mortality rate will be restricted to colonels 

and lt. colonels, barring even majors for want of definite information 

concerning many of them. 

Of the 126 colonels included in the analysis (this excludes seven others 

who cannot be identified), 51 died between 1642 and 1660, or 40 per cent 
(rounded down). 

Killed or 
Died of Wounds. Died. Executed 

Roman Catholics 12 91 

Protestants 9 18 2 

It will be noted that the mortality rate for Catholic colonels whose deaths 

can be attributed directly to active service, is markedly higher than the 

Protestant level. This suggests that, as Catholics, they were the more 
likely to be denied mercy on the fieldý* The number includes, of course, 
men like Colonel Sir Thomas Tyldesley killed in action as late as 1651. 
1 
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In the case of lt. colonels, 94 are known of which number 21 cannot be 
identified. Of the 73 included in the analysis, 17 were killed in battle 

and a minimum of four died before 1660. of those killed in actiong no fewer 
than 12 were Catholics out of a total of 31 identified Catholics holding this 

rank. The heavy Catholic losses, 70 per cent of those known to have been 
killed or to have died of wounds received in action, compare favourably with 
the impression gained from the colonels. It has to be stressed that this 
high Catholic mortality rate at field officer level has misled those who 
have propounded the neutrality theory: they simply have not been aware of 
certain officers. Unfortunately, as has been said, no continuing analysis 
is worthwhile for the ranks of major and beyond, for want of a reasonable 
body of evidence. 

Ordinarily, the regimental field officers fought at the head of their 

respective regiments, setting an example for their men to follow. Several 

colonels were killed outright exposing themselves in this fashion: Thomas 
Howard at Piercebridge in 1642, another Thomas Howard and George Heron at 
Adwalton Moor in 1643. All were horse commanders, they were well ahead of 
their men, and provided easy targets. Since their behaviour was the rule 

rather than tho exception, it must be judged remarkable that out of the total 

of 199 colonels and lt. colonels with which we are concerned, only 38 can be 

said positively to have died in battle or from wounds. Of that number, 24 

were Catholics. The survival of many others must be accounted for by their 

skill in arms, and, in the case of escaping death by musket fire, by their 

plate of proof which was ordinarily worn. Another factor, less edifying but 
for which there is some evidence, lay in the ability of horse commanders to 
flee a stricken field. Infantry colonelsq who ordinarily rode at the head 

of their troops, could also get away: Thomas Fairfax left his foot to their 

own devices on several occasions, as will be seen. When Sir William Lambton 

died with his regiment on Marston Moor, he had clearly dismounted, effectively 
depriving himself of hope. 

Death from wounds was commonplace. Colonel Guilford Slingsby, cut down 

at t sborough in January 1643, had to have his legs amputated and died as a 

consequence, presumably from loss of blood or from gangrene. Two governors 

of Pontefract, Colonels Sir John Redman and Richard Lowther, died of consump- 
tion aggravated by conditions within that castle. The dashing young cavalry 

commander, Colonel Sir Robert Claveringg seems to have suffered a physical 
breakdown in the summer of 1644 which led directly to his death. One of 
the youngest of field officers, his constitution clearly cannot have been 

strong'. Colonel Cuthbert Clifton, a Lancashire Recusant, was confined by 

his captors in late 1644 and died of hard usage. Countless officers of 
lesser rank must have died from maltreatment. Proponents of the 'war without 

anlenemy' theory do not consider this. 
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Age analysis is possible only for colonels, with a cursory survey of 
lt. colonels. Of the 126 colonels, the ages of 71 are known, ranging from 
72 years at the oldest, t, 0'. 17 years at the youngest. This gives an average 
age of 35, (median, 34). Broken down by arm of service, we_fi. nd: 

Horse/Dragoons Foot Horse/Foot/Dragoons 
Colonels 18 32 21 

38(Median_ Average 30(Median 25 37) 35(Median 32 
Youngest 20 21 17 
Oldest 51 72 52 

The 17 year old, Charles Viscount Mansfield, is something of a mystery. 
The matter is dealt with in his biography, but it should be said here that 
he may have been even younger. 

Before going on to consider in detail the more significant aspects of 
officer analysis in ranks excluding that of quartermaster, certain general 
observations need to be made. It has been said that, inclusive of the 

quartermasters, we are dealing with a total of 2024 regimental officers. 
Not included in this total, but given brief cover in Appendix 4 (Vol. 2), any 
analysis of which would be valueless, are those officers of northern origin 
who cannot be classified by regiment or, additionally, by arm of service. 
In some cases their precise ranks may even be in doubt, and the origins of 
many remain a mystery. It might prove possible in time, to ascribe to some 
of them some definite regimental designation, but that need not necessarily 
mean that a northern regiment will be found for them. The List, for example, 
contains many northern officers, ommitted from this study, who served in 

regiments raised outside of the northern counties. These were, usually, 
prestigious regiments like those of the King, Prince Rupert, Byron or Charles 
Gerard. The officers in question may have left the north in August 1642 

and transferred to regiments of the Oxford army (see Walter Slingsby of 
Strickland's Foot). 

I 
The total of 2024 officers is broken down as follows. Those about whom 

nothing, or very little, is positively known, are listed as unidentifiedv 

and will disappear from the analysis at this point. As has been said, 
the Quartermasters are also to be excluded, whether identified or not, since 

no worthwhile survey of them is possible. 
Rank Total Identified Unidentified 

Colonels (Horse, Foot 
Dragoons) 133 *126 7 

Lt. Colonels 

Majors 

Captains (Horse/Dragoons) 

Captains (Foot) 

Lieutenants (Horse, 
Dragoons) 

94 73 21 
98 67 31 

333 176 157 
385 203 182 

178 106 72 
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Rank Total Identified Unidentified 
Lieutenants (Foot) 179 64 115 
Cornets 203 102 101 

Ensigns 169 69 100 
Quartermasters (Horse 

Dragoons) 219 94 125 
Quartermasters (Foot) 33 11 22 

Excluding those unidentifiedl and all quartermasters, we are dealing with a 
total of 986 officers in the survey which follows. 

The number of captains is not disproportionately high, for it must be 

remembered that, for every regiment with the usual three field officers, 
in an infantry regiment there would be ten captains (admittedly ideally), 

and, in a cavalry regiment, six. If the regiments with which we are dealing 

had, all been at full strength, then the number of captains would indeed, be 

disproportionately low. It should also be pointed out, that whereas a 

cavalry troop had its own quartermaster, only one such man was appointed to 

each infantry regiment, hence that discrepancy in numbers. 

Before commencing the analysis of each rank in socio-religious terms, 

a few, brief points must be stressed. The minute processes by which the 
following figures have been arrived at, cannot be set out here. The details 

will be found in each individual biography for the 986 officers with whom we 

are, concerned, as it will be also apparent why 933 have been described as 

unidentified and excluded from the analysis, quite apart from the 105 quarter- 

masters. In the table of Catholic officers set out below, it will be noted 

that'a number of officers from each rank are entered as 'religion unknown'. 
That-a proportion of these were themselves Catholics, either Recusants or 
Church Papists, is obvious. Problems arise in identification where we have 

a common name for which upwards of five or six possibilities can be found 

in Recusancy lists and suchlike. Comment has already been made on the 

difficulty of determining Fenwicks and Erringtons, and the same is true 

of 
_names 

like Watson, Browng Smith, Carnaby and Jackson. It will also be 

apparent that of the 933 ommitted altogetherl a substantial number may well 
have been Catholics, perhaps as many as a third, which is the number that 

appears after study of identified officers. This means that the total of 
Catholics in arms is a figure which can only rise in itselfq and their 

percentage of the total of officers would probably remain the same were the 

evidence available to extend analysis. 

-- In the tables which now follow, particular attention should be paid to 

the degree of Catholic involvement, not only numericallyq but in terms of 
rank representation and family commitment, and social standing. A similar 
comparative survey of, for example, South Wales would be extremely valuable 
in setting these findings in perspective. 
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RELIGIOUS PERSUASION 

Rank Arm Total Catholic Prot. Unknown 
Cornets H/D 102 26 28 

Ensigns F 69 14 43 12 

Lieutenants H/D 106 28 51 27 

Lieutenants F 64 14 36 14 

Captains F 203 43 104 56 
Captains H/D 176 60 102 14 
Ma jors H/D 35 16 19 0 

Majors 32 9 17 6 

Lt. Cols. F 36 10 21 5 

Lt. Cols. H/D 36 20 16 0 

Lt. Cols. HlblF 1 1 0 0 

Colonels Hlb 44 18 25 1 

Colonels F 52 11 35 6 

Colonels H/D/F 30 12 16 2 

TOTALS 986 282 533 171 

Having established a substantial Catholic and Recusant presence in arms 
in the northern regiments (34 per cent of all officers identified in terms of 
religion), it will now become apparent that, contrary to the findings of 

3 Keith Lindley'7 they were predominantly of lesser gentry status, more often 
than not, lacking entitlement to the term Esquire. Whilst the Catholic 
presence in field command rank is noteworthy, particularly in the mounted arm 
whether horse or dragoon, it is even more striking at company or troop command 
level, and given the strong probability that the figure may be increased 

eventually, argues for a more thorough-going Catholic Royalism than has 
recently been supposed. It may be that the traditional view of Catholic 
Royalism was not, at least where the north is concernedl so far-fetched as 
it has been made to seem. 

The distinction drawn between cavalry and infantry officers below the 

rank of colonel and lt. colonel merely serves to emphasise the mbxkedly 
Catholic and Recusant presence in the former arm of service. Dragoons and 
horse are categorised together for c'onvenience, since in terms of troop and 
regimental structure they were identicalý8 Lack of any number of specific- 
ally dragoon regiments renders any separate analysis pointless anyway, since 
more often than not, dragoons formed a troopq perhaps two, attached to a 
cavalry regiment, the colonel of which exercised a dual command. For the 

social, family and political analyses which follow in due course, this 

nice distinction will be dropped, having explained the nature of it. 

We must now turn to specific rank analysis. 
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COLONELS 

Of the total of 133 known colonels, we are concerned with 126 (including 

19 promotibns) who can be positively identified. The seven excluded from 

-analysis, for want of identification, were, with two exceptions, officers 

. 
from places outside of the north. These seven were: 

Colonel Edward Vero, horse. 
Francis Trafford, horse (Catholic, possibly northern). 
(Sir) William Masong horse. 
William Stuartq dragoons. 
Thomas Pinchbeckj foot. 
Godfrey Floyd, foot. 
(Sir) Richard Page, foot (possibly a Yorkshireman). 

The geographical locations, broken down in terms of religion, of the 126 we 

are dealing with, was as follows: 

Colonels North Elsewhere 

Catholics 39 2 

Protestants 63 13 

Unknown 90 

The marked Catholic presence at regimental command level amongst colonels from 

ýthe six northern counties (35 per cent) would not be materially altered-by 
identification of the seven excluded from analysisq but might alter slightly 
if the nine whose religion is not positively known, were shown to have been 

Protlestants or Catholics predominantly. 

The distribution of the 102 northern colonels whose religion is known, 

by'county, was as follows: 
Yorks. D'ham Nfland Cumbria Lanes. 

Catholics 9 11 71 11 

Protestants 27 88 15 5 

Catholic numbers for Durham and Lancashire reflect the larger percentage of 

Catholics in their populations in 1642., The figures for Cumberland and for 

Westmorland, however, raise a question. Catholics and Recusants were a small 

proportion of the population in Cumbria, but what is remarkable is that these 

twolcounties produced the highest number of Protestant colonels after 

Yorkshire. The matter is of some importance, since attention has already 

been drawn to the fact, which is enlarged upon both in the campaign history 

and_t, he. regimental analyses, that commanders here were extremely lax and 

wanted conviction. Taking Cumbria in isolation from the rest of the north, 

it"would appear, superficially, that where there was a tiny Catholic gentry 

presence, there was a small active Royalist group. Yet it must be said that 

for those Cumbrian colonels who stayed at home and did little but squabble 

amongst themselves, there were an equal number who led their men in the major 

campaigns. It may therefore be the case that Cumbria was reluctantly 

Royalist because of its strategic encirclement. 
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In the case of Durham and Lancashireq however, it is possible to be far 

more definite. Although it has been said that Catholics in these two 

counties formed a higher percentage of the overall population than elsewhere, 
they were still a minority. BossY39 gives a notional figure of Catholic 
households in each, in 1641, as #more than 20 per cent' of the whole, and from 
this 20 per cent came 57 per cent of the commissioned colonels in Durham and 
68 per cent of the commissioned colonels in Lancashire. Not only does this 

argue for a Catholic commitment to the Royalist cause in the north, but it can 
also be shown that there was far more family commitment by heads of families 

or by their heirs than there was on the part of Protestant Royalists. if it 

were possible to take Durham and the North Riding of Yorkshire as a single 
areal which has not been attempted in the analyses, and a broad survey made of 
all officer grades (which would require more evidence than we possess) it would 
probably be feasible to speak of a Catholic heartland in the north, stretching 
from the mouth of the Tyne to the mouth of the Tees, inland in a tapering belt 
through Durham and the Cleveland Hills to join northern and western Lancashire, 

which put men into the field out of all proportion to their percentage of the 

population in the north as a wholet sufficient to substantiate the traditional 

view of Catholics as King's men, Further, as has been suggestedl these 

colonels drew into their regiments Catholic officers not domiciled within the 

expected catchment area for a regiment, so that it is now possible to speak of 
a northern Catholic Royalist grouping sufficiently numerous to demand 

attention. 
Social StandinR. 

The following analysis of the 126 colonels is intended to show both the 

social representation in that rank, broken down also in terms of religious 

persuasion. Social status is that applying in October 1642. 

Peers Barts Knights Esquires Gents. Unknown 

Catholics 2 5 9 21 3 1 
Protestants 5 16 19 25 8 3 

Religion 0 2 2 3 2 0 Unknown 

7 23 30 49 13 4 

Between October 1642 and July 1646, fourteen of these colonels received 
the honour of knighthood, seven of whom were Catholics. Six were elevated 
to the peerage, of whom two were Catholics. 
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Family Status 

Such an-analysis is only feasible for the upper ranks of regimental 

command, captain to colonel. I have recognised four classifications: 
1)Heads of families, 2)Heirs to heads of families, whether eldest son or 
brother; 3)Younger sons, and 4)Younger brothers. These last two groups were 

usually in arms if there was some marked degree of Royalist sympathy shown 

on the part of the head of the family. Cases of split families are rare, 

perhaps only three or four coming to light in the 986 cases with which 
these analyses are concerned. . If the family were taken as meaning something 
broader than I have chosen it to. mean, in the sense that we would speak of 
three or four brothers, each the head of his own family unit, as being 

part of a family united by a common surname and parentage, such cases might 

multiply. As it is, I have taken 'family' as meýning the head and those 

identified as being dependent upon him, generally meaning, those living in 

the familial home or drawing an annuity or allowance for their maintenance. 

Naturallyq classification 2)Heirs to heads of families, must include younger 

brothers independent of the actual head, but with expectations which link 

them closely with the family group. 
Total Colonels Heads Heirs 

41 
76-- 

9 

126 - 

Catholics 25 8 
Protestants 49 14 

Unknown 8 1 

Yng. Sons 

3 
8 
0 

Yng. Bros. 

5 
5 
0 

82 23 11 10 

Public Office and Experience 

Most remarkable in the case of northern regiments is the small number 

of c olonels who had achieved any local or national prominence in terms of 

of fice. by 1642. This may partly be accounted for by the presence of a body 

, of Catholics who were, if Recusants, debarred from place or office by the law. 

-, That cannot, however, be the whole pictureq and clearly we must be dealing 

with persons whose social standing was insufficientq or who wanted connection 

orwho lacked the money, to enable them to achieve office. Those who have 

marked the rise, during the Interregnum, of very minor gentry into places of 
importance, have not noted the rise, in 1642, of very minor gentry into 
important military rank in the King's army. This demands study, and argues 
for a broader Royalist commitment in terms of the social spectrum than has 

perhaps been supposed. 

Iý Such an analysis is only really feasible for colonels, but can be tent- 

atively applied to lt. colonels, subject to revision, for comparative 
purposes, 
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The classifications employed here, are as follows. 1)Colonels who were 

or who had been, members of parliament in, or prior to, October 1642.2) 
Those who held, or who had held, positions at Court. 3)Those who held, or 
who had held, local office in their particular counties, i. e. Justices of the 
Peace, Sheriffs, Deputy Lieutenants. 4)Those who had received a University 

education, ordinarily followed by admission to the Inns of Court or to the 
Temple. 5)Those who had seen active service outside England and who brought 

military expertise into the regiments they commanded. 
Colonels Mps. Court Local University Military Service 

126 24 9 34 24 12 

Of the 24 MPsq 20 were from the northern counties, and all are included in 
the total of those who held local office. There does not seem to be any 
marked correlation between university education and membership of parliament, 
nor, 'for that matter, between local office holding and university education. 
Of the 12 colonels who had seen active service abroad, six of these came 
from places outside of the northern countiesq and this compares with 15 

who can be traced to similar external origins (excluding the seven not in the 

survey). Two of the 12 did not actually serve under Newcastle, so that 

it can be said that the earl seems to have pursued a policy of commissioning 

experienced men where possible, to supplement rather than to supersede the 

Trainband and inexperienced local gentry. 

LT. COLONELS 

Of the total of 94 known lt. colonels we are concerned with 73 (includ- 

ing 11 promot: ions) who can be positively identified. The 21 excluded cannot 
be listed here, but it will be apparent who they are. Three were Scots and 
one -an Irishman. 

The geographical locations, broken down in terms of religion, of the 73 

we are dealing with, were as follows: 
Lt. Colonels North Elsewhere 
Catholics 26 5 
Protestants 33 4 

Unknown 50 
Catholic presence in this rank is marked, particularly in the north (44 per 
cent of known lt. colonels), and it should be remembered that in horse and 
dragoon regiments they predominated. 

The distribution of the 59 northern lt. colonels whose religion is known 
by countyg was as follows: 

Yorks. D'ham N'land Cumbria Lancs. 

Catholics 77309 

, -Protestants 13 10 622 
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The Catholic predominance in Lancashire, already noted amongst the colonels, 
is here even more strikingly maintained: but for Durham we have a marked 
increase in Protestant presence at this rank which may be pure coincidence. 
The small number of lt. colonels in Cumberland and Westmorland, compared to 

commissioned colonels from those counties, indicates very strongly the 

lack of real regimental structures there, although we must here allow for 

want of evidence. 
Social Standing 

The following analysis of the 73 lt. colonels we are concerned with, is 

intended to show both social representation in that rank broken down also in 

terms of religious persuasion. Social status is that applying in October 

1642. 

Peers Barts Knights Esquires Gents Unknown 

Catholics 1038 16 3 

Protestants 023 15 16 1 

-, Unknown 000140 

126 24 36 4 

The, single Catholic peer here represented was Henry Constable, Viscount 

Dunbar. in the Scottish peerage, who was killed in defence of Scarborough Castle 
in 1645. One of the four Gentlemen, whose religion is given as unknown, may 
have been entitled to be styled Esquire, but little is known about him beyond 

fragmentary composition records. He was Lt. Colonel Carleton of Colonel 

Colonel Sir Henry Fletcher's Foot. 

Family Status 

The classifications employed here have already been set out in the case 

of,, the,, colonels and do not require repetition. We are dealing with 73 

persons. 
Total 

, 
31 

-. 37 

73 

Lt. Colonels Heads Heirs Yng. Sons Yng. Bros Unknowl 

Catholics 6 10 5 7 3 
Protestants 15 10 5 4 3 

Not Known 3 0 1 0 1 

24 20 11 11 7 

The'pronounced Catholic commitment at the extremely vulnerable level of 

family headship, and of heirs to headship, noted in the colonels, is here 

maintained. 

Public Office and Experience 
: As has been pointed out in the case of the colonels, such an analysis 

is really only feasible for comparative purposesq'but is in no way finalised, 

where lt. colonels are concerned. - Classification has already been given. 
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Lt. Colonels 

73 

mps Court Local University Military Service 

1 2 

The single 14P came from outside the northern counties, Lt. Colonel Thomas 
Smith of the Queen's Lifeguard of Horse. 

MAJORS 

Of the total of 98 known majors, we are concerned with 67 who can be 

positively identified. The 31 excluded from the survey cannot be given 
here but will be apparent in the regimental studies. Two were Scots, and one 

came from Staffordshire. 

The geographical locations, broken down in terms of religion, of the 67 

we are dealing with, were as follows: 

Majors North Elsewhere 

Catholics 22 3 

Protestants 26 10 

Unknown 42 

It will be remembered that Catholic majors were most markedly represented 
in horse and dragoon units. Here again, the preponderance of Catholics at 
the rank of major is highest amongst those from the six northern counties, 
(45 per cent). 

The'distribution of the 48 northern majors whose religion is known, by 

county, was as follows: 

Yorks. D'ham. N'land. Cumbria. Lancs. 

Catholics 10 2505 

Protestants 14 3540 

The Catholic predominance in Lancashire is once again maintained strikingly, 

although again in Durham it has given ground. In these two counties, and 

particularly in Durham, it does appear that Catholics played a significant 

role in the two senior ranks of each regiment, which is a further argument 
for their commitment to the Royalist party. 

Social Standing 

'As 
before, we are concerned here to show the social standing of the 67 

majors broken down in religious persuasion. 

Peers Barts Knights Esquires Gents Unknown 

Catholics 0. 1 1 4 19 0 

Protestants 0 0 0 8 28 0 

-Unknown 0 0 0 3 3 0 

15 50 0 
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Family Status 

Total Majors Heads Heirs Yng. Sons Yng. Bros. Unknown 

25 Catholics 95 1 7 3 

36- - Protestants 86 8 6 8 

6 Not Known 21 2 1 0 

67 19 12 11 14 11 

Catholic Field Officers: Statistical summary. 

In what follows are drawn together the findings concerning Catholic 

activists in the ranks of colonel, lt. colonel and major. Comparison with 

Protestant activists having already been madeq this summary is meant solely 

to give as concise a view of known Catholic officeral as is possible, for the 

regiments. 

We are dealing with a total of 97 identified Catholic field officersq 

from a total of 266 such officers, or 36 per cent of the total of identified 

field commanders inclusive of those 20 of whose religious persuasion we 

cannot be sure. 
Social Standing 

Catholic Field 
Officers Peers Barts. Knights Esquires Gents. Unknown 

97 3 6 13 33 38 4 

Fami 
Catholic Field 

Officers Heads Heirs Ing. Sons Yng. Bros. Unknown. 

97 4o 23 9 19 6 

The most striking aspect of these figures is the degree of commitment by the 

heads of Catholic families. Some 41 per cent (the figure is rounded down) of 
the total number of Catholic field officers in northern regiments were heads 

of families. Heirs accounted for 23 per cent. Catholic field officers as a 

whole, accounted for 36 per cent of the total of 266 identified officers with 

which we have dealt. This may be compared with Bossy's recent critical re- 

assessment of Catholic numbers in England as a whole in 1641 as totalling 60,000 

meng women and children (or 1-5 per cent of the population of 4 millions). 
Figures for individual counties at this date are hard to arrive at, but in terms 

0f households, Bossy suggests the (notional) figures for Durham and Lancashire 

of more than 20 per cent, and for Yorkshire and Northumberland between 11 and 
20 per cent. No. figures can be arrived at for Cumbria where the Recusant 

40 
Population was extremely tiny. Any future work on the size of the Catholic 

community in the northern counties could do no other than add emphasis to the 

impression of an armed Catholic commitment out of all proportion to their 

percentage of the population. 
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CAPTAINS (HORSE AND DRAGOON) 

Of the total of 333 such captains, we are concerned with only 176 

who can be identified. The geographical locations, broken down in terms of 

religion, of these 176, were as follows: 

Captains H, /D North Elsewhere 

Catholics 59 1 

Protestants 93 9 

Unknown 14 0 

To assess the 152 who originated in the north, and whose religion is 

known, in terms of county distribution would be of small value. In dealing 

with 176 of a total of named officers of 333 we are dealing anyway with only 

52 per cent, and to analyse 152 (45 per cent) would beg as many questions 

as it would answer. We can, however, consider the captains of cavalry in 

terms of social and family status. 

Social Standing 

Barts. Knights Esquires Gents. Yeo. Others Unknown 

Catholics 015 46 206 

Protestants 134 85 162 

Not Known 0015008 

14 10 136 36 16 

Here the Catholic presence in minor and middling gentry has to be noted. 

Famill Status 

Heads Heirs Yng. Sons. Yng. Bros. Unknown 

Catholics 17 14 10 3 16 

Protestants 13 21 19 17 32 

Unknown 1101 11 

31 36 29 21 59 

Once again, the cavalry troop commanders evidence the commitment of 
Catholic heads of families to the Royalist cause. The large number of 
Protestants unidentified as to familial status (18 per cent of the overall 
total we are dealing with) is quite pronounced and suegests that they would 
have to be fairly evenly divided between younger sons and younger brothers 

for the most part, since the majority were gentlemen and should otherwise be 

traceable if they were heads of families or heirs to heads, The combined 
total of Catholic heads and heirs to heads gives us 17 per: cent of the 

overall total. 

Catholic presence in the infantry is less marked. -, 

. 
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CAPTAINS (FOOT). 

Of the total of 38.5 such captains, we are concerned with 203 who can be 
identified. The geographical locations, broken down in terms of religion, 
of these 203, were as follows: 

Cdptains (F) North Elsewhere 

Catholics 43 0 

Protestants 98 6 

Unknown 53 3 

As in the case of captains of cavalry, it is not intended to assess religious 

and county distribution, for whilst this would create some imbalance, it is 

also more than apparent that in the infantry, Catholic participation was 
significantly lower. 

Social Standing 

Barts Knights Esquires Gents Yeo. Others Unknown 
Catholics 0 0 3 34 2 0 4 

Protestants 0 1 6 77 9 12 5 

Not Known 1 1 4 36 3 5 0 

1 2 13 147 14 17 9 

These figures serve to emphasise the Catholic commitment righticross the rank 

and social spectrums, when seen in conjunction with those given earlier. 
At field and company or troop command, their presence was quite significant 

even if it was contained in certain specific regiments as the evidence bears 

out. That containment was not, however, complete. 

Familv Status 

Heads Heirs Yng. Sons Yng. Bros. Unknown 

Catholics 6 9 17 4 7 
Protestants 17 17 16 10 39 

Unknown 6 5 7 3 4o 

29 31 4o 17 86 

Most notable here is the number of younger sons of Catholic families, 

which might suggest that for the Catholic Royalist family (and this matter has 

been raised elsewhere in considering the regiments as a whole) had immediate 

preference for the elite arm. But the matter is inextricably bound up with 
the question of Trainband infantry, and this too has been discussed. In the 

case of the captains, and as with the field officersq we must also note the 

continued appearance of Catholic heads of families. Of a total of such 
persons for horse and foot of 60, Catholics accounted for 23 or 38 per cent 
of them all. This compares with a Catholic total of officers of both arms 
of 103 or 27 per cent. 
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OTHER COMMISSIONED RANKS 

For the lieutenants of horse, dragoons and foot, as for the cornets and 
ensigns, only a brief survey in terms of geographical distribution and 
religion is. feasible. The lower in the ranks one moves, the less is the 

material extant on which to build anything like a worthwhile socio-religious 
analysis. 

LIEUTENANTS (HORSE A14D DRAGOONS) 

Of a total of 178 such, 106 are 
as follows: 

North Elsewhere 
1o4 2 

Here again, of those whose religion 
in the elite arm is emphasised by 28 

identifiable. 

Catholics 
28 

can be identif 

(35 per cent) 

The number is broken down 

Protestants Unknown 

5.1 27 

ied, the Catholic presence 

of the 79 so identified. 

LIEUTENANTS (FOOT) 

Of a total of 1? 9 such, only 64 are identifiable. The number is broken 
down as follows: 

North Elsewhere Catholics Protestants Unknown 
64 0 14 36 14 

The figures again show the marked want of Catholic participation in the 
infantry officer cadre, although 14 represents 28 per cent. 

CORNETS 

Of a total of 203 such, only 102 can be identified. The number is 

broken down as follows: 
North Elsewhere Catholics Protestants Unknown 

99 3 26 48 28 

The 26 Catholic cornets represent 35 per cent of the total of persons whose 

religion has been identified. The figure is remarkably consistent with that 
for the lieutenants, and with the overall Catholic presence in commissioned 
ranks. 

ENSIGNS 

Of a total of 169 such, only 69 can be identified. This number is 

broken down as follows: 

North Elsewhere Catholics Protestants Unknown 
64 5 14 43 12 

The want of Catholics in large numbers is again noteworthyq 14 representing 
24 per cent of the total of those whose religion is identified. 

We have been dealing with a total of 986 officers, of whom 815 can be 

identified in terms of religion. Of these, 282 or 34.6. per cent were 
Catholics*ý 
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The Campaigns. 

The study of the Royalist regiments raised in northern England between 

1642 and 1645 is intended to complement the overall examination of the course 

of the war in thenorth during those years. The north as a whole, indeed, 

even where particular counties are concerned, has been neglected by scholars. 
There have been valuable studies of many English counties, predominantly of 

southern England, whilst such work as there has been on the Royalist armies 
has also tended to concentrate on this area. Thomas-Stanford's work on 

Sussex; Wood's pioneer study of Nottinghamshire; Everitt on Kent; Ketton- 

Cremer on Norfolk; Underdown on Somerset; and Andriette on Devon, to cite 

but a few, have really done very little original research into the actual 

fighting. On a large scale, Kingston on East Anglia; Sherwood on the Mid- 

lands; and Holmes on the Eastern Association, have extended their interest 

to larger regional studies, the latter most successfully although his terms 

of reference were political rather than primarily geographical. It is all 
the more remarkable, therefore, that with the single exception of Lancashire, 

we are in want of a comprehensive study of any single northern county. In 

attempting to write a worthwhile history of the campaigns conducted by the 

northern Royalist army, thereforet which must by definition cover several 

counties, it has not been possible to refer to earlier work. This has 

meant re-examining contemporary accounts exhaustively and in two lights, 

that of each individual county, and that of the region as a whole. Such 

a pioneer approach avoids inherited error, but may fall victim to overmuch 

attention to minor detail. 

For Lancashire, Ernest Broxap's study 
41 

of the military campaigns is 

unique, but has to be revised so far as the events of 1642/3 are concerned. 

The reputation of this work is justifiably highq although admittedly it has 

had no rival of a serious nature to contend with it. If there is an overall 

fault, it is one to which all county campaign studies are subjects that of 

seeing events in isolation. By tackling the northern region as a whole, I 

hope to have overcome that difficultyq although when dealing with regions 

it is necessary to be even more aware of national developments as well. 

The only attempt to write a history of the civil war in Yorkshire has 

been that of Clement Markham, whose chief purpose was to write an at times 
42 

adulatory, biography of Thomas Fairfax. In consequence, the narrative is 

closely concerned with Fairfax's career, whichg after December 1643, took 

him away from the north except for the interlude of the siege of York and 
the battle of Marston Moor. The study is, anyway, incomplete and extremely 

partisan. 
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As for the remaining counties, these have been touched upon only 
briefly. Cumberland and Westmorland saw very little fighting until the 
siege of Carlisle was begun by the Scots late in 1644. The publication 
in the last century of Isaac Tullie's contemporary journal of the siege 

43 

has not been followed by any subsequent study, whilst the Musgrave Papers 
in the Carlisle Record Office have scarcely been looked at from the point of 
view of the military history they reveal. Durham and Northumberland present 
a similar picture. Fighting in these counties began in earnest with the 

arrival of the invading Scottish army in January 1644, and the only detailed 

study of the campaigns, painstakingly written, was carried out by Terry 
44 

over seventy years ago. 

This lack of attention to the military history of the north is thrown 

even more sharply into relief, by the considerable work that has been done 

on other aspects of the years 1640/60. Mention can be made of Cliffe's 
45 &, h-ch thorough examination of the Yorkshire gentry /is complemented by P. G. 

ý6 Holiday's thesis 'Royalist Composition Fines and Land Sales in Yorkshire, 
J. A. Hilton and J. Cosgrove have carried out studies on Recusants in Durham 

47 
and Lancashire, and B. G. Blackwood completed a thesis on the Lancashire 
Gentry 1625/60 (this work was not made available for my use)ý8 C. B. Phillips 
has published a paper on local government in Cumbria 1642/6 

49 
0, but his 

military view was limited. No research directly pertinent to the actual 

events of the first civil war in the northern counties has, so far as I am 
awareq been conducted. 

If a history of the fighting must be justified, there is sufficient 
justification in the need for such an overall study. Yet it must be said 
that military history, as such, has been neglected in serious research for 

so long that it has become something of a 'poor relation'. I cannot see 
that such neglect is excusable or even understandable. It is impossible to 
fight a civil war without armies,, and those armies surely must be held to 

represent the committed persons of both sides (at leastt where the officers 
are concerned). It does not seem to me to be satisfactory to explain 
the causes of civil war, long or short term, or the results of civil war, 
without due and careful attention being paid to the events of the war years 
on the field of battle. There must of necessity be a gap in any gentry 
study not dealing in generalities, if the activities of individuals during 
the years of actual fighting are overlooked or summarised briefly, and often$ 
from ignorance. The question of why a particular battle was ever foughtg 

and why it turned out as it didl if answered properly, can tell us a lot 

about the characters and attitudes of rival commanders. To those who would 
object that history has moved away from the study of personalities, I would 
suggest that on the contrary, the very nature of socio-economic analysis, or 
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whatever other type of analysis, brings us back to individuals. Those 
scholars most given to statistics, logarithms and slide rules, should remind 
themselves forcibly that they are dealing with human beings, many of whom 
put their lives at risk for one side or the other between 1642 and 1660. 
What they may have believed, what they attempted to do, and what they did or 
failed to achieve, are subjects worthy of study. To attempt a full study 
ofýthe campaigns of one army may be an innovatory step, but it ought not to 
be. 

In writing a military history from the Royalist point of view, in 

dealing with Royalist rather than Parliamentarian, strategy and tactics, an 

additional innovatory step is taken. It is evident that the victorious side 
in any conflict attracts, if not the sympathiesl then at least the interest 

of scholars. This is particularly the case where the victorious side, as 
has been saidq can be seen as representing a broader, more revolutionary 

scale of values than those of a merely rebellious faction. In examining 
the Royalist officers, the intention was to show the type of men who served 
the. -King in the field, their social background and the degree of their 

commitment. We have a picture, valid for the north at least, and probably 

for much of England, of the men who stood against that tide of change, 

and who probably viewed the Parliamentarians as 'rebels, rather than as 
'revolutionaries'. To look at events from the point of view of the strategy 

of the Royalist army is really to help dress the balance. The assumption is 

inherent in this work, that the Royalist armies were fighting for a cause 

every bit as distinctive as that for which their enemies fought. 

The problem of the sources has already been stressed. In the study 
which follows, it has been necessary to re-examine Parliamentarian material 
in'order to draw out material strictly pertinent to the Royalist army. In 

conjunction with available memoirs and diaries, tracts and manuscripts (such 

as they are) it has been possible to compile a fairly exhaustive and extensive 
account of the fighting in the north. Battles often examined in isolation 

are. here drawn together in a campaign sequence, and campaigns are linked 
together to provide a continuous narrative without which it is impossible to 

understand the eventual outcome of the wars. 

In retrieving various battle studies from their isolation, it has been 

essential to sift the plethora of errors, exaggerations and, sometimes, 
downright falsehoods, that abound as much-in secondary writers as in the 

contemporary sources. Often, this has entailed making educated guesses 
based upon a consideration of possibilities, where strictly pertinent sources 
have been lacking. Such instances, and they are few, will be apparent. 
Where some anomalies have defied scrutiny they have been permitted to stand 
subject to explanation. 
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In approaching the fighting from the Royalist viewpoint, it has been 

necessary to question the importance attached by contemporaries and later 
historians, to certain actions and incidents. For example, it has been 

necessary to question the significance attached to the largest battle of 
the entire civil wars, that fought on Marston Moor on July 2nd 1644, which 
has long been held to have been the crucial action which marked the end of 
Royalism in arms in the north. The importance attributed to what was, 
undeniably, a fierce and most bloody battle, may well be the consequence of 
a lack of any overall study, leading to the creation of a misleading impress- 

ion. It will be argued that whilst Marston Moor can be seen as marking the 

end of any coherent and unified Royalist strategy north of Trent, the real 
cause of the loss of control there was the battle of Selby fought on April 
11th 1644. 

It will be shown that the fortunes of the northern army can be 

marked by a series of important events directly and indirectly military. 
The appointment of the earl of Newcastle in late 1642 as overall commander 
in place of the docile earl of Cumberland began-'the determined Royalist 

military activities throughout the north. The arrival of the Queen from 

Holland early in 1643 marked the point at which any Royalist attempt to 
dominate Lancashire was bound to fail, by her drawing away south with her, 

the Lancashire regiments raised by the earl of Derby; although at the same 
time, her arrival brought over to the Royalist side the important coastal 

garrison of Scarborough. The battle of Adwalton Moor at the end of June 
1643 can be seen to be the high water mark of the earl of Newcastle's 

campaigns, and that having won so much, he lost ground as the result of 
indecision and of overmuch caution. With the arrival of the Scots in 

January 1644, Newcastle was obliged to fight on two frontsl and though he 

gave a good account of himself, the loss of the Yorkshire infantry at Selby 

forced him south to defend York and so led to the disaster on Marston Moor. 

It will further be shown thatt despite the catastrophes of 1644, and 

despite Newcastle's abandonment of the struggle, with almost the entire 

general staff, the loss was not beyond repair. Rupert, hovering uncertainly 

in Lancashire, was the culprit who throw away the north when it was not 

irretrievably lost. He left what remained of the northern army to pen 
itself up in garrisons like Carlisle and Pontefract, or to fight their way 

south in desperate fighting, as Mayney's Brigade did in September. We are 

dealing with a history of lost opportunities and of unrealised advantages. 

Until now, this has obscured the fact that in the north was a fine fighting 

army beaten by circumstances rather than by a superior enemy. 
I 
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CHAPTER ONE 

THE DRIFT INTO CIVIL WAR 

June to December 1642 

The English civil war did not begin with any formal declaration of 
hostilities. By the time that the King had raised his standard in 

Nottingham, individuals on either side had been killed, or attacked, by their 

political enemies. The northern countiesq as elsewhere in the country, saw 
the violent actions of the more extreme of the rival protagonists, which 

emphasised the reluctance on the part of the majority to commit themselves, 

to any irrevocably violent solution. At his trial in 1651, James Stanley, 

earl of Derby, was accused of causing the first death of the wars; but such 

a charge was hard to substantiateg and his sentence and execution did not 

rest, of course, upon its viability. That such a scapegoat should be sought 

after so many years of fighting, however, exemplifies the unwillingness of 
Parliament, at least, to accept responsibility for the warfare. Yet to 

interpret the haphazard drift into war as a deliberate political ploy aimed 

at shifting the blame for its commencement onto the other side, is to deny 

what must be taken as a genuine desire to avoid hostilities which in turn 

demonstrates that the bitterness which the wars aroused, was not in itself 

instrumental in bringing them about. 

Yet reluctance to fight and unwillingness to fight are not one and the 

same thing. When all the apparently possible political moves had been 

exhausted in the summer of 1642, both sides were able to field armies which, 
however much they differed in quality, were on the whole committed to the 
defence of their distinctive causes. Perhaps the willingness to fight 
lay in a belief that a swift military campaign would lead to a military 

settlement on which a lasting political solution could be built. Certainly, 

the Royalists in northern England seem to have hoped that this would be the 

case, at least until mid November. In the north, the drift into civil war 
became actual war with the arrival of an army at York commanded by the 

earl of Newcastle, in early December. 

King Charles had reached York, which was to be, next to Oxford, the most 
important of Royalist garrison towns, on March 18th, having begun his 
Journey north on the 1st of that month. At the manor of Theobalds, a 
little above twelve miles from London, he had rejected the overtures of 
delegates sent by the Parliament to discuss the Militia bill. The decision 

of the Parliament to draft the Militia Ordinance, and the King's journey 
into the north, created the political and the physical gulf necessary to 

an outbreak of war. 
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The Militia Ordinance was a direct challenge to the Royal prerogative, 
in that, by implication, Parliament claimed to be able to act without the 
Royal consent in the most important field, of raising forces. In the 

event of a need to resort to arms, Parliament could reasonably hope that 
the Lord Lieutenants of the counties of England, who held effective command 
over the local Trainband units and their colonels, would, given prior 
sympathy for the Parliament, use their authority to enforce the Ordinance's 

provisions and so raise what soldiery there was, for the Parliament's 

service. The initial reluctance to use force, on Parliament's part, may 
have been reluctance to see cemented in rebellion the already revolutionary 
legislative measure which they had adopted. 

The only full study of the civilian forces available initially to 

either side, has been that of Boynton' The Militia, or Trainbands, were by 
definition unprofessional civilian forces, officered, wherever possible, by 

experienced soldiers. During the Tudor organisation of these citizen 
troops, the country had been divided into areas of importance, and it is 

noteworthy that none of the northern counties were included in that most 
important of recruiting areas, the Maritime Countiesq which brought in at 
its most northerly, Lincolnshire. Lancashire was located with the Inland 

counties of secondary importance; Yorkshire was in a third category, on 
its own; whilst Northumberland, Durham and Westmorland formed a fourth 

group. On a most cursory examination, therefore, it would seem that 
if the training had been up to requirements, the southern and eastern 

counties, from which Parliament drew the bulk of its forces immediately, ought 
also to have had the best available. 

The authority of the Lord Lieutenant in any given countyl had been 

increased by the decision in the 158018, to make him responsible for the 

appointment and pay of the professional soldiers who were intended to super- 

vise the training of the local levies - the Muster Masters. A lethargic 

attitude on the part of the Lord Lieutenant, and the reluctance of local 

gentlemen to commit themselves to what was often an expensive business 

despite the prestige of military ranks could mean that the Trainband was 

valueless. The position of the Muster Master was difficult. He had full 

responsibility not only for the training of the men, but also for the 

nomination of the non-commissioned officers. This latter factor, coupled 
with the likelihood that the, Muster Master would be an outsider, must have 

caused a degree of f3ýiction with the commissioned officers drawn from the 

local gentry. Particularly so, when the Muster Master had also to report 
to central government on the condition in his own area, but drew his pay 
from a locally administered fund. 

The commissioning of local gentlemen as officers in the Trainbands, 
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exemplified the intention of the Elizabethan administration, that the force 
should be composed of safe citizens, of freeholders and of yeoman farmers 
who would have a vested interest in the maintenance of order. For this 
reason, a narrow sense of duty combined with a parochial outlook, made it 
unlikely that the Trainbands would willingly, if at all, serve outside their 
locality. Periods of informal coaching together with specific days, a few 
each year, set aside for training, sufficed in most areas, and the hiring of 
substitutes by well-to-do civilians with Trainband commitments, meant that a 
cohesive unit was likely to be a rarity. 

Under James I, perhaps as a consequence of his pacific foreign policy, 
the Tudor Trainbands declined in effectiveness and in quality. Affluent 

gentry, who had previously supplied the officers, responding to this atmos- 
phere, let their commissions drop in order to save themselves money, whilst 
the Lord Lieutenants tended to rely heavily upon deputies. The Muster Master 

chiefly, and the keen officers as well, experienced intense frustration. 
Many probably found their way back into the European wars, although there is 

no way of knowing whether the Muster Master requirements were met in full or 
not. - 

What amounts to a decade of inactivity was followed by spasmodic 
enthusiasms attendant upon the possibility of war with Spain from 1613. By 
the time that King and Parliament came to need the local levies for internal 

war, they were probably, with exceptions, in a fairly good state of training. 
Whether this applied to the north is debateable. Boynton identifies a 
"northern niggardliness" 

2 
ensuant upon the accession of James I and the 

stabilisation of the border with Scotland, for his reign marked the virtual 
end of the days of the steel bonnets and border rievers. Musters became 
infrequent and often uncoordinated, as if the north, responding to being 

catogorised as of minor importance under Elizabeth, looked to the south for 
defencd in the event of war with Spain. In the atmosphere of war that 

accompanied the accession of Charles 19 Trainband organisation was stepped 
up* Officers were brought home from Europe to supervise trainingg and drill 
books began to circulate. Whilst convicted Recusants andq perhapsg suspect 
Catholics, were barred from service, and infantry received an influx of men 
from outside the Freeholder and yeoman class, hoping to escape impressment. 
The armies which faced each other at Edgehill, owed a lot t: ) the prevalent 
fear of foreign war in the 16201s. and to the actualities of European war in 
the decade following. 

Training apart, what was important to both sides in 1642 were the 

influences upon these civilian forces. - The Lord Lieutenant could either 
enforce, or defy, the Militia Ordinance, but with the accession of James I 

and the virtually permanent standing of the Lieutenant's office, much of the 
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responsibility for the forces had devolved upon the deputies. In certain 
cases, these deputies might also be colonels in the Trainband themselves, 

combining the obligations of rank with those of office. If the structure 
of Royalist regiments during the civil war is anything to go by, family 
involvement in specific companies or troops of any given regiments, as well 
as in the regiment proper, would count for much of the authority of the Lord 
Lieutenant. Thus, while the Militia Ordinance and the royal Commission of 
Array could be issued and would guaranteev at least at first, the obedience 
of the Trainband as a whole, individual officers would be capable of determ- 

ining the allegiance of their own soldiers. If the armies of 1642 relied 
initially upon the Trainbands, the mere fact of civil war would necessarily 

cause fragmentation within these forces, and render essential the recruitment 

of other regiments on a purely personal basis9by commission either to old 
Trainband field officers, or, as in the case of the northern Royalist army, 
to Recusants of social status debarr6d from Trainband experience. 

This factor is of importance in understanding the development of the 

Royalist armies, and particularly of that in the north. If the Militia 

Ordinance was the crucial issue in bringing the country to arms, its provisions 

and potential were of temporary importance. The Trainbands were superseded 
by, or swallowed up in, the growth of an army raised specifically by loyal 

King's men for the service of the King. This new army was not bound by the 

traditional parochialism of the Trainbandsl although vestiges of this did 

survive. The regiments would march where they were needed, composed of 

paid volunteers who came in in response, in the north, to beat of drum and 

call of trumpet. Impressment certainly followed, to make up numbers and to 

overcome losses, but the essential characteristic of both armies was their 

largely volunteer nature. 

On May 10th, whilst negotiations between London and York were ostensibly 

still underway, six regiments of the London Trainbands were reviewed in 

Finsbury Fields by members of parliamentý On the 11th, the King issued 

commissions for stye severall Regiments of foot of ye Trainbands for Yorkshire" 

to assembleý The day difference between these two acts must mean that the 

King's was probably not a response to that in London, although early in the 

same month he had issued a letter to the High Sheriff of Yorkshire forbidding 
the-Trainbands to rise without specific command from himý On May 27th, this 

order was made generalq applying to all the Lord Lieutenants, in a denuncia- 

tion of the Militia Ordinanceý 

The first specifically military development in the north, pre-dating 

the commission of May 11th, seems to have come from a local justice of the 

peace, Sir Francis Wortley. According to a report, he unambiguously drew 

his sword on May 3rd and publicly declared for the King, and by the 12th was 
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recruiting 200 gentlemen to form a Royal Lifeguard of horse? A Trainband 
infantry regiment was also brought in as a Lifeguard, that of Colonel Sir 
Robert Strickland who, despite his suspected Catholicism, had enjoyed the 

colonelcy of a Trainband regiment during the crises of 1639/40. Some import- 

ance seems to have been attached to this event, for on May 16th Lord Howard 

of Escrick, then in York, was writing to Lord Keeper Littleton at London of 

some uncertainty as to whether the regiment would appear or notý By the 23rd 

the regiment was in York, and Howard wrote: 
/9-trickland's regimenf being met together, their officers 
have drawn them hither to this city, and billeted here, 
where, by Course, divers are called to attend at the Court, 
as a Guard for His Majesty's Person: We do not hear that 
there is any Colonel, or Lieutenant Colonel; but one 
Captain Duncombe, who was Serjeant Major... is the active 
man, that both raised them and commands in chief (9). 

Duncombe had been one of the signatories of the petition to the King, in 

April, requesting him to prevent the Hull magazine from falling into the hands 

of Parliamentio Hull was, anyway, firmly in Parliamentary controll with 
Sir John Hotham as Parliament's agent: this nising of troops in May by the 

King was probably a response to the failure to secure the town and its port 

facilities. 

For a time, the King did not seek to expand his 600 foot 11 
or the horse 

which Wortley had organised. The Prince of Wales had been made Captain of 
the Horse Guards, and one of the Byron brothers from Nottinghamshire their 

lieutenant 12 A general meeting, intended to encourage the loyal Yorkshire 

gentry to appear, was proclaimed for Heworth Moor near York, on June 3rd. 

The fact that it also turned into a display of dissent by the gradually 

forming Parliamentary party, may have been due to the organiser, that most 

decidedly uncommitted man, Thomas Lord Saville. Sir Henry Slingsby recalled 

that Ittheir meeting producId nothing else bui a confus'd murmur & noise, as 

at an Election for Knights of ye Parliaments, (some crying ye King, some ye 
13 Parliament)". The Heworth Moor meeting was a moral victory for the friends 

of the Parliament. 

Elsewhere in the north, events were gathering a momentum of their own. 

These were not always agreeable to the King or to his advisors, we must 

suppose. In Lancashire, the Recusant gentry seized the opportunity afforded 

by developments at York, to make a show of force, apparently on behalf of the 

King. Sometime around May 25th, a large body of them assembled seven miles 

from-Lancaster, with what realintention is not clear. In London, this news 
14 

was met with horror, and the Commons ordered the suppression of the Catholic 

activists. The Sheriff of Lancashire, John Gerlingtont dispersed them with- 

out difficulty, but whether he was obeying Parliament or whether, in view of 
his subsequent career, he was acting in the King's interest, is debateable. 
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It-is extremely unlikely that the Recusants and their sympathisers intended 

any armed demonstration prejudicial to the King, and their meeting may have 

been a gesture of premature support. It may also have been the result of a 

very real fear that their Puritan antagonists in Lancashire would seize the 

opportunity of the times, to deal with them. The particularly bloody nature 

of the war in that county was due almost entirely to this religious polariza- 
tion. When the Commission of Array for Lancashire was published in June, 
it was directed to, among others, certain prominent suspect Catholics, of 

whom Richard Viscount Molyneux, George Middleton and Thomas Tyldesley were 

mI ost prominent. All three became active Royalist commanders15 Gerlington 

was also named in the Commissiong but the first name on the list was that of 

James Stanley, Lord Strange, heir to the earldom of Derby. 

Having received their ordersl Gerlington and his fellow Commissioners 
16 

convened a meeting of the Lancashire gentry for Preston Moor on June 20th. 
17 According to Broxap, the exact location was Fulwood Moor, and the meeting 

coincided with seizure of the magazines at Preston, Warrington and Liverpool, 

on the orders of Strange. According to Alexander Rigby, who was to become 

a far from distinguished Parliamentarian colonel in his native county, the 

Preston meeting resembled that at Heworth near York. He told the Speaker of 
18 the Commons, in a letter written a few days subsequent to the gathering, 

that although some 5000 came to the summons, by the time that it was all over 

only 700 remained. Sir John Gerlington stipulated that only Protestants were 

to attend the meeting, but he came to the field in the company of Lord 

Molyneux. The Commission of Array was read, despite Rigby's attempt (as he 

c1himed) to prevent it, and commissions were issued on the field to Strange, 

George Middleton, Sir Alexander Radcliffeg Thomas Tyldesley, William 

Ffarrington, Gerlington himself, and Thomas Dansong his under-sheriff. Of 

all--these named, only Radcliffe had no time to fulfill his commitment, since 

he was shortly after arrested and sent away prisoner to London as a delinquent, 

where he remained? 
9 

ý; Rigby, who stayed to the end of the business, and who protested at the 

whole-affair, was told by Tyldesley that he "should receive an answer from 

Yorke", whereupon Gerlington called for all who were for the King, to follow 

them. Rigby stated triumphantly that only 400 actually did so. It was an 

inauspicious start to the Royalist cause in Lancashire, and immediate events 

were equally asý unsatisfactory. 

Having taken the magazines of Prestong Warrington and Liverpool into 

his hands, Lord Strange dýpýosit 
, 
ed'some ten barrels of powder for security, 

in the rooms of a house he owned in Manchester. Sending for this laterg 

his agents found that some of the townsmen had forestalled them and had taken 

the powder into their own care. One of the men responsible, Ralph Assheton, 
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wrote an account of what followed, for the Speaker, in itself somewhat 
vague 

ýO 

. Strange responded by ordering such forces as he had at his immediate 

disposal, to rendezvous at Bury, which 

strook a great terrour and amazement into the Countray, so 
that instantly for their safety and defence, the Townsmen 
of Manchester put themselves into Arms. 

Assheton implied that this resolutiong coupled with the not unimportant fact 
that the Royalists were heavily outnumberedq caused Strange to negotiate. He 

suggested that the powder remain in Manchester, restored to his house, and 
that one man of each side share responsibility for its care. The proposal 

was rejected, and it seems that the Royalists were dispersed to their homes, 

and that the townspen stood down. Had Strange felt able to challenge the 

town militarily, he might have secured an early and significant success, for 

unlike some of the Yorkshire cloth towns (Bradford, Halifaxq Huddersfield), 

Manchester had a strong Royalist element in its leadershipq as events were to 

prove. 

For it was not only Strange who desired to talk. It seems that almost 
immediately upon the dismissal of his men, he received an invitation from 
the city fathers to a banquet, at which the business of the powder and of 
other problems could be discussed. For what followed, there are two eye- 
witness reports: one from a Parliamentarian sympathiser, John Rousgore291 and 
the other, altogether fuller, from an anonymous Royalist ý2 

1 
-Strange arrived in the town in his coach at about five p. m., attended 

by 30, horse "being but his ordinary attendance". With his fellow Commiss- 
ioners and their servants, among whom were Gerlington, Molyneux, Radcliffe, 

and Tyldesley, this probably made up the 120 horsemen "well accoutred" that 

RoIU5gore described. The Royalists would have been very foolish indeed, to 
have., treated the meeting as some every-day affair. They were met by over 
100 horse who escorted them through the streets, which were lit with bonfires 

and apparently, strewn with flowers! 
I- 

The Parliamentarian faction, built around persons antagonistic to 

Strange anyway, could not afford to let this display for his sakeg go without 
challenge. Barely a quarter of an hour had elapsed, when Strange and his 
fellows were e1ther informed, or heard for themselves, that something was 
afoot, Two or three of the Militia leaders, led by one Captain Holcroft, 

were 

marching in the towne with souldiers armed with pikes and 
and muskets, with their matches lighted and cockt, also a 
drum beating before .... to assemble more companie (their 
muskets also were charged-with bullets$ as appeared by those 
which were taken from them) who presented themselves in the 
street in a warlike posture, and at that time two other 
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companies in like manner asoembling in two severall 
streets of the said town environed his Lordship. 

Sir John Gerlington, in his capacity as Sheriff, went on horseback and alone, 
to command Holcroft to disperse, which Holcroft refused to do. Meanwhile, 
Lord Strange and, according to Rousgore, Viscount Molyneux, disturbed by 
Gerlington's long absence, set off on foot to find him. It was a brave and, 
in a sense, a foolhardy thing to do, for as Strange walked through the 
streets 

, /-he7 war. shot at with two pistols out of a window by Sir 
Thomas Stanley and another by him .... but God be thanked, 
they both missed ... there was also a muckett shot at his 
Lordship from a shop in the streete, which was seene to 
hit the wall neare by him. 

Having at last met up with Gerlingtong who it seems was actually mounted on 
Strange's own horse, they found their retreat blocked by a company of foot 
under a Captain Birch, who 

bad them give fire, but the raine being so great, put 
out most of their matches; and being resolutely 
commanded to advance their pikes were much afraid, and 
some obeyed, especially their Captaine, who hid himself 
under a cart which stopped in the streete. 

By this time, although neither source confirms it, Strange's full retinue 
must have come up to his aid, and, all thoughts of the banquet dismissed from 
their minds, they proceeded to leave the town. In the process, they were 
assaulted from the rear by a body of townsmen, and an unknown Royalist took 
a cut, on the head from one Richard Perceval, a linen webster, who was in his 
turn, shot and killed. 

_- ýPercevalls death was seized upon aa the first of the war, and in Sept- 

ember 1642 when Strange was impeached, he was additionally charged that he 
had "Maliciously, Traiterously, with Force and Armes, and in a hostile and 

warlike manner, kill, murther, and destroyell Percevalý3 Others attributed 
Percevalls death to Thomas Tyldesley ý4 

,, -. The allegations can be dismissed as pure politickingg for even Rousgore 

admitted that the riot was the work of the townsmen, and that Strange's party 
suffered 10 or 11 men wounded, against Perceval who was killed and another 
injured. 

,,, -Both Rousgore and the anonymous Royalist writer agreed that the attempt 
on-Strange's life had been made by his "Lordship's knowne enemies", Rousgore 

addi ng that on the next morning a deputation of townsmen called upon Strange 
to disavow the action and to request his help in clearing Holcroft and the 

rest from Manchester. It is unlikely that he needed much persuading. The 

powder was still there, and he had been deliberately provoked. For Strange, 
there was only the one course to pursue. 
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It seems that Strange made a brief journey to York at about this timet 
but of his meeting with the King little is known. His intention may have 
been to clear his way for the attack on Manchester, but he certainly left 

orders behind him for the mustering of troops. According to one source, the 
25 townsmen did not expect any sudden assault, and over the weekend of July 2nd 

and 3rd, stood down some 7000 Militia who had come in for review. The figure 
is, certainly grossly exaggerated. There were also plans for a committee 
Iý 
meeting on the 4th, the day on which the attack cameý6 

Strange sent'a trumpet ahead, demanding that the magazine be restored to 
him: the townsmen, now firmly in the grip of the Parliamentary activists, 
replied th-at it was their only safeguard and could not be relinquished. The 
Royalists advanced nearer and "shot off three or four muskets". The follow- 
ing day, at about nine in the morning, a Captain Smith led up the assault and 

_"gave a fierce firing against the Inhabitants'19 but was forced to retire with 
two dead. Spasmodic but bitter skirmishing then ensued, until the town drew 

out ten companies of foot into the field (about a 1000 men). After two hours 

exchange of fire, during which the Royalists were said to have lost a further 

seven men against two townsmen, Strange gave up. At sunset he drew off, with 

casualties reckoned by the townsmen to include 27 dead "as is justly supposed". 

The bulk of his forces retired to KnutsforcI2 27 
although he himself went 

to his house at Knowsley. The committee in Manchester, their confidence not 
a little boosted, sent a message after Strange asking him to return all the 

seized magazines to their original stores, which was ignored. A more press- 
ing message came with a Serjeant from the House of Commons, carrying an order 
for Strange's apprehension. On July 8th, a local guide led the Serjeant to 

Knowlsey, but was beaten up for his pains by the soldiery there. The 

order was not enforced. 

Strange had learned a hard lesson, that resolution was itself not enough 
in theýface of determined resistance from the inhabitants of Manchester, and 
if he was to wipe out the memory of his defeats, his own forces had to be 

efficiently trained and made more reliable. There was also their equipment 
to look to. 

As for equipment, there was one source that could not be overlooked. 
Strange sent an order to William Ffarrington the older, whose son was a 
captain in Strangets own regiment. 

My pleasure is that upon sight-hereof you deliver or cause 
be delivered by an Indented Note such Recusants armes, 
armour and furniture as bee and remaine in Magazine at 
Chorley, unto the hands of Captain Charnocke and Captain 
Standishe, by them to be delivered to such soldiers under 
theire conductions as bee conformable Protestants, and 
already enlisted and enrowled of the ffreehol4 land; to be 
forthwith employed upon his Maties p1sent service. (28) 
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it 
was not so easy for Ffarrington to continue his activities as Commissioner 

of Array. Rumour was rife. Colonel Sir Gilbert Houghton had his tenants 

stand'to arms all day on July 6th when it was said that 20,000 Cheshire men 
had entered Manchester to stiffen the towns resistanceP The success of 

the townsmen had put heart into Parliament's sympathisers, and William 
Ffarrington clearly expressed his fears to the King, for he received the 

30 following letter from York: 

Whereas you have, by virtue and in obedience to Our commission 
of Array Moved unto Our County Palatine of Lancasterg done 
divers services leading to the putting in Execution the said 
Commission, for which you are threatened to be arrested and 
carried out of the said County, although Wee still have especial 
occasion to use your service therein. Our expresse will and 
command therefore is, that you fail not to Eftend us personally 
forthwith upon signification made unto you on this behalf 
during Our abode in these parts; And therefore Wee straightly 
require you upon your allegiance, that you depart not nor absent 
yourself out of that Our County Palatine ... neither suffer your- 
self to be engagedl detained, or kept from giving your ready 
attendance accordingly.... 

On July, 8th, there was to be a general muster at Prestong attended by Strange, 

, 
Gerlington, Gilbert Houghton and Thomas Tyldesley, who were together at Walton 

on, the 7tO A similar muster was arranged for July 12th, the warrant for 

which betrays the concerns that the Royalist commanders must have felt. All 

'the 
"several Collonels of the forces within, the Countiell were commanded to 

,. 
bring,. in their captains and their companies, fully armed, "to be viewed, 

trayned and exercised, and to receave further Commands as by the said 
32 Commission is appoynted". 

-,,, Nothing exemplifies so much the driftinto war as this series of events 

. 
in Lancashire, during which the Royalists learned a hard lesson. It remained 

to-be,. seen whether they would draw the lesson. 

Of events in Cumberland and Westmorland during the summer of 1642, we 

-kno4ýveýýy'little, and, ' as will become apparent, both of these counties enjoyed 

a"period of relative peace, at least until August 1644., No sense of urgency 
in-the--activities of either side'can be discerned, which may be pure paroch- 
ialis'm or'a consequence of the actual fighting being far away to the South 

and across the Pennines. The Royalist forces under the earl of Newcastle 

were-to receive supplies of infantry and some horse from Cumbria and, since 
litti4 or no resistance was offered to their departure, we must suppose that 

Cumberland and Westmorland were either largely indifferent, or dominated by 

a gentry'-leaning towards the King. ' 

ý- "Three letters in the Musgrave Papers33-do, however,, present an interest- 

ingýpicture_of the situation in the'two counties, ' although the first of themg 

'dated"to June 19tht was written'a good three months before the other two. 
In'the first, written by Edmund Mauleverer to Sir Philip Musgrave, who was the 
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de facto Royalist leader in the areaq the Co=ission of Array had only just 
been published, leading to a curious train of events. 

Mauleverer reported that the Itcommonst' had gathered together at Kirby 
Lonsdale in "great Companys'19 and were there proclaiming their intention was in 

response to the tension created by the gentry and clergy, who had used the 
Commission of Array to safeguard their own persons. The "commons" who were 
either neutrals or had been inveigled into their action by Parliament's men or 
Musgrave's rivals, also alluded to Catholics sheltering under the Commission. 
Rumour said that Appleby was to be garrisoned. 

Rhe commons7 have appointed to meete again on Monday at 
Kyrby 2 of every towne to pffect that they have begun: & 
to draw up articles to be subscribed to in manner of an 
association for the securing of themselves against all such 
as shall molest them, they seame to be willing to maintaine 
some forces in these parts for the Country's safety. 

Mauleverer urged Musgrave to come to speak to them, chiefly because he had 

alreadyq apparently, pacified men in Ravenstonedale in similar circumstances, 
and als o because Mauleverer feared that if he did not, a challenge to his 
leadership was likely. Sir John Lowther, later a colonel of somewhat dubious 
loyalty, was hinted at as Musgrave's rival, and as a possible leader for the 

,, 34 "commons . What is most noticeable in the activities of the commons, is the 

similarity which they bear to the Clubmen in western England later in the war, 
or, perhaps more reasonably, to the Clubmen who temporarily assisted the 
Lancashire Royalists early in 1643. 

Since we are to refer to these Lancashire Clubmen shortly, it will be worth 
digressing for a moment to make the point that the Clubmen phenomena is somewhat 
involved and perhaps cannot be ascribed solely to war weariness in later years. 
Their earliest manifestation in Lancashire in 1643 as Royalist auxiliaries bears 

no relation to their appearance in western England as aggressively neutral 
'freeholder bands in 1644/5. We would appear to lack the material for a detailed 

study of the Clubmen, but the term is anyway generic and will not stand a-single 
clear interpretation unless we are to see it as meaning 'armed irregulars# of 
whatever kind. Certainly in a northern context, it has to be applied to Royalist 

auxiliary forces, particularly those raised in Lancashire in 1642/3, and also 
to Parliamentarian levies in the West Riding at the same period. What 
Mauleverer was alluding to at Kirby Lonsdale was most clearlyq a coming together 

of the Ounled' in search of a leader, whatever forces were promoting their 

grievances or their fears. Since we hear no more of them, then either Musgrave 

or Lowther pacified or gave them employment. 

The second letter, dated September 19tht was written by Musgrave himselft 

and although badly worn, the main drift of the report can be arrived at. some 
days before, the Cumbrian gentry had met to consider a request from Lord Strange 
that they co-operate with him in unspecified military actions in Lancashire. 
The fact that Strange should requestg rather than order, such 
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assistance, illustrates something that the gentry themselves were only too 

well aware of. Whilst Strange was without question, by status and wealth, 
the acknowledged Royalist leader in Lancashire (his father, the earl9 was a 
dying man), he was technically assumed to be under the direction of the man 

appointed by the King to command in the northl the earl of Cumberland. The 

earl of Newcastle, altogether more competent, was at this time busy in his 

Northumberland lands and of small moment in terms of matters of subordination 

and duty. Musgrave and his fellow Commissioners could return Strange no 
direct answer, until Cumberland had received notification of the request. 
Interestingly, notification was also sent to Newcastle by Colonel Sir Patricius 

Curwen. Musgrave suggested to his unknown correspondent, that a full meeting 

of the Commissioners for Yorkshire, Durham, Northumberlandq Cumberland and 
Westmorland, be held to discuss the implications of such a request and the 

appropriate action. It is also probable that several of the quasi-Royalist 

commanders in Cumbria, found the uncertainty of their exact duties quite 

agreeable, but the whole situation illustrates the want of organisation in the 

north in the early months of war. It was probably the same everywhere. 

The general meeting did not take place until late in October, as the third 

letter, again from Musgrave'and dated October 23rds shows. That Sir Philip 

was not altogether happy with events in his area, despite his claimv that 

since the commission of array came into Cumberland and West- 
morland, the gentrie of these counties have taken verie much 
care and painez to preserve these counties in their loyaltie 
and obedience to his matie 

is shown by his subsequent complaint that 

Sr George Dalston who had honour to be made of the quorom in 
the commission of Array hath never hitherto appeared... nor 
given us anie assistance .... i hope he is not able to doe us 
much harme. 

There was, in fact, very little reason to doubt Dalston's loyalty. He was to 

sit as an MP for Oxford, and to contribute financially to the defence of 

Carlisle in 1644ý5 His son was shortly to become a colonel. 'What Musgrave 
I 04LS 

was up against was the combined consequences of reluctance to commit4on the 

part of most of the gentryg and his want of any real stature that would have 

made him an inevitable leader. In Cumbria, Royalism was plagued by the 

rivalries and jealousies of social equals, and Musgrave's position was to be 

forever ambiguous. 

Thus, in the counties so far considered, the Royalist party-could claim 

no particular achievements. In Lancashire, Strange and his supporters, had,. -, -, 

sufficient enthusiasm but had not yet settled down, to the-, detailsý-of, their, -'ý, --,. - 

commitments. In Yorkshire, what on the surface would se em1to have. b een a 

source of strength, the King Is presence, -- 
in f act, militatad against. 'any 

definite military preparation, in that county.,, -York had become-a royal- 
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court, open not only to swordsmen like Sir Francis Wortley, but also to the 

representatives and friends of Parliament, and to neutral or uncommitbd 

gentry. If any political settlement was to be reached at all, it would have 

at least to be begun in York; so that the King, who had both to prepare for 

war and to be ready for peace, gave indirect countenance to the county's 

ambivalence. This goes a long way towards explaining the lack of preparedness 

on the part of the Yorkshire gentry, who found themselves forced to fight a 

real war in the wake of the battle of Edgehill. 

It may be no accident that the one really decisive Royalist success in 

the north during the summer centred around the person of William Cavendish, 

earl of Newcastle. This man, who was to dominate the northern Royalist 

campaigns until the disaster on Harston Moor in July 1644, and who then went 
into voluntary exile, dejected by events, has been subjected to some unfair 

and unreasonable criticism by later writers even more than by his contempo- 

raries. Sir Philip Warwick, whose memoir contains a little more in the way 

of impartiality than most of the period, was also a shrewd observer. His 

comment upon the earl is probably the best, the most succinct, to be had, 

particularly since Warwick had, so far as is known, no personal axe to grind: 

a Gentleman of grandeur, generosity, loyaltyl and steddy and 
forward courage; but his edge had too much of the razor in 
it: for he had a tincture of the Romantick spirit, and had 
the misfortune to have somewhat of the Poet in him. (36) 

It may be contentious to consider Newcastle as more the country gentleman 
than the courtier (although his love of horses was more than that of the 

dilletante courtier), since his rank and flamboyance would tend to tell against 

such a view. Yet there is no doubt that although no soldier, he inspired 

confidence in his men by his acknowledgement of his own limitations, by his 

use of professional advisors, and by his personal part in several fierce 

engagements. He took his command seriouslyq and for the most part, sacrificed 

all else to his duty. He was more in his element in the north than he had 

ever been at courtý7 

On June 20th38 the King ordered the earl to go to take control of the 

town and port of Newcastle, intending to safeguard it for the receipt of armst 

ammunition and money which the Queen was then busily raising in Holland. With 

this order went supreme command over Northumberland, Durham, Cumberland and 
Westmorland. 

The exact sequence of events attending the earl's march to Newcastle 

and his actions there, needs to be consulted closely*for, the first glimpse we 

have of the earl's abilities. Unfortunately, -an overall picture needs to be 

built up from many sources, many repetitious, and most of, them'hostile. The 

Duchess of Newcastle wrote that when her husband set off to obey the King's 

instructions, he was in urgent need of men, - money andýarms. - Moreover,, ---- 
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when he came thither he neither found any military provision 
considerable for the undertaking that work, nor generally any 
great encouragement from the people in those parts, more than 
what his own interest created in them. (39) 

This last allusion must have been, in part, to the earl's position as Lord 
Lieutenant and the more or less effective power which it gave him over the 
Newcastle upon Tyne Trainbands. However, it needs to be remembered that his 

chief territorial power lay well away to the southq around the Trent, so that 

he had to rely heavily on his deputy, Sir John Marleyq who was fortunately 

one of the acknowledged leaders of the mercantile interest on the city council, 
. 

40 
which was by then largely Royalist in persuasion. 

That the Parliament had also understood the value of Newcastle as a port, 
in particular from which coal was shipped to London and the south, is made 

clear by a report that the earl beatrý'them to the town by only a few daysý' 

To make up his want of officers, the earl, passing through Durham, and 
in his capacity as commander in that county, ordered the Sheriff to levy the 

Trainband to provide a temporary garrison for Newcastle until a Volunteer 

force could be raised This suggests that initially, the earl was far 

from sure of the reliability of the Trainband in the town itself; but, in 

demanding men from Durham, he infringed the prerogative of the Trainbands to 

serve in their own county, and shortly after he had moved on toward the 

town, there was, as the Duchess puts it, a "great mutiny" in the Durham 

forces. In fact, it would-appear that latent Parliamentarian sympathies 

emerged, and the earl was obliged to return to pacify them, which he did, 

successfully. 

Much was made at London of the incidents which attended the creation 

of Newcastle as a garrison. In fact, the earl had things very much his own 

way. Allusion has already been made to the merchants and to their Royalist 

sentimentsý3 so that the combined influence of the earl, of Mayor Nicholas 

Cole, and of Marley; facilitated the takeover. Such reaction as there was, 

was aimed partly at the merchanto, and partly, also, was due to the forced 

labour which the earl employed in the business of making fortifications 
ý4 

This needs to be remembered when considering the interpretation put upon 

events by Parliamentarian writers at the timeý5 

The earl entered the town with some 500 of the Durham men, and wasted no 
time: 

The Earl of Newcastle came here on Friday last, to be 
Governor .... He hath taken up a great many soldiers and 
our Town is now guarded ... the Drums go about for all 
Soldiers that will take up Arms to serve the King and 
Parliament (as they say); they refuse none, whatsoever 
condition they be of... 

The first sign of Newcastle's disregard for the old Trainband structure. 
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Three hundred Soldiers is sent down to Tynmouth ; 
a*s*t*le, to guard it; and they have all Arms given 

them out of the Magazine here in this Town.... (46) 

The earl's decision to garrison Tynemouth was probably a surprise to the 

local people, for it was in an extremely ruinous condition, and plans to 

repair it in 1626 had had to be abandoned because of the cost involved. The 

soldiers themselves expected to be sent away by ship, requiring the earl to 
47 

reassure them. Repair of the fortifications went ahead, and six cannon 
were incorporated in the defences. 

Newcastle chose as governor of Tynemouth, a Durham merchant of decidedly 

Catholic sympathies, Sir Thomas Riddell of Fenham. That he should have 

chosen a man of that kind, so early in the war - in fact, at a time when there 

was no actual warfare - must be seen as evidence that Newcastle was not to be 

concerned too much with his officersl; ý religiong so long as their loyalty 

was unquestioned. Riddell had probably accompanied the Durham Trainband 

on its march to temporary garrison duty in Newcastle 
ý8 

The appointment was 

not universally approved ofq not least by Sir John Marley, not for any 

religious scruples, but because Marley, deputy governor of Newcastle, felt 

that his own authority ought to extend to outlying garrisonsý9 Riddell's 

younger brother, George, was the earl's judge advocate during the war, up 
to his death in 1643 or 1645. - 

The business of repairing the fortifications around Newcastle and Tyne- 

mouth was conducted by German specialist engineers, and the labour came from 

local colliers. It was these men who, on July 11th and 12thq mutiried against 
the earl, for want of pay. The Parliamentarian pamphleteers claimed that 

the colliers had reacted against "insolency and violence" used by the Durham 

Trainband garrison. Whatever, the c olliers, aided by disruptive townsmeng 

attacked the Trainband in thei bulwarks and, with the assistance of surprise, 
dispersed them, clearing the town andl apparently, killing eleven men. it 

was reported that the earl himself had returned to York for reinforc6ments, 
but the affair seems to have blown over, and the city council to have re- 

established control with their own Trainband levies. on August 19th, Mayor 

Nicholas Cole and others agreed to loan the King -11*700, the gesture of a city 
that was, and was to remain, loyal until its fall two years later. 

Whilst Newcastle upon Tyne became, for a time, the centre of speculation 
it was even reported in London that the King intended to raise his standard 

at the port5l_ the King began to move against the recalcitrant authorities 
in Hull. There is, however, some reason to believe that the advance on 
the port was not simply an attempt to reduce it. to obedience. ý Sir Thomas 

Gower the elder, whose son was, to become a colonel of dragoons for the King, 

wrote on July 22nd: 
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If you will have my opinion, I believe Hull is but the 
pretext to draw forces together... (52) 

Gower was at his residence at Stittenham to the north of York, and had heard 
that no less than five regiments of horse and two of dragoons were to be 

raised by the Commission of Array in the county. Gower may have been able 
to know better what was happening, than the writer of a pamphlet in London 

who reported that only 250 Horse were to be raised, by subacription53 Yet 
the additional information provided by the pamphlet, together with other 
evidences concerning the 'siege' of Hull, introduces a new element into the 

military situation. The commissioning of gentlemen widely suspected, or 
known, to be Catholics, although not on so wide a scale as when Newcastle took 

control. The anonymous Parliamentarian referred specifically to Sir Thomas 
Metham, who, outwardly conforming, had been a Trainband colonel; to Sir Peter 
Middleton; to a Mr. Thwing, probably Alphonso Thwing of Heworth who was to 

become a captain of foot; and to John Belasyse. Early records concerning 
the commission of Catholics are scant: but it is a valid speculation that the 

King and his advisors, after the fiasco of Heworth Moor, and considering news 
from Lancashire, were beginning to realise that they had at their disposal 

a strong reserve of force hitherto underemployed in time of peace. 

The advance on Hull began on July 3rd, and by the 15th the entire army 
then at the King's disposal, lay before the port. The first shots of the 

siege were fired, apparently on July 10th, by Sir Thomas Methamý4 Inside 

the town, the conduct of the defence lay in the hands, not of Hotham, which 

was probably as well, but in those of a professional soldier of Scottish 

extraction, John Meldrum. On the 12th, he made his first sally, capturing 

a handful of Royalist officers. 

London was told that the Royal army was extremely unwilling, and that 

some Trainband units had to be disbanded and their weapons distributed to 

more reliable menP ' Purther 
Our Trained Bands of the two broken regiments of Sir Thomas 
Metham and Sr. Robert Strickland, goe coldlie to the service 
against Hull, and are resolved to come never near the waft 
of a windmill. 

Sir Thomas Gower, already quoted, observed that these forces "I cannot call 
them an army", lay no nearer than one mile from the port, and he estimated 
their numbers at 8,000. 

No attempt at an assault was made, partly because the King probably lack- 

ed heavy cannon, and Broxap has noted56 that the 'siege' was conducted largely 

by raiding cavalry. Clearly, cavalry, at this period of the elite arm,, 
being composed of committed cavaliers drawn together by men like Wortley, -_ 

would have more resolution in the business than the half-hearted Trainband--, - 
levies. The demonstration'ýof force before Hull'would serve as'a-means of- 

keeping the infantry together, whilst the cavalry practised.,, - 
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Meldrum, watching from the security of the port, proved on July 27th his 

capacity for seizing the initiative, which, had he not been killed later in 
the war, would probably have put him in the first rank of Parliamentarian 

commanders. His action on the 27th was described in some detail, again by 
Sir Thomas Gower? 7 

and seems to have forestalled a projected assault attempt, 
although this is by no means certain58 The King had, between July 3rd and 
27th, perambulated between York, Beverley, Newark and Lincoln, endeavouring to 

gather support, and had ventured down toward Doncaster, disrupting local Train- 
band levies brought out by the Militia commissionersl but without actually 

coming to blows? 9 Just who it was that commanded in Yorkshire in his absence 
is not known, probably military authority was vested in a quorom of the 

Commissioners of Array. 

On the 27th, Meldrum with 50 horse and some 200 foot, sallied from Hull 

and fell on a Royalist quarter at Anlaby, where Robert Strickland's regiment 
was billetted. Strickland was not there, but his (new) lt. colonel, Edward 
Duncombe, and his major, Anthony Frankland, were. Meldrum took them by 

surprise, slipping by the "corps du Garde", killing a sentry in the village, 

and beating up the quarter even as the soldiers woke in the morning. In the 

meleet the Trainband lost some twelve men, wounded or captured. Part of the 

village was put to the torch, and a barn stacked with ammunition was fired, 

which "so frighted the regiment so abominably, that the next day at noon the 
highways were filled with runaways". Mustered after the attack, Strickland's 

regiment, supposedly three companies in strength (about 300 men) could only 
find 15 at their colours. 

The skirmish spread something akin to panic through the rest of Trainband 
forces about Bull. A counter attack by Royalist cavalry, which was in realit, 7 
a token raid by eight horse on a group of some 40 of the Hull garrison outside 
their walls, and which saw two Hull men killed and four captured, did not 
redress the balance. Gower reported that the Trainbands resented the horse 

cavaliers, who lodged in Beverley whilst the foot kept the works before the 

port. 

The demoralisation before Hull of the Trainbands brought an effective 
end to the King's attempts, although at first it seems that new Trainband 
levies were marched in, under two men from outside of the, north, ' colonels 
Lunsford and Fleldingýo This was merely a gestureq for the King was already 
preparing to leave Yorkshiret and a strong troop of horse had marched off to 

Newcastle to assist in the pacification of the colliers there. 

The march to Nottingham, where the Royal standard, was raised, denuded 

Yorkshire of the bulk of its cavalry: 
his Army at this present consists of Horse especially, which 
are intended to be-about Four Thousand, in several regiments; 
in which Number, we conceive, is not included the Five Hundred 



Horse, which certain of the gentry of Yorkshire 
promise to raise, nor the Train of the Court, 
estimated at Five Hundred Horse. (61) 

The same report noted that very few infantry had been left behind, chiefly due 
to the disintegration of the Trainbands, and that such as there were, consisted 
of the scum of the shire, raised by drum beatq all volunteers looking for 

regular pay. It was said that some 13,000 infantry were aimed at, although 
the 5,000 mentioned by some Royalists seems to have been nearer the mark. 
Rumour said that many Recusants were resorting to their local churches in 

order to qualify for commissions, and with the departure of the King, an 

atmosphere of near anarchy prevailed in some areas. The house of Sir Henry 

Cholmeley at Selby was pillaged by local activists ostensibly of the royal 

party, and at Nun Honkton on the edge of Marston Moor 24 cavalry raided the 

home of the Parliamentarian George Marwood, in broad daylight. 

The raising of the standard at Nottingham obliged the gentry of the north 
to look to their own defence. The situation in Yorkshire was more difficult 

in some ways, than that in Lancashire or the other counties. The removal of 
the levied Yorkshire horse left a gap that had urgently to be filled, for the 

Parliamentarian party had suffered no depletion of strength at all. In his 

choice of the man who was to command in Yorkshire, howeverg the King, whilst 

acknowledging social status, made a mistake in military terms. Henry Clifford 

5th and last earl of Cumberland, was by no means too old - he had been born in 

1591 - but, by temperament and attitudes was not fitted to his position. The 

only agreeable feature of his appointment, in the military sensel was that the 

active control of forces was vested in a professional soldier of Suffolk 

origins, Sir Thomas Glemham. 

Politically, of course, Cumberland was a sensible choice. His territ- 

orial dominance made him an obvious leader: his loyalty was not to be called 
62 in question, nor his firm Anglicanism. However, unlike the earl of Newcastle 

who was shortly to succeed him, Cumberland was unable to subordinate religious 
to military considerations, and this was not simply because, as Warwick put 
it, his "Genius was not military, 1ý3 The Recusants busily resorting to church, 

would have to wait some months before they would receive their commissions. 
Few or none would be favoured by Henry Clifford. 

_ 
He leaned towards men of 

proven Anglican principles, if not quasi-Puritans, as in the instance of Sir 
Richard Hutton, who was preferred to the logical choice of Sir Henry Slingsby 
for responsibility in putting a garrison into Knaresborough Castleý4 Claren- 
don wrote of Clifford: 

a man'of great honour anýlntegrityj who had all his estate 
in that country, and had lived most amongst-them, - with' 
very-much acceptation and affection-from the gentlemen and 

,! -the common people: but 
, 

he was notjýin, any degree, 
or of a martial temper; and rather a man more like not to 
have any enemies, than to oblige any to be firmly and 
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resolutely his friends, or to pursue his interest.... 
In a word, he was a man of honour, and popular enough 
in peace, but not endued with those parts which were 
necessary for such a season. (65) 

Since Clifford was not conceitedq we must suppose that Thomas Glemham exercised 

more influence on events than did the earl. 

By the end of August, rumour had it that Sir John Hotham, having recruited 
in and around Hull with little or no interruption, proposed to make a move 

against York itself, 

whereupon there was a great meeting at the Towne Hall for 
the defence of the City, and the Earle of Cumberland was 
sent for, whereupon it was agreed by them that the three 

Lao 
Troopes of Horse should be cýzartered within the City, viz 
The Earles Troop, Sir John (10 odrickls2 Troop, Sir John 
Gibson's Troope. (66) 

After the earlis commission had been read to the assembled aldermen and city 

fathersý7 and the bringing in of three troops of horse agreed to, such ordnance 

as there was, was placed on the various bars of the city. Fridayl September 

2nd was chosen for a major review of the Trainbands, to be held on Heworth 

Moor 
ý8 

A finance committee assessed a sum of E8000 to be raised in Yorkshire, 

to pay the army, which was to be directed by 11strangersIt to the county, 
69 

Glemham, and one Wayst, probably (colonel) Henry Waiteq a Gloucestershire 

professional soldier who had at one time been a Muster Master, and who was to 

become sub-governor of York? o But for all the activity at York, Captain John 

Hotham, son of the Governor of Hull, ranged through the southern and western 

parts of Yorkshire at will 
?i 

For ammunition and other equipmentl the city relied upon such as was 
landed at Newcastle, and early in September a sizeable convoy began to move 

south with supplies. The system seems to have been that each county through 

which such a convoy passed, was responsible for its safety, and on September 

12th a warrant was issued to the Constables of Darlington and Stockton wards 

in Co. Durham, to provide between them 140 horse for that purpose 
?2 The 

earl of Newcastle, however, did not rely upon the Durham Trainband levies, and 

sent with the convoy (which contained 12 cannon), some 300 of his own cavalry 

as an escort? 
3 Another report claimed that the eccort consisted of three 

troops of horse and some 500 foot, who returned to Northumberland when they 

had delivered the supplies 
?4 Some, at least, remained in Yorkshire, if only 

for a time: 

a regiment of Northumberland Horse is permitted to pass the 
very length of the county; who upon intimation that Sir 
Edward Rhodes did affect the Militia, by commission from 
his Majesty, fall upon him to take his arms; after a short 
defence, his barn was burnt for so doing... (75) 

The seat of Rhodes was at Great Houghton, near Barnsley, some considerable 
distance away from York itself. 
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Whilst the earl of Cumberland and his commanders were organising them- 

selves in York, away in Lancashire the earl of Derby (as Lord Strange must 
henceforth be called) was preparing himself for yet another attempt on 
Manchester. His energy and determination make a strong contrast with his 

fellow peer, and it is a pity that C. V. Wedgwood's view of him as "narrow- 

minded, vain and silly"76 seems. to be a not uncommon opinion, however ill- 

informed. In purely military terms, James Stanley may have been over- 

enthusiastic, but he promoted competent officers, and, like the earl of 
Newcastle, did not put religious principles before military necessity. it 

has been saidl and will become further apparent, that a large part of his 

failure in his native county was due to external factors and not to the inad- 

equacies of his character, real or surmised. To accuse him of conducting 
brutal warfare, as Wedgwood insists upon doing, is a nonsense. The brutality 

in Lancashire was a consequence of religious polarisationg and Derby was of 

neither extreme, Catholic or Puritan. The excesses in that county came from 

the Parliament's friends initiallyg and led to a like response. There was no 

plan in it, and certainly no Royalist initiative. 

Soýsoon as the royal standard was raised at Nottingham, Derby fell to 

work with a will. Having virtual control of four of the Hundreds into which 
Lancashire was divided, he brought in the Trainbands and issued commissions 
for volunteer foot companies. In Lonsdale Hundred, "Mr. CThomas7 Dalton 

of Thurlum raised a troop of Horse" at the head of which he was eventually to 

die at Naseby. Dalton, a Recusant, was a, companion in arms of the secret 
Catholic, Thomas Tyldesley. 

InAmundernesse among the Papists there were severall Companies 
raysed under the leading of Mr. Thomas Tildsley of Merskoe as 
Colonell, a man much esteemed in the Country, most were willing 
to comply with him. All the Captains raised by him were 
Papists... (77) 

The account which follows of the siege of Manchester is compiled from 

several fairly complementary sources, although for the most part they were of 

Parliamentarian origin. However, by relating each to the other, a fairly 

definitive sequence of events can be attained 
?8 

The size of the force which the earl of Derby gathered together is 

variously estimated at from two to three thousand horse and foot; andq more 

specifically, at 2000 foot and 600 horse. The letter written after the siege 

by a defender of the town, in the Sutherland Has., estimated the Royalists at 

3000 foot with five troop .s of horse, whilst the True and exact Relation gave 

the defenders only 1000 men. Despite being outnumbered, they appear to have 

been forewarned. Lancashire's Valley of Achor and A True and faithfull 

Relation state that word reached the town on September 13th that an assault 

was being prepared, Derby apparently having access to some Cheshire men, in 
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which county the Commissioners of Array had successfully disarmed the unrel- 
iable Trainbands and made their weapons available for loyal troops. Manches- 
ter was also fortunate in having the services of a professional military 
engineer, the German Rosworm, whol in his lengthy complaint Good Service' 
Hitherto Ill Rewarded, recorded that on September 22nd, after the completion 
of mud walls and other defences, chains and posts were hung across the 

various streets giving access to the town to hinder any attempt by the enemy 
cavalry. 

I fortified and barricadoed up every streete end, with 
the addition of Mud-wals, which were unfinished when the 
Earl came upon us, I advised how our men should be 
assigned through each part about the Town; But Salford 
bridge, the onely place of manifest danger, greatest action, 
and least defence .... I undertook myself: though by my 
engagement I was not bound to fight at all. 

A true and exact Relation identified the main defences at Salford Bridge, 

Deansgatel Market-street-lane, Millgate and Suedhill, but gave Deansgate as 
the position which bore the brunt of the attacks. 

The Royalists appeared on Saturday September 24th, towing with them some 
six or seven heavy cannon, and accompanied by a large number of the Commi- 

ssioners of Array for Lancashire, and other gentlemen. Newes f rom Manchester 

and A true and faithfull Relationg noted Derby himself, Viscount Molyneux, 
Sir John Gerlington, Sir Gilbert Houghton, Sir Alexander Radcliffe, Sir 
Gilbert Gerard, Thomas Tyldesley and, among many otherat future Royalist 

field officers such as Roger Nowell of Read Hall,, Charles Towneley of 
Towneley, John Byrom of Byrom, and Thomas Prestwich. It was probably the 

greatest muster of Lancashire Royalists since the Preston Moor fiasco early 
in the summer. 

The approach of the Royalists was, however, slowed by heavy rains and 
Colonel Sir Gilbert Gerard, who commanded the vanguards had trouble with the 

guns in the mud. This apparently enabled some 2000 reinforcements to slip 
into the towns according to Newes from Manchester, although the number seems 

excessive. The actual hostilities did not begin until Sunday the 25th, a 
fact which the author of the Valley of Achor considered, told against the 

earl and accounted for his eventual defeat. 

That the fighting began on the Sunday, and terminated on or around the 

2nd of October, is clear. So. too, the sequence of events; but not sot the 

actual dates for each separate action. A true and faithfull Relation gave 
the first actual move of the Royalists at nine o'clock on the Sunday morning 
"when sundry companies and their colourd appeared in open view". Derby's 

force was now composed of volunteer units, Trainband regimentst and (along 

with some "Welchmen") some Freehold bands. Theoretically, the Trainbands 

would be synonymous with Freeholders, but the source for the composition of 
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the Royalist army, the letter in the Sutherland Mss., draws a clear distinct- 
ion. We must here be meeting, for the first time in Lancashireq those 
irregular Clubmen forces to which reference has already been made: indeed, 
the term Freeholder band and Clubmen become interchangeable by 1643 in 
Lancashire. There were also present, according to Newes from Manchester, 
some Manchester gentlemen who had gone over to the Royalists, who had gone 
with Derby to Shrewsbury to see the King prior to Edgehill, and who were now 
returned hopeful of clearing their town of its dominant Parliamentarian 
faction. It. is not clear who these men were, but evidently they had been 

ousted from office and position, or had chosen to physically disassociate 
themselves from Rosworm's employers. 

Returning to A true and faithfull Relation, the townsmen sent two of 
their number to learn the reasons for Derby's appearance before the town. 
The earl replied by sending a request that he be permitted to entorl which was 
denied. There followed some minor skirmishing, and on Monday 26th Derby 

andeavoured to avert the impending fight by again requesting negotiations. 
A contemporary report, The Lord Strangel His demands pro2ounded to the Inhab- 
itants of the-Town of Manchester, gives what may be a spurious account of the 

earl's proposals, delivered in between actions, which decline to the level of 
the-ludicrous. He firstly demanded the town yield all its arms to him, and 
permit him to parade through the streets like a conqueror. Then, that they 

pay him F, 1000 to go away. Thirdly, that he would after all, settle for a 
straight 200 muskets, later amended to 50. All of these demands were refused 
by the defenders. I refer to these demands as possibly spurious$ because 
they originate from a Parliamentarian peng and look like an immense joke at 
the earl's expense, whilst glorifying the defenders: an early exercise in 

propaganda. ' If Derby were a "vain" man (cf. Wedgwood) he would hardly lose 

face by decreasing his demands to the absolute minimum. Even if he were not, 
it. is inconceivable that he would give the Manchester men a moral as well as a 
military success. However, it is only suggested that the demands were a 
concoction. It is impossible to be sure. 

, At noon on Monday the Royalist cannons opened fire on Deansgate and on 
Salford Bridge. From the weight of the shot, between 4 lbs. and 6 lbs. '-, 
the main ordnance at Derby's disposal seems to have been the-minion, or the 

saker, - fairly light field pieces hardly designed for siege warfare. That 
Rosworm had to fend off heavy attacks at Salford Bridge, apparently directed 
by Thomas Tyldesley, is clear; but he did not come under attack until well 
into the afternoon. During the morning he sent 20 musketeers to reinforce 
at Deansgate, who did not return to him because of the heavy fighting thereq 

so, that he eventually-faced Tyldesley with only 30 men but "gave them a sound 
repulse". During the afternoon, according to the true and faithfull Relation, 
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"the fight was hot on both sides, most of our men constantly charging and dis- 
charging it-heir muskets7to the great admiration and terrour of the enemies". L___ 
The Sutherland letter adds the information that the cannon continued their 
bombardment for the space of the seven hours left of daylight. 

Salford Bridgewithstood a series of attacks, and there is no doubt that 
Rosworm and his men acquitted themselves well, despite the fact that this duty 
was not in his contract. Elsewherej probably near Deansgate, the earl, having 
failed to gain entry, fired two barns and some houses and launched a fierce 

storm under the cover of the smokes which blew into the defenders's-faces. 

The Puritan divines of Manchester might be forgiven for observing that "God 
that rides on the'wings of the wind did very seasonably turn the wind till the 

rage of the fire was abated" and the assault was repulsed. Lancashire's 
Valley of Achor reflected that it was, after all, a Fast week. 

At Salford Bridge, Tyldesley occupied a house giving fire onto the 
defences, and continued steady sniping throughout the ensuing night. At dawn 

on Tuesday morning, a Royalist attempt on the Market-street-lane was driven 

off, and an immediate sally rounded up a few stragglers. It was probably 
from these prisoners that the author of Lord Strangeg His demands /t-o7 the 
Town of Manchester 

, 
learned that "they have neither meat nor money, but what 

they get by robbing1l, Pillage of surrounding villages was also remarked upon 
by Newes from Manchester. In the dawn attack, according to the Sutherland 
letter, the Royalists lost seven prisoners and a quartermaster killedg against 
a, loss of two townsmen. 

Rosworm, down at Salford Bridge, received a fairly steady bombardment 

from Ty1desley's cannon most of the day: 

which being a strange noises and terrour to my raw men, 
sixteen of them took their heels; the rest, some for 
fear of 

, 
my drawn sword, others out of gallantry, resolving 

rather to dies than to forsake me, stuck close to me, and 
to the safety of their Town. 

Additional volunteers from amongst the townsmen eventually raised Roswormis 

numbers to 28. By five in the afternoon, the earl had exhausted his renewed 

assaults, and sent a trumpet for a truce, with the message that should the 
townsmen continue defiant, he would facilitate the departure of their women 

and children to a place of safety first. There is no reason to doubt the 
honesty of the offer, although implicit in it was the threat that the town 

would be the scene of a massacre if he gained entry by force of arms. He 

gave them until seven on the following morning to consider their reply. 

During the truce, the Royalists (andq probably, the defenders) were far 

from idle. Cannon were moved into Salford to reinforce the presence there 

against the bridge, an action confirmed by the Sutherland letter. A force 

of some 150 men from Bolton, marching toward Manchester to reinforce its 
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garrison, and obviously as raw as Rosworm's musketeerst was set upon some 
distance away by marauding cavalry, and scattered, faOing two men dead. When 

the townsmen finally sent their rejection of the earl's terms, they alluded to 

this incident in a markedly sanctimonious fashion: 

some of our friends coming in a peaceable way to our 
reliefe, have been cruelly murdered and slain by some 
of your Souldiers. 

The earl fought on, choosing to remove the cannon from Salford that he 
had put there on the Tuesday evening. They came off, however, with no little 

difficulty. On Thursday, the last major attack was launched against Salford 

Bridge, but Rosworm tells us nothing of it, which suggests that he may then 

have beon elsewhere. The Royalists were led on by Captain Thomas Standish, 

the eldest son of Thomas Standish of Standish and Duxbury, a member of parl- 

iament with uncommitted views. -ý Haranguing his men (we do not know that he 

was doing sog since enemy leaders must die dramatically to point the lesson), 

Standish was shot down by a sniper from the walls, whereupon "his Souldiers 

fledt and other Souldiers by scores, yea, by hundreds". A true and faithfull 

Relation claimed that nearly 200 Royalists were killed in this last attempt, 
for the loss of four townsmen. 

Throughout Friday, the earl maintained a desultory cannonade with the 

odd fusilade of musketry, but he had already lost the battle. On Saturday, 

he exchanged prisoners with the garrison and by noon, was marching his beaten 

army away from Manchester. Many stragglers, both horse and footj were 

captured by patrols from the town during the day, who were probably following 

Derby to be sure that he had really given up. 

. The earl's decided beating does not reflect too badly upon him. There is 

evidence that he endeavoured to avert its although the town could not have 

yielded to his demands without giving up their important strategic position. 

There is also the possibility, of coursel that the earl, finding Manchester so 

well fortified by Rosworm, and realising the utter inadequacy of his artillery 

- it reportedly killed only one person, and he a half-wit who failed to hide 

in time - tried to talk his way out of an impossible situation. He had no 

suitable artillery, and may have run short of powder. From the early stages 

of the war, his losses were quite heavy and must have made a bad impression 

on the Trainband forces he had with him. The Sutherland letter reported that 

the graves of 120 men at least, were discovered by the defenders; a further 

five bodies were dragged out of the river near Salford Bridge. In the 

fighting on the Thursday, as well as Captain Standish, the earl lost Captain 

Snell. in a running fight when Snell and a troop of horses supported by a 

company of musketeers, collided with some 200 of the garrison making a sally. 
Manchester must be regarded as the baptism of fire$ certainly for the Royal- 
ists, and, in a way, for the Parliamentarians. 
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Yet there is other evidence that the earl did not have complete control 
over his own activities. One source79 suggests that orders came from the 
King himself to break up the sieges since Derby's regiments were needed to 

reinforce the royal army, which was marching towards the Edgehill engagement. 
If this was so, and there is no reason to doubt that it may have at least 

contributed to the earl's withdrawal, then it brings us to the one problem 
that continually beset him, with which he had to contend as-much as with the 

enemy, and which ultimately, in 1643, robbed him of any military advantage 

which he may have had. In an indirect way, the repeated drawing out of 
Lancashire of the earl's volunteer forces, firstly by the King and later by 

the Queen, was a compliment to him. Evidently he commissioned capable field 

officers, and the level of training must have been high. Some of the regi- 

ments drawn away, now and in 1643, achieved a notable fighting record, most 

particularly Thomas Tyldesley's, Viscount Molyneux's, and the handful of 

cavalry troops and foot companies that becamet in time, the Queen's Lifeguard 

regiments. Yet the fact was, that every time the earl came to take the 

initiative, he was forced to rely upon Trainband or irregular forces, and to 

recruit afresh from disappearing reserves of potential officers. Hence, 

probably, his reliance upon the Freeholders in 1643. All this, together with 
thýambiguity of his position as a local commander in relation to the earls of 
Cumberland and of Newcastle, were frustrations he could well have done without. 
There is sufficient evidence to show that he needed but to be left alone, or 
to"have his exact position in northern command defined, to make his name in 

something other than last ditch stands. His critics have not sufficiently 

weighed these factors, and have wanted that generosity in considering his 

character that has been over-lavished on men like Thomas Fairfax. 

Rosworm believed that the Manchester fight prevented the earl from raising 

an army 9000 strong, but faced with these other difficulties, Derby had no 

prospect of getting anywhere near that number without irregulars. 

Beaten at Manchester, and his regiments ordered away by the King, the 

earl found it a suitable opportunity to indulge in talks aimed at one of those 

local truces of which proponents of the neutrality theory make so ouch. 
Whatever they may have signified elsewhere, in Lancashire the half-hearted 

talks were the consequence of a deterioration in the Royalist military 

position, and were not the product of anything more positive. 

The talks, or, more properly, the possibility of talks, are poorly 
80 

documented on the Royalist side. Apart from a series of letters, there is 

really little evidence that the earl seriously intended to try to bring the 

talks to any successful conclusion. To have gone too far would have been to 

appear to betray the trust reposed in him by the King. His agent in the 
business was Captain, later Lt. Colonel, Roger Nowell of Read Hall, who acted 
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in conjunction with William Ffarrington the elder, Alexander Rigby of Burgh, 
John Fleetwood, Saville Radcliffe and, possibly, Sir Thomas Barton and Robert 
Holt of Castleton. An interesting point is, that none of these men, with the 

single exception of Nowell, were actively in armsq although most of them must 
have contributed to the earl's war chest. Ffarrington was a Commissioner of 
Array, and had served as Sheriff in 1636. He was also one of the earl's 
Collectors for the Hundred of Leyland, responsible for bringirgin fundAl He 
had enjoyed the rank of colonel in the Trainband before the war, but in 1642 

military activity had passed to his son, also called Williamý2 Alexander 

Rigby of Burgh had been a JP before his discharge by Parliament$ and at the 

time of the truce talks was Collector for Amounderness Hundred and also a 
Commissioner of Arrayý3 His son, also called Alexander, was a cornet of 

84 
horse under Thomas Tyldesley in 1651, and possibly also a Recusant, John 

Fleetwood had also enjoyed a Trainband rank before the war, and was now a 
Collector assigned to Leyland Hundred and a Commissioner of Array. In his 

composition proceedings, evidence was laid that he had sent men and arms to 

the-earl of Derby, but there is no evidence that he was ever in arms himselfý5 

Of Saville Radcliffe of Todmordeng we. know extremely little, except that he 

died in 1652 
ý6 

Sir Thomas Barton does not figure elsewhere as a Royalist, 

and may have been a token neutral. Robert Holt was a deputy lieutenant, and 
had been the man proposed by the earl in the early summer, to share control 

of the powder stored at Manchester. A Commissioner of Array and Collector 

for Salford Hundred, he came in to the Parliament in December 16459 but does 

not appear to have ever been in arms 
ý7 

In view of the above, it may well be that the earl was bowing to the 

wishes of the less hard-line of his supporters, and giving himself a breathing 

space at the same time. There was also some propaganda value in the affair. 

Blackburn, and then Bolton, were chosen as meeting places between the two 

sides, and the date fixed for October 18th 
88 

Yet, on the 12th, Roger Nowell 

wrote to tell Ffarrington that he had been commanded away by the earl and could 
89 

not take part, which may be significant. The truce idea was quashed by the 

Parliament, and was never raised again. 

Reference has already been made to the appearance in arms, in Yorkshire 

as well as in Lancashire, of men of suspected Catholic leanings. In Lanca- 

shire, the inclusion of Recusants in the Royalist ranks had been more pron- 

ounced, and not long before the abortive truce proposals, a large number of 
the-convicted Reausant gentry signed a petition to the King, who was then at 

Chester. The delivery of the petition and the King's favourable response 

coincided with the first shots against Manchester at-the end of September. 

_Under 
the penal leginlation enacted against practising Catholics since 

the, reign of Elizabeth, the need to, disarm them and thus to render them 
_ý II 
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incapable of rising in arms (as it was suspected that they would do, given 
opportunity) had meant the zealous seizure of their weapons and the removal 
of them. to central stores for safekeeping. In the atmosphere of danger that 
the drift into civil war createdl the Recusants must have felt themselves 

peculiarly vulnerable. The tide of invective from Parliament's friends 
tended to identify all Catholics, both overt and secretj as the prime movers 
of civil dissension, and it was no great stretch of the imagination to the 
prudent Puritans to associate Recusancy with Royalism. 

- The Lancashire Recusantsts petition was signed by many who were to become 
Royalist officers, notably Christopher Anderton and, most prominent of them 

all ultimately, John Cansfield of Robert Hall, subsequently Major, Lt. Colonel 

and"Colonel of the Queen's Lifeguard of Horse. They stated that they wera: 
not sufficiently provided for the defence of your 
Royal Person, and our own families. 

They requested that they be given back their seized arms for their use so long 

a's the emergency lasted, and that after peace had been restored, sums of money 
in lieu of the weapons be paid over to them. The King told them that 

the laws made for disarming Recusants were made only for 
a provision to prevent danger in time of Peace, and were 
not intended to bar you from necessary use of Arms in 
time of actual war. 

Since many of the stores had been taken for use by the Parliament (and by 
Derby), the King granted them liberty to re-arm themselves and promised them 
financial reimbursement so soon as it could be done ?0 

It can-be argued that the only way in which potentially neutral Recusants 

could acquire weapons wherewith to defend their neutrality, lay in appealing 
to the King as if they were whole-heartedly his partisans. Yet examination 
of the regimental strengths of the northern'Royalist army indicates that the 

expressions of loyalty were not mere forms. Armed Recusants played hence- 

forward a prominent part in the King's war. 

. ýShortly after Roger Nowell had been ordered back to the army by the earl, 
word spread around Lancashire that another attempt was to be made on Manches- 
ter. 

Captain Cunnie ZC-oney7 his troop of horse'and some others 
are returned, towards Lathom, and some of his troopers 
privately affirmed to theire freinds, theire designe would 
be for Manchester; and that they expect strong assistancel 
from some lately'arrived at Liverpoole. 

This was the news from Newton in Makerfield on October 14th; and the 
Countess of Derby had also heard, indirectly, that there was to be a "bloody 
day" at Manchester? ' But it seems thatthis Manchester assault was merely 
a consequence of the speculation bound to attach itself to the town after the 

earl's earlier efforts. Coney and his troop were intended to do no more than 
serve as a guard at Lathom House, the earl's other residence? 2 The "Traynband, - 
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and ffree hould bands are returned back to theire owne houses". The earý had 

gone into Cheshire with nearly a full regiment of volunteer foot. 

Under the now expressed approval of the King that Recusants should be 

armed, Colonel Sir Gilbert Houghton sometime around October 17th, supported by 

the Amounderness Trainbandt seized the Recusant arms stored in Whalley for 

re-distribution. The Parliamentarians at Blackburnt commanded by Colonel 

Richard Shuttleworth, set off in pursuit, attacked and recovered the weapons 

with a few prisoners? 
3 

Broxap identified this action as taking place on 

November 27th, but this seems to be a misreading on his part of the confused 

sources available for both months 
?4 

It is likely that the skirmish between 

Houghton and Shuttleworth was one of many incidents reported around October 

17th ?5 

There followed a period of consolidation by the Royalists, their main 

garrisons being established in Preston, Wigan and, particularly, Warrin on 

where defences were built ?6 It seems to have served, for a time, as Royalist 

headquarters. A meeting was held there on October 21st to discuss the 

settlement of Cheshire? 7 
and on the 24th the Lancashire Commissioners of Array 

met there to finalise arrangements for the muster of cavalry at Ormskirk, as 

the levies came in from gentlemen who had subscribed to provide horses and 

men 
?8 Richard Shuttleworth at Blackburn received news of the Royalist 

dispositions on October 26th? 9 

That att Warrington are billeted betweene 300 & 400. 
att Preston 300. 
att Wiggen 200. 
att Ormskirke 300. 
att Echlston (Ecclestone) 100. 
att Presberye 100. These soldiers are certainly knowne 

to be billeted in these places & made ready to join in one 
body together threaten the disarming of Blackburn Hundred... 

As High Sheriff, Sir John Gerlington was responsible for mustering the 

gentry, and on November 3rd sent the following summons, typical of many such, 

-into the Leyland Hundred: 

His Gratious Maltie being advertised of the present Insurrection 
and rebellious pictises within this Countyq auctorised and 
strictly required those of his Loyal Subjects his officers of 
this County to PIceed in all legal ways for the speedy suppress- 
ion of tumults. -I therefore by directions from the Lord General 
and the rest of his Malties Commn. of Array, will and require 
all the gentlemen of the County of what rank or quality or 
profession soever, to repaire with all their forces, sonnes, 
tenants, and servants betwixt the age of 16 and 60, with their 
compleat armes and best furniture they can provyde, upon Monday 
the vijth day this instant November, to the house of Thomas 
Martint Vintner, in Preston. (100) 

The earl of Derby and Sir Gilbert Houghton were reported tobe in Preston on 

November 8th? O1 Houghton himself seems to have attracted a good deal of 
hostile speculation. on November 6th, he was rumoured to be marching into 
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Cheshire, and shortly before, to be expected to march against Clitheroe: 
It is reported and that credibly, that Sir Gilbert Houghton 
did raise forces in the morneinge and they by commission 
being again retyred, yet the forces he again recollected 
and that there is a troop of horse in readiness to be with 
us ere they sleep, besydes other great forces. There aim 
is at our Castle and for our town. (102) 

By early December, the Recusant gentry were also recruiting, and another 
Parliamentarian report stated that: 

wee are credibl informed that beside what Number of horse 
'they had beforeý Mr. fjohn. 7Cansfield and Mr. rThomas7Dalton 

are nowe raiseing eithr a troop, and (as we are ceretenly 
told) Mr. Cansfield hath already raised ffifty fyve, and that 
they papists doe all ryse and Joyne with them; and howe wee 
shall be able to withstand them the Lord knoweth. (103) 

Simultaneously, the earl of Derby sent some two hundred men into Cheshire 

apparently "intendinge to have plundered mr. Maynwaring's of Caryncham & some 
other", and to seize upon some Parliamentary supply waggons. There is no 
record of any fighting, only that the Royalists I'miste of theire purposes', 

104 
and retired into Lancashire again* 

As the winter season of 1642/3 began, the war in Lancashire was to take 
on a more systematic appearance. Since the early summerg the earl hadbeen 
organising, recruiting and preparing an army, He had lost some of his best 
regiments, when the King summoned them for Edgehill butq by December, he was 
ready to unleash his forces in full scale civil war. 

Across the Pennines in Yorkshire, the earl of Cumberland and Sir Thomas 
Glemham were preoccupied with settling garrisons, particularly at Pontefract 

where there was some need to establish at least a presence on the edge of the 
West Riding cloth towns, fast becoming areas of Parliamentarian activity. 
On September 23rd, the Militia Ordinance was enacted at Rotherham and Bradford: 

To countenance which (as he declared at Snaith) came Captn. 
Hotham from Rotherhamto Scanbyleys ... with 3 companies of 
foot and 1 troop of hors efrom Hull; and takes possession 

e of Doncaster. In this interim, the commissioners in Sheffield 
had been suitors to the nursery at Hull for officers, and begun. 
to oppose the King's passages through their town, and deny the 
Sheriff their arms. (105) 

There was also some contact between the Yorkshire Parliamentarians and the 

emergent Parliamentarian group in Derbyshire. Towards the end of Septembers 
Sir John Gell with a body of Derby horse, who had been to Hull, was diverted 
to Sheffield on his return journey to suppress a mutiny of the Trainband. 
Unlike most of the West Riding townst Sheffield was to become a Royalist 

garrison in time, and clearly there was some reaction there against the Militia 
Commissioners. Gell put down the mutiny, but was pursued on his way back to 
Derby-by raiding cavalry under Sir Francis Wortley. In an action for which 
the,. details are virtually non-existent, Gell halted the Royalists near Wirks- 
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worth, 'and so continued his way molested no further. 

At, some time in September, Glemham. had been sent. from York to "settle 

Pontefract a garrison"'. 
06 The Parliamentarians, claimed that the Trainbands 

, 
had been coerced into going to Pontefract by Itthreats of plundering, imprison- 

ment and death - for such was Gervase Neville's proclamation in Wakefield 

church"107 Neville, evidently a Commissioner of Arrayq was a younger son of 
Henry Neville of Chevet, and may have been a captain of horse. He and his 

brother Francis were prominent activists, and the charge was laid against 
Francis that he was one of the first to muster men for Pontefract garrison. 
Gervase was captured in 1645 in that garrison, Francis in 1644 at Bolton in 

Swaledale 108 From Pontefract, reinforcements were sent to Glemham in October 

when he made his first armed attempt against Lord Fairfax at Leeds. However 

unwilling some of the garrison; may have been, they carried through an exploit 

0n September 30th which aroused a good deal of Parliamentarian anger. A 

patrol set upon and captured Sir John Saville of Lupset, killing two of his 
log 

servants, and carrying him off to Pontefrac . 

By the end of September there was a definite Royalist presence in Ponte- 

fractand probably also in Wakefield. The other garrisons settled at this 

time, of which it is possible to be sure, included that at Knaresborough. 

, 
Sir Henry Slingsby left an interesting account of the Ymareaborough affair 

in. 
1, 
his diaryllo He had received warning that Lord Fairfax intended to put 

_, men into the castle, probably to keep a watch on York. Slingsby was in 

-Knaresborough arranging for a local guide to conduct Patrick Ruthven and other 

,, -loyal Scottish officers to Skipton, and told Ruthven - who was to become 

general -of 
the Oxford Royalist army - what he had learned. Ruthven advised 

him to garrison the castle himself, and to, bring in some of the Trainband. 

Whereupon I got yO Keys of ye Castlet caus'd a bed to be 
carry'd in, & yt very night comes Sr Richd. Huttonj & part 
of ye trainbands wth commission from my Ld Cumberland to 
hold it for ye King.... 

It can be no coincidence that Hutton was chosen in place of Slingsby. Sir 

Henry's family had considerable interest in the town, with their main seat at 
Scriven. Hutton, who resided not far away at Goldsborough, could claim no 

such connection, except by association, as sometime MP for the town, and as 

Steward. What Hutton did have in his favour, and which may have impressed 

Cumberland, was his fervent application of the penal laws against Recusants 

be th''as a JP, and as Sheriff of Yorkshire. Some doubt attaches to Slingsby 
112" 

as a stern Anglican conformist. 

Whilst making military decisions, th e earl of Cumberland attempted to 

secure a localised truce in the county at the end of September. Unlike the 

earl of Derby, he selected as spokesmen for the Royalist party men who were, 

or would become, actively. in arms. Sir William Saville, Sir John Ramsden and 
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Sir Edward Osborne were loyal Trainband -colonels; Ingram Hopton was to die, 

as a major, in 1643. The remaining two, Francis Neville and Henry Belasyse, 
may not have borne arms, althoughq as has been said, there is a possibility 
that Neville held a rank. Belasyse was the eldest son of the Catholic peer, 
Lord Faucohberg. 

The Parliamentarians in London believed that the peace overtures, which in 
fact originated from Parliamentary gentry, were the result of the military 
failure, of the Royalist party. Unable to defeat the Militia Commissioners - 
although it cannot be claimed that Cumberland had ever really tried - 

they must therefore beat /, Fhem7 at a treaty, in a house on 
Rodwell haugh, with six on a side. The. e.. West Riding men 
for the Militia were circumventedg and must condescend to 
certain articles as wild in sense as substance, or they 
were to be finally forced thereto, which yet did not bear 
the strictness of the law in the breach thereof, as the 
malparty would seem to expound it. (113) 

Royalist details of the talks are not to be found. Yet it seems that even 
whilat the negotiations were in hand, Glemham at least was not idle. According 
to the same source, soldiers from Pontefract descended on Doncaster, seized some 
cannon andq commanded by Captain John Batts of Okewell and Lieutenant Richard 
Horafall of Storthes Hall, carried them to Pontefract. 

As in the case of Lancashire, and elsewhereq the Parliament put an end to 
truce talks and so obliged the Royalists to adopt a more positive military 
stance. The earl of Cumberland was not suited to the changed circumstances, 
as he had scarcely been suited to his responsibility in the weeks preceding the 
Rothw*ll talks, The committed Royalist gentry had, in fact, begun their 

overtures to the earl of Newcastle as early as September 26th. The full 

correspondence between Newcastle and the Yorkshire Royalists was given by Firth 
114 in his edition of the Life of Newcastle, taken from a tract of 1645. A New 

Discovery of Hidden Secrets! 15 This consisted of correspondence found intact 

in Pontefract after the castle's surrender. on September 26th the following 

letter was sent to Newcastle: 
It is the desire of us, and the most of the gentry-of this 
country to crave assistance from your Lordship in this time 
of Mr. Hotham's infesting the country; which favour we 
shall always acknowledge from your lordship, and we are the 
bolder in this business, because we know it to be a great 
service to his Majesty, by the preservation of this country, 
and will be much'to your honour, to preserve in peace and 
safety. 

The'letter was signed by sixteen gentlemen, of which numbers ten had or were 
to obtain, military commands. These were Colonels Sir Henry Slingsby, 
Fqrdinando Leigh, George Wentworth, John Mallory, Richard Huttong William 
S"ille, John Kay, Thomas Gower the younger and John Ramsden; with Captain 
John Goodricke. The other signatories were Thomas Lord Savillet Sir Peter 
Middletong Francis Neville, William Ingram of Cattal, Sir Thomas Ingram of 
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Sheriff Hutton, a Commissioner of Array, and Robert Rockleyl whose son Francis 

was a Commissioner as well. 

It is unlikely that this group of 16 represents a distinctive group that 

opposed Cumberland. Slingsby may have had reason to be in such a group, but 
that would not account for Hutton's presence. With the possible exception of 
Slingsby himself, the group was composed of reliable Anglicansl and must be 

seen as fairly representative of the inner circle of men upon whom Cumberland 
had to rely. 

The earl of Newcastle received the letter from the hands of Sir Marmaduke 

Langdale, who was to become, under Newcastle's command, one of the finest 

cavalry brigade commanders of the entire war. The earl sent his reply from 

Newcastle upon Tyne on September 30th, in which he willingly assented to give 
his aid, but reserved his position by proposing certain articles which the 

Yorkshire gentry would have to agree to before he would actually march south. 
The articles were extremely practical, and serve to illustrate the type of 
leadership wanting in Yorkshire. The earl required that his army be paid for 

the time they were serving in the county, by an assessment levied by the York- 

shire commissioners. Failing that, that free billet be temporarily provided 
for the soldiers, although he stipulated that the officers were to be paid in 

cash, a necessary proviso since most officers were financially responsible for 

at least part of their mens equipment. He required that a committee of the 

gentry be formed to co-operate with him and with his commanders in whatever 

other matters should arise during the service, and which was to accompany the 

army on campaign. Provisions were also to be pade available. 

The earl ended his demands with the statement 
That since this army was levied a purpose to guard her 
Majesty's person, that it shall not , 

be held a breach 
of any engagement betwixt us if I retire with such 
numbers as I shall think fit for that service. 

This is the first evidence which we have that demonstrates the intention of 
the Queen to land in the north, eventuallyt when her work on her husband's 
behalf in Holland, should be brought to conclusion. In the event, she was to 
land in Yorkshire, and thus spare Newcastle the need of sending part of his 

army back into the two northernmost-counties as an escort. 

The articles were discussed at York by a larger cross-section of the 
loyal gentry, and agreed to in a lengthy and undated letter which was signed 
by some 24 persons. As well as'the original signatories to the first, the 

earl of Cumberland himself signed the engagement, which must be taken as an 
informal relinquishment of command. The other new signatories included Sir 
Henry Griffiths, Sir Conyers Darcy, Sir Robert Strickland and, Sir_, William 
Wentworth, who were all to-hold rank, under Newcastle. They consented to an 

assessment-6f C8000 to'be'leviod'in' the county, which would be paid over when 
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it was raised, until when, free billet would be provided. This suggests 
that the gentry believed the earl would not be long in coming, but if they 

thought that, they were mistaken. The committee requested by Newcastle was 

also selected, to consist of Sir Edward Osborne, Sir Marmaduke Langdale, 
116 Francis Tyndall of Brotherton, a Commissioner of Array, and Richard Aldburgh 

who carried the reply to the earl. 

There was, however, one ommission in the general agreement to the earlts 

stipulations, and a very important one, as he made clear in his letter of 

October 30th: 

I beseech you to give me leave as I intend faithfully to 
serve you, so to deal freely and clearly with you% which 
I hold a duty; the truth is, I am very sorry you pleased 
to leave out the article for the officers' payq or coldly 
referred to it to your committee, being the principal thing 
in all the articles, for you know the soldier is encouraged 
with nothing but money, or hopes of it, and truly last night 
when I was going to bed, there came colonels and lieutenant- 
colonels, and said they had heard you had left it out, and 
for their parts that they must think that if you were so 
cautious not to grant it in paper before we came in, they 
doubted very much of it in money when they were therel and 
that the workman was worthy of his hire, and such like 
discontented words; so the truth is, rather than not come 
cheerfully to serve you, I will not come at alll for I see 
beforehand I shall either disband with a mutiny, or fall of 
plundering without distinction, either of which would be 
destructive to me... Could I pay them or his Majesty, you 
should not have /h_ad7 such an article, but since that cannot 
be, you will pard-on-6e in telling you how I am capable to 
serve you, and how not... 

Such a blunt letter reveals the earl as a hard-headed administrator, already 

dealing with the realities of waging effective war. Moreovert his comments 

contain what may be a clue to some uncertainty on the part of the Yorkshire 

-Providing 
pay for the Royalists much more fundamental than the issue of- 

officers. Newcastle wrote this letter on October 30th, and on the night 

before, as he said, his officers had heard of the ommission. This means that 

the reply from Yorkshire cannot have reached. the earl until around October 

28th, although Newcastle's original articles had been sent on September 30th. 

Although there is no other evidence to subport the, view, it does strongly 

suggest that those, in favour of bringing Newcastle ing had come up against 
some opposition which involved at least two weeks of discussion before any 

reply was sent. It is possible that it was purely the financial aspect 

which caused problems. Slingsby noted, that: 

Wn they summon'd ye"head constables &, gave their- warrants 
for raising 80001. formerly charg1d'upon ye country, *& ynt 
considering how to hinder Hotham from: ranging ye Country;,. - 
the head constables obeys, & makes to 

' 
appear a willingness 

in ye cervice, but wth'all puts in doubts & obstacles, -some 
real,, some imaginary, -& 

devisd, so, as. ýlittle-orýnothing: to. 
ýý 

any purpose was effected., 
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As will become apparent, during this period of debate, the Parliamentary 
forces were active, and the situation worsened for the Royalists in Yorkshire. 

The earl of Newcastle could not come soon enough, and the business of the 

officers' pay seems to have been overcome, possibly by the Yorkshire committee 

waiting upon him in Northumberland. On November 6thq Sir William Saville 

received a letter from Langdale: 
We find my lord of Newcastle very unwilling to adventure his 
honour and reputation in Yorkshireq until he be very well 
provided of soldiers and officers ... he hath not as yet 3000 
horse or foot, few or no horses for carriages, yet he is 
getting horses and men every day, and this day hath positively 
set down to begin his march on Tuesday next... 

The Duchess of Newcastle was-later to claim that her husband had had some 8000 
118 horse and foot ready to march in early November, but as Langdale told Saville 

there were difficulties: 

Sir William Widdrington is raising men about Alnwick where 
he finds much resistance by Zt-he earl of Northumberland's 
and Lord Grey of Warkls2 tenants ... Like stories Sir Timothy 
Featherstonehaugh tell7s us out of Westmorland and Cumber- 
land, alleging that the King hath got the worse of the day 
and they will not go to be killed... (119) 

Nonetheless, on November 9th Langdale wrote to the earl of Cumberland and the 

Yorkshire Royalists, to have bread and other supplies available against the 

earl's coming, and that forces were already on their way to the Toes to secure 

the passages into Yorkshire. Some 92000 was urgently neededt and the earl of 
Newcastle had written a declaration to be printed in York, 500 copies of which 

were to be sent back to him on the road for consumption in Northumberland and 

Durham. Orders were also sent for the manufacture of light-weight cavalry 
120 

saddles in York, for which the earl intended to pay cash. The Parliament- 

arians in Durham, few as they were, wrote to Speaker Lenthall that "the enemy 
121 

grows strong and draws nearer everydaylle 

By the time the earl eventually set foot in Yorkshire, the situation 

there had gone from bad to worse. It was to be expected that after the earl 

of Cumberland's virtual abandonment of authority, signified in the approaches 

to Newcastle, the Parliamentarians should take advantage of Royalist weakness. 

Captain John Hotham made the first move, against the fortified manor house of 

Cawood lying between York and Selby, which had been garrisoned tentatively 

by the Archbishop of York, who had 

put Soulgiers into fig &a Scotsman, one Captain Gray, 
to be governourý .. but ye Soulgiers being most of ym 
townsmen, upon his coming quit ye house, wch Gray &a 
few Keeps to capitulate, & makes conditions for ymselves. (122) 

Hotham had large forces at his disposal on October Ist, and some 800 to 900 

foot and a troop of horse in Selby, with 300 foot and another troop at Don- 
123 

caster. The attack on Cawood came on October 4th, Hotham marching up from 

Selby where he had-been reinforced with two foot companies. These 11greay- 

coats" shortly af ter "gained the character of the most exquisite plunderers". 
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Having taken the house, Hotham remained there on a semi-permanent basis until 
February 1643, as a sequence of letters written by him shows124 At the end of 
the month his father, Sir John, reported that there were 600 foot in Cawood 

with a troop of horse, which represents a substantial garrisonj25 There does, 
however, seem to have been a Royalist counter-attack almost immediately after 
October 4th, launched from Pontefract by Colonel Sir Thomas Gower, who on the 
5th was within six miles of Cawood 126 This seems to have come to nothing, 
somewhere near Sherburn in ElmetI27 The Royalists may have been chased away 
by Hotham's superior strength, for on the 7th he raided Pontefract with 500 

foot and 300 horse, wounding Francis Neville in the skirmishing 
128 

In mid October, the Royalist commanders at York, having established a 
forward party in Leeds, determined to take the war into the enemy camp by a 
raid on Bradford, where Lord Fairfax was reportedýto be enacting the Militia 

Ordinance 129 
The actual attack came on October 23rd after two or three days 

raiding to test the Parliamentary resistance. A force of some 500 foot and 
240 horse, with, according to Sir Thomas Fairfax, two cannon, was assembled 

at Leeds under the command of Glemham, Sir William Saville, Sir John Kay and 
Captain Sir John Goodrickej30 Bradford was defended by four companies of 
foot and about half a troop of horse. Sir Thomas Fairfax remembered: 

We drew out close to ye Towne to receive ym. They had 
-advantage of ye ground, ye Towne being compassed wth 

Hills I wch made us more exposed to their Cannon Shottq 
from wch we received some hurt, yet not wthstanding, or 
men defended those passages which they were to descend, 
so well, -yt they got no ground of us. And now, ye Day 
being spent, they drew off, and returned back agan to 
Leeds. (131) 

The defenders followed the retreating Royalists, and spent the following night 

encamped between Bradford and Leeds. 

It was now the turn of the Royalists to sustain an attackj a few days 

after the Bradford failure. The Parliamentarian troopsg reinforced by Captain 
132 Hotham with some horse and dragoons, drew near Leeds. According to one 

133 - source, Sir John Goodricke rode out to engage them. There was one cannon 
in the place, a drake, ordinarily used for-firing case shot, which produced a 

shrapnel effect, against infantry. It was never used. Heavily outnumbered 
"Sir Tho. Glenham ... quit ye place & considering ye fource he had was not able 

134 to encounter his adversary". The garrison fell back hastily on York, and 
Sir Richard Hutton evacuated Knares-borough. In Pontefract# it was alleged, 

a handful of Parliamentarian prisoners were shot to death by panicking Royalist 
135 

officers. 

There was now a thorough disintegration of morale on the Royalist part, 

soldiers and committee men falling back on York, which was quickly cut off to 

the south, east and west. Wetherby and Tadcaster received Parliamentarian 
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garrisons, and Stamford Bridge was occupied by Sir Hugh Cholmeley, the adroit 
Whitby man who was to become governor of Scarborough. Fuel supplies were also 

136 
cut off, and there can have been small comfort in the news that on October 
23rd, in Warwickshire, the King had inflicted a defeat on the earl of Essex at 
Edgehill, and so. --opened the road south to London. 

The middle of November saw the war carried into the North Riding for the 
first time, by fast moving cavalry commanded by Captain Hotham, Captain 
Hatcher, and Sir Christopher Wrayj37 The Royalists at York proved unabIle to 

hinder them, and all that they'could do was to send further emissaries to 

the earl of Newcastle in order to hasten his departure. It was news of these 

emissaries that induced the Parliamentarian raids, which set off from Tadcaster 

to Wetherby, sending their accompanying foot away to Topeliffe. - Somewhere 
in their progress, they apprehended Sir Henry Constable of Burton Constable, 

Viscount Dunbar, the leading Recusant Royalist in the East Riding, and took 

him along with them. 

The Parliament's cavalry rode the length of the North Riding and crossed 
the Tees before they met with any resistance. Word had gone before them of 
the capture of Dunbar, and at Darlington an advance post of the earl of New- 

castle's army was waiting for them, commanded by Captain Pudsay and Captain 

Lawrence Sayer. Either Hotham rode faster than was expected of him, or else 
the Royalist scouts were lax, for the Parliamentarians had the advantage of 

surprise. Pudsay, seeing them come toward the town, was under the misappre- 
hension that they were, in fact, Sayer's men, and 'the came directly up to us', 
Hotham reported afterwards, "until he found his error by our shooting bullets". 

After offering brief resistance, Pudsay with what Hotham claimed were four or 
five full troops of horse, retreated into the Bishopric. The Parliamentarian 

pamphleteers were jubilant: 

At ZD-arlington7 they have the first advantage, which, by 
lighting upon a troop of the enemy which resisted littlej 
gave good fleshing to their soldiers. For, besides the 
routing of it, it struck such a terror through the Bishopric 
of Durham, that itself could not be confident of its security. 

The North Riding, particularly that area along the Tees valley, with 
Durham itself, was one of the heaviest Royalist recruiting areas, providing 

a number of prominent field officers, many of them Recusants or covert 
Catholics. Hotham's raid - may have helped the earl of Newcastle's indecisions 

for it carried the war perilously close to his own areas and would give cour- 

age to the Parliamentarians there. - It was reported in late November that 

Sir William Widdrington was having to employ cannon to overawe the tenants 

of the earl of Northumberlandj38 

On their return to the West Riding, the successful raiders appear to 

have encountered token resistance somewhere near Tollerton139 This may be a 
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reference to Northallertong although there is a village called Tollerton near 
Easingwold on the road to York. 

At York itself, the situation grew daily more serious. Sir Henry 
Slingsby, most probably himself in York at this time, wrote: 

The Gentlemen of York began to be in a bad condition, in a 
manner blockt up: Hotham fr. om one side by Cowood; by yt 
time it was light day you should see him facing ye town 
wth a Troop of horse & sending ye town a jear yt wn he comes 
he finds ym still in their beds; on ye other side from 
Tadcaster beating in our Scouts, & taking some prisoners; 
& my man, his horse & arms, was one of ym was taken prisoners; 
an officer of theirs was so bold, as one day he rode up to 
ye very barrs in middlegatet where some soulgiers were at 
work, & shot a townsman in ye neck, who stood looking on 
ym at work, & so he rid his ways. (140) 

Such provocation was not to be taken without attempts at redress, if the 

morale of the soldiers in York was to be preserved. According to Slingsby 
My Ld Cumberland once again sent out Sr Tho. Glenham to 
beat up Sr Tho. Fairfaxces Quarters at Wetherby, commanding 
out a party both of horse & dragoons. (141) 

Sir Henry's is an important source for the attackj and can be supplemented by 
142 Sir Thomas Fairfax's own recollection, and a contemporary news report143 

According to this last source, the assault was "the bravest they ever made" 
which, had it been followed up, would have met with success, but "God would 
not Permit it"; Slingsby noted that the Royalist, forces approached the town 
unnoticedl which, argues for the unexpectedness of the attack and some degree 

of over-confidence on the enemy part. At sunrise, probably on November 21st, 
theýcavalry were drawn up before the town", after being guided down alley 
ways by a local man, and their appearance'was the first warning the town had. 

Sr Tho. Faifax yn draughing-on his'Boots to go to his Father 
at Tadcaster,, he gets on horse back, draws out some pikes, & 
so meets our Gentlemen: every one had his shot at him, he 
only making out at ym wth his sword, & yn retires again under 
ye Guard of his pikes.... 

Elsewhere in the town, a Royalist party led by a Lt. Colonel Norton, and 
made. up of dragoons, fighting on foot, found themselves confronted by a body of 
cava 

, lry 144 'Norton came face to face with 
I 
an enemy officer: 

Attkisson misseth wth his Pistol, ye other pulls him off his 
horse by ye sword belt; being both on ye ground Attkisson's 
soulgiers comes in, fells Norton into ye ditch wth ye butt 
end of their musketts; yn comes Norton's soulgiers & beat's 

ý-down Attkisson & wth blows at him broke his thigh bone, 
whereof he dy'd. 

Slingsby evidently had this account from an eye-witnessq perhaps from Norton 
himself, and he added, "a soro scuffle between two yt had been neighbours & 
intimate friends"o 

Thomas Fairfax gave the Parliamentarian force in Wetherby as being 300 
foot and 40 horse, having been sent there by Lord Fairfax. His memoir agrees 
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very well with Slingsby's, describing Wetherby as 
a place very open ... there being so many back ways to 
enter, and friends enough to direct, & acquaint ym 
wth all yt we did. 

Fairfax timed the attack to six o'clock, and estimated the Royalist force at 
some 800 strong; excusing the fact that he was taken by surprise by alluding 
to the density of the woodland around about which hindered his own scouts. 
The fact was, that the Parliamentarians were over-confidentg and Fairfax him- 

self careless, so that they were lucky to escape as they did. He ought to 
have concerned himself to see that, quartered in so disadvantageous a place, 
the woodlands were properly patrolled. Even in the towng he admitted, lye 

Guards were all asleep in houses". He himself was only up and about because 

he was to go to Tadcaster. Hurriedly, he sought out his Court of Guard and 
found just four men at their posts, with which four he resisted "when Sr Tho. 

Glenham wth about 6 or 7 Commanders more charged us". 

As his men came to their stations, however, he fought off this first 

attack. The second Royalist assault was that in which Captain Atkinson was 
mortally wounded. Fairfax added one piece of information that Slingsby had 

either not known of, or had forgotten. 
During this conflict, or magazine was blowne up$ wch strook 
such a terror in the enemy (thinking we had cannon, wch they 
were Informed we had not) yt they instantly retreated, & 
though I had but a few Horse, they pursued ye enemy some 
miles, & tooke many prisoners. 

It was from these prisoners that he probably learned of the cause of the sudden 
retreat. He estimated his own losses at between eight and ten killed, seven 
in the powder explosion, but 'lye enemy many more ... ". Slingsby recordod one 
Royalist trooper killed in the initial assault, and "one Major Carrl a Scotch- 

man, killld wthin ye town". The problem of reconciling conflicting claims 

on casualties is insurmountable* 

The exuberant news report claimed the entire defence was definitely 

conducted by only 30 men, of which number "one serjeant-major, one cornet, and 
thirteen common soldiers" were, killed. In this case, the Royalist casualties 
were set at a captain and two common soldiers. 

The failure before Wetherby was the failure of untried men, if Sir Thomas 
Fairfax's reason for their retreat itself is believed. An attempt to boost 

morale had turned into abject failure, and there must have been many a sigh 
of relief when it was learned that, on December 1stt the earl of Newcastle 
had crossed the Tees with his army on his rescue mission. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

THE WAR EAST OF THE PENNINES 

Royalist Recovery December 1642 - March 1643 

Lying to the west of Darlington, where the earl of Newcastle's men had 

f3xst met the successful raiders commanded by Captain Hotham, is the small 

village of Piercebridge. The medieval bridge which there spans the Tees, 
lies between heavily wooded slopes, and the terrain cannot have changed much 

since December 1st 1642. On that dayl Captain Hotham's run of viethries was 
brought to a sudden conclusion. The actual date on which the earl of New- 

castle began his march into Yorkshire is not certain, but it must have been 

late in November after he had settled the unrest among the tenants of the earl 

of, Northumberland. Leaving garrisons in Newcastle upon Tyne, Tynemouth and 

Hartlepool, the army rolled towards the river which marked the frontier 

between the earl's old sphere of command and what was to be his new. 

Hotham's raid on Darlington had probably been made by way of Piercebridge. 

Pudsay's rout there had left the position unguarded. There is uncertainty 

as to whether Hotham retired into the West Riding personally after that fight, 

or whether he and some of his men remained in the area. Whatever may have 

been the case, on December 1st he was in control of the bridge$ probably with 

a forward party on the northern slope of the Teest and the bulk of his men to 

the south. According to the Duchess of Newcastle there were 1500 enemy 
forces there, which number seems excessive, unless Hotham had received some 

reinforcements, of which we knowýnothingj to help hold the crossing. To 

dislodge them, the earl sent forward: 

a regiment of. dragoons, commanded by Colonel Thomas Howard, 
and a regiment of foott commanded by Sir William Lambtonq 
which they performed with so much courage, that they routed 
the enemy, and put them to flight... 

A contemporary Parliamentary report 
2 

suggests that Hotham had thrown up 

breastworks. beforeýthe bridge, and had created Ita hold too tenable to be 

forced". The fighting was probably fierce whilst it lasted, but Hotham was 

pushed back by the two Durham regiments. Yet the Royalist victory was 'not 

without its pyrrhic quality. "Here was the first man of note slain on 
The casualty was Colonel Thomas Howard, either side, since. this storm. began,, 3 

shot dead in the storm; 'the fourth son of Lord William Howard of Naworth, 
4 

Thomas was, like. Sir William Lambton,, a Catholic. He was interred next day 

at Coniscliffe. - Lambton, who had shared the victorys was to die on Marston 

Moor eighteen months later. 

This single victory at Piercebridge. caused_the Parliamentarian military 

presence outside the'West-Riding and Hull, ', to-collapse like a house built of 

cards. John Spalding wrote-that Hotham was I'shamefullie routed thairfra into 
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Hullftý whilst Lord Fairfax at Tadcaster a fortnight later reported that over 
1000 men had laid down their arms and returned home in the North Riding: Sir 
Matthew Boynton had taken shelter in Selby with 130 men, and Sir Hugh Cholmeley 

was busy fortifying himself in Scarborough with some 700 men. Cawood Castle 

was still garrisoned, and Wetherby was occupied, which was a thin spread of 
such forces as lay at Parliament's disposal. Part of the defence force at 
Piercebridge, fleeing south, took rest-in Kanresborough town under the walls 
of the castle, into which the Royalists had put fresh troops under "one Croft" 

who gave fire onto the town in order to dislodge the visitors. There was an 

exchange of musketry for almost twenty four hours, but suddenly, in darkness, 
6 the Parliamentarians evacuated the town and made for Wetherby. 

Newcastle's army wasted no time in coming to York, enemy observers count- 
ing 8000 men under 64 colours, both horse and foot? Lord Fairfaxt on 
December 10thq reported that of these 8000, some 2000 were cavalry or dragoonA 

The earl did not immediately enter the cityq but drew up his army, according 
9 to the Duchess and Sir Henry Slingsby for inspection. Slingsby went on: 

On ye forest side near Skelton drawn up in batalio, horse, 
foot, & cannon. Here my Ld of Cumberland wth all ye 
Gentlemen in York meets my Lord of Newcastle & so waits 
upon his Lordship into ye town, where my Ld of Cumberland 
delivers up ye Keys unto him, but not willingly... (10) 

The, Duchess made no allusion to any unwillingness on Cumberland's part, but 

she stressed that the keys were handed over by Sir. Thomas Glemham, who, as 
Governor of York, was responsible for them. 

Thus my Lord marched into the town with great joy,, 
and to the general satisfaction both of the nobility 
and gentry, and most of-the citizens. 

The earl of Cumberland now fades from the picture, living as a private gentle- 

man, at Skipton and in York, until his death in the following year. The 

command had passed into more capable and, perhapsg more committed hands. 

After the celebrations were over, - symptomatic as they had been of the 

intense relief which the earl's arrival had caused, the routine administration 
had to be attended to. Slingsby's account reflects the concerns which the 

earl. had expressed in his letter of October 30th. 

now ye soulgiers begin to enquire after their pay; they 
had spent their mony's in ye march from Newcastle, they 
cannot'longer be wthout; they hoptd to find mony plenty 
here; but this was ye mischeif of it; Here was neither 
treasure or treasurer; 'ye commissioners had allott'd out 
an assessment thro' ye country, but nothing yet collect'd., 
The soulgiers must be ye Collectors & in yG mean time live 
upon free Billett, wch caus'd great wast to be made, 
especially where ye horse came, & put ye countryman at a 
great charge, so great as not to be imagin'd. Well ye 
Soulgiers must be satify'd, -but, how it must be done ye- 
Gentlemen & Commissioners must be consulted wth; whome 
he sends for to come unto him, & prpounds to ym to subscribe 
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their names wt every one will lendl & himself begins & 
subscribes two hundred pounds, & so ye rest follow'd 
untill it came to my turn to subscribe one hundred, wch 
I paid yt night unto Sr Wm Carnaby treasurer at warr. (11) 

So graphic a description requires no interpretation. Slingsby, with his 

estate at Moor Monkton in the Ainsty, would have had first-hand knowledge of 
the imposition of free quarter amongst his own tenants. 

The evidence suggests that the earl of Newcastle brought with him an 

entire military command structure, for such seems to have been lacking in York- 

shire. He maintained Sir Thomas Glemham as Governor of York, at least for 

the time being, and probably also Henry Waite as'sub-governor. For the rest 

of the command structure, what might be termed the General Staff, many of whom 

were field officers as well, we have the list given by the Duchess 12 

, Lord General, Newcastle stood supreme as commander in chief in the north. 

His second in command, styled Lieutenant7General of the Army, was firstly 

Mountjoy Blountt earl of Newport, then about 45 years of age. He was the 

illegitimate son of Charles Blountq earl of Devonshirel and had been advanced 
to an Irish peerage by James I as Lord Mountjoy of Mountjoy Fort. In 1627 

he became Lord Mountjoy of Thurveston in Derbyshire, and in the following year 

was created earl of Newport by 1 etters patent, dated August 3rd13 A man of 

experience in European wars, and 1.4aster General of the Ordnance to the King, 

he did not long enjoy his position under Newcastle, whose suspicions he 

aroused. Although he did not dieC' 
I 

until 166.5, Newcastle replaced him in 1643 

and Newport's subsequent career was extremely mixed. He was replaced by 

James King, afterwards createdLord Eythin and Kerrey in the Scottish peerage. 
King, 53 years old at his appointment, became Newcastle's principal advisor 

and, as will appear, too much of a restraint on him. In both Newport and 
King, we see evidence of Newcastle's preference for experienced, professional 

soldiers at his right hand, and a survey of King's career will be found in 

connection with his regiments (see Vol. 2). Clarendon states that he was 
14, 

given overall command-of-'ihe infantry, but-it is'unlikely that he was at 
York until into 1643, 'perhaps not arriving in England until Januaryat the 

earliest. 

The General of the ordnance was Charles Cavendish, Viscount Mansfield, 

Newcastle's fifth son and heir. The controversy surrounding his date of 
birth has been examined elsewhere (see Vol. 2), but he cannot have been much 
more than eighteen in 1642, which suggests that V 

`Ii, .----, Iý 
others, notably1his immediate doputy, carried out 
1659. 

The General of the Horse, ýwas, that flamboyant 

then in his 34th year. The son of Ge i orge Goring 

he rank was honorary and that 

the real work. He, died in 

cavalier, George,,, Lord Goring, 

earl of Norwichq he had seen 
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action in*Europe before returning to England in 1640, playing in the following 

year an inauspicious role in the 'Army PlotIq which he betrayed to the 
Parliament. Appointed to command in Portsmouth, he declared for the King in 
1642, abandoned Portsmouth to the Parliamentary forces, and went into Europe. 
Ile was probably still abroad when Newcastle appointed him to his command, but 

returned early in 1643 and served with distinction. He died in Spain in 
1657 16 

Colonel General of the Armyj and Governor of Yorkq was Sir Thomas Glemham, 
the former rank meaning that much of the time he was absent from the city, 

where the command probably devolved upon Henry Waite. 

Major-General of the Army was Sir Francis Nackworth of Chester, from a 
prominent merchant family of decidedly Royalist sympathies. He may have seen 
service in Europe, certainly he was abroad at the time of his appointmentl and 
he served prominently until Marston Noor, after which he went into temporary 

exile with the earl of Newcastle. Returning late in 1644, he commanded in 

the south-west at Langport under Lord Hopton, and was later to serve at sea 
under Prince Rupert, and then in the Dutch Fleet17 

Lieutenant-General of the Horse to Lord, Goring was 'Mr. Charles Cavendish',, 

the second son of William Cavendish earl of Devonshireq who was 22 years old 
in 1642. He died as Colonel of the duke of York's regiment of horse in 

Lincolnshire in the following yearg but was not immediately replaced. (See 

his career in Vol. 2). His eventual successor was the taciturn and competent 
Sir Charles Lucasq the earl of Newcastle's brother-in-law by his second 
marriage to Lucas$ sister. During his brief service in the north, Lucas 
distinguished himself in several actions, was taken prisoner at Marston Moor, 

and was eventually shot to death by the order of Sir Thomas Fairfax, in 

1648. The circumstances surrounding Lucas' death, it must be saidq are not 
18 

so straightforward as Fairfax's apologists have pretended* 

Commissary General of the Horse was firstly an unidentified Colonel 
Windham, who was replaced fairly soon by Colonel William Throckmorton. In 
this instance, it would appear simply that Windham stood down, for he was still 
with the army after Throckmorton took over. The latter was the eldest son of 
Sir John Throckmorton of Burnebutts in Yorkshire'99 his fa. Aher having been 
killed at the siege of Breda. Sometime Governor of Stamford Bridge in early 

20 1643, he fought at Adwalton Moor where he was - wounded, and died eventuallyq 
obscurely, in Holland before the restoratio2l Throckmorton's successor was 
George Porter, the undistinguished son of the splendid courtier Endymion 
Porter. Born in 1620, George was volatile and unstablet doing not a little 
that was harmful to the Royalis 1, t cause in Yorkshire in 1644. ""'He died in 

1683 22 
w-I-ýi, 
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Lieutenant-General of the Ordnance, Viscount Mansfield's deputy, wasSir 
William Davenant, whose appointment Sir Philip Warwick, half-seriously, saw as 
a consequence of Davenant's literary abilities and Newcastle's liking for 

poetry. Certainly a skilful and stylish writer, Davenant was 36 years old at 
the time of his appointment, but how often he was in the north attending to 
his duties is not clear. Although he was a successful cavalry commander 
late in 1643, he was also present near Gloucester in the same year, It is a 
belief ; ommon to all ages, that a poet cannot, by definition, have any practic- 
al abilities: a belief perhaps essentially Puritan in origin, and one which 
has caused scholars to overlook an important factor in Davenant's appointment. 
His nominal superior, Mansfield, was far too young to exercise so important a 
post, and consequently, in view of Newcastle's marked choice of competent men 
on his staff, we must suppose that Davenant had the qualities and abilities 
the Job required. Unconsidered, out of hand dismissal of Davenant as a mere 
'poet' is a part of the unfounded criticism levelled at Newcastleý3 

The Treasurer of the Army, as we have seen, was Sir William Carnaby, to 

whom Slingsby and others had paid their contributions to the assessment upon 
the earlts arrival at York. Carnaby may have taken over the-collecting of 

money in Yorkshire too. From a suspect Catholic family, he was styled as of 
Thern(h)am and Bothell, Northumberland. Knighted in 1617, he had served as 
a deputy lieutenant and JP 

, 
in his native county, had sat as MP for Morpeth and, 

in 1640, for Marlborough in Wiltshire ý4 He was 49 years old when he became 

Treasurer andq along with Throckmorton, represents the only purely northern 

element on the General Staff, at least insofar as the upper echelon of that 
body was concerned. 

Quartermaster-General was Ralph Errington, who had served as such in the 

army of 1639/41P 

The Duchess gave the Advocate-General of the Army as Dr. Liddal, which 
Young ý6 in his extremely brief sketch of the General Staffq rendered as Liddel. 

He was, in'ýfact, Dr. George Riddell, the younger brother of Sir Thomas Riddell, 
Governor of Tynemouth. 

The Providore-General, responsible for victualling the army on the march 
was Gervase Neville of Chevet, Esquire. 

Scoutmaster-General was Michael Hudson, Doctor of Divinity of Queen's 
College, Oxford, then aged, 37. Ejected from his living in 1644, to which he 

may have tried to return after the northern collapse, he died in brutal 

circumstances during the fighting in 164d7,. _ I ". 

Waggonmaster-General Ba ptist'jo I hnson has defied identific ationo 
7 

President of the Council-of War (a body composed of the General Staff or 
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a part thereof, supplemented occasionally by selected Field officers) was Sir 
William Widdrington of Great Swinburn, Northumberland, another suspect Cathol- 
Ic. He was also to become commander in chief for the counties of Nottingham- 

shire, Lincolnshire and Rutland when Newcastle's authority was later extended. 
As Colonel of horse and foot in his own right, he has been dealt with else- 
where 

ý8 He was 32 in 1642. 

Any attempt to establish an average age for the General Staff is thwarted 
by the uncertainty that attaches to nine of the nineteen persons named. if 
the t' en for whom we have details, may be taken as representative of the whole, 
the average age was a little over 34 years. This compares with an average 

age of 35 for 71 of 126 colonels whom we have considered. Newport, James 
King and Carnaby were the eldest; the youngest, Viscount Mansfield, was 
General of the Ordnance, whilst-Carnaby held no field command at all. 
Typical of the age, and of the Royalist army in general, the earl of Newc"tle 

relied upon young men. 

The earl's arrival in Yorkshire must also have led to the recruiting of 
regiments in that county, which, had not advanced very far under the earl of 
Cumberland's control. Sir Philip Warwick, in, his pen picture of the earl of 
Newcastle, alluded to the issue of commissions for raising regiments, very 
critically: 

he . 6ndeavoured to raise the reputation of Zh-is army7 by 
multiplying his commissions for new regiments, troops, 
and companies, for which they received some advance-money, 
and quarters assigned to them for their men, which they 
scarce ever raised in such number as to embody; and yet 
in such a number as did harass and impoverish the country, 
and lying with their few men scattered and thin, were 
often surprised, and then the enemy had the reputation to 
have defeated a regiment, where there was perchance but 
half a company or troop. And this I believe was a very 
great wound t0-him from the first; for had he recruited 
his first or old troops and, companies, and not thus 
loosely aimed at new, his army would have been more power- 
ful, though nominally less numerous, and could have lain 
closer together, and so consequently have been stronger 
in itself, and more active upon the enemy. (29) 

The c riticism was, in some respects, justified. The Royalist army in general 
had few regiments that ever attained anything like maximum strength, and from 
the point of view of efficiency, concentration on older rather than on raising 
newer units, was wise. Warwick's complaint was by no means rare. An undated 
petition to the Oxford Council of War, from a number of veteran officers (of 

whom several were northerners) called for strengthening of older regiments 

rather than the raising of new, but stipulated that . veteran and raw troops 

should not be mixedF Of cours'e, 't'he'compa - rison-is not exact. Warwick was 

alearly writing of the situation in late 1642, early 1643, whereas the Oxford 

petition may date fromýlate-in_1644. -. Newcastle was unable to boast any 
veteran forces so early. I. 
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Another factor which may account for some of the actions that inspired 

Warwick's criticism, was that of availability of gentlemen willing to become 
31- 

officers. Cliffe has shown, or ratherl has confirmed what was long suspected 
that the majority of activist families in Yorkshire were of Royalist persuas- 
ion. Indeed, an examination of the northern regiments indicates that many of 
the supposedly 'neutral$ families often had a foot in the Royalist military 

camp through the commission of a younger son or a younger brother of the head 

of the family. Of course, this qualification of Cliffe's work must of nece- 

ssity be lacking in finality because, whilst giving numerical totals for 

actives and neutrals, Cliffe does not give a name list aginst which to make 

comparison. To arrive at what may be taken as a neutral familyq requires the 

relation of genealogical evidence'and contemporary sources, to names of men 

who came before the committes for compounding, and for advance of money. 

Since Recusants in arms were forbidden to compound until the 165018, and since 

younger sons or brothers might have no estate to be sequestered, the neutrality 

case rests solely upon negative evidence. By relating regimental lists to 

the other sources, the whole argument for neutrality, at least in Yorkshire, 

can be shown to be far from proven. 

Givenj therefore, that the earl of Newcastle was confronted by many gent- 
lemen willing to serve in the army, what could he do? He could not afford to 

offend the very class from which much of the finance to pay and to supply the 

army would have to come, and indeed, was coming. Nor could he reasonably 
imply that he was calling in question a man's loyalty, by refusing a commission 

when one may have been granted to a man's near neighbour or relation. it 

cannot be too strongly stressedg that the civil war, as a war of improvisation, 

was fought, within a social structure, with its own values, respected by both 

sides. There were no relevant precedents by which to work, for European 

examples were, by implicationg irrelevant. Warwick made what is a not 

uncommon mistake on the part of the observerg which is: that whilst seeing 

the results with a detached eye, he failed to appreciate, because of that very 

detachment, the intricacids-of the causation. 

Some gentlemen there may have, beent who could be accused of dereliction 

of duty once they had received their commiissions. It is unlikely that gent- 
lemen in an area under Royalist authority, would simply receive and then 

forget their commissions (if that authorit y was immediate and powerful). 
That when confronted, when recruitingt I by the difficulties of raising men, 
they then failed to reach their specified quotat is much more likely and. much 

more understandable. Yet we cannot knowt and thisq toot Warwick, failed. to 

appreciate, precisely what Newcastlets, expectations were. Warwick's-: Ls,,,,,. 

altogether, too harsh a judgement* 

The earl of Newcastle wasted', very little time in going onto the,, Of, fensive, 
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and on December 7th struck at Wetherby and Tadcaster. The earl of Newport 
commanding 1200 meng was to clear Wetherby and then to swing round against 
Tadcaster, against which the main army of some 7000 men was to be sent 

ý2 

Forewarned, probably by his scouts - Slingsby remembered that Newcastlets army 
was, on the 6th, quartered in "the towns near adjoyning to Tadcaster" - of the 
Rýoyalist approach, Lord Fairfax, Parliament's commander, assisted by his son 
Thomas and by Henry Giffard, decided to evacuate, judging the town to be 
untenable. 

But before we could all march out the enemy advanced so 
fast yt we were necessitated to leave some Foot in a 
Sleight worke above ye Bridge, to secure or Retreat. But 
the enemy pressing still on us, forced us to draw back & 
mentaine ye ground. We had about 900 meng ye enemy above 
4000, who, in Brigades, drew up close to ye workes, and 
Stormed us, (33) 

The first assault was repulsed by the defenders, and the fighting from then on, 
between eleven in the morning and five in the afternoong was carried on with 
cannon and musket. Royalist marksmen secured a house overlooking the bridge, 
but Giffard counter-attacked, recovered the house, and took many prisoners 
inside it. Another assault was beaten off, although the Parliamentarian 

sectional commanderl Captain Lister, was killed there. During the hours of 
darkness, according to Fairfax, the Royalists drew off to regroup, leaving 

upwards of 200 dead and wounded before the town. Taking their opportunity, 
the Parliamentarians evacuated and retired on Selby. 

The projected assault from Wletherby by the earl of Newport, never took 

place, which led to the failure to storm the town. It probably also led to 
Newcastle's suspicions concerning his fellow peer. Slingsbyq who did not 
appear to have been present, recorded: 

ZN_ewcast1_e7 appears wth his army before ZT-adcaste 
4- !: 79 

having his own regiment & some of our Yorkshire trainbands; 
yn, falling upon ym beat ye enemy to ye bridge & wthin 
their works.... 

This must have been the point at which Lord Fairfax decided that he had no 
option but to hold the town. The Royalists were then forced back, 

ye enemy making good their ground; & so continuld wth 
light skirmishing till night part'd ym. My Ld of Newport 
command'd the horse, who sent 1500 horse & dragoons by 
Wetherby to fall on, & keep ym busy on ye other side of 
Tadcaster & beyond ye river: but his march was so trouble- 
some having wth him 2 Drakes yt it grew too late, &a 
Counter order sent him on Clifford more to march back to 
Wetherby & there Quarter. (34) - 

The Duchess of Newcastle recorded what must have been general incredulity, 

concerning Newport's failure, "whether it was out of neglect or treachery, 
that my Lord's orders were not obeyed,, 

35 Slingsby gave him the benefit-of 
the doubt, but there is alternative evidence to suggest that the order which 
caused Newport to fall back on Wetherby was a deliberate ruse by Captain'John 
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Hotham. Francis Drake, the historian of Yorkj stated36 that Hotham, having 
Understood the Royalist tactics, sent a forged letter to Newport ordering him 
to delay his march until the following day. If this is true, it illustrates 
both Hotham's ingenuity and Newport's gullibility, in the latter of which it 
is hard to believe. The story sounds far-fetchedg although such things could 
and did happen, whereas Slingsby's more mundane explanation has a ring of 
truth. It is curious, however, that two drakes, of small value against 
Tadcaster, should have been permitted to delay a cavalry and dragoon force 
the task of which was to harass the enemy in their rear and to deny them any 
escape from Tadcaster. Had Newport fulfilled this duty, the resistance by 
Lord Fairfax would have been less determined, for it relied for its effective- 
ness upon means of escape provided by control of the bridge over the river. 
Newport, by design or by incom. petencet threw away a victory. 

A contemporary Parliamentarian account referred to two distinctive Royal- 
ist regiments, neither of which it is possible to identify with any certainty. 
A Red regiment, (an allusion to the colour of their coats) 

came on resolutely, and this became them who were the life- 
guards and choicest men. Their blackg which should have 
seconded them, were so galled by our drakes, as they durst 
not approach fairly; yet, by the help of some houses which 
they found near the works, did much annoyance. (37) 

This Red regimentl described as a lifeguard, can only have been Newcastle's 
own foot regiment. Yet, tradition, founded on the Duchess's writing, calls 
Newcastle's infantry regiment a Whitecoat force, and by that style it has 
become virtually legendary. The truth of the matter seems to be that whilst 
Newcastle's own regiment (commanded by Colonel Arthur Basset, see Vol. 2) wore 
Red, the Northumberland and Durham infantry wore white. The black regiment, 
clearly that against which Giffard launched a counter-attack, defies all 
identification. Probably a Trainband force, the symbolism of the colour may 
suggest the regiment of that puritan Royalistq Conyers Lord Darcy. 

The same source recorded that with darkness, the attackors drew off half 

a mile from the town, followed by a troop of Parliamentarian cavalry who were 
sent to observe. Skirmishing ensued between these cavalry and men sent back 
to scour the field for wounded, some seven cart loads of whom apparently went 
to York the following day. 

Yet despite the inconclusive nature of the engagement, the Royalists had 
achieved a limited success. Fairfax withdrew from the Wharfe and fell back 
on Selby, towards Hull garrison. Slingsby observed that the action enabled 
the earl to make contact with Pontefract garrison, and that he was there in 

person shortly afterwards. The situation to the south and west of York had 
been thrown wide open at last, and the earl was not slow to take advantage. 

Now y' E. of Newcastle laid betw: us and or Friends in 
ye West Riding, & so, equally Destructive to us both. (38) 
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Sir Thomas Fairfax was commanded to take 200 foot and throe troops of horse 
into the West Riding to encourage the forces there, under the information that 

, the Royalists had moved slowly and were only as far as Sherburn in Elmet. 
Marching towards Ferrybridge, Fairfax was warned that the earl hadq in fact, 

reached Pontefract already, leaving 800 men to guard the ferry. In haste, 
Fairfax returned to Selby, followed by several hundred Royalist cavalry who 
had chanced upon him. 

_ 
The information that Newcastle lay at Pontefract wasl in fact, gathered 

from prisoners, that Fairfax states he took somewhere on the way from Selby 

to Ferrybridge. This must have been during a skirmish at Monk Fryston, on or 

around December 10tht referred to by Lord Fairfax in an official despatchP 

Thomas Fairfax confused his memoir at this point, and later historians have 

failed entirely to notice the Monk Fryston fight, tending to see it as one and 
the same as the heavier skirmish fought a few days afterwards at Sherburn in 

rp 
Elmet. 

The fight at Sherburn was significant not simply because it represented 

a Parliamentarian victory, of a modest kindq but because it showed effective 

raiding cavalry could be, although Fairfax himself, who commanded in person, 
does not seem to have been expecting the fight. Slingsby noted that after 
Tadcaster had been taken, and the earl's army had occupied the village between 

there and Pontefract, 14 
we were a little to secure: we had thought ye enemy to be 
disheartn'd as yt he would not dare to look upon us any 
more; but it provId otherwise to our cost, for just yt day 
7 night we beat ym from Tadcaster /on December 14tg cometh 
Sr Tho. Fairfax wth a party of 300 horse, & it seems hearing 
yt ye horse in Sherburn were to have a feast, comes at noon 
day, beats up their quartersq takes commissary Windham, Sr 
Wm Reddall, & many others prisoners, & haveing ransackt 
their quarters takes away their best horses & returns back 
to Cawood wth ye prize. (40)' 

Thomas Fairfax and Captain Hotham had intended to raid a quarter at Fenton, 

but had found it evacuated. Riding on towards Sherburng intending to "give 

an Alarme there", they were seen, and some 200 horse were sent from the village 
to obstruct their passage. Fairfax at once charged this body, chasing them 
back into Sherburn, where a barricade was qpickly thrown across the street. 
The Parliamentarians, finding'themselves in a narrow lane, unable to turn 

about without incurring heavy losses from the fire of the defenders, stood 
their ground and endeavoured to storm the barricade at sword point. Finding 

a narrow gap that gave entrance to the village, Fairfax himself rode in, foll- 

owed by his own troops and by John Hotham's. The Royalist defence melted 
awayl riders scattering to other-quarters-with news of the attack.,. --,, ý. - 

Hurrijdly, Fairfax decided upon a retreat before help could arAves''but 
hq was scarcely on hiS-March - 'whon"cavalry-commanded, - apparentlyg by Goring, -" 
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41 
appeared, and gave pursmito 

Both Windham and Riddell the latter was the elder brother of Sir Thomas 
Riddell, Governor of Tynemouth were subsequently exchanged 

ý2 

An attempt was now made by the earl to carry the war into the West Riding, 
to those 'friends, about whom Sir Thomas Fairfax was so concerned. The chosen 
target was Bradford, the town before which Glemham had failed in the previous 
October. The attack, which took place on the 17th or 18th of December, was 
formidable. The van of the Royalist army was commanded by Colonel Sir William 
Eurej the Catholic younger son of William Lord Eure of Halton. The rear was 
under the command of a suspect Catholic, Sir Francis Howard of Corby, second 
son of Lord William Howard and brother of the Colonel Thomas Howard killed on 
December 1st at Piercebridge on the Tees. Euro's section was composed of 100 

foot, three troops of horse and two companies of dragoons fighting on foot. 

Howard had his own troop of cavalry, a troop of Captain (later Lt. Colonel) 

Robert Hildyard's, of Winestead, and six companies of Colonel "Eddrington's'l 
dragoons, supporting 100 foot. "Eddrington" may have been Sir William 

Widdrington or, alternatively and more likely, Colonel John Errington of 
Hutton Rudby, a convicted Recusant. The other commanders were colonels Sir 

William Saville, Sir Marmaduke Langdale, Sir Thomas Glemham. and Captain Sir 
John Goodricke commanding the horse. The infantry were commanded by Captain 
Sir Ingram Hopton of Arnley Hall in Yorkshire, Captain Neville (possibly 

ý3 
Matthias Neville of Strickland's Foot), Captain John Batt and Captain Binns 

44 
The storm of Bradford has been clearly described by Markham, whilst Lord 

45 Fairfax's own despatch, the Rider of the White Horse, and the memoirs of 
Joseph Lister 

46 
and Captain Hodgson 

47 
provided extremely well detailed accounts 

of the fighting. 

All sources agree that Sir William Saville, as a preliminary to the 

attack, had established a presence in Leeds and Wakefield. Lord Fairfax 

dated the appearance of the Royalists before Bradford to the 18th of December, 

at ten o'clock in the morning, although advance warning had been brought by 
Parliamentary scouts. The garrison at'this point consisted of only 80 muskets 
and a few irregulars armed with farming implements (according to the Parlia- 

mentarian sources). Carrying two drakes, the Royalists fired on the town 
17 times until the gunner was picked off by a marksman. The defenders 

sallied, taking upwards of 30 prisoners, and killing (the report is erroneous) 
Colonel Eure. Such a, brief summing up suggests that the defenders had things 

very much their own way, which the other sources tend to qualify. 

The Rider of the White Horse, a report perhaps compiled by a Bradford man, 

noted that the "malignant humour being predominant" in Leedst enabled the 
Royalists to lie securely,, within a day's march of Bradford, where the latent 
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Royalist sympathies of some townsmen, hitherto overawed by the more numerous 
Parliamentarian party, now appeared 11breathing forth nothing but threatenings"; 

some of the Parliament's friends gave upq and left the town. A delegation of 
Bradford Royalists rode out to meet Sir William Savilleg who to all intents 

and purposes, seems to have commanded the assaultq and brought back from him a 

warning that if the town were to resist, he could not prevent its plunder. 
If this report is factually accurate, then the Royalists counted the town as 

all but theirs which, had it been simply a matter of numerical superiority, 

would have been true. 

The panic in Bradford was, understandablyq serious. There was no senior 

0 fficer present, the Trainband forces were away with Lord Fairfax, and such 

soldiers as were there demanded their pay if they were tostay. By the time 

that the attackers appeared on Sunday morning, Bradford must have resembled 

a gho I st town, houses boarded and shuttered, with a few armed men standing be- 

hind barricades. The Royalists approached the east end of the town, their 

army divided into two bodies under the commanders already mentioned, with the 

artillery under the direction of a Dutch professional with a remarkable Cornish 

name, Major Carew. It was rumoured that Goring and Newport were also present, 

but there is no evidence to support this, unless they were simply observers. 

Indeed, it is almost as if, in the presence of Saville as sole commander, we 
have a token of the over-confidence which the Council of War felt. 

Help for the town was at hand in the form of volunteers from Halifax, 
48 

commanded by Captain Hodgson, to Markham only littleless a hero than Thomas 

Fairfax. Although they did not arrive until after the attack had begun, 

Hodgson stating that they found the church under attack when they came upon 

the scene, it is likely that this reinforcement was to tip the balance. 

The defenders began the fighting by firing from the church steeple onto 

the Royalistsq who may have been approaching the town a little carelessly, in 

expectation of surrender. "Something daunted", Saville directed his men to 

occupy some houses near the steeple, taking with them some cannon, and sent 
Captain Goodricke's troop of horse to prevent the defenders from hindering 

these dispositions. Goodricke skirted the town to the west, in the process, 
it was alleged, committing atrocities, and came up to the sentries at that 

end, who killed two or three horses and, reinforced by a body from Bingley, 

forced Goodricke to retire out of range. 

The Royalist gunners under Carew, drew nearer the church, seizing two 

houses barely 30 yards away, and positioned their guns to fire up Kirkgate 

towards the steeple. 
Our steeple had a notable advantage of them, which our 
musquitiers there especially improved against them, for 
when any buffe or skarlet coat appeared, they laid 2 or 
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3 of their peaces in one hole, and discharged at once 
upon them .... and thereby deterred the rest from reliev- 
ing their men in the houses, and thus they continued 
till high-noone. 

Joseph Lister referred to the defenders using "long guns", and it seems that 
there may have been game-keepers using fowling pieces in the steeple. At 
this pointt the reinforcements from Halifax arrived, being 

a party of club-men, or such as had scythes laid in poles, 
fell upon their horse on one side, and the musketeers in 
the houses, that were ready to storm the church, on the 
other side, and so beat them off. (49) 

In fact, the Halifax men did not carry the day by themselves. As the 

Rider of the White Horse made clear, the garrison in the church were ready 
for an assault, and were troubled by the I'largenesse of the church windows" 
through which cannon and musket fire could be poured. They therefore grouped 
for a sally, chose a moment when the Royalist musketeers were re2oading, 

jo ine'd the Halifax men who had just appeared on the scene, and rushed the 

houses, bursting in and killing several Royalists taken by surprise. The 

remainder retreated into a neighbouring fieldg where the fighting came to hand 

to hand, the Royalist unable to discharge their muskets in the confusion of 

such an action. 
their commanders ... manifested great courage, but they 
smarted for it; our scythes and clubs now and then 
reaching them, and none else did they aim at. One 
amongst the rest in a scarlet coate, our club-men had 
got hold of (and he in all probability was Colonel 
Goring) and were spoiling him. Their horse fearing 
the losse of such a man, became more courageous then 
they intended, leaped over the hedge, and rode full 
upon our men, forcing'them to give a little ground... 

The defenders rallied, returned to the'attack, and eventually forced both 

horse and foot of the Royalists to leave the field, giving no quarter to any, 

which the writer attributed not to their cruelty, but to their ignorance. 

Once the Royalists had been dispersed, the defenders came again under heavy 

fire from musketeers who could now fire freely, and 11rained such a shower of 

lead upon our men, as forced them to retreat". 

Saville drew his men back from the- town. Captain Binns had been killed, 

or' mortally wounded, probably in the melee in the field. Captain Sir John 

Goodricke had been unseated when his horse was killed with a scythe, and him- 

self wounded in the back. Major Carew was a prisonerl and the defenders 

estimated over 100 Royalist soldiers had been wounded. No engagement yet 
fought in the north, had been so bit tI erly c ontested as this struggle for 
Bradford. 

_Another source gives details -omitted in the tractýo for example, during 
the fighting near the church: 

a stout, gallant officer, commanding a company of foot, 
came running down a field, shaded with a hedge$ intend- 
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ing to come running into the church, and so cut off the men 
both in the church and steeple; but the men in the steeple 
having a full view of their design, ordered a few men to 
meet them, and give them a charge: and the commander com- 
ing first, two of the townsmen met himt and struck him down: 
he cried out for quarter, and they poor men not knowing 
the meaning of it, said - #aye, they would quarter him', 
and so killed him ... they sent a trumpeter to request his 
corpse, which was the next day delivered to them. 
He being now fallen that was their champion, his men that 
had followed him thither were more easily driven back to 
the body of their army, which stayed within a little of 
where their guns were planted. 

The townsmen cannot have been so ignorant as to suppose that their victim was 

asking them to mutilate him, and Lister's excuse for their behaviour, which 
in the civil war was exceptional, particularly so early, is a nonsense. The 

victim was rumoured to have been a son of the earl of Newport, but no such 

son can be identified. This officer, and the man in the scarlet coat thought 

to have been Goring, may well have been the same, particularly since both 

incidents occurred in open fields. The victim may have been Captain Binns, 

but whoever he was, the killer was Ralph Atkinsonýl Remembering the death 

of a Captain Atkinson at Wetherby in October, the Bradford incident may have 

been due to vengeance. 

At Christmas 1642, the'earl of Newcastle's achievements had been somewhat 

-mixed. In rapidly executed movements, he had carried the Royalist presence 
into the West Riding, occupying Leeds and Wakefield, re-establishing contact 

with Pontefract garrison, isolating the enemy at, Cawood and Selby and utterly 
'disrupting Lord Fairfax's communications. In action, howeverg his army had 

-sustained setbacks: at Sherburn and at Bradford. Even so, it cannot be said 

-that the future of the army depended upon winning or losing such minor actions, 

and the defeat did not cause him to reorganise his dispositions. He did not, 

-for examplej assume a defensive posture. The7Parliamentarians had won some 

'breathing space, and, had preserved their. morale. The important thing would 

; be to see which commander now took the initiative. 

For much of December and January, the earl of Newcastle remained in 
52 Pontefract. Together with the maintenance of his military position, the 

earl was still concerned with recruiting, as two letters given by Firth in 

his appendices to the Newcastle ,MI emoirs, show53 on January 8th, from Ponte- 

fract, -Newcastle was writing to Colonel Guilford Slingsby, a Kentishman now 

resident in Yorkshire and commission'ed't6 raise a foot regiment. The earl 
'had apparently 'received a letter from Slingsby requesting reintorcements, 

probably because his recruiting areat the, -Cle'veland Hillsq was vulnerable to 

Cholmeley's raiding cavalry from-Scarborough. Newcastle's reply showed other 

concerns beyond Slingsby's' lo'c'. ýlised problems: 
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I ... should be very glad to give you all the assistance 
you desire, and more, to prosecute your present levies, 
but I was informed that you had of your own levies 400 
foot besides your troop of horse. And as the case stands 
I cannot furnish you with any more forces for the present. 
For these reasons, first, the forces of the Bishoprick 
were-levied upon the condition to remain in the country for 
the security thereof... 

This must refer to Trainbandl as opposed to volunteer, regiments. 

. and besides, they are appointed to guard the ammun- *; 
ion through their country, and if need be further; 

which I hope they will obey, for I hear Colonel Huddleston 
nor Colonel Clavering can either of them march for that 
convoy as was intended, and therefore I have appointed 
Sir Robert Strickland and his forces to wait upon that 
service, and I desire you will do so too, for I hear that 
they have a design to surprisb, it if they can, and it 
deserves our beat care to secure it... For the 500 arms 
you desire, a warrant forg it will be very inconvenient 
to serve it upon their way', and therefore for it you must 
have a little patience. ' 

This letter marked the beginning of a brief but savage period of fighting in 

the"Nýrth Riding, and requires comment. 

The reference to Colonel William Huddleston of Millom, Cumberland, is the 

first, which we have to a regiment . raised partly in that county, operating out- 

side it: it is a misfortune that we do not know the tactical considerations 
which led to its'being based near to Durham. ' The other regiment roferred to 

was'that of Colonel'Robert Clavering, which has already attracted attention 

as heavily Recusant and Catholic in its officer cadre. From Callaly in 
Northumberland, Clavering was able to move his volunteer regiment where he 

wis hed without any Trainband parochialism. The ammunition to which the earl 
referred, was that which was stockpiling at Newcastle upon Tyne, presumably 

sent from Europe by the Queen's efforts, although Newcastle had agents there 

also. - The 'they' feared likely-to attack it-as it was conveyed southq wero 
thezScarborough-raiders. Slingsby must-have had detailed knowledge of the 

activities of those cavalry, and it-ir. a pity that his original letter(s) to 

his superior have not survived.,, From. Newcastle's reply it-is clearg however, 
that. Slingsby, a man of wide experience, military and administrative (see Vol. 
2)9'did not consider himself in sufficient'strength to resist Cholmeley on his 

owng particularly ifýhe was, in need-of armsq. as it appears. In the event, 
it, was Slingsby alone., unaided by Stricklands Huddleston or, Clavering, who 
faced Cholmeley's effective raiding cavalry. ý The earl's letter to him went 
on to discuss routine -matters: 

For the lady. you mention use your own discretion towards her, 
for, I have not been ever used to take ladies prisoners. For 
any goods or arms you-'shall'take'of disaffected persons or I in 

-, keep'them to your own use, the goods upon their possessions, 

-account 
for paying your soldiers (for we can-get no money here 

to, supplY'you) and the-arms for arming your men, I and though 
they be part of, the, Trained-band-arms, yet, being taken by you-, 
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as a prize, they shall be accounted so For fortifying 
those castles you mention, I do not understand of what 
consequence it can be to you, except it be some one for 
your retreat and place of residence whilst you are levying 
your regiment... For the paying of your troop you propose 
one of three ways, but to resolve which of them is to no 
end unless there was money to pay, but in that you shall 
have all the right that may best be, in time. Till then, 
as I told you before, you may make use of such moneys and 
goods you take of delinquents or so much thereof as will 
serve you, for I perceive you meet with good store. 

The'problem of money had not been resolved by January 1643, which does stress 
that the earl had marched into Yorkshire even though he cannot have received 
anything like the assurances which he had asked for in preliminary letters. 
Indeedt there is even a hint here that Slingsby should send any spare money 
to'York, so evidently, Guilford was an efficient collector. The Parliament- 

arianýlady ýo whom the earl referred is unknown, although she may have been 

one of the Hobys, nor can we know which castles Slingsby had wanted to put 
men into. Mulgrave, which became a garrison, and Richmond, which did not, 
suggest themselves. 

The garrisoning of castles and of fortified manors was a problem not 
easily. surmounted. Newcastlets advice that Slingsby select one castle into 

which, to retreat if necessary, was sound advice, in the sense that with but a 
single troop of horse and an incomplete foot regiment, he was in no position 
to adopt an offensive posture, or to divide his men. He could not have 
functioned as a field force responsible for patrolling the vast expanse of the 
Cleveland Hills and Tees valley andl at one and the same timeg maintain 
-. I 
garrisons. As things turned out, Slingsby was caught far from any shelter, 
and, heavily outnumbered. 

Certain castles, of course, served useful purposes by being kept perma- 
nently garrisoned. Skipton, forexamplet where Colonel Sir John Mallory of 
St 

' 
udley, was governor, occupied a strategically important route through the 

Craven valleys giving, access to north Lancashire and to Westmorland. New- 

castle upon Tyne and Tynemouth controlled the port facilities of the river 
which was, similarly, one of the functions of York, if shipping could got past 
Selbyt presently occupied by the enemy. Pontefract lay across the main route 
north out of Nottinghamshire and Lincolnshiret and also on the edge of the 

cloth areas, giving moral support to garrisons lying at Wakefield, Sandal 
Castles and Leeds. Good cases for these, garrisons could be made out, as 
they could for the enemy strongpoints of Hulls Scarborough andq in tha west, 
Manchester. Yet these were garrison towns, not simply castles, with 
mercantile life to protect as well as strategic considerations. Successful 

prosecution of the war on either side depended upon commercial life keeping 

as near as possible, to normality. Beyond this, -there was no cohesive policy 
towards'ýgarrisons, at leasts'not one thatýis'now ricognisable. The Duchess', ' 
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of, Newcastle gave a lengthy list of the garrisons established officially by 
her, 

-husband between 1642 and 1644ý4 noting 21 castles and towns in the north- 9 
ern counties. Westmorland alone appears never to have had a garrison, even 
though Cumberland had two, Carlisle and Cockermouth Castle. 

Not all of these twenty-one garrisons were held at the same time, but were 
set up to serve the needs of circumstances. Carlisle cannot properly be 
considered a garrison town until 1644, although as the Duchess impliesq it had 
a Royalist presence from 1642 onwards. In Durham, it is worth noting, the 

county town and its castle was not considered worth the trouble of a garrison, 
although Raby Castle, seat of the Parliamentarian Vanes, and Hartlepool were 
garrisoned from 1642 until they yielded to the Scots in 1644. Of the 21 

garrisons, 15 were in Yorkshire, which was to be expected, in view of that 
I 

county's importance both as a theatre of the war and as a barrier between 
the south and the extreme north. Of these 15, Scarborough became a Royalist 

garrison in March 1643 when Sir Hugh Cholmeley returned to his allegiance, and 
became, along with York itself, Pontefract, Sheffieldq Doncaster and Skipton, 
an important stronghold. Tadcaster, Halifax and Stamford Bridge were occupied 
and'evacuated at will, and according to the dictates of the military situation. 
Helmsleyq Bolton in Swaledale and, in a sense, Scarborough as well, were the 

preserves of particular individuals, respectively Colonels Sir, Jordan Cross- 
land, John Scrope and Henry-Chaytorg and Cholmeley. Wortley Hall, another of 
the garrisons given by the Duchess, was the seat of Sir Francis Wortley, whose 
activity as a field commander seems to. have declined during 1643 and who then 

retired to his house and maintained a force there. The other three garrisons 
were Tickhill, a rambling and ruinous castle in the West Riding; Eyrmouth, 

near Selby, and Sandal, which became important in 1644/5 when the siege of 
Pontefract was underway. ý 

This list in no way takes account of the very many private houses which, 

according partially to documentary, evidence and partially to legend, were hold 
in the King's interest. One example will suffice. Hunsingore, lying less 
than ten miles west of York, beyond the River Nidd, and within view of Marston 
Moor, was one of the manors, of Sir John Goodricke, a cavalry troop commander 
under Newcastle. The mansion which had been raised on the older Norman 

earthworks, was subjected to attack and destruction at some stage during the 

war. Unverifiable tradition locates-the incident to the period of the siege 
of York, or the aftermath of the batile"of Marston Moor. 

It is particularly worthy of note that 
-whilst 

the Puchess in her list 

referred to Cumberland, DurhamjýNorthumberland and Yorkshireq as. well as to 
Nottinghamshire, Lincolnshire', aiid"Derbyshireg she made no allusion to'Lanca- 

shire. There, the garrisoning of castles and manors seems to have been at 
the earl of Derbyfs discretion., ',, Lathom'House, Liverpool, Warrington, Preston, 
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and Wiganl. with the castles of Thurland, Greenhalgh and some others, were 
held at one time or another, as will be seen. This gap in the Duchess's list 
may be accidental, but it does serve to stress again the apparent isolation of 
Derby's command. It may be that by theýtime Newcastle was on the offensive 
in a large way, in the summer of 1643, it was too late to do anything in 
Lancashire where the Royalists were on the run, and consequently noformal 
garrisons were established., Yet one would expect, in view of Newcastle's 
technical authority there, to'find him responsible for garrisons that existed 
from December 1642 until April 1643, but the Duchess, by her silence, implies 

otherwise. ' This problem of Lancashire, emphasised by the fact that Newcastle 
drew forces from that county, one supposes by virtue of his powers as Lord 
General, whilst Derby exercised actual command there, continues to defy a real 
solution being arrived at. 

A garrison, in a positbre senseq controlled the area around it so long as 
enemy activity was confined by the field army and reduced to minor raids. it 

provided shelter during times of crisis, and a guaranteed link in lines of 
communication. In a negative sensel it was a parasite. upon the surrounding 
countryside, drawing victuals and money from the rural communities open to it 

and contributing little or nothing to the day by day waging of campaign war- 
fare. A garrison came into its own, and proved its worth; when it was able 
to-tie down large numbers of enemy forces in siege operations. On such 

_occasions, a competent governor could perform wonders with a mere handful of 
men, as at Pontefract in 1645, and Scarborough. Newcastle's lack of interest 
in garrisons, indeed, his explicit order to Slingsby not'to create them, 

. 
indicates. on his part an approach to war in terms of field armies and wide 
campaigns. If the war in the north was to be won, it could only be won with 
such an attitude, and it does Newcastle credit. 

Together with. -the. letter from Newcastle found'on Slingsbyl was another 

., -, documentý5 a general'warrant or proal 
, 
amation issued, doubtless, to most of his 

, colonels early in 1643. It is worth giving at length: 

The county ZYorkshire7 to be universally disarmed of all T 
private arms, both of horse and foot, and those not borne 
in service to be'ýbrought into a magazine at York. The 
trained bands that rose with Hotham, to be compelled to rise 
again, and serve in their persons, or every I man to send an 

-able-bodied man to serve for him. - Considering her Majesty 
intends to commit her person into the protection of this 
county, a magazine is to be made at York to enable an army 
to subsist, there, in case of extremity or necessary retreat. - 

-All the gentry, of Yorkshire to be unanimously moved to 
resort thither with their families and movables, as the 
contrary faction do daily, to Hull, by which'means the persons 
and estates of such as are , not well affected will be'secured, 
as such as, refuse'or decline it shall discover themselves 
and every man's fortune and family being there engaged they 
will more actually"move'with a joint'concurrence for the 
preservation of the place, whicif must be the retreat for the 
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safety of the Queen's person, no other place being 
defensible and considerable to balance Hull. Those that 
decline this proposition are to understand that they must 
at their own peril undergo the plunder of the soldiers, 
if any fall out. The garrison in York shall be daily 
employed in making regular-works upon the avenue and out- 
works, and encroachments-upon the hills and other places 
commanding the town. No markets or fairs to be held in 
any place in the county except York. Some of the iron 
ordnance, sent over by the queen. to, be sent for at the 
charge of the county to place upon the avenues and fort- 
ifications. . 

This document, which we are fortunate to have, illustrates the ruthless nature 

of Newcastle's approach, to his command. His orders were sound, but we cannot 

say that they were ever fully implemented. There are some cases in the papers 

of the Committee for Compoundingg concerning gentlemen charged as delinquents 

who protested that they had merely resided in the city of York whilst it had 

been a garrison, although it is to be noted that none of them cited such an 

order as that given above. This implies a degree of willingness on the part 

of. most who were decidedly not Parliamentarian in sympathy, so that the order 

may have been intended to encompass, certain elements about whose loyalties 

there was some doubt. There were, anyway, difficulties in putting such an 

order into practice, and it is likely that gentlemen not in arms moved their 

families or themselves into their nearest garrison, as was the case Ulih 

Skipton and Scarborough, for examples. It would also have been necessary for 

full implementation of the order for there--to-be a definiteg unchallenged 
Royalist sway in any given area, and in the West Riding$ obviously, there were 

areas of uncertainty in which both sides came and went without establishing any 
lasting presence. 
_,, "- 1ý ,- 

The importance now attached to York made it possible for that city to 

resist the great siege of April to July-, 1644, when the earl's foresight in 

the-matter of fortifications and victualling paid off. By banning markets 

throughout the Royalist controlled North and East Ridings, and parts of the 

West Riding, the earl effoctively channelled foodstuffs and other essentials 
into his headquarters town, although, conversely, there must have been a rise 
in-prices on commodities travelling' length ier journies than ordinarily they 

would have done., Sound military considerations dictated this regulation of 
trade. Markets and fairs requiredý. protection, for raiding enemy cavalry would 
be, a constant threat to places where-quantities of foodstuffs and clothing were 
to. be hadf and Newcastle could not waste troops on perpetual-, market assignment 

when he intended to launch an offensivewar. -, - 

nd-his'first, -action'l was fought o'n", Colonel Guilford Slingsby's last, "a 

January 16th. Sir Hugh Cholmeley'was prowling'the countryside to the north- 
east of York. On the 15th he descended on Malton, where about 240 horse 
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under the command of Captain John Cansfield, were on their way north to meet 
the ammunition convoy. Cansfield was captured (to be restored to liberty 

when Cholmeley changed sides) and several of his men killed and wounded 
?6 

'On'the day following, Cholmeley had joined forces with Sir Matthew Boynton. 
His'official despatch is the best source extant for the events that followed 
this -junction: 

Col. ZRoberg Strickland and Col. Slingsby were marched to 
Guisbrough ... with some troops of horse ... Sir M. Boynton 
being come to me with 2 troops of Dragooners I joined to 
them one more of mine, 130 foot and I troop of horse ... we 
marched into Cleveland to assault the enemy who lay at 
Gisborough ... with 400 foot and 100 horse ... they advanced 
a mile out of the town to encounter us and placed their 
musketeers under hedges in places of advantage. But 
after two hours skirmish we beat themq first from the hedges 
and then out of the town... We have taken above 120 
prisoners, amongst them Col. Slingsby and 12 Frenchmen that 
were troopers... (57) 

Lord Fairfax, reporting the, fight to the Speaker, ftated that many of the 
58 

prisoners$ of a total of 140, were Catholics. 

Strickland was probably not with Slingsby when the action was fought. 

The strength attributed to the Royalists - 400 foot and a troop of horse - 

soundsvery much like Slingsby's own regimental strengthq to which Newcastle 

hadreferred in the letters discussed above. If that is the case, then just 

when Strickland left and where it was that he wentl is unknown. Possibly, if 

he had been with Slingsby, then the outcome of the action mijght have been 

different. Slingsby himself, taken prisoner, was severely wounded, and after 
the amputation of both his legs-(a hazardous undertaking at any time), died 

in Scarborough. 

Cholmeley retired to Scarborough after the action, although he left a 

t- oken'garrison I in Malton, dangerously close to York, and in his official 

despatch referred to warnings that the Royalists were planning to oust him. 

In fact, his worries were premature. In'the West Riding, the Parliament- 

arians had been organising themselves for an offensive, and their target was 

to be Leeds, which they appeared-before in force on January 23rd. 

The-Parliamentarian capture'of'Leeds and, incidentally, of Wakefield too, 

was their most signal success so far. It was also a source of, much material 
for pamphleteers of the time, so that the accounts of the action are-fairly 

well detailed. They include the recollections of Sir Thomas Fairfaxq with 
letters written between him and his fathert, and-Captain Hodgson of-Halifax's 

memoir. The only Royalist source, seems., tobe. -, a,. brief reference in Liercurius 

Aulicus, which estimated the entire,,, Royalist defence force at a bare 200 
59 

men.. 

-The Royalist commander"in Leeds was Colonel Sir William Saville$ with 
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according to Lord Fairfax writing on January 26thýo 1500 men and two brass 

sakers - cannon firing a ball weighing from five to seven pounds. We know 

that Saville's own regiment of foot was presentq from a reference by Fairfax 
to'Major Thomas Beaumont of Whitley, reputedly drowned in the general flight 

from the town. The presence of the regiment is also verified by the lists of 

prisoners and slain supplied in two contemporary tracts, A true and plenary 

relation of the areat defeat6l and A Relation of the taking of Leeds and Wake- 
62 field. Unfortunately, not all of the officers can be identified, even 

though A true and 12lenary relation insisted that they were all Catholical Of 

seven captains named, three can be fairly positively identified. Of seven 
lieutenants, similarly only three can be ascribed to regiments. Of six 

ensigns, two only permit of identification. 

., 
Captain Hemsworth (or Hunsworth) of Leeds was probably Gabriel Hemsworth 

a'. merchant defending hisInative town, and an officer in Saville's own regiment 

at this date, although later in the war he served under a former officer of 
Saville's, Thomas Wheatley. Captain Waterhouse was Robert Waterhouse of 
Netherton, also of Saville's foot. Captain Witherington or Widrington may be 

the Captain-lieutenant Henry Widdrington of Butelandt Northumberland, who 

served under Colonel Sir Edward Widdrington of Cartington, and who was very 

probably a Catholic Recusant. 

Lieutenant Audley later became a captain in Saville's. He was John 
Audley of Bentley in Emley, another local man. Lieutenant Burrell may have 

been Redmain 
' 

Burrell, later major. in Colonel Sir Francis Fane's regiment, but 

the link is tenuous. Lieutenant Garret may be a reference to Anthony Garnett, 
later Captain Garnet of Sir William Widdrington's regiment of foot. 

-- Ensign Benson may-well, have belonged to Colonel Sir William Eure's foot. 

Ensign Errington may have been Anthony Errington of Sir William Widdrington's 

foot. 

Certainly, from the list of officersq there were a good deal more than 

the 200 ment cited 1ý Iy Mercurius Aulicus, to def'end the town. 

The decision to attack Leeds was made on or around January 9th, when Sir 
Thomds Fairfax wrote to his father from Bradford: 

These parts grow very impatient of our delay in beating them 
out of Leeds and Wakefield, for by them all trade and provisions 
are stopped, so that the people in these clothing towns are not 
able to subsist, and, indeed, so pressing are these wants, as 
some have told me, if I would'not stir with them, they must 
rise of necessity of themselves in a thing so great importance. (63) 

Sir Thomas seems to have been ordered, by his father, to take only defensive 

actionsq and so had written asking for advice, but he added that he could 

count on 300 musketeers and 3000'co'ýntrymen to assist him. Lord Fairfax Aid 

not'fall in with this"idea bu'tt accepting the need for an attack, sent his son 
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reinforcements, chiefly horse and dragoonsq who were to go into the West 
Ridinganyway to assist in recruitment 

ý4 

'Sir-Thomas Fairfax confirmed in his memoir that there were 1500 men in Leedst 
but stated also that there were some 1200 in Wakefield. From the demands of 

,i Sir 
the local Parliamentarians which Thomas communicated to his father, it is plain 
that'Saville and, in Wakefield, Colonel Sir George Wentworth of Woolley, were 
very active commanders. 

They-visited us every day with their Horse (for ors went 
not far from ye Towne, being so unequall in number) yet 

_, 
they seldom returned without losse. (65) 

Sir 
Preoccupied with fortifying BradfordqýThomas Fairfax towards the middle of 
January began to organise his army for an assault. He brought in many of the 

local Trainbandsq distributing arms which seem to have come from the capture 

of'Bradford and from his father. When he had recruited his infantry to the 

number of 800, he felt able to make an attempt on the two Royalist garrisons. 

we made a body of about'12 or 1300 men, wth wch we marched 
to Leeds, and draw ym up wthin halfe Cannon Shott of their 
works in Battalial and yn sent in a Trumpett with a Summons 
to" deliver up ye Townelto me for ye use of King & parlamt. 

Sir William Saville apparently sent reply that they had come too near the town 

before deliveýing their summons, - and stated that he would dI efend it with his 

life. A general assault followed, Fairfax apparently striking at all points, 

.: in the hope of forcing a rapid entry before his "unexperienced fresh-water 

'Souldiers" (as A true and plenary relation called them) grew dispirited. 

For two hours, according to'Sir Thomas$ the Royalists disputed the 

defences with them, but were eventually forced from . their' works, and the 

barricades across the streets thrown down. The entry of the Parliamentary 

cavalry led to a'general surrender by the soldiery, and Saville with other 

commanders was forced to swim the river to make his getaway. Fairfax 

reckoned that the Royalists lost about 40 deadt''iogether with a large store 

of"ammunition 1, wch wehad much'want of". News of this disaster caused Colonel 

Wentworthý, to evacuate Wakefield and to-fall'back on York., 

Other sources add additional information to the rather cursory reports 
66 

given by both Fairfaxes. Captain Hodgson remembered that they marched on 
Leeds by wayof Aperley Bridge, 'Rawdon'and Woodhouse'Moor-where Captain Hotham 

sip 
met them with additional troops (that Thomas Fairfax should neglect togive 

Hotham his due is not surprising).. The advancelwas1hampered by torrential 

rain which made Woodhouse Moor heavy goingqýforcing the Parliamentarians into 

the valley where Leeds lay (hence'their. 'near, 'a'pproachl complained, of"by 
Saville). 

-A detailed'ýbreakdown of the Parliamentary, strength is given, in a very 

Well informed contemporary, report that was written, probablyl' by an officer'in 
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the, assault forcesý7 Fairfax, when he began his march, had 1000 infantry 

and, 
" 
2000 irregulars draw in from the cloth towns and the surrounding country- 

side. His mounted forces consisted of six troops of horse and three companies 
of dragoons. What reinforcements Hotham. brought is not stated, but this 

estimate of strengths falls far below that given by Thomas Fairfax himself. 
In view of the detailed knowledge of the anonymous writer, howevert concerning 
the actual engagement, some credence must be given to his assessment of their 

strength. Putting aside Thomas Fairfax's congenital unreliability in matters 
numerical, it is possible that Hotham substantially increased the fire power 
of the assault army. 

A True Relation states that Fairfax split his armyq sending a company of 
dragoons and 1000 irregulars south of the river Aire onto Hunslet moor, which 
lies south-east of Leeds and towards Wakefield. The remainder marched by 

Aperly Bridge to the north (this is the route taken by Hodgson), and when both 

forces were positioned, Fairfax sent the summons which Saville rejected. 
Selecting five colours of "his expertest soldiers", Fairfax sent them 

towards the water along the trenches, drawn two yards breadth 
and height from I-Ir. Harrison's new church along the south side 
of the towne to the water, an inner trench being devided and 
drawne on the inside that long trench near near. the waterside, 
compassed about the declivity of the hill a little above the 
water. 

A little above this, some 100 musketeers of the garrison were postedq who 
opened fire at about two in the afternoon. Fire was returned by snipers 
under the cover of a hill to the south, whilst men advanced to the west of the 

church covered by a screen of cavalry. Royalist sentries located near 
'Beiston' were dislodged from their works,, enabling the enemy to approach near 

enough to fire down on the bridge over the Aire, against which Saville sent up 

a cannon. South of the town, a general advance was orderedl under heavy fire 

from musketeers inside the trenchesq until the defenders were obligedl. to 

evacuate what had become an untenable position. 

A storm of the earthen defences forced the defenders to. fall back on the 

-houses of the town, where they endeavoured to make a stand. The capture of 
what may have been a house, turned the Royalist, flank. 

The enemy flying down a street or lane, from the 2 contries 
neare the water, into the heart of the towne, where the 
other Zc-anno; i7 lay to guard the passage, Sir William ZS-aville7 
met them, and ýnquiring the cause-of their flight, was 
answered that their workes were entered;,,, he called'on them, 
Go beat them out, promising to lead them, yet they denyed: 
which he seeing, and that 12 musketeers had gained that cannon 
by killing the canoneere ... he and the rest... about an houre 
after the first centrywas enteredg, fled away... 

Saville and his companions made first forthe bridge, hoping to got to Wake- 

field, whilst some 40 or so got as far as Hunslet moor where they were taken. 
Finding this route blockedg'Saville determined to cut his way out by the old 
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church and so, by force of arms, make good his escape. In this he was 

successful. 

to this source, some 460 prisoners fell into Parliamentary 

hands1--together with the two cannon, after two hours fighting. At midnight, 

Wentworth evacuated Wakefield and headed for Pontefract, where the earl of 

Newcastle was still established. 

The loss of these two towns obliged the earl to fall back on York, perhaps 

expecting-a general enemy offensive was likely. A garrison was left in Pont- 

efract,, to'maintain the castle at least, whilst a force was also left at 
ý8 Doncaster, where it underwent siege by the local Trainbands Tadcaster was 

69 also"garrisoned at this point. 

This startling Parliamentarian successt which virtually cleared the West 

Riding of Yorkshire, is hard to account for. Saville had a strong enough 

force at Leeds, even if it was not the full 1500 the enemy were to claim. The 

town was fortified to a point, and there were reinforcements available at 

Wakefield, even if Newcastle at Pontefract was a little too far away to give 

immediate help. Part of the Parliamentary troops' victory must have lain in 

the element of surprise, and if this is so, Saville's cavalry patrols must 

havý been extremely lax at this point, which tends to indicate over-confidence. 

One factor, which is probably an imponderableg can be considered in the light 

of events elsewhere in the north during the war, and is not confined simply 

tb this problem of Leeds. That is, the psychological effect upon a relatively 

strong garrison of finding its works stormed suddenly and violently. if 

Saville's own regiment formed the bulk of the"garrisons it cannot have been 

in*-arms long, and it may be that under pressure they lacked the experience to 

stand-firm. The Parliamentarians achieved, nothing by ruse or particularly 

cunning tactics, but by a sledgehammer blow that demolished defences and 

morale at once. Saville, at least, showed that he lacked neither resolution 

or,, _, ýourage, particularly when his soldiers deserted him. 

As it turned out, if the earl of Newcastle had feared a general offensive, 
it'was'not to come. The Parliamentarians came to atstandstill in the midst 

of their triumph. ' Before long, the tide was-toturn in the favour of the 

Royalists. 

The ammunition convoy, long expected at York, and in defence of which 
Guilford Slingsby had lost his life, reached the Tees at the end of January. 

As has happened at Piercebridge the previous December, so now, at Yarm, 

Parliamentarian resistance was met with. As-at Piercebridgej that resistance 

was effectively broken by a determined Royalist charge over Yarm bridge and 
into the market town that lay. to the south. 

It waa a sizeable-convoy, _ given by Mercurius Aulicus as 11120 Waggons 
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laden with Mony, Armes & Ammunition, and 140 horses laden with musketst and 
16 peeces of ordnance'17.0 The Parliamentarian force obstructing the Yarm 

passage, of the Toes, was commanded, apparently, by Sir Hugh Cholmeleyq and 

consisted of 400 foot, three troops of horse and two cannon? 
' AulicUS gave 

72 the enemy as two full regiments, which may, technically, have been correct, 
1- 111ý: if, they were Cholmeley9s own horse and foot not up to strength. One is 

reminded of Sir Philip Warwick's strictures. 

Against Cholmeley came the cautious and experienced newcomer, Lieutenant- 

General James King, who had the advantage of the terrain. Yarm lies south 

of its bridge, and the road slopes down quite steeply to the river from the 

north. Egglescliffe church, standing high on a bluff overlooking Yarm, would 
have given King sufficient means to survey Cholmeley's dispositions, for it 

would'seem that Sir Hugh and the bulk of his men lay in Yarm proper. Like 

Thomas Fairfax at Leeds, James King employed no nic6ties of tactics, but pushed 
his'way into Yarm by sheer force, killing about 40 of the enemy and capturing 

nearly all of the foot, whom he sent away to Durham? 3 The Duchess of New- 

castle recorded that Cholmeley lost 17 horse colourst or cornetsq and if this 

is soý it was-one of the most sweeping victories which the Royalists had yet 

achieved: it may have gone no small way towards unsettling the loyalty of the 

governor of Scarborough to the Parliament. 

Not long after Yarm fight, dated, to February 1st, Sir Hugh Cholmeley 

sustained another setback, with the loss of Stamford Bridge. He had garrison- 

ed'bioth Malton and Stamford during his January forays, to watch York and to 

interfere with communications, although both places were susceptible to a 

resolute attack. With, the main Royalist army now at York$ there was both 

, 
the means and the, opportunity to be'rid of the enemy presence. 

The exact',, date of the capture of Stamford Bridge is unknown. John 

Spalding, who occasionally recorded events in northern Englands referred to the 

fight at Yarm happening after the Stamford Bridge episode 
?4 Since he also 

gave'the-Parliamentary losses at Yarm as 3000 dead and 4310 taken prisoner, 
however, there is good reason to suspect the accuracy of his, chronology. By 

an, 
75 

'interpretation of Sir Henry Slingsby's memoir, it is possible to locate 

the capture of Stamford between February 1st and February 23rd, probably 

nearer to the latter. date. Slingsby-noted, that Sir-Marmaduke Langdale's 

newly raised foot regiment was armed'out of the ships that had accompanied 
the Queen to Bridlington where she arrived, on-February 22nd., Slingsbyts own 

regiment of foot was left in garrison-then at'Stamford, whilif the main army 

marched to meet the Queen, and, according to Slingsby, the town had been tak-6n 

"'a little before" this time. 

My Regiment was left in Stamport bridge by order from yO 
Mayor General ZS-ir Francis Mackwortg & to receive further 
orders from Collonell Thronmerton it was left their governor 

1 



He had a little before beaten ye enemy out of Stamford 
bridge command'd by one of ye Darleys wth 100 men. 

Cholmeley cannot have considered his hold on Stamford to have been anything 

other than temporary, and subject to the situation in York, for he had not 

concerned himself with elaborate defences. A breastwork had been thrown up 

on the eastern bank of the river, and the central portion of the bridge broken 

down'(andl presumably, fitted with a draw bridge). 
7 by Throgmorton command'd ye party, & falling upon Zt-hem 

yt time it was light day, placid his Dragoons to play 
hotly upon ym from ye bridge, while he passtd his horse 
over at ye ford: so ye enemy wthout any more dispute 
quit ye Town & shift every man for himself: hereupon 
his excellence makes, him governour, who fortifiesl sends 
out for contribution, seizeth upon delinquents & their 
g ods.... o 

Throckmorton remained in command at Stamford Bridge until late in March, when 
he was succeeded by his lieutenant-colonelg Edward Cary. Cary's identity is 

open to question, but he appears to have governed Hartlepool in 1644, and to 

have been active in North Wales in 1645? 6 It is curious that Throckmorton's 

own regiment, if it actually existed, was not put into Stamford Bridge under 
his, command, instead of Henry Slingsby's. There is practically no evidence 
for, the existence of Throckmorton's regimenti, and he may never have fulfilled 

his, commission since he was Commissary General of the Horse by this time. 

On May 5th Slingsby was appointed governor in place of Cary, who probably 

joined Throckmorton in Derbyshire. Slingsby's activities as governor are 

interesting, in that he gives a fairly detailed account of the financing of 

the garrison. 

Throckmorton, as we have been toldl seized on delinquents and their goods 

makes sure of Sr Richd Darleys estatet sews his own land 
wth his own corn,, la saI tax upon ye country 3d. upon every 
horse load of corn y. passeth by his gariS'on: & thus he 
kept ye Town wth a great-deal of vigilance. 

When Slingsby took over in May,, he found the soldiers "in some distress" and 
lacking pay and regular supplies of victuals, because itye providers committ'd 

great abuse upon yO Country". Sir Henry probably reported on the matter to 

the committee at York, for 

Mr. Nevill one of ye Commissioners-was sent by ye Comittea 
at York, to make an establishment of, an Assesment wth-in ye 
east riding, yt ye soulgiers, might-have-their pay after 6 
shillings a week, to every soulgier, & ye officer to have his 
pay out of it; wch by dead-pays might procure some little 
matter to him: but ye countrymen, came so slowly in wth their 
assessments, yt ye horse, belonging to ye garison was employ'd 
wholly in fetching it & such persons as refusId: &-sometimes 
making no difference, would injure those yt were well affected 
& had duly, paid... I1 11 t, II 

ýSlingsby, during his eight'week, tenure of the command, lifted the corn 
tax imposed by Throckmortonj--and agreed with the country people on a weekly 
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contribution to be made to the garrison. What arrangements were made sub- 

sequently, when Colonel Sir Robert Strickland and his regiment took over from 

Slingsby, is not known? 7 

Having taken Stamford Bridgeg the earl of Newcastle proposed to march 

against Malton, which would probably have been evacuated without a fight by 

Cholmeley-'s garrison. Anticipating this, the army marched by way of Sheriff 

Hutton and Pocklington? 
8 

intending to cut off the enemy retreat. At Pockling- 
79 

tong the earl received word that the queen had landed at Bridlington? which 

caused him to alter his plans. He immediately sent Goring with the cavalry 

to meet her, whilst the rest of the army followed. The Queen's arrival was 

very, welcome, not only in view of the supplies which she brought. Mercurius 

Aulicus listed these as 2000 cases of pistols for the cavalry, and Z-809000 in 
8o 

cash, together with over a thousand 11old experienced Souldiers". Some 200 

wagon loads of arms and other munitions trundled into York during the next 
81 

wee or so. 

. The best source for the arrival of the Queen is Royalist. The Duchess 

of Newcastle 
82 

suggested that the march into the East Riding was intended 

simply to be ready for her landing, which contradicts the view of Sir Henry 
83 , Slingsbythat the real motive was to take Malton. He stressed that her 

fie oming was not known, till we were at Pocklington" where Captain Millet came 

from the Queen to announce her presence at Bridlington. Millet was probably 

the future Lt. Colonel Ralph Millot of Mayland in Co. Durham, a Recusant. 

The preparations for the attack on Malton, were disrupted. 

We Zhag remarch'd ye first night to Sherif Hutton & 
there lay 2 nights, Leiutenant-ZGenerag King being 
sent to view ye place; yn after we had our army drawn 
up together in ye park, & marchId forward to Stanford 
bridge & so to Pocklington. Here General Goring wth 
all ye horse was sent over ye woulds to hinder if we 
can their retreat to Hull: (84) But comes too late; 
they were got before wth all their force, horse, foott 
& artillery; yn his excellency prepares wth all speed 
to march to Burlington to meet ye Queen... 

85 
The Queen had a narrow escape during her first night on landq but Slingsby 

and the Duchess of Newcastle cannot agree that Newcastle had already made 

contact with her before the incident. To follow Slingsby: 

That night she lodgId by ye Key, & ye next morning was 
awakn'd by ye cannon thundring from ye Parliament ships; 
who, thol they knew ye Queen to be there, yet endangerld 
her very much by ye shooting, & ceas'd not to shoot untill 
Vantrumpt, ye states of Hollands admirall, who convey'd ye 

'-hips to Queen hither, sent a Message to ye Parliament Ls 
wist ym to give over shootingg for he would be no nnger 
made a looker on. 

Slingsby recorded, and thin is confirmed both by the Duchessq who probably 
had the story from the Queen herself, and by the Queen, that with the Duchess 

of Richmond and her waiting ladies, the Queen had to take shelter away from 
her house: 
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under ye bank of a little gullet of water yt run into ye 
sea, at ye Harbour, wch running deep between two banks 
gave security to those yt sat under ym: here having 
Cloakes cast under ym, & about ym did ye Lady's sit & 
take notice wth? ut danger where every bullet grazed: 
& yet for all y, a little farther there did lye, from 
ye key of Burlington to ye town, in ye very bottom of ye 
way, or in ye hollow wthin ye banks, ye body of a soulgier 
torn and manglId wth their great shott... 

It may be that the real target of the Parliamentary giinners was the little 

supply fleet lying then in harbour. Slingsby himself suggests this, but since 
they were clearly over-shooting their mark time and again, the disregard for 

the Queen's personal safety betrays, on the part of the commander of the enemy 

ships at least, an intensification of the war. The Queen's injury or death 

would have created bitterness so far-reachingg that for the Royalists the war 

would have at once become a search for vengeance. 

James King, taking the situation in handq hurriedly raised two earthen 
batteries near the harbour and positioned guns to prevent the enemy ships from 

coming closer to land. This, with the Dutch threat, proved too much for the 

enemy, who drew off with the next tide. 

After a leisurely progress, pausing at North Burton and at Boynton Hall, 

the Queen entered York itself on March 7th. One of Newcastle's co=itments 
was now fulfilled, leaving him free to prosecute the war. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

THE WAR WEST OF THE PENNINES 

The Royalist Failure December 1642 - June 1643 

After a series of setbacks during the summer and autumn of 1642, some due 
to the demands of the King, by December the earl of Derby was probably in a 
position to adopt more offensive tactics. From the end of November, however, 
until 1643 had begun, it is hard to identify anything more than the series 
of spasmodic 8kirmishe-s and engagements which had marked the preceding months. 
In point of fact, Derby's officers appear to have followed their own inclina- 
tions to a degree that was not true of the war in Yorkshire, perhaps a further 

reflection of the ill defined authority which Derby exercised. 

There were two clashes at the end of November for which the sources are 
solely Parliamentarian. The first, news of which was published in London on 
December 9th 

, 
appears to have been a separate engagement from that referred to 

in a letter of-December 2nd written from Lancashire by a Parliamentary observer 
It is necessary to stress the word 'appears?, since for these local fights, 

where sources are slender and partisan, it is not always possible to identify 

separate engagements. Propagandists eager to point the moral are never much 
concerned with detail. 'Broxap, in a largely satisfactory study of the years 
1642/3 in Lancashire, try as he might, could not unravel certain anomalies. 

1 Londoners read on December 9th, and the writer of the letter referring to 
2 the second engagement-confirms it, that there was a skirmish on "Leigh and 

Loaton Common" between forces of the earl of Derby and some "country people". 
Word had been received that Royalists were moving along the Chowbent, and a 
little way from Leigh were met by a force purported to be 3000 strong, which 
forced the advancing soldiers back towards Leigh. Parliamentary regular 
cavalryq carried away by this successl over-rode their own foot and chased the 
Royalists onto Loaton Common. The cavalry were, it seemst "farmers' sons" 
transported "with a fervent desire to, tove rtake them, and to doe some-notable 
service upon them". On the Commong the Royalists turned at. bay and there 
followed a I'sharpe although a short Incounter'19 from which the Royalists drew 

off, losing, as was claimed, some 200 men prisoner, which sounds excessive. 

The writer of the letter 
lies due north of Leigh, went 
which is supported by Lancash 

second fight took place on or 
climax of Colonel Sir Gilbert 
time being. 

already referred to, living at Atherton which 
on, to describe an engagement to the south-west 

ire's Valley of Achorý According to Achor, this 

around November 27thq and seems to have been the 
Houghton's military activity, at least for the 

Colonel Houghton was reported to have "set his Beacon on fire, which 
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stood upon the top of Houghton Tower", his chief residence, and which was a 
signal for the Royalist forces in the Fylde and in Leyland Hundred to stand to 
their, arms. This is, in itself, an interesting method of communication, and 
one, -for which, in the north at leastj there is very little further evidence, 
although the defenders of Pontefractq Sandal and Newark in 1645 would contact 
each, ý, other by this method whenever they had news. Houghton's own beacon was 
presumably one of a chain, and if so, argues for a permanent Royalist watch 
in, part of Lancashire. 

Houghton's men mustered at Prestong and marched towards Blackburn, dis- 

arming suspected Parliamentarians. A force of enemy horse and foot, claimed 
to have been 8000 strong, which sounds, and is, ludicrously high, particularly 
in view of the mere 300 or so irregulars given by Achor to the Royalists at 
Blackburng marched towards Hinfield Moor to meet them. A sharp encounter 
followed, but the Royalists were unable to stand their ground and scattered in 

disorderly retreat. Sir Gilbert Houghton 

quit his Horse, leaped into a field, and by the comming 
on of the night escaped through fur bushes and by-wayes 
to Preston, and there makes great defence by chaining up 
the Ribble bridge and getting what forces he can into the 
Towne for his security, out of which the Countries swears 
they will have him.... 

Achor cut down the zealous Parliamentary force to a mere 200 men with "Club- 

men", " by no means well-officered. 
The want of skill in Souldiers and skilfull Captains to 
supply that want, caused a consultation on Hinfield-Moore, 
which received Determination(... from the resolute will of 
these stirring Souldiers) to dispossesse those forcible 
Tenants ZHIoughton's menL7. 

Having chosen two Captains from amongst their number, they carried the fight 
to Blackburn itself and, divided into two groupst to south and east of the 
town, forced an entrance and scattered the defenders. 

This-single struggle illustrates the difficulties of the Lancashire source 

already alluded to, for whilst both Achor and the letter writer referred to 

the Hinfield Moor fight, the one stresses that it took place on the moor, the 

other, in the town of Blackburn. The only possible solution seems to be that 

it was a running fight, moving from the moor into the town, and that Houghton 

was beaten. 

On December 10th the earl of Derby and his fellow Commissioners of Array 

met at Preston, semi-fortified by Houghtong to discuss the raising of money 
with which to finance a force of 2000 foot and 400 horse. Two figures, C8000 

and Z700 were fixed, to be rateably assessed on the various Hundreds, and. the 

responsibility for the collection was put in the hands of a committee of. three: 
Colonel Sir John Gerlington, Adam Mort the Mayor of-Preston, and William 
Ff arrington the elderý 
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Each of the Lancashire Hundreds (see the map, P. 77) was included in the 

proposals for raising the assessment, although of them all, only Leyland, 
Amounderness and, possibly, Lonsdale would be considered as Royalist areas. 
West Derbyt Salford and Blackburn Hundreds contributed little or nothing at all, 't 

yet, even so, had collectors appointed whose work would, one supposes, have been 
dependent upon the improvement of the military position. 

Five days later, the Royalists secured a victory on Houghton Common, but, 

since all the sources are Parliamentarian in origin, and therefore tended to 

under-estimate the defeat, it is difficult to know how much of a victory it 

was. 
5 One source, without going into much detail, concluded that the defeat 

wasa disaster, "a great greef and discouradgment to the Parliament party all 
the County over". This was a noteworthy admission from a Parliamentarian 

, 
go against which to assess the other writer, and ought to be employed as a 

t6 
reports. Broxap, alluded to the fight merely in passing& Lancashire's Valley 

of Achor7 identified two incidents, the sveond of which entailed a defeat. 

According to Achor, a party of Parliamentarian infantry marched towards Wigan 

'. 'to plunder a Papist's house". Disturbed by a force out of Wigan, these 

retreated without what they had come for, which may be why a second force went 

outv somewhat stronger, although Achor states that their goal was a differant 

Papist's house (presumably somewhat more remote). Once again, Wigan had 

warning, and put into the field a second countering party. 

The raiders, rather than retreat, took refuge in "a close of ground upon 
the side of Houghton Common", where for three hours they exchanged shots with 
the Royalists: 

but lest they should escape ... God fires their Magazine, and 
cools their courage, they sound a Parley, have quarter given 
them for their livesl but loose their Arms and Libertie; 
three Captains and eight score soldiers were shut up. in the 
hand'of the enemie, the first and fowlest blow God gave us... 

8 
The raiding party apparently came from Bolton, and this same source gave the 

Royalist force as outnumbering them by five to one, whereas Achor estimated %Ik 
the Wigan men at about a thousand. 

By December 24th the Wigan forces were in sufficient strength to march out 
to Leigh, where they established a post. Manchester garrison sent out a force 
to dislodge them, which was met with slight resistance, when the Parliament- 

arians were barely 200 yards away. Leigh was overrun, and its defenders 

captured, but there were losses for the attackers, and two men were buried in 

Bolton that same day, "slayne in the battayle att Leigh'19. 

On the same day as the Leigh incident, Colonel Gilbert Houghton attempted 
to take his revenge for his discomfiture at Blackburn, by an assault on that 

town. Raising men in the Fylde andAmounderness, he mustered atýPrestonýon- 
the 24th and marched directly against Blackburn with a cannon in tow. 

'Achor 
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contrasted the 400 defenders, supported by irregulars, with the 5000 men that 
Houghton brought, but he cannot have had many more than 1000, if that. From 
the northq he fired upon the town during the night with his gun, and at noon on 
the 25th called for a parley. Achor stressed that he used the time in which 
to move his "God (the greatest Field Piece) nearer to the town. ' and that the 
Royalist force was commanded by no fewer than five priests and Jesuits. The 
inference was, that with such leaders, there could have boon nothing but deceit 
in the call for the parley. No one actually saw these priests, for they were 
kept hidden in a nearby tithe barn, but it stood to reason that no force of 
Fylde or Amounderness Royalists could have been other than Catholic led and 
inspired. There was some truth in it, generally speakingg even if this 

particular instance was sheer romance. Houghton's attempt came to an indeci- 

sive conclusion, 
0 

and the Royalists drew off later on Christmas day. 

The earl of Derby, who seems to have remained somewhat aloof for much of 
the month, issued orders for the dispositions of his growing army. These 

orders demonstrate not only the size of his fighting force at this date, but 

also the positions which the earl expected to hold! ' Leigh was reoccupied 

with a token force of 20 men and two mounted dragoons. Warrington had 300 men 
in residence, including two companies raised in North Wales. In Wigan, where 
the earl himself was, three companies of foot were to be recruited to a figure 

of 100 men in each company; there were also 200 dragoons and a troop of horse 
in attendance. At Preston, he placed 200 men, whilst Sir Gilbert Houghton 

organised billetting for an unknown number at Brindle. The earl enjoined his 

officers to exercise their men daily. It would seem that he had not much 

above 1000men at his disposal, far short of the number planned for at Preston 

on the 10th. 

For the month of January 1643 there is no evidence of any fighting, but 

some localised skirmishing must have gone on. Derby was probably occupied 

with recruiting and training, so that it was not until February 9th that any- 
thing decisive happened. On that day, the Parliamentarians made a totally 

unexpected attack on Preston. 

Prestong fortified with "Brick Walls outer and inner" recently raised, 
was an ideological target. Perhaps the most papist town in Lancashire, it 

also commanded the crossing of the Ribble between north and south Lancashireq 

and had primary strategic importance for both sides. The Parliamentary 
attack was commanded by a newcomer, a professional soldier sent up from London 
to Manchester, Sir John Seaton12 With about 300 foot, and Joined by levies 
from Bolton, Seaton marched to Blackburn where some 500ýitinfantry and nearly 
2000 irregulars were reported to have met him13 These figures seem high, ' 

and contrast with another contemporary source which put the attacking army at 
about 1600 men, of which only 600 were irregulars14 They marched'by"nightt 
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forming up between Ribble bridge and Preston itself, where local guides met 
them and led them to Friars Gate and to the East Barres! 5 

A true relation reported the garrison's tenacity 

The garrison fought it out stoutly: they kept their 
inner workes with push of pike, and also the breach 
they kept with their swords, which aggravates the 
matter. 

Three or four attackers were killed outright, but the Royalist losses at the 

end of the day were far heavier, five or six "lying in one street" and in the 

houses, where they refused quarter. 

as if men must have been picked out for slaughter, we 
could scarce have picked qut better, the /Fayor - Adam 
Morg (that was resolute to desperateness-in-the cause, 
that he oftentimes had been heard sweare 'He would fire 
the towne ere he gave it up, and beginne with his own 
house) was slain... 

A perfect Relation stated that it took the attackers two full hours to 

gain entryl Seaton finally forcing his way down Church Street, his men clearing 

musketeers from the church. Adam Mort, pike in hand, stood his ground and 
killed one of Seaton's men before being despatched in the rush of men. 

Mr. Adam Morte came up to the souldiers very fiercely 
but was slain in a short space. Ratcliff Hoghton, 
brother to Sir Gilbert, being in the street with Dr. 
Westby a Phisitian and two butchers of the towne one 
of them called Mitton making resistance all were slayne. (16) 

The victors captured three cannon, many muskets and horses (Achor stated that a 
troop of horse confronted the first to gain access to the town17) two or three 

colours, and the wives of Sir John Gerlington, Sir Gilbert Houghton and Charles 
Towneley. Houghton himself, who seems to have been present, escaped yet again 
from the Parliamentarians and took his way to Wigan. 

It was a most markedly bloody affairl quite unlike anything that had 

preceded it. The furious resistance of the townsmen cannot be ascribed to 

their being all Catholics, as was commonly reported - certainlyt Mort was not, 

although Dr. Westby, one of the younger sons of Thomas Westby of Mowbreck, of 

an active Royalist family, may have been 18 The brutality at Preston, which 
was to be manifested elsewhere in the county in the years ahead, was the 

consequence of religious polarization, itself caused by the even balance in 

Lancashire between Catholic and Puritan. It may even be that where a large 
Catholic population existed, it was unusual to find moderating Anglican 
feeling, and it may be a truism to say that the existence of Catholicism was 
an essential for the development of extreme Puritanism. There is no doubt 
that in Lancashire the equation of Royalism = Catholicism was perfectly 

valid, and perhaps here, more than elsewhere in the north, the civil war was, 

seen in religious terms by-the mass of the populace. Where Preston is 

concernedg we do not know that the defenders were ever offered quarter, since 
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no source makes mention of it. if they were not, if they had no choice but 
to die as best they could, this was a sinister development that, fortunatelyq 

was not imitated throughout the country generally. Nonetheless, it is an 
unavoidable fact that excessive brutality was an instrument employed, now and 
again as deliberate policy, by the Parliament's commanders. The real blame 
for Rupert's sack of Bolton in 1644 must rest with those who initiated the 

style at Preston in February 1643, a style which was to be employed with 
calculated thoroughness at Basing House and Drogheda. 

Sir Gilbert Houghton, having fallen back on Wigan, hastily endeavoured to 

levy fresh troops, perhaps intending to launch a counter-attack on Preston, 

perhaps to safeguard Wigan from assault. His commands as a Commissioner of 
Array, has survived: 

These are in his Maties name straitly to chardge and command 
you /the constables of Houghton cum MiddletonL7 that immedy on 
receipte hereof you fgive7 sumons and warninge to all the able 
men betweene the age of sixteene and threescore yeares within 
yor towneship and constablery that they (armed and furnished 
wth theire and every of theire best and compleateste armes 
weapons and habiliments of warre and likewise with provisions 
of victuals... ) bee and appeare at the towne of Wigan upon 
Monday next beinge the XIIIth day of this instante February by 
eighte of the clock in the affore noon of the same day then 
and there to receav such further orders as shall upon his Maties 
behalfe be geeven them in charge. Requiring and chardging them 
and every of them upon payne of being esteemed ayders abettors 
assistants to the rebells and of being proceeded against as 
rebells and traitors; not to neglect these service and duty so 
neerely concerning the welfare and safety of the whole county. 
And that then also you bringe with you and deliver unto us upon 
yor respective oathes a true and pIfecte liste of the names and 
qualities of all such able men within yor said township to the 
end that it may appeare whoe are refractory and that therupon 
coarse may be taken wth them accordinge to the nature of their 
several contempts and offences whereof faile you not as you 
will answer the contrary at your uttermoste perills... (19) 

Had Houghton but known it, the imminent peril was that in which he himself 

stood. Houghton Tower was to be the next target of the victorious army 

under Seaton. On February 14th 300 men under regular captains, with I'most of 
Blackeborn men't left Preston. The Tower was garrisoned with barely 40 musket- 

eers, but there were three cannon and a good supply of powder. Upon the 

appearance of the Parliamentarians, howevert the commander asked for quarter, 

which was granted for an immediate surrender (Houghton was not himself in the 

house). The Royalists marched out$ whereupon "Captain Starkey" and some men 

entered, and went up to the room where the powder and ammunition were kept. 

There, 

they were most treacherously and perfidiously blown up 
by two of them to whom they had before given quarter, who 
had a traine-of powder laid, and when Captain Starkey and 
his menj to the number of above one hundred, were above 
the House, gave fire to the said traine, and blew both him 

-top of the Houseq upq threesc6re, "ý7` and all his men, with the 
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whereof were afterwards found, some without armes and some 
without legges... (20) 

What happened as a consequence, to the six Royalists they were able to catch, 
is not known. It was a grim vengeance for the spoiling of Preston, and there 
is no reason to doubt that it happened as reported. It must be said, however, 
that the author of Achor attributed the explosion to the drunken Parliamentary 

soldiers. This unknown puritan divine was always quick to point the moral, 
and it sounds very much as if he seked upon the incident to turn to his own 
advantage, for he could not but add 

0 that this thundering Alarm mightýever sound in the eares 
of our Swearing, Cursingt Drunkeng Tobacco-abusing Commanders 
and Souldiers unto unfaigned Repentance. For do they think 
that those upon whom the Tower fell and slew them, were 
sinners above the rest of the Army? (21) 

In a way it is a relief to learn thus indirectlyg that the Parliamentary forces 

in Lancashire were soldiers much as other soldiers, and the Achor claim can be 

dismissed with a small reservation. 

King Charles cannot have had news of what had befallen Houghton Tower, 

for on February 23rd he directed a letter to Sir Gilbert, in response to letterg 

from the latter, and told him 

repaire unto and continue at your proper Mansion with 
your family and usuall retinue. (22) 

Sir Gilbert had no habitable mandion to repair to, and so was unable to 

encourage his neighbours by his continued presence there, to resist the "most 

forcible disturbance of Lancashire", as the King put it. Colonel Houghton's 

war had been a series of narrow escapes, defeats and frustrations. His wife 

was a prisoner, at least temporarily so, and his son Ratcliff had been killed 

in action at Preston. Retiring eventually into Chester which was a Royalist 

garrison, he died at the lowest point of the his King's fortunes. We cannot 

say that he was an incapable commandert since fortune was so clearly against 
him, but of his enthusiasm and loyalty there has been ample evidence. 

After so much Parliamentariaýn activity, it was time for the earl of Derby 

to carry the war to them. Two days after the destruction of Houghton Tower, 

that is, on February 16th, the Royalists fell upon Bolton and so ushered in a 

campaign that was not to end until the earl's army had been entirely overawed 
by internal and external factors. Yet not before the earl had demonstrated 
his own skill as a tactician, as will be'seen. 

For the assault on Bolton, all tho more importance sources agree in most 
of their details. The author of Achor even provided an ocplanation for the 
loss of the initiative by the Royalistst which is partly supported by a ref- 

erence in another report. It seems that the earl of Derby was not with the 

army, and that command'devolved upon three men: Colonel Sir Gilbert Gerard of 
the Bryn, Hugh Anderton of Euxton, who was to become lt. colonel to Thomas 
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Tyldesley, and Captain James Anderton of Burchley. The force under their 

command consisted of 11 companies Of foot, two of dragoons, and some troops of 
horse, with light ordnanc03 

The attack was unexpected, coming in a 11suddaine, and violent mannert' from 
the Wigan direction by way of the "the Picks", and was not discovered until 

within a mile of the town ý4 Achor added that the advancing Royalists surpri- 
sed a few scouts at that point, at about nine o'clock in the morning, whilst 
the'garrison was at prayer, and that they had pressed on resolutely, which, if 

stuck to, would have found the defenders "unprovided of Ammunition". Instead, 
"fetching a compasse that they might come on in a more ominous way", they 

swung round by Great Lever, giving the garrison time to organise itselfp 

A punctuall relation states that whilst the main assault went in, no less than 

seven companies of foot and four troops of horse were occupied plundering 

around Little Lever, which may be true, but the forces involved seem too large, 

if the total Royalist numbers given by the same tract are correct. It sounds 

rather as if the second wave of attack failed to support the first$ which 

argues for bad management on Gerard's part. 

To follow A punctuall relation, the first Royalist assault went in at 

Bradshaw gate where there were three earthen sconces. These were cleared at 
the first charge, the defenders falling back on the mud walls of the town 

proper, some Qf them being cut off by the fast moving Royalist foot. Without 

losing impetus, the attackers came to the mud walls and to the chain across the 

street where 
there was such sharp service for a great while together as I 
think hath soldome been heard of. 

The ordnance was levelled point blahk at the walls, through which the balls 

passed easily, supporting the infantryq who 

came up to the breast of our workes, even upon the mouthes 
of our muskets, but we received them ... valiantly. 

Someone opened the door of his house to permit the Royalists to enter, who 

established themselves in an upper roomq from which to shoot down on the inside 

of the walls, causing temporary panic. Rallyingg the Parliamentary musketeers 
beat their way into the house with their musket butts and cleared it. A 

second house, similarly occupied, had also to be dealt with 

where there was such a threshing as never was heard of 
before, for besides the hand blows that past, the enemy 
was so desperate that three times they came to the ends 
of their muskets, and catcht hold of them as they went 
off. 

The bitter personal combats were resolved by additional Parliamentarian troopst 

who claared the house and forced the Royalists to fall back, although not-"' 
before they had fired other houses nearby. Captain John Ashton of Visc_oU`nt 
Molyneux's foot regiment was wounded in-the'retreat. 
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According to the First Assault on Bolton-le-Moors, there had been a pros- 
pect of additional levies coming in to Bolton at the start of the attack, but 
that Gerard's cavalry, patrolling roads and bridges, forced these back. The 

attack at Bradshaw gate also involved some fierce hand to hand fighting, where 
the Parliamentary officer in 'Charge was forced to resort to a dagger to defend 

himself as he fell back on the town with his men. After the occupation of the 

houses by the Royalist musketeers, the defenders poured into them "such storms 
of bullets ... as powdered them to purpose". By this time, the levies kept 

away by the patrolling cavalry seem to have gathered in some force and to have 

made their way through the Royalist screen. 

Another source noted that some of the Royalist foot in fact scaled the 

mud walls, commanded by a son of Alexander Rigby of Burgh, the Commissioner of 
26 Array,, but were all shot down in the street, Achor noted that when the 

houses were first fired, the wind bore the smoke and flames down into the town, 

until it sudddnly veered about and bore the nuisance towards the attackers. 
Yet Achor stressed that these houses were fired before the Royalists actually 
occupied any, which contradicts A pu=Luall Relation, but the point is not of 
particular importance. The author of Achor also alluded to a "new invented 

mischevious Instrument" which the Royalists had devised with their "wittie 

malice". The weapon was a staff six feet in length, with a nine inch iron 

head into which 12 iron spikes were bolted, with one centrally placed "to stab 
with". This weapon, a variation of the medieval mace, the Royalists liked to 

call a 'Roundhead'. 

The Parish registers relate that the fighting lasted all of four hours, 

and that the Royalists fired their ordnance some 14 timesý7 As at Preston, 
the fierce commitment of the Royalists is testified to by their opponents, 
whilst at Bolton there seems to have been no claim that the attackers were 
largely Catholic or led up by priests. 

Three days later, on February 19th, a company of foot and a troop of horse 

were sent out from Preston to examine the possibility of fortifying the town of 
Lancaster, which already had a strong castle. The earl of Derby appears to 
have had similar ideas, for when the Parliamentary force marched unopposed into 
the town, they found a small Royalist party in the castle commanded by Sir 
John Gerlington and "Master Kirby". The Royalists made their escape unmolested 

28 to carry the news of the enemy presence to the earl of Derby, who selected 
Lancaster as his next target. Yet, before his army was on the march to dis- 
lodge the enemy, occurred the curious incident"of the Spanish ship. 

A contemporary report, entitled God's Lift_up Hand for Lancashire 29 
and 

strongly reminiscent of the Valley of Achor, provides a fitting introduction, 
-, '- 

to the story. The Parliament, 
_busy garrisoning Lancaster, had only the, one,,, 

piece of ordnance in the, castle, until: 



the lift up hand of the God of the, Seas was working with 
the windes to bring a Dunkirke Ship, a man of War, that 
came from Spaine, furnished with one and twenty Peeces of 
Brasse and Iron Ordnance fit to supply our present wants 
and to carry them so neare our strongest Castle... 

30 This ship ran aground off Rossall Point, probably on March 3rd, and was 
heard off the coast, firstly by the Parliament's friends in the area and, 

almost immediately after, by Royalist sympathisers who sent word to the earl. 
Sir John Seaton, the victor of Prestong was in Manchester plotting an attack 

against Warrington, when he received a letter informing him of the wreck. Six 

companies of foot were despatched to the scene under a Major Sparrow, to find 

some 400 Spanish seamen on shore. No-one seems to have bothered very much 

about the sailors, but promptly, the Parliamentary officer ordered the removal 

of the powder and guns from the wreck. The work was only half done, when 

my Lord comes over the ford at Kiskebank wth 300 horse, 
Our footo wold not advance to the schip feareng that 
my Lord had had foot as well as horse, so they marched 
over to the othr syde of the water to preserve the 
amunition wch they had gotten out of the schipq there 
were but 12 musquetirs left in the schip & these fled 
away. (31) 

Derby, who apparently had no iiifantry with him, set fire to the ship and left 

it to burn itself out, returning by way of the ford at Hisket Bank. Moving 

on Layton Common by way of Fleetwood, Derby ran into a body of Parliamentary 

horse under Colonel Dodding, who were "so drunk with the Joy of the ochip" 
that they did not realise their danger until it was too late. Prisoners in 

towq the earl journied on to his house at Lathom. 

Yet, as Seaton explained, the fired ship burned to the water-line and 
fýoundered, making it possible for the Parliamentarians to recover the ordnance. 
"to the number of 22, wherof 8 were of brass, '2 demi-cannons, one minion, 5 

sacres whereof 3 were broke and made useless". 

The news that the enemy had recovered all the guns from the ship must have 

alarmed the earl, causing him to hurry with his attack on Lancaster. He had, ' 

anyway, to make some positive attempt to reverse what was fast becoming a grave 

military situation. The war was going slowly, but decisively, against him. 

His two main garrison towns, Wigan and Warrington, lay in the south of the 

county, the latter on the edge of Cheshire, 
'where 

the forces of the Parliament 

were slowly gaining the upper hand. Preston and Blackburn being in enemy 
handsl effectively blocked the route north towards Westmorland, whilst enemy 
occupation of Lancaster further north still would increase the stranglehold. 
The only point in the Royalists' favour seemed to be the concern of the Parl- 
iamentarians with maintaining and consolidating their new garrisons, which 

gave Derby a breathing space. - It is curious that at no time during this 

period does he appear to have sent to York for help: indeedl from the capture 

of Captain John Cansfield at Malton in January, it is clear that forces were 



still leaving Lancashire for service elsewhere. Derby could not be 

continually patching up his army with new recruiting drives, and if he was to 
hope to reverse the decline, he had to take advantage of Parliamentary 
defensiveness to strike a firm blow somewhere. Had he not done so, the Royal- 
ists would have found themselves gradually penned into the western area of 
Lancashire, fighting with their backs to the sea. By moving against Lancaster 

which would involve a long sweep north from Wigan, Derby might force the war 
into his favour, and give his officers and men a necessary boost in morale. 

Mercurius AulicUS32 published a lengthy account of the march and of the 

siege, culled probably from an official despatch, but here again, the sources 

are, for the most part, Parliamentarian. It gave the Royalist army as made 

up of 600 foot and 400 horse when it left Wigant the earl at its headt on 
Monday March 13th. On Tuesday night, this force quartered at Kirkham "where 

the countrie people, to the number of 3000" came in to offer their services, 
"being wearied with the insolence and tyrannie of the Rebels". These must 
have been the "Clubmen thus sodenlie raised" referred to in a Parliamentarian 
I, 33 
account, over whom Derby appointed two captains, John Hoole of Singleton and 
John Ambrose of Plumpton. Writing to Prince Rupert on March 22ndq after the 

siege, Derby spoke of these levies as largely unarmedý4 that is to say, lacking 

muskets and pikes. 

Yet further reinforcements were to come to his aid. Viscount Molyneux 

was in Lancashire from Oxford, recruiting, and put his men at the earl's 
disposalý5 In a forgotten skirmish on March 18th, Molyneux routed a body of 
Parl' 36 iamentary horse. 

On Wednesday March 15th, to return to Mercurius Aulicus 
,, 

the earl acquired 

an additional 600 men brought into him by Thomas Tyldesley and Sir John 

Gerlington, whereof 300 were musketeers. -On Saturday, March 18th, this army, 
the largest which the earl of Derby had yet. had under his command, appeared 
before Lancastert and the town was duly summoned. The earl's lettert sent to 

the Mayor and Burgesses of the place and not to the Parliamentary commander, 

was short and sharp: 
I am come into these parts, by His Majesties speciall-,. icommand, 
to free you from the bondage of those declared traitors that 
now oppress you, and endeavour your destruction by bringing 
you into their own condition. I will not now mention your 
former neglect of the King's service, norg I hope, I need 
not tell you what forces I have, or-might have upon occasion, 
nor how joyfully all the country in my march have joyned 
themselves'unto me. If yoU-will submit the towne and your 
armes unto me, and likewige-. endeavour with me to re-obtaine 
the castle, you shall have all fair usage from me; if not, 
expect from me what the laws of the lande and of'warre will 
inflict upon you., (37) 

The author, of Achor was-generous enough to observe in, -his, account., of the 
fightingý8 that once-this summons wasýrejected by the townsmen, they-could---l' 
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hardly complain at the treatment they were to receive, which was harsh. But 
the tone of the war in Lancashire had already been set at Preston and, to a 
lesser degree, at Bolton. 

The officer in command in Lancaster was the same Holcroft who had created 
the riot in Manchester in the previous year when the earl of Derby had come 

within an inch of losing his life. This may have been why the earl summoned 
the Mayor and ignored the military. 

Mercurius Aulicus dealt summarily with the fighting. After two hours, 

the town was entered at sword-point, and the soldiers driven back on the 

castle. Captain Shuttleworth, Richard Shuttleworth of Gawthorp, MP for 

Clitheroe, with some townsmen, was cut off at the castle gate and taken, 

although Aulicus erroneously reported that he was killed. Once the town was 
takeng Derby laid siege to the castle, and it looked to be only a matter of 
time before Holcroft would have to surrender. 

A noteworthy Parliamentary account is the tract. Lancaster's Massacre, the 

title illustrating the messageP According to this, the defenders of the 

town were forewarned of the coming assaultq and sent for help to Bolton and to 

Manchester. A relief forceq under Ralph Assheton, set off, but turned back 

at Garstang. The tract maintained that Assheton believed he had frightened 

off the Royalists, whereas, in fact, he seems to have been faced with a mutiny. 
Unopposed, Derby surrounded and stormed the town, entering, as Aulicus said, 

after two hours hard fighting, during which the defenders saw "two or three 

of their colours fall, at once, and bodyes lye on heaps". Forced back into 

the castle, the soldiers left the citizenry to the wrath of the earl of Derby, 

at least according to the tract. One is tempted to wonder why, if Holcroft 

had warning of what was to come, he did not make provision in the castle to 

receive the citizens, at least the women and children. He clearly knew that 

failure to accede to Derby's summons would very likely lead to the sack of the 

town, and if he made no arrangements for the peoples securityq Holcroft must 

share the blame for whatever atrocities did take place. 

Before examining the claims of Lancaster's Massacre, it might be as well 
to consider the atrocity theme in propaganda a little more. Most of such 
tracts circulated in the relatively 'safe' areas directly under Parliament's 

control, that is, London and the home counties primarilyq where the war was 
known of, where its peripheral activities were seeng but where real fighting 

was a story some distance away. To maintain anyyvarg as months slip away into 

years, it is necessary to keep the civilian populace as much on the alert, as 
the soldiers in the field. Atrocity propagandag linked with scares concerning 

papi. st'hordes unleashed-in-. 'the northq was an ideal means of doing thisýý By 

implication, it associated the civilians with the soldiers, and'with'the 

civilians living in areas-bf'actual, fighting. The maintenance, of hatred 
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directed not at the King, but at those who 'misled' himg papists and secret 
Catholics alike as they were ordinarily styled - was the primary objective of 

compilers of atrocity material. Certainly, they had genuine cases to seize 
upon, but the most objective survey of the fighting during the civil wars 

cannot show more than a score of serious-cases, and of these, many relate to 
the butchery bf Irish troops and their womenfolk by the Parliamentarians, as 
at-'Naseby. A detailed study of propaganda during the civil war period is 

called for, which would illuminate something we know little enough about. 

The Royalists, it was said 

entered the town, and killed mang woman, and children, 
with all barbarous crueltie, dragging poore people from 
their houses, and cutting their throats with butchers 
knives... 

The author of Achor, who might have been expected to have had something to say 
to amplify this, in fact reported that only soldiers in arms received no 

quarter from Royalist troops "raging, mad". ' The real damage was done when 
Derby fired the, town on Monday, March 20thq as will be seen. 

Once in the castle, to return to Lancaster's Massacre, the soldiers found 
themselves short of food and with the well rapidly drunk dry. How Holcroft 
ýould have permitted things to get to this state, can only be wondered at. 

'A sudden sally was made into the town to try to collect victuals, which proved 
successful. 

One source, not friendly to the Royalists, noted that when the town was 
first entered, the earl of Derby, pike in hand, was at the head of his 

troops ýO 

Derby's attempt to take the castle wasq however, thwarted. On the 20th 

he learned that a strong: relief force, under Sir John Seatong was marching 
from Preston, and the earl decided more could, be gained than by staying to 

fight with the defenders at his back and-Seaton in front. As he later put it 

to Rupert in a letter: 

Having got some advantage (which was the first that I had 
ever had since these unhappy times) I thought well to 
slip on to Preston. (41) 

Thusq modestlyt didýthe earl refer to a 'quite startling tactical manouevre 
which turned a dangerous predicament into a victory. He displayed the 

alacrity of mind and of action'which had hitherto been wanting in him, and 
evened the score with-Seatong the professional. 

Aulicus concluded its report by stating that before leaving Lancaster, 
the earl set it on fire, "that it might be no receptacle to the beaten Rebells" 

which contradicts Lancaster's Massacre. This pinned down the firing of the 

town to a point between 
, 
its capture and the start of the siege of the castle- 

This latter view is sup"' 'e"said to have., 
I ported by Achor,, although the fire is,, her 

been begun before the town was actually entered, and that it raged uncheckedý 
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during the fighting in the streets. on the wholet the Aulicus report would 
appear the more credible, since there was small point and considerable incon- 

venience in firing Lancaster whilst laying siege to the castle. Unless, of 
course, Lancaster was fired not by the earlt but by the Parliamentarians as 
they withdrew, which they would certainly not own to having done. The Royal- 
ist claimq however, is so definite, that what may have happened was that 

various isolated fires were started during the fighting, by accident orifitent, 
and that from the various smouldering buildings it was possible for the earl 
to spread the conflagration again when he needed to. Some 90 houses went up 

42 in flames, and after the war Z8000 was raised indiscriminately from the 

estates of Recusants and others believed to have been present when the town 

was fired, to compensate the citizensý3 An analysis of the relevant documents 

suggests that the local committee men were not too particular whom they chose 
to tarnish with that brush. 

The fiasco of Seaton*s relief march cannot be explained away, for however 

it is looked at, the earl's counter-manouevre was both unexpected and well 
executed. Achor complained that Seaton's 2000 "were divided and diverted, 

walked and breathed to and fro, whilest the Earle fires Lancaster$ recovered 
Preston, and rifled Blackburn". It was a veritable turning of the tables, 

with the Parliamentarians disorganised, the independence of their men becoming 

a liability, whilst the Royalist army marched and fought like an efficient, 

well trained, chhesive whole. This may have had something to do with Viscount 
Molyneux and his officers, or with Tyldesleyq establishing himself as a 
competent field commander. 

44 
Seaton's account of events is extremely long, but repays careful examin- 

ation. It begins with a significant exculpatory passage: 
Preston is lost again to us & that by the cowardice of 
the sogiors & by the malignants wthin the towne who 
declared themselves enemies so soone as the enemies forces 
assaulted, & shot upon or garde wthin the towne from the 
windowes, wch was a cheef cause they were beat from there 
postes. I enjoyed Preston & Lancaster a month peaceablie 
0.00 

During this month's tenure, Seaton had been laying plans for the capture of 
Warrington and had also been distracted by the business of the Spanish ship. 
Reports came to him, prior to the earl's attack on Lancaster, that Sir John 

Gerlington and Thomas Tyldesley were recruiting in the Fylde to make an attack 

on that place. Seaton also noted that some forces from Yorkshire appeared to 

assist in that assault, which, although not supported by other evidence and 

contrary to observed tendencies, ' may nonetheless have been true. 'Perhaps 

a contingent from Skipton garrison. At any rateg the numbers must have been 

small, and no Royalist account', mentions, them.. 

-in: a Just about-this'time, the sogiors of Preston roseup. 
mutine, about a-100-mad men wth polaxes &-they-socht., to- Z-' 
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have my heart blood, why forsuth, I had given a sogior a 
knok or 2 for shooteng off his peece between 6 and 7 at 
nicht after the watch was sett... 

Apart from illustrating Seaton's rough and ready manner with his men, this 

remark explains the failure of Ralph Assheton to intercept the earl as he 

moved on Lancaster. The claim of Lancaster's Massacre that Asshaton believed 

he had caused Derby to retreat, has to be dismissed. The situation in the 

Parliamentary forces was serious: 
by Gode mercie I had past threw a howse neere to the gard 
&-so went threw barns & stables to see some feeld to make 
a work upon, presentlie these furious sogiors followed me 
& socht me in that howse but found me not, watched my 
lodging wth a gard all nicht to catch me if I should go 
homeg Comanded the Sards at every avenu not to let me out 
of Towne, so yt I was forced to ly out of my howse that 
nicht, and the next morning was faine to leepe ditches & 
hedges to get to Lancaster. 

Seaton arrived there to find eight companies of infantry setting the guns from 

the Spanish ship into position whilst officials from Manchester and Bolton, 

and some from Preston, argued about equal shares of the ordnance. The 

Royalist muster, however, becoming daily more threateningg obliged Seaton to 

go back to Preston, where, in his absence, Colonel Shuttleworth had appeased 

the mutineers. 
I sent for all the troopes I could have from Blakborne & 
Bolton, & had comanded Colonell Holland wth his regement 
from Manchester to set upon Warinton, I got 12 Companies 
of foote togither, but haveng received a greate falle 
from my horse yt nicht I came from Lancr I could not stir 
out of my bed... 

He-therefore ordered Assheton with nine companies of infantry to set off to 

intercept the Royalists or to "assault the enemie in the reare". The troops 

which Assheton took had only recently been in a mutinous stateg and when the 

strength of the earl's army was discovered, Assheton either would not, or could 

not, lead his men into action. Insteadq he sent word to Seaton that if he 

were to seek battle, and lose, the entire county would be lostg and before 

Seaton's ordýr to remain where he was, at Garstangg was received, Assheton 

had started to retreat to Preston. This was observed by Royalist scouts. 

Seaton took to his horse at once "sore as I wes" with a few cavalry and 

over 1000 infantry, leaving Preston in the care of about 1000 men, of which 

half were local irregulars, all commanded by Colonel Holland, and headed for 

Lancaster. Approaching the Royalist armyq the earl of Derby was seen to at 

once retire "to attempt against Preston wch they carried malureuslie". When 

Seatong out-manouevred, endeavoured to march after the earl, his soldiers 

refused to move, claiming they were too wearied after a march of 20 miles. 

Coll. Stanlies 3 comps who were into /-the castle-7 caused beat 
there drums in spyt of my teeth, & when I caused schut the 
gates, they swore they wold fyre the Canons & the castle & be 
gon, so yt I was faine to cause set open the gatesl none of 
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Coll. Schutleworth regemt wold stay, so yt I was in a 
greater pplexitie then ever. 

Some of Holland's captains told Seaton they would stay with him at Lancaster, 
but would not go with him to Preston.. With the news that Preston had been 
taken by assault, Lancaster castle was evacuated, the soldiery dispersed, a 
few, going with Seaton towards Clitheroe and so on to Manchester. Even there, 

the Scotsman was not out of trouble: 

scarslie dare I come to the streete for feare of killing 
of me, Wee are presentlie to go to the feelds to seeke 
the enemie, & ether fecht wth then or attempt some Towne, 
But-yet I am in als bad a Case as before the sogiors say 
they will kill me because I gave them not the plundrage 
&-PzLpists goods, of Preston wch I never meddled with. 

This appalling picture of indiscipline, mutiny and want of resolution has 

no equal in the annals of either side during the war in the north. The 
ýitherto successful Parliamentary army had practically disintegrated at the 

peak of its triumphs. Seaton, the professional and an ousider, 'could neither 

control his men by normal military discipline, nor inspire in them any sense 

of loyalty. It might be argued, with some justification, that this situation 

assisted the Royalist army considerably, but it is unlikely that the earl of 
Derby knew of, or took into account, Seaton's predicament when making his own 

plansg and it would be altogether too easy to detract from the earl's success, 

as many have done, by suggesting that he could not have been otherwise than 

successful at such a time. All other considerations aside, the flank march 
to Preston was rapidly and brilliantly, conceived'and prosecuted. It hurt 

Seaton the more, because of his. own impotence. 

The point has already been made thatq for both, sidesq the civil war was 

one of improvisation. Enthusiastic amateur soldiers cannot fulfill the roles 

of professionals, nor can professional-officers ever achieve much with men 

whose degree'of devotion to dutyýmust ever becommensurate with the degree of 

success or. failure. Oliver Cromwell perceived, this in 1642 andq in a sense, 
the New Model Army was an answer to this problemý The Seaton episode most 

graphically illustrates the point, as well aslexplaining the sudden Parliament- 

ary collapse in March 1643. 
45 

Aulicus'justifiably made-'much of the taking of Preston. At 
Seaton's approach''to Lancaster, the earl Of'Derbyýdrew up some of his army as 
if intending battle, which must have caused"S6aton to hesitate: 

and in the meane time, whilýst-they'expected to be charged, 
sent a considerable., body towards, -Preston, being thus left 
destitute... 

Aulicus did the enemy too much justice. By Seaton9s own admission, we know 

that the garrison'of Preston'was reasonably-Strong. "" In the storm, - over 80 

of the defenders were killed, ý'including- aý captain, and some 3 t6-400-were" 

captured, with a cannon. 
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Lancaster's Massacre explained the success as a consequence of the town 
being poorly defended, and accused Derby of falling upon it rather than face 

Seaton in the field. 

Leaving Seaton in 11pplexitie" behind him, the earl marched towards Preston 
by way of Ellel, adopting a low profile to avoid giving advance warning to the 

46 
town. When he was eventually spotted, panic gripped the defenders. A 

summons was sent to the mayorl a Parliamentarian nominee who had replaced the 

dead Adam Mort. , It was refused. 
the earl gave orders to assault the works in three places 

_7 
Radcliff and by Captains ZE-dwarg Chisenall, ZM-olyneux 

Edward Rawsthorne. Captain Chisenall entered firstq and 
being supported by the reserve, the towng after about an 
hours fight, was subdued, and about six hundred of the 
enemy killed; and the rest made prisonerst except some who 
escaped by way of the riverg which was fordable. (47) 

Captain Edward Chisenall of Chisenall, later to achieve justifiable fame as a 

defender of Lathom House, was to become a colonel. Captain Molyneux Radcliff 

remains unidentified, and was later killed in the defence of Lathom after 

several courageous actions. Edward Rawathorne or Rostern of Newhall in 

Tottington was promoted to the colonelcy of a regiment of horse by Rupert in 

1644, and to be governor of Lathom. 

The earl remained four or five days in Preston, whilst some of his army 
tý8 marched out and took Blackburn without a sho To return to Aulicus, 

after the said Towne was taken, his Lordship had especial 
care to preserve the placel and only gave command that the 
houses of those who had betrayed the Towne before should 
be responsall to his Majestie for theire Masters treason, 
whose goods his Lordship ordered to be seized and equally 
divided among the soldiers. That the next morning, being 
March 22, the whole country came in with apparent joy... 
flinging up their hatst and shouting. outg God blesse the 
King, and the Earle of Derby. And finally, to make up the 
summe, it wasadvertized also in the, same Expressel that the 
Same day Sergeant Major Brewyer, who commanded his Lordships' 
regiment of horse, did with a troope of his defeat two troops 
of dragoonesq being 140 in the totall ... taking the Captaine 
himself prisoner, together with 40 of his souldiers, and 
having killed no less than 50 in the very place... 

All of this rings true. That the earl should have avoided plunder would fit 

with the undoubted predominance of Royalist sympathy in Preston, the chief 
town of Amounderness Hundred, itself a notable Royalist recruiting area. The 

relief of the populace at Derby's re-appearance must have been great, since 
the excesses of the Parliamentary soldiery during their stay in Preston are 
hinted at by Seaton in his complaint that he had been accused of endeavouring 
to prevent the plunder of Catholic housesq'when he had done no such thingO' 

The defeat of the two troops of dragoons by Brewer ought also, to be,. 

accepted. The state of the Parliamentary army was such, that they could well 
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have gone to pieces when attacked by a confident enemy. Brewer was probably 
Thomas Brewer of Lightworkhouse, a Recusant (see Vol. 2). 

The earl did not simply stop at Preston to congratulate himself. The 

success had created a momentum that had to be carried on, and it seems that an 

attack on Manchesteri now an important garrison town for the Parliament, was 
49 

planned. In view of the Parliamentary conditiong and since one full regiment 

at least, that of Colonel Holland, had been drawn away from the town to 

supplement Seaton, this attack might have met with the success denied earlier. 

At this critical moment, the earl was thwarted by those external factors which 

constantly plagued him. Orders came to Viscount Molyneux from Oxford, to 

return to the King with his regiment and the rest of his recruits. 

Yet this alone was not the sole cause of the loss of the initiative by 

the Royalists. Instead of turning directly against Manchester, the earl let 

himsdlf be drawn into an attack on Bolton, a lesser target. Molyneux was 

still with him at this time, and the assault took place on March 28th. 
50 Aulicus gave Molyneux premature credit for having taken the town. 

The single best source for the events of the attack is in the Valley of 

Achorýl Bolton was apparently strongly garrisoned, and there was a relief 

party at Bury. The Royalists appeared before the town at about three o'clock 
in the afternoon, forming into battle order within range of the garrison 

ordnance: 

our Cannoneer drew his Cannon into a Croft on the backside 
of the Towneq and at the second shot killed two horses 
neare a mile off. 

The town was summoned, and returned a refusal. The defenders went to prayer, 

and at sunset 
they had a furious assault. The enemy came on desperately 
even to hand blowes, and some of them leaped upon the Works, 
where they found Club-law. The enemy retreated, and left 
ten men dead. 

A lull ensuedl during which the Bury relief column entered the town to add to 

the garrison. A second assault struck the south end of the town, the Royal- 
ists creeping in close to the mud walls under cover of the darkness. An 

attempt was to be made to fire some houses, but the light of the kindled firess 

according to Achor, illuminating the attackers in their vulnerable position, 
caused them to draw off suddenly. A third assault at the west was hotly 

received, and eventually the Royalists drew away, leaving "Upon the ground at 
this assault three and twenty men't., These 23 dead were all,., tumbled into one-, 

common pit on the following day5.2 When the sun rose, the Royalists had, gones 
their attempt finished; they had also, in a few brief1hours, lost-, the, impetus 

gained at Preston. 
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It is unlikely that the earl of Derby was present at Bolton, the conduct 
of the attack probably resting with Viscount Molyneux. The earl was certainly 
at Lathom shortly afterwardsý3 regrouping, and the way was now open for a 
Parliamentarian counter-offensive. Their objective was to be Wigan. 

The author of Achor fancied that the loss of Wigan, attacked on April 1st, 

was a sore blow to the earlq but it need not have been so. Another tract, C7 

w54 Manchester Joy for Derbies Overthro estimated that there were fully 1400 
Royalists within the town, in arms, which was "the only place of receipt for 

papists goods and treasure of papists". The commander there was a compatriot 

of Seaton, a Major General Blairg sent up from Oxford by the King to assist 
the earl. To enhance the achieVement of his own side, the author of Achor 
described Wigan as 'impregnable': 

the Enemies pride and presumption, our fear and despaire; 
of which we sometimes said, it was not possible to take it 
by assault, or not without much blood. (55) 

Although far from impregnable, Wigan, like Preston before it, put up a fierce 

defence when the day was clearly lost. A cursory reading of Manchesters JoX 

with its exuberant list of 800 prisoners and 1000 arms, and 500 others fled 

away, does no justice to this. The two sources of most importance are Achor 

and the narrative of the German engineer Rosworm. He, though it Was not in 
his contract, being asked to take a command in the assaultq consented to do so. 
By his own account, it was as well for them that he didý6 

The town was rapidly entered, within an hour, whereupon some 500 of the 

attackers were sent away to Bolton to boost the garrison there. A party of 
Royalists, however, at the moment that the town had been entered, fell back on 
the church with its tall steeple$ previously made ready for a last ditch 

stand, and from thisvantage point "killed ... more men, after the taking of the 

Town, than we had lost in the whole assault before". The Parliamentarians 

fell to exchanging shots with the church, and in the midst of this new siege, 

a party of Royalist cavalry appeared outside the town. 

I went speedily with some few horse to view the state they 
stood in. I found them only three slender troops of Horse, 
who observing us to present a resolute face towards them, 
they instantly tried their heels, and gave us language enough 
in their disorder, to tell us we need not trouble ourselves 
with such Enemies. 

Returning to the church, Rosworm found Colonel Holland in a "shaking agony of 
fear", due partly to his experience at Preston and partly, one suspects, to a 

not unreasonable suspicion that the "three slender troopsit might be the advance 

guard of a larger body. He was'determined to retreat from Wigan with his 

2000 foot and 300 horse whilst there was still time, and refused Rosworm's 

request that he leave him 500 musketeers to fi/nish the business at thie- 

church. 

His answer wasq'Stay, that stay would, he nor any of his men 
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either would or should stay. I could also have torn my 
flesh at this answer; yet suppressing my passion, with deep 
intreaties, and repeated perswasions, he was at length wrought 
so farre, as to promise a stay till I had forced those who had 
possessed the-advantage of the Church steeple wholly to 
surrender... 

Either 'that, -or he would blow the church up. Rosworm summoned them to yield, 
I 'but in vain"j, until he began to prepare explosives, whereupon the entire 
garrison, of 86 men filed out. 

This did not prevent Holland, however, from fleeing immediately, leaving 
behind all the prisoners, two cannon and whatever else was worth the taking, 
but remembering to carry along "the very utensils and plate belonging to the 

CI ommunion-table,, ý7 

What, precisely, Derby was doing between the failure at Bolton and the 

loss of Wigan, is hard to say. From Lathom, he appears to have marched to 

Warrington, proposing from there to move against Manchester. This, at least, 

is how Mercurius Aulicus58 noted events. On April 3rdl. not far from Warring- 

ton, he fought the battle of Stockton Heath with a combined body of Cheshire 

and Manchester men? 
9 AulicUS supplies the beat account, indeed, virtually 

the'only one extant, 

The C, heshire commander was the hitherto victorious Sir William Brereton, 

, who, had, apparently crossed into Lancashire to assist in the defence of Manchest- 

erg andIto intercept the Royalist army if he could. Not far from Warrington, 

he'. succeeded in his intent, but "being well beaten at the first onset ... had no 

minde to go away till he had pqr_fected, the earles victorie and his owne over- 
throw". Joined by Manchester meng Brereton came once more into the field: 

to play double or quits. Which being perceived by the Earle 
of Derbie, hee purposely held off from accepting the battaile 
till the duske of the evening, and then sent some of his owne 
men under Brereton's colours to make towards them... 

The colours had been captured in the first skirmishing. Such a ploy must 
have occasioned the sour observation in Manchesters Joy: 

the said Earle had no greate cause to boast of his great 
victories, for had he not prevailed by his treacherous 
designs more then by his martiall attempts? 

Treacherous or, not, the manouevre worked 

_7 
be ing taken and. indeed mistaken for theire /The Royalists 

owne party, were suffered to joyne with them or come'very 
neare them upon the one side; and then the Earle charging 
very hotly upon the other, they made a great impression on 
both sides, and having thus caught them in a trapp, defeated 
them. with greater slaughter and little labour. 

Brer, eton-and the Manchester men made their get away as best they could, to 

rally elsewhere. At this juncture, additional enemy troop. movements in, 

Cheshire were reported-to the earl. A few companies of foot, under, a Captain 

AIr, dern were, marching towards.. Warrington: 
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the Earle p1ceyvinge theire strength but smale, & neither 
Colonell Brereton nor Manchester men come upp, yssued 
furthe wth greate forces over the Bridge into Cheshire 
where the said Captain Arderne ... and Soldyrs were. The 
said Earle settinge upon theim wth his forces slewe some 
of theim, & tooke other some of theim prsoners, and had 
byn likelie to have slayne & Rowted theim. all, had not 
Colonell Brereton wth Manchester forces come Just to theire 
Ayde. (60) 

Beaten as he wasq Brereton had prevented the march against Manchester, and 
Derby was now cornered in Warrington. The Parliamentarians wasted little time 
in attempting a storm. 

Manchesters Joy describes'Warrington as a t1town of great strength", and 
it'-certainly had the usual complement of mud walls about it, whilst to the 

south the Mersey made a natural hazard to attackers, across which they must 
come by the bridge. 

There was initially some success, as Manchesters Joy makes clear: 
The 14anchosterians... gave a suddaine a valiant onset 
against the town, which put the said earl and his forces 
to such a non-plus, that maugre their resistance they were 
forced into the Church, to secure themselves, where 
without all question the said Earl is surprised or slain... 

If'Manchester's Joy depended upon that news, it was short-lived. 
61 

The Church 

was defended by Derby and his men, with t'Manhood and great valour'le The enemy 
incursion,. forced through defences on the bridge, had been the prime cause of 
the retreat into the church, but not before the earl had fired part of the 

town to hinder the attackers. Having secured the bridge 

& a:. 'fayre howse of one Mr Bridgmans, & some of theire owne 
works, Zt-he attackers7 haý wthin a smale tyme wonne the 
Towne; wch the Earl p1ceyvinge did sett the midle of the 
Towne on ffyre;. pItesting hee wold burne the whole Towne 
before Brereton shold have ytt. Soe that the fyer 
encreasinge and they piceyvinge his Crueltie, to save the 
Towne from utter desolacong Colonell Brereton Reased the 
seige & wthdrewe his forces away, after they had lyen 
agaynst ytt three dayes.. (62) 

The concluding remark of this particular writer demonstrates that Brereton, 
far from being motivated by compassion for what was a decidedly Royalist town, 

simply could not capture it. Even forced into. and around the church, the 
Royalists maintained a vigorous defence that must have been costing Brereton 
dearly in men and time. The attempt on Warrington had been repulsed with 
success. 

On the same day as this assault, that. isl on April 5th, Nicholas Byron 

wrote to Lord Capel, the Royalist,. commander. in North Waleaq urging him to 

make some display of force to distract-the Cheshire men. Capel wrote-on 
the 6th "Lord Darby and his Majesty's servants in Lancashire havepreserved 
- their lands beyond-expectatioa, 1ý3, This must be taken as 

, an allusion, to the 

manpower problems which the earl had been coerced into accepting. It was 
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as Derby himself had complained to Rupert on March 22nd, flush with his taking 

of Preston, 

you know my plaints of old for arms from my Lord Newcastle... 
if it had pleased God and the King that I had but L*5_027 men 
armed, or arms for so many, I could have done some service 
worth the knowing... (64) 

The earl's forces were now widely dispersed about the countryside. He 
65 had reoccupied Wigan, he had a garrison in Preston andq presumably, in 

Blackburn. Warrington would need extensive refortification and an increase 

in the military presence there. Lathom was garrisoned. From Cheshire, he 

had for the first time come under pressure, whilst he had so far failed to 

carry the war into the Parliamentarian heartland around Manchester. By the 

end of April, he would be everywhere on the defensive, his lines of communica- 
tion threatened, his extended forces cut off and dealt with piecemeal. He had 

certainly achieved things "beyond expectation" but he had, for reasons already 

referred to, not achieved enough, and much would now depend upon a single 
trial of strength. On April 20th, the long postponed battle was fought. 

The battle of Whalley saw the last array of the leading Lancashire 

Royalist commanders, at least until 1648. Derby himself, Viscount Molyneux, 

colonels Sir Gilbert Houghton and Thomas Tyldesley are all mentioned by one 
tract 

ý6 
In view of the size'of the Royalist army, which mustered at Preston, 

most of the 'county colonels and commissioners must have been present. A True 

Rdlation estimated their strength at 11 troops of horse, 700 infantry and 

nearly 4000 irregulars, or "club men" as the tract called them. The Valley 

of Achor gave them as 2000 strong, which number would fit the regular troops 

without the additional clubmen. Predictably, Achor 
, 

gave the Parliamentarians 

as a mere 400 men, chiefly "firemen" or musketeersý7 

That Molyneux should still have, been present is a puzzle. He had been 

ordered to return to Oxfordt but it may be that no urgency lay in the order, 

or, that he had been ordered rather to attend upon the movements of the Queen 

then at York. Alternatively, in view of the gravity of the situation in 

Lancashire, it may be that Molyneux had elected to remain to give what help 

he could, and was postponing his departure. 

On April 19th the Royalists marched from Preston to Ribchester. An 

advance party of Parliamentary horse, at Dunkenhalgh-Hall, sighting theml 

retired on Padiham, sending messengers far and wide to raise the local levies. 

Derby's actual, intention is unclear - it was merely reported that he was 
68 

planning a raid into the Blackburn area, which must have meant a punitive 

expedition, since Blackburn was then still in Royalist hands. To. follow 

A True Relation, the initial rally'of the Parliamentary army muster ed no more 
than 500 men,, "at, the firstllq. whilstýthe Royalist army proceeded toward 

Whalley Abbey. 
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The Parliamentary horse followed in the wake of the Royalist army, and 
outside Whalley captured the servant of an enemy officer. This, giving the 
alarm to the Royalists, caused a retreat back on Padiham, whilst some 150 
horse out of Whalley, in their turn, followed the retreating Parliamentarians. 
The latter halted at Read-bank, where they were reinforced by their foot, and 
where the early fighting was to take place. 

Read Hall was the residence of the Nowell familyt almost entirely Royalist 

with two or more serving officers. 
Maister Tildsley was one of the foremost & having gotten the 
tope of the hill, he enquired of a woman that dwelt in a 
little house by, where he was and how that place was calde. 
Sir said she you are at Read-heughe, above the house of Mr. 
Nowell of Read. I am, the more sorry said he; I would 
not have his wife disquieted (Mr. Nowell was a strong 
Malignant)". (69) 

A True Relation states that the Parliamentarian musketeers formed up behind low 

stone walls to await the Royalist cavalryt evidently commanded by Tyldesley. 
They must also have had some cover from thick woodland in the battlefield was 
then-as it now is, and the road toward Read Hall extremely vulnerable to 

ambush. A Parliamentary officer acted as decoy, to lure the Royalist horse 

nearer to the walls, and at an appropriate time discharged his pistol as a 
sign that the musketeers should give fire. The Royalist party broke up in 
disorder, dead and wounded men falling in confusion on the narrow roadl the 

remainder fleeing back towards Whalley. Some 40 prisoners fell into enemy 
hands. Victorious, the musketeers descended the slope from their walls, 
passed over Sabden Brook where the carnage had taken place, and set off in 

pursuit. 

At Whalley, the earl of Derby had gone into-the abbey with his commanders, 
with their ordnance drawn up before it, but apparently not expecting an attack. 
Tyldesley and his fugitives came there only a little while before the enemy 
appeared, and whilst some kind of defensive battle order was orgurfised, the 

cannon were used to keep the enemy at bay. The Parliamentarian foot took 

cover in hedgerows, from which they shot upon the Royalists as the earl tried 
to form his men into some order. The surprise and steady fire of the 
Parliamentary musketeers broke the Royalist footo who scattered at the first 

contact, but the cavalry stood their ground. The enemy advanced as far as 
Lango Green, where they clashed with the cavalry at a little distance, 

exchanging shots. The appearance of the enemy cavalry at a crucial moment 
caused the Royalist horse, in their turn, to break and to scatter, being 

pursued back to Ribchester. 

And most of their great ones had some touch* or some narrow 
escape, as themselves report. And having thus driven them 
out ... we retreated to Padiham, where having a good_Minister, 
some hours were spent in thanksgiving for this great 
deliverance%, and be assured it is to be taken (next, the'first7, 
bout at Manchester) the greatest deliverance we have had... 
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Derby himself made his way to Penwortham, at the start of what looks like 

a fugitive's journey from there to Preston, to Wigan, to Lathom, and then, by 

way of Kirkham, Hornby Castle, through north Lancashire into Furness 70 
over the 

next month or so. At some stage he visited the Queen at York to seelý some 
assistance? 

' His losses in men cannot have been that heavy, at least in 
terms of those killed, but he may have been short of officers: "an emenent 
Captaine of much respect with /the ear27 ... his name was Coney was shot in the 

one of his eyes whereof he died afterwards"? 
a Much more disastrous was the 

impact. of the rout on Royalist morale, from which the earl was never able to 

recover. On such brief contests can the course of a war turn. 

With the earl in disarray, the Parliament returned to the business of 
Wigan, which fell to them on or around May 6th. Broxap suggests that it was 
captured on April 22nd or 23rd, but that suggestion is a misreading of one 
source? 

3 The most likely date of May 6th, possibly a trifle late, depends on 
three sources? 

4 
The second of these, Vicars, seems to be the most reliable 

in details, and may have been culled from a source now lost. 

The ... Manchesterians under the command of Collonel Ashtonq 
with about 22 hundred horse and foot, marched towards Wiggon 
where Collonel Tilsley commanded for the Earl of Derbie with 
nine troops of horse and 700 foot. But when... Collonel 
Ashton appeared before the town, the enemies were immediately 
smitten with astonishment of heart, durst not stand to it, 
but fled away from thence to Lathom, leaving Wiggon to their 
possession. 

The captors demolished all the mud walls and the new gates and posts set up 

since Rosworm's visit, and took an oath from the inhabitants never to bear arms 

again for the earl. 

Vicars states that the earl was at Lathom when Wigan fell. Achor gave 
the date for the start of the Parliamentarian march as April 28th. Tyldesley, 

with demoralised forces, had no chance of making good the town, and Ralph 
75 Assheton simply walked into it, and Tyldesley headed for Lathom. 

From this point, until the dated capture of Warrington on May 28th, the 

chronology of events is hard to determine. The sources are mixed, slim and 
lacking in vital linking information from which to be precisely sure of all 
developments. It must be borne in mind in trying to interpret events, that 
the Royalist army had suddenly disintegrated, all command, 

_, 
- apparently shifting 

to Lord Molyneux, Tyldesley and probably Gerlington. Derby and Sir Gilbert 
Houghton virtually disappeared from the military scene, although on Derby's 

part this was occasioned by his attempt, at York, to secure military aid from 
the Queen which, but for a fatal mischance in Yorkshire, would have been 
forthcoming. 

The lengthiest account. of what followed the defeat at Wiganis that in 
Achor, although-here again, as-has been suggested, certain factors are mis in 
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Wigan fell in the course of a Parliamentary campaign aimed at Lancaster. From 
77 Wigan, they marched on to Presc6t where, according to Vicars, Derby and 

Tyldesley had gone from Lathom, only to return to the latter place, plagued by 
indecision. The Parliamentarians marched to Ormskirk "where we marred an 
intended muster". It must be the same incident as that given in A Discourse 

of the Warr78 , where some Parliamentarian scouts, pushing too hard on the rear 

of Molyneux and Tyldesley's cavalry, were killed, although the Royalist horse 

moved on to Kirkham, to quarter temporarily. 

Preston was next recovered, and not in mid-April as the Discourse claimed, 

without a shot being fired. Blackburn, too, must have yielded at this time. 

Rumour of a Royalist reaction caused the Parliamentary forces to move hurriedly 

on, to Lancaster, although the rumour may have been connected with Derby's 

journey to Yorkt the'exact date for which is not known. Siege forces now lay 

about the Royalist garrisons of Thurland and Hornby castles, and after sojourn- 
ing some days around Lancaster, the main enemy body returned into the southern 

part of the county. 

Before going on with Achor into June, it is worth stopping to take stock 

of the situation at the end of May, and to see what other evidences there are 

for this month. Clearly, the Royalists by the end of the month were in a 
disastrously bad position, having lost in one sweep Wigan, Preston and Black- 

burn and, on the 28th, Warrington as well. Lathom, Thurland, Hornby and 
Greenhalgh were the only-garrisons, whilst what was left of the army peramb- 

ulated about the less populous parts of the county, winning token victories 
but never able to regroup into a formidable force again. 

From Lathom, a letter dated April 30th had been sent to the Queen at York, 

but had been intercepted by Parliamentary troops. The letter bluntly stated 
that unless assistance in the form of 3000 horse and foot came to the earl of 

Derby within a week, then he must abandon the county entirely? 
9 This letter 

was signed, not by Derby interestingly, but by some Scottish nobles who had 

paused at Lathom en route for Scotland, which journey they had eventually to 

complete by seAO 

As for what was left'of - the field army, its actions can be noted, but the 

dating becomes even harder to determine. - In early May, having evacuated 
Ormskirk, Molyneux and Tyldesley'were at Kirkham and at Clifton. At some 

point, Tyldesley left forjork, perhaps with Derbyq although we cannot be 

sure just when the earl made his journey, all of the sources being frustrating 
in their vaguness. ' Some at least of the fighting that follows, may have 

taken place in June, most' of it probably at the tail end of May, but that-is 

as much as can be said with any certainty. ' 'Parliamentarian pressure built 

up again from the dire'ction 1 'of pre'ston, "forcing Molyneux to leave-the Fylde 

an d to go to Hornby' Castle whither Ralph Assheton followed him Going, on 
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into Kirby Lonsdale, Molyneux seems to have turned at bay, for Assheton, not 
wishing to over-reach himself, fell back on Preston, pausing on the way to go 
plundering in Cartmel. 

Molyneux was certainly reinforced at this point for when next we hear of 
him, he had 1000 horse and 500 foot at his disposal, brougght in by Colonel 

82 
Sir George Middleton and Colonel Sir John Gerlington. With these, he 

marched into Cartmel and Ulverston (following Assheton? ), and Mercurius 
Aulicus picked up the news: 

the Lord Molineux, to whom the Earle of Derby had committed 
the command of his Armyq had reduced all of the Marish parts 
of Lancashire, being the part thereof which lyeth towards 
the sea. (83) 

But Molyneux had had enough. After beating up a Parliamentary quarter at 
Chorley, he rode to Lathom and so, by Hale Ford, into Cheshire 

ý4 
He was not 

to return to his native county again until the summer of 1644, when Prince 

Rupert re-lit the fire of Lancashire Royalism. 

By the start of June, the last blow had been struck at the earl of Derby 

with the fall of Warrington, after a brief siege. The Royalist governor was 

one of the earl's former infantry captains, Edward Norris of Speket of a 
Recusant family. He had been appointed to the post in December 1642, and may 
then have been promoted to MajorP On May 14th, in daily expectation of an 

attack, he had summoned all the levies he could raise, into the town: 
Zt-o the7 constables of Hulme and Winwick, and all other 
constables w1thin the plishe of Winwicke ... this day I 
have received intelligence by 3 severall messengers that 
the enemy intends very speedily to assault us. (86) 

Norris required all able-bodied men to be with him on the 15th, but the order, 

passed from constable to constable and duly signed by them all, was still 
being circulated after darkness had fallen on that day. 

The town was very strongly fortified, the local inhabitants having "brought 
87 

thither a great part of their goods, plate &c". It was reported that 

the papists and those that adhere to themg betooke themselves 
to a towne called Warrington, and another towne called 
Whitchurch, which places were both-very strongly fortified 
both with Men, Ammunition, Powder and Ordnance. (88) 

89 
The Parliamentarian forces'appeared on May 19thl and at an early parley 
Thomas Tyldesley (it is not, clear that he was actually one of the defenders) 

endeavoured to secure terms permitting the garrison to march away with their 

weapons. He was refused? 
o The. 1600 strong garrison lost 80 men killed in 

the fighting which followed over a full five days siege, an indication of the 
fierce resistance which Norris put up. The enemy losses are not-known, -but 
must have been proportionately higher. That-the town did. eventually fall, -,,, ", - 
Colonel Edward Chisenall, supposed, author, of, the journal of-the, siege of,, 
Lathom? l 

attributed. partly to the defeat sustained at the same time_at, - 
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Wakefield in Yorkshire by George Goringt who was expected to march into 
Lancashire in response to Derby's request for aid. 

92 Against the town the Parliamentarians brought six guns, but they had to 
fight every inch of the way, taking first one area, and then another. A tract 
entitled Exceeding__oyful Newes contains the most detailed, if fragmentary, 
account, whilst the verbose author of Achor noted that the fall of the town 
proper on the 28th was preceded by the loss of the church on the 26th. 

Exceeding Joyful News has it, that Norris evacuated the church on the 26th 
in orders probably, to form a more defensible line in a smaller area of the 

town. The Parliamentarians, for a time, did not realise that the defenders 

had shifted, which gave Norris the lull that he needed. We do not know the 

exact instructions Norris had received, but they cannot have been to hold the 

town at all costs, otherwise Tyldesley would not have tried to negotiate terms 

before the siege had really begun. We must suppose that Norris fought on his 

own initiative, perhaps inspired to desperate measures by the memory of the 

sack of Preston. Whilst there are many instances in the civil wars, of 
fortified points such as castles and houses, being defended to the last ounce 

of powder, cases of towns resisting fiercely after entry are few and far 

between. Particularly so, where the governor, as Norris did, seems to have 

adopted a deliberate policy of contesting control street by street. When the 

Parliamentary forces warily scaled the works, and began to infiltrate the 

streets and alleyways, they came upon and occupied the empty church. Norris 

may not have foreseen the consequences of abandoning that building without 
firing it, for it dominated the town, and the enemy lost no time in shifting 

cannon onto the roof. 

Norris now offered a parley to discuss terms, but Colonel Ralph Assheton 
had the scent of outright victory in his nostrils and was not to be, robbed of 
it. Norris offered to resist, but in the first attack, backed by the guns at 
the churcht the Royalists were broken and scattered through the town, some 300 

falling prisoners to Assheton. 

The fall of Warrington marked the end of Royalist military resistance in 

Lancashire, exc6pt for a few garrisons restricted to their castles and the 

vicinities thereof. The little army which Derby had worked so hard to raise 

and to keep in the field was finished, its best regiments drawn away to se3 

elsewhere, its colonels and field officers bereft of men. The business which 
had begun so half-heartedly months before on Preston Moor had come to an abrupt 

endq beaten by a determined enemy and, more, by factors beyond the earl's 
control. It had had its high moment of success - the out-manouevering,. of., 
Seaton and the storm of Preston - and its moments of tragedy, as in the storm 
of Preston in February where Adam Mort and the Royalist officers held out to 

the last. It is unfashionable to discover heroes when writing history, but 
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the study of military history throws them up time and again and they are not to 

be ignored. Adam Mort and his fellows had had a choice, the more so in that 

most of them held no military rank, and in the balance, opted for self 

sacrifice. No cause is worth anythingg Royalist or Parliamentarian, unless 

men die for it, and it may be that Mort's sacrifice would have been more 

worthwhile had Derby's army not been, as it was, the forgotten army of the 

Royalist war machine. It had never taken the war into the enemy camp after 
October 1642, it had fought constantly in its own recruiting areas, and it had 

had to rely on irregulars to boost its strength at critical moments. When it 

went down, Lancashire and its ports were swallowed up by the committee men who 
had sat all along at Manchester. 

Nothing, now, lay between the Parliament's men at this point in their 

career, and the hitherto quiet counties of Cumberland and Westmorland. The 

Royalists there, however, or at least, the genuine Royalists, did not shirk 

their duty. 

Shortly after Warrington fell, forces that can only have come from 

Cumbria, lay siege to Lancaster castle. According to the Valley_of Acho. Lw, tL 

march towards the encircled castle from a point somewhere to the south forced 

these Royalists to lift the siege, putting some additional men into Hornby and 
Thurland: "the rest of the Forces marching into Westmorland and thence into 

Yorkeshire, to joyn with the Queen of Armies". The Lancaster relief column 
turned against these two garrisons, and "the attempt upon one, was blessed to 

win both". Three companies of foot were sent to keep watch on Hornby, who 

clashed with a body of cavalry and musketeers lying in ambush. The Royalists 

had the worst of it and drew off, but one of them, taken prisoner, voluntarily 

or involuntarily, told the Parliamentary commanders of a weak place in the 

walls, "a great Window at the end of the Hall" and offered to lead a force to i 

it: 

The Companies drawn out for this Designe, accomodated with 
scaling ladders, great Hammersq Ropes, Mattocks, and some 
combustible matter for the Gates$ were appointed to play 
upon that side towards the Gates, to draw them from that 
side, where the rest were to force their entrance. 

After enduring a hail of iron and stones from the castle, the main attack 

reached the gates and set fire to them, whilst the men at the window 

endeavoured to force their way in. This was enough for the garrison, and a 

parley was offered, with the castle surrendering upon promise of quarter. 
The following day, Thurland castle also surrendered without a shot being fired, 

but upon "unkept conditions". That is to sayt it was reoccupied much later 

in the years probably at the instance of Sir John Gerlington, whose property 

and home it was. 

The earl of Derby stayed neither at York nor in Lancashire, but at the 

end of June took ship to the Isle of Man. His departure can be seen as a form 

1 



of honourable exile, the recompense of the King and his advisors for a 
military failure that was not Derby's responsibility alone. There was, 
howeverg some reason for his presence on what was, after allq his family's 

province. Fear of a Scottish invasion on Parliament's behalf was rife, and 
the King sent word to the queen at York, that he had heard reports of a 
dangerous confederacy on the island which was likely to make it a stopping off 
point for any invading force? 3 A former retainer of the duke of Buckingham, 
Edward Christian, a native Manx man, was taking advantage of the earl's 
preoccupation with Lancashire to foment unrest. In early July, the earl 

arrived and called a meeting of the Tynwald at which the unrest was looked into 
94 

and pacified. John Greenhalgh of Brandlesome was appointed Governor of the 

Isle, and he divided the island into four sections each under a major with 

military control. Between the earl and Greenhalgh, both of whom died in 1651, 

Greenhalgh on Worcester field, the Isle of Man remained from July 1643 until 

the year of Worcester, the only continuously occupied Royalist enclave in the 

British Isles, a place of refuge more than once for hard pressed King's men. 

It was the only enduring service that Derby did for his cause, and its effect- 
iveness perished with him. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Newcastle's Campaigns 

March to July 1643 

With the safe arrival of the Queen at the earl of Newcastle's headquarters 
in York, began that series of campaigns and engagements which were to lead to 

a promising Royalist military position at the end of the summer. The earl's 
commitment to safeguarding the queen's person was now less of a distraction: 
there was now no need for any to fear that he would have to leave Yorkshire 

for the far north, as had been a possibility when he first arrived in December. 
How far this obligation had imposed a limit upon an aggressive policy is hard 

to say, though it must have been an important factor in determining the 

development of tactical decisions. 

Away in Scarborough Sir Hugh Cholmeley, the successful Parliamentarian 

governor, was wavering in his loyalty to that cause. His last service was 
performed at Thornton, near Pocklington, sometime between the 10th and 12th 

of March. Royalist forces, pushing towards Scarborough, had occupied 
Pickering, and a party had ridden to Thornton where they apparently pillaged a 
house belonging to Sir John Hotham. As Hotham told Lenthall in a letter on 
the 17th: 

divers Papists ... made suit to pillage a little house and 
L/_ o ingl they did and took away 

_7 
of mine, which acc rdi 

all my breed of horses and Z_ 
5 

that I had there, but 
in their return Sir Hugh Cholmeley with his troop of horse 
and dragoons charged them very gallantly, broke their horse 
all to pieces, killed divers, took prisoners... (1) 

These prisoners included a major, a captain and two cornets, with one colourý 
Evidently, on the 17th Hotham had no inkling of Cholmeley's intentions, and 
the first semi-official contact between the Scarborough garrison and the 

Royalist commanders may have occurred when Sir Francis Mackworth, reinforcing 

Pickering, entered into negotiations with Cholmeley for the release of the 
3 

prisoners taken at Thornton. 

For Cholmeleyts return to his allegiance, there is his own account 
4 

which 

can be supplemented by a Parliamentarian view, A true and exact Relation of 

all the proceedings of Sir Hugh Cholmeley's RevolO The actual declaration 

came on March 26t , and prompted Sir John Hotham to observe in a letter to 
Newcastle that Scarborough was 

an old Castle which will cost you more keeping than it 
is worthe, his Captaine and souldiers are all here and 
have--left him naked... (7) 

Scarborough castle was privately owned at the time that Cholmeley, first went. - 
into it in 1642 when falling, back before the approach of Newcastle's army., 
The owner, Stephen Thompson, a Scarborough merchant, had enjoyed a'y'early 
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income from the property of L49.10.0d., and Cholmeley had apparently offered to 

purchase it outright on Parliament's behalf for Z-800, or to rent it for so long 
8 

as was necessary, at Z50 yearly. Thompson, in his composition petitions, 

complained that he had never received any of this, intimating that this was 
due to Cholmeley's desertion of the Parliament although the Parliament was 

still obligated. He does not seem to have got anywhere with his claim for 

arrears, despite his protestation that he had "ever bin very active for the 

Parliamte". Thompson, in fact, went into the castle when Cholmeley turned it 

over to the King, and remained inside until July 1644, though he protested that 

he had done so merely to avert Cholmeley's "private spleene uniustlie taken 

agte" him. Cholmeley, who had reason to know and no reason to tell anything 
but the truth of the matter, claimed that Thompson "was verie much affected to 

the King's cause"? From the size of Thompson's fine, Parliament clearly 
thought so too. 

Cholmeley's own account of the proceedings which led to his declaration 

is lengthy and detailed and rings true. He stated that after the Queen had 

arrived, he was I'sollicited by some of her friends and allyes" to reconsider 
his duty. One of these friends may have been Mackworth. Cholmeley argued 
that by returning to his allegiance, he was working forthe good of the county 

and its eventual pacification, which in a sense was true, since the Scarborough 

garrison was no longer a threat to the North Riding or to the East. 

Early one morning, with the earl of Newcastle's written pass, and with 

a patch over his eye as a disguise, he rode to York to speak with the Queen. 

He had two requests to make: 
that shee would be pleased to give him her royall assurance 
not to divert the King from performing those promises hee 
had made to the Kingdome, Za-ng that shee would endeavour 
the speedie settling the peace of the Kingdome. 

These were extremely reasonable requests, and could as easily have been made by 

a Royalist gentleman of standing. The queen gave him her assurances on both 

of these points, whereupon Cholmeley agreed to declare for the King. He asked 
for three full weeks in which to remove his family from London and then to 

return his commission as a Parliamentary officer to the earl of Essex. He 

declined an offer of armed, men to assist him upon the return to the garrison$ 

and after a night or so spent in York, rode back. 

From Scarboroughq Cholmeley despatched a servant to London bearing letters 

to the earl of Essex, presumably to be delivered after his family had left the 

city. At this point the scheme fell through insofar as an original plan was 

concerned, because the letters were'opened and read by Hotham at Hull, who had 

apparently stopped Cholmeley's messenger. There ist however, a mystery here. - 

Cholmeley did not name his messenger, but, from a later reference-it appears, 
that it may have been an officer, Captain Browne Bushell, aa will beýseen. 
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Hotham, apparently, did not have cause to suspect Cholmeley's intentions, but 
it may be that the messenger voluntarily delivered himself up to Hotham, being 
out of sympathy with Sir Hugh's plans. Whatever happened, Hotham wrote 
privately to Cholmeley urging him to retract his d6cision, and in a second 
letter, advised Captain John Ledgard of what Cholmeley intended to do. Sir 
Hugh, forced to act sooner than he had anticipated, chose to address the whole 
garrison. 

Ledgard seems to have made an attempt to assassinate him, and the details 

can also be found in A true and exact Relation, which must be taken as support 
for Cholmeley's own claim. Ledgard and two Dutch professional soldiers made 
their attempt at Breakfast, but Cholmeley was armed and sat pistol in hand, 

which suggests that he may have been warned. Ledgard was placed under arrest, 
and the announcement was made to the garrison without further mishap. Of the 

entire garrison, totalling some 600 infantry, 100 horse and a similar number 
of dragoons, Cholmeley said that only 20 men, with Ledgard and the Dutchmen, 

chose to make their way to Hull to serve the Parliament. Ledgard's brother 

remained in Scarborough. 

After a few days, Cholmeley went back to Yorkt and in his absence, Hotham 

released from captivity Browne Bushell (which suggests Bushell was indeed the 

original messenger) who promised to take Scarborough back into the Parliament's 
fold. With 40 Hull seamen, he entered the town and turned out the soldiery, 
who, in the absence of Cholmeley, lacked resolution and were probably anxious. 
The pro-Cholmeley officers were arrested, and the town garrisoned by citizens 
sympathetic to the Parliament. Cholmeleyt advised of the turn of events, 
hurried from York with a body of troops, and quartered at Falsgrave, sending 
word to Bushell that he wished to talk. He seems to have expected to be 

admitted to Scarborough, but found the gates shut against him. Bushell did 

not immediately appear on the walls, but the townsmen not of Parliament's 
interest, made a display of rejoicing at Cholmeley's return and Bushell, torn 
by friendship for his old commander and his duty to Parliament, found the 
display in the town too much of a threat to ignore. The gates were opened 
and the keys turned over to Sir Hugh. 

Before long, the garrison dismissed by Bushell returned to their colours, 
and henceforth the town remained firmly under Royalist control. Cholmeley 
officially surrendered his command to James King, who re-invested him with it 

at once 
10 Scarborough as. a garrison, was not in the same class of importance 

as Hull to the south'or as Newcastle orl indeed, Hartlepool, to the north. 
Its significance lay in its strength and in the return of its extremely 
competent governor to his allegiance. 

Cholmeley's decision to turn Scarborough over to the earl of. Newcastle 
led directly to the first major defeat which the Parliament was to sustain in 
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Yorkshire. Hitherto, the East Riding had been very much at the mercy of 
raiders from either Hull or Scarborough often, as has been shown, working 
together or otherwise complementing each other. Now Hull was on its own, and 
Lord Fairfax, lying at Selby, become suddenly vulnerable. He planned to 

evacuate that town, and to retire into the West Riding to Leeds, where his son 
lay. To that end, he ordered Sir Thomas to make a show of force about 
Sherburn in Elmet to cover the flank of the forces marching from Selby. Sir 
Thomas' manouevre was, however, not enough for himt as CaptainnHodgson of 
Halifax remembered: "Sir Thomas, exceeding his commission at the request of 
the club-men, he marches to Tadcaster". However Markham, Fairfax's 

12 biographer, might gloss over the incident, it is beyond contention that Sir 

Thomas' disobedience brought on his own discomfiture. 

Newcastle's army was grouping at Malton, probably to give moral support 
to Cholmeley, and on March 28th Lord Goring with 1200 foot and 400 horse went 
down to Wetherby. In face of his march, the Lord Fairfax began his retreat 
from Selby, drawing the garrison out of Cawood at the same timej3 

Sir Thomas Fairfax has left the longest account of the action which led to 
14 his defeat on Seacroft Moor on March 30th. Although he does not say as much, 

the Royalist force lying on Clifford Moor to which he makes reference, was 

clearly Goring's, and it was this force that was thought likely to intercept 

Lord Fairfax's march. Lord Fairfax's force, of 1500 men with ordnance, was 

not small, and it may be that he required his son's presence as a cavalry 

screen for what was primarily an infantry formation. 

I wth those I brought to Sherborne marched a little aside 
betw: my Ld Newcastle's Army & ors, & (to amuse ym ye more) 

tI made an attemp ijon Tadcasterg where they had 3 or 400 men, 
who prsently quitt ye Towne, and fled to Yorke. Here we 
stayed 3 or 4 hours sleighting ye workes. 

Thus Sir Thomas' version. Captain Hodgson's criticism has already been given, 

and he added that Sir Thomas trifled out his time for so long, that Goring 

came by way of Thorp Arch and drew so near that all retreat without fighting 

was impossible. In view of Sir Thomas' instructions, his action in gaining a 
temporary advantage, ' put the entire operation in danger. 

According to Fairfax, Goring hesitated when he was advised of the attack 

on Tadcaster, by which time the earl of Newcastle and the main army had joined 
him near Wetherby. ' Newcastle wasted no time, but ordered Goring to take 20 

troops of horse and dragoons against Tadcaster to force Fairfax out. 
We were newly 4rawne off 

,w 
hen he came. Goring passed 

over ye River to follow us; But seeing we were so 
unequall to him in Horse (for'I had not above 3 Troops, 
& to goe over Bramham Moor, a large Plaine) I gave 
directions to ye Foot to march away while I stayed with 
ye Horse to Interrupt ye Enemys passage in those narrow 
lanes yt led up to ye Moor. 
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With a heavy exchange of fireq Goring pushed his way forward, forcing the 

enemy to retreat progressively. Sir Thomas, expecting to find that his 
infantry had made the most of what cover he could give them, found them lined 

up on the moor when his own retreat brought him onto it. In haste, he formed 
the foot into two divisions, with his cavalry to act as a rear guard, and 
began to march forward, followed by Goring some eight hundred yards in his 

rear. The Royalists made no attempt to fall on, and when the enemy came to 

Seacroft Moor, begirt with small enclosuresq discipline slackened and order 
became hard to maintain. A false sense of security swept over forces that 

had always known success. Whilst the officers tried vainly to rally them and 
to draw them away from houses where they sought refreshmentg for the day was 
hot, Goring circled them and reached the moor. Fairfax pressed on, whilst 
Goring, probably intentionally, let him believe that he might yet escape. 
Suddenly 

they seeing us in some disorder, charged us both in Flanke 
& Reer. The Countrymen prsently cast downe their Armes 
& fled; & yO Foot scone after, wch9 for want of pikes were 
not able to stand their horse. Some were slaine, & many 
taken prisoners. Few of or Horse stood ye Charge. Some 
officers, wth me made or Retreatq wth much difficulty... 

Hodgson put it succinctly 

at Seacroft they fell upon us and totally routed us. Our 
poor foot suffered much, but the horse escaped to Leeds. (15) 

If the condition of Sir Thomas' forces was indeed as he claimedg he had no 
business to extend or exceed the limits of his orders from his father. He 

had. put -himself in a dangerous position, and had failed completely to safe- 

guard his infantry by adopting tactics which required far more than the three 

troops of horse which he claimed to have had at his disposal. Soldiers are 
judged expendable by poor commanders, and their safety is of minor importance. 

To waste men on an unnecessary, minor action in the hope of achieving some 

additional glory, was what Thomas Fairfax did. 

Sir Thomas and some of his cavalry, after fighting their way clear for 

two hours or so, eventually reached Leeds, where Lord Fairfax had arrived. 
This was one of ye Greatest Losses we ever received, yet 
was it a reat providence yt it was a part, & not ye whole 
Forces wcK received this losse... 

He claimed that his attack on Tadcaster saved the army from a greater defeat, 
but many of the 800 prisoners carted away to York must have felt as Hodgson 
felt. Some 700 were held in the Merchant Adventurers' Hall 16 

and were still 
incarcerated there on May 4thI7 Some 10 or 12 horse colours were also taken 

18 
as trophies. 

It is a pity that for Goring's actions, there is only the interpretation 

put upon them by the beaten commander. Goring may have hesitated, although 
in view of his record that seems unlikely; he may well have realised his 
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advantage and waited for the most propitious time at which to strike, to take 
both a psychological and a military opportunity. His force cannot have been 

much more in number than that of the enemy. 

For much of April the earl of Newcastle fell to consolidating his 

position, and to improving his presence in the West Riding. The enemy siege 
19 

of Pontefract was lifted as a consequence of Seacroftq and Sir Thomas Fairfax 

went from Leeds to Bradford to stiffen the resistance there with 700 foot, 

whilst the Royalists occupied Wakefield again, with some 3000 menýo An 
indication of the Royalist strength during this month can be gathered from a 
letter which Goring wrote to Rupert on the 22nd. He reported the total 

strength at some 16000men, of which 3000 were mounted troopst whilst a 

further 2000 infantry had been raised but were not yet armedýl Warburton 
thought the numbers excessively high, but there is no reason to suppose that 

Goring was deceiving Rupert. Newcastle's army was building up to its height 

of power and prestige. With the Queen's presencel it had become virtually 

a royally led army. Goring himself had been recruiting busily, on the 16th 

April calling in the able-bodied men, whether Trainband or not, to Wakefield ý2 

Throughout the period, skirmishing was an almost daily affair, particularly in 

and around the vicinity of Leeds, where the Parish registers reveal several 
burials of Parliamentarian officers and soldiersý3 Leeds was in a state of 
virtual siege, if somewhat informal, and Thomas Fairfax at Bradford was 
anxiously enquiring after some reinforcements from Lancashire which he was 
expecting on the 20th. Royalist forces had penetrated into Barnsley, and at 

24 Elam a company of Parliamentarian foot had changed sides. 

The only continuous narrative for the month is that given by the Duchess 

of Newcastleý5 In it, she referred to an action which followed upon that at 
Seacroft but which, with one exceptiong is not noticed elsewhere. She wrote: 

Immediately after, in pursuit of that victory, my Lord 
sent a considerable party into the west of Yorkshire, 
where they met with about 2000 of the enemy's forcest 
taken out of their several garrisons in those parts, to 
execute some design upon a moor called Tankerly Moor, 
and there fought themg and routed them; many were slain, 
and some taken prisoners. 

The corroboration for this action, if it is corroboration, is in the form of 
a report in Mercurius Aulicus ý6 This report, received in early May, dated 
the action to the end of April, which would tend to suggest that it cannot be 
the same. However, the details sound so familiar that it may be that the 
Duchess, recording her husband's memory, made a chronological error or 
accepted Newcastle's error. 

the Earle of Newcastles forces in the North encountered... 
with a body of the Rebels, consisting of 3000 men (which 
were going, as it is conceived, to the relief of, Leeds) 
& had so fortunate successe therein, that they totall 
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routed the whole body of them, 150 of them being 
killed in the place, 240 prisoners taken. 

This battle, perhaps to be designated as the battle of Tankersley Moor, does 

seem to have occurred. The Aulicus report is factual and unembelished, but 
that of the Duchess, whilst apparently chronologically late, seem6'also to 

accentuate events a little. Tankersley lies 44 miles south of Barnsley, 

and the fight was probably connected with Royalist encroachments into the 
West Riding. It is curious that no Parliamentarian writers noted this signal 
if localised defeat. 

To return to the Duchess's narrative, the earl of Newcastle selected 
Wakefield as a garrison town "it being large and of great compass, and able to 

make a strong quarter". Whilst providing it with defences, word came of 
Parliamentarian recruiting at Sheffield and Rotherhamt neighbouring towns to 
the south. Leaving behind in Wakefield forces under Goring and Mackworth, 

the earl marched down to bring those towns under obedience. The Duchesst with 
hindsight and hinting at Goring's defeat at Wakefield some time later, observed 

they did, as they might well, conceive themselves master of 
the field in those parts, and secure in that quarter, although 
in the end it proved not so, as shall hereafter be declared, 
which must necessarily be imputed to their invigilancy and 
carelessness. 

Newcastle marched first against Rotherham, where an enemy garrison had 

been installed behind makeshift fortifications. A summons waa duly refused, 

whereupon 

my Lord fell to work with his cannon and musket, and within 
a short time took it by storm, and entered the town that 
very night; some enemies of note that were found therein 
were taken prisoners; and as for the common soldiers, which 
were by the enemy forced from their allegiance, he showed 
such clemency to them, that very many willingly took up arms 
for his Majesty's service, and proved very faithful and loyal 
subjects and good soldiers. 

This may sound like an ideal development, and other sources call the Duchess's 

account into question, although the point which she was making was, that a 

town taken by storm after refusing a summons could expect no clemency. Her 

portrayal of her husband's generous character is understandable, most surely 
if she was aware of the accusations levelled against him at the time. Lord 

Fairfax had written on May 23rd that Rotherham. resisted for a full two days 

and yielded upon treaty, to be spared plundering and everyone except for six 

named (but unidentified) Parliamentarian officers to be permitted to go free. 

Fairfax claimed that Newcastle broke the treaty, permitted plundering, and 

coerced the soldiery into adopting the King's coloursý7 
this 

From all that is known of the earl/sounds unlikely, although some of his 

men may have acted against orders. The other problem is that of date. -, ý--Lord 

Fairfax's letter clearly must allude to events in May, not in'April, -whereas 
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the, Duchess conveys the impression that the single day's fighting and storm 
took, place in the latter month. A date of May 4th for the surrender is given 
by, 'one source 

ý8 
which adds that the town was weakly defended. If so, it can 

hardly have resisted Newcastle for two full days, which is what Lord Fairfax 

claimed. Alternatively, Mercurius Aulicus gave the quantity of arms cgptured 
in Rotherham as 1400, which suggests a larger force and this would support two 
days resistanceP Some X5000 in money was also taken, which must have been 

welcome to the earl's treasurer, Sir William Carnaby. The Aulicus report is 
dated May 9th, which supports the other sources for a May dating, but the exact 
date must remain doubtful. 

With the loss of Rotherham, Newcastle's forces could now range freely 

into Nottinghamshire. With the capture of Sheffield, Derbyshire would become 

open territory and Sir John Gell in Derby would have to look to his defences. 

Immediately upon the fall of Rotherham, therefore, the Royalists swung against 
Sheffield. 

After my Lord had stayed two or three days there, and ordored 
those parts, he marched with his army to Sheffield, another 
market town of large extent, in which there was an ancient 
castle; which when the enemy's forces that kept the town 

came to hear of, being terrified with the fame of my Lord's 
hitherto victorious army, they fled away from thence into 
Derbyshire, and left both town and castle (without any blow) 
to my Lord's mercy. 

Lord Fairfax confirmed this in his letter already quoted from. 

Although the Parliamentarian element within Sheffield was strong, the 

-Duchess reported that 

my Lord so prudently ordered the business, that within a 
short time he reduced most of them to their allegiance by 
love, and the rest by fear, and recruited his army daily; 
he put a garrison of soldiers into the castle, and fortified 
it in all respects, and constituted a gentleman of quality 
governor of both the castle, town and country; and finding 
near that place some iron works, he gave present order for 
the casting of iron cannon for his garrisons, and for the 
making of other instruments and engines of war. 

The-11gentleman of quality" was Colonel Sir William Saville, who did not, how- 

ever, immure himself in his castle walls. He appointed as his deputy the 

major of his foot regiment, Thomas Beaumont of Whitley, who remained in the 

castle up until its surrender to a siege army in 1644. Under his care, 
Sheffield became the major source of munitions for the Royalist army in York- 

shire, maýufacturing cannon and shot. in 
, 
June, quantities of musket balls 

were, being transported from there to Pontefract, and Beaumont was authorised 
to confiscate lead from the earl of Arundel's bailiff when raw materials ran 

shortP 

A half-hearted Parliamentarian attempt was made to interfere with these 

preparations, somewhere between Attercliffe and Sheffield, but it came to 
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31 
nothing, Within days, Colonel Sir William Widdrington was raiding into 
Derbyshire with his cavalry 

ý2 In mid-May, a Royalist raid from Sheffield 

carried the war to Otleyl which was pillagedý3 Skirmishing around Barnsley 

was also common 
ý4 

I On April 24th, the queen wrote a letter to her husband that he must have 

found'disturbing and, indeedl in view of the success attending the Royalist 

army at that time in Yorkshire, was ominous. The Queen was referring back to 

events just after Seacroft, when the siege of Pontefract had been lifted by 

the'Parliamentarians in their general retreat into the West Riding. The 

Queen herself accompanied the main army from York, part of whidh at least was 

to go to Pontefract to force the enemy clear should they have displayed any 

reluctance to go. 

and by the road, I gave six thousand pieces, for without 
that, they could not have marched; but this truth should 
not be known by everybody. (35) 

It is clear that the money seized at Rotherham must have been a Godsend. 

On May 21st was fought that disastrous action at Wakefield to which the 

, Duchess referred in her own narrative in disparaging terms. In fact, the 

fight was serious in a limited sense. Goring and Mackworth were badly beaten, 

that is true, and as a consequence Wakefield was lost to the enemy, whose 

morale received a sharp boost. The general military impact was, however, 

slight, insofar as Newcastle did not take long to recover the situation. The 

realýimpact of the defeat was felt in Lancashire where, as has been shown, the 

earl-of Derby needed and expected armed assistance from across the Pennines. 

Goring's defeat deprived Lancashire Royalistsof that aid at a critical time, 

and so, with Derby finished by June, the Lancashire Parliamentarians were free 
to send men into Yorkshire, which they in fact did, with decidedly mixed 

success. If anything, the northern Parliamentarians were more parochial 
than their Royalist counterparts. There is, moreover, evidence that the 

action at Wakefield could have been avoidedg and it is strong evidence. 
Mercurius Aulicus reported in late Apri, 

36 thatIbefore Wakefield was even 

garrisonedl an advance had been made towards Leeds, and that a parley had been 

asked for by the Parliamentarians there. During this parley, fresh forces 

came into the town, and all talk of negotiation was then broken off. Some of 
the Royalist commanders demanded a storm, but James King, never a man to take 

any but the most calculated of risks, advised Newcastle against such a move, 

and, as a consequenceg Wakefield was selected for a garrison. The Queen, in 

her letter already cited, noted that James King felt the attack would "cause 

the ruin of all r" the7 armyq by too severe a slaughter". Lord Goring, the 

Queen herself, and the 11fresh commanders" (which meant, presumably-i the non- 

professionals) favoured a storm, but Newcastle followed the advice of his 

'professional 
advisors, which he ought to have done, in a sense. Yet the 

failure to take Leeds led directly to the loss of Wakefield. 
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The sources for the battle of Wakefield are several, virtually all of 
them Parliamentarian, and originating from the reports and memoirs of Lord 
Fairfax and of his son. Lord Fairfax compiled his report two days after the 
battle, and gave a fairly comprehensive list of prisoners, from which it is 

possible to arrive at a good idea of the composition of the Royalist garrison. 
He gave the reason for the attack as being the worrying scarcity of victuals, 
and of other goods in the Parliamentarian towns, supplies being imperilled by 
the Wakefield Royalists in much the same way as Sir William Saville, months 
earlier, had been able to do. Coincidentally, Saville's activities had also 
led'to his expulsion from Wakefieldl although with less ignominy than was to 

attach to the persons of Goring and Mackworth. 

about Leeds, Bradford and Hallifax, being a mountainous 
barren Country, the people now begin to be sensible of 
Want, their last Year's Provisions being spent, and the 
Enemies Garrisons stopping all provisions both of Corn and 
Flesh, and other necessaries, that were wont to come from 
more fruitful Countries to them; their Trade utterly taken 
away /a-nd7 this Army ... cannot defend them from Want. (37) 

, Consequently, Lord Fairfax ordered 1500 men out of Leeds, Bradford, Halifax 

and Howley Hall, to be commanded by Thomas Fairfax, to march against Wakefield. 
This force appeared at four in the morning, only to find the Royalists standing 
to their arms, expecting them. Fairfax gave the enemy strength at some six 
full regiments of foot and seven troops of horse, althou. -h his estimate of 
3000 foot suggests that the regiments were at half strength. The Parliament- 

arians did not hesitate, but attacked at once: they did not, note, summon the 
town. 

notwithstanding the thick vollies of small and great shot 
from the Enemy, charged up to their works, which they 
entered, seized upon their Ordnance, and turned upon 
themselves, and pursued the enemies so close, as they beat 
quite out of the Town the most part of the horse, and a 
great number of the foot, and made all the rest prisoners. 

These prisoners were put at 1500, with four guns, 27 infantry colours and 
three horse colours. Parliamentary*losses, Fairfax reckoned at seven dead, 

which sounds incredible, and many wounded, doubtless many mortally, since 
field surgery techniques were hazardous. 

Sir Thomas Fairfax's official despatc h38 gave the Parliamentary force at 
1000 infantry, three companies of dragoons and some eight troops of horse. 
The rendezvous was at Howley Hall, the garrisoned home of Thomas Lord Saville 
of Lupset, at between midnight and two o'clock on May 21st. The advancing 
army came to Stanley, two miles north east of Wakefield, where it collided 
with some Royalist dragoons and cavalry, which they disposed of and took 

prisoners. At four o'clock they appeared before Wakefield, but the alarm 
was already given. 

where, after some of their Horse were beaten into the Town, 
the Foot with unspeakable courage beat the Enemies from the 
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hedges, which they had lined with Musketeers, into the Town 
and assaulted it in Two Places, Wrengate and Norgate; and 
after an Hour and a Half fight, we recovered one of their 
Pieces, and turned it upon them, and entered the Town at 
both Places at one and the same Time; When the Barricadoes 
were opened, Sir Thomas Fairfax with the Horse fell into 
the Town, and cleared the streetst where Colonel Goring 
was taken by Lieutenant Alured ... yet in the Market Place 
stood Three Troops of Horse, and Colonel Lampton's Regiment 
L 'of foog to whom Major General Gifford sent a Trumpet, with 
offer of Quarter if they would lay down their Arms. They 
answered 'They scorned the Motion'. 

Thomas Fairfax brought up the captured cannon and fired it point-blank into 

Lambton's regiment before sending in an assault which, in the circumstances", 
broke the resistance of the regiment and scattered it. According to the 
despatch, Lambton's had entered the town during the course of the fighting, 

probably having been quartered near by. It is worth noting that this regiment 
was'also to make a stand at Marston Hoorg and indeed, is one of the few north- 

ern regiments which we find specifically alluded to in contemporary documents. 

It must also be considered as one of the most distinguished. 

Sir Thomas Fairfax, in his later memoirsl gave an expanded account of the 

fighting, prefaced by a few remarks relating the attack on Wakefield to the 

fight - at . SeacroftP His reasons for the attack, given years later, differ 

from his father's, in that Sir Thomas suggested that Wakefield was seen as an 
opportunity to capture large numbers of prisoners with which to barter for the 
liberty of the men taken at Seacroft and then in York. Sir Thomas had, he 

claimed, made repeated overtures to the earl of Newcastle for their release, 
"most of ym being Countrymen, whose Wives and Children were still Importunate 
for their Release". It is unlikely that so dangerous a move as an attack on 
a steongly garrisoned Royalist town would have been undertaken for such a 
motive, and the more likely interpretation seems to be that Sir Thomasq when 
drawing up his Memoir, recollected guilty feelings about the Seacroft prisoners, ý 
whose fate he had been directly responsible for. It also seems to have been 

typical of his Memoir, to misinterpret or to ignore the orders originating 
from-his father. Doubtless Thomas made much of the numbers of captives which 
he took, but his primary motive for the attack must have been that which led 
his father to sanction the move - the need to relieve pressure on the cloth 
towns. 

upon Whitsunday, early in yO morning, we came before ye Towne, 
but they had notice of or comingg & had manned all their 
workes, and set about 500 Musketeers to line ye hedges about 
ye Towne, wch made us now doubt or Intelligence.... 

Apparently, the Parliamentarians were under the impression that the Royalist 

force was 900 strong at moat, and if this is so, then their scouts cannot have 

been too good. The warning at which the Royalists took to their works must 
have been the skirmish at Stanley. 
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after a little consultation, we advanced, and soone beat ym 
back into ye Towne, wch we stormed in 3 places. After 2 
hours dispute ye Foot forced open a Barricado where I entered 
with my owne Troop. Coll: Alureds & Capt. Brights followed 
with theirs. The Street wch we entred was full of their Foot 
wch we charged through, and routed, leaving ym to YO Foot wch 
followed close behind us... 

The three Parliamentarian troops were fiercely charged by horse under Goring 
himself, no laggard on the battlefield (although either he or Mackworth should 
have been exercising a central command): after heavy fighting, Goring was 
unhorsed and taken, and his men fell back, leaving several dead behind. 

If Sir Thomas Fairfax's memoirs are-noteworthy for anything other than 

'their 
exculpatory style, it must be for the anecdotes concerning his own 

narrow escapes (and, by definition, his courage). They contrast remarkably 

with the self-effacing writings of the Royalist, Sir Henry Slingsby. At 

Wakefield, Fairfax had such an escape, and since he was clearly, in the early 

year or so of the war, a forward and sometimes foolhardy officer, it is quite 

credible. Taking two prisoners with him, who had given their paroles not to 
try to escape, Sir Thomas found himself unexpectedly in the vicinity of a 

regiment of foot drawn up in the market place. Evidently, these would have 

been Lambton's men. 
I espied a lane wch I thought would lead me back to my men 
agn; At the end of this lane there was a Corps du Guard of 
ye Enemys, wth 15 or 16 Soldiers wch was, yn, Just quitting 
of it, wth a Sergeant leading ym off; whom we mett; who 
seing their officers came up to us. Taking no notice of me, 
they asked ym wt they would have them to doe, for they could 
keep ye work no longer, bec: ye Roundheads .... tame so fast 
upon ym. But ye gentlemen, who had passed their words to be 
my true prisoners, sd nothing, so looking upon one another, 
I thought it not fit, now, to owne ym as so, much lesse to 
bid ye rest to render ymselves prisoners to me; so, being 
well mounted, & seing a place in ye workes where men used to 
go over, I rushed from ym, seing no other Remeady, and made 
my horse leap over ye worke ... 

Quite apart from the amusing nature of this anecdote, and the healthy sense of 

self-preservation which Fairfax displayed (as he had, indeed, done at Seacroft) 

there are other pointers of interest. Clearlyt unlike the situation that had 

prevailed when Sir William Saville held the town, there was no disintegration 

and panic in the Royalist ranks. Lamentably, there was rather a lack of 

command, as is evidenced by the story of the sergeant and his squad of men 
seeking advice as to what to do. Goring had evidently not allowed for any 
such attack as he was now forced to face, and the chain of authority had 

broken down thoroughly, which may have been a sign: ricant failure that made no 

small contribution to the Royalist defeat. Further, the curious gentleman's/ 
agr, eement between Fairfax and his prisoners admirably illustrates the nature 
of the civil war, at least in these early stages. Of courset that this 

gentlemanly behaviour backfired on Fairfax is evident, for the silence of his 
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prisoners at once put Fairfax himself in danger, and by leaving them to make 
good his escape, he effectively ended their obedience to him as their captor. 

Additionally, Fairfax makes an allusion which has not been given any 

consideration by those writers who have bothered with the battles in northern 
England, an omission that may hold true for the rest of the country. Fairfax 

stated that having decided upon flight, he noticed an alleyway which he felt 

would lead him safely to his own men which, in fact, it did. It is interest- 
ing to speculate how far familiarity with a town, such as Wakefield, could 

contribute to a victory given initial advantage by either side. Wakefield 

was, presumably, well known to Sir Thomas, less well known to Goring and to 

Mackworth, who were 'strangers'. Since a street combat, such as this was, 

could turn upon a single effective flank march, then knowledge of the by-ways 

of a town would be invaluable. Does this, in part, account for the success 

at Wakefield against an enemy apparently resolute and far from panic? Local 

guides had been employed, for example, when the earl of Derby took Preston, 

and when Wetherby and Tadcaster had been taken by Newcastle in December. In 

the heat of battle, civlian guides would become a liability, and so knowledge 

of any given locality on the part of a commanding officer would be invaluable. 

This may seem self-evident, but it ought to be stressed, and to be borne in 

mind when considering similar engagements to Wakefield. 

Fairfax having rejoined his men, found that Major General Giffard had 

dragged up the captured cannon to the churchyard and had pointed it into the 

market place. According to Fairfax, in his Memoir let it be noted, the 

regiment tprsently rendered themselves". This is ungenerous, since in his 

own despatch written probably on the very dayl he made it apparent that the 

regiment was not shifted until it had been fired upon and then charged. it 

must be concluded that Fairfax's memory was somewhat at fault, and that in 

compiling his memoirsq he did not make use of his own papers. Sir Thomas 

listed 1400 prisoners, 80 officers, 28 colours and quantities of ammunition 

IIwch we much wanted". 

Lord Fairfax, in his letter of Hay 23rd, listed the prisoners, foremost 

of whom was Goring (Mackworth seems to have escaped, which was as well). No 

colonels were taken, but there were three lieutenant colonels. Sir Thomas 

Bland of Kippax: was lt. colonel to Colonel Sir George Wentworth's foot; Lt. 

Colonel ZR-icharg macmoyler was serving in Colonel Sir Edward Duncombels 

horse; Lt. Colonel St. George cannot be positively identified. The captains 
Fairfax listed, and whom it is possible to identify, were John Wil(d)bore, 

also of Wentworth's foot, a Lincolnshire man still in custody in 1651; Captain 

John Pemberton, taken with his regiment in the market place, of Aislaby, who 

was soon after exchangedt only to be killed in July; Captain Crofts, probably 
Christopher Crofts of Conyers Lord Darcy's Trainband foot; Captain Ledgard 
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who was almost certainly Richard Ledgard of Ganton, from Scarborough garrison, 
and the son of the man who had tried to murder Cholmeley; and Captain Lieut- 

enant Bensont probably the Captain Benson of Lambton's regimont. 

I All the named lieutenants can be identified. Lieutenant Monckton was 
probably a lieutenant in Sir Marmaduke Langdale's regiment of foot; lieutenant 
ZR-oberf Thomas served under colonel Sir Hugh Cholmeley, and his presence at 
Wakefieldl like that of Richard Ledgard, must be seen as a deliberate move by 
Newcastle to have Cholmeley put some troops into the main army as a token of 
good intention. Lieutenant Wheatley was of Sir George Wentworth's foot; 

Lieutenant Kent was probably Samuel Kennet of Lambton's, later a captain in the 

regiment, from a Recusant family situated at Coxhow in Co. Durham; Lieutenant 

Nicholason may be a reference to ZC-aptain Thomas, 

_7 
Nicholsons also of Lambtonts 

foot. 

Of 15 named ensigns, it is possible to be only sure of two; Ensign 
ZR-obert7 Squire, later Captain in Langdale's foot; and Ensign fiilliam or 
Roberg Lambton of Lambtonla footýo 
II 

The Parliamentarians did not stay in the town, but marched away again, 
leaving behind a Major Carnaby and a Captain Nuttallq wounded, prisoners, on 
their paroles. Neither of them can be positively identified. 

From this list, it is plain that Lambton's regiment bore the brunt of 
losses, a direct consequence of making a stand. Other regiments present 

were primarily raised in the West Riding or in the southern areas of the East. 
Cholmeley's men are interesting, and the suggestion that they represented a 
tangible commitment to the cause equally so. Darcy's was the only purely 
Trainband regiment still in the field in its original form, as will be shown 
later. 

The earl of Newcastle was either at Pontefract or in Sheffield when 
Wakefield fell. 

my Lord receiving intelligence that the enemy in the garrisons 
near Wakefield had united themselves, and being drawn into a 
body in the night time, and surprised and entered the town of 
Wakefield, and taken all, or most of the officers and soldiers 
left there prisoners (amongst whom was also the General of the 
Horse, the Lord Goring, whom my Lord afterwards redeemed by 
exchange), and possessed themselves of the whole magazine, 
which was a very great loss and hindrance to my Lord's designst 
it being the moiety of his army, and most of his ammunition, 
he fell upon new counsels, and resolved without any delay to 
march from thence back towards York... (41) 

It has been said that Wakefield was less of a disaster than might be supposedt 

and indeed, from the Duchessts observations and those of Sir John Hotham, it 

could be seen as a great defeat. Hotham on May 24th wrote to Lord Fairfax 
from Nottingham, "Our misery is, we know not where his force lies, nor in 

what condition he is". on June 2nd, he was reporting the Royalists "so weak 
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and in such a distraction, that we conceive it far unfit to force your lord- 
42 

ship in your quarters". 

Yet these observations cannot be taken on their face value. In the 
first place, the main Royalist magazine was still at York, and that at Wake- 
field can only have been a mobile campaign magazine, probably a waggon train. 
Secondly, the prisoners were soon exchanged, Newcastle letting those held since 
Seacroft go, in return for those of his own lost at Wakefield, so that there 

was no formidable manpower shortage to overcome. The Parliamentary forces 
did not capitalise upon their success, but evacuated Wakefield and continued to 

hover around Leeds and Bradford. It needs to be remembered that Hotham in 

Nottingham, was probably trying to induce Lord Fairfax to make some show in 

that county against the developing Royalist presence in Newark, which was being 
fed with troops by the earl of Newcastle. Indeed, on the 2nd of June, when 
Hotham reported the earl's army to be in distraction, he also reported the 

movements of "a good strength of horse and foot" sent from the earl. if 

Newcastle had been so badly hit as was claimed, he could not have afforded to 
let men leave the main army for garrison duty to the south. Wakefield was 
really a blow to the prestige of the Royalistst not a material blow, and it 

was anyway to be more than made up for in the weeks ahead. 

The other sources contain minor details concerning the fighting, some of 
them contradictory. It was a local tradition around Wakefield that Goring and 

43 
his offiaers spent the night of the battle playing bowls at Heath Hall, which 
hints at a certain laxity: whereas Mercurius Aulicus, on May 28th, reported 

that they had been up all that night-on double watches, expecting trouble 
ý4 

The reports cannot be reconciled, unless to wile away sleepless hours the 

officers played at', bowls. The point is really academic anywayt since Fairfax 

did not have surprise in his favour. on his return from Wakefield, Fairfax 

apparently attacked a local garrison at Houndhill, but this is inconclusiveý5 

Newcastle fell back on York to regroup, summoning Widdrington back from 

Derbyshire in the process, They were in Doncaster on May 22nd, where Colonel 

Sir Francis Fane had a Royalist garrison, and mustered at Pontefract before the 

retreat 
ý6 

There followed a period of inactivity for the army, although the 

Parliamentarian governor of Wressell Castle, lying on the Derwent eight miles 
east of Selby, reported seeing Royalist cavalry patrols between himself and 
that towný7 On June 6th, it was reported in London, there was fighting on 

48 Bramham Moor, but the evidence is not open to corroboration, Around that 
time the Parliamentarians were burying Royalist prisoners of war in Leeds, who 

49 
had died of their wounds, including Treasurer Sir William Carnaby's secretary. 

During this period of, withdrawal from the offensive by Newcastle, an 
incident occurred in the far north which, militarily unimportant in itself, 
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exemplified the power of the Parliamentarian navy. Understandably, Durham 
and Northumberland had been quiet ever since the departure of the earl of 
Newcastle in the previous December. Durham was a recruiting area, and in 
early April recruiting had been going on unopposed from there to as far north 
as Berwick, with defensive construction work at Hartlepool 0 

On June 1st 

this virtual placidity was shaken by the last in a series of incidents that 

mounted steadily in impact. 

The 'Antelope', 

off the east coast. 

which must have given 
the sailors landed to 

The owner was absent, 

against the attackers 

9.160 crew 3rd rater under Captain Haddock, was cruising 
On May 24th it had taken two corn ships off Tynemouth, 

warning to the Royalists along the coast, but on the 25th 

plunder a house at Newnham belonging to a Mr. -Cramlington, 
but his servants had put up a brief armed resistance 
before being overcome. 

Rejoining their ship, the raiders sailed on north to Berwick, where 
Colonel Sir Thomas Haggerston, a notable local Catholic, was recruiting his 

regimentýl In a sudden raid, Haggerston was captured and taken aboard the 

ship, and a vain attempt made by his men to rescue him was easily beaten off. 
On May 29th the 'Antelope' sailed back down the coast toward Holy Island, where 

a small Royalist garrison occupied the castle. A summons was duly sent to 

them, which was refused, and after a preliminary cannonade, the ship anchored 

and put 100 raiders on shore. Talks between them and the garrison followed, 

and upon offer of one full year's pay in advance (probably made up from money 

plundered from Cramlington and Haggerston), the defenders declared for the 

Parliament. Some of them went home, but their numbers were made up on the 

island by some of the crew. Henceforth, Holy Island remained a Parliament- 

arian enclave in Royalist. territory, although, of course, its effectiveness 

w as limited by its geographical disadvantages ý2 in 1646, long after the war 

had swept clear of the north, the turncoat governor of Holy Island, a Captain 

Shafto, died, and it was feared that a Royalist coup would re-take the castle 

and the island? 3 

The earl of Newcastle at York was not only concerned to overcome the 

setba6k at Wakefield. The queen, for whose safety he had first raised his 

northern army, had decided to march south to join her husband at oxford. The 
date chosen for departure was June 6th, and the Duchess of Newcastle described 
the preparations: 

her Majesty being resolved to take her journey towards the 
southern parts of the kingdom, 

_where 
the king was, designed 

first to go from York to Pomfret, whither my Lord ordered 
the whole marching army to be in readiness to conduct her 
Majesty, which they did, himself attending her Majesty in 
person. And after her Majesty had rested there some small 
time, she being desirous to proceed in her intended journey, 
no less than a formed army was able to secure her person: 
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wherefore my Lord was resolved out of his fidelity and 
duty to supply her with an army of 7,000 horse and foot, 
beside a convenient train of artillery, for her safer 
conduct, choosing rather to leave himself in a weak 
condition (though he was even then very near to the enemyts 
garrisons in that part of the country) than suffer her 
Majestyfs person to be exposed to danger. Which army of 
7,000 men, when her Majesty was safely arrived to the King, 
he was pleased to keep with him for his own service. 

The decision to send such a force was made at Pontefract, as will become clear. 
The Royalist commander was to be Lt. General Charles Cavendish, although he 

, did not go with the force when it left Lincolnshire for Oxford ý4 It might 

seem as if the Duchess was sniping at the Queen for depriving the earl of 

so many men, when she could have remained safely in York and let him get on 

with his campaigns. From what we know of Henrietta-Maria, she was not much 

concerned with her personal safety: but at such a distanceg her influence in 

the King's counsels was minimal. Newcastle must not be criticised for sending 

so many men, for he did not seriously weaken himself at all. His first duty 

had always been, to prepare for such an eventuality. In his negotiations 

with the Yorkshire gentry in 1642, he had stressed that if he came into the 

county, it was on the understanding that the needs of the Queen would at all 
times come first. He would have failed in his duty had he sent an insufficienl 

force as an escort, and if the King chose to retain control of those he did 

send, that was not to be helped. From a study of the earl's army, it is 

clear that at least three full infantry regiments - those of Viscount Nolyneux, 

Thomas Tyldesley and Sir Conyers Darcy - left Yorkshire, with William Eure's 

cavalry regiment, Molyneux's and Tyldesley's horse, and some companies of 
infantry, newly raised or drawn from standing regiments, that were to be 

formed, at Oxford, into the regiments of Henry Percy and Thomas Pinchbeck. 

, 
Of the rest of the formation we know little. 

The size of the force was not arrived at without a full discussion of 

'the implications, as Slingsby recalled: 

Now ye queen was preparing to march to ye King, & his 

excellence wth his army convey'd her to Pomphret, where 
his excellency caus'd a councell of warr to be caus'd, 
yt advice might be taken wch were a most usefull cervice 
in ye army, whether to march up wtK ye Queen & so joyne 
wth ye, King, or else wth ye army to stay, & only give order 
for some regiments to wait upon her majesty. If he march1d 
up, his army would give a gallant addition to ye King's, but 
yn he left ye country in my Ld Fairfax his power, & it might 
be he should have him march in ye rear of him, joyne in ye 
parliaments forces. If he stay'd, he might send some forces 
wth ye Queen, & yet be able to lay seige to my Ld Fairfax in 
Leads, or fight him in ye field. Well, this latter was 
resolv1d on... (55) 

The prospect of Newcastle accompanying the Queen was one that spread before 

her march in wildest rumour. Samuel Luke at Newport Pagnell, whose journal 
is replete with rumours, reported as early as May 19th that the antire 
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northern army was on the road to Oxford ý6 As it turned out, and as Slingsby 

explained, the earl took the best course open to him, to fulfill his duty to 
the Queen and his obligations to the Yorkshire gentry. Here, as on every 
other crucial occasion, the emphasis is on the earl's taking of advice, which 
stresses the view given of him earlier. It argues a nice sense of his great 
responsibilities, and, for a grandee such as Newcastle was, a marked deference 
to the experience of professionals. It is a pity that we do not know any of 
the details of the Pontefract council ofwar, for example, whether James King, 

who had argued against a siege of Leeds earlier, was now in favour of it in 

view of the hazardous nature of a march south. If he was, it can be asked 

why a siege was more acceptable with an army less 7000 men, than it had been 

at full strength. If he was against it, and in favour of accompanying the 

Queen, which faction was it that convinced Newcastle to remain in the north? 
The Yorkshire gentry perhaps, or the local colonels who did not want to leave 

their territory unguarded. We do not seem even to know the Queen's preference 
though she may, quite properly, have kept her views to herself in what was an 
internal matter for the high command. The traditional view of Newcastle 

would lead one to suppose that he himself was against the march south, since 
he could not bear to subordinate his authority to that of any other general, 

perhaps even that of the King himself. Let it be said, however, that since 
the traditional view of Newcastle is being justifiably challenged, such an 

argument deserves scant respect. 

The Queen marched from Pontefract to Newark, where she remained until 
July 3rd. Leaving behind her Cavendish and some 2000 of her army for duties 

in that area, she pushed on south, terrifying the Parliamentarians in the 

midlands in her progress to Oxford, where she arrived on July 14tO 

There is no getting away from the fact that the lost 7,000 men had to be 

made up rapidly. A flurry of recruiting activity occurred in Cumbria as a 

consequence, and by the end of July Mercurius Aulicus reported some 2000 horse 

and 3000 foot levied there? 
8 

John Spalding noted "Forces in Cumberland and 
Westmureland both on hors and foot daylie rysing for the king ... j159 Yet in 

early June Sir Philip Musgrave had looked askance at requests from Sir Thomas 

Glemham to provide men, and had replied with a long catalogue of complaints: 
I shall observe yor commaunds to the utmost of my pwrs, 
and give full and trew information of the condition of 
these counties, which at this timeg are not so well as 
I could wish, and itt is doubtful may bee worse, monies 
are extreame scarce, and sessments come slowly inn, nor is 
it possible that one or two troopes, can raise them in all 
parts of bothe counties and attend the garrisons in Cumber- 
land and Westmoorlando. o. 

Musgrave complained that Ifsome private men" were sitting at their homes reaping 
the benefit of assessments, whilst the powerful gentryt who "could make their 

neibours conformable" were on their way or had already gone to the Kingis 
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Parliament at oxford. He instanced, among others, colonels Thomas Sandfordl 
Patricius Curwen and Henry Bellingham. 

the cheefe man that is now left Sr Henrie Fletcher haveinge 
publickly slighted my authoritie from yorself and noe 
satisfaction is made to mee, experienced soldiers wee want, 
ammunition we have little or none and if you caule for 1000 
men from amongst us, verie few armes can be spared for them 
and leave anie in the countrie... 

He requested Glemham to organise assessment collection by committees, and to 
lift some of the burden from himself, but primarilyq to postpone his demand 
for soldiers until the situation created by the departure of the Oxford men 
could be overcome. Yet by the end of July, as it seems, Musgrave had raised 

60 
the men. By then, the earl of Newcastle had taken the field anyway. To this 

poorly documented period of recruitment in Cumbriag must belong the regiments 
of Sir Timothy Featherstonehaugh, Sir William Dalston, Sir Henry Fletcher, 
John Lamplugh and others unspecified. 

The departure of the Queen from Pontefract, although it meant the loss of 
some regiments, left Newcastle free to carry the war back into the enemy 
heartland. One of the most striking differences between the war east of the 

Pennines and that to the west, was this ability of the Royalists in the east 
to keep the war away from their own recruiting areas. From the time of the 

earl's arrival until well into 1644, the Parliamentarians fought a defensive 

war, and that they managed to survive at all, was due to a large degree to no 
effort on their part, but to the Royalist failure to follow up their triumphs. 

It is also true that the Scottish invasion in January 1644 saved northern 
Parliamentarianism: without it, Hull would have become a last refuge. it 
has been shown how, after Seacroft, James King successfully argued against an 
attack on Leeds, and how as a consequence, momentum was lostg and Wakefield 

stormed by the enemy, which surprised-them as much as it enraged the Royalists. 
That it was no significant setback, is demonstrated by the ease with which 
Newcastle returned to the offensive after the Queen's departure, but it did 

mean that the earl was obliged to virtually fight the campaign all over again. 
Naturally, this meant that a thorough victory involving the clearance of the 

West Riding and the isolation of Hull was harder to achieve. it is worth 
considering what would have been the outcome had the earl listened, not to 
James King, but to George Goring and the Queen in Aprill and had gone on to 

storm Leeds. It is hard to believe that with the infantry losses at Seacroft, 
the obvious damage to enemy morale that they entailed, that Leeds could or 
would have resisted for very long. The loss of Leeds at so critical a moment 
would have had two results. Most obviously, the disintegration of cloth town 

resistance would have followed and, along with that, forces could then have 
been released to carry the war into Lancashire to repair the damage, there.,.. 
On a grand scale, had the Royalists followed through after Seacroft, there is- 

no reason why, when the Queen left for Oxford, a substantial and victorious 
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army could not have swept south with her. It may be that this would have 
been the turning-point of the war. Such speculation, however, is one of the 

venerable benefits of hindsight; James King, whose judgement must be given 
due credence, thought Leeds could not be taken without severe loss to the 

Royalists, and he may have been right. Since no attempt was made, his view 

was not tested, but it is arguable that due to this decisiong Wakefield was 
lost and ultimate victory for Newcastle was postponed and rendered beyond 

achievement. Whatever triumphs now lay ahead of him, his command was to be 

distinguished by the excessive caution of James King rather than by the 

reckless attitude of men like George Goring. 

It can be argued that there were factors militating against any such 
thorough Royalist victory quite apart from those outlined. The cloth towns 

were the centre of Parliamentarian resistance, and there men were fighting as 

much for their homes as for their cause. Newcastle's army might have taken, 

Leeds, and then have fought itself to a standstill against resolute if frag- 

mented resistance. Momentum could have been lost by dint of too thorough a 

clearance attempt being made. It can hardly be argued that either Lord Fair- 

fax or his son were capable of out-generalling the Royalist commanders, since 

Lord Fairfax was somewhat sedentary and left his field command to a son who, 

as has been seen and will become further apparentg was not suited to obeying 

orders, to sacrificing his self-esteem, or to winning pitched battles. Sir 

Thomas functioned best with a small, fast moving force, and was temperamental1v 

a cavalry brigade commander, rather than a foot commander ot a general. That 

he did achieve fame was a result of his command of the New Model Army, made up 

of field officers and soldiers vastly different from those that he had to 

command in Yorkshire in 1642/3. Much has been madeq by Thomas's biographers, 

of his victories at Wakefield, for example, or at Leeds butq in comparison 

with those which he lost, at Seacroft and at Adwalton, they were of minor 

strategic importance. Objective consideration of his military careercannot 

but lead to the conclusion that the fame which has attached to him is open to 

fairly severe qualification. It is almost as if his biographers found in him 

the ideal moderate Parliamentarian, standing up for principles and standing 

against the extreme party which killed the King. Unfortunately, if this 

picture is believed, it has to be said that Thomas Fairfax did not stand up 

quite so fiercely for principle after 1648, and that in the 1650's he was most 
decidedly equivocal in his attitudes. It may well be that he was merely a 

country gentleman with a flair for cavalry command, as many of his class did 

have, and was not suited to any higher duties than those which that entailedi 

although such were thrust upon him by the exigencies of the time. 

Therefore it must be said that had Newcastle pushed on vigorously after 
Seacroft, he might well have brought the war in Yorkshire to an end, have 
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revived Lancashire, and contributed significantly to a Royalist military 
victory in the country as a whole. 

With the earl preoccupied with the departure of the Queenj some of the 
pressure was taken from the East Riding, and Sir John Hotham felt free for the 
first time in weeks, to venture out. The result was a skirmish with Sir Hugh 
Cholmeley at Beverley fought on June 30th, although from the sources it is 
hard to say which side had the worst of the encounter. Sir Hugh was trying 
to coerce the Parliamentarian governor of Wressell Castle to surrender or to 
declare for the Kingýl Hothaml hearing of the movements of his rival, planned 
to intercept him at Beverleyt and did so. According to the news as it was 

62 
heard in Cambridge$ on July 3rd, Cholmeley was not overawed and kept up a 
spasmodic, running fight for ten hours until Hotham sent reinforcements and 
ammunition to his menj whereupon Cholmeley fell back into Scarborough. The 

parish registers of St. Mary's, Beverley, recorded "Or great scrimage.. *God 
gave us the victory at that tyme". Some thirteen Royalist soldiers were 
buried in the churchyard after the fight. Hotham could notj howeverl hold 
Beverley as an outlying garrison, and by July 8th Cholmeley had returned in 
force and had occupied the towný3 

With Cholmeley doing his job in the east, the earl of Newcastle began his 

march into the West Riding from Pontefract so soon as the Queen and Charles 
Cavendish were on their way to Newark. He had recently, a unique event, been 

reinforced by a regiment of foot sent from Oxford to his aidt that of Colonel 
Gervase Holles 

ý4 
This single evidence' of oxford's awareness of the war in 

the north mightq howeverl be a misinterpretation. Holles's regiment could 
have been sent to serve as part of the queen's escortg and have come too late 
to fullfil that duty. It remained at least until the end of Augustq when it 
fell back into Newark as a garrison force. But it saw action on June 22ndý5 

when Newcastle captured Howley House. 
he met with a strong house well fortifiedt called Howley 
House, wherein was a garrison of soldiers, which my Lord 
summoned; but the governor disobeying the summons he 
battered it with his cannon, and so took it by force. (66) 

Howley belonged to Thomas Lord Saville, but was garrisoned by his unclej the 
Parliamentarian officer Sir JohA Saville of Lupset. Sir Henry Slingsby was 
the only writer to refer to Sir John by name, in his brief allusion to the 

stormý7 The earl of Newcastle had ordered, according to the Duchess, that no 
quarter be extended to Sir John, but that after the house was taken, an officer 
brought Saville, unharmed, to the earl's presence and was promptly rebuked for 
ignoring the order. The Royalist offered to kill his prisoner then and there 
but 

my Lord would not suffer him to do it, saying, it was 
inhuman to kill any man in cold blood. Hereupon the 
governor kissed the key of the house door, and presented 
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it to my Lord; to which my Lord returned this answer, 
'I need it not', said he, 'for I brought a key along 
with me, which yet I was unwilling to use, until you 
forced me to it'. 

Another Royalist source, An Express Relation of the Passaaes and 
Proceedings of his Majesties Army under the Command of his Excellence the Earl 

68 
. of Newcastle, is more detailed. 

We marched from Pomfret towards Bradford, and in our way 
thither we summoned Sir John Savile, commander of Howley, 
to deliver up that house, and lay down his arms so unjustly 
taken up, who returned an uncivil answer, and that he would 
keep it maugre our forces, whereupon we planted our cannon 
against that house, and environed it upon Wednesday the 21st 
of June in the afternoon, and next morning took it by assault, 
and in it the said commander-in-chief and all his officers 
and soldiers, about 245, some few whereof were slain, the 
rest taken prisoners; 

Mercurius Aulicus gave the total as 300 defenderA9 

Markham, in his biography of Thomas Fairfax, referred to the shameful 
nature of the earl's order of #no quarter'. Such a criticism demands an 
answer, because it is so demonstrably unreasonable. Howley was, after all, 
not Sir John Saville's property; technically, he had trespassed upon it in 
the absence of Lord Saville who was with the King in Oxfordl and had fortified 
it against the Royalist army. In time of war, of course, niceties of what 
may or may not be, legally proper, have to be dispensed with, but in storming 
the house and ruining itt Newcastle was acting against the seat of a fellow 
Royalist peer. Sir John had received a summons, and had defied it. By all 
the conventions of warfare, neither he nor his fellows could expect mercy in 
the event of capture by storm, nor can he have expected to be able to hold out 
very long: thus his resistance was pointless and would involve the deaths of 
some of Newcastle's men for no tactical or strategic advantage. , In ordering 
that no quarter be shown to Savillej the earl was in fact restraining his 

soldiery, by implying that the rank and file were to be spared. Moreover, 

when Saville was, contrary to orders, carried safe from the house', the earl 
exercised mercy. This is hardly a shameful episode, and Markham, whose hero 
Thomas Fairfax, committed two cold-blooded killings outside Colchester In 

1648, had no grounds whatever for casting aspersions on the earl of 
Newcastle ?0 

The taking of Howley was but the preliminary to the greatest pitched 
battle that the earl was to fight as a commander in his own right. The 
sources are several and most of them extremely detailed, for the battle of 
Adwalton Moor, fought on June 30th, was, next only to that of Marston Moort 
the greatest battle fought in Yorkshire during the civil wars. 

Sir Henry Slingsby remembered that after Howley fell, the Royalist 
commanders were uncertain of the precise course of action that they should 
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take, flyt wch must be ye master peice, ye iaking of Leeds & Bradford, or 
giving battle if my Ld Fairfax durst venture in ye feild, 171 The issue was 
decided for them by Fairfax and his son, who had now benefited from events in 
Lancashire by the arrival of reinforcements from that county. One source 

72 estimated these as 2000 strong when they left Lancashire on June 16th, whilst 
another gave 1500 infantry and three troops of horse? 3 Another source, how- 
ever, stressed that few of these were in the battle, except as a rearguard 
for the main Parliamentary army 

?4 This was not quite Rosworm's view, that 

efficient German engineer, who wrote: 
The earl of Newcastle with no small Force made an angry 
approach towards Lancashire, our men were sent out to 
oppose his passage ... The issue was, our men were soundly 
beaten at Wisked-hill in Yorkshire, and pursued into 
Lancashire by the Enemy... (75) 

This is the only source which emphasises the Lancashire contr4bution, but it 
does indicate how the Manchester Parliamentarians looked on their action. To 
them, they were not so much assisting Fairfax as trying to keep the war away 
from Lancashire. This view is supported indirectly by such other allusions to 
the Lancashire men as we have. 

Sir Thomas Fairfax wrote a lengthy exculpatory account of the battle in 

his memoirs, and it would be as well, perhaps, to consider the view of the 

fighting taken by the Parliamentary commanders, first. Fairfax gave Newcastle 

as having between 10 and 12,000 men, their first objective being to lay siege 
to Bradford. 

My Father drew all ye Forces he could spare out of ye 
garrisons hither. But seing it Impossible to defend 
ye Towne, but by strength of men, and not above 10 or 
12 Days provision for so many as were necessary to keep 
it; we resolved, ye next morning very early wth a 
party of 3000 men, to attempt his whole Army as they 
laid in their quarters, 3 miles off: Hoping thereby to 
put him into some Distraction; wch could not (by 
reason of ye unequall number) be done any other way. 

Thus far, Sir Thomas's account is straightforward, although his estimate of his 

own strength must be viewed with caution. in what follows9 howevor, thore is 

a definite attempt to shift the blame for the defeat onto other shoulders, as 
if he was unable to admit that he had been beaten fairly in the field. He 

wrote that the muster of the army was to be organised by Major General Giffard 
for four o'clock in the morning (of the 30th), but Giffard "so delayed ye 

execution of it, yt it was 7 or 8 before we began to move", not without, as 
Fairfax added cryptically, "wthout much suspition of trechery in it". it 

may be a congenital defect in the make-up of the amateur soldier, that he 

cannot accept a beating or understand it. Whatever, accusations of treachery 
from Sir Thomas were not infrequent, and it must be said that there are no 
grounds whatsoever. for doubting that Giffard was any less a good Parliamentary 
soldier than his senior. 
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Coming within view of the earl's forces, Sir Thomas found them already 
drawn up in battle order. 

We were to goe up a Hill to ym, wch or fforlorne hope 
gained by beating theirs into their maine Body, wch 
was drawne up halfe a mile furthur, upon a place called 
Adderton Moore. We being all up ye Hill drew into 
Battalia Also. 

Fairfax commanded his right wing, consistingt according to him, of 1000 foot 
and five troops of horse. Giffard had the left, of about equal numbers, 
whilst old Lord Fairfax commanded overall. They rolled forward, driving 
Royalist skirmishers from enclosures onto the moor before them. At this 

point, 10 or 12 troops of Royalist cavalry charged them on the right, but 
Fairfax was still in the enclosed ground 

wch was good Advantage to us who had so few Horse. There 
was a Gate, or open place to ye Moor, where 5 or 6 might 
enter a breast. Here they strove to enter, and we to 
defend; But after some Dispute, those yt entred ye passe 
found sharpe entertainmt; & those yt were not yet entred, 
as hott welcome from ye Musketeers yt flanked ym in the 
hedges. All, in ye end, were forced to retreat, wth ye 
loss of one Coll: Howard, who commanded them. 

The Colonel Howard killed in this desperate attack, under circumstances not 
dissimilar from those in which Colonel Thomas Howard had been killed at the 
Piercebridge crossing in 1642, was another Thomas Howard, probably a Catholic, 
the eldest son of Colonel Sir Francis Howard of Corby, whose regiment he was 
commanding. His death was not the only serious loss sustained by the earl's 
army in the battle. 

On the left, Giffard was pushing back the Royalist infantry opposed to 

him, whilst Fairfax withstood another attack from a larger body of cavalry. 
This time, the Royalists forced an entrance into the enclosed groundq and the 

fighting must have been severe before Fairfax once more pushed them back. 

Left dead behind them was Colonel George Heron of Chipchase in Northumberland, 

whose death occasioned another of Thomas Fairfax's anecdotes: 

I cannot omitt a Remarkeable passage of Divine Justice. 
While we were engaged in ye fight wth ye Horse yt 
entered the gate, 4 Soldiers had stript Coll: Herne naked 
as he laid dead on ye ground (men still fighting round 
about him), & so dextrous were these villaines, yt they 
had done it, and mounted ymselves agn before we had beat 
yM off. But after we had beaten ym to their Ordinance 
(as I sd) and now returning to or ground agn, ye Enemy 
discharged a peice of Cannon in or Rear; The bullet fell 
into Capt: Copleys Troop, in wch these 4 men were; Two of 
ym were killed and some hurt, or marke remained on y8 rest, 
though dispersed into severall ranks of ye Troop... 

Amazing indeed, if true. ' It is hard to say whether 'Divine Justice' was felt 

by Fairfax to have visited these men because they were despoiling an officer 

and a gentleman, or because they stopped to do it when they should have been 
fighting. 
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According to Fairfax, these two rebuffs given to the Royalist cavalry 
seemed to cause them to make some move towards retreating. He claimed that 

some actually left the field. But, in this wavering condition, 
One Coll: Skirton, a wild & desperate man, desired his Gen: 
to let him charge once more, wtn a stand of pikes, wth wch 
he broke in upon or men; & they not relieved by or Reserves, 
commanded by some ill affected officers... 

This sounds like a reference either to the Lancashire levies, or to traitors 

other than Giffard... 

... & chiefly, Major Gen: Gyfford ... or men lost ground; wch 
ye enemy seing, pursued yr Advantage by bringing on fresh 
Troops. 

The Royalist onslaught was fierce and determined, which tells against the idea 

of a progressive drift away from the field. Cut off from communication with 
the left wing, "we not knowing wt was done" there, Fairfax held his ground 

until ordered to retreat from the field. Finding escape to Bradford cut off, 
he took a lane towards Halifax, which he reached safely, although in the flight 
60 men were killed and 300 taken prisoner. Of his other casualties on the 

field, Fairfax referred only to a captain and 12 men killed in the last action. 

Just who the Colonel 'Skirton' was who, single-handedly, turned the tide 

of battle in the Royalists' favour, it is hard to say. It must be considered 
that perhaps Thomas Fairfax was too literal in his interpretation of the event, 

seeing his ultimate defeat as the result of a wicked stroke of fortune but for 

which, he would not have lost the battle. Skirton may have been the 

mysterious Posthumous Kirton or, equally as probable, either Robert or Thomas 

Strickland, one of whom, at Selby in 1644, showed an equal determination at a 

critical moment. There is, however, other evidence which suggests thatthe 

crucial charge was inspired by the earl of Newcastle himself, as will be seen, 

although there is no reason why there cannot have been two such incidents, of 

only one of which was Fairfax aware 
?6 It would be ungenerous to suggest that 

he would deliberately play down the earl's personal role. 

Captain Hodgson of Halifax was also present on the field. For this 

section his chronology is suspect, since he put the capture of Goring after 
Seacroft, at Leeds instead of Wakefield, and otherwise tended to telescope 

events. 
It was observed by some, that the land was like Eden before 
him fi-e., Newcastle7j and behind him as a barren wilderness. 
He marcheth up to Atherton and there pitcheth. All the 
forces we could spare in Leeds, Halifax, and Bradford, with 
some Lancashire regiments, were drawn up towards Wiskett 
hill... 

Hodgson tends to emphasise the presence of the Lancashire forces, and confirms 
Rosworm's allusion to Wisked Hillq where relics of the fighting used to be 

found? 7 
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After some time they joined battle with the great army, 
and beat them off their ground, put them to the foil, 
and in all probability, had beaten Newcastle off the field, 
but the matter changed in a trice, and a party of their 
horse coming on, our party retreated, and never faced 
again that day. (78) 

On July 1st, Thomas Stockdale, who had been on the field, wrote to 
Speaker Lenthall from Halifax just prior to evacuation 

?q. He broke down the 
Parliamentary army into component parts, 1200 men from Leeds; seven foot 

companies from Bradford; 500 men from Halifax, Pontefract siege lines (the 

siege apparently laid again), Paddleworth and Almondbury; 12 companies of 
Lancashire infantry; 10 troops of Yorkshire cavalry, three from Lancashire, 

and many Clubmen "who are fit to do oxecution upon a flying enemy, but unfit 
for other service". If Stockdale's assessment is correct, and he was in a 
position to know since he attended ypon Lord Fairfax the overall commander, 
Sir Thomas Fairfax's estimate of the numbers is seriously at fault. Hel it 

will be remembered, gave them as 3000 strong. Stockdale's figuresq provided 
the various companies were more or less at strength, Give a Parliamentarian 
infantry force of about 3,600 men and a cavalry body of 780, which figures 

excluded the unnumbered irregulars who, from comparative considerations, must 
have been in the region of 2000 men. Thus the Parliamentary fighting army at 
Adwalton must have been at least 5000 strong, probably more. Whilst still 
numerically inferior to the Royalistst if properly generalled, such a 
deficiency might be overcome. The Parliamentarianst after all, chose to 

stake everything on a pitched fight and must have supposed that they had a 

prospect of victory. 

Stockdale said that the Royalists, after quitting Howley House, came to 

Adwalton three miles from Bradford, and occupied the hill alluded to by 

Fairfax, and the open moorland where their cavalry could operate freely. 

Stockdale estimated the Royalist army at something considerably greater than 

Thomas Fairfax's total of 10 to 12000: Stockdale reckoned them at 15000 foot, 

of which half were newly raised (this is unlikely in so short a space of time 

from the Queen's departure), and probably 4000 horse. He counted about 80 

cornets, or troop colours, which is vastly below 4000 men, even with each troop 

at full strength. "Many both of their horse and foot were slenderly armed" 
he added. The Parliamentary advance moved in distinctive order, the forlorn 

hope composed of horse, foot and dragoons preceding the main army. According 

to Stockdale, it was the Bradford garrison and not the Lancashire foot that 

brought up the rear. 

The horse were commanded by Sir 
, 
Thomas Fairfax, who should 

have led the main battle, if the Lord General could have 
been persuaded to absent himself. 

Evidently Sir Thomas thought his father was getting too old for such command. 
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Although Stockdale agrees in essentials with Thomas Fairfax as to the 

course of events, he makes certain telling remarks. He concluded that the 
Parliamentary forces advanced too far, which, taken in conjunction with what 
Thomas Fairfax implied, is as good as saying that Fairfax over-reached himself 

yet again. Outflanked by an adroit manouevre on the part of the Royalists, 
the Parliamentarians "unacquainted with field service" fell back after fierce 
fightingt Thomas Fairfax leaving the field early (1) whilst his father and 
Stockdale remained virtually to the last, and came into Bradford by a round- 
about route. 

Our loss of prisoners taken by the enemy was great Zb-ug 
the number is not equal to the fear and distraction it 
hath begotten in the country, which is increased by the 
Lancashire forces, who are retired home, the commanders 
not being able to persuade them to stay, only we have 
got some 20 horse and 200 foot of them to stay with us at 
Halifax, upon promise'to pay them ready money. 

The allusion to Halifax was a mistake for Bradford, for Halifax was evacuated 
fairly quickly, Thomas Fairfax falling into Bradford with the remains of his 

command. 

It is interesting that Thomas Stockdale made no mention of any movement 
in the Royalist ranks indicative of retreat. It may be that what Fairfax 

took to be a movement from the field was, in fact, an outflanking movement 

which eventually broke the Parliamentary army. If so, Fairfax made a very 

serious error of judgement if he misread the developments on the field. 

The Duchess's narrative put the Parliamentary army at at least 5000 

musketeers, inclusive of Lancashire forces, which figure is nearer to that of 

Stockdale than of Fairfax. Her narrative is extremely detailed but then, 

since she was recording her husband's recollection, she reflected the Great 

importance attached at the time, and subsequently, to his major victory. She 

stated that having resolved to move against Bradford, the earl found his march 

unexpectedly interrupted: 

by the enemy di4awing forth a vast number of musketeers, 
which they had very privately gotten out of Lancashire... 
which had so easy an access to them at Bradford, by reason 
the whole country was of their party, that my Lord could 
not possibly have any constant intelligence of their 
designs and motions. For in their army there were near 
5000 musketeers, and eighteen troops'of horse, drawn up 
in a place full of hedges, called Atherton Moor, near to 
their garrison at Bradford, ready to' encounter my Lord's 
forces, which then contained not above half so many 
musketeers as the enemy had; their chiefest strength 
consisting in horse, and these made useless for a long time 
together by the enemy's horse possessing all the plain 
ground upon that field; so that no place was left to draw 
up my Lord's horse, but amongst old coal-pits. 

The Duchess here indirectly supports'' Stockdale's view that the Royalists had 

poorly armed foot, and we know that most of the men sent with the Q 
. ueen had 
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been trained infantry. The detail concerning the coal pits is of interest, 

and unlikely to be fabrication, since it would account for the piecemeal way 
in which the cavalry tried to force Fairfax from his enclosed ground, attended 
with serious losses if the deaths of two colonels are anything to go by. 
What is puzzling is that the Duchess seems to imply that the enemy chose the 

ground for the action, whereas the Parliamentarian sources imply that the earl 

was already in position when they came up. The difference seems to be beyond 

solution, and it may simply be that the earl was camped, not expecting battle, 

but nonetheless at a standstill when the enemy swept onto the hill. Thus to 

both sides it would appear that the other was awaiting them. 

The Royalist cavalry were seriously hampered according to the Duchess. 

There was "a great ditch and high bank betwixt my Lord's and the enemy's 
troops", which could not be crossed except by two riding abreast within 

musket shot. This narrows the gap in the enclosure as described by Thomas 

Fairfax, but agrees in detail concerning the hazard's advantage to the 

Parliamentarians. 
In the meanwhile the foot of both sides on the right and 
left wings encountered each other, who fought from hedge 
to hedge and for a long time together overpowered and got 
ground of my Lord's foot, almost to the environing of his 
cannon; my Lordts horse (wherein consisted his greatest 
strength) all this while being madet by reason of the ground, 
incapable of charging. 

After a whilet the musketeers in the Royalist foot gave place to the pikemen, 
apparently a deliberate manouevre, against the enemy's left, 

and particularly those of my Lord's own regiment, which 
were all stout and valiant ment who fell so furiously 
upon the enemy, that they forsook their hedges and fell 
to their heels. At which very instant my Lord caused 
a shot or two to be made by his cannon against the body 
of the enemy's horse, drawn up within cannon shot, which 
took so good effect, that it disordered the enemy's troops. 

The enemy horse against which the ordnance was fired must have been Sir Thomas 

Fairfax's troops, if his anecdote is anything to go by. In the disorder that 

suddenly prevailed amongst those cavalry 
my Lord's horse got over the hedge, not in a body (for that 
they could not), but dispersedly two on a breast; and as 
soon as some considerable number was gotten over, and drawn 
up, they charged the enemy, and routed them. So that in an 
instant there was a strange changeýof fortune, and the field 
totally won by my Lord, notwithstanding he had quitted 7000 
men, to co - nduct her Majesty, besides a good train of artillery, 
which in such a conjuncture would have weakened Caesar's army. 

It is worthy of note that the Duchess, intentionally on her husband's advice, 
or because she did not know of it, omitted to mention her husband's own 
gallantry. in the fight. Yetq in the preamble to Newcastle's patent as Marquis 
drawn up in October followingg it was stated 
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our Army Zw-as2 so prest upon, that the soldiers now 
seemed to think of flying; He, their General, with 
a full Career, commanding Two Troops to follow him, 
broke into the very Rage of the Battle, and, with so 
much violence, fell upon the Right Wing of those 
Rebels, that those ... turned their Backs... (80) 

Newcastle's action at Adwalton Moor compares with his similar display of lack 

of concern for his personal safety at Marston Moor almost a year later. 

The Duchess concluded her account by alluding to some 3000 men taken 

prisoner, which does seem a little excessive, and to some 700 of the enemy 
killed in the field and, presumably, in the flight, which may well be near 

the mark 
ýl 

An ExDresa Relation of the Passages and Proceedings of his Majesty's 
62 Armyt referred to previously, and probably compiled from Newcastle's own 

official despatch sent to Oxford, noted that after the fall of Howley bad 

weather forced the Royalists to remain in its vicinity for some days. At 

length, on the march to Bradford 

we found a great body of men, a greater number of foot 
than we, and almost all musketeers, and some twenty 
troops of horse, and had possessed a place called Adderton 
Moor, and taken the most advantageous places thereof, and 
lined several hedges with musketeers, and played so 
fiercely upon us, and that before the whole body of our 
foot could be drawn up, and their horse likewise possess- 
ing a plain field and a great ditch betwixt us and lined 
with musketeers, and keeping our horse in a ground full 
of pits, that for the space of two hours or thereabouts 
we were forced to give groundq though very little. 

This agrees so closely with the Duchess, that she may well have consulted the 

document in compiling her own account. The repeated assertion that the enemy 
foot were either more numerous than the Royalists or, if not numerically 

superior, better armed, suggests that Stockdale expressed himself badly*when 

alluding to 15000 Royalist foot half of which were badly armed. He may have 

mean to say that of an army 15000 strong, half (7000) were ill armed foot. 

If this is so, it means that allowing for recruiting after the Queen's march 

south with her escort, Newcastle's infantry at the start of June may have 

numbered almost 12000 to 14000 men. If this interpretation of Stockdale is 

accepted, it would give the Parliamentarians superior fire power, in which the 

Royalists were deficient and hence their reliance upon pikes to turn the tide 

of the battle, as described by the Duchess. 

When, An Express Relation goes on, the Royalist ordnance was in place, 

and the foot properly drawn up, within the space of half an hour Fairfax's 

wing was broken and pursued, the killing going on far beyond the moor. Some 

1400 prisoners were taken (a more credible figure perhaps), but the victors 

had "many soldiers hurt, two colonels. of, horse slain ... and some officers hurt". 

Among these latter were colonels William Throckmorton, Francis Carnaby and 
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Captain, later Colonel Sir William, Mason, "all recoverable". Killed on the 
field were a score of Royalist rank and file, which seems too low for the 
intensity of the fighting. 

Sir Henry Slingsby provides the last Royalist account of any merit, 
important because it is evident that he was there, and because he witnessed 
the earl of Newcastle's courage. He also made the shrewd observation that in 

fact, neither side knew of the other's intention to give battle. 

they both draw out, his excellency thinking to find Cord ZL 
Fairfax7 within his fortifications; my Ld Fairfax draws 
out, advancing forwards towards ye camp where his excellency 
lay. The forlorn hope of his excellence's army met un- 
expectedly wth ye van of ye enemy. They skirmish & are 
put to retreat. He encourageth his men & puts ye enemy 
to a stand. They come on fiercer, & beats enemy from 
hedge to hedge, from one house to another; at last they 
are driven to retreat & we recover ye moor: there ye 
enemy had like to have gain'd our canon; but was man- 
fully defended by a stand of Pikes; so now ye battle 
began to decline on ye other part, so yt their reserve 
was sent for; but seing Leivetenant General King advance 
wth all ye horse yt remain'd & wheling about to get 
between ye town and their forces, & also ye colours 
advancing in a thick body up yO hill, (for all ye 
musquiteers were drawn out to equall, their shots, ) 
Stockdaile who stood at my Ld Fairfaxes elbow, adviseth 
my Ld not to hazard ye rest, seing all was lost, but to 
shift for himself: so yt they were totally rout'd... (83) 

Accepting Slingsby's usual reliability, and bearing in mind Stockdale's state- 

men that Lord Fairfax was last on the field, then Sir Thomas must have taken 

flight before the battle was conclusively lost. Perhaps he even precipitated 
the utter collapse of the Parliamentarians. 

The battle of Adwalton Moor had not been looked for, and initially the 

Royalists received a setback by virtue both of the conditions of the terrain 

and their lack of musketeers. They they eventually turned the tide was due 

to a combination of circumstances. The earl of Newcastle's personal example, 

perhaps together with that of the mysterious 'Skirton' (for we must suppose 
these were two separate incidents), leading on the pikemen who proved too muoh 
for the enemy; the outflanking movement by James King which took advantage 

of an enemy over-reaching themselves; and the collapse of Fairfax's wing 

under severe pressure (an experience he was to expect at Marston Moor in 1644 

where the terrain was against him). Treachery had nothing to do with it, 

although the story received great attention in the cloth townsf 

there was one Major Jeffiries /2-Major General Giffarg 
keeper of the ammunition,, -who, Proving treacherous, 
and withholding it from the parliament's men, who called 
for it, and could get noneq were forced to slacken their 
firing; which the enemy perceiving, and probably had 
private notice from the traitor, they presently faced about 
and fell upon Fairfax's men, with that fury, that they 
presently regained their guns... 
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The writer erroneously stated earlier that the Royalist ordnance had actually 
been captured. 

... and put them to the route... (84) 

This story is a nonsense. If the Parliamentarians ran out of ammunition for 

their muskets, it was due to heavy expenditure during the fighting, for each 

musketeer carried an average of 12 shot in a leather pouch, and 12 charges of 

powder, perhaps with a little extra of both essentials. Giffard was not a 
traitor - he was a victim of Thomas Fairfax's paranoia over Cholmeley and 

events in Hull - and was to acquit himself bravely in the months ahead without 

any further aspersions cast upon him, even by Fairfax. 

Lord Fairfax and his son stood on the brink of destruction. The 

Lancashire forces for the most part fled back to their native county and there 

prepared to defend themselves. Rosworm, hearing that Halifax had been lost 

to the advancing Royalists, informed himself 

of the nature of the passes, by which the Enemy could most 
easily come in upon us; and finding them capable of a 
sudden Fortification ... I quickly helped Nature with Art, 
strengthening Blackeston Edge, and Blackegatel and manning 
them with Souldiers... (85) 

Halifax was not yielded without a fight apparently. Hanson, in his popular 
86 history of the town, relates the existence of a "Blood Fiold" which was to be 

the site of a school. During the digging of foundations, musket shot, broken 

swords, horse shoes and suchlike were found. 

L,,, - The victory of Adwalton was followed by a complete rout of the broken 

Parliamentary army at Bradfordq into which place they had fallen for security. 
"What a sad discouraging daye was thatIll wrote Joseph Lister, a Bradford man, 
! 'all the Lancashire men, horse and foot, ran away home, and could by no means 
be persuaded to stay in Bradford'187 As with Adwaltong the details can best 

be given by examination, first of the Parliamentarian sources (such as they 

are) and then of the victorious Royalist accounts. 

Sir Thomas Fairfax must again be turned to for the fullest narrative of 
88 the Parliamentarian side, although it will be necessary to go back to Joseph 

Lister's account for a civilian rather than a military point of view. 

Leaving 800 foot and 60 horse in Bradford, Lord Fairfax made his way 

rapidly to Leeds, ostensibly to secure that towng in reality to make a 

progress towards Hull and refuge; for there, the conspiracy of Sir John Hotham 

who, had anticipated a Royalist victoryýand had, tried to look to his own safety, 
had come to nothing. His plan to turn the port over to the Royalists had 

been foiled, and had no material influence on Royalist strategy. For three 

or four days, the earl of Newcastle drew up his siege lines around Bradford 

and ordered his cannon raised on the hills ttwthin halfe a musket shott", 
commanding all the town. From two such vantage points, a bombardment began 
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whilst feigned attacks caused the defenders to spend ammunition freely. 

or little store was not above 25 or 30 Barrels of powder 
at ye Beginning of ye Seidge; yet notwithstanding ye E. of 
Newcastle sent a Trumpett to offer us conditions... 

Fairfax agreed to surrender provided satisfactory conditions could be worked 

outj and sent two officers to confer with the earl. During this parley, 
however, Fairfax observed that the Royalists continued with their siege 

preparations 11contrar7 to agreamt" as he claimed, causing Fairfax to suspect 

something was afoot. He sent for the Royalist spokesman again, who came at 
11 at night and returned "sleight answer" to Sir Thomas's questions. 

The warm summer's night was shattered by a bombardment of Cannon and 

musketry. 
All ran prsently to ye workes wch ye enemy was storming. 
Here for 3 Quarters of an hour was very hott servise; but 
at length they retreated. They made a 2d attemptq but were 
also beaten off. After this, we had not above one barrell 
of powder, & no match... 

Fairfax called his officers togethert and concerted a plan 
* 
to evacuate the 

town before dawn broke, using darkness as a cover. It would mean fighting 

their way through a point in the Royalist linest with an element of surprise. 
The infantry were infiltrated to the outside of the works by little lanes "to 

beat up ye Dragoones Quarter & so to goe on to Leeds". Fairfax himself and 

some officers, with the cavalry, chose to take a more open route, firstly 

sending out scouts to discover the Royalist dispositions. They reported a 
body of cavalry on a hill close to the route Fairfax proposed to take. All 

this had taken so long, that dawn was breaking when Fairfax rode out$ his wife 

with him, and he had barely gone 40 yards when the guard on the hill was seen. 
He reckoned them to be 300 strong. Backed by David Foulis and the 'traitor' 

Giffard, whose time for changing sides had come and gone, Fairfax charged them 

with 12 horse, Sir Thomas and three others cutting their way through with the 

impetus of surprise. 

Behind him, the Royalistsrecoveredl fell upon the bulk of the cavalry, 

and killed or took them, capturing also Fairfax's wife, whom he had abandoned 
in the fray. 

Sir Thomasts dismay, and self-reproach, can be imagined, but it was too 

late to do anything. He couldl after allg'trust to the earl of Newcastle's 

generosity towards ladies, in which trust he was not mistaken. Pausing to 

look back, Fairfax was left behind by his two companionsq who galloped on for 

Leeds, but he eventually trailed after them unmolested. 

Once again, his infantry fared badly$ as they had done at Seacroft. At 

first, they succeeded in beating the Royalist dragoons, but panic: seized the 

rearguard and the whole body, fell back into the town where, next day, they 

were all made prisoners. Some 80 or so of the most forward kept going, 
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and finally came to Leeds, 'fall mounted on horses wch they had taken from ye 
01 nemy, where If ound ym wn I came thither, wch was some Joy to ym, all 
concluding I was either slain or taken prisoner". These fugitives must have 

captured the dragoons' horses, but even so, that they should have come to 
Leeds before Sir Thomas is doubtful. 

89 Joseph Lister gave a clearer description of events in Bradford: 
At last a little army was formed, and got to the works and 
centries, but Sir Thomas Fairfax was forced another way, and 
so got to Halifax, with those few horse he had left, and he 
came to Bradford the next dayi whose coming did greatly 
hearten the soldiers in the town; but alasl their joy was 
but short, the enemies were encamped at Bowling-Hall, so 
near the town on that side of it, that they planted some 
of their guns against the town, and some against the steeple, 
and Save it many a sad shake. 

Bowling Hall was the home of a Royalist colonel, the Recusant Richard Tempest, 

who had long been a prisoner in enemy hands. The 'joy' of the defenders or 

citizens of Bradford that was so short lived was not necessarily upset by the 

Royalist preparations - they surely expected to have to fight - but by Thomas 

Fairfax's decision to leave the town to its own devices. Lister may fairly 

represent the general view of the civilians that, after supporting and 

financing the Parliamentary army for so long and so loyally, they were now 

being left in the lurch by those very forcesl at a time when they were most 

needed. 

Great wool packs were tied to the steeple to resist cannon shot, but 
Royalist marksmen shot the cords that held them in place "and shouted full 
loudly when the pack fell down". On the Sunday morning, a drum was beaten 
by the Royalists to call for a parleyl to which Thomas Fairfax referred. 
Fairfax also alluded to continued warlike preparations going on whilst talks 

were in progress, and Lister detailed these 

all that day (during the parley) they spent in rembving 
their guns, just against the heart of the town, and into 
the mouth of it, into'that'end of the town called Good- 
man-end, and also brought their army, both horse'and foot, 
round about the town, no way being left of making their 
escape, and but few men in the town, and, most of the arms 
and ammunition, being either lost, or left at Adwalton, and 
no match but what was made of untwisted cords dipped in oil. 

At sundown the parley broke up, and the cannonade began, the first shot killing 
three men "sitting on a bench ... before the inhabitants were aware". For much 
of the night, the sky was lit up by the explosion of the guns firing 

repeatedly. The townsmen now realised that they were going to be deserted 
by the soldiers 

in the dead of the night the captains were called, and 
a council sat to re 

, 
solve-what was best to be done; it 

was presently resolved that the soldiers should be told 
they must all shift for themselves, only the officers 
were resolved to make a desperate adventure. of breaking 
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through the enemies army. 
This is not quite how Fairfax told the story, and whatever he may have intended 
Lister's recollection must represent the view of the rank and file and the 
townsmen. The soldiers, left to their own devices, "broke through Za-ls-o7 

and made their way by dint of sword, and so got away towards Hull". Lister 

graphically described the terror in the town: 

Ohl what a night and morning was that in which Bradford was 
taken! what weeping, and wringing of handsl none expecting 
to live any longer than till the enemies came into the town, 
the Earl of Newcastle having charged his men to kill all... 
and to give them all Bradford quarters for the brave Earl of 
Newport's sake. 

There is no evidence that any such order was givenj and Lister went on to 

admit that it was "retracted" as a result of a disturbing dream the earl had 

that very night whilst at Bowling Hall. The likely truth is that the Bradford 
townsmenj responsible for the brutal killing of a Royalist officer in 1642, 

now expected retribution; but the earl of Newcastle was not a vengeful man. 
Lister admitted that when the town was entered 

Some desperate fellows wounded several personsl that died of 
their wounds afterwards; but I think not more than half a 
score were slain. 

It was more than Bradford expected andt in military terms, more than they were 
entitled to expect, having resisted-an overwhelming enemy without hope of 
relief. The earl of Newcastle's humanity was not unique during the civil war 
but it requires mention. Lister, howeverg although fairl could not attribute 
this mercy to Newcastle's natural disposition-but instead gave thanks to "God, 

who tied their hands, and saved our-lives". 

Lister's own adventures during the entry to the town are lengthy and do 

not strictly concern what is Royalist military history. He got away to Colne 

and eventually returned to Bradford 

and found few people lefts'but most, of them scattered and 
fled away. I lodged in aýcellar that night, but ohl what 
a change was made in'the town'in three days timel nothing 
was left to eat or drink, or lodge upong the streets being 
full of chaff, and feathersq and mealq the enemies having 
emptied all the town of what-was worth carrying away, and 
were now sat down and, encamped near Bowling Hallj and there 
kept a fair and sold the things that would sell. 

To turn, now, to the Royalist accounts, the primary of these is that of the 
90 Duch 

, 
ess, although for events directly prior, to thelevacuation of the town by 

Fairfax, it is lamentably brief 

my Lord 
, 
caused his wmy to be, ralliedv and marched in order 

that night before Bradford, with an intention to storm it 
the next morning: ý, but, the 

- 
enemy, that were-in the town, it 

seemag were so discomfited, that the same night they escaped 
all various waysq and amongst them the... General of the Horse, 
whose Lady being behind a servant on horseback, was taken by 
some of my Lord's soldiers, and brought to his quarters, 'where 
she was treated and attended with all civility and respect, 
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and within a few days sent to York in my Lord's own coach, 
and from thence very shortly after to Kingston-upon-Hull, 
where she desired to be attended by my Lord's coach and 
servants. 

Having entered Bradford, the very presence of the Royalists caused the enemy 7 
to quit Wakefield and Leeds hastily and to make their way towards Hull. 

An Express Relation is more detailed: 

That night we came before Bradford, a strong town, and ill 
approaching to it, yet we made our approaches that night, 
the next day we had placed our cannon and made places of 
batteries very near the town and church, where they had two 
drakes upon the top of the steepleg and lined the steeple 
with woolpacks; yet our cannon dismounted their drakes upon 
the top of the steeple, and battered the steeple so as none 
could stay on it, where they had many musketeers, and so we 
got both the ends of the town before Sunday night. (91) 

Sir Thomas Fairfax's escape from Bradford was by no means the end of his 

immediate troubles. Somehow, he and his father with their men had to cover 
the open country between Leeds and Hull, their destined place of refuge. 

IV Lord, knowing they would make their escape thither, as 
having no other place of refuge to resort to, sent a 
letter to York to the Governor of that City, to stop them 
in their passage; yet by neglect of the post, it coming 
not timely enough to his hands, his design was fru3trated. (92) 

There is no doubt that the apprehension of the Fairfaxes, or even the death of 
Thomas, would have brought the northern Parliamentarian cause down in ruin. 
The governor at York, Sir Thomas Glemham, may not have had opportunity to 
intercept but there were roving cavalry forces lying around Selby which, if 

not take surprise, might have interfered successfully. To return to Sir 

Thomas's own narrative 
Za-t Leeds, 7 The councel of War newly risen, where it was 
resolved to quitt ye Towne & make or Retreat to Hull (wch 
was 60 miles off, and many garrisons of ye enemy in ye way) 
wch in 2 hours time was done; for we could expect no less 
yn yt ye enemy should prsently send Horse to prvent it, for 
they had 50 or 60 Troops wthin 3 miles. 

Nonetheless, they came safely to Selby, ýýlthough the town was under some 
surveillance from the Royalist forces quartered at Cawood Castle. Lord 
Fairfax, pUk4ng on ahead, had reached th 

,e 
Ouse ferry, when Royalist cavalry 

were reported nearby, and word immediately sent to Sir Thomas, bringing up the 

rear. Immediately, Thomas and 40 horse hastened to provide cover, the rest 
following on as beat they could. Drawing up in the market place of Selby, 

under the shadow of the abbey church, Sir Thoma6 confronted three troops of 
horse, who hesitated, giving him time to charge them. Split in half, the 

Royalists scattered, some down the road towards Brayton with Sir Thomas in 

pursuit, but the rest of the Parliamentary horse arriving in the town, and 
misunderstanding the situations failed to second their commander, in the 
belief that he was having the worst of it and they "under discouragemts of ye 

misfortunes of many days before". At the end of the street going to Brayton 
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a lane turned off towards Cawood, and here the Royalists came to a stand when 
hand to hand fighting ensued. 

Here, Sir Thomas was badly wounded in the wrist, and had to withdraw from 

the action for attention. In the meantime, the bulk of the Parliamentary 

horse rallied, and drove the Royalists back towards Cawood. Lord Fairfax 

had succeeded in embarking himself and his men on the ferry and so was safely 

on the way to Hull, but Sir Thomas was obliged to ride overland towards the 

port, continually harassed by Royalist cavalry attacks until, at Barton, he 

was able to reach a Parliamentarian ship anchored there and, with a great 

stroke of Spod fortune, escaped. 

An Express Relation described the situation in Leeds at the time that 

the Parliamentarians fled from the town on the first stage of their journey 

east. 

came a captain of ours, who among divers others prisoners at 
Leeds, finding that my Lord Fairfax and his son were inclined 
to leave the town (as they did) attended with three or four 
troops of horse, 200 dragooners, and 300 foot, broke out of 
prison, possessed themselves of the magazine, took all the arms, 
which were 1500 at least, eight barrels of powder, and 12 pieces 
of ordnance, with a very great proportion of match and ball, 

and so kept the town till I sent forces into it, besides the 

enlarging of 700 prisoners there. 

It requires no very great stretch of the imagination to picture the scene of 

confusion and panic in Leeds, made much worse by the jubilant Royalist captives 

who must have been exchanging fire with the fleeing enemy. Lord Fairfax lost 

his 300 foot in the process, who "run away from him". An Express Relation 

admitted the reverse sustained at Selby by the Cawood cavalry, but added that 

in the panic-stricken urge to escape many of the Parliamentarians were drowned 

by falling from the ferry or by trying to swim the river. On the same day, 

Lord Fairfax's house at Denton was taken, although whether it was actively 

defended is not known for sure. 

Slingsby's account of the enemy flight to Hull is a little more anecdotal 
than his usual style: 

Zs-ir Thomas7 comes to Leeds to his father, ill accoutrid, 
having broke his stirrop and lost his Pistoles; wn he 
came to his father he found him resolved to fly to Hull, 
wOh he endeavourld to diswade but could not; my Ld like an 
old Gamester knew ye hazard of venturing on still upon hard 
luck; so having really'd up all their remaining horse makes 
for Hull with all speed.... 

Slingsby confirmed that Newcastle sent word to York to have their flight 

intercepted, but that the orders were "ill obey'd and slowly taken", hence the 

defeat sustained by unsupported cavalry in Selby market place. , 
It was a staggering, sweeping series of triumphs that the earl had 

achieved, and is not to be underestimated. He had recovered from the loss of 
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Wakefield and the departure of the Queen with consummate ease, and had 

capitalised at last upon initial advantage. His army was exuberant: 
ZT-4e7late victory ... gave now strength courage & health 
to ; very soulgier; & he yt before was mutinous against his 
officer, & faine would be discharged, began to like better 
of his employment, & more content'd wth his pay; imputing 
it to his living idle & not employ'd yt bred such bad 
humours in him ... Now ye country was clear to ye very gates 
of Hull (saving only Wressel Castle) & no enemy to oppose. 
wch moved his excellency to march out and visit Darbyshire... (93) 

The question now, was, how would the earl exploit his victory, for all 
would hinge upon his next decision. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

The Struggle for Supremacy 

The North July to December 1643 

It cannot have been long after the triumphs at Adwalton and Bradford, 
that Sir Philip Warwick came from oxford on the King's behalf to confer with 

1 the earl of Newcastle. As Warwick himself explained it, his purpose was to 

persuade the earl to march south with his successful army, sweeping the 

countryside towards London in conjunction with the movements of the Oxford 

army. It has already been explained that this could have been done after 
Seacroft if Leeds had but been taken, contrary to the advice of James King. 

After Adwalton, it was even more feasible, for the disaster that had befallen 

the Parliamentarian army in Yorkshire would take a long time to repair. 

Warwick claimed that the earl was not happy with the ideal chiefly because, 

as Warwick suspected, he had no desire to come under the command of Prince 

Rupert. Certainly, the earl was jealous of his own authority, and after the 

defeat on Marston Moor, when he felt that his rank and service had been ignored, ý 
chose exile rather than to continue with his reputation tarnished, as he 
believed. This has been seen as a failing in the earl, which it in a sense 

was, for it meant that he could not be expected to co-operate with other 

commanders in a shared command, a type of 'lone wolf' attitude that can lose 

wars. Warwick felt so, believing that by his reluctance to go south, the earl 
brought upon himself the defeat on Marston Moor, the loss of the north andt by 
inference$ the defeat of the Royalists as a whole. 

Newcastle's attitude was nott howevert altogether negative. He told 

Warwick that so soon as Yorkshire was secured, by which he must have meant the 

reduction of Hullt then, with the Northumberland and Durham regiments of his 

original army, he would move south as requested. 

In view of the gradual loss of the initiative by the army over the ensuing 

months, Warwick's assertions demand consideration. on his part, he could 
point to the very positive achievements of the earl. The Parliamentary army 
was broken and what remained of it, shut up within Hull. The populous areas 
of the West Riding were firmly under Royalist control. The Lancashire forces 
had barricaded themselves inside their own county and did not dare to venture 
forth. Westmorland, Cumberlandt Northumberland and Durham were secure. To 
Oxford eyes - to Warwickts eyes nothing could be more propitious for a 
successful campaign to the south. 

Newcastle and James King could argue fairly easily against the'oxford 

viewpoint. Hull, after all, remained in enemy hands, the more firmly, so, since 

the overthrow of the Hothams. The port, which could, be supplied by sea and 
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from across the Humber, was a potential threat in the rear, and could, given 
time, ' undo all the work done in Yorkshire whilst the earl was away in the South. 
It -might even necessitate his return north, with everything to do again. 
Weighing the two views, accepting that there must have been considerations of 
which we cannot be aware, it does look as if Newcastle was right. Had it been 
possible to isolate Hull, to invest it by sea as well as from land, then by 
leaving the Yorkshire regiments behind him, the earl could have marched away 
without anxiety as to what was happening. Such full scale investment was out 
of. the question, and not only because of the Parliamentary control of the sea 
and the cross-Humber route - Lincolnshire couldq after all, be clearod by the 
earl as he moved south. Newcastle's army was, as we know, ill armed, at least 
where the infantry were concerned. A sizeable train of artillery had gone 
with the Queen, and without artillery a siege was pointless. The earl would 
have had to fight his way toward London, and would in consequence have had to 
be sparing in what experienced troops he could afford to leave in Yorkshire. 
Warwick's idea - the scheme of the oxford council of war - was, though it 
looked good on paper and answered many needs, strategically and practically 
sound, beyond realisation. To borrow a phrase, there was no such thing in 
the field. 

Warwick's charge that, by his refusalt the earl brought about the defeat 
on Marston Moor, cannot be ignored. Sir Philip implied that a decisive move 
south would have broken Parliament's armies and have forced a peace, which in 
turn would have meant no Scottish invasion in 1644; even when the Scots did 
come, they dragged their feet with painful slowness. Following Warwick's 

ass u1med reasoning, Parliament was given time to organise a Scottish invasion, 

which in its turn, led to the Marston Jjoor defeat. By this approach, we are 
already one step removed from Warwick's direct connection of events, and closer 
analysis confirms this. The Scottish invasion was to lead indirectly to the 

siege of York, which in its turn necessitated the relief march by Rupert, which 
in its turn led to the battle on Marston Moor. Yet the real cause of the 

siege of York was Newcastle's rapid retreat from Durham occasioned by the loss 

Of the Yorkshire army, or a good part of the infantry of that army, together 

with the then governor of York and many of his leading commanders, at Selby in 
April 1644. This will be dealt with, later: suffice it now to say, that 
Warwick's observations suffer from a falacious deduction. In choosing not to 

march south, the earl of Newcastle chose correctly. He doubtless hoped to 

mop up in other counties for which he was Idirectly responsible (Lancashire 
Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire) and cut off the Humber to Parliamentary ships. 
If that was his objectivet success was within his reach. That he failed to 

capitalise upon his victories was a result of dispersal of effort, lack of 
co-ordinationt and hesitation on the part of the Yorkshire high command, for 
which faults Newcastle must bear partial responsibility. 
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The overwhelming impression gathered from a study of the Royalist 

campaigns after Adwalton is one of surprise that so little was, in fact, done 

with the victory. To speak of a struggle for supremacy between the two sides 
in the north, when one was so thoroughly routed and demoralised, ought not to 

be possible, but all the evidence indicates that there is no alternative. The 

Royalist army, attempting too much at once, dispersing its forces into neigh- 
bouring counties, virtually threw away its advantages one by one. The earl 

and his advisors ought to have opted for a definite policy and to have followed 

it single-mindedly, once they had resolved not to march south. They ought to 

have gone directly for Hull, rather than to leave it until late in September, 

perhaps with a diversionary movement over the Humber to keep Cromwell and 

other Parliamentarian commanders fully occupied with their own area. An 

alternative might have been to revive Royalism in Lancashire, perhaps by a 

circuitous march through Derbyshire and into Cheshire which could have been 

assisted by the North Wales Royalists. What in fact happened was that the 

earl attempted all things at once, with the exception of the siege of Hull 

which was left so late, that it took place in poor conditions and improved 

enemy circumstances and was doomed from the start. Whilst it is true that 

for much of the rest of 1643 the Royalists in the north retained the superiority 
they had won in June, it was a superiority almost always under attack from an 

, enemy which, if routed, was not thoroughly beaten. Was Newcastle to blame 

for this? Superficially, the answer must be that he was; and yet, as has 

been, shown and as will become further apparent, aware of his own limitations, 

he relied heavily upon his professional staff, notably James King. Their 

caution doubtless communicated itself to the earl who, as was seen in November 

1642 during the talks with the Yorkshire gentry, was by nature wary of 

committing himself entirely to one line of action. Laudable in its way, in 

that options thus remain open, at times such equivocation can be fatal. Such 

'a'time 
came in the months following Adwalton, and the. extreme caution of the 

Royalist high command in the north must be blamed for the frittering away of 

earlier success. 

- Yet such criticism is, after all, with the venerable 'benefit of hind- 

sight'. In following the columns of Newcastle's hopeful army from July to 
December, we are following men who saw for the first time, and with good 
reason, clear signs of ultimate overall victory over Parliament. 

The Royalists lay about Bowling Hall for some days after the capture of 
Bradford% and it was there that the Council of War must have met to consider 
the next move. A summons was sent to Hanchester on the 4th or 5th of July: 

I presume you are not ignorant of the success it hath 
pleased Almighty God to give unto his Majesty's army 
under my commandq and the great desire I have to avoid 
the effusion of Christian blood, which moves me before 
I proceed any further towards you, to make you an offer 
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of his Majesty's grace and mercy. If you will submit 
yourselves, lay down your armss so unjustly taken up in 
contempt of the law of this Kingdom, and immediately 
return to your due allegiance, his Majesty is graciously 
pleased to authorise me to receive you into his favour 
and protection, which I am as willing to do as to enforce 
your obedience. If you will refuse, I cannot but wonder, 
whilst you fight against the King and his authority, you 
should so boldly offer to profess yourselves for King and 
Parliament, and most ignominiously scandalise this army 
with the title of Papistsq when we venture our livea and 
fortunes for the true Protestant religion established in 
this kingdom. Be no longer deceivedg for the blood that 
shall be shed in this quarrel will assuredly fall on your 
own heads. I have no other ends in this but to let you 
see your error, if you please; for my condition is such 
that I need not court you; if not, let me receive your 
answers by this messenger, and you may expect to find 
little favour (if you force my nature) but such as is 
due to high contemners of hid Majesty's grace and 
favour now offered to you... (2) 

That-the earl drew up this summons himself, and probably dictated it to his 

secretary, is indicated by the wording. It reveals the views and opinions of 
the earl far more clearly than much contained in his wife's biography of him, 

the extreme simplicity of the decision which he took to servo the King rather 
than to remain neutral. It should no supposed, however, that the simplicity 
of that decision betrayed a want of p1tical acumen. The decision to follow 
the King taken by a majority in 1642 was a traditional expression of loyalty: 

only the Parliamentarians really required to set forth in detail their motives 
for taking up arms. Newcastle believed that his actions had been poorly 
understood or deliberately misrepresented, hence his sensitivity over the 

papist issue. The earl and many of his commanders saw themselves, justifiably, 

as defenders of the Anglican tradition: the Recusant and covert Catholic 

officers, whilst hardly defending that, were fighting, if not solely out of 
loyalty to the throne, then against a system that, from everything that had 

gone before, threatened to be even more tyrannical in their imposition of the 

penal laws than the Stuarts, in their half-hearted way, had been. In Puritan 

eyes, on the'other hand, the alignment of Laudian Anglicans and Catholics 

presented a threat for the future. Whatever other problems might be ironed 

out as prelude to peace in 1643/4, that of religion was insurmountable. it 

was a question in the summer-of 1643, not of how peace might be achieved, but 
in fact9 whether either side knew it or notl a question of which side would 

secure the armed victory that would enable it to impose conditions and to 

enforce them. The town of Manchester-refused the summons. 

From that summons it would seem that Lancashire was to be Newcastle's 

next objective, but such attempts asýthere were, were minor. Nor are the 

exact dates of those attempts known- The Lancashire Parliamentarians do not 

seem to have planned to fight it out along the border of the county. There 

were a more 1200 in Rochdale, and some 800 stationed on Blackstone Edge where 
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3 Some time before July 17th, 200 horse ventured Rosworm had thrown up works. 
to the edge from Bowling Hall, but were repulsed with losses 

4 
Reports boasted 

of Parliamentarian successes at Colne, Clitheroe and Thornton as wellý This 

doesýnot sound like a definite opening to a long campaign, and to send cavalry 

against earthen defences without support from infantry argues that Newcastle 

was merely probing to the west. No plans to make Manchester come to heal can 
have been seriously considered, which seems surprising. The reason may be 

that the earl and his advisors, like the King at Oxford, did not really 

consider Lancashire's part in the war to be all that important, and now that 

it, was lost to them as a recruiting ground, they would leave the Royalists 

there to their own devices. Such an attitude is hard to understand without 

knowing in more detail the precise strategic thinking behind it. It is also 

puzzling that no effort was ever made to persuade Sir Philip Musgrave to leave 

Cumbria and to take a limited offensive south. It is almost as if the war 

stopped where the high Pennines started. 

, 
From Bowlingq a summons was also sent to the Parliamentarian garrison in 

Middleham Castle in Wensleydale. The old. Neville fortress was a strong 

position to hold, but just when the enemy occupied it is unknown. It may 

have'been entered in the wake of Adwalton and the fall of Bradford, the result 

of panic amongst North Riding Parliamentarians. What possible value there 

could otherwise be in holding such a, place is hard to say, but whether the 
''-6 summons, worded like that sent to lianchester,, was refused is notclear. 

At theaend of July, the Skipton garrison made a raid against Thornton, 

to the house of Sir William Lister. This, is probably the engagement alluded 
to by the Parliamentarian pamphleteers earlier. The house was taken after 

some fighting, in which a Parliamentarian-captain was killed. The pariah 

registers of Thornton record 13 soldiers'buried in July 26th, and those for 

Skipton have a 11Wm. Gill, a soldierg slain at Thorntonl, 7 

It may have been developments in Lincolnshire which distracted the earl 
fr I om an attack on Lancashire. The Duchess implied as much in her accound 

My Lordt receiving news that the enemy had made an invasion 
into the next adjoining county, of Lincoln, where he had some 
forces L he presently despatched his Lieutenant-General of the 
Army ZJames KinZ7 away with some horse and dragoons, and soon 
after marched thither himself with the body of the army, 
being earnestly desired by his Majesty's party there. 

It will be remembered that on her march southt the Queen had left behind in 

the county Charles Cavendish and some 2000 men to strengthen the Royal forces 

raised theret although Cavendish himselfýhad wished to continue his journey to 

Oxford? The Royalist commander in Lincolnshiret responsible to the earl of 
Newcastle, was Robert Pierrepont earl of -Kingston, whose active Royalism had 

come about slowly although by July 1643, he was absolutely committed. 
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. -On or around the 16th July', 
O the earl of Kingston had been attacked at 

Gainsborough and captured. Charles Cavendishq contrary to orders 
11 

at once 
went 

* onto the offensive, and on July 28th was beaten in battle by the combined 
forces, of Lord Willoughby, John Meldrum and Oliver Cromwell who had come from 

12 Grantham, on a site two miles from Gainsborough. Charles Cavendish was 
himself killed in the actiong cut from his horse and shot to death where he 
lay13 

, -With 
him died a colonel, a lt. colonelt a major and 200 soldiers. 

14 Some. 150 men were captured. 

Following after James King, Newcastle ferried his forces into Lincoln- 

shire, 15 
-continue the Duchess's narrative: -over a bridge of boats, and, to 

The forces which my Lord had in the same county, commanded 
by the then Lieutenant-General of the Horse, Mr. Charles 
Cavendish, second brother to the now Earl of Devonshire, 
though they had timely notice, and orders from my Lord to 
make their retreat to James King's force-s7, and not to 
fight ... yet /C-avendi, ht 4____ 

ýbeing 
transported by his courage 

(he being a person of great valour and conduct) and having 
charged the enemy, unfortunately lost the field, and himself 
was slain, his horse lighting in a bog... , 

The triumph of the combined Parliamentary, forc es was short-lived. The earl, 
hurrying his own march, joined James King, and at once sought out the enemy. 
Their field army dispersed rather than face him. 

The first garrison /he7 took"In Lincolnshire was Gainsborough, 
a town standing on the river Trent, wherein (not long before) 
had been a garrison of soldiers for his Majesty under the 
command of the then earl of Kingston, but surprised, and the 
town taken by the enemy's forces, who having an intention to 
convey the said earl of Kingston from thence to Hull, in a 
little pinnace met with some of my Lord's forces by the way, 
commanded by Ziames King--- 

King. apparently intended to bring the, pinnace-to a, halt by firing cannon across 
itsýbows, but the gunners either aimed. badlyl' or mistook the speed of the 

vessel-in the current. The first shot smashed into the pinnace itself, 
instantly killing both the earl, of Kingston and a servant with him. It was a 
tragic opening to the campaign. 

Newcastle, approaching Gainsborough, was confronted by a show of enemy 
cavalry on a nearby eminence, and sent I some of his own horse to test their 
intentions 

who no sooner came within their 'sight, but they retreated 
fairly so long as they: could well, endure; but the pursuit 
of my Lord's horse caused them presently. to. break their 
ranks, and fall to their heelsý where most of them escaped, 
and fled to Lincoln... 

The earl summoned Gainborough, but the-ýgovernor refused to yield the town. 
The Royalist artillery was drawn-up and positioned, and after a brief bombard- 

ments the governor sent an offer*to-treat. 

The Duchess maintained that her husband thought it better to agree on 
terms rather than to risk livesl and ordered that whilst the garrison might 
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depart safely, their arms must be piled in the town and left there, together 
with the keys. The Duchess noted that this was not done, or at leastj that 

. 
the garrison merely threw their weapons away anywhere and then made for safety. 
Sir Samuel Luke, however, recorded what he believed to be the evidence of an 
eye-witness thatl contrary to agreed terms, Newcastle's army plundered the 
town and fired a part of it ?6 

', The Duchess's interpretation of events was somewhat different, the blame 
f or, the pillage (which she admitted) being put upon "the prisoners that had 
been kept in the town" who, freed, "began-first to plunder'll whereupon they 

were. -imitated by a part of the army, "against my Lord's will and orders". 
What exactly happened is impossible to say, and which interpretation of events 
is preferred, must take into account what we know of the earl and what we know 

of1propaganda. The Duchess was probably right. 
17 Gainsborough having fallen on July 30th, it was newly garrisoned by the 

earl before a mar , ch on Lincoln was begun, where 
he entered without great difficulty, 

l. and placed also a 
garrison in it, and raised'a considerable armyq both 
horse and foot and dragoons, for the preservation of that 
county ... and constituted a person of honour Commander in 
Chief with intention to march towards the South... 

it would seem from this almost casual remark, that a definite plan had evolved 
in the wake of developments, but-caution has to be exercised. It would 
appear'that that which the earl had been unwilling to contemplate after 
Adwalton, had now become a feasible project. ' It may be that Newcastle had 
been impressed with the ease with which he had'broken resistance in Lincoln- 

shire, and hoped to use his momentum to carry him toward London whilst the 

enemy stood in disarray. According-to the. Duchess's emphases, Sir William 

Widdrington (the "person of honourfl)was to, be, responsible for safeguarding 
the earlis'lines of communication with the north, his appointment part of a 
specific plan. Yet the fact remainsAhat Newcastle had fulfilled none of the 

conditions which he had set Iiimself'as-essential-prerequisites for the march 

south when, and if it took-place. -ý Hull was not reduced, nor was the Humber 

crossing absolutely controlled. The Yorkshire regiments, which he would have 
tolleave behind, would have to contain Hull and'resist incursions from 
Lancashire into the cloth town areas which would necessarily follow upon the 

move toward London. one could not, for example, conceive of James King 

approving such a strategy, so if I there was any truth in what the Duchess wrote, 
then the plan was entirelyýspontaneous and probably of the earl's own 

, contrivance. The imponderable, element in the-business must be whether the 

earl's sudden decision would have been militarily correct and have led to 

success. It was never put, to the test,, for urgent messages came from 
Yorkshire that the earl 
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return into that county, especially upon the persuasions of 
the Commander in Chief of the forces left there, ZGlemham27 
who acquainted my Lord that the enemy grew so strong every 
day, being got together in Kingston, upon Hull, and annoying 
that country, that his forces were not able to bear up 
against them; alleging withal, that my Lord would be suspectod 
to betray the trust reposed in him, if he came not to succour 
and assist them; he went back... 

If 
'Glemham 

was responsible for the tone of the request, then Glemham knew his 

mang, for Newcastle was sensitive on matters of personal honour and reputation. 

He was being politely reminded of the agreement that had brought him into the 

coun 
, 
ty in the previous year; but it mus 

,t 
be asked whether the romoval of 

the entire army back into Yorkshire (with the exception of Widdrington's 

forces) may not have been an over-reaction. It looks almost as if, as has 

been suggested, the march south was viewed so unfavourably by some of the 

earl's, 'advisors, that the reports from York were seized upon as a means of 
blocking the new strategy. 

'Exactly 
when the earl turned back is not clear. On August 7th he was at 

1 18 Lincoln writing to Prince Rupert, and on or around that date a summons was 

delivered in the earl's name to the enemy garrison of Nottingham. Some of 
the'Newark garrison had managed to establish an armed presence actually in 

the, town for some time, but the earl now had neither', the means nor the leisure 

to lay effective siege and, as with the summons to Manchester in July, it was 

notfollowed through. 

"And now about this time, the 6th, of, August" wrote, John Vicars 19 

the Parliament being credibly and comfortably informed 
out of Yorkshire, that ... Lord, Fairfax had 

" 
in much competent 

measure recruited his Armie at Hull, 9 and got together some 
troops of horse and companies of'foot, that solhe might the 
better both increase and strengthen his forces, the Parliament 
sent him many muskets, Carbines, Pistolls, hookes and spiked 
Clubs ... Roundheads... 

- 
Inthe moment of Parliamentary defeat, the control of the sea proved the 

saving element in the situation. By leaving Hull alone, the earl had given 
Lord Fairfax time to rebuild morale, reorganise his shattered forces, and 

conjure materials from the London arsenals and,, probablyg from across the 

Humber in Lincolnshire. Sir Thomas Fairfax had an active partýin these 

developments: 

or first businesse, now, was to Raise new forces, wch, in 
a short time was 1500 Foot &-700 Horse. fHU127 being 
little I was sent to Beverley, wth ye Horseq and 600 Foot; 
but my Ld Newcastle, (who now looked on us as inconsiderable) 

was marched into Lyncolnshire; ' onely leaving some garrisons 
at Yorke & other places-ý(20) 

Itli-s surprising to learn that although the Parliamentarians had reoccupied 
Beverley sometime in July, that no record, remains which suggests that Sir Hugh 

Cholmeley attempted to do anything, about it. He was in a perfect position at 
Scarborough to at least harass Sir Thomas's movements, but he does not seem to 
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have stirred from his castle. The parliamentarians, having now flexed their 

new'-mu'scles, sent a force against Stamford Bridge. 

But ye enemy, upon ye Alarme, fled thither, wch put 
all, there , in such a feare, as they sent earnestly 
to desire J-he earg to returne, or ye Country would L_ __ agn be lost.... 7 

it is a pity that there are not more details concerning the military prepared- 
ness of the Parliamentary forces, for on the strength of what Sir Thomas him- 

self had to say, the governor of York might be accused of over reaction. The 

answer can only be that Newcastle had taken with him so many troops that 

Glemham doubted even the possibility of a successful defensive action, and if 
this was so, it argues for a lack of foresight on the part of the generals 

advising Newcastle, For now, a return into Yorkshire must entail the final 

reduction of Hull, at the end of a summer in which virtually nothing had been 

achieved. 

There is a little evidencet not at'all conclusive, that the earl had 

additional reasons for returning. quantities of arms and ammunition had 

reached Scarborough, and with Thomas Fairfax'now roving the East Ridingt those 

supplies were in dangerý' It is possible that it was concern for these that 

-reinforced appeals from York, and also that their safety may have caused 
Cholmeley to sit tight in Scarborough. However, the direct evidence for the 

return suggests otherwise, and Slingsby, was certainly clear as to the motives 
of the Yorkshire gentry: 

ZLEord Fairfax7 begins to enlarge. his Quarterss & held 
Beverly too, _& doubtid not wthin. a while to be able to 
visit his dearly belovId yG west Riding again. 
This I say Llcauseg, ye, Gentlemen to-send to his excellency, 
to desire him to come back; & being come gaveýtheir 
opinions yt his only way_would-be,. to'beseige him in Hull: 
& of yt opinion was Leivetenan't General-King... (22) 

There had also been an incursion into'Yorkshire*from across the Pennines by a 
body of Lancashire troops., 

This day wee were certified by'Letters from Yorke, that 
about foure hundred of theý'Rebels of Lancashire came 
stealing into Yorkshire, hoping to have surprised some of 
His Majesties horse quarters-about Halifax; which being 
timely perceived by Sir Francis Mackworth, he fell upon 
them and routed them, killed above forty in the place, & 
took fifty, the rest (as they were taught) ran away... (23) 

The decision to leave 11ackworth in the West'Riding, of which we are not 
made aware until mid-August, was wise, and it indicates that the earl felt 

himself vulnerable in'the west ýhen'he_-marched away into Lincolnshire. In 

view of this precautionary move'onýhis"part; "it is surprising that no such 
steps were taken at least to keep watch, on Hull. It was too late, now, to 
do-'anything'other than follow th6-advice of the Yorkshire gentry and of James 
King. ' The siege of Hull was 

, 
about'to begin. 
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Newcastle's full strength during the siege was given by Vicars and 
Rushworth at some 15000 horse, foot and dragoons, with heavy ordnance some of 
which fired 36 lb. shot 

ý4 Slingsby noted. new recruitment for the business 
it might be won if ye Gentlemen would undertake to raise 
an addition of fource to those out of ye Country. They 
go about it, & in severall parts of ye Country sits in 
commission, makes great levies if they could be kept together. (25) 

The siege opened with a movement on Beverley, still garrisoned by Sir Thomas 
26 Fairfax. On August 25th the main army was at Stamford Bridge, and to return 

to Sir Thomas's account 
I lying yn at Beverley, in the way of his march, finding 
yt we were not able to mentaine such an open place, agt 
an Army, desired orders from my Father to retire back to 
Hull; But ye Committee there having always , more mind of 
raising money, yn to take care of ye Soldiers ... would not 
lot any orders be given for our Retreat... The enemy marcheth 
from Yorke, wth his whole Army, toward us. Retreat we must 
not; Keep ye Towne, we could not: so, to make or Retreat 
more Honrable, and usefull both, I drew out all ye Horse & 
Dragoones, toward ye enemy, & stood drawne up by a woodside 
all yt night. The next morning, t by Day, or Scouts and 
theirs fired at one another. They march on wth their whole 
Body, wch was about 4000 Horse, & 12000 Foot. We stood still 
till they were come very neare to us; I yn drew off, (having 
given directions before, to, ye Foot, to march away toward 
Hull) thinking to make good ye Retreat wth ye Horse. The 
enemy, wth a good partyl were upon or Reer. 

Fairfax retired with the horse into Beverley and ordered the gates to be shut, 
only just in time. In the shooting, a Parliamentarian major and two other 
men were killed. The Royalist advance guard hesitated, not sure of Fairfax's 
dispositions, and waited for the rest of the main army a mile in the rear. 

This gave our Foot some advantage in their Retreat, it 
being 5 miles to Hull, on narrowýbankes, & so fittest for 
or Foot. I sent ye Horse by Cottingham, an, opener Road, 
who got well thither; But they overtook ye Foot, wch, 
notwithstanding, made good their Retreat till we got to a 
little Bridge 2 miles from Hull; where we made a stand, 
ye enemy following close., "Here, or men gave ym-a good 
volley of Shott wch made ym draw back, & advanced no furthur; 
so leaving a small Guard at yG Bridge, we got safe to Hull. 

Other evidence tends to contradict Sir"Thomas's view of the Beverley 

action, notably that of Sir Henry Slingsby, who wrote 
Sr. Tho. Fairfax draws out of Hull to Beverly, intending 
to try one encounter more wth his excellence, but being 
not able to keep ye feild keeps ye town; only himself 
wth his horse draws forth wthout ye Town, & faceth ye forces 
of his excellency in their advance't but forced to retreat 
and in conclusion quits ye Town. - 

If Slingsby was right - and there is, other evidence to support him - then Sir 
Thomas had orders to resist at Beverley, hence the unwillingness of the Hull 
Committee to authorise his retreat. t-It was not*a matter, as Sir Thomas in 

, -his memoir implied, simply of ignoring the decision of a committee which was 
Out, Of touch with military reality. On the contrary, if the Committee was 



responsible for military as well as for financial concernsl then Lord Fairfax 
himself must have had a voice, certainly a seat, on that committee. Sir 
Thomas is notably silent about his reception upon his return into Hull. 

It was later charged against William Hardy, then the constable of the 
e 

parish of Wetwang, that he provided intelligence relating to the defences of 
Beverley, to Sir Marmaduke Langdale, and was instrumental in turning the town 
over'to the Royalistsý7 In view of the fact that these charges were made 
within"two years of the events, and by the victorious Parliamontary party, 
they must be held to indicate sabotage by Hardy of an intended stand at the 
town. ' Indeed, mere allusion to the condition of the defences supports Slingsby 
in his contention, and there is additional, and more damning evidencog against 
Sir-Thomas. 

'Sir 
Thomas did not long remain in Hull. With the deliberate flooding of 

the countryside by the defenders when the sluices were opened, and with the 
Royalists raiding up to the walls, it was impossible for the cavalry to foraSe 
for their horses. Under these circumstances, the cavalry was a liability 

-and, was soon sent across the river into Lincolnshire to be of more useý8 

The additional evidence concerning Beverley comes in a letter written at 
Hull on October 29th by Robert Burtonj'a townsman who had experienced the 
vicissitudes of the siegeP It is the longest and most important single source 
for events9 beginning with a general statement of the miseries of the defenders. 
"Few men will be able to pay any rents", he told his friend Sir Thomas 
Barrington, for all the livestock had been driven away by the Royalists, the 

corn "lost in the fields, our hay devoured, spoiled and wasted"; fed to the 
horses of the Royalist army and to the oxen which towed the ordnance, or 
thrown into ditches to make footways. ' This statement is of the utmost import- 

ance*'where'Beverley is concerned. 

As Burton implied, these losses of livestock and of grain were the direct 

consequence of the town having no time to prepare for a siege. In other 
wordst Hull needed time to'prepare, and that makes the order to Thomas Fairfax 
to make a stand at Beverley all the more important militarily. For clearly, 
if he-could but hold up the Royalist advance by a resolute stand for two or 
three days, it would provide-ample opportunity for the Hull men and the 

, 
neighbouring villagers to gather their-stock together within the safety of the 

. walls-. - Burton indicated that it-was, gonerally expected that Newcastle would 
be stopped on the road, and-spoke, of, a force. "sent to Beverley consisting of 
1600 infantry, five field pieces, and no fewer than 20 or 21 troops of horse. 
If these troops were at fullýstrengtht, that meant nearly 1200 cavalry. it 

was a fighting army, and although heavily outnumbered, might have held the 
town for the required time. In opting to lead his cavalry to the field and 

ýto leave the foot to their own devices, more or less, Fairfax displayed his 
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cavalry commander mentality to the full. If the question is asked, could he 
have, held up so great an army by a resolute defence, the answer is explicitly 
in, the: affirmative. The history of the civil wars is replete with instances 

of, inferior forces defying numerically superior forces by the maintenance of 
towns: and castles. Beverley d9fences must have been adequate - after all, 
Sir Thomas himself referred to the shutting of the gates and not to putting 
chains or barricades across street entries. Even if the walls had been of 
earthen construction, so had they been at Warringtong Wigan and Preston. 

The retreat from Beverley was on August 28th, according to Burton, and 
the pursuing Royalists were temporarily halted at Newland by musket fire, where 
a man and a horse went down. They fell back on Beverley which had been 

occupied without a shot being fired. 01n the 29th, the defenders made an 

attack towards Cottingham, which was to be the earlts own headquarters, where 

a body of Royalists was apparently forced to give ground before rallyinG and 

re'taking-the village. This may have been the engagement involving Langdalets 

force's''referred to by Mercurius Aulicus 0 

For upwards of a month, the siege was one long round of skirmishes high- 

lighting the usual tedious business of siege operations. Occasionallyl the 

garriso n cavalry raided towards Newlandq hampering fortification work there, 

and'out to Anlaby, whilst the besiegers constructed elaborate earthen defonces 

at Stoneferry and other places. Some forts were put up close by Hull, 

notably at Sculscoat, and between Hessel and the tbwn, with an even greater 

work'at Gallow Clowe on the Humber. A partially successful Parliamentarian 

raid'-captured some ordnance there. 

From Sculscoat, the "Queen's Pocket-Pistol' fired at least 80 of its big 

35 lb. 
-balls 

into the town during the siege which, if they did little serious 

material damage - which is hard to believel whatever the Parliamentary sources 

claimed - must have damaged the civilian morale. The bombardment may have 

been responsible for the wrecking of, the northern block house and its magazine, 
in. which five men were killed, although., it was said that negligence on the 

part, of one of the men occasioned the disaster 

With the coming of Octoberl a cold and, wet month, the fighting grew hot. 

On the 4th, Burton noted that 500 soldiers and townsmen volunteers raided some 
R. OYalist works, returning with prisoners. There was a report current in the 

town, that "one Coronell Vavesor was slain and buried at Cottingham", but this 

is unsubstantiated. Certainlyq it was not Colonel Sir Walter Vavasour of 
Hazelwood, who survived the war. -A work'at Newland, or nearbyg was abandoned 
as a consequence of the raidl but two. 'others were strengthened. 

On the 5th the earl of Manchester, commanding in Lincolnshire and the 

eastern counties for Parliament, s'ent into Hull 1000 reinforcements under the 

command of the competent Sir John Meldrum. From the moment of Meldrum's 
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arrival - although he was technically subordinate to Lord Fairfax - the town 
adopted a more aggressive policyý 

2 Burton said that a sally was planned for 
the 7th, but that on that day the Royalists launched a sudden assault and took 
two outlying works, driving off the defenders in panic. On the 9th, Meldrum 

and, according to Burton, Lord Fairfax himself, led out the postponed sally 
against the West Jety fortý3 The sources tend to confuse the matter of dates 

and it is not altogether clear whether this was merely a probing attack or 
the real thing, which Rushworth has on the 11th. Ifeldrum's own roport, sent 
on October 14th to the Speaker, indicates that on the 9th the garrison made a 
direct response to the Royalist attack of two days earlier, and that in the 

fighting for the outlying worksq three Royalist officers were killed. One 

of these was Captain Thomas Dentong of Sir Robert Strickland's Foot, a 

regiment which had lain before Hull to little purpose a year before. A stand 

of pikes, however, halted the attack on the 9th, drove off Meldrum's man, and 
led to Royalist recovery of their ground. Rumour had it that James King, 

engaged personally in the fighting, sustained two wounds 
ý4 

It is-evident that between October 7th and 11th, the fighting was so 

continuous that it defies a definite chronology. Rushworth has it that on 
the 11th, after feigning preparations to the north, the defenders suddenly 
marched out 1500 strong on the west, stormed and cleared the front siege lines 

or trenches, and then lost them again in a counter attack. The Parliamentary 
forces charged a second time, retook the lines, and then fell back before a 
fierce counter-attack, the day ending in a bloody stalemate. The fighting as 
described by Rushworth, and that as given by Meldrumq sound the same except 
for details. Burton adds local colourl. alluding to the feigned movement in 

the. northq and then to a real attack on Milton Quay where the defenders, after 
initial success, panicked for no reason and fell back. Meldrum rallied them, 

they, charged again, took the works for a second time, capturing guns and 60 

primners, and so retired into the town with honourl the Royalists reoccupying 
the trenches. Discouragement was rife: Royalist companies and troops fell 
to wholesale plunder, and in this wretched state of demoralisation, the siege 
was lifted on the 12th. 

Slingsby's account, a gloomy despondent piece of writing, is the only 

worthwhile Royalist source. Newcastle, on the 18th of September, had written 
to Rupert that "I have no despair in time, of Hull,, 35 but despair must have set 
in quickly enough. Slingsby: 

it fell out to be an ill-sea'son, ' to lay siege to yt Town 
yt lyeth so low and in water, ye sumer being spent & ye 
season falling out to, be exceedingly wott; howsoever his 
excellence would put it to ye tryall, wt might be done, & 
so falls on work... 

He suggests that it was the Royalist pressure which forced Fairfax into 

Lincolnshire, after which 
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at last they fight, ye enemys making sallies out to beat 
us from our Works, & we again attempting to take from ym 
their own works, & did no less, but was beaten out of ym 
again... 

The daily, tedious, dangerous enactment of siege warfare. For a time the earl 
tried to f ire the town with red hot cannon balls, "but they did no hurt at 
all". 

thus having tyrid out his soulgiers with hard duty, many 
falling sick wth cold and wett lying, & few of ye array'd 
men abiding it, he was forcId to give over ye seige ... for want of carryage was forold to burn his boats wch he 
had to march along wth him out of Northumberland for ye 
passing of his army at any river. (36) 

The earl had burnt his boats in more ways than one. The summer had been 

wasted., It requires only a little imagination to picture the long columns 
of infantry, soaked with mist and rain, trudging back towards York. Behind 
themýthe broken landscape around Hull, the wreckage of a pointless siege 
marked here and there with the graves of men dead from disease as well as from 
wounds. Few of the Royalist commanders relaxing in the sunshine at Bowling 
Hall in Julyj would have believed that, within three months their victorious 
colours would be smeared with the mud of the East Riding; or that the great 
success in Lincolnshire in August would have been undone by one minor battle 
fought at Winceby. 

., 
The battle of Winceby, or of Horncastle - it was fought approximately 

half way between the two villages - is one of the few with which we are 

concerned, on which any recent work has been done. The best study remains 
that by Burne and Young37 whilst Professor Holmes, in his definitive study 
of-the, Eastern Association, touched upon it brieflyý8 The later study by 

Young and Richard Holmes adds littleP To quote Burne and Young, "The import- 

ance, of the battle of Winceby was out of all proportion to the small numbers 
engaged in it and to the brevity of the conflict". It has already been said 
that the battle virtually undid all the work done by the earl of Newcastle in 
Lincolnshire in August, but it is doubtful if the commanders of the Parlia- 
mentarlan army expected such a result, which was anyway, in part, due to the 
retreat from before Hull by the main Royalist army and a general reorganisation 
around York. 

The Duchess of Newcastle believed that the engagement was the direct 

consequence of diversionary tactics employed by the earl of Manchester to 
interfere with the siege of Hull:. 

The enemy ... endeavoured by all means (from Hull, and other 
confederate places in the eastern parts of the kingdom) to 
form a considerable party to annoy and disturb the forces 
raised by my Lord in Lincolnshire ... where the enemy being 
drawn together in a body, fought my Lord's forces in his 
absence, and got the honour of the day near Hornby Castle 
in that county; which loss caused partly by their own 
rashness, forced my Lord to leave his design upon Hull, 
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:., and to march back with his army, to York... (40) 

The viewýthat Winceby occasioned, the end of Hull siege is a little too strong. 
That, it contributed to it, in the sense, -that 

its psychological impact must 
have,, been enormous, cannot be denied. - Further, it meant that Newcastle's 

southern flank was no longer secure, although it, has to be said that the earl 
of, Manchester showed no strong desire, to-take the. offensive in Yorkshire. In 
factli-whilst it would be hard to say whether or not the Lincolnshire Parlia- 

mentary forces and their allies were in a position to do so, by not doing so, 
the earl of Newcastle had breathing space allowed him in which to prepare to 

, take the offensive once more in his last winning campaign at the very end of 
1643. 

.. __These observations, although pertinentl tend, to take us away from the 

consideration of Winceby fight. The sources for the fight are several, of 

which, apart from the Duchess's brief reference already given, only one is 

Royalistj although important in that it came from the Royalist commander, Sir 
William Widdrington. It is also true, howeverl that the sources tend to 

confuse rather than to elucidate the issue, and it is best to give a brief 

summary of the action before examining the materials in any detail. 

Whilst Newcastle lay beforeýHull, his fellow peer the earl of Manchester, 

was besieging King's, Lynnt which capitulated on September 16th. From Kinges 
Lynn,, the Parliamentarians, marched into Lincolnshire whereq at Boston, they 

were joined by cavalry commanded respectively, by Oliver Cromwell and Sir Thomas 
Fairfax. That Manchester was not initially thinking of giving battle may be 
demonstrated by his despatch of Meldrum, and 1000 men into Hull early in 

October. 

_Manchester's apparent. intention was: toreduce'Bolingbroke Castle, a small 

. 
Royalist garrison dangerously exposed in the, east of the county, and to prevent 

-this Sir William Widdrington drew togetherla force composed of cavalry and 
dragoons with few, if any, foots sharing his command with Colonel Sir John 

Henderson out of Newark and, Colonel Sir William, Saville. The Royalist force 

consisted of some 2,500 menl, that. of,, the Parliamentarians of at least 6000. 

On October 10th Manchester's foot moved against Bolingbroke, whilst his 

cavalry commanded by Fairfax scouted towards the'west to obtain the earliest 

possible warning of any Royalist, 
, 
counter-manouevre. - 

On the 11th, Sir Thomas 
had fallen back on the main army, which concentrated around Bolingbroke, 

apparently unworried by the garrison within the castle, which must have been 

overawed. From Bolingbroke, Manchester, advanced to meet the Royalists, 

perhaps hoping to gain advantage of. terrain,. whereas in point of fact, when 
both armies came to a standstill facing each. other, both were on ridges with r 
a. valley between them. The, Royalists, having, now to rely entirely upon fast 

cavalry movement in view of the numerical superiority of their enemy, placed 
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their-dragoons in the van (perhaps dismounted) whilst Widdrington, Henderson 
and"Saville commanded each a division of the horse. After a lull, the 
dragoons of either side met in the dip in the-ground, whereupon some of the 
Royalist, 'cavalry advanced. They clashed'with Cromwell's regiment, in which 
fighting Cromwell was firstly unseated when'his horse was shot from under him, 
and'then knocked to the ground by (Major), Sir Ingram Hoptong who was killed in 
theýensuing struggle. 

Cromwell's regimentsl by dint of weight pushed their opposing cavalry 
back onto'the main body, where some confusion ensued. Henderson, in his turn 

advancingg broke the resistance of some ofý. the Parliamentarian foot, but the 
turning point of the action seems to have-been Sir,, Thomas Fairfax's charge at 
Saville's cavalry, which may have broken without resistance, although the 

matter-is not clear. Burne and Young accepted this story, but so did Mercurius 
Aulicus,, at first, only to retract it subsequentlyl as will be seen. 

Sir Thomas Fairfaxts account is lengthy and should be given first 

consideration since, as Burne and Young forcefully'argued, his action seems to 
have, tipped the balance of the battle..,, -The,, point needs stressing, in view of 
the, claims, that Cromwell was responsible for the Parliamentarian victory. 

ýThis, is, not the place for an analysis of the, respective merits of Fairfax, 
Cromwell and Manchester. Suffice it, to say, that Burne and Young cogently 

41 
argued for Sir Thomas's instrumental part in the proceedings. 

2 Sir John Henderson, according to Fairfax, had planned to intercept the 
Hull cavalry before they joined with, the 

'earl 
of Manchester's horse under 

Cromwell, but had failed to act. Fairfax claimed that Hender3on at this point 
had 5000 men at his disposal which sounds excessive, for if the total 

Parliamentary horse at Winceby as computed byBurne and Young, came to only 
116001, they can hardly have been more in,. number,, in September: Hendersonj no 
reluctant soldier, would certainly have made some attempt against so inferior 

a force. From Sir Thomas's own account, however, it does seem that Henderson 
tried'to force them to a battle but was thwarted by circumstances. 

He marched 3 or 4 days n'eare unto us, but for want of good 
Intelligence, we did not know'so much. '.. one morning he set 
upon or Guards at, Horne 

' 
Castle, wch, being but newly raised 

in yt Country, fled towards Lyncolne, wthout giving any 
Alarme. to or Quarters, who lay dispersed & secure. But Sr 
John Henderson marching slowly, wth,, h: Ls Army, gave YO Alarme 
to some of or out Quarters, wch was soone taken by all ye 
Rest, (but wth some-Disorder, '-. before we could get into any 
Considerable Body). 

Fairfax was saved by the timely. appearance of Lord Willoughby's cavalry and 
, dragoons, followed, after some skirmishingg by the main Parliamentarian army. 
Henderson under such circumstances, had noýchoice but to retire. Fairfax 
indicated that this was on the 10th of. octoberl- for he states that on the $'next 
day! 1, the dispositions were made for, the Winceby action. Thus, according to 
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Fairfax, the Royalist force at Winceby was some 5000 strong at least, which 
cannot be right, since the Royalists were virtually all horse or dragoon, and 
such a substantial body of mounted men would be out of the question for a 
subsidiary part of the earl of Newcastle's army, if Manchester with his main 
body could not field much more than 2000 men. Moreoverg Fairfax suggested 
that the Royalist commander in chief was Hendersong but this cannot have been 
so. That Widdrington was present weknow from his despatch, and we also know 
that Widdrington was commander in chief inýLincolnshirej so -that Henderson, 

out of Newark, would have come under his authority. 
Lt Gen: Cromwell had ye van; I, The Reserve of Horse. My 
Lord Manchester all ye Foot. After we had faced one 
another a little whilel ye Forlorne, Hopes began ye Fight; 
prsently ye Bodys mett in ye plaine, where-ye Fight was 
hott for halfe an hour, but yn'we forced ym to a rout. 

Fairfax gave some 200 killed and nearly 2000 prisoners, which again was 
excessive. "This was ye, Issue of-Horne Castle, (or as some call it Winsby) 
f ight". 

In the quiet of the aftermath, of battles_the. Parliamentarians heard a 
distant rumble from the guns at-Hull, ttwch was a Sally my Father made, out of 
ye Towne, upon my Lord Newcastles Trenches'!. Fairfax concluded his account 
by observing that these two defeats Winceby and Hull - kept the Royalists 

quiet for the rest of the year. That-was far from so. 
43 Vicars estimated the Royalist losses, at 2000 horses and 1000 men taken 

prisoner, which may be nearer the mark, with 35 colours. They had gone into 
battlewith the watch-word 'Cavendish' on their lips, in memory of the Royalist 

commander killed at Gainsborough. Like Cavendishl Widdrington was a victim 
of impetuosity, if the Duchess of Newcastle is to be believed. Yet it is 

hard to see what else Widdrington could do but give battle to an enemy 
dangerously close to the Royalist garrison towns in Lincolnshire. 

Widdrington had not initially been-with Henderson when Sir Thomas Fairfax 
44 landed from Hull, but had been at Gainsborough, which he left on September 

24th with 20 troops of horse. Writingýto Newcastle after the defeat45 
Widdrington described his force as'composed of three divisions, two commanded 
in person by Saville, and the thirds, made, _Up 

of_, elements of James King's horse 

and the Newark garrison. This third division was the only one to achieve 
anything, "But Saville's regiment totally runningg disordered and so put to 

ý6 
rout'6ur whole Army", MercuriUs'Au-licus, picked up the story at first but 

47, 
in December retracted it as having been a false rumour. It is not cleiLr 
whether this retraction was meant to vindicate Saville's regiment of horse, 

upon which Widdrington placed the blame, by shifting responsibility onto the 
Lincolnshire levies. Widdrington concluded his report by giving his strength 
at barely 800 men "extremely dispersed"l and Henderson trying to reorganise 
quarters for these between Newark and Gainsporough. A second letter from 
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Widdrington, which f ell into enemy hands, was intended f or Oxf ord, appealing 
ýto Henry Jermyn and Patrick Ruthven to try ýto put pressure on Lincolnshire 

48 
to the south to give the Royalists a breathing space. 

Of the contemporary tracts relating the battle, the best is An Exact 
49 Relation which alluded to Royalist entrenchments being raised at Wansfleet 

for winter quarters. Manchester's advance on Bolingbroke forced them to 

retire. 'It',, )is not clear which Royalist forces the tract was alluding to, but 

the point that is raised is quite impo'rtantl since it implies that Widdrington 

was perhaps thinking in October of merely holding his own during the winter, 
in which case, Manchester's advance would involve anew strategy. 

The earl of Manchester's main quarters were at Kirby, a mile from Boling- 

broke, with his cavalry about six miles away (under Fairfax) to watch for 

any Royalist approach. At Bolingbrokeq about 1000 men were laying siege to 

the castle and to the church, which had been fortified. When the Royalist 

forces appeared, they 

marched so fast as they were discovered but two hours 
before they came ... by which means the alarm could not be 

so speedily Given to the horse quarters of the Earl of 
Manchester, so as to get into a full body before the 
enemy was at Horneastle. Yet. such was the, vigilance and 
in dustry of the Earl, that he went from his own quarters 
towards Horncastle upon the first alarm,., and got many of 
his horse into a body at Horncastleýtownls end. 

This seems to be an account of events on October 10th, for which day Sir Thomas 

Fairfax has little to say. 

Manchester kept his gr. ound at Horncastle. for. some time, but then fell 

back towards Kirby to await the arrivalof all his horse. Two troops of these 

coming from the direction of Lincoln collided,, with three bodies of Widdringtons 

horse near Horncastle, and had to fight their way., through to the rendezvous 

, with Manchester. On the 11th, when the-earl drew his army up at Bolingbroke 

and prior to his advance to give-battle', 'tlie'tract implies that he had also 

made ample provision for retreat: 
drew all his horse and'f'oot into battalions upon 
Bullingbroke Hill, having a very safe, place of retreat 
into Holland... 

The rest of this tract agrees in detail with the Fairfax version. 

Before the 20th, Lincoln, was again, in Parliamentarian control and the 
s 'Royalists were falling back ona wide-front,,, converging on Newark. Looking 

at the general consequences of the march into Lincolnshire, and the siege of 

Hulls the impression cannot be_aioided. that_it had all been to no purpose. 
It cannot be said that any, great strategical gain was at the end of the 

manouevre. Lincolnshire in August had simply been swept through by the earl 

of Newcastle, not properly dominated: the siege of Hull, as has been said, 

was doomed so long as Parliament controlled the sea and could thus ferry men 
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and supplies int-o the besieged town. There-is something ominously familiar 
about the sequence of events. After Seacroft, the earl of Newcastle was left 
with it all to do again in consequence ý of - the Wakef ield def eat , and the 
failure to take Leeds. In October, as a result', of failing to pursue a single 
strategic plan, the earl was back where he - had ý started ý from, at York, although 
admittedly, the vast area of the West Riding was, still under his control. 
Once again, he demonstrated remarkable powers of recovery, ant- energy and a 
determination that, if employed to better purpose, and if not influenced quite 
so'mUch by James King's caution, -might. 

have achievedereat things. That is 
the, kernel of the Royalist tragedyin the north: -this 

fine army was beaten, 

not-in'the field with an outright Parliamentary. victory, but in the councils 
of its high command. 

Lancashire Interlude: The Fight for Thurland Castle. 

Whilst the siege of Hull dragged on; Lancashire'l. which had enjoyed some 

calm since June, erupted again near its border, with Westmorland, where some of 
the Cumbrian forces adopted almost an offensive posture. 

"w 

-, 
The single beat source for the events we are concerned with, is a letter 

Mercurius Aulicus adds little, from Alexander Rigby to Speaker LenthallF 51 

but the memoir of Thomas Parker" High Constable of'rurnessq and a Royalist I 
52 

sympathiser, supplements Rigby. 

Sometime at the end of. June, or in early, July, Colonel Sir John Gerlington 

who_had been High Sheriff in 1642 and was one of Derby's leading cavalry 

commandersq reoccupied his castle of Thurland., 

he began to plunder the Countreyl and commit Robberies 
and Murthers, and thereupon for the suppression of him 

and his adherents, I repaired. thitherg, and after seven 
weeks straight siege'-of, the, Castle it was delivered to 
me to be demolished, upon. agreement-to, suffer him and 
all his in the Castle-to, -passe away with their lives... 

The' siege was begun by Rigby in'early'AugustýV_, 

During most part of the siege the-;, greatest, part of the 
Forces of Westmerland, lay within our view, and daily 
threatened us, but-God confined them to'their own 
County, and every day, more,, and more-inclined the hearts 
of the Commons of Westmerland to decline any. attempt upon 
us, though we then lay'in an Out'angle of our County, far 
from Supplies, andýwhilest these things, were in suspense 
a Design was set on, foot, by, all the Malignant Gentry of 
Westmorland and Cumberland and by Roger Kirby and Alex. 
Rigby of the Burghe, two Lancashire men, to raise all the 
forces of Cartmell'and Furness part of Lancashire, to 
joyn with Cumberland_and, Westmerland,. to surprise Lancaster 
and Hornby Castles, and to assault us on all sides, and to 
raise our siege, and then', to, proceed further into Lancaahire 
and as upon credible-information I beleive to joyn with 
Lathom, House... 
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If Rigbyllsý information is tcrediblet, then whatever else the Royalistgentry 
in, northern Lancashire may have lacked, it was not. imagination. Unfortunately 
for suchýa campaign, it would have been necessary to rely heavily upon the 
Cumbrian -forces, at least at the first. - , Cartmel, and Furness were sound 
Catholic areas, but their population was sparsef and could offer few recruits. 
The main Furness regiment, that of Colonel Sir John Preston, was probably now 
with the main Yorkshire army. 

Rigby noted a march of Cumberland forces into Furness, which he estimated 

atA600 men. Thomas Parker numbered them. at 1500, but of these - all foot - 
only 200 were musketeers and theýrest Clubmen. The Royalist commanders were 
Colonel Sir William Huddleston ofýMillom and, Colonel William Pennington. 

Rigbyl stated that these forces intended'to march from Furness into Cartmel, 

there to be reinforced. 
in their way they tooke and imprisoned divers of the best 
affected , and caused the rest of them to fly out of the 
Country, who posting to us, I forthwith took 500 foot, 2 
Drakes, and 3 small Troops of Horse, parcell of my forces 
at Thurland, and with them in one day I marched almost 30 
miles, over mountains, and thro Sea sands and waters... 

11the, more discoursed off', wrote Bulstrode Whitelockq "because Rigby was a 
lawyerf, 54 

- 

Parker reckoned Rigbyts force at seven or eight foot companies, and three 
troops of horse. The similarity between the two sources stresses accuracyl a 

-refreshing aspect of contemporary sources. Parkerg however, made the signal 
observation that Rigby's foot were all of them musketeers, with only a score 
of pikemen. Such a notable firepower must be held to have outweighed any 

numerical inferiority on the part of the Parliamentarians. 

On the Lord's Day 

we found the Enemy in the Fieldl, standing with a body of Horse 
and another of foot'in a posture to receive us, upon a ground 
chosen for their own advantage; lý, and, when we were within half 
a mile of them, we committed ourselves to God's protection, 
and began our work with publike prayers... 

Whereupon, Rigby ordered a charge., -'His-'forces set on with such resolution 
', 'as I might have ... deemed that they had made, hast to have saluted their friends 
tI han'to have encountered their en , emies The re ligious intensity of the 
Lancashire war cannot have been better exemplified than by the respective 
watch-words of the two armies at least as Rigby noted them: 'God with us' 
marching against 'In with Queen Marylt,, 

Parker noted that the Royalists. 'appeared on the field on September 31sti 

rested at Ulverston, and on October 1st heardýprayers on SwarVmoor before 

marching towards Lyndale Close, - where Ahe battle was to be fought. The horse 
took up position on Lyndau. cotte,, the foot along the Close, during which time 
the Parliamentarians taunted them with shouts. Parker makes the telling 
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remark that for half an hour or so the Royalist foot were arming themselves, 

which can only mean that their weapons were brought up on carts. This does 

, not soundas if the Royalist commanders expected to have to fight so soon, 
strengthening the claims of Rigby to have performed some prodigious marching 
in order to confront the enemy. 

According to Rigby, the Royalist cavalry dispersed without a shot, but 
Parker is silent - the silencel pqrhapst of shame. The infantryg few of them 

use4, to service, threw away their weapons and fled. 

they all trusted to their feet then to their hands; they 
threw away their arms and colours, deserted their Magazin 
drawn by 8 oxen, and were totally routed in one quarter of 
an hour's time; our horse slew some few of them in the 
pursuit and drove many of, them into the sea; We took their 
Colonel Huddleston of Millamt 2 Captains and an Ensign, and 
about 406 Prisoners, 6 Foot Colours and one horse Colour, 
and their Magazin, and-some horses and more Arms than men; 
and all this without the losse, of any one man of ours; we 
had only one man hurt by the Enemy and only another hurt by 
himselfe with his own Pistoll, but neither mortally. 

It cannot be said that Rigby had saved-Lancashire from another period of 

warfare, since it is impossible to say what, might have befallen the Royalist 

attempt had it managed to penetrate to L-ýncast ýr or beyond. Indeed, we have 

only Rigby's word as to what was intended. ' Yet it would be unreasonable to 
limit Rigby's victory to some small local success; the implications for 

Lancashire were wide. 

The triumphant army returned to the s iege of Thurland, "except one Troop 

Of horse and one foot Company" left in'the Lyndale area-At Thurland, the siege 
went on, uninterrupted by what Rigby claimed were Cumbrian forces treble his 

own'in number, stationed at Kirby Lonsdale After a day or two, Sir Philip 

Musgrave came to confer with Rigby,, and the'outcome was that the garrison 

marched away unmolested, the castle being left to Rigby. 
fThurlang agreed to býe rendered unto me to be demolished, 
which is accordingly done, and though I endeavoured to have 
preserved all the combustible materials therein from fire, 
yet I could not therein prevaile with the common Souldiers 
wl ithout great displeasure. - 

Victory or not - perhaps, in a way, because of it - Rigby like many a 
Lancashire Parliamentarian officer,, suffered still from wilful rank and file. 

Rigby concldded his report with a. request for financial reimbursement 

of the expenses involved in demolishing. Thurland, and added that he desired 

his prisoners Colonel Huddlestonýe, 'be removed from Lancashire. 

Colonel Huddlestone (who yet hath-a Regiment in Yorkshire 
in or near Halifax) is as-I, heare Serjeant Major General 
of Cumberland, and the most considerable man in Cumberland 
and our next neighbour to Lancashire, and one whomq without 
further danger to the peace of"the Countie, I cannot conceive 
can be kept Prisoner here, 

-I 
have therefore presumed to send 

him unto you... 
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Huddlestone could claim no such inflated title as Rigby gave him, unless it 
was'purely in the context of Musgrave's command, since it is evident that 
Musgrave himself bore, at that timet no other title than that of Colonel even 
though he performed the duties of commander for the two counties. 

-It must be remembered, however, 
'that 

for the Royalists at Lyndale it was 
their first service of the war* The Parliamentarians, on the other hand, 
had experienced the severe fighting of the spring, which gave them a natural 
advantage. 

From November until the early part of January of the following year, the 

earl of Newcastle was continually on the offensive. He had been unable to 
tak4 advantage of the Thurland incident, which was, from that point of view, 
badly timed, although when Gerlington reoccupied his home, it had been in the 

wake of Adwalton when an invasion of Lancashire was clearly felt to be on the 

cards. " From October 1643, the'earl of Newcastle was not to enjoy the clear 
run which his victories in June and July had given him, and his autumn and 
winter'campaigning can be seen as no more substantial than punitive forays on 
a'large scale. Moreovert the dam had broken in the West Ridingq and from the 

mid part of October until well into December, ''there was considerable skirmish- 
ing between Lancashire forces allied to local Parliamentarian irregulars, and 
Sir Francis Mackworth's men still holding the area. 

on or around October 17th a force-'of Parliame - ntarians, having mustered 
at Rochdale, marched to Heptonstall near Halifax, about 800 strong, of which 
number the vast majority were irregulars. ' This force occupied Sowerby on the 

'215tt'-and two'days later stormed a local'garrison at Hollins Hall in Warley 

where$ after a stiff fight, -they took the garriS'on of143 men prisoner. Sir 
Francis Mackworth set off on November, 1st to, force the enemy back into Lanca- 

shires and came to Heptonstall, intending to come upon. the town from the 
heights about it. Even while marching-into position, the Royalists were set 

55 upon and routed, leaving 40 prisoners behind them. Encouraged by this success 
the Parliamentary raiders tried to carry the fighting closer to Wakefield, with 

'the-support of some Lancashire regular cavalry. 

Commissary General Windham had, place. d a companylof foot in position to 
watch the road along which the enemy were to march. This company of regular 
soldiers took the full brunt of the enemy attack, outnumbered about six to one. 

At first it was handsomely disputed on both sides, the 
Commissaries one company of Musketteirs stoutly defendind 
their Passage against above 600 Rebels, and afterwards sent' 
the Commissary word what danger they were in, upon which 
advertisement he came in to their reliefe with two Troops 
of Horse... (56) 

With'Windham at their head, the Royalist cavalry charged the enemy force and 
"in, 

'a 
short space hee totally routed them", killing about 100 on the field, 
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taking 70 prisoners and some 300 arms- Thus, for a time, the danger to the 
West, Riding was averted. 

ý-Whilst this was going on, the earl of Newcastle and the bulk of the army 
had left'York for Pontefract and from there, had marched down into Derbyshire. 
The two best sources, indeedq the only detailed -sources now extantq are 

57, Royalist. - One, that of the Duchess, --is well "supplemented by a tract, A True 
58 Z Derby Relation of the Passages of the Army ... 

fin -shire, whilst other 
incidental documentation indicates that,, this. waa a: serious threat to the 

Parliamentary party in Derbyshire and elsewhere, particularly Cheshire. 

, Sir William Brereton in Cheshire was certainly taken aback by what he 
described as heavy Royalist pressure building,, up, in Derbyshire. In a 'letter 

to Speaker-Lenthall, he estimated-that some 3000 foot from Westmorland would 
soon be-marching south, whilst in, Halifax some 30 infantry companies were 

reportedP ý--Ia fact, although the earl was yet again storming his way forward, 
the Policy for Derbyshire, was very. much. akin, to'that employed in Lincolnshire 
in August: the raising of local regiments-with, which to maintain whatever 

ground was won. There was a shortage of'armsl' however, and the earl, still 
60 in Derbyshire on December 8thwith'a'Com'misbion, of Oyer and Terminer, was 
61 

writing desperately to Yorkshire for'equipment for his'new regiments. 

, -__As 
for Westmorland, whatever Brereton may have heard was very far from 

the truth. 
_ 

Sir Philip. Musgrave, whose complaints have already been considered 
on, other occasions, was experiencing his usual problems. It is clear that 

orders had certainly gone from either Yorkshire or from'the earl in Derbyshire 
fora mustering of reinforcements, ' but that was as'far as the matter went. 

I am verie much afflicted that I am, forced to trouble you 
still with the divisions in this-Countie but my dutie to 
his Matie and those authorisedby him,, inforceth me to 
informe you that since'my comeing, hither I-sent my warrant 
to Penrith for a generall muster, 'but-Sr. Henry Fletcher 
haveing a Civill Letr, sent from me to, give him notice of 
yor order; and that if'he pleased he might be present 
to see my proceedings which should, be equall and just, I 
received a Letr, from him which I will give noe opinion 
off... (62) 

Fletcher, had ordered his own Lt. Colonel, -, to disband the muster and to prevent 
m-en from appearing at Penrith as Musgrave hadýrequired. Fletcher was said 
to-have threatened anyonewho appeared, and Musgrave observed 

this is not the first tyme I have bene-disobayed by this 
Gentleman-in iust comandsl, and1herefore Least the like 
may happen when it may prove, of, much greater disadvantage 
to his Maties affairsj_ýI. do appeale: to yorselfe and desire 
a hearinge of the whole. business before you in a Counsell 
of Warr... 

Although it is not evident to whom, 'this letter was addressed, it is a likely 

guess that the recipient was Colonel Sir Thomas,, Glemham, who seems to have 

acted as Newcastle's liaison officer with'the Cumbrian Royalists on other 
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occasions. Musgrave alluded to the,, recipient, as being in Newcastle upon Tyneq 
and Glemham does appear to have been there, ýatýthe latest in December, having 
relinquished the governorship of York to Colonel Sir, William Saville at some 
time-in the weeks after Hull siege. 

"''If-Musgrave did not feelgas late as December 1643, that his ability to 
raise man was crucial to the King's'causeq as he''impliedt then this can only 
serve'to"show that the Cumbrian gentry were, indeedg quite out of touch with 

, realitie Is both to the south and, particularly, "to the north for the prospect 
of, Scottish-invasion was strong. -Glemham'had no reason to be in Northumber- 
land_unlessýhe were preparing militarily for the'invasion. 

But, these aspects of the closing, weeks-of 1643 ought not to take away 
from, the earl of Newcastle the very real success., which he enjoyed in his last 

offensive campaign. The Duchess: 
ZMy Lorg7 receiving, intelligence that. the enemy was got into 
Derbyshire, and did grow numerous'thereg'and busy in seducing 

"4-the people, that-country being under my, Lord's command, he 
resolved to direct his, March thither in the beginning of 
November 1643, to suppress their'further growth... 

The 'enemy' newly come into Derbyshire was none other than Sir Thomas Fairfax, 

whol, fresh from Winceby and the capture of Lincoln, had, according to a True 
Relation, ýmarched to Chesterfield and was there in contact, presumablyl with 
Brereton, in Cheshire, with the'Lancashire commanders, ýand with Sir John Gell 
the'governor of Derby. 

As will be seen,. Fairfax was'swept away from Chesterfield by the earl's 

. app roach, who in his turn-occupied'that'town and quartered his army around 
it 

During the time of my Lord's stay at Chesterfield ... he 
ordered some part of his, army to march before a strong 
house and garrison of the enemy's, called Wingfield Manor, 

in a short time they took., by, storm. - 
Wingfield, like Cawood in Yorkshire, ý. was certainly. heavily defended with all 
the 

- 
best principles of a fortified manor house. The walls were some 15 feet 

63 high and 10 feet thick. 

-A True Relation of the Passages, of, t he-Army goes into much more detail, 

and was probably written by a senior officer--on'Neweastle's staff. Having 
noted Fairfax's appearance at Chesterfieldl. -I 

a part of our horse marched near unto them and beat in their 
scouts, and a, troop of, 'their, horse, ' and showed themselves upon 
a hill within the view of the town a little before sunset, 
where they remained-till it'grew dark; ' ýthen the soldiers set 
the whins and gorse ondfire, upon'that hill, which gave them 
such an alarm in the, town, that Sir Thomas Fairfax presently 
called to horset and about twelve'o'clo I ck in the night they 
quit ... that ... town and in: great disorder. away they fled to 
Nottingham without 

- 
any'stayt. having lost many of, their men, 

most of which are-now-our prisoners. 
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It is'interesting to note that Sir Thomas Fairfax himself made no mention at 

all, of the Chesterfield business. Consequently his biographer, Markham (and, 
1 ýIj A 
later, M. A. Gibb) similarly overlooked it, the consequence of regarding what 

-0 ý Fairfax wrote as sacrosanct and not to be subjected to even a modicum of 

,, scholarly scrutiny. Fairfax's lapses of memory and distortions, at least 
ýiI 
1ýwhere his. memoir dealt with the northern campaigns, have been remarked upon 
beforel. but the matter assumes importance again, for there is an entire 

episode missing between Winceby and his excursion into Cheshire in December 

and January 1643/4. This may be the place to observe that it is about time 

Sir, Thomas was subjected to the scrutiny of an objective biographer, for whilst 

his career is in a sense peripheral to the subject matter of this study, the 

anomalies are often so glaring as to make"it impossible to ignore them. 

Markham's biography of Fairfax has influenced the military history of the civil 

war to no little extent: his paragon of virtue,, the product of Parliamentarian 

propaganda, which Markham merely added to, was not-the-honest, utterly unselfish 

homely figure'he is represented to hav, e be, ýn., ' ý' It'is not a question of going 

to pains to discredit Fairfax: -it is a question of clearing up the mythology 

to do justice to Fairfax's opponents and, consequently, to the man himsolf. 

He ignored those things that reflected badly upon himg and the Chesterfield 

incident is a good example of this. 

, )--, It is easy to suggest that the. forces which chased Fairfax out of the 

town, in fact had to deal only with a portion of his cavalry under an inferior 

officer. ý However, Fairfax is cited by name in the Royalist account, and that 

account was clearly written by aýserving officer on campaign. He could have 

known, from the prisoners takenj-ifýhe, had not, known before, of Fairfax being 

present in Chesterfield. The defeated commander-fled to Nottingham and then 

prepared to go into winter quarters. --. 
Having occupied Chesterfield$ the earl sent forces against the village of 

Alfreton, 14 miles north east of'Derbyl' I where a Parliamentary garrison hold 

the church and the manor house, 

against which we sent, two, hundred musquetiers, who fell upon 
the church and took it by_assault (without any loss on our 
part), and about twenty, men'in'itl together with their arms; 
whereupon the house and, arms were surrendered with this 
condition, that they might march away-to their own houses, 
making first protestation never'again to bear arms against 
his Majesty. 

It is, curious to note that at Alfreton, as at-Chesterfield, the earl seems to 

have dispensed with the practice of the summoni I ng of garrisons, since no 

allusion to any summons is made. The conditions agreed to at Alfreton may 
have been the result of an offer from the garrison and not from the attackers. 
The, c 

' 
onditions themselves were typical of many such laid down throughout 

England by either side, sincethere were few facilities for guarding prisoners 

on campaign. How far the men kept, their paroles is hard to say. 
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Colonel Gamaliel Dudley, Major. General of the earl's Dragoonsq marched 
towards the Peak District in response to troop movements by the enemy. At 
Ashford "he encountered with at least five hundred foot and three troops of 
horse". These he charged and eventually routedg killing some and taking 20 
prisoners before darkness ended the pursuit. 

Fighting was now general and heavy, Newcastle having carried the war once 
again, to the enemy. Many local skirmishes, have long been forgotteng and 
those recounted in the Royalist tract must be only, the more significant. 
Chronology is again a problem. Mercurius Aulicus published details of a 
fight on the Yorkshire/Derbyshire border which, may have occurred late in 
October, as part of Mackworth's manouevres against. incursions from Lancashire 

which, could also have been intended to assist Newcastle's campaigns to the 

south. 

about two thousand Foot of the Manchester Rebels, going to 
joyne with their good Earle the Lord Kimboltonq were met at 
a place called Woodhead in Derbyshire... by 400, of the 
Marquess of Newcastle's horseg-under the command of Sir 
Brancis Mackworth, who so bravely charged this great body, 
that he totally routed them, killed'2 or, 300 in the place, 

% took divers prisoners. (64) 
A general plan of campaign. emerges from these reports, and from further 

considerations of the tract. Whilst the main, army, commanded in person by 
Newcastlej drove into Derbyshire triumphantlyg from the West Riding Mackworth 

and Windham were harrying the Parliamentary forces in the neighbouring 
counties whenever they made a ho'stile-display. The successful execution of 
this two-pronged campaign tends to' look as if the earl had finally intended to 
try to isolate Lancashire, if it might be done, and particularly if the rumour 
of a Westmorland advance, mentioned"by Breretong had any sound basis in 

reality; as it seems that it did. If this was, indeed, a recognisable and 
well planned campaign of strategic, importanceg- rather than merely a punitive 
foray suggested earlier, whatever'happened to-it? 

The Parliamentarian resistance'wis broken with ease. Nowhere could the 
enemy make a stand, and everywhere they fought briefly or not at all. It was 
like the aftermath of Adwalton all over again", '3. t was similar to the enemy 
collapse in Lincolnshire in August. ---To credit the local Parliamentarian 

commanders with anything like a sophisticated policy, of evading action would 
be to detract from the sheer impact-of the northern Royalist army. Yet, with 
everything apparently in his favour, something-induced Newcastle to stop short 
once more of achieving a singular triumph. 

It has been said that eventswere similar to those in Lincolnshire, and 
this not only in terms of victories. - As in Lincolnshire, to quote the 
Duchess 

when my Lord had'raised in that county as many forces, horse 
and foot, as were supposed to be sufficient to preserve it 
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from the fury of the enemy, he, armed, them, Zwith. dif f iculty7 

-and, 
constituted Lord Loughborough7 Commander in chief of 

all the forces of that county and of Leicestershire; and so 

ý, leaving it in that condition, marcheds, in December Zto 

Welbeck in Nottinghamshire7-, 
The obvious 

, answer is that the imminence of the Scottish invasion forced 

Newcastle to look to his rear-again, as the raiding from Hull had drawn him 

There is evidence to indicate, as will appear, that back from Lincolnshire. 
Newcastle was not personally -convinced, of-, the coming Scottish incursion until 

virtually on the eve of it. - The'impression'is thatt as in Lincolnshire, 

the offensive had lost momentum before other, events caused a new direction to 

be. taken. The caution crit 
I icised - 

earlier 
I 
must be . 

again to blame, the need to 

beJully confident that conquered territor'y-would remain passive whilst the 

successful army moved on. Great generals are not made by such excessive 
caution, nor are great things ever achieved by, constant attention to the 

minutiae of administration in conquered territo , ry, 
I 
exemplified by Newcastlets 

pr 
-e, 

sence on a Commission of Oyer*and Terminer I in early December. By mid 
November he had been on the ver ge of aI classic I success; it can only be that 
the'fear"of failure with its inherent ignominy served to rob the Royalist army 
of that success. The man who prefe'rred'e'xile' to'duty after Marston Moor was, 
unhappily, : Just the type of man'who"would have feared to run a great risks and 
with' . James King to support, the'caution, the I course seems to have been 
inevitable. 

Such a point can be laboured indefinitely to the limits of tedium. Yet 
in-the'context of the north, it has to'be stressed, since the figure of Sir 
Thomas Fairfax and his attendant myth"looms so'large across the years 1642/3. 
This Point has been made, but it'emphasises the view of the northern Royalist 

army- as bedevilled by caution. ' 

To return to A True Relation, whilst Gamaliel Dudley was winning his 

victory at Ashford, in the West Riding Commissary General Windham was again on 
the move, working this time in conjunction-with the garrison of Skipton, 
against a local insurrection., 

Commissary Windham going out'with a-party of horse and dragoons 
into Craven, was-there encountered by some rebels, which he 
presently, forced into a house (belonging to ZC-olone27 Sir William 
Saville)'called'AiretonýHall, "*where though he had some few men 
hurt, and himself shot through the shoulder' 

, 
(not without good 

hopes of recovery), 'yet"continuing'their-assault, they took the 
house and sixty men in it, (together'with all their arms), whom 
now they have prisoners in'the Earl"of Cumberland's castle in 
Skipton. 

_On 
November 27th Gamaliel Dudley, who , was attending the Commissioners of 

Array at Bakewell whilst they there levied forces$ made a punitive expedition 
to Hartington near the Staffordshire. border. Advised of his approach, the 
enemy there formed themselves into"battle order before the village, some 2000 
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strong, . 
"and with a hideous noise, proclaimed the expectation they had of a 

sudden . victory". Dudley, leaving a, small reserve in hand, did not form a 
battle, 

-order, as might have been, expected, but, with his cavalry in a single 
body, attacked the waiting Parliamentarians. 

with his horse he beat quite through their rear of foot into 
the midst of their horse, and forced them to a disorderly 
retreat; and not willing to give them time to recollect, he 
pursued and slew above one hundred of them upon the place, 
following the chase into Staffordshire near five miles 
together (almost to Leek), and doing sharp execution all the 
way. 

Behind-, himg his infantry- had broken their, opponents, some 300 of whom retreated 
into.. Hartington church which had earlier, been prepared with barricades. The 

Royalist foot broke down one of the church doorst forced an entry at push of 

pike and soon had "taken and slain every man of them". Three officers, 10 

foot colours and a horse colour fell into the hands of infantry. 

'It is,, a pity that so few sources remain concerning the exploits of 
individual Royalist officers of field command rank. Gamaliel Dudley appears 

onlyoncemore by name after thes ,e Derbyshire campaignsq in the heavy fighting 

-against 
the Scots in early 1644. He, seems to, have had all the panache of the 

great Royalist cavalry leaders - men like Rupert, Langdale and Lucas - andq as 

'in 
this case at Hartington, a fine sense of timing and improvisation. 

Whilst Dudley's men rested in the,. village, they were warned of the 

approach of some 300 cavalry, sent, by, Gell, out of Derby who had intended to 

reinforce the Hartington muster. ý, -Gell! sý; men fell, back on their garrison 

without: a shot. In the nightg-therRoyalists,, returned to Bakewell, where 
Dudley, reported five men hurt, including Lt. Colonel ZG-eorge, 7 Preston (probably 

of, Colonel Sir John Preston's Furness cavalry). George Preston, like Sir John 

', was a Recusant. Therevere no deaths to, report. Two days later, inthe wake 

of,, Dudley's victoryq Chatsworth House was yielded with a garrison of 300 men 

quite voluntarily, no summons apparently. having been sent. 

t -By mid December that, more or. less* was that. The Duchess reported that 

the, army marched away from Chesterfieldýto. Bolsover, and so to Welbeck, the 

earl's residence in Nottinghamshire: 
to his own house and garrison, in which parts he stayed 
some time, both to refresh his army and to settle and 
reform some disorders he-'found"there, -leaving no visible 

'enemy 
behind him'in Derbyshire,, save only an inconsiderable 

party in the town of Derby... not worth the labour to reduce 

There is no evidence that Newcastle, ever,, -intended to make an attempt on Derby, 

and Gell, as cautious as his 'adversary but less efficient, was probably glad 

of ite 

Welbeck, Newcastle (since October elevated to the rank of Marquess 
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as a, reward and, probably, as an inducement, from a grateful monarch), 
endeavoured to bring about the capitulation of Nottingham. It has to be said, 
that- it was not done in any earnest way, but rather it would seem, as a token 

gesture in view of the town's proximity. -Two of Newcastle's colonels, Sir 
Richard Dacre and Sir Marmaduke Langdale, who were quartered with their forces 

at Watnall and West Hallam respectively, were instrumental in the overtures 
made to'the Parliamentarian governor, John Hutchinsoný-5 The correspondence 
thatýwas exchanged was given extensively by Firth in his edition of the 

Hutchinson biography ý6 
Hut'chinsonwasl'as Alfred Wood observedl certainly 

under I pressure, virtually surrounded by', Royalist forces which quartered free 

of interference by the #successful' enemy troops controlling Lincolnshire. 

Newcastle chose Dacre to be his-emissary to governor Hutchinson, since 
Dacre'was a close friend of theýgovernorls brother George, as Mrs. Hutchinson 

noted: 
Ziýe -Colonel 

.7 
had been a familiar acquaintance of Lieutenant 

Hutchinson's when he was in the north, and they loved each 
other as well as if they had been brothers. (67) 

In' conddering the events which we're to"follow', "-it has'always been assumed that 
there was absolutely no connivance between George Hutchinson and Dacre, but 
that Dacre made offers for the surrenderýof the'town which were rejected by 

everyone who received them. Thisl however, does depend on interpretation of 
t he 'evidence 

which is, unfo'r'tunat'e`ly'_, nearly all - Parliamentarian in sympathy, 
and recorded by Mrs. Hutchinson in her spirited apology for her husband's part 
in the civil war. Fortunately', we have to some'extent broken with the view 
of staunch Republican figures as being paragons of all the English virtues. 

John Hutchinson was opposed-to a meeting with Dacre, since he no doubt 

felt that it would betray a want ofresolution on his part, but the committee 

and his'brother George favoured'it, so' that the'governor was obliged to send 
permission for Dacre to enter the towný. He did not fail to put on a show of 
force'for the colonel's benefit. Whilst the governor remained in the castle, 
his'brother went down into the streets and greeted Dacre, who had left his 

officers of tho escort at a convenient'distance. The two friends fell into 

conversationt and certain remarks were made which, as given by'Mrs. Hutchinson, 

sound hardly credible: 
fDacre7 said that if he could but be-convinced that the king 
first entertained papists into his army, and that the 
parliament had none in theirs, he, would never fight more on 
his side. The lieutenant-colonel then told him he should 
easily be able to do that. -. 'Welll,, said Dacre, 'you and I 
must have some discourse'in'p'rivatet'and I shall be glad if 
you can satisfy, me in that'. 

For. 'Dacre not to have been aware that-manyýof his fellow commanders were either 
overtly or secretly Catholict-is, beyond belief. If Mrs. Hutchinson had the 

remarks at second-hand, the account may'have been garbled: it is far more 
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likely that George taxed his friend with the old #papist army' propaganda, and 
that Dacre asked in return whether Parliament's army was so free from Catholic 
involvement. The point isq that such a conversation would fit better into 

the context of Dacre's endeavours to winw-Hutchinson over to the King's party, 
which the whole business was about anyway. , It is unlikely that Dacre would 

. 
have suggested his own uncertainty as to his role in the war (supposing that 
he entertained any doubts), since he would have lost by so doing whatever 

psychological advantage he may have had: it. is quite beyond credibility that 

the Marquess would have employed Dacre if the latter had been at all question- 

abl e. The important passage must be 
: 

Dacr 
" 
o's sugges tion that he and George 

retire to some secluded place to continue their talk. 

., 
During this period, Mrs. Hutchinson does not convey the impression that 

George was adamantly opposed to listening. to what Dacre had to say. At his 

friend's. -request, George sent. some men. to bring his friend's escort Into tile 

town. Their appearance created a considerable furore amongst the townspeople 

quite out of proportion to the Royalistlnumbersl, and which suggests strongly 

, 
that rumour of capitulation was, rife, in the town-at the time. 

the town rose in an uproar, -'and', came to-the governor with a 
high complaint, that I know not how many cavaliers were come 
into the town, and rode up and down armed, threatening the 

people to their great terror., 

If Mrs. Hutchinson was right in whýt-she wrotel then by implication George 

Hutchinson must also have been complained of in allowing them entry. Such 

criticism of George, imputing'motives to him, by, a logical step, would tend to 

tar-the governor himself with the same brush, hence John's reaction. 

This the governorthinking to be, truel was vexed at it, 

and sent down an angry letterýto his brother, requiring 
him to send up the men that, came last into the town. 

The governor would have to react strongly, ýof necessity, in such circumstances 

even, if it meant humiliating. his, brother in front-of Dacre and his escort. 

The. point is not that John Hutchinson was really contemplating surrender - 
his. entire career would tell againstýsuch an, assertion - but that George 

either. -was, or was believed to be,,, thinking of, it as a possibility. This 

would explain the nature of his conversation, with Dacre as it can be deduced; 

it would also explain the governorls-actionsýwhen confronted by a deputation 

Ofýtownsmen, for his relations with them would never be particularly noted for 

warmth, 

Dacre, when the letter came ' 
to. George, asked,, that his officers be sent 

back outside the town, and that-he-, -himself would go up to the castle to answer 
for them. Astonishingly, George agreed, to, let the Royalists leave the towng 

directly disobeying his brotherg which may or may not have been a fit of 

pique. Dacre left with them, and. at his departure extended an invitation, 

which was accepted, that George dine with him in his regiment's quarters in a 
day or so, 
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%, George Hutchinson confronted his brother, "taking it something unkindly 
that. his brother should write such a letter to him, and worse, that others 

should have suspicion of him". In, a grand gesture, George was able to make 
known the invitation to dinner, and then to say that he would not now take up 
the invitation, and wrote a polite -letter, to Dacre to that ef f ect. Governor 
Hýtchinson also wrote to Dacre inviting him back, to the castle and apologising 
for the incidents that had occurred. 

Sir Richard in his turn wrote to another'officer in the garrison, Captain 
POý11ý1 -_. II-Iý. 2,68 

u, ton, who was not native to Nottinghamshire' apparentlyg which may be 

significant. In this letter, he urged Poulton to persuade George to dine 

with him a few days later, and to bring the governor with them if they could. 
We, do. not know what John Hutchinson's reaction was, but his wife stated that 

the committee in Nottingham were in*'favour of George going, and that George 

refused to do so. In the end, Poulton went alone. 

'Captain 
Poulton only went to"excuse it, and two ... officers 

i7; 'with charge''if they could, were sent along with Zhim 

.,., 
to find out how the enemy lay..,, When Captain Poulton came, 
the colonel entertained'him very kindly, and expressed a 
great deal of trouble that the'lieutenant-colonel was not 
come, and took him aside... 

Poulton's associations within Nottingham are not known; whether he was one of 
George Hutchinson's friends, or connected, with. the town-committee, is a 

mystery.., The two officers who went with, him. 11to find out how the enemy lay's 

may, well have had another purpose,, to watch Poulton, but that is to carry 

speculation a little far. Colonel Dacre, feeling that chances to convey 
Newcastle's offer to the governor, and his brother were getting fewer, took 

Poulton to one side and told him that if the-governor would yield, he should 
hav e-Z109000 in money and a peerage to make him "the best lord in the country" 
(by, which we should perhaps understand 'county'). For delivering up the 

b, ridges and worksq George would have'Z3000'and a command in the Marquess's 

army. Poulton was offered; Z2000 if he would secure the compliance of the 

Hutchinson's. According to Mrs. Hutchinson, Poulton refused to have anything 
to do with the scheme, even when'-Dacre', showed him a warrant signed, or so it 

was said, by Newcastle himselfg authorising Dacre to make "large promises". 
Poulton at length agreed to the prop'osal"that, he*, should pass the offer on, and 

,, ýreturned to Nottingham. There, the"Hutchinsonst-reaction was to inform the 

committee, and thereupon, to write"a disdainful letter refusing the offers. 

ýIn the meantime, Dacre'had, been ordered-elsewhere, and the letters 

declining the offers were delivered instead-to Sir Marmaduke Langdale, who 

opened them and read them, an ,d from his'reaction, was unaware of what had 

gone before. 

", -The details as recounted by Mrs. Hutchinson were those which her husband 
had 

made known to the committee by letter, which was given by Firth. To 
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Colonel Dacre, the eovernor returned a very high-minded reply: 
Your propositions ... were so unworthy of a gentleman, so 
wicked, and base, that once I thought'in contempt and 
scorn to have forgotten them; yet lest my silence 
receive too favourable an interpretation from you, know 
and tell your general that set you on this brave employ- 
ment, that I abhor the thought of treason to my country, 
though I might thereby grow as great for wickedness as 
he. 

This was unfair to Newcastle, of course, since there is no evidence that the 
Marquess had authorised the exact nature of the "large promises" which, at 
least according to Poulton, he had given Dacre warrant to make. Nor is the 

matter so clear cut, for whilst the size of the offer made to John Hutchinson 

might be said, at the time, to have thrown his disdain for it into high 

relief, the fact of the matter is that we do not know precisely what was said 
between Dacre and Poulton. Nottingham cannot have been so strategically 
important to the Marquessq that he would have sanctioned an offer to make a 
man'like Hutchinson into a greater peer than himself. If it was so important, 

armed force would have been employed against it. In December 1643 it was an 
isolated, panicking town which the Marquess idly thought of reducing without 
bloodshed. Nothing more. Whether Dac re eve r mad e such offers as Poulton 

claimed, we can never hope to know. --Cautious doubt ishere as valid an approacl, 
as one of disgust which Mrs. Hutchinson, in her recounting of the tale, tried 
deliberately to arouse in her readers. ' 'Yet even if it were true in all its 

ess. entials, there is nothing so dishonourable in the proceedings as was 
inferred, and one is left with the impression not that Hutchinson may have felt 
the proposals to be dishonest, but rather, that he was irked that his character 

should'have been seen as one likdly to'be influenced by offers of money and 

place. * 

As for George Hutchinson, over whom there must be some doubt as to his 

motivest he returned to Dacre a1 etter equally, as strong as that which his 
brother sent. 

I once thought it possible that-some rash misled young men 
might still among the Cavaliers have 'retained a sense of 
gallantry, and honour, though no religion, and have been 
enriched with those moral virtues which made the heathen 
famous; such a one I believed you to be; but since you 
did attempt to buy me to so-great a villainy, as you did 
in your late propositions ... I must needs be persuaded you 
would never offer, me what you yourself would not have done. 

The, 
_letter 

was one long diatribe, but containedlone interesting sentence: 
Dacreg Itwas base in you to think so of me; I am sure you 
cannot so misinterpret any act. of mine 

,, 
as to receive from 

it the least ground of encouragement to such an opinion. 
Geo 

, 
rge's letter finished with a curt'flour 

I 
ish "Farewell Zt-he name of frieng 

for evermore between us". 
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That reference by George Hutchinson to some action which he may have 

performed - something he may have said - which Dacre could have misunderstood 

sounds significant. It may be that he. was referring either to the initial 

entry into the town by Dacre, or to his acceptance of Dacre's invitation to 

dinner. On the other hand, it may be that George Hutchinson at least had some 
reason to fear suspicion in the town, and thus covered himselfg since a copy of 
the letter must have been shown to, or read by, the committee. 

,..,, What Dacre thought, subsequently said or might have written down, we 

cannot tell. His last word on the subject was in a brief note to Poulton, in 

which he wrote 
upon my word it troubles me to thinkt 

, 
that all honest men 

should not be of one side ... tell ZG-eorge7 I wish him as 
my own soul. 

Dacre was killed on Marston Moor in the following year. 

Langdale, having read the letters through, wrote a joint reply to the 

Hutchiiisons and to Poulton. 
-Z-I_7 am sorry you so much mistake Colonel Dacre his affection 
for you,. in endeavouring to draw you, from that rebellious 
course of life you seem to glory in. If you please to read 
all the histories'of this nation, from the conquest to this 
time, and you shall find all rebels' pretences of taking up 
arms against the sacred person of the king varnished over with 
the title of love to the laws of, the land, liberty of the 
subject and loyalty to his majesty. 

Langdale was a blunt, plain man, and a devoted, Royalist. He implied that 

which he believed, that Dacre had probably suited the nature of his offer to 

the natures of the recipients, and the Hutchinsons -. Johns at least - cannot 
have liked it. As for Newcastlet Langdale observed "you are much mistaken in 

his'desire to corrupt any man" and, although. he knew nothing of the business 

except what the letters had revealed to-him, insisted that the Harquess had 

acted properly. It could be argued that Newcastle, with the memory of the 

wasted weeks before Hull in his mind, 'preferred barter to siege where Notting- 

ham was concerned: but as has been said, it may well be that Nottingham was 

quite incidental to his plans. Whatever, there was far more to the Dacre- 

Hutchinson issue then, than now meets the eye. 

' 
The year 1643 was coming to an end. The middle part of December was 

spent in the Nottingham business, and by the ends Newcastle was marching back 

into Yorkshire. His old adversary, Sir Thomas Fairfax, on December 29th 

left his winter quarters in Lincolnshiro and marched across country to reinforcc 

Sir William Brereton, the Cheshire commander and to draw upon Lancashire 

Parliamentary regiments9 Lancashire had-acquired new importance in Novemberl 

with the appointment of a new Royalist commander there by Rupert, the volatile 
John Lord Byron? o His task was apparently to reorganise the Cheshire, Lanca- 

shireand North Wales Royalist forces to recdive large reinforcements from 
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Ireland, King Charles had issued an order on November 11th for all "the 
other Lancashire regiments to march away also with all expeditiont to join 
t'hemselves with the said Lord Byron's regiment"71 which meant the Lancashire 
forces around Oxford, notably those of Viscount Molyneux and Thomas Tyldesley. 

The 'Irisht reinforcements have been misnamed. They werej for the most 
part, English Protestant soldiery returning from the Irish wars, or forces 
raised in Ireland amongst the settlers. There must also have been a fair 

sprinkling of Catholic Irish as well, soldiers of fortune for the most part, 
and it was these that the Parliamentary propagandists siezed upon as proof of 

-the unholy alliance between the King and the emissaries of Rome. Some 5000 

men were landed at Mostyn, the Lancashire Parliamentarians falling back in 
face of 

72 -them, and on November 20th Lenthall was informed that 11 shiploads of 
soldiers had come to the Wirrall, whilst another report spoke of 19, and yet 
another of a full 10,000 men having been landed? 3 Eventually it was confirmed 
that three regiments, strength unknown, had definitely arrived, with some 

74 1 OjOOO more to follow when shipping was available. 

But this invasion, terrible as it was made to appear by the London press, 

'was 
as nothing compared to that gathering just over the border in Scotland. 

The only difference was that where the Soots were concerned, the Royalists 

were fairly confident. From Oxford, a Hr., Harrison wrote to a friend at 
Paris: 

The Parliament will have it still that the Scots will come in; 
but do what they, cant the bordering counties Westmorland, 
Cumberland, Northumberland and-the Bishopric are ready to 
attend them, Sir Thomas Glemham being Governor of Newcastle, 
Sir William Saville Governor of Yorkt and the Marquis of 
Newcastle himself being still in the north. (75) 

Cumberland and Westmorland, at leastf- were'far from prepared, but the 

traditional route of invasion lay through Northumberland, and the Scots were 
bound by that tradition. It remained to be seen whether they could be 

stopped. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

The Winter War 
The Fight against the Scots January to April 1644 

For a monthly subsidy, agreed in negotiations in September 1643, the Scots 

put an army into the field which was to draw the Marquess of Newcastle away 
into'the far north in the first and last defensive campaign that he was to 

fight. The year had been, on the whole and throughout'England, a dark one for 

the Parliament; but now a cold grey light was beginning to shine amongst the 

barren snowscapes of Northumberland and the border counties as the Army of the 

Solemn League and Covenant prepared itself to confront the successful army of 
the northern Royalists. Slowlyq often reluctantly it would seem, the Scottish 

soldiery fought their way across Northumberland and the Bishopric to the walls 

of York, coming up against fierce and bitter resistance throughout their march 

which must have owed something to centuries of border warfare and feud that 

had gone before. 

The only study of the war which the Scots waged, that of Terry, whilst a 
masterpiece of the use of source materials and a singular example of how 

military history can be written, conveys an impression of disintegrating 
Royalism facing an invincible enemy. This picture is not altogether accurate, 
and demands revision. For that reason, the analysis of the war against the 
Scots as, initially, an isolated sequence of events, is justified. The 

success of the Scottish army owed less to the force of their arms, however, 
than to other contributing factors: the situation in Newcastle's rear, in 
Yorkshire, which has long required study, will be dealt with subsequently. 
There is also the matter of tactical decision-making. There was a general 

sense ofmrelief amongst the friends of the Parliament in Northumberland, which 
eased the progress of the Scottish army; "The Inhabitants of that Countie come 
into them daily, and the more because the Gentrie of the Countie join with 
them and take the Covenant" As the lines of communication stretched further 

with the forward march, supplies and other essentials which were not plundered 

wholesale from the estates of Royalist gentry or from others less enthusiastic 
for the invaders, came into the Scottish forces from the Parliamentarians. 
An attempt by Colonel Sir Thomas Glemham to initiate a policy of tscorched 

earth' was resisted by fellow Royalists and came to nothing. Two years of 

relative calm had created in the Northumbrian and Durham populace, on the 

whole, and unless they were firmly committed to the King's cause, a desire for 

the war to be carried away to the south and into Yorkshire, where it seemed 
properly to belong. And, of course, and for the first time, Newcastle was 
fighting in his own hinterland, in his recruiting areas, which, as the earl of 
Derby had found in Lancashire, was psychologically inhibiting. 
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Sir Philip Warwick claimed later 2 that the Marquess had been forewarned 
of the Scottish plans, but had failed to act, choosing not to believe what he 
was told. It will be remembered that as early as June, there was reason to 
suspect a Scottish incursion into England by way of the Isle of Man and Lanca- 
shire, although it can be justifiably wondered whether this rumour might not 
have been played upon to pacify the earl of Derby and to coerce him into 
accepting the minor role of guardian of the Isle. That the talks between the 
Parliament men and the Covenanter leaders were widely spoken of in Royalist 
circles goes without saying, so that if Warwick is to be believed in his 
view of Newcastle's inaction then, by default, the Marquess must bear much of 
the blame for the military developments of the winter of 1644. 

Warwick claimed that Newcastle could see no reason why the Scots should 
enter the war and, technically speakingt there was no immediate-cause. There 
had been no hostile acts against them by the Royalists, nor was there any 

. 
military threat to them. On the other hand, it required only a little 

, imagination - and in Newcastlel who was a poet, imagination cannot have been 
wanting - to foresee that the Scots would view the defeat of the Parliament as 
but the first success of the Anglican church and its military arm. That 
Scotland would be next on the list, and possibly unable to resist the veteran 
forces at the King's disposal, must have played upon the susceptibilities of 
the Scottish leaders, many of whom, unlike Newcastleg dealt in sober pessimism 
where human activity was concerned. Warwick was correct when he said that 
(virtually) no steps had been taken by the Marquess to prepare against the 
possibility of invasion, but it is worthwhile endeavouring to understand why 
that should have been so. 

It would be incompatible with the view of Newcastle and his chief advisor 
as excessively cautious men, if it were simply accepted that in this instance 
they displayed a reckless disregard for security. The matter is og too great 
importance. James King, at the least, would have understood the disastrous 
consequences of trying to fight a war on two fronts, which was in fact what 
the Scottish incursion must mean. Therefore, if James King did not use his 

late in 1643 to organise some, form of defence in Northumberland, 
there had to be a good reason. It is facile to suggest that James King, a 
Scotsman, was playing a double game with his loyalties. Yet nothing was done, 
although we know that by December Sir Thomas Glemham was at Newcastle upon Tyne 
and was there in communication with Sir Philip Musgrave concerning the raising 
of troops, so some minor preparations were in hand. The answer may well be 
that James King, as a Scot, could claim the ability to speak authoritAtively 
on Scottish issues and that Newcastle would, as was ordinarily the case, 
listen to his views rather than to those of others. King could suggest, for 

example, that the Scots would not act so long as the success of the Royal army 
seemed assured. That the loyal nobility in Scotland would be able to restrain 
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the rebellious elements in the Covenanting faction - indeedq this was one of 
the points that Warwick himself admitted. Warwick condemned the loyalist 

nobility for their failure to take positive action to stop the plans of the 
Covenanters, and whilat this is no place to go into the details of Scottish 
domestic politics, Warwick was undoubtedly justified. Thus the Marquess may 
have felt, or have been led to feel, that it was highly likely that the Scots 
would prefer to co-exist with a successful Royal partyq than risk destruction 
themselves should they foolishly decide to succour the Parliament. It might 
be added, that there was political advantage for them in sitting still and 
doing nothing. Even at the tail end of 1643 it has to be remembered that the 

Harquess and his commanders no doubt felt themselves to be at the head of an 

army which, like other Royalist armies, was on the verge of victory. Natural 

caution would only serve to, strengthen that assurance, and with itq possible 
dangers would be bound to appear less real than if there had been serious and 
identifiable obstacles to the Royalist victory. 

Newcastle's reaction to the Scottish invasion was mixed. The enemy were 

at Berwick and on the border around that town on January 18th, withq according 
to Vicars3 who culled the relevant tracts, 18000 infantry and 3000 horse, 500 

dragoons and a train of artillery consisting of no fewer than 120 guns., Ship, 

were conveying ammunition and other supplies to Berwick, which was firmly in 
Parliamentary hands. It was a massive invasion forces and the Marquess took 
immediate steps to recruit his own army to confront them: 

his excellence had intelligence brought yt ye Scots were 
upon their march, & already passed yO River Tweed. He 
makes all ye preparations he can to meet ym, he calls yG 
Gentlemen together & gives out Commissions to array yO 
County, least ye enemy should get advantage by their speedy 
march. (4) 

Thus Slingsby remembered events in Yorkshire where all was a flurry of activitZ 
from mid January. The Marquess was still in the county on the 28th of that 

monthl writing to Rupert: 
I know they tell you, sir, that I have great force; truly I 
cannot march five thousand foot, and the horse not well armed. 
The Scots advanced as far as Morpeth, and they are fourteen 
thousand as the report goes. Since I Must have no helpq I 
shall do the best I can with them... (5) 

It was true that Newcastle had no assistance except that which he could 

provide for himselfq which meantq as Slingsby statedl recruiting men yet again 
in Yorkshire and Durham. The Duchess of Newcastle referred to her husbandto 

measures: 
the report came, that a great army of Scotland was upon their 
march towards the northern parts of England, to assist the 
enemy against his Majestyt which forced the hobility and 
gentry of Yorkshire to invite my Lord back again into those 
parts, with promise to raise for his service an army of 
10,000 men. My Lord (not upon this proffer which had already 
heretofore decelýred him, but out of loyalty to preserve those 
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parts which were committed to his care and protection) 
returned in the middle of January... And when he came 
there, he found not one man raised to assist him against 
so powerful an army, nor an intention of raising any. 
Wherefore he was necessitated to raise himself, out of 
the country, what forces he could get... (6) 

The Duchess superficially disagrees with Slingsby as to exactly when the 
Marquess heard of the invasiong but the point is not purely academic. Slingsby 
implied that the Scots were already over the border, and as will be seen, there 

were Royalist forces well forward in Northumberland which could have passed on 
the word directly to Glemham and so from Glemham to the commanders at York. 

The Marquess, according to the Duchess, arrived in Yorkshire in mid-January, 

which is somewhat vague but suggests that he appeared at roughly the same time 

as the Scots actually crossed into England. The Duchess was implying that 
her husband acted quickly, whereas in fact, we know that he was reacting 

rather belatedly; clearly, she was endeavouring to cover this fatal blind 

spot in her husband's strategy. 

On January 25th a warrant went out for the raising of forces to assist 
the Marquess, typical of many such. It was sent from York by the new governor 

of that city, John Lord Belasyse, a Catholic who had succeeded Colonel Sir 
William Saville a few days earlier. Belasyse had fought most of the war 

with the Oxford army, and his return north, back to the area from which he had 

come with his regiments-in 1642, is the only indication that we have of any 
assistance coming to the Marquess from the King's main army. Poor Sir William 

Saville, after an energetic war on the King's behalf, had died from an illness 

which he may have contracted on campaign. Belasyse's warrant is interesting 

from several viewpoints. It was directed to Colonels Sir John Mallory, Sir 
John Ramsden, Sir John Kay, Richard Tempest of Bowling Hall, and to Major 

William Vavasour and Sir Thomas Harrison. It commanded them to raise the 

Trainbands in the northern Wapentakes, which were to be used to reinforce the 

main wmy as it marched north to meet the Scots? 

Newcastle had several problems to contend with quite apart from the Scots, 

approach. There was, for example, the need to guarantee the Royalist control 

of Yorkshire, since Yorkshire would be his hinterland, his eventual refuge if 

things went badly, and his source of supplies of men, money and victuals. 

Saville's death had come at a bad time, but Belasyse was an experienced field 

commander and a suitable replacement. Even so, it was not possible for the 

Marquess simply to leave Belasyse to do his best. Forces had to be left in 

Yorkshire with which to keep the Hull garrison at arms length, and particularly 
to try to safeguard the West Riding in the event of Lancashire incursions or 
local risings by the old Parliamentarian gentry. Lincolnshire, Derbyshire 

and Nottinghamshire would have to fend for themselves, although apparently 
the Marquess established a military presence in the Isle of Axholm where 
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Colonel Sir John Mayney had a force which included elements of Sir William 
Saville's old regiments. 

Newcastle's plan seems to have been - and this is conjectural, since no 
definite evidence has survived - to have left the bulk of the Yorkshire foot 
in the county under Belasyse, to maintain Royalist supremacy there and to 
preserve the communications across the North Riding to the Bishopric. The 
Marquess himself would march north, to effect a junction with Sir Thomas 
Glemham, with the old Durham and Northumbrian regimentsl reinforced on his way 
or when and where possible, by additional levies made in Yorkshire and Durham. 
In this way, the veterans of Adwalton would be split into two armiesl with 
fresh recruits drafted into the northernmost. Just what part the Cumbrian 

Royalists were expected to play is altogether obscure, but clearly in view of 
their geographical,. location, it would be likely that they9 too, would have to 

send such men as they could, into Northumberland. 

The success of this plan would depend upon various factors not directly 

under the Marquess's control or susceptible to his influence. This was no 
fault of his dispositions, which were sound. Most obviouslyq Belasyse's 

ability to keep a firm grip on Yorkshire would depend not so much upon the 
forces left to him, as upon the speed with which the Parliamentarians could 
take advantage of the situation to conduct an offensive campaign. What 

actually happened in Yorkshire is dealt with in the next chapter; suffice it 

now to say that Newcastle's action against the Scots would rely heavily upon 
the maintenance of Yorkshire, for the risk of such a war as that which he was 
about to fight, lay in the danger of enemy pressure in front and rear. if 
the Marquess could beat the Scots both rapidly and convincingly, his problems 

were at an end; but he was outnumbered, as he himself admittedg and time was 

no longer on his side - if it ever had been. When he finally began his march, 
it was with a force of 5000 foot and 3000 horse, "the number of his Foot is 

still uncertaing since many are to come into him as he passes through the 
8 Bishopric" . 

Whilst Newcastle busily organised affairs in Yorkshire, away in North- 

umberland the Royalists watched and waited. Glemham was in Alnwick Castle 

on January 20th, perhaps he had been there earlier, and his most generous 
forward position was at Wooler where Colonel Sir Francis Anderson, a rich 
Newcastle merchant, was stationed with a cavalry regiment. 

The Last night I had notice that Welton's regiment was 
quartered in Warke Barony, at Preston, Leermouth, Wark 
and Mindrum, it was twelve of the Clock at night before 
the intelligence came to me, whereupon I immediately 
caused the guards to be strengthened and-doubled, my 
Scoutes attending untill the morning for more perfect 
information, that I might. advertise you of it; it is 
now confirmed by one that was this morning amongst them, 
that there is six Colours of Horse, which were drawing 
out, and the Drums beating for the calling-out Of some 
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Companies of Foot, which also are come over, but the 
certain number of Foot, I cannot as yet learne, but 
suppose them to be & part of the Lord Maitland's Regiment, 
which lay at Calstreame. I shall endeavour to keep 
my Quarters hereabouts, untill I receive farther orders 
from you. I am now drawing my whole regiment into 
Wooler, having heard for certain as I was now writing, 
that a great body of the Enemies foot, and very many 
Troopes of Horse advanced over Barwick bridge yesterday, 
and were as far as Haggerston; it is conceived they will 
forthwith march towards Belforde, for they are quartered 
on the English side; you will please to take these things 
into a present consideration, and afford a present answer. (9) 

This letter, later printed at Oxford, was probably the first definite news 
that reached the Royalist capital. Mercurius Aulicus first noted the arrival 

of "those holy Pilgrims come lately into Northumberland" 10 
on January 30thil 

With Anderson's request for instructions, Glemham at Alnwick had a letter 

from the Parliament's commissioners, marching with the Scottish army, and 
then in Berwick. The commissioners requested Glemham not to make any 

resistance, and enclosed a copy of the Covenant the taking of which had been 

prescribed for the benefit of parliamentarian and Royalist alike 
12 

Sir Thomas 

did not, however, find the medicine at all agreeable (or necessary), and 

returned an evasive answer: 
I have received by your Trumpeter a Letter from your Lordship 
and Sir William Armyne: It is long and of great concernment. 
And the other directed to Colonel Grayq who for the reason 
before mentioned, and for the reason that there are none here 
but officers, he cannot return you an answer so suddenly by 
your Trumpeter. But I will send presently to the Gentlemen 
of the County to come hither, and then you shall receive my 
Answer, with the officers and theirs by themselves, by a 
Trumpeter of my own. (13) 

Colonel Gray was Colonel Edward Grey of Chillingham, who was to become a 

prominent Royalist conspkator during the Interregnum. 

The officers and gentry met together at 

Scottish army commanded by the earl of Leven 

was playing for time, desperately in need of 

still in Yorkshire for the most part, and an: 

to the border as he conceivably could. Yet 

could do. 

Alnwick on the 22nd, whilst the 

rolled slowly nearer. Glemham 

Newcastle's forces which were 

cious to keep the Scots as close 
there was very little that he 

Resistance in the field was presently out of the question, and the 

proposed scorched earth policy was resisted by the local gentry who were now, 

quite naturally, looking to their own affairs more cautiously 
14 At length it 

was decided to fall back before the Scottish advance, and a letter of defiance 

was drawn up to which those present appended their signaturej5 They were 

nearly all officers who signed ("there are none here but officers" as Glemham 
had written): Glemham himself, and Colonels Robert Clavering, Sir Richard 

Tempest of Stella, Edward Grey, Charles Brandling, George Muschamp of Barmoor, 



Francis Carnaby, Francis Anderson and (Lt. Colonel) Ralph Millot. Anderson 
had evidently been ordered back quickly from Wooler. Four civilians appended 
their signatures. 

Glemham was a formidable soldier, who was to make the last ditch stands 
at Carlisle and Oxford into Royalist legends. On his retreat from Alnwick, 
beset by the lack of co-operation from uncommitted local gentry, he did what 
he could to hamper Scottish progress. Aln bridge was destroyed 16 

and an 

attempt was made to do the same at Feltham, or Feltong on the Coquet: 

but the Masons and workmen which hee brought thither for 
that purpose, were so affrighted by reason of the 
exclamations and execrations of the Countrey women upon 
their knees, that while Sir Thomas went into a house to 
refresse himselfe they stole away, and before hee could 
got them to returne, hee received an alarum for our Horse 
which made himselfe flee away with all speed to 
Morpeth... (17) 

Remorselessly, the Scots pushed on in foul weather conditionst the deep 

winter snows thawing by day, "which so swell1d the waters ... that oftentimes it 

came up to their middle, and sometimes to the arme-pits of their Foot" 18 

Wooler was occupied on January 23rd by General Bailey with six foot regiments 

and one of horse. Two further cavalry regiments joined him there from Berwick. 

Belford and Adderstone were occupied, and the temporary headquarters set up 

at the latter village, until the train of ammunition could be brought over the 

Tweed, which Vicars said was done when a hard frost froze the river on the 

24th! 9 
The projected date of arrival at Newcastle was, according to the 

writer taking note of these dispositions, set at January 27th - slightly 

prematureP Vicars states that Alnwick itself was entered on the 24th, 

whilst Glemham slipped away through Morpeth into Newcastle. 

The earl of Argyle, from Alnwick, captured the garrisoned Coquet Castle. 

J. C. Hodgson believed that this episode 
21 

did not involve the Coquet Island 

garrison, but was a reference to Warkworth Castle which was then commanded by 

an unidentified Major Bemerton on behalf of the Brandling family, which had two 

colonels in the field. Hodgson gave no reasons for this opinion. Warkworth 

itself lies between Alnwick and Coquet Island, a powerful castle strongly 
fortified by the Percies at the close of the middle ages. If the garrison of 
70 men given by Hodgson is correct, they would be insufficient to hold such 

a place, and it may be that Warkworth capitulated at the same time as the 

Island. 

The garrison of 70 is alluded 
22 of Cocket Castle, whilst another 

200 men, whilst both sources agree 
There seems to be sufficient evide: 
capitulations rather than one. 

to in A True Relation of the Scots taking 

source23 referred to a garrison of fully 
that seven pieces of ordnance were taken. 

nee here to support the view of two actual 
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On the 28th, the day that the Marquess of Newcastle took to the road with 
his army, the Scots took Morpeth without resistance. By now, the word had 

gone round the county for the Royalist gentry to stand to their arms: 
Feb. 4 ... the Day yt all men were warned to goe against 
ye Scotts, and yt Day was ye Beacons set on fire to warn 
all ye Country. (24) 

Further indication of the somewhat primitive but nevertheless effective method 

adopted by the Royalists in remote areas for raising their men. Sir Gilbert 

Houghton had done the same in Lancashire early in 1643- 

By chance, the town of Newcastle had now become the object of a race 
between the Sco ts from the north, and the Royalists coming up through Durham. 

The Scots had long been aware of its importanceg as had the Parliament in 

London. An attempt had been made in December to win the Mayor, Colonel Sir 

John Marley, from his allegiance. The earl of Lanark had visited him in the 

town after the arrival of Sir Thomas Glembam, who had assumed overall 

authority 
ZL-anarY7 had sum dealing with Schir Johne Morallq governour 
of Newcastle, to betray the towne to oure Generall Loslie. (25) 

Apparently there was a rumour amongst the Scots that Marley and Glemham were 

at odds, and it was believed in London in early January that 

a great difference hath lately arisen between Sir Thomas 
Glenham. (appointed by the Earle of Newcastle to be Governor 
there) and Sir John Marlow, now Mayor and Governour of that 
Towne. (26) 

This same source claimed as early as January 24th that Newcastle was already 

occupied by the Scots, but as one Parliamentarian wrote, "because it is so 

much desired, and every man's expectations are upon their coming, we will now 

believe itt'. 

Some of the hatred vented on Sir John Marley in October, when the town 

finally fellt may have been due to the fact that he ignored Lanark's offers 

and proved himself, discontented with Glemham or no, one of the most stubborn 

of all Royalist garrison commanders in England. Howell, in his study of 
27 Newcastle during this period, claimed that the town's Royalism was "little 

more than a front", which remark in view of events now and later, looks and 
is, unworthy and ill-considered. 

Nonetheless, in one sense there was an element of bluff in the town's 

resolution. John Chamberlains a seamans gave information in London that he 

had been in the town on January 26th - although, admittedly, this was before 

the main Royalist army had arrived. Chamberlain estimated the garrison at 

500 men, all of them of the town's Trainband. Glemham was then at Alnwick. 

The castle was the only properly f6rtified strongpoint, whilst Tynemouth was 

overloaded with 400 men of Colonel Sir Thomas Riddell's regiment. No arms or 

ammunition had evaded the Parliamentarian navy to reach the town since early 
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December or before, only 150 barrels of powder, 900 small arms and . 
500 muskets 

from Amsterdam by way of Scarborough. Chamberlain reported that Glemham had 

nearly 5000 men with him at Alnwick, which sounds excessive, and it may be 
that Chamberlain assumed the regiments of the colonels who signed the defiance 
to have been at full strength. It is more probable that if Glemham, had 3000 

men, he considered himself fortunate. Chamberlain anyway added that half 

of those were unarmed 
ý8 

29 The advance of the Scots, although as fast as conditions permitted, was 

seriously hampered by weather conditions and by caution. The weather was bad 

in Coo Durham, too, but it did not stop the Royalists, who reached the town 

first. 

The Scots were got near Newcastle, & his excellence at 
Durham sends before his own regiment wth Sr- Arthur 
Basset, who gets into ye town ye night before ye Scots 
came. (30) 

The regiment was Newcastle's Foot, Basset being their field commander, and 
they moved fast. Basset was not, howeverg the first to enter the town, as a 
letter written on February 13th by the Marquess makes clear. 

Your Majesty may be pleased to understand that the greatest 
part of this winter was necessarily spent in suppressing the 
rebellion in Derbyshire, which otherwise had grown to an 
irresistible head. And by the time we had reduced that 
county, and put Jit inL7 a defensible posture, the disorders 
in Yorkshire, together with the rumour of the Scots' invasion 
called us back... very much wearied and toiled, both horse and 
foot... 

The Marquess, it will be noted, still talked of Irumour, almost as if he had 

had no concrete information of Scottish intentions. What the 'disorders, in 

Yorkshire were, is not at all clear, but something was afoot there. The 

matter is dealt with in chapter seven. 
We remained there not above a fortnight, but the Scots had 
invaded the kingdom with a very great army, although the 
season of the year and a great snow at the very instant did 
persuade us that it was impossible for them to march. Yet 
not trusting to that, my Lord Lieutenant General f-James Kin&7 
hasted away with all expedition with such horse and foot as 
were quartered nearest to those parts, and, receiving 
intelligencd of the Scots continuing their march, he hasted 
to Newcastle in his own person some days before his forces 
could possibly get thither; where truly he found the town 
in a very good posture, and that the mayor, who had charge of 
it, had performed his part in your Majesty's service very 
faithfully; and all the aldermen and best of the town well 
disposed for your service. And though our charge was very 
tedious, by reason of floods occasioned by the sudden thaw 
of the snow, yet I came thither the night before the Scots 
assaulted ye town, which was done with such a fury as if 
the gates had been promised to be set open to them... (31) 

The last reference reminds one of the stories circulating concerning 
Marley, who was clearly innocent of any conspiracy. Howeverg there is other 

evidence to support the contention that the Scots expected to march in 
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unopposed which, if not due to over-confidence on their part due to their 

numerical strength, suggests saboteurs within the walls. The Duchess noted, 
doubtless recording her husband's view, that "they marched up towards the town, 

, 32 
with such confidence, as if the gates had been opened for their reception'. 
Later, she referred to "much treachery, juggling and falsehood in my Lord's own 
army", although if Sir Thomas Fairfax's cries of 'treason' when things went 
badly for him, are to be treated with suspicion, the same attitude ought, 

objectively, to be extended to the Newcastle claims. - The only thing that can 
be said is that there may have been within, the town, certain elements in the 

merchant class (like the Maddisons) who wdre prepared to surrender rather than 

to risk a storm. These need not have been outright Parliamentarians, although 
the Maddisons were certainly sympathetic, but merely persons anxious for their 

property. Local rivalries and jealousies, political differences with Marley 

and his group, would also influence, such men. That the earl of Lanark had 

gone to Sir John Marley might be held to demonstrate that the mayor, a merchant 

of some substance, was clearly the person to whom the Scottish terms should be 

put, but it may be that this was merely courtesy and that Lanark made contact 

with the anti-Marley faction. 

Unfortunately the Duchess, in her account of the events before the town, 

in February, tended to telescope her relation to make it alarmingly brief. 

She did, however, note that the Scots were surprised to find the Marquess 

actually in the town, "and the General of their army seemed to take no notice 

of my Lord's being in it, for which afterwards he excused himself". 

The earl of Leven had left Morpeth on February 1st, but his march had been 

delayed at Stannington by swollen waters, and this delay was crucial for tI 

Marquess who entered the town unknown to the Scotsý3 on the 3rd, the enemy 

commanders summoned the mayor and council whichl in view of the Marquess's 

presence, was a breach of etiquette. Terry accepted, and no one has ever 

questioned it, that the earl of Leven and his advisors acted in ignorance of 

Newcastle's presence, but that is unacceptable. Sir Thomas Glemham, as they 

well knew, had been appointed governor of the town and was consequently 

superior to Marley. Glemham had left Alnwick and must have been known to be 

in the town when the Scots arrived, thus propriety required that a summons be 

addressed to him. The Scots tried a rather shabby trick in endeavouring to 

coerce the town council in by-passing the governor. If they could do that, 

they could quite as easily insult the Marquess if they chose so to do. 

g34 The summons was lengthy and threatenin but the reply of the council 

was firJ5 
We have received a letter of such a nature, from you, that 
we cannot give you any Answer to it more than this, That 
His Majesties Generall being at this instant in the Towne, 
we conceive all the power of Government to be in him. And 
were he not here, you cannot sure conceive us so ill read in 
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these Proceedings of yours, as to treat with you for 
your satisfaction in these Particulars you write of, 
nor by any Treaty to betray a trust reposed in us, or 
forfeit our Alegiance to His Majesty... 

Of the 17 men who signed that defiant document, only Marley, the former mayor 
Sir Nicholas Cole, Sir Francis Anderson, Sir Alexander Davison and Ralph Grey 
held military rank. Of the rest of the council, some must have remembered 
the Scottish occupation four years earlier, and have been determined not to 

lightly let it happen again; whilst others - Lionel Maddison for example - 
wondered if it might not be better to surrender, for various reasons, some 

political, some selfish. These, of course, kept quiet, for the Mar4uess was 
there, and the soldiers had taken upon themselves the decision that the Soots 

hoped might have rested solely with the aldermen and councillors. 

To help impress the impact of the summons, the Scots made an almost 
immediate assault against a partly finished earthen sconce lying outside the 

walls: 
The first attempt ye Soots made, was upon a sconce yt 
lay on ye North Side of ye Town; 

_ 
but was gallantly 

defend 'd bý Sr Charles Slingsby who gave ym such a 
repulse, y they forbore after to make any more attempts, 
but lay at a defensive guarde... (36) 

Mercurius Aulicus reported the same incident 

gallant Colonell Slingsby & his Townes-meng that within 
three houres you might see a Mickle Midding of Scots 
lye dead before the Sconce. (37) 

The Scots and Parliamentarians had a different story to tell, which might seem 
like another incident altogether, except that the reference to a lack of 
artillery (which arrived on or around February 7th) indicates that the actions 
were one and the same. 

Some of our men were drawn up to a stone-Bridge a quarter 
of a mile from the town, at the entrance into the Shield- 
field, to beat out some men of theirs out of a little Sconce 
that lay near it, and did it presently without losse; but 
they retired to a sharper work near the Windmill, where the 
controversie was more hot, and our arguments not strong 
enough; the great peeces being not come in regard of the 
uncertainty of the Sea by which they were to come... In six 
hours assault or thereabouts, wee lost only fourteen men. 
The enemy having lost about seven or eight, fled to the Town, 
and we possessed the Fort, which is within halfe-musket shot 
of the walls... (38) 

If the Scots, with all their strength, could do no better in so long a fight, 

it is a tribute to the resistance offered by Colonel Slingsby, who was to die 

later on Marston Moor. 

The artillery reached Blyth on February 6th and by the 7th were being 

Positioned before Newcastlep On the 8th, the Scots seized upon boats and 
lighters which they used to ferry men across the Tyne to Co. Durham intending 

40 to occupy Gatesheadq and to dig in amidst the coal pits and slag heaps there. 
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After that they sent forth eight Troops of Horse which 
the Generall-Major of the Horse charged with five, though 
they could not charge above three in breast together in 
respect of the Coale-Pits; notwithstanding which the 
charge was so hard upon the enemy, that they presently 
retired into the Town, there was none killed on either 
side, only we took two prisoners, whereof one was a 
Lieutenant, who cursed and railed for halfe an hour 
together... 

The Marquess and James King$ in their letter to the King at Oxford'already 

alluded to, indicated that the Scots were not having the best of it, and as 
will beseen, this is borne out even by the Scottish sources. 

the truth is, the town soldiers gave them such an 
entertainment (few of our forces being then come into 
the town, and those extremely wearied in their march), 
as persuaded them to retire a mile from the town, where 
they have remained ever since quartered in strong bodies 
and raising the whole country of Northumberlandq which 
is totally lost, all turned to them, so that they daily 
increase their army; Zw`ith English troops17 and are now 
striving to pass part of it over the river, so to environ 
us on every side, and to cut off all provisions from us. 
But we have hitherto made good the town and river, and shall 
do our best endeavour still to do so. But your Majesty 
may be pleased to know that the enemy's army consists of 
at least fourteen thousand foot and two thousand horse, 
and daily increase their numbers; and we cannot possibly 
draw into the field full five thousand foot and about 
three thousand horse... 

The Marquess's advantage, if he had any, lay in his cavalry, and had it not 
been for weather conditions, these horse might well have proved to be a severe 
obstacle to a siege army that was far from effectively deployed. As will be 

shortly apparent, the Royalist cavalry lacked nothing of their old dash. 

On the evening of the 8th, according to a True Relation, the town ordnance 
kept up a steady fire against the Scots, "but to little purposelt and with th 

onset of darkness, Newcastle ordered that the suburbs be razed by fire. 

The town of Newcastell brynt up the suburbis thairof 
lest the enemy sould tak advantage thairof; and, as 
wes reportit, oure army had gottin the worst anse or 
twys, and so many hurt that chirugeonis wes send out 
of Edinbrugh to cure them. (41) 

The Marquess also attempted to sink shipping in the harbour as an obstacle to 

a naval assault, but according to A Fdthfull Relation of the Late Proceedings 
42 of the Scottish Army, was thwarted in his endeavours by the townsmen. This 

cannot have been true, however, since one of the charges levelled against 
Marley in 1645 was that he had conspired to sink the ships and that he had 
done soý3 

On or around the 11th of February, the Scots secured what must be taken 

as their first real success, albeit minor, in the siege. A Faithful Relation 

states 
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A Squadron of our Horse, above 15 men, with whom other 10 
accidentally joyned, fell upon 100 Muskettiers of the enemy 
sent from Tinmouth for that service, killed 14 or 15 of 
them, and took prisoners 50; whereof the General kept onely 
2, and sent 48 into Newcastle; and the Marquesse sent back 
7 or 8 of ours, who were catched straggling... 

Another source 
44 

dated March 9th, but alluding to the same action, gave the 
Royalists as only 50 strong, intent upon destroying stores of corn to which the 
Scots had access. An anonymous letter written from Morpeth on February 19th 
had it: 

On Saturday last there came 60 musketeers, and 20 horse 
came out of the castle of Tynemouth with intent to burn 
some houses and corn which lay near the Scots quarters, 
but were met with 15 horse ... who fell on them and took 50 
of them prisoners. (45) 

The Royalist account reduced the numbers of the Tynemouth men also to 50. 

Thomas Riddell sent about 50 musketeers from Tynmouth 
Castle to destroy some corn in the enemy's quarters, from 
whence they were drawn out as he was informed, But it seems 
his intelligence betrayed them to the enemyg about 45 of 
them were taken prisoners, who being carried to Leslie he 
sent them to me as a token... (46) 

The Marquess's cavalry, as will be apparent, were not quartered within the 
town, but lay south of the Tyne in Co. Durham. These horse kept the town free 

of complete encirclement not so much by dint of force, but by the explicit 
threat in their very presence, the Scots preferring to lie to the north and 
west whilst their commanders wondered what they were to do. Cavalry lying 

idleg howeverg are of no positive valueg and by mid-February the Marquess had 

decided to let them see what they could do to disrupt the Scottish army. 

The action which followed, at Corbridgeq has been so hedged around with 
falsehood and conflicting claims that it still seems hard to be able to say 

conclusively that the Royalists won a victory. Yet the preponderant impression 

from Royalist and Scottish sources alike isq that the Scots sustained a beating 

for which they were quite unprepared. A letter from Morpeth written on the 

20th, the day after the Corbridge battleg a copy of which reached Samuel Luke 

observed, "I believe the Scots had the worst of it1j47 and that is an opinion 

which the evidence, when examined thoroughly, supports. 

On the one hand, there is the thorough-going Royalist interpretation as 

given by the Duchess: 

there were three designs against the enemy, whereof if 
one had but hit, they would doubtless have been lost; but 
there was so much treachery, jugglingg and falsehood in my 
Lord's own armyg that it was impossible for him to be 
successful in his designs and undertakings... 

The Duchess's accusations have already been dismissed for want of evidence. 
The 'three' designs to which she reforredg one of which was the Corbridge fight, 

must be understood as extending over the entire Northumbrian campaign, and that 
in'Durham, and not as having meaning solely for the events of early and mid 
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February. Her habitual telescoping of events is frustrating. 
However, though it failed in the enemy's foot-quarters, 
which lay nearest the town, yet it took good effect in 
their horse-quarters, which were more remote; for my 
Lord's horse, commanded by a very gallant and worthy 
gentleman, falling upon them, gave them such an alarm, 
that all they could do was to draw into the field, where 
my Lord's forces charged them, and in a little time 
routed them totally, and killed and took many prisoners, 
to the number of 1500. (48) 

The "gallant and worthy gentleman" was that taciturn East Riding man, Colonel 
Sir Marmaduke Langdale, who was to make his name as a cavalry commander of 
outstanding qualities. 

C. H. Firth following Rushworth 
49 

and possibly the editor of Slingsby's 

DLatr 290 
confused this fight when editing the Duchess's narrative, and dated 

it to February 5th. Terry distinguished the separate actions. 

51 Another Royalist source, that of Slingsbyt donfirms the Duchess's view 

and must be seen as independent corroboration 

.. & albeit his excellency drew out & offerld ym battle, ; 
et they would not, but kept in fast places of advantage, 

for we exceed'd ym as much in horse as they did us in 
able foot; yet Sr Marmaduke Langdale met-wth ym at 
Corbridge, where he fell upon Kilcowbrie & took 200 
prisoners, besides wt was killed, & all of ym sent to 
York. 

The number of prisoners sounds more convincing, and their departure for York 

marks a shrewd move by Newcastle, who intended the sight of the Scottish 

captives should hearten the Yorkshire gentry. 

The Scottish/Parliamentarian view is extensively given by A Faithful 
Relation. The Scottish force consisted of t. wo cavalry regiments, under 

strength, with 15 troops between them, commanded by Lord Balgonyt and some 

other cavalry under the Lord Kircudbright which lay at Corbridge in the town. 
The Royalist attacking force comprised 25 troops of horse and some 400 muskets 
Langdale apparently seconded in his command by a local man, Colonel John 
Fenwick of Hexham. 

According to this account, the two forces drew up facing each other 
between Corbridge and Hexham, until the Scots began the engagement when a 
Lt. Colonel Ballantyne charged the Royalist front. Twice he chargedq and 
twice the Royalists gave ground 

but not satisfied with that, gave a third charge, which 
drave them to their-Musquettiers which were placed behind 
them, and being thus engaged with horse and foot, our Troups 
were disordered and had a very-strait retreat through a gap, 
where some men were lost, but the 

" enemy pursued not far, for 
they were, I supposeq loath to engage beyond their foot, 
notwithstanding their advantage., 

It would be all too easy to read into this a deliberate ploy by Langdale, 
intended to lure Ballantyne into a trapt although it may be that the idea was 
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formed during the fighting, for Ballantyne certainly over-reached himself, 
being apparently unsupported. Wheeling from the Royalist musketry, the Scots 
found themselves cut off by another body of Royalist horse under the command 
of the future turncoat Colonel Robert Brandling, a Yorkshireman. Brandling 
had crossed the river below Corbridge with 10 troops of horse which, if at full 

strength, gave him a force of 600 men, possibly his own regiment, intended to 

attack the Scots in rear. It may be that Langdale deliberately fell back at 
first to give Brandling time to execute his manouevre, for the Scots, who began 

the'fight, may have taken the initiative away from the Royalists. As it fell 

out, Brandling was as much surprised as the enemy, for 

it fell out to be the Front in their returne. Brandling 
forwardly rode out before his Troupes to exchange a Pistoll, 
and one Lieutenant Elliot rode up to him, and when they had 
discharged each at other, and were-wheeling about to draw 
their swords, Brandling's horse stumbled, and the Lieutenant 
was so neere him as to pull him off his horse, which when his 
men perceived, they retreated, which gave courage to our men 
to fall on, which they did, and-drove them over the River againe, 
killed some, and forced others through the water so hastily, 
that there were some of them drowned, and thus was the day 
divided ... there were about 60 men killed on the place ... we have 
taken Colonell Brandling, one Lieutenantq none else of note. 
We are upon moving. 

This tract was probably drawn from a letterg written on February 20th at 

Morpeth by Sir Henry Vane, one of the Parliamentary commissioners with the 

Scottish army, for both agree in essentials 
ý2 

Vane's letter and, consequently, the tract, gave the Scots the deserved 

credit. Another report53 stated that Langdale was initially repulsed by 

Scottish lancers - one innovation the Scots brought with the m54 - but rallied, 

overran the Scots, took 200 of them prisoner, and kept up the chase for three 

miles, killing more of them and-taking an additional 150 prisoners. One of 

these troops of horse so mauled was Leven's own Lifeguard. 

Given these incompatible accounts, preference must be given to that of Sir 

Henry Slingsby, who was'a thoroughly objective writer and may have written from, 

first-hand knowledge. Langdale won a victory, even though a part of his force, 

under Brandling, experienced difficulty in executing a flanking manouevre. 

A clue to the Royalist success may lie in the claim that Colonel John Fenwick 
55 

was able to entertain, in his houseat Hexham, various Scottish prisoners. 

Nor was this the only success of the day. 

From Prudhoe Castle the Royalist governor, Colonel Sir Gamaliel Dudley, 

who had proved himself a competent brigade commander during the Derbyshire 

campaigns, led a raid across the river. His target was a Scottish infantry 

quarter, and he had total-surprise on his side. 
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, 
/H-e7 slew and took all that was in it, which. was 55 
prisoners, and gave such an alarm to four of their 
quarters that they quit the same in disorder and some 
loss ... and Colonel Dudleyt perceiving a greater force 
preparing to assault him, retreated, and in his retreat 
took eight of the Scots prisonersq both horse and man, 
but they took fourof his dragoons, whose horse were so 
weak that they could not pass the river. (56) 

It could hardly be claimed by even the most fervent apologist for the 
Army of the Solemn League and Covenant that their first month in England had 
been successful. They had been delayed by the weatherl had failed to walk 
into Newcastle as they had (it seems) expected to do, and were now laying a 
half-hearted siege to that town whilst their quarters lay at the mercy of 
raiding cavalry. There is, fortunatelyg an interesting contemporary account 
of the state of the army by a fellow Scot, Sir James Turnerý7 

While I was Za-t rewcastle7 I looked upon the posture of this 
armie of the Scots (of which the Parliament so much boasted) 
were in. I found the bodies of the men lustie, well clothed 
and well moneyd, bot raw, untrained and undisciplind: their 
officers for most part young and unexperienced. 

Turner was a professional soldier with experience in Ireland, and he knew what 
he was looking for. 

They had divided themselves in severall bodies, and in 
severall quarters, everie one or any of which might with 
a resolute sally been easilie beate up, and then, in my 
opinion, the rest would have runne. 

Turner could not understand why James King, a man whom he somewhat admired, 
did not seize his opportunity to do just that, and his observation is strong 
support for the accusation that King was carrying caution to excess. "He 

was a person of great honor", Turner wrote, "but what he had saved of it... in 

Germanie, where he had made a shipwracke of-much of it, he lost in England". 

Little need be added to this judgement. 

The main consideration for the Scottish generals was the best way in which, 
to ferry men across the Tyne and to hold the southern bank. On the night of 
February 8th - it will be remembered that this was the date on which the 
two sides clashed amongst the Sunderland coal pits - the Scots had made an 

effort to achieve that. 

they indeavourd one night to bring boats from the glasse 
houses, or above them, to the river, and so make a bridge. 
Bot fearing the King's forces should fall out upon them 
that were at worke, Argule and his committee sent over 
Colonel Steuart with 1200 foot, to stand betweene the workmen 
and the toune. They had bot a little narrow bridge to passe 
in their goeing and comeing, and if 2000 had fallen stoutlie 
out of the towne on-them, they had kill'd and tane them 
eveirie mang for retire they could not... 

Turner may have been referring to the stone bridge near the sconce. Argyle 
hearing that Turner held this view of the dangerous state of the passage, 
asked his advice. Turner told him that some form of falsealarm should be 
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given to divert any intended sally by the garrison, and was sent to the earl 

of Leven with his proposal. Leven and James King had much in common apart 
from their nationality: 

I was ashamed to relate the answere of that old Captaine; 
which was, that he feared the brightness of the night... 
would discover the burning matches to those on the walls. 
I told him, the moone shine-wasCE120 prejudice to the 
designe, for it wold hinder the matches to be sene; for 
the more lunts were seenet the better for a false alarme. 

Turner had his way, and that so effectively, that the alarm intended to 

disconcert the garrison frightened the Scottish soldiery as well, "some great 

persons... called eagerlie for their horsesl and ... rode away". He often 

remembered that occasion, "to see men affrayd at their oune shadow, men runne 

away from ane allarme themselves had caused make". The detachment sent across 
the river, under a Colonel Stewart, returned at a rung also frightened by their 

own alarm, and Turner remembered how "my old Colonell Steuart, when he was 

returned ... 
Zw-oulg vapour and bragge of the orderlie retreate he had made 

without loss of a man, when there was not so much as a foot boy pursuing himfl. 

, -This is far from a picture of a competently generalledq fighting army that 

Turner gives. Had James King been other than the man he was, and had the 

Harquess of Newcastle listened perhaps to the more reckless of his commanders, 
the Scots might have been stopped in their tracks at the Tyne and sent fleeing 

back north. But of course, had James King been less cautious, back in the - 

heady days of the summer of 1643, he, would not now have found himself and his 

master in so perilous a predicament. 

The Marquess's letter to the King on February 13th exemplified this far 

better than anything else: 
that absolutely the seat of war will be in the north, a great 
army about Newark behind us, and the great Scotch army before 
us, and Sir Thomas Fairfax very strong for the West Riding of 
Yorkshire, as they say, and his father master of the East 
Riding; we are beset, not able to encounter the Scots, and 
shall not be able to mak e ou r retreat for the army behind us 

ý8 

This was demonstrably untrue, though it could be said that Newcastle was 

envisaging a situation that would prevail in late March. On February 13th 

he could not, however, have foreseen events, and the Royalists were as capable 

of going onto the offensive against the Scots as they had ever been or would 

ever be. One has to be wary'of complicated analyses of motives where evidence 

is slender, but Newcastle was either fishing for reinforcements (which he 

frankly did not need immediately) or, expecting he might achieve something, 

was building the enemy up to be greater, than they then were. His words didg 

as it turned out, have a curious way of fulfilling themselves. 

The virtual stalemate at-Newcastle cannot have been agreeable to either 

side, although for the Royalists it was the more endurable so long as Yorkshire 

remained under Lord Belasyse's dominance. So far as the Marquess was 
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concerned, the immediate danger lay in a decision by the Scottish generals to 
leave the town partially invested and to march on into Durham, for such a 
decision would oblige the Royalists to return to the field and no throw the 
issue into the balance of battle. Such a move by the Scots would bring to an 
end the rumours circulating throughout southern Yorkshiret which Gervase Lucas, 
Royalist governor of Belvoir Castle, gave as fact in a letter on the 24th of 
February and doubtless based upon the Corbridge victory a few days earlier, 

11y Lord of Newcastle hath given the Scots some foil... 
the Scots have desired to parley with his Excellency, 
and are cont, ented to retreat upon conditions. (59) 

By the time that particular letter was writteng howeverg the earl of 
Leven had made his decision and was already leaving the siege in favour of a 

march southwards. Siege warfare, when unlikely to succeed because of poor 

dispositions or because of the strength of the defendersq constitutes a 

terrible strain upon an army and, when complemented by successful sallies from 

the garrison and its supporting troops, becomes a positive drain on morale. 

These factors must have forced Leven to move, the one decision that the earl 

could take which would be disadvantageous to the Royalist commanders. It is, 

however, unlikely that the Scottish army was in so bad a condition as was 

claimed: "sometimes their whole army had neither meat nor drink, and never had 
6o 

above twenty four hours provisions beforehand". They had probably scavenged 

as much as they could in the immediate vicinity of Newcastle, and in the 

wintery conditions a movement was perhaps the only solution to what would have 

become a problem of supply. 

Leaving some regiments behind on the north side of the Tyne to watch the 

town, Leven began his march on February 22nd, according to The Late Proceedings 
61 

of the Scottish Army. On that dateg the Scots moved to Haeddon on the Wall, 

andsencamped by the crossing of the Tyne at Newburn for a night. The Royal- 

ists, following their success at Corbridge and their capture of Hexham, had 

fortified the crossing, and apparently the Marquess intended to give battle 

by disputing it, although according to the Duchess's account "that day proved 

very stormy and tempestuous, so that my Lord was necessitated to withdraw his 
62 

forces, and retire into his own quarters"o Bad weather for the Royalists was 

obviously bad weather for the Scots, and here again the reluctance to resort 
to battle can only be surprising, since the Scots who had to cross the Tj. %Aw 
were necessarily under disadvantageous conditionso The Marquess's own report 
is lengthier and gives better reasons than merely those of weather: 

after I had made true, inquisition of the passes over the 
river Tyne, I found that there was so many fordable places 
betwixt Newburn and Hexham, about twelve miles distant one 
from the other, that it was impossible with my small number 
of foot to divide them so as to guard and make good every 
place, but to hazard the loss of them at any one place, and 
yet not to do the, work; so I resolved of two evils to 
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choose the less, and left them to their own wills: so 
they passed the river, and after some days quartering 
upon the high moors which was beyond the river Derwent, 
so that I could by no means marchý, to them, for the 
situation of these quarters gave them great advantage 
against our approachesq they marched thence ... to 
Sunderland. (63) 

This list of reasons for avoiding an engagement at the Tyne crossing sounds 

convincing, and yet the very emphasis upon the difficulties tends to stress a 

want of resolution, an unwillingness to take even the most calculated of risks. 

By positioning-his forces at some point mid-way between Newburn and Hexham - 

at'Eltringham, perhaps, or Stocksfield - on the south bank, with a good relay 

system of riders to act as watchmen, it is just conceivable that the Marquess 

might have been able'to force the Scots to a stand wherever they tried to 

cross. By failing to do this or even to attempt to do it, Newcastle assured 

for himself a rearguard campaign, fighting in the course of a retreat, with 

the Scots inching their way forward. Little short of an outright victory in 

the field could save him now, and nothing could have been more beneficial to 

Scottish morale than the ease with which they passed into Co. Durham. 

On February 23rd, according to The Late Proceedings, the army marched to 

the river and quartered "along the river side, from Ovinghamk to Corbridge,. 

about two miles distant from Hexham". The Royalist cavalry stationed at 

Hexham and probably commanded by Colonel John Fenwick, made a show of force, 

but shortly after evacuated the town - probably on Newcastle's orders - leaving 

behind them "Major Agnew" who had been taken at Corbridge, "for a safe-guard 

to the house of Colonel Fenwick, who had used him courteously". The foul 

weather conditions to which the Duchess had alluded now intensified, fort with 

a blizzard on the 21st, on the,, 24th came "a terrible storm of Drift and snow". 

Delayed by the storms, the Scots camped in the open until the 28th, with the 

Royalists likewise exposed-to the elements across the river. On the 28th, 

"we passed Tyne, without any opposition, at three severall Foordsq Ovinghame, 

Bydwell, and Altringhame betwixt these two". The Scottish infantry waded the 

icey waters and camped in and around the villages on the south bank. 

Although the swollen Tyne hadýsubsided somewhat to facilitate this 

crossing, the weather then grew worse again. 

When we had passed Tyne, we marched to the water of Darweng 
where we found an impetuous floodt and still waxing so, that 
there was no possibility for our Foot to march over, but at 
a narrow Tree-bridge near Ebchester; where the half of our 
Foot marched over the Bridge by files, the other half stayed 
on the other side till the next day; so that the whole army 
was necessitated to quarter all night in the fields. Upon 
Friday the rest of the Army came over and we directed our march 
towards Sunderland. 

That was on March 1st. - Throughout, all'this. lapse of timet the Marquess, as he 

said, made no attempt to-hindert let alone to stop, the Scottish progress, 
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which at times, as the Scots reported, could fairly easily have been done. 
It may be, of course, that the Marquess had resolved to fight it out somewhere 
in Durham where he might expect to select his ground, if the weather would 
improve for long enough, and if this was sog there was some wisdom in it. 

The Bishopric was probably the largest Royalist recruiting area in the north, 
in terms of a striking predominance of Royalist activist gentry as opposed to 

Parliamentarians and the uncommitted, and in this it was unlike Northumberland 

where the Scots appear to have found dormant support from sections of the 

population. It cannot be coincidental that Durham lay in the centre of the 

Recusant belt in northern England, and that these Catholicsq with memories of 
Scottish excesses during the 1639/40 struggle, would have been resolved to 

resist this time rather than to endure repeated indignities. On two separate 

occasions, as will be seen, the Marquess did attempt to give battle, and on 

each was thwarted by what can only be seen as the earl of Leven's reluctance 
to commit all his forces to a single action. 

The Late Proceedings was-clear as to the nature of the countryside into 

which the Scots had marched: 
L'927 entered Sunderland upon Monday the 4. of March: All 
that day, and the day following, was spent in taking care to 
supply the Army with Provisionag which we obtained with no 
small difficulty, being the enemies Countrey; for so we may 
call it, the greatest part of the whole Countrey being either 
willingly or forcedly in Arms against the Parliament, and 
afford us no manner of supplyq but what they part with against 
their wills. 

This is confirmed by an independent source: 
The people of the country are unwilling to give intelligence 
or supplies, and all, either of their own accord or by force, 
are in array, Isoe, great a power hath the cathedral here'. (64) 

The activities of Durham Royalists must account for the report, not elsewhere 

supported, given in Mercurius Aulicus that on March 2nd "the Lord Marquesse 

of New-castlets Horse cutt off part of rthe Scots27 Reare, and tooke great 
65 

store of their baggage". 

AulicuS also reported that some "Two thousand stout Voluntiers are come 
66 

out of Cumberland to joyne with the Lord Marquesse", but it is hard to say 

which of Musgrave's regiments, if indeed they were organised along regimental 
linest these may have represented. Nor is it altogether clear that the 2000 

men would have been raised by Musgraveg who was always in severe difficulties 

when it came to fulfilling his, quota. 

Before going on to examine the Marquess's attempts to halt the Scottish 

offensive in Dfirham, a summary of the situation would be useful. The invasion 

had begun badly for the Scots. They ha d found Newcastle and Tynemouth held 

resolutely against theml and had sustained setbacks from the Royalist raiding 

cavalry. The weather had delayed execution of their plans, and had more than 
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once put them into positions so vulnerable that a single concerted Royalist 

action might have ended the businez; s for good and sent them back home. The 

evidence of Sir James Turner indicates that morale was low, and that the bulk 

of the army was made up of inexperienced officers and men who, technically, 

should have been no match for the Royalist army staffed largely by profession- 

als or by experienced amateurs, with two years campaigns behind it. Once 

across the Tyne, the support of the local population that had been Ooyed in 

Northumberland, ended, so that when most they needed collaboration, the Scots 

now found themselves in hostile territory, having to forage for themselves and 

as a consequence, having to provide armed escorts for their foraging parties. 

For the Royalists, in a sense, matters had gone well. Newcastle had 

been held, and would be held. Marley and his fellow aldermen were stubborn 

in its defence, and Leven had been obliged to give up the idea of an investment 

in favour of a forward march which had, as has been shown, certain specific 

risks. In Durham, the Marquess had the support of the majority of the 

population - it is hard to say how much of this support was due to coercion, 

but presumably not so much as the Scots might have liked to suggest - and, to 

some extent, the choice of battlefields. The habit of caution, however, is 

hard to lose, although on the surface everything was now in the Royalists' 

favour, once again Newcastle and James King signally failed to exploit it. 

on I-larch 7th and 3th was fought - or, more nearly, was almost fought - 0 
the battle of the Bowden Hills. The sources for this two day attempt at the 

pitched battle which, it would seem, neither side actively wanted at that 

time, are several and, fortunately, come from both sides. The Duchess's 

account is brief: 

* . the Scots army, finding ill harbour in those quarters, 
marched from hill to hill into another part of the bishopric 

of Durham, near the sea coast, to a town called 3underland; 
and thereupon my Lord thought fit to march to Durham to stop 
their further progress, where he had contrived the business 
so, that they were either forced to fight or starve within 
a little time. The first was offered to them twice, that is 
to say, at Pensher hills one day, and at Bowden hills another 
day ... But my Lord found them at both times drawn up in such 
places, as he could not possibly charge them... (67) 

The salient feature of that curt comment is the implication that the earl of 

Leven was mkry of committing himself to a single battle, but that the Marquess 

was, on the other hand, eager for it. It seems too simplistic altogether, 

although that Leven was reluctant has to be accepted, not only in view of the 

condition of his army, but also because he must have realised that so long as 

he pushed on and kept himself on favourable ground, the Royalists would have 

no option but to fall back before him, and thus no matter how slowly, the 

progress of the invaders would have been steady. 

The Marquess was himself more detailed: 
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they marched ... over the new bridge near Chester Zle Streef 
to Sunderland, which pass our horses in respect of the 
inclosures could not hinder them or charge them. Upon 
Wednesday the 6th of this instant March, at one o'clock 
afternoon, our first troops passed Newbridge and within a 
while after the enemy appeared with some horse; when they 
advanced towards us with more than they first discovered, 
after some bullets had been exchanged and they appeared 
again with a greater body, we backed our party with my Lord 
Henry's regiment, Libutenant-Colonel Scrimsher commanding 
them - being part of Colonel Dudley's brigade, with which he 
drew up after them - with whom we also sent some musketeers; 
which caused the enemy that day to look upon us at a further 
distance... (68) 

The regiment which formed a part of Gamaliel Dudley's hitherto successful 
brigade, was that of Lord Henry Cavendish, a younger son of the Marquess. 

Lt. Colonel Scrimsher was the active commander in view of Lord Henry's extreme 
youth, and may have been a Scotsman. 

For much of the rest of the afternoon of the 6th the Scottish horse, 

estimated at 500 in all, remained within view of the Royalist forces, the 
Marquess and his advisors using their "perspectives" now and again in hopes of 
spotting the main Scottish army. on the following morning, the 7th, finding 
the Scots still in formation on, the hill, the Royalists formed battle order 
and marched toward them. The Scots at this manouevrej turned Ifobliquely from 
us on our right hand". They were making-Ifor Sunderlandq reforming on Pensher 

Hill. 

This development placed the Scots- army at some distance from Sunderland, 

and also meant that a battle was again postponed. The Marquess was angry: 
"which truly we little expected, considering what great brags they had made". 
Orders were given for the Royalists to ma 

, 
rch directly for Sunderland to draw 

up b6tween the town and the enemy, so that a battle must be fought if the 

Scots intended to enter the port. 

A part of their forces, made up of cavalry and musketeers, was positioned 
in such a way as to obstruct this direct Royalist march, and when the intention 

of the Marquess became plain, Leven sent the bulk of his army to reinforce 
that obstruction. 

The convenient passage we could find to it being through 
some fields of furze and whin bushesq where we were to 
make our way with pioneers through three thick hedges with 
banks, two of which they had lined with musketeers, there 
also being a valley betwixt us and 

' 
themt besides they had 

possessed themsIves of a house, wherein as we guess they 
had put 200 musketeers, and a drake, which flankered those 
hedges which were betwixt usq and from thence there ran a 
brook, with a great bank, down to the river Wear... 

This hazardous terrain, favourable to"the'Scotsg would have to be crossed if 
there was to be any fighting on a large scale. The way the Marquess described 
developments suggests strongly that Leven may have had a better idea of what 
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he was doing than at first appeared to the Royalists, and that far from 

avoiding battle, he had ordered his dispositions so that all the advantages 

would lie with him. The Marquess could now either charge straight through, 

which might have been successful but would have been extremely bloody - James 

King was not one for risking heavy casualties - or try to circumvent the Scots. 

As for the last choice, as he himself observed, "we must have fetched so great 

a compass about, that they would have been upon the same hill again to have 

received us that way". 

There being no real choice, the Royalists retreated to higher ground, 

where the night was spent in the openg the snow and the wind bitterly cold. 
Both armies were in such straits thatq as the Marquess noted, "we seemed so 
far to become friends as in providing against those common enemies". On the 

next morning, the 8th, both armies drew again into battle order, but all day 

the snow fell, and by nightfall the Royalists had had enough. 

by reason of the great fatigation of the horses, it being 
the third day they-had received little or no sustenance, 
it was thought by the consent of all the. general officers 
not expedient that the army should suffer such extremity, 
or for that time seek any further occasion to engage an 
enemy whom we found so hard to be provoked, who found from 
us, I believe, contrary to their expectations, so much 
forwardness as they might plainly perceive we endeavoured 
what we could to fight with themg and were confident enough 
of our own strength could we have come unto them upon any 
indifferent terms of equality... 

Newcastle's emphatic statements that he, had wanted to give battle may sound a 
trifle artificial, were it not for his description of the Royalist actions 

which were noted in other sources yet to be considered. The Marquessq looking 

back on the campaign in later yearst might well have felt that little or 

nothing was actually done to halt the Scots, and might1well have held himself 

to blame for their successful march into Yorkshire. No general can escape 

the responsibility for a failure in which he is directly concerned, but with 

all fairness, the Marquess, despite his caution, does appear to have made 

every effort to bring on a battle. Between March 6th and 8th he found himself 

outmanouevred by an extremely reluctant enemy, and it is self-evident that it 

is hard to fight with an enemy_who will not put himself in a position to be 

fought with. The strain and weariness of marching in the bitter cold, the 

want of victuals that must have-afflicted both horses and men, combined with 

Leven's avoidance of battle, were forces against which the Marquess could not 

prevail. It would have been the utmost folly on his part to keep his army in 

the field until, debilitated, they became-the, prey of a numerically superior 

enemy, 
We being now resolved-to march off, and. they having been so 
niggardly to afford us occasion to try what mettle each 
other was made of, in some measure to satisfy the great 
forwardness we found in our people, and also to give the 
enemy warning that they should not be too bold upon our 
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retreat ... we sent off 120 horse to entertain them near 
their own leaguer... 

The rearguard action to which the Marquess alluded, was essential$ although it 

le'd, to harder fighting than he may have expected. According to him, the 

commander of the 120 horse was Colonel Sir Charles Lucas's regimental major, 

and this is in itself important, since the mention of Lucas indicates that 

reinforcements had arrived from Yorkshire, where Lu6as had been operating since 

early February, having been sent by Prince Rupert to boost the army at Lord 

Belasyse's disposal. Newcastle had probably sent for Lucas sometime in late 

February, although, as will later be seen, the situation in Yorkshire in early 

Harch was such that Lucas could not really be spared. 

As this rearguard drew close to the Scots, some 200 of the enemy cavalry 

drew out and gave a charge. Half of. the Royalist party took the impact, stood, 

and forced the Scots to fall back on'their musketeers who were drawn up before 

a hedge and who opened fire. The Royalists did not falter, and their advance 
drove the Scottish horse in flight'from the fieldq leaving their musketeers to 

hold off the attack. These took, to their heels, the Marquess reporting that 

some 40 or so were killed and nearly a 100 captured, although a sudden advance 
by lancers forced the Royalists off. Five were wounded and one killed, but 

they made their escape. 

Amongst the enemy prisoners taken were. three Englishmen, one of whom was 

peremptorily hanged as a deserter from the Marquess's army. This is the first 

instance that we have of the firm application of. martial law by the Royalists, 

but it cannot have been unique and was not improper. 

With the general retreatýof the Royalist army, the Scots seemed likely to 

try to attempt somethingg and for the fighting which followed the Marquess's 

description can be supplemented by that of Colonel Sir Philip Monckton, who 

held a command during the retreat. Allowing-for Monckton's inclination to 

write his own eulogy, it is a graphic account: 
The retreat that was made from the Scots at the battle of 
Bowden hill, I made; having the command of four hundred 
horse for the guard of the left wing: as Major Jackson had 
for the right wing: ý but he being presently beaten by the 
forlorn of Scots that came against him: I was drawn to the 
rear of the body of the army: which was to march a mile and 
a half in a plain campania in fair day before the Scotch 
army came to descend a hill in the, inclosure. 
Both the forlorns concentrated against me, and I made good 
theretreat without the loss of a man, until I came at the 
brink of the hills, where they fell into the rear of the 
last body that drew offt and pursued it into the inclosure 
(where almost all our army was in confusion) but these were 
repulsed by two parties that I had sent in before; upon 
which, the body ofýtheir, horse 

' 
came down upon us whilst we 

were in that disorders, and, had routed our army, but for 
Sir William Huddlestone's regiment of foot. (69) 
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Monckton indicated that the retreat was not so orderly as the Marquess 

later implied, and it may well be that resolute action taken by Monckton and by 

Huddleston's own foot saved the day. Colonel-Sir William Huddleston, it will 
be-, remembered, had been made prisoner in Lancashire and was perhaps still in 

enemy hands, in which case, his field regiment was probably commanded at this 

action by Lt. Colonel Henry Clayton. 

The Marquess did not mention Moncktont or any officer, by namo: 

they therefore sent down about 600 horse and as many musketeers 
to try, as I suppose, our, behaviour in our retreat, as also to 
requite us if they could, sending three bodies of horse into the 
field next the moor, by the side of which we passed, but still 
under the favour of, their musketeers, which lined the hedges; 
but we, being content to play with them at their own gameg whilst 
we amused them by presenting some horse before themg our 
musketeers, which in the meantime-stole down upon their flank 
towards their passage, gave them such a peal, that it made the 
passage which they retired over seem I believe a great deal 
straiter, and the time much longer-than at their coming over, 
after which they were a great deal 

, 
better satisfied with our 

retreat, and this was all we could do with the enemy. 

Here we have Monctkon's action, and Huddleston's must have been the regiment 

which gave the Scots "such a peal" of musketry. 

The Scottish accounts, naturallyg gave, a different interpretation of what, 
from Royalist eyes, was a successful rearguard action to cover retreat from a 

position fraught with dangers which threatened the entire army. The Late 
70 Proceedings noted the arrival of Colonel-Lucas, from, Yorkshire with a full 

12 troops of cavalry, which if true, 9 must have' given the Royalist overwhelming 

superiority in horse (and, by inferencel have seriously depleted Belasyse's 

cavalry arm), one reason perhaps, why the Scots so studiously avoided an 

engagement, although it would be expected that in heavy snow conditions the 

manoueverability of cavalry would be curtailed. The Scottish report gave the 

Marquess's strength as 14000 horse and footg' which can only be a poor excuse 

for not engaging them, for it-is doubtful that Newcastle can have mustered as 

many as 10,000 men in this retreat through; Durham, even after Lucas's arrival. 

Late Proceedings also suggested'that another-reason why Leven did not engage 

with the Royalists was that only part of his army could be drawn into battle 

order on the 6th, and it. willýbe_remembered, thatýthe Marquess himself on that 

day had watched them keenly*with his perspective'glass in the hopes of being 

able to spot the enemy's main body, 'so that this claim by the Scottish writer 

has to be accepted. 

On the 7th, apparently in contradiction of Newcastle's report, the Scots 

are said to have made a move against, the Royalists who in consequence pulled 
back. This sounds very much like a telescoping of events, ignoring the efforts 

of the Royalists earlier in the day to force a battle, and alluding directly 

to the situation prevailing towards nightfall. The next day gave the Itadvan- 
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tage that was, rto7our side", several Royalist prisoners being taken in 

skirmishes, but the Marquess recorded no such details. It is by no means so 
simple as to say that where greatly detailed accounts conflict with sources 
less detailed, or generally vague, those with the greater detail - in this case 
that of the Marquess - are necessarily to be taken as accurate. It may often 
be: the case that greater detail obscures the truth, deliberately or not. In 

view of the Marquess's overall reportt howeverg the evidence must tend to 

support the Royalist interpretation rather than the Scottish. There are, even 

sog references in The Late Proceedingsq to incidents that are not found in the 

Royalist source. For example, the Marquess noted only his own retreat, but 

did not note, as did the Scottish writerg that to cover this retreat villages 

were burned to provide smoke with which to conceal movements. This would be 

credible despite the Marquess's silence, were it not for the fact that The 

Late Proceedings totally ignored the, skirmishing involved in the rearguard 

action fought by Honckton, claiming instead that heavy snowfall prevented them 

from coming to blows. Here it is not a case of the Marquess versus the 

Scottish writer, for there is the relatively independent evidence of Sir Philip 

Monckton himself to'support a vew that the Scots sustained setbacks after 
having made an attempt to interfere with the-retreat. 

We understand since from' very good hands, that through the 
extremities of the weather these two nights (the enemy lay 
in the fields, and there hastned march to Durham) they have 
suffered great losse, many'of their men and horse dying, but 
more run away: We hear they have lost of their Horse 800 
besides the losse of their foot;, we sustained some losses... 
no wayes considerable. 

Thus the Proceedings concluded'the'official view of the Scottish sideq support.; 

ing' in somewhat strong'terms the Marquesz's admission that his army had 

suffered from exposure to the elements'and want of victuals. 

Two other sources merit mention, although, only on. es Mercurius Aulicus, can 

claim to have anything worth saying. The other sources we have discussed, 

although tending to qualify the scottish. claims, appear fountains of wisdom 

beside that dubious tract, Experimental-and exact Relation upon that famous and 

renowned siege of Newcastle, Together with a-succinct Commentarie upon the 

Battell of Bowden Hill, and, that victorious, Battell of Yorke As will be 

gathered immediately, this was-wr - itten, 
_or 

concocted, at the earliest in 

November 16449 after Newcastle had fallen and long after Bowden Hill had been 

fought. It is one of the wildest, most inaccurate and flagrantly dishonest 

examples of Parliamentarian propaganda to emerge from the northern campaigns, 

and would ordinarily demand nci 'menti , on at all, I were it not for the fact that 

some writers, admittedly for the'mostpart local historians for whom the course 

of the campaigns was incidental9'-haVe'given'it credence. They have been 

responsible for perpetuating the myth thai'Bowden Hill was fought on March 20th 

two days bef6re the battle of Hilton. The reason for the error, set out in 
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the above tract, seems to have been two-fold. Firstly, the failure of the 

writer to organise his materials properly and secondly, because the battle at 
Hilton was fought over very much the same ground as the engagements at Bowden 
Hill, Hilton Castle lying below the high ground. - As will be demonstrated, 

Bowden and Hilton were two distinct engagements separated by nearly fourteen 
days which indicates for how long the Scots marked time in Co. Durham, itself 

a tribute to the delaying tactics, which the Marquess had, either by default or 
intent, come to use. It is not impossibleg of course, that the tract writer 
deliberately glossed over this enforced Scottish delay. 

Mercurius; Aulicus 72 traced the Royalist march to Bowden, from Chester le 

Street On the 6th, quartering at Lambton Castle overnight, and on the 7th 

coming into view of the Scots near Sunderland. On the night of the 7th the 

Marquess quartered near Bedwicke, and on the 8th, in the retreat, some 24 Scots 

were reported killed and 69 taken"prisonerl' and these figures are so far from 

being 'rounded' or excessively high that they have to be accurate. In which 

casel so much for the claim of the Proceedings that there was scarcely any 

engagement at all. 

For some time the armies of the Marquess and of the Scots did not come 

into contact, the former concentrating around Durham, the latter at Sunderland 

"a place of so great consequence to us" that they did not dare leave it until 

it had been fortified. Clearlyl its port facilities were essential. A march 

towards Durham petered out for want of fodder for the horses, and sog for the 

time being, Leven made no further effort to thrust on south. In the 

circumstances, 'thrust' is a misleading word anyway. Newcastle's main army 

could now rest at Durham and hope to renew its energy for the inovitable 

confrontation should Leven begin to roll south. Under these circumstances, 

the Marquess of Newcastle found himself solicited for aid by James Graham, 

earl of Montrose, that master of an art of-warfare which today would be called 

,. 'guerilla'. 

In the meantime it happened that the earl of Montrose 
came to LSurh; 

J; 
l and having some design for his Majesty's 

service in Scotland, desired my Lord to give him the 

assistance of some of his forces; and although my Lord 
stood then in present need of them, and could not 
conveniently spare any, having so great an wmy to oppose, 
yet out of a desire, to advance his Majesty's service as 
much as lay in his power,, he was willing to part with 
200 horse and dragoons to-the said earl. (73) 

It was later said that Montrose s, ecured'only 100 horse, "and those very lean 

and ill appointed, and two small brass field pieces, 
04 

Montrose's argument 

was itself strategically and tactically sound. 
_ 

He told Newcastle that if he 

had sufficient men, he could disrupt the border areas of Scotland as thoroughly 

as-, to force Leven to weaken his pressure in Durham. The Marquess, cautious 

, as ever, does not seem to have thought much of the idea. One wonders what 
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James King thought of Montrose, f or that surely will have had a lot to do with 
it. Even so, Montrose, in demanding men from the Marquess, was asking a lot, 
for it would mean weakening forces whichg if all the evidence is to be believed, 

was weakened already by the weather and want of food. Newcastle could hardly 
be expected to regard with enthusiasm a project which might or might not work, 
when the consequence of weakening his own position was only too real and not 
many miles away. The token force of 1 or 200, men wasq under the circumstances 

generous; there was the allied danger, after allf of too drastically cutting 
the numbers of the one arm in which he retained superiority, the cavalry. 
Nonetheless, Newcastle sent orders to, 

'the 
commanders in Cumbria to supply the 

earl's needs so far as they were ableg which was a sensible decision. After 

taking part in the battle of Hilton, Montrose left for the western counties 

with his small retinue, where he met with 890 infantry and three troops of 
horse. In view of what he was later to achieve with small forces, this was 

not a bad beginning, save for one problem, the opposition of the powerful and 
locally influential Sir Richard Graham of Nateby, ostensibly a Royalist, but 

who nurtured a grudge of some kind against his kinsman. 

Montrose, Musgrave, Lords Crawford and Arboyne, met at Penrith on April 

10th'. After a muster, they marched to Carlisle on the 12th and on the 13th to 

a rendezvous five miles away. With additional forcest the little army crossed 
the border on the 14th and on the following day took the town of Dumfries. At 

some time prior tog or just after, this, Sir Richard Graham engineered a mutiny 

amongst the English soldiery who, practically en masse, returned into Cumber- 

land, although Newcastle's 200 or so may have stayed with the earl under their 

commander, Sir Robert Clavering? 
5 Graýhamfs motives can only be guessed at, 

and it is kindest to suppose that his primary concern was for the defence of 

Cumbria. Whether it was so or not, is another matter. 

Although the Scots remained in and around Sunderland for some time, they 

, were not idle: 

On the 15. at night, a party was commanded out to assault 
the Fort upon the south side Tine, over against Tinemouth 
Castle, which they did, but'with no success, though with 
little losse: after we had considered this repulse two or 
three days and fasted on the nineteenth, the Fort was again 
assaulted by another party; for the encouragement of which 
the Generall went with them in person, and on the 20. being 
Wednesday in the morning we tooke it, with the losse of nine 
men, the hurt of more; In-it we found five Peeces of Iron 
Ordnance, seven Barrels of powder,, seventy Muskets; the men 
escaped in the dark to the water-side where boats received 
them, only the Lieutenantq and foure or five more were taken 
Prisoners; This fort was commanded by one Captaine Chapman 
and inhabitant of the 

, 
South-Shields ... I confesse I wondered 

much to see it taken on that manner'. 
J7 

This account$ given in a True Relatio describes the'capture of what must 
have been a particularly strong sconce. Terry was unable to identify where 
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it may have been, and the passage of years has made this problem no easier of 
solution. Another tract, The Taking of the Fort at South Shields, suggests 
that that was the exact location, but this is by no means certain28 It may 
have, lain some distance from the town itself. The Taking of the Fort 

' 
was, in 

fact, -the printed form of a private letter written in April after the Scots 
were established at Wetherby. 

According to this, for the second assault a force numerically smaller 
than that which made the first attempt, was employed. The tract does not 
mention that the 'General' led the men, which'is curioust since such an event 
would be worthy of notice. If by 'General', A True Relation meant to imply 
that Leven, himself, or Argyle, was present, this would argue strongly for an 
unwillingness on the part of the soldiers-to-make a second assault on so 
strong a position. That the second attacking force was smaller in size would 
tendýto suggest either that specialist soldiery was employed, or else that it 

was a matter of volunteers only. ý To, omit the, presence of the 'General' from 
the April letter would seem to support this view, and the pmission would be 

consonant with attempts to conceal the condition of Scottish morale. 

-From The Taking of the Fort we gather some idea of the nature of its 

strength: 

the Fort was very strong, -the, Graffe without being esteemed 
12 foot broad, and 11 deepe, the work above ground three 
yards high, and within it five'iron peece of Ordnance, some 
nine pound ball, some more, ý, an hundred souldiers, seventy 
musquetiers, and thirty Pike, men: It was 

' 
situated with 

great advantage, being defended'on the one side by the 
Ordnance of Tinemouth, Castlet' anUon the other by a Dunkirk 
Frigot with ten peeces of Ordnance... 

The Marquess of Newcastle had. clearly intended this place to be a key feature 

in'the defence of Newcastle and its. garrison, since between the Fort on the 

one, side and Tynemouth Castle on, the other, the mouth of the Tyne was 

controlled. The proportions of the ditches and embankments sound formidable, 

and with such a garrison defending itl, the Scots, must have sustained greater 
losses than they admitted. The armament consisted of some guns of the demi- 

culverin type, and probably of culverins which fired a 15 lb. shot, 

In the assault, the Scottish infantry carried bundles of faggots with 

which to fill the ditch so as to provide access for men carrying scaling 
ladders to the banks. Some 140, men, having, achieved this - surely with heavy 

losses in wounded if not in dead mounted the ladders at sword point, seconded 

with a body of musketeers and then-by-a-force of pikemen. For an hour the 

Royalists fought it out along, "the breas tworks, for-the Scots do not seem to 

have gained an entry at any time -, and$ according to the tract, some 28 cannon 
balls were fired at the approaching Scots. That most effective of anti- 

personnel weapons, case shot, was also employed. - These were small wooden 
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boxes or barrels stuffed full with musket balls, lumps of lead generally rolled 
or squared of half a finger's length, fragments of ironj nailsq indeed, any- 
thing that would give an effect similar to that which shrapnel gives. Fired 

at an angle so as to burst upon impact with the ground amongst advancing troops, 
they could create considerable confusion and ought to have been sufficient to 
break the enemy's ranks. Perhaps, this type of weapon had been employed during 
the attack on the 15th which was driven off. Scots losses were heavy on that 

day. 
_ 

Spalding wrote 
Thair cam word to Abirdene of ane bloodie fight betwixt the 
Kingis men at Newcastellg, and oure army lying thair, upone 
the 14th of Marche, quhair our-men had the worst. (79) 

In, this second assault, however, the, Scots finally won the day. At push of 

pike and at the sword's pointq they forced-entry at the gunports. The 

Royalist defenders now fell back toward the seaward side of the fort, leaving 

16 dead behind them. A lieutenant and five men served as a rearguard, and 
held the Scots at bay until the rest'werý safely taken aboard the Dunkirk 

frigate which fired a few salvoes as it pulled away. 

In view of the nature of the defences and ofýthe types of weapon used, 

and'in view of the way in which the Scots had to come to the fighting, it has 

been suggested that they seriously and deliberately underestimated their own 
losses. 'A few killed' or 'some wounded', such terms often concealed more 

startling figures, and in this respect the only Royalist account of the fight 
8o 

for the fort is of importance. It. was written on March 22nd from Wycliffj 
two days after the fall. It-will be remembered that A True Relation gave the 

duration of the assault as lasting from, March 19th when the attack first went 
in, until its capture on the morningýof-the-20th. The Royalist garrison 

was said to have escaped under'cover, of darkness, so that the final success of 

the Scots must have been achieved between midnight and first dawn light, which 

at'that time of year would have been about five o'clock in the morning. This 

is a lengthy period, and indicates-that_ the Scots may well have drawn back time 

and again during the night, 'renewing 
their assault each time and eventually 

penetrating the defences. 

-The 
Royalist writer referred firstly, to, the assault on the 15th, and 

stated that it was followed. 
-up almost,, immediately on the same day, which 

neither of the Scottish sources admittedt,, but which would account for the 

significance attached to the fighting by Spalding. 

Upon Wednesday gon, a sennet9 , 
the 

, 
Scotes'set upon a litel 

fort at the Sheldes and'was forced backe', but the horse 
would not let the. foute runne..,, Upon theplace where they 
first assalted it t' here laye 

, 
maney, deade bodeyes. Upon 

the next assault, being the"same dayejýthey brought of there 
men, but with great losse, to, them. 

This sounds very much like the eye-witness-report of, a defender which may have 

been communicated to the Royalist correspondent, William Tunstall. "There 
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laye maney deade bodeyes" is an evocative commentt and carries more weight than 

vaguer protestations of negligible losses. 

Tinemouth castle and the fort playing hotly upon them, and 
it was thought they lost towe hundred men that daye; but 
they gave it not over. 

The situation is not hard to conceive of. The Scots, having been twice thrown 
back with heavy loss, coming under fire from across the river and from a ship 
lying off the fort, as well as from the fort itself, were reluctant to return 
to'the attack. Some days elapsed, one'of them spent in prayer, almost as if 

the Scottish commanders were steeling their men against the next assault. On 

the 19th, a 'General' came forward to harangue the soldiery and lead them up, 

giving it'was to be hoped, the-essential spark that they needed. It worked. 

... they set upon it againe, and gained the fort and five 
eyron peece of ordenance in it,, our, men fleying doune to 
a penisse in which it was reported that Sir John Pennington 
was in, but the penisse, dischargeing sume ordenance at the 
Scotes, they retreated; and, it is. said, they lost 3 houndred 
men at the takeing of it, and we losing but five men... 

All in alll consicL-ring the three atiacksg the length of the third, and the 

conditions, that 300 may well represent an accurate assessment of Scottish 

dead and wounded. Of course, 'it wasýa necessary triumph for them in view of 
the strategic significance of the-sconceq but it had proved bitterly costly. 

On the day that the Scots first attempted-to take the sconce, the King 

sent a letter from Oxford to assure the-Marquess 

that I am well satisfied with the-relation of youn proceedings. 
By which I judge the Scots rebelles tolbe, in much worse case 
than your' army; so that I hope to have-good news frome you 
shortly... I pray lett us have themg at least once a week (in- 
deed twyce would doe better)', &,, though there be none, it 
contents us to know that... If I knew greater faultes to 
you, you should heere-of them. 

The heartening style of the lette'r. betrays the-anxiety at Oxford, for the 

appearance of the Scots must have necessitated-a good deal of tactical re- 
thinking on the part of the council-ofWar. It cannot be that this particular 
letter was a reply to that from Newcastle and James King written in mid- 

February, and so we must suppose that-, since Corbridge and Bowden Hill, the 

Marquess had begun to feel a little more optimistic and had communicated this 

optimism in letters now lost. It also indicates that whatever Sir Philip 

Warwick may have felt about the Marquess and his advisors, he was not passing 
his views on in royal circles. 

It cannot have been long after this letter was received by the Marquess 

that the Scots determined to make--their'move. ' Between the capture of the fort,! 

and'Harch 23rd, a body of Scottish horse fell upon-Royalist quarters at 
Chester le Street andq with the advantage'of surprise, beat up some cavalry 

an, d'captured 40 men with their armA 
2 'This was probably a probing movement, 
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heralding the Scottish advance south'and the last attempt at battle which was 
to be made by either side. On March 24th 'was fought the battle of Hilton, 
described by Terry as the last attempt by the Marquess to rout the Scots who 
were probably forced back onto'the offensive by their need for new areas for 
supplying their army. But it--was--more than this. Newcastle had successfully 
contained the enemy since they"had crossed the Tyne: 'his tactics had forced 
them to make a desperate bid for new ground: and his strategy now, undoubtedly, 
was to take the war. to them to try to, breaký, them before they could put their 

plans into operation. 

were establishe d at Durham, with sections of the army at 83 - and around Chester'le Street and'BiSh op'Auckland. On-the 24th these forces 

marched towards Hilton north of th Ie Wear'; returning to the Bowden Hill area, 
to'bring about a decisive action* Part'-of its success would have to depend 

, upon the degree to which the Royalist cavalry could overcome their debilitated 

condition. They found the Scottish army drawn up on Cleadon Hill to the east 
of Hilton, -between there, and the, sea. ', --- A True Relation gives the best enemy 
account 

ý4 

On the 23. of this-instant the Enemy,, -drew up their Army, 
from Durham and thereabout toward Chester, and on the 24. 
being the'Lords day-, drew up, in'the north side of Ware, 
at a place called Hilton, twol milesland a halfe from 
Sunderland, -the'same distance'as, when they faced us before. 

One Royalist regiment at'least"'was"now fighting very much on home ground, that 

of Colonel John Hilton the'luckless owner, of-'Hilton Castlet the grim remains 
of which now grotesquely, anachronisticq, ýare surrounded by suburban sprawl. 

we accordingly drew up-'on"a'hill east, from them toward ; 
he-'sea. '' Our Cannon were at Sunderland our head quarter, 

ýbut by, ýthe, help-of the-Sea-men lying in the. haven, wee 
conveyed one great peece over the waterl, who themselves 
drew itt-uP to thefield-where it'was to be planted, the 
tide failed for, the carrying theýrestýat-that time, some 
small field peeces, we, had. After the Armies had faced 
each other-most'part 'of that day, "toward"five aclock the 
Cannon began to, play,,, which. they, bestowed freely-though to 
little purpose, and withall the, commanded Foot fell to it 
to drive one another from their hedges, and'continued shooting 
till eleven at-night, in which. time weýgained some ground, 
some barrels of gun-powder,, and ball and match; wee lost 
few men, had more, hurt and, wounded... "" 

In-recovering some ground, theýScots w6r'eable'to 'assess the Royalist losses 
in this desultory form of'action', "we kn'ow'ýtheý'had more slaine, as wee finde 
being'masters of'their ground". - 

The tract The Taking Of-the Fort at South Shields85 continued its narrative 
to take in the Hilton action, and stated that the advance of the Royalist took 
the Scots by surprise, "in Sermon time, and being a foggie day". The Scottish 

scouts were, however, alert, and soon carried warning to their main body. 
The Royalista, having occupied Bowden Hill "sent down ... some commanded 
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Musquetiers to line the hedges betwixt them and us, and wee did the like". 
This was due, so it was claimed, to the fact that a general engagement was not 
possible because of the enclosures below the hill. 

Our Dragoones beganne the play, and then the Musquetiers 
in the hedges upon both sides, our bodies of Foot advancing 
at all Quarters to the hedgesq, the Enemies Cannon discharging 
upon them an houre and a halfe with very small hurt. This 
service continued very hotl, till'after twelve of the clocke 

'at, 
night. 

Many of the Scottish officers "who have been old Souldiers" said that 11they 

had never seen so long and hot service in-the night time; there was divers 

killed on both sides" and "the number of their slaine did farr exceed ours, as 

wee understood by the dead bodies wee-, found". -, Since the Scots were admitting 
to heavy losses themselves, the slaughter overall must have been high, and 

since, the Royalists were not able to hold theýground on which their dead and 

wounded lay, nor were able to carry away the bodies, the Scottish claim to 

have won the fight receives indirect support. 

The constable of Bowden later told, the Scots, moreover, that he had seen 
"seven waggons drawght of dead and hurt men not able to walk" go through his 

parish towards the city of Durham. The Royalist musketeers fell back on their 

main body which still kept to Bowden Hill. 
86 

Mercurius Aulicus gave an unusually lengthy account, in which the 

victory was claimed for the Royalists: 
ZN-ewcastle7 got the Scots out to West Bedwick near Hilton 
Castle ... where they sat fast upon Bedwick Hill: my Lord 
Marquis had often invited them to fight, with overtures of 
many advantageous opportunitiesl but could not possibly draw 
them out. 87 

Terry remarked that this was quite contrary to the facts of the campaigns, 
interpretation of events must be challenged. Since the attempted 

fight at Bowden Hill, where the actual engagement was brought about only when 
the Royalists retreated to higher ground, 9 the Scots had, remained solidly 

around Sunderland, osten sibly to'reorganise their supplies. Terry himself 

remarked earlier in his study that the Scottish movement which led to Hilton 

was occasioned by their ne'ed to find fresh supply areas, and this sounds a 
fairly negative reason for claiming, thatýthe Sclots, had not earlier avoided 
battle. Leven was as cautious, as Newcastle'I'the only difference between them 

beingg that Leven had time on'his sidel'and-even the Marquess needed to bring 

the issue to battle as'soon as might be done* Moreover, according to The 

Taking of the Fort, it was the Royalists who went looking for the fight at 
Hiltong and not the Scots., If Mercurius Aulicus claimed that the enemy had 

shown reluctance toput their army to'the test - ,. it was merely stating the 

obvious. I%. ý, ý -ý ý 1, 
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On ZB-edwicg Hill four regiments of his "Excellency's foot 
fell to work with six regiments of the rebels. The fight 
began about three in the afternoon 

, 
and continued from that 

time till night, and continued, more or'less till next 
morning, the rebels all this time being, upon their own 
Mickle Midding, and ther e theyl, lay all night. 

This contradicts both the Scottish accounts, for these made it clear that they 

occupied ground held by the Royalists during the fighting. It is possible, 
however, that the Scots merely advanced in the wake of the Royalist foot as 
these fell back on their main bodyg temporarily occupied the evacuated ground, 

and then retired whither they had come. Mercurius Aulicus anyway added 

further details. 

Next morning (being Monday) the Lord Marquis followed 
them till afternoon, and then'they vanished'instantly into 
their trenches and retirement in Sunderland. Then his 
Excellency (seeing no hope of getting them out) drew off 
towards his quarters, and they being'sensible of so many 
provocations, came: on his rear..., ý- 

Neither of the Scottish sources referred to this Scottish withdrawal, but in 

view of the fact that they had drawn out , 
in the first place to meet an enemy, 

to retire again towards Sunderland would be-expected. It was now, according 
to Aulicus,, that the real fighting, began as, far as the Royalists were concerned, 

and, as Terry observed, it is difficultto reconcile the two views so as to 

come to a definite decision as, to which side came off best. Before looking at 
this problem anewiý for Terry's conclusion was"that it looked like a stalemate, 
in which he has been followed by'all subse quen 

,t 
writers, it is worth seeing 

what Aulicus had to say: 

LIT-he Scots7 came on his rear (being 500 horse) with all the 
horse they had (for as yet'they never looked the Lord Marquis 
in the face), but the, rear (with the loss of some thirty men 
killed and taken) presently, faced about,,. being seconded by 
that valiant knight, Sir Charles Lucas, with his brigade of 
horse, who fell on so gallantly-that forced all their horse 
(which is about 3000) to hasten, up the hill to their cannon. 
All the way doing sharp execution upon'them so as their 
Lancers did lay plentifully'upon the ground (many others 
being taken and broughtaway-, prisoners) their cannon all that 
while playing upon the Lord Marquis his horse with so little 
success as is not easJl ' imagined..,,:, In,, both these fights Zo-n 
the 24th and 25t cýi theythat'speak least reckon a full 

3' 

h March3 
1000 Scots killed'and-taken which*cost the Lord Marquis 240 
of his common souldiers, scarce. an officer, being either killed 
or taken, though many of their leaders are certainly cut off. 
Their foot ran twicejýand-wouldýnot 

, stand: any longer than 
their officers forced them on'with. the sword; the Lord Marquis 
hath taken many of their armst especially of their Scottish 
pistols. 

Certain aspects of this account caw1be set aside'as doubtful. The numbers of 

, -slain 
on either side must be questioned,, particularly the high Scottish figure,, 

whilst the reference to Scottish-, cannon, -implyingthat there were several, 
would-seem to be a contradiction of the 

, 
Scottish claim that they had only one 

piece in the engagement. On. closer,, examinationg however, the facts reveal 
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themselves a little. on the 24th, during the infantry fighting, one cannon 
had been brought to the field by the seamen, and the outcome of this struggle 
wasAhat. the Royalist foot fell backq and their, advanced position temporarily 

occupied by the Scots. They in, their return to Sunderlandl abandoned the 

battlefield and were followed by the Marquess who now deployed his cavalry. 
At Sunderland, the Scottish artillery that had not, reached the field was drawn 
in position, and it was these guns that fired upon the Royalists on the 25th, 

though what their effect was is beyond conjecturej despite Aulicusts claims. 
On'the 25th, the Marquess found himself unable to force a fight for Sunderland, 

and,, 
Iin 

endeavouring, to retire,, was set upon by Scottish cavalry who were, in 

thei r turng routed by Lucas's resolute charge. This would seem to be a fair 

outline of events, and on the wholeg would give the honours of the field to 

the Royalists although, strategically, '-the struggle was of small importance. 

Terry did not closely scrutinise the contents of the sourcesq otherwise he 

would*have noted certain details which support this view of Hilton as a costly 
Royalist victory. 

For example, the Aulicus account. referred specifically to Scottish lancers 

in the later stages of the fighting on the 25tht whereas the first reference 

was merely to 'horses. Not all. of the enemy, cavalry'were lancers, and since 
the lancers were anyway an innovation into-cavalry warfare for the northern 
Royalists, they would clearly have noted especially'any engagement involving 

them. In., the same way that the Scots, on the 24th, occupying the advance 

positions of the Royalist foot, could with justice assess heavy Royalist loss, 

then'so toog the Royalist cavalry, --routing, their opponents9 would notice and 

report the bodies of lancersý, ýstrewn'. between, ý'them and Sunderland. Further, 

the-'Royalists. took prisoners,,. from-whom they must have-learned that many of 

the enemy foot had to be forced, into', actionl, -and this cannot be dismissed as 

the merest propaganda., -Sir, James Turner's view of Scottish morale has been 

given, There is the explicit evidence, of the attack on the sconce on the 

15th and 19th/20th of March. 7'There is, no'reason,, to,, doubt that in bitter 

fighting such as that, of the'nightýof the, 24th/25th, bitter enough to occasion 

remark from hard-bitten Scottish officersq, the raw and untrained Scottish 

infantry would have. been reluctant to expose,, themselves to an enemy who, 
however numerically inferior, were,. vaterans of two. years warfare. 

A. ý 

ýThe-problem of Hilton is similar,. although on a smaller scale, to that of 
Edgehill. Both sides-claimed a, victoryl and historians in such cases tend to 

emulate the caution of. prudent generals-and-, pronounce 'stalemate'. No battle 

canýever be a true stalemate. ý-!, In-the history, -of the entire civil war,, there 

is no single instance of two opposing armies being, in the same condition after 

a fight as they had been in'before. - --Men had been: killed, morale shaken or 
improved, ground fought over-, -and then fought over again. At Hilton an initial 

Scottish success achieved overnight was turned intoýa Royalist cavalry victory 
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the following day. The Scots were back where they had started from, and the 
Marquess occupied the battlefield. In other, words, the Royalist commanders 
successfully extricated their army from'. 'a, situation in which it would have 
been-impossible to fight a full scale- engagement, and in so doing, gave the 

enemy a beating when they tried to interfere. The manouevres about to be made 
would not be, a consequence of Royalist failureq but of a new assessment of 
prospects by the council of war in, the light. of. 

'such 
deficiencies and strengths 

as, the Hilton fight had revealed. , 
If,, the Scottish-, sources ignored the cavalry 

actions, it was because they had-nothing. to beproud of. Royalist cavalry had 

proved yet again to be a force to be. reckoned witho particularly under leaders 
like Lucas. 

The conclusions to which theýNarquess and-his advisors came after the 

fighting were briefly set out in a'letter to Prince Rupert written at Durham 

on March 25th. If this letter-reflected the'situation after the fighting of 
the"previous day, and before the outcome of the rearguard action was known, 

88 
that would account for Newcastle's comments. 

For all the affairs in the-North"I refer your Highness to 

_-this 
bearer, Sir John Mayne, who. can tell your Highness 

every particular; only this I must assýure your Highness 
that the Scots are as big again'in foot as I am, and their 
horse, I doubt, much better than ours are, so that if your 
Highness do not please to come hither, and that very soon 
too, the great game of your-unclo'b'will be endangered, if 
not lost... 

It, is,, the allusion to the superiority, of the Scottish horse that calls in 

question the circumstances under which, this-letter-war, written, if we are to 

dismiss the idea (which we cannot altogether do) that it was written with the 

intention of bringing Rupert north, What. Mayney had to say, of course, we 

cannot hope to know, but so important an emissary must be held to betoken 

important business. Newcastle's cavalry may have been weak through want of 

forage and exhaustion, but with the-injection of Sir Charles Lucas's force 

they were, as they proved on the 25tht, every bit, as good as their opponents. 
Unless we are to suppose that Leven was. receiving mounts by sea at Sunderland, 

we are obliged to assume that the letter was written prematurely on that day. 

Nonetheless, on the 25th or 26th. the. 14arquess. and-his advisors decided to 

retreat across the length, of Durham. 
-- 

For,,. thp course of this retreat, which 
lasted more or less until mid April,. the only sources-are, regrettably, 

Scottish in origin, and in noyay, explain, theýreason for Newcastle's decision. 

Terryg. who could find no cluel made no attemPt-to explain a development which 

would seem to be of major importance. -- There appear to be no letters from 

Newcastle or from any of his officers,, which can. assist in unravelling the 

motives, but the safest conjecture which has. nothitherto been considered, is 

that Newcastle was. responding to developments in his rear, in Yorkshire. As 

will be shown in the next chapter, these were serious and, on April 11th, left 
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the Marquess with very little choice, but to, shut himself up in York. In 
following the course of the retreat, 

_ 
it is, necessary to remember that the 

retreat did not become earnest until April 13th, but then it became a matter 
of life or death. The Scottish commanders do not seem to have realised this 
until a little too late to do anything, about, it., 

The first and briefest Scottish account is that contained in Intelligence 
89- from the Scottish Army which"is best summarised. The Royalists withdrew 

from Hilton towards Durham, followed'after a'few days by the Scots, who made 
first`for Easington mid-way between Hartlepool, and the city. "Those quarters 
we'kept till April 8.11 whereupon they, marched-, to Quarrendon Hill close to 
Durham., 'This slow progress-by the Scotsý'is'once-again noteworthy, for it 

seems, to suggest that as late-as'April 8th they may have suspected that the 
Marquess was luring them to a-pitchedýfight. 'When the Scots appeared on the 
hill, the Marquess "drew-as many, forces'as could,, be spared out of Newcastle 
Zr--urely an error for Durham27-and Lumley Castle to uphold his strength of 

foot'19 apparently intending to give battle if necessary. Battle was not, 
howeverg now joined, whether from, reluctance, on his'part, or because the Scots 
were playing their old waiting game is hard to say. The tract suggests that 
the-two armies faced each other from'-the-8th, to'the 12thq and that on the 
12th or possibly early on, theý, 13th,, the, Marqýess 

, 
made his decision to evacuate 

-Durham and the entire Bishopric. " The, -Scottish writer ascribed this decision 
to the news of the defeat of. the-, Yorkshire,, army-of John Belasyse at Selby on 
the 11th; this was correct, 'and the resolution of the 12th or 13th April is 

--sufficientýto show beyond reasonable, doubt, that the defeat in Yorkshire was of 
'far more significance that'dayt'than'the presence, of the Scots on Quarrendon 
Hill. Selby wrecked whatever strategy Newcastle had evolved. 

, 
On the-13th the whole Royalist armyt-, abandoning its suppliesq marched 

westward to Bishop Auckland and, camped the, night there. On the 14thq the 
army rolled down towards Barnard 

- 
Castle and Piercebridge where the Scots 

expected them to quarter again. For the first time, the earl of Leven showed 

-resolution, as if he had finally_persuaded. himselfthat the game was up for 
his opponento' After ransacking'Durham, "the Scottish army pushed on, coming 

, on the 14th to Darlington. on a-parallel. _l. 
ine, with the Royalist march. The 

Scottish writer claimed that Leven proposed', to shadow the Royalists "till they 
shall have advantage to fight with Zt-hem7l'or, shall-, meet with the Lord Fairfax 
to enclose him". This sounds a"little bit, -like, retrospective reasoning, 
hinting at the siege of York which wa's begun., when the, letter was still to be 
written, whilst the suggestion that Leven was looking for a battle must be 

-treated cautiously. He, ha d- not yet, actively, sought one, and even with the 
Royalists in retreat made nothin approaching an attempt to force one, not 9' 
even on the Tees crossing. 
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Behind him, Newcastle had left only a handful of garrisoned strongholds, 
evacuating Lumley Castle on the 12th. Newcastle upon Tyne, Tynemouth Castle, 

and Hartlepool were in Royalist hands, and, sol, probably, were Lambton and Raby 

castles. Otherwise, the Marquess had thoroughly given up the Bishopric, and 
did not even entertain the idea of making a stand somewhere on the southern 
bank of the Tees. The Marquess-was racing against time now, with no other 
goal in sight but to reach York before it was taken in the wake of Selby. 

Now he could not afford to give battleg he could not risk delay, and he 

demonstrated a capacity for making 'a sound retreat that might have done him 

more' credit had he not been followed by an enemy that had no intention, what- 

ever their propaganda claimedt of interfering with him. There was much boast, 

but little of truth, in the, claim: 
that formidable'ýPapish Armie'of the Marquis of Newcastell, 
which was the greatest in England,, when. our armie went in, 
hes beene so closelie'followed as a great part of his forces 
both foot and horsel ar ather killed, takin, run away, & 
disbanded... (90) 

The letter of John Somerville, written on May 1st from Yorkshire, was 

more c. omprehensive 
Upon the penult. of March the airmie marchit from the 
quarteris besyd Sunderland and went to the Bruntfield 
Murhoussis ZKIoorh6use. E7,, and vpon the morn being the 
first of Apryll, -'the airmie marcheit from'thair to 
Eisington hill, and stayit thair till', the-eight of the 
said month; ý and'from, that'we-marcheit ... to the Quarintoun 
Hills, vpoun the south syd of-Durhame, within a mile or 
two of the toun; and upon. the 10. 

- 
day at 12. o1cloack at 

nicht ... sum commandit men went out and took 20. 'men and 
threttie hors, with pistollis and saiddillis, and on of 
the men was a capitane. 

This is the only reference-to'a little skirmishing, around Durhaml which went 

on until the Royalists left. ' -On the-11th, the day of Selby, some keels coming 

up the Wear from Sunderland to'fetch coal-were set upon by Royalist dragoons 

from Lumley castle, who killed'and, captured the guards and set the keels 

adrift. 

... vpoun the 12. '_dayjý in the nicht, the Marquis of Newcastell 
with his airmie fled from Durhame; and we get no intelligence 
till the 13. day att 3 o'cloack- , 

in the efternoon and then the 
airmie maircheit efter them with all the 

- 
haist they micht; 

bot they had ever- geat'a' fairstart, and we came to the Ferrie 
Hill that nicht; -14. "'day, being Sunday, we 'and upon, the, 
marcheit verrie airlie befoir the, soon rais, and the hors men 
followit in haist"and'cam to ZDarlingt'=7 befoir 7. acloak in 
the morning and sent out a'pairtie of horse to persew their 
reir. our major, commandit the pairtie; 

-. 
he with his pairtie 

tuik fourtie men and many horses and slew many of their 
straggillars and gat tuo thousand merkis worth of silver plait, 
and mikil cheisq pork and bread, and we stayit there till 
nicht and the haill airmie crosit Teis water that nicht and 
day... 

The fighting at Darlington', a foregone conclusion-if the forces engaged on the 
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Royalist part were indeed stragglers, though they may have been a baggage 

guard - unless the silver plate was plundered in the town from the. citizens 

who may have collected it together in one place- was the nearest Leven came 
to giving battle in the pursuit. 

_On 
the 16th the advancing Scots occupied Thormanby and with wide-spread 

plundering for provisions, marched on to Boroughbridge. On the 18th they 

were, at Wetherby, where they at last. linke 
Id 

with the Yorkshire dragoons and 

cavalry of Sir Thomas Fairfax. In four days they lay before York to begin 

the siege of that city. 

The Marquess had won the race, although the result was that he was now 
invested in the city: but he had little choice in the matter once Selby had 

opened Yorkshire up to a full scale Parliamentarian offensive. At least now, 

the allied army was tied down in a siege which was to last until July, and the 

determined defence which the Marquess put up did much to make up for the 

failure to hold the Scots in Durham which hadt anyway, not entirely been his 

fault. 

Newcastle sent away his cavalry, as Lord Fairfax had done during the 

defence of Hull the year before. 
in-the nicht the haill trouppes that the Marquis ... had in 
York went out and fled and our troupes with my Lord Fairfax 
his troupes followed and tuik 60, prisonars and many horses; 
and they war so hard chasit that they war forcit to tak the 
cullouris from the standaris and ryd away with /them 17and 
live the staff behind themg and they ar to the King to Oxfuird: 
and we and Fairfax his forces are lying about the City of 
York and their haill foot is within, with 4. troupes of hors. 
Sir Marmaduke Longlie is fled and gon to the King with the 
haill hors that was in the Kingis northern airmie, and is 

myndit to bring Prince Ruppert and the haill forces that they 
can mak to rais the seidge at York. 

Exactly where the Royalist cavalry wentq and whether they split into two or 

more bodies of horse, is not altogether clearg although their dispositions 

will require analysis when we come to consider the great relief march which 
Prince Ruperts as Somerville rightly conjecturedg was to make in June. 

In this manner, between January and'April, did the Scottish invasion army 

at last join with the forces of the Parliament. They had not achieved this 

junction by force of arms, nor by any very remarkable tactical thinking, 

Their army was reluctant, ill-trained and wanting in resolution: the earl of 

Leven was as cautious as, if not more so than, the Marquess and James King, and 

had achieved his objective by default. Part of his army was tied down at 
Newcastle, The Royalists, lacking the resolute generalship which they so 
desperately needed in February, were exhausted by continued field service and 

exposure to fierce weather'conditions that told against them. Wherever they 

had been able to force a fightq they had shown themselves to be hardened 
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campaigners, which must have contributed to Leven's wariness where pitched 
fights were concerned. In considering the Royalist campaign against the 

Scots during that bitter winter, it is the misf ortune. -I born of caution and of 

events elsewhere over which they had no controll that comes clearly to the eye. 
For all' the effortv courage' and tenacity, of 1643, the regiments of north 

countrymen had won nothing enduring, unless it were good repute. In the 

winter . of, 1644, even that seemed almost -lost ý, ý'only to be regained in the last 

fight for many of them, on, 11arston Hoor-on a summer,? evening. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

The Defeat of John Belasyse 

Yorkshire January to June, 1644. 

The general neglect with which'the course of'the first civil war in the 

north had been treated can be'no better illustrated than in the case of the 
Yorkshire campaigns of January to April 1 1644 . 'Those historians who have 

concerned themselves to exatzLne the north, have chosen to be led away with the 

Marquess of Newcastle to meet the scots'in' Northumberland, or to go along with 
Sir Thomas Fairfax into the Cheshire war. ""'Yorkshire" 'as a consequence, has 
been virtually ignored. Young, in his study'of Marston Moort dealt so 

simply and summarily with'the'ca'mpaigns that led to the battle, that it is 

almost as if Marston Moor had no other cause, than'the arrival on July 1st of 
Prince Rupert to raise the siege of York., ', Markhaml in his biography of Sir 
Thomas Fairfax, naturally, followed-his herointo Cheshire: he devoted only two 

pages to events in Yorkshire. inýhis absence., -Upon coming to the battle of 
Selby, he admitted that his, cursory, treatment. was, due to the lack of material 

and then, enigmatically,, almost as an afterthought, claimed that nevertheless, 
Selby. was the cause of Marston Moor? 

-,. 
This was not strictly true. As will 

appear, Selby was important perhaps, the most important single engagement of 
the, whole civil war in Yorkshire:, but it'led-, directly to the siege of York, 

which, in turn brought about the, battle of'Marston Moor... 

There are problems attendant upon a study of the Yorkshire campaigns, not 
least the very limited source materials. ' Perhaps, because of their scant 
nature, 'such sources as there'are tend rather to confuse than to clarify events, 
so that'in Yorkshire, as nowhere else at any 

'other 
time, does the business of 

writing a military-history seem so much like piecing together a jig-saw in 

which the parts appear, so similar and, someq frustratingly, and often crucial 

.,, Thus in depicting eventsq particularly to the picture, missing altogether., -- 
for March and parts of February, - for thereafter some clarity returns, some 
educated, assumptions have had. to be made. There is such a lack of reliable 
contemporary chronological material even Sir Henry Slingsby was vague to the 

pointýof distraction, which suggests he was with, Newcastle - that even the most 
minor, incidental evidence, uhere it con veys dates, however loosely, assumes a 
significance not ordinarily the case. ý This-is a pity, for in the defeat of 
John Belayse were sown the. seeds of, the defeat of, Royalism in the north 
altogether. 

The military situation in Yorkshire at the start of January 1644, was 
still'somewhat stable. Whilst Hull had remained in Parliamentarian hands 
despitý the siege of the'previous October, ' its - offens , ive arm - Sir Thomas 
Fairfax's cavalry - had been occupied first in Lincolnshire andl from late 
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December, 'away in Cheshire. The Governor-of York, Colonel Sir William Saville 
perhaps fortunately in view of- his, health, had little to which to attend except 
for the day to day administration, of, the Royalist headquarters and the garrisonj 
reliant upon-it. Away in -the, West'Riding, -Sir Francis, Mackworth still held 
down-the traditional Parliamentarian recruiting grounds, whilst the various 
foraysý, from Lancashire hadl on the wholeg fared badly at his hands. Whilst it 
is true -that the Marquess -and his: advisors had done little or nothing of long 
term ý significance with their. victorious 'army - except insofar as they failed 
to-act and thus throw away their advantage - that army was still intact and a 
danger to any Parliamentarian attemptto renew the Yorkshire war in earnest. 
Theýimpending Scottish, invasion, would change'all that, and without it, it is 
improbable that the Parliament-would_'have been able to achieve anything. 

No'better opportunity''co'uld' have, p'r , esented itself to the Parliament's 

commanders_lxatchi4from Lincolnshire or'from Hullq than the march of the main 
RoYaliýt army'into Northumbria at'the end of January. From that moment, 
unless"the Yorkshire Royalists"could'maintain their grip'on the West Riding, 
it was to be expected that the, war would creep back into the county, taking 

advantage of the considerable'conflict of'duties which Saville's successor as 
governor, John Belasyse, had to tackle. On the one hand as Governor of York 

and Commander in Chief in. Yorkshire, 'his, duty was to maintain the Royalist 

supremacy which was'essential-to-successfulýfulfilmentýof his second duty, 
that of'supplying the northern theatre'with recruits-and materials for the 
Scottish fighting. Naturally., the duty to, supplyreinforcements told against 
his, capacity to maintain the county so, that,, to all-intents and purposes, John 
Belasyse had a problem that would-have taxedýthe ingenuity of greater generals 

Belasyse, a prominent Catholic Royalist with considerable military 

experience i'n'the oxford army, wa ,s, probably about 30 years old, somewhat 
younger than most of Newcastle Is---generals, "- 

, 
and 'somewhat younger, too, than the 

average age of field'commanderS. His predecessor, Savillef had been 32 at 
his death. Created Baron I Belasyse of Worlaby in Lincolnshire by the King, 

probably after he had already departed for'the north, John was not an obvious 
choice as Saville's replacement'. ''His main connection with Yorkshire had been 

as MP for Thirsk, and since August 1642 he had probably not set foot in the 

countyO Who appointed him to''the post,, -', whether he was asked for by the 

Marquessq volunteered-him-selfg, 'or'was nominated by the King is a mystery. 
Newcastle might well have, chosen oneýofýhis own generals, perhaps Mackworthq 

-who had held the West Riding'down s ince July'643. Newcastle's own view of 
Belasyse's activities, as'givenýby-, the Duchess,, is brief and critical which 
might tend to suggest that, the Marquess had not selected him. 

Before Belasyse arrived at, Yorkj' there hadbeen a renewal of fighting in 
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the West Riding. A body of Parliamentarians 
' 

from'Heptonstall had raided a 
Royalist quarter at Sowerby on January 4th, capturing a captain and some men. 
A cavalry f orce, carried away with, this success, - was caught at Mixenden and, in 

attempting to return to Sowerby to their main bodyg were routed. Amongst the 

prisoners taken by Mackworth were two former, Royalists who had deserted their 

colours, and these were hanged in Halifax, shor ds ýly afterwar On the 9th, 
Mackworth with reinforcements 1500 strong from, Xeighl. ey and neighbouring 

quarters, advanced on Heptonstall. to attempt to, clear-it. The enemy evacuated 
the to wn without resisting, and 

. it was partially burned and plunderedý To 

Y5 this series, of actions must. belong, the 
, 
tradition of f ighting near Farnle 

On the 28th of Januaryt however, just prior toýNewcastlels departure for the 

Scottish campaign and when Belasyse, 
', 
had, just týLken, oyer in York, Mackworth was 

recalled from Halifax. He does not. seem to havelbeen with Newcastle, and so 

may have, remained in York as Belasyse's second. in command.., His recall may 
certainly -be seen as a move by pelasyse, since-,, if-the, 

__Marquess 
had wanted him 

for the northern theatre he would not have left it, so long to bring him back. 

Anywayl a cautious commander like the-Marquess would. perhaps have preferred to 

leave Mackworth where, he might-do s'ome. good even if he sat idle with his men, 
to watch the West Riding. 

- Before Belasyselad arrived in Yorkshire, I there had been some reinforce- 

mentsýfrom Prince Rupert's army, ' in the shape of-Sir Charles Lucas and about 
1OMhorse. These had joined Newcastle-in Nottinghamshire, for on January 4th 

theýMarquessq then at Welbeck, had acknowledged their arrival in a letter to 

Rupert. ' "I am infinitely bound to you for giving 
6 

Sir Charles Lucas leave to 

come, ýto this. army, and to, comeýwith'so many horse". One of the problems of 
the chronology of the ensuing months, lies. in the exact whereabouts of Sir 

Charles Lucas at any given'time, or rather', this has been a problem, for the 

sources do not always distinguish, between Charles Lucas and Sir Gervase Lucas 

the governor of Belvoir. --ýAll this will become apparent, but it is interesting 

now to note that even though he had received this reinforcement commanded by 

his future wife's brother, Newcastle did not takethem with him into Durham. 

On January 20th, Lucas was. fully occupied with-Ithe'Royalist forces in 

Nottinghamshire, Lincolnshire and_De_rbys. h_ire, so_that his presence may have 

been, on the Marquess's partl a precautionary addition to the total force he 

was to leave behind, him when he marched north? 

It will be remembered that týe'Duche`ss had claimed that her husband was 

promised substantial recruits in Yorkshire, and that efforts had been made to 

see that he got them. The Duchessýwent on: 

when he had settled the affairsýin Yorkshire, as well as 
time and his present condition would permit, and constitubd 
an honourable person Governor of York and Commander-in-Chief 
of a very considerable party of horse and foot ... he took his 
march to Newcastle... 
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In a, -last cryptic reference. to Yorkshire, the Duchess observed: 
the Governor whom, he had left behind with sufficient forces 
for the defence of that country, although he had orders not 
to encounter the enemy, "but to'keep himself in a defensive 
posture... (8) 

In. shifting all responsibility for the disasters in Yorkshire onto Lord 
Belasyse, the Duchess indicated that her, husband's orders, had they been obeyed 
might have'avoided them. We cannot-know the"exact details of those 'orders', 

for the vague statement that, Belasyse had'to-, act- defensively conveys little. 

To act defensively is not-to avoid 'battle "which 'is what the Duchess implied. 

If the order to avoid battle was the most important Belasyse receivedl there 

was little point in his being at, jorki, since-, 'it implied retreatt flight, or 
whatever term is suitable, ratherthan risk any, fight. If, on the other hand, 

Belasyse was ordered to fight a defensive war where necessary, then the 

, nature of 'defensive war' is open to, discussion. He could, of course, lie in 

and around York and let the county around be swallowed up, which would have 
been, disastrous for the Marquess and the lines of1communication north. He 

might have evacuated the West Riding and have, endeavoured to maintain a rough 
line drawn east and west. from York, which would, retain control of the North 
Riding, and the direct roads-into. Durham. Alternatively, and this is what 
Belasyse did, it could mean adopting. such a posture as to challenge any 
offensive action by the enemy wheresoever , 

that. action fell out. On the whole, 
not only was this better. for the, morale, of the troops, but it was also 
tactically sound, for it has to be remembered, that, Belasyse was commanding an 
army which had established itself by force of arms, and the propaganda use 

which might be made of a, general fallingýbac 
Ikw, 

ould'serve the cause of rallying 
the sympathies of the cowed civilian, population in the cloth areas. Since 

the Duchess's brief comments are all that she had to offer concerning Belasyse, 

it is 'worth showing that'they were unfairl'militarily unsoundq and if there 

is any truth in their implications', ", it'must--lie in the interpretation which 

will have to be put upon Belasyse's activities'in'February and March. 

Belasyse's biographer, his secretaryl,, was unfortunately extremely brief 

too, although what he had to say. remains. 'important. 

my Lord was again commanded northwards, _where a considerable 
employment attended him; -the government-of York and Lieutenant 
General (under, the-Marquis of,, Newcastle), of Yorkshire during 
his absence against theScots, army, who entered England to the 
assistance of the-Parliament, 'their fellow Rebels and Covenanters. 

Saville died on January 23rd or 24th, - by'which time Belasyse was already on 
his way. So it would seem that'Saville's death was anticipated, or he had 
become incapable of fulfilling his duties. 'The earliest date for Belasyse's 

arrival which we have, is January 25th,. on which date he and his committee 
10 

were' issuing recruitment orders' to" various colonels in the North Riding. 

Newcastle left the city on the 28thl'so that, what' with all the preparations 
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for the march, and his new, Lieutenant General settling ing there would not have 
been much time for discussion andt,; whatever the Duchess may have said, the 
Marquess-might well have left, 

_it., 
op9n-, fo_r, Belasyse to interpret the orders for 

a'def. ensive posture. 

Belasyse 

found great disorders amongst the King's party, by reason of 
the factions and. discontents occasioned by, the ill government 
and discipline of, my. 'Lord, Newcastle's army., He endeavoured 
to compose the factions andretified all abuses, by rallying 
many loose troops together,, before rendere'd unuseful to 

, 
quarters, to, the Country. service, and destructive in their' 

The writer, -as was the Duchess; was an apologistq but-if what Moone had to say 
was accurate, then this was, an, extremely serious condition for the Yorkshire 

regiments to be in. The reference cannot , 
be, to the''forces which went north 

with the Marquess, but only to those'which. came under Belasyse's immediate 

c ommand. Since there is no, - corroborative evidence, it might be said that 
Moone was making wild claims to throw his master into a good light. The truth 

of'the situation might be-that underýthe-command*of Saville, discipline had 
lapsed'as a consequence of hisýbeing'tooillýtoýenforce it. The natura of 
Saville's illness is unknown, but he was'one, of, half a dozen Royalist colonels 
who died'during the war whilst relatively young men, so that it is possible 
that some disease - dysentery, perhaps might have been to blame. If Saville 
was., languishing for weeks, even from. the,. time, thatýhe took up his appointment 
when Glemham left for Northumberland, then Savilleýmay have been a stop-gap to 
fill. Ahe, position until Belasyse, could-come, to, take,, over. It is a pity that 
in 89, important a matter the sources, areso quiet. Nevertheless, this might 
account for the condition-in. Yorkshire, with which Belasyse was said to have 
had to contend. 

So far so good. But'what'of-'these 'factions'and discontentsf? It is 

a remark lightly made but not easilyýdismissed. '_- There is no evidence what- 
soever, that the Marquessts"high,, command was'ýbeset, by: bitter disputesq although 
it would be expected, that the'less cautious, 'younger, commanders might have 

organised an opposition group to James Kingg, which. ', might have*translated itself 
into factional alignments In'this, case$ it might be no more than a type of 
generation gapq understandable butýnot_ to' be madetoo much of and certainly 
unlikely to influence the discipline7, of'whole regiments. The criticism does 

sound'very much like an indictme-nt-of--th, e Yorkshire gentryg and this would fit 

in with criticisms levelledt, for, examplet in, the. Duchess's narrative time and 

, -again. In this case, there would. be, thetswordsmenf, 
-the activists, noted 

in 16429 with Sir Francis Wortleyt"and the,., Ireluctant' activists, those who 
for one, reason or another wanted either the, ', warlýtaken away from the county, or 
a negotiated peace. In this'senset the factions would be quasi-political, 
and. it is likely that this was the. core,,, of , the problem with which Belasyse had 
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to deal', " Over and above that there'was the, question -of the new governor's 
religious beliefs, which'although they had never made him a Recusant - he had 
sat as ýMP for Thirsk - would, be, widely, ý known. the Royalist gentry, 
men like. Colonel Sir John Kay for,, example, might not I 

take, kindly to a Catholic 
in, overall, command. They might, evenýhave had'a, rival claimant for the 
position which he occupied., 

Zpelasyse7 formedýseveral bodies'of horse into three general 
headquarters, at Leeds for the west, at Malton for the east, 
and York for the Nor'th-Ridingsq-, and he settled considerable 
garrisons of fo6t'at'Halifaxg Doncasterl,, Lee-d 

' 
s, " Stamford 

Bridge and other- ýlaces, 'and all- the- castles and forts which 
he found possessed with, good garrisons. - ý-Besides the care 
incumbent on him'-to preserve, 'the country, ýmy'Lord Newcastle 
had imposed that- 

, of providing f6r, his'Army on the Bishopric 
with money, provisions, " ammunitioný`and'recruits of men and 
horses, so as no difficulty'could poýsibly'be greater to any 
person in His Majesty's service"than, those-he was involved 
in through this-emplo- 'nt. ' yme 

Just when Belasyse organised theseforces is not, known for sure, but it was 
probably well into February, when he began his work, as will be seen. The 

secretary's assessment of his, master's,., difficulties.., was sound; it was a 
demanding task for a man who, however competentg, had hitherto had no experience 
of such a command. 

The reference to Doncaster, is. -not, strictly'accurate. This garrison had 
been organised by Newcastle himself asýhecame up from Welbeck. On January 
24th'the Marquess was still, 'concerýing, himself, with'it - the governor was 
Colo nel Sir Francis Fane -ý'as, a'letter to Major Thomas Beaumontq Savillets 
deputy in charge of'Sheffiel d, 'indicated. *' 

cannot expresse yeýsorrow, I, have`forýthe losse of your 
-noble, Colonell ... but since it hath, pleased,, God to call him 

from us, you may be pleased to, take notice that I intend to 
take the governmt, of Sheffield Castle ý that garryson into 
my owne hands,.. & to imploy you. 

'as, 
you, _have, 

formerly beene in 
that-charge: & therefore I doe hereby desire your care in 
ye execution of'all'things"thereunto'belongingi as commander 
in cheef there: hereby, requiring you to receave orders from 
mee, ye Lord Lieutenant Generalll. or such other commanders 
in cheif of ye Army as"shall have authority-from mee to comand 
You, & none else. , -'And , 

for,,, the_100, men you., were commanded to 
send to Doncaster, I pray you faile, not upon sight hereof to 
send 20 more to-make up'them already,, sent'100... (11) 

Clearlyq Fane's own*regimentmust-have'be'en--under-strength if was with him in 
Doncaster. 

Other evidences forýBelasysefs activitiest'apart"ýfrom the warrant of 25th 
Januaryl consist of an order, issued'on'the''29th"for some'200 men to be levied 

who were to serve as a permanent garrison, for Clifford's Tower - an indication 

-Of-his determination to make York 'it 
, self, secure 

12 ` -and again, on the 25ths 
he gave evidence of his ýwatch'oný the, west. -"', He made a-'general call for 
reinforcements for-himself $, to watch the Lancashire border, to watch Lincoln- 
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shire to the south and to keep an eye on Hull, -matters to which Saville had 
also given thought in November 13 

The first definite military challenge to Belasyse came some time in 
February, between the 9th and 20th of that, month. The uncertainty which 
attaches to the date is due entirely to the'vague'source material available. 
That the challenge came from Hull and was inordinately successful, is beyond 
dispute. One of the key accounts is 

, 
that of Sir Henry Slingsby: 

Now was Sr. Wm. Constable -crept out of Hull wth their horse; 
making their Carrocols upon ye Woulds, & was heard of as far 
as Pickering. Against him Collonell Belasyse sends all our 
horse, & some foot, together wth'Sr. Charles Lucas, to fource 
him to keep wthin Hulls or else-to fight him. They march & 
Quarter about Colham: they send about for intelligence where 

7 could not be heard of: wn yt night, they he lay: but Z41le 
little fearing of him, he comes and beats up their quarters, 
takes many prisoners, & so, returns to Hull. The Regiments he 
fell upon were Sr. Water VavasOUrS, Sr. John Keys, & my brother 
Tho. Slingsby's whose Major was taken prisoner. 

Slingsby 'added the-following, vitally important, observation: 
The committee of Gentlemen of York were daily in expectation 
of some good news , out, of ye north, '& hopld y- his excellency 
before this would have beat ye Scots out of Northumberland; 
they judg1d it to be like a fray at a Markett Cross, soon 
begun and soon endld; ý but long experience hath taught their 
Generall jeven2 wisely to detract fightingg knowing yt a 
victory could not gain him so, much as, a bad disaster might 
prejudice. -" 

It is incidental that Slingsby confirms the impression gathered from a study of 
events in Northumberland and Durham. ýThe really important remark is in the 

, 
line lfbefore this (i. e. ', before the at. tack at Colham) would have beat ye Scots 
out of Northumberlan 11 d". The Scots left Northumberland at the end of February. 
On and around the 22nd of that month reports were rife that Newcastle was 
securing 'a victory, which must put thefight at Colhan, into mid February. 

For reasons which will become apparentl I tend to place the action on February 
10th. 

- 
Peter Young, in hisappendices to Marston Moor, succeeded in confusing 

the fight at Colham with an action fought at Hunslet outside Leeds in early 
Marcht which has not helped in unravelling the--, tangled skein of events14 
Colhamt or Colde'n, lies near Headon to the cast of Hull, and can have no 
relation whatever to an engagement fought on the outskirts of Leeds by forces 
which, moreover, were of a totally different composition, as will be seen. 

It is worth remarking that from the', three regiments cited by Slingsby, 
those of Vavasour, Kay and Thomas Slingsby,, it, seems that the Marquess had left 
his Yorkshire regiments behind him as he had always promised to do should he 
have to leave the county. Since these three were horse regiments, it is 

apparent, that the Marquess's cavalry arm must have been relatively powerfulg 
since he retained cavalry superiority, in'Durham'even with the Yorkshire 

regiments left behind. 
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.. -. The fight at Colham was but one of several successes which attended Sir 
William Constable's raiders. On the, -12th, 

the conjectured date in view of t: 

Royalist failure to force him back into 
-Hull,,. 

Constable took Bridlington whic: 

was, commanded by an unidentified, Major Newnham with 250, meng cannon and 500 

small,, arms. "This place being within 6 miles of Scarborough, will make Sir 
Hugh Cholmeleyq that perfidious, apostate, to look about him" crowed John 

Vicars15 A letter written on February 11thq, probably from Hull, by one John 

Bourchier to Sir Thomas Barringtong which did not-report the capture of the 

port,,, but referred to the fight at Colham, strengthens the chronology arrived 

at. 
Sir William Constable, with-part of my Lord General's forces 
has given the enemy a great 

'blow 
in taking many commanders 

and troops. (16) 

Dating a list of prisoners-taken to the 10th of Februaryq Bourchier noted 

Captains Vavasour, Newstead, Horsefield, Winellýand Tiffen; Lieutenants Kirk,, 

Lowther and Ward; Cornets Whartong Blockleyl" Wasteadq Robinson and Brown: wil 

three, " quartermasters, three'surge I ons, three corporalsq' three trumpeters, a 

, ministers a secretary to "Sir Key" and'173'troopers and their mounts. Althoi 

it is not possible to identify'all the officers taken, the mere reference to z 

secretary of Sir John Yay's--confirms that this is-the same engagement as that 

reported by-Slingsby, who alluded to Kay's regiment. Captain Vavasour may 

-have-been John Vavasour of Colonel Sir Walter Vavasour's Horse, and the ranks 

'of the prisoners support the slingsby version that only cavalry were involved. 

This isq in a way, puzzlingg, since Captain Zi-ohn7 Horsfield, or Horsfald, if 

it is:. one and the same, is, -known-as an infantry captain under Colonel Sir 

William Saville. It may, beýthat-here we have a, clue to what became of the 

Saville regiments when their, colonel died in January. 
17 

Vicars added Major Grey to the list of prisonersl and Andrew Grey, a 

S COtsman, was Thomas Slingsby's Majort whilst Sir Henry Slingsby noted the 

capture of his brother's major without naming, himý To follow Vicars for the 

moment, he noted that after Bridlington hadýfallenq the Parliamentarians score 

another success t1at a place called, Driffle, gi 
between Malton and Scarborough". 

Driffield is not exactly on such a linet but Vicars was in London and the name 

Put forward by him for the town'where the, action took place is to specific to 

be queried. Here, according to Vicarsq Sir'William Constable captured a full 
-(not Positively identified, and the 300 cavalry, including Colonel'Washington 

rank was probably that of Lt. Colonel);, a Major, three captains, with the raný 

'and'file 
?8A local tradition that' Watton Abbeyl-'the former Gilbertine house, 

was stormed by a Parliamentary force may, relateXthis incident or to the eventc 

of what had become a minor Parliamentarian"campaign sweeping up the east coast 

as if to taunt Cholmeley, whose-capacity for raiding they were now emulating. 

On the 20th, the progress was rounded off by a successful assault on 
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Whitby, Cholmeleyls residence in time of peace. , 
vicars reported that it 

yielded with 500 officers and meng 1000 pressed seamen, no fewer than 20 
Commissioners of Array, and over 100 cannon from-, ships in the harbour? 9 One 
is tempted to wonder whether Constable had any support from Parliamentarian 

warships off the coast, although there is no evidence for such. Lord Fairfax 
20 his taking of Whitby would seom to put the glory onto the Lord General who 

remainedl in fact, in Hull, Constable having the field command. In London, 
the capture of "a very strong Garrison of the Earle of Newcastle's" must have 
been the subject of much relieved conversation. Whitelock also noted these 

21 
engagements, but his chronology, was so bad-that it is fortunate his work is 

not a primary source (indeed,. his Memoirs for, this period at least, are the 

merestýcompilation of published tracts, to. which he added little of which we 
do not know from other sources). -Constable, concluded his rampage when he 

"took Stamford Bridge, and three pecesýof--Ordnancell. This probably occurred 

on Fe bruary 22nd at the latest, and_it must'also mean that Belasyse had not 
then established his cavalry command at,, Malton'with responsibility for the East 

Riding, otherwise some engagement would surely have been fought. Stamford 

Bridge, was too close to York for comfort. In view of the fact that nothing 
further was done, the dispositions to which Belasyse's secretary made reference 
must have occurred after Con . stable's campaign and perhaps in response to it, 

and can therefore be positively identified as 'defensive' in nature. On the 

whole this seems a sound conjecture. 

Between February 22nd and March, 3rd9, there,. is. no record that anything else 
was attempted by either side,, although Belasyse-must have been extremely budy 

reorganising to meet the cavalry threat from Hull. His choice of Leeds 

moreover$ as a headquarters for controlling, the West Riding, may date to this 

period. Whilst the town may seem an obvious choiceg in view of its easy 

communications with York, militarily it might have been better to establish 

a command deeper in the cloth townsl perhaps to go back to Halifax. As it was 

-the Parliamentary commanders had seized upon the opportunity afforded by the 

uncertainty that had initiallyprevailed in Yorkshire, to go onto the offensive 
in a limited way, almost as if they I were probing the strength of the Royalist 

dispositions. On March 3rd again, the date is conjectured - was fought the 

first of two battlesýstaged at'Bradford before April 11th. No one has yet 

realised that there wereq in fact, two distinct-engagementss whilst very few 

. 
have bothered to note that there,, was even one. _ Briefly, since it will help 

in analysing sources that are'so confused as to be almost beyond interpretation 

the first fight at Bradford was an attempt'by Belasyse to prevent the 

Parliamentarians from establishing*a',, foothold4there. This battle was fought 

partially in the town, partially outside it. The second Bradford action, 
fought on or around the 25th'of-March9rwas; an attempt by Belasyse to dislodge 
the Parliamentarians who had, in theýinterval firmly occupied the town. 
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On both occasions the Royalists suffered a reverse, which fact might have 

contributed to the confusion surrounding the incidents. 

The clue to the chronology lies in the activities of Sir Charles Lucas, 

who fought in the first action around March 3rd but who, by the time that the 

second was fought on March 25th, was in Durham. It will be remembered that 

he was actively commanding in the battle of Hilton at that time. Slingsby 

remembered: 

Sr. Charles Lucas at this time was sent out of ye south wth 
a 1000 horse & Dragoons, to do us cervise in ye North, & now 
sent for by his Excellence; but Collonell Bellasyse yt 
command'd all ye Yorkshire forcesq desirld an assistance 
before he went, thinking yt wth their joynt forces, they 

should be able to beat out of ye town Zof Bradforg some few 
forces of Collonell Lamberts yt lay in it; but ye success 
prov'd not; they assault'd ye town but was beaten from it 

wth loss, having some prisoners taken, & some kill1d. Strange 
fortune we have had at this Town, for untill his excellency 
took it after ye battle upon Allerton Moort we never attempt'd 
any thing upon it but receiv1d an affront, once by Sr. Tho. 
Glemham, once by my Ld Goring, & now by Coll. Bellasyse. (22) 

Slingsby's determination to refer to Belasyse as 'Colonel'9 when he was quite 

properly to be designated Lt. General, suggests Sir Henry may have been one of 
the group opposed to Belasyse's appointment. Butihat is incidental. The 

reference to Lambert as definitely in the town might seem to make this section 
an account of the March 25th action, except for the very positive reference to 

Charles Lucas. Slingsby's recollections were extremely vague where dates 

were concerned, so that it is a misnomer to call it a Diary. In the first 

engagement, however, we can be sure that Lambert did have a foothold in the 

town. 

Captain Hodgson of Halifax was in the first Bradford fight, even though 

he had been with Thomas Fairfax in Cheshire, and Fairfax was still absent on 
March 3rd. Lambertl the new Parliamentary figure to loom in the West Riding, 

seems however to have been detached from Fairfax's main army, and to have 
23 

returned into Yorkshire in late February, so that Hodgson came with him* 
We marched back out of Cheshire to Sowerby, and from thence 
to Halifax, and back to Kighly, and so to Bradford, Major 
General Lambert commanding the whole party. We found the 
enemy in Bradford, but they overrun the Kirk. Our horse 
had some pickering with them up to the lane head, and was 
put to flight; but our foot gave them such a salute with 
shot, as made them run for it. We retreat Jn7to Bradford, 
and quartered there a while, and after marched th Leeds, and 
afterg took Selby... 

The vagueness of Hodgson's closing remark suggests that between March 3rd 

and April 11th he saw littlet if anyq active service. He made no allusion to 

the Hunslet 'engagement, nor to the second Bradford fight at the end of March. 

John Vicars, when he came to describe the first fight at Bradford, seems 

to have confused his sources? 
4 That he intended to describe the Harch 3rd 
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action is evidenced by his allusion to the Parliamentary capture of Tadcaster 
25 

which might have occurred immediately after the first battle, but from the 

moment that he set pen to paper he made several important errors. In brief, 

after indicating that Lambert was marching on Bradford, as indeed he was, 
Vicars gave Belasyse as commanding there in person, which is highly improbable 
for the first action but highly likely for the second. His sources for the 

second engagement then took over completely$ so that his details became 

virtually worthless in their context, and the only value in them for the March 
3rd fighting was a specific reference that can only apply to that dateg that 

Belasyse sent men to Ireleeve9 a Royalist garrison in the town. After the 
fighting, Bradford was Lambert's headquarters, as will be seen. 

This represents the sum total of evidence for the first Bradford fight, 

gleaned from the larger body of sources that prove a second fight for the town. 

Doubtless this problem would have been resolved long ago had anyone concerned 
himself to examine the war in the north in detail, but even Lamburt's biographer 

whilst noting the first engagement, did not perceive the clues for a second6 

Within two days, on the night of March 5th/6th, Lambertq flexing his 

muscles, won a second success, this time at Hunslet, the fight which Peter 
Young confused with that of Culham in February. For this fight, we are 
fortunate in having Lambert's own despatch, written on March 6thq to his old 
commander, Sir Thomas Fairfaxý7 

The last night I sent out a party of horse and foot, commanded 
by Captain Asquith, to fall upon the enemy's quarters at 
Hunstett, which accordingly was done, through God's assistancel 
with good success. We took some prisoners; Major Vavasour, 
Captain Hughes, Captain Cardhouse, Captain Laine, Captain 
Labourne, and Captain Talbot; three lieutenants, four gentlemen, 

about 200 common soldiers, besides some slain... 
It may be that Peter Young confused the two incidents - Hunslet and Colham 

because of the similarity between Captain Vavasour, taken at the latter, and 
this Major Vavasour who headed the list of Hunslet prisoners. In this case, 
the major was probably Thomas Vavasour, a Recusant, field officer in the horse 

regiment of Sir William Bradshaw. Bradshaw's regiment was in Yorkshire at 
this time, and we shall have occasion to come across it again at the second 
battle for Bradford. Captain Cardhouse may be a reference either to Captain 

Thomas Carnes of Sir George Middleton's regiment of Horse, or to Lt. Colonel 

Carvis of the same regiment. Middleton and Bradshaw both raised their 

regiments initially in Lancashire, and they may well have operated together 

since leaving the county after June 1643- Captain Labourne must be the 

Captain Leyburn of Middleton's horse, the problem of whose identity has been 

gone into thoroughly elsewhere 
ý8 Captain Hughes, and Captains Talbot and 

Laine cannot positively be identified, but if they did not belong to either of 
those regiments, belonged to a third, unknown, force present at Hunslet. 
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Three soldiers buried in Leeds between March 5th and 6th must have been 
(Royalist) casualties, either from Hunslet or from BradfordP 

There is a Cheshire source which specifically tied down the action at 
Hunslet to March 6th - Ash Wednesday - and which adds further details of 
prisoners that suggest Middleton's regiment was the one that suffered most 
As well as giving Major Vavasour, Captains Leyburn, Talbot, Hughes (it does 
promote Hughes to major and adds the forename William, although this does not 
help identification)q Laine (Lance), Cardhouse (Cares), this source adds 
Captain Walmeslow and Lieutenant Christopher Harrist of Captain Plumpton's 
troop. Harris was definitely from Middleton's regiment, but the only Captain 
Plumpton who can be identified in the northern armyt served under Sir William 
Eure and was killed at Marston Moor. 

Vicars3l has a reference, not to Hunslet, but to another action at Kirk- 
lees in which Lambert was also successful, although precisely when it took 

place is unknown. In this action, some 11 troops of Royalist horse were 
attacked and, according to Vicars, lost four lt. colonels and majors, seven 

captains, the full 11'cornets and JOO men as prisoners. We know that 

Belasyse had withdrawnýhis concentration from the Halifax area to Leeds, and 
Kirklees lies on the outskirts of Huddersfield, so if this action is not 
fanciful and whatever Vicars occasionally did to the truth, he rarely wrote 
romance and if it is not a confused account of Hunslets which is doubtful, 

then Belasyse must have kept an advanced party towards the Lancashire border, 

which was sensible in the circumstances. 

Thus far have been unravelled the tangled evidences for events in early 
March. That Lambert, in his letter on March 6th, made no reference to the 

Bradford fight of the 3rd, can be explained by assuming that he had already 

sent a despatch which has, unfortunately, not survived. It is unlikely that 

Lambert would have sent so brief a communication on the 6th, if he had not 

already reported at some length on his successful, and important, occupation 

of Bradford. There is, however, one more letter of his which on the surface, 
defies explanation. 

The letter, written from Bradford on the 11th, was concerned chiefly with 

securing money with which to pay the Parliamentarian forces under his command. 
The second part of the letter was made up with news 

ý2 

I shall only trouble you farther with what news I hear. The 
Scots are certainly at Durham and Hartlepool, the latter 
whereof they fortify and settle a garrison. There hath lately 
been some blows, and the report goes by divers who came to us 
from them that Sir Richard Hutton's regiment is cut off. This 
you may credit, that many wounded soldiers are brought to York. 
My Lord General hath taken Stamford Bridge and some good ordnance. 
More of the particulars I cannot relate. The enemy is fortifying 
Tadcaster; even now I hear that he is marched towards Leeds with 
eighteen colours of foot and the demi-cannon. I should not in 
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the least kind have credited it, but that I know the 
relater to be very faithful, and reports that his friend 
saw it. 

This reads very much like a letter from someone badly in need of something to 

say. Some of his remarks were transparently untrue, others concerned news so 
stale that his recipient must already have known of it. The Scots, for 

example, were not in Durham city on March 11, but entered in the wake of 
Hilton two weeks later: nor had they occupied Hartlepool. Lambert did not 
mean that the invaders were in Co. Durham, for he specifically used the word 
'at'. Hartlepool may have been an error for Sunderland. He had wrong 
information where Hutton's regiment was concerned, too. A force raised in 
Yorkshire and closely attached to the city and Ainsty of York, Hutton's foot 

almost certainly remained with the army under BelasyZe, and we may here have 

a confusion of Hutton with Huddlestone, for we know that the latter's infutry 

were in the Bishopric. They were not, however, 'cut off', which meant that 
they had been utterly destroyed. 

When Lambert wrote, Stamford Bridge had been taken about two to three 

weeks earlier by Sir William Constable on his progress through the East Riding, 

but it had not been garrisoned since it would have been untenable in view of 
its closeness to York. Lambert cannot have heard of its capture so belatedly 

as is implied, unless communication between Hull and Bradford was ruled out 
by Royalist cavalry patrols. The allusion to Tadcaster being fortified may 
have been accurate: most important is the remark that the', meaning the 

enemy, was marching to Leeds with large forces. If this was a reference to 

the strategic dispositions which we know that Belasyse was making for control 

of the county, then they were taking place remarkably late and must be seen 

as in keeping with Newcastle's orders that he should act defensively. If Leeds 

had had no real Royalist presence on March 5th, then that would explain how a 

small body of Parliamentarians from Bradford could fall upon Hunslet with 
impunity. Thus Belasyse's decision to establish a regional command centre in 

Leeds was a direct response to offensive action by the Parliamentarians and was 
by no means a breach of the Marquess's vague orders, or what we know of them. 

It might have been better if he had acted earlier, and had put sufficient 
troops into Leeds to thwart Lambert's activities at their inception, instead 

of having to try to oust him from the Bradford area once he had gained access 
to the county. 

It is Lambert's incredulity in response to this news of Belasyse's actions 

that is puzzling: "I should not in the least have credited it" he wrote. He 

cannot have thought that with the victories at Bradfordt Hunslet and Kirklees, 

that he had won control, undisputed, of the West Riding, for Lambert, whatever 

else he was, was no fool. He must have expected to be challenged sooner or 
later, unless, of course, he believed his own stories about Co. Durham and 
thus that his credulity was due to his belief that Belasyse would be heavily 
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preoccupied with ferrying supplies to Newcastle and making up numbers as 
columns of wounded returned to York. If Lambert's overall tactics were based 

upon so complete a misunderstanding of what was happening in the Royalist 

camp, then he was more or less putting himself in a position of extreme danger. 
Had Belasyse known this, things might have turned out differently: had there 
been a resolute thrust into the West Riding from York, Lambert might have been 
hurled back into Lancashire and Cheshire and the entire course of the war 
drastically changed. But Belasyse's orders, as we understand them, forbade 

such a policy on his part: he was constrained to adopt a make-do and mend 
approach at a time when it could do most harm. In other words, the real 

consequences of the caution exhibited by Newcastle and his advisors, were to 
be felt by Belasyse and would lead to the destruction of the Marquess's entire 
achievements. 

Since the Lambert letter supports the view that Belasyse, contrary to the 
Duchess's criticism, was acting in accordance with his orders, it is worth 
examining the military situation in Yorkshire as it stood in mid-March. Lt. 
General John Belasyse, Governor of York, had at his disposal probably the bulk 

of the Yorkshire regiments together with some from Lancashire which had been 
in action outside that county for almost a year. With these forces, Belasyse 
had to defend York, maintain supremacy at least in the North Riding, around the 

city, and, if it could be done, in the West Riding, and prevent any definite 

Parliamentarian incursion. Thus he could, on the one hand, ignore the Hull 

raiders, regarding them as purely nuisance value unable to maintain any 
territorial incursion: whilst looking upon the developments in the West 
Riding as the real threat. He had mistakenly endeavoured to contain Sir 
William Constable, and had suffered defeat at Colham, and he does not appear to 

have tried again (nor, for that matter, did Constable) although he may have 

refortified Stamford Bridge and have garrisoned Tadcaster. Thus by mid-March, 

unless Cholmeley in Scarbdrough were active, and there is no evidence one way 
or the other, the Hull garrison could, if it wished, range the East Riding 
to a limited extent, keeping its distance from Malton where Belasyse had a 
force. 

In the West Riding the situation was superficially the same. With the 

withdrawal of Mackworth's firm hand in January, the area had become open for 

the long dominated Parliamentarians to try their hand again. The result had 

been three defeats in a row - Bradford, Hunslet and Kirklees - with an almost 
inevitable consolidation of the Parliamentarian foothold. Lambert had doubt- 

less had an influx of volunteers, who were never wanting in the cloth towns, 

and his forces must have been increasing daily. They threatened Belasyse in 

several ways. Obviously, they represented the danger of losing the West 
Riding entirely; and the organisation of the county into three command zones, 
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with Leeds for the west, was Belasyse's answer, limited as it necessarily was 
by the commands of the Marquess. Further, Parliamentarian control of the west 
would mean easier access for Lancashire reinforcements, and a powerful army 
under Lambert could either fight to establish a link with Hull, or break into 

the North Riding and so disrupt Belasyse's flow of supplies and of men to the 

army fighting the Scots. 

The military situation for the Royalists was, clearly, far from satis- 
factory. All the initiative lay with the enemy, for Belasyse's hands were 
tied both by his orders and by his responsibilities. Under such circumstances, 

whatever Newcastle or James King might have done, Belasyse did that which 

seemed to him to be for the best. By no means so cautious as his superiors, 
he elected to fight a short, defensive campaign aimed at unsettling Lambert 

before he capitalisedupon his success. The Royalist manouevres were-1imited 
in intention, and that the scheme failed was due t7o circumstances thatj but 

for orders, Belasyse might have been able to avoid. In mid-March he-made the 
decision to attempt Bradford again, using greatly increased forces.., 

The observations made by his secretary are here of the utmost importance, 

since the first move was to be made in the chain of events which led inexorably 
to defeat at Selby. Moone made it clear that his master was actually 
established in Selby a fortnight before the battle there, and that he did not 
precipitately seize upon it out of choice as a place at which he felt that he 

could encounter the Parliamentarians. 

L, The drdw7 all his troops together and rendezvous at Selby, 
where he formed a small army of 5000 foot and 1500 horse, 
and marched in person from York to command them, with six 
pieces of cannon and a train. At Selby he made a bridge 
of boats over the river Ouse to communicate with the East 
Riding; from hence he marched 1000 foot and 500 horse more 
to attack Bradford.. -(33) 

Here we see Belasyse organising Selby as a base from which to conduct his 

campaign, having decided that it was more advantageous to operate from that 
town rather than from York. It stood four-square between Lambert and Hull. 
It became, by implication, a field headquarters which by April, was to come 
under attack, and critics of Belasyse's military judgement would do well to 

realise this integral factor. The Duchess did not, nor did her husband. 

Before the attack on Bradford began, Belasyse, to follow his secretary's 

account, received reinforcements in the shape of George Porter and Sir Gervase 

Lucas. Lucas, governor of Belvoir, was styled 'George' by Moone, and it may 

well be that students of the period in realising this was an error, compounded 
the mistake of identifying only one Bradford fight by calling Lucas 'Charleslt 

since Sir Charles was indeed at the first battle. Sir Charles Lucasq as has 

been said, was by now in Durham, so that the identification of 'George' with 
Gervase is obvious. If it be asked what the governor of Belvoir was doing in 
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southern Yorkshireq then the answer lies in the events in Nottinghamshire in 
mid to late March, to which we must briefly turn. 

If further proof is required to show that Belasyse did not act rashly, 
it will shortly become apparent. On March 21st, Prince Rupert had raised the 

k34 Parliamentarian siege of Newar 9 inflicting a heavy defeat on Sir John 
Meldrum. The best account of events is still that given by Alfred Woodý5 

whilst the following summary is meant only to indicate the military situation 
outside Yorkshire in the light of which Belasyse formed his plan of attack 
upon Bradford and, indeedl his march to Selby. 

With the departure of the Marquess to the Scottish war, and the withdrawal 
of forces northwards to assist him, the counties to the south of Yorkshire over 
which he exercised authority were left to their own devices. In consequence 
the Parliamentarians had returned to the offensive and hadq by early March, 

thoroughly invested the important garrison town of Newark on the Treat. The 
Parliamentary force, commanded overall by Meldrum, was particularly strong, 
drawn as it was from virtually all of the neighbouring counties as well as from 

Nottinghamshire itself. In February, an outlying body of Royalist cavalry in 

the Isle of Axholm had been driven back into Yorkshire by Meldrum. The force, 

commanded by Colonel Sir John Mayney, apparently rode straight on north to join 

the Marquess in Durham ý6 but it was claimed that Mayney had lost 100 men 

prisonerst eight guns and 300 small armsý7 The siege of Newark was completed 
by February 29th. On the 18th of that month, Prince Rupert in Cheshire had 

there received news from the King of these developments, with a request 
that he create some diversion to relieve the pressure. By March 16th Rupert 

had decided to march directly to the relief of Newark. On the 21st, after a 

rapid march in which his army was reinforced by troops which included men 

under George Porter, Rupert came upon Meldrum's siege army and trapped it 

between his own men and the town garrison. Meldrum, unable-to fight his way 

clear, offered negotiations and was permitted to depart for Hull. In the 

wake of this victory, Lincoln, Gainsborough and Sleaford were evacuated by the 
38 

enemy, and the pressure was lifted from Nottinghamshire. 

Thust when Belasyse occupied Selby and inaugurated his campaign, he was 

capitalising upon a sudden weakening of the overall Parliamentarian position. 
Gervase Lucas and George Porter, released from activity and the need for 

constant alertness, were able to assist him in his march, and circumstances 

could not have been more propitious. Since the sources do not go into 

sufficient detail to show Belasyse in a favourable light, it is doubly 

necessary to show their deficiencies if an objective view of his period of 

command is to be arrived at. 

Thus, having everything in his favour, Belasy6e, to follow his secretary 
a little longer, 
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fell on with the foot, and had certainly taken /-Bradforg 
but for a gallant sally Lambert made through our horse, 
commanded on that side by Colonel George Porter, and escaped 
to Halifax, so as the pursuit of him engaged us so late at 
night as, our ammunition being spent, we drew back to Leeds. 

Vicars39 completely confused his account of both battles, but the section 
dealing with that fought on or around March 25th/26th is in one unit and can be 
lifted cleanly from the muddle. 

for 7 howres space the... disputation was fiercely continued; 
at length Col. Lambert perceived he had the better of his 
enemies; but yet ... for want of powder he knew not what to do 
... A Council of Warre was sodainly called ... and ... it was 
agreed, that before they would offer any parley to the enemy, 
the horse should charge once more; which, in that desperat 
exigence, was performed with such undaunted courage and 
resolution, that the Enemies Horse began to give ground... 

Whereupon, as Vicars had it, the Parliamentarians turned at bay and put these 
horse to a rout, capturing no less a prisoner than Colonel Sir John Gerlington, 
the former High Sheriff of Lancashire. 

As is not unusual, these forces saw the battle from different angles, and 
their chroniclers tended to differ as to the outcome of the battle, so that it 
is best to omit conclusions until other material has been examined. Strangely, 
the most important of these comes from Samuel Luke, largely because of the 

specific nature of his dating. On April 2nd, a Tuesday, Luke noted that he 

had received a report from Manchester that "last week" 40 troops of horse and 
1200 foot commanded by Sir William Bradshaw had attacked Bradford, but that 

Lambert drew out his men, faced them, and captured both Bradshaw and another 

gentleman (Gerlington? ) in the routýo Since the report reached Luke from 

Manchester, it is not surprising that emphasis was given to the part played by 

the Lancashire Royalist officers, and not too much should be read into the 

allusion to Bradshaw as commander instead of Belasyse. The quite definite 

statement that the fight took place during the course of the week preceding 
April 2nd supports the contention that the action took place on or around 
March 25th/26th, which date anyway fits in well with Rupert's success at 
Newark. 

Bulstrode Whitelock noted this action, and alluded to the capture of a 
Colonel 'Bagshawl, whilst acknowledging that Belasyse was in commandýl Vicars 

42 
belatedly gave 'Bagshawls' capture, so that one is forced to wonder whether 
Whitelock did not rely on Vicars heavily when compiling his own Memoirs. An 

additional contemporary letter, dated April 4th, reported Lambert's victory 
43 

and some 200 Royalists slain, 

If Bradshaw was indeed taken, he was exchanged not long after, since he 

fought with distinction on Marston Moor. Precisely how long Gerlington was 
held is not known. The battle at Bradford seems to have had three or four 
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stages. At first, Lambert held on to the town, sustaining a fierce attack 
until his ammunition ran low. Thereupon, he resolved to fight his way clear, 
and in doing so, created confusion in a part of the Royalist cavalry commanded 
by Porter (which probably included Bradshaw's regiment and perhaps Gerlington's) 

and broke them. Once clear of the town, Lambert then turned at bay, drove 

off what was left of the horse with some loss and, when the main Royalist army 
retired on Leeds, returned and probably reoccupied his ground. It was clearly 

a Parliamentary victory due largely, if not entirely, to the failure of George 

Porter. 

It is not stretching the evidence to blame Porter. He seems to have been 

himself ashamed of his part, or to have resented Belasyse, for there is a 
letter to him from Colonel Samuel Tuke of the duke of York's regiment of horse 

written on March 28th: 

you perceive the distress of the North and now the choice 
is whether you will desert yr Countrie now gained and 
possest or serve against a fresh enemie, I pray resolve 
speedily of it. (44) 

Porter had ridden back into the now trouble-free areas of Nottinghamshire. 

Three letters of his, written between March 28th and 30th, survive, which help 

to show his state of mind. He had been ordered to return into Yorkshire, no 
doubt by Belasyse who was his superior officer, but was writing to Rupert for 

permission to remain where he was to recruit his forces. This request does 

suggest- losses which, since they were not suffered at Newark reliefl can only 

have been due to the Bradford fiasco, although he made no allusion to itý5 

Nor did he hurry north, so that his deliberate slowness - or dereliction of 

duty - contributed in no small way to the defeat at Selby. 

The battle of Selby was the result of a conjunction of forces which Lord 

Belasyse was not equipped to defeat, and which in a sense he could not have 

forseen as occurring so soon as it did. It will be remembered that Sir Thomas 

Fairfax had been in Cheshire in early March, although some of his army led by 

Lambert, had returned into his native county to make the most of the Royalist 

predicament there. It is now possible to go back to that useful memoir of 

Thomas Fairfax's for his interpretation of events in April and the battle of 

Selbyý6 

my Father commanded me back into Yorkshire, yt by ye conjunction 
of Forces we might be more able to take ye feild. We met about 
Ferry Bridge; he being come out of Hull thither wth ye Intention 
to fall upon ye enemyls Garrison at Selby. Here I received 
another command from ye Parlamt to march Immediately wth my Horse 
& Dragoones into Northumberland to Joyne wth ye Scotts Army. The 
E. of Newcastle who was yn, at Durham, being much stronger in 
Horse yn they; for want of wch they could advance no furthur. 
But it being resolved, wthin a day or 2 to storme Selby, I stayed 
till yt businesse was over; wch proved as effectual for ye 
Releife of ye Scotts Army. 

If anything is surprising, it is that Belasyse should have remained personally 
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in Selby from March 26th to April 11th without making any movement at all. He 

may have been misled by his information, or he may have trusted to his strength 
to be able to hold Selby and thus, if he had any inkling of the enemy strategy, 
to tie down their army for a time at least. It cannot be argued that Belasyse 

ought to have evacuated Selby and return to York, even if that would have 

avoided battle, since once Selby was emptied of troops, a great Parliamentary 

barrier would stretch from Halifax to Hull. Having selected Selby as his 

field headquarters, Belasyse had no option but to defend it if he could, and 

he was not the man to leave the command to a subordinate whilst he himself kept 

securely within York. 

The Governor of Yorke lay in ye Towne with 2000 men, we drew 
Horse and Foot close to it. Sr John Meldrum led on ye Foot 
wch had their severall posts appointed, where they should 
storme. I wth ye Horse ready to second them. The enemy, 
wthin, defended ymselves stoutly, a good while; or men, at 
length, beat ym from ye Line, but could not advance furthur 
bec: of ye Horse wthin. I getting a Barricado open, wch let 
us in betweene ye Houses and the river, we had an Encounter 
wth their Horse. After one charge they fled over a bridge of 
boats, to Yorke. Other Horse came up and charged us agn, 
where my horse was overthrowneg being single, a little before 

my men, who prsently releived me, & forced ye enemy back, who 
retreated also to Yorke. In this charge we tooke Coll: 
Bellases, Governor of Yorke; By this time ye Foot had entered 
ye Towne and also tooke many prisoners. This good successe 
put ym in great Distractions & feares, at Yorke; who speedily 
sent to the E. of Newcastle to hast back thither, beleeving we 
would prsently attempt ym.... 

It is not clear wh&ther Sir Thomas Fairfax understood the real significance of 

the battle, or not: but his memoirs do not, as a rule, contain what might be 

called extraneous considerations of strategy. In his account, however, 

succinctly and briefly, are established the consequences of this victory. 

Belasyse's secretary 
47 

gave the view of the opposing commander, since the 

memoir was, like that of the Duchess, compiled from conversations and from 

dictation. 

Sir Thomas Fairfax with 2000 horse from Lancashire, where he 
had lately defeated the Lord Byron's forces, joined his 
father's and Lamberts ZRIeldrumfs7 forces from Hull in the 
Isle of Axholme and advanced against my Lord to Selby, where 
they attacked him, April 11th. 
By break of day he defended the place gallantly for the space 
of eight or ten hours, and at last by the treachery or cowardice 
of one Captain Wilson, afterwards condemned to death by a 
council of war, at his post, Sir Thomas Fairfax's horse entered; 
whereupon my Lord charged him in person at the head of his 
horse. But they (the officers only excepted) not advancing, 
but taking occasion to fly over the aforesaid bridge of boats, 
he found himself engaged in the midst of Sir Thomas FairfaxIs 
troops, who killed his horse under him, and discharged some - 
pistols and blows with swords at him: so as he had certainly 
been slain but for the goodness of his arms, and thereby 
received but two wounds; one in his arm, the other in his head; 
both with swords: so as (thol he asked it not), yet they gave 
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him quarter, and carried him to the Lord Fairfax, their 
General, and my Lord's near kinsman, who treated him civilly 
and sent his chirurgeons to dress his wounds, and ordered his 
going down the river, together with Sir John Ramsden, Sir 
Thomas Strickland and the other prisoners taken to Hull. 

It would be valuable to know precisely when Belasyse was taken, whether 
his capture destroyed the morale of his infantry or whether they were broken 
before that point. The sword wounds he sustained convey a picture of a typical 

civil war field commander, but his forwardness in the action was not really the 

role of an overall commander unless it was a last desperate flourish, like that 

of Rupert was to be on Marston Moor. It might repay a study of crucial actions 
throughout the period, if it could be shown that respective commanders were 
taken from the scene early by capture, wounds or death. Perhaps Belasyse lost 

control early. The Duchess observed, accurately in a sense, although she 
meant it as a reproach: 

he being a man of great valour and courageg it transported 
him so much, that he resolved to face the enemy, and offering 
to keep a town that was not tenable, was utterly routed, and 
himself taken, prisoner, although he fought most gallantly. (48) 

Enough has already been said to show that the Duchessis account of the action 
left a lot to be desired. 

Sir Henry Slingsby had a useful account to giveg since he suggested that 

Belasyse was expecting the union of the Hull and Cheshire forces for some time, 
by an intercepted letter sent from Lord Fairfax to his son. We do not know 

precisely when this letter was intercepted, supposing Slingsby to have been 

correct, but it might explain why Belasyse selected Selby as his field head- 

quarters, although there were other considerations. Of the battle, Sir Henry 

wrote 
49 

Ld Fairfax rhad7 ye benefitt of ye river to pass wn & where 
he would. , Whereupon Collonell Bellasyse resolves to hold 
ym out at Selby. They send in their summons; he sends ym 
word back again he would not deliver it up to a rebell; this 
answer insens'd my Ld Fairfax; they prepare to storm; Coll. 
Bellasyse to defend himself; Coll. Strickland offers, that 
give him but 200 men, & he would undertake to make good yt 
part of ye town wch should be judgld ye weakest, & falls a 
working yt night. 

That was on April 10th. 

The next morning my Ld Fairfax falls on & in a short time 
enters ye town both wth horse & foot: such as could get 
over the bridge (for a bridge they had made of boats) made 
speed to York, some to Cawood: taken & list'd as prisoners 
to ye number of 80 officers besides Comon soulgiers. 
This proved a fatall blow to us, much lamented for ye loss 
of Coll. Bellasyse, of whom at first none could_give any 
certain report whether he was kill'd or taken; so it proved 
of consequence to ye parliament as ye very, -, dawning of yt 
day wch brought prosperous success unto ym, ',,, 

It is pleasing to find that Slingsby realised the importance of Selby when he 
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compiled his memoirg especially since he added for emphasis: 
they had long expect'd ye assistance of ye Scots, & now 
yt he was come he could neither get farther, nor my Ld 
Fairfax come at him, wthout this obstacle were remov'd or 
ruin'd. The countrys of ye North were much wasted, & ye 
armys could not long lye one against ye other, but starve. 
Their horses dy'd and their men weary of such hard duty 
being in Winter frost & Snow, would not endure longer but 
began to run away. 
The Scots must be forcId to retreatq not having Sr. Tho. 
Fairfaxes assistance as was look1d for, if this unfortunate 
news had not come unto ym of ye beating & routing our 
Yorkshire forces. 

Slingsby's shrewd comment requires little amplification. It is both conciae 
and accuratel and establishes Selby as the crucial battle of the civil war in 

northern England. Indirectly, perhaps, the most crucial action of the war 
so far as Parliament was concerned. 

The Duchess of Newcastle's criticism of Belasyse has been dismissed, but 
it is worth noting that her husband did not, at the timet feel that the blame 
for the defeat lay with the governor. From York on April 18th he wrote to 
tell the King that "all this had been prevented if the Ld. Loughborough and 
Col. Porter had given Col. Bellasis assistance, as they had time enough to have 
done, and orders, tool,, 50 The news of the defeat must have come like a cold 
shock of water at Oxford, where on the 16th Sir Edward Nicholas could tell 
Patrick Ruthven: 

We believe that the news of Col. Bellasis being beaten by 
LId Fairfax is either altogether or in good part false, 
for yesterday there was no news of it at London, and we 
have not yet had it seconded. (51) 

There are various other sources, including tracts to which reference will 

shortly be made, which refer to the action, but none of them except one add 

much to the story. Whitelock gleaned his account from tracts, and mentioned 
1600 men taken in the town, with four colonels, four majors, 20 captains, 130 

"inferiour officers", some 2000 arms, ships and pinnaces in the river Ouse, and 
on the day following, some 500 fugitives were apprehended at Hemingboroughý2 
Sir Roger Burgoyne, writing on April 13th, noted 1800 prisoners of all sorts, 
and 1000 dead and wounded. These figures are not excessiveý3 It was 

reported in London that "divers slain, and lyes strewed in the Way to York, for 

,, 54 Four Miles; others that fled to Pontefract we pursued to Ferry Bridge * 
Before considering these Royalist losses, it is worth pausing to look at the 

accusation of treachery made by Belasyse's secretary. 

It has often been remarked in this study that the claims of treachery made 
to account for a defeat were flung around with scant regard for truth. In 
this case, however, we have the officer's name, Captain Wilson, the statement 
that he commanded at a barricade, and the additional information that he was 
shot by order of the council of war, either on the field, or later at York. 
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Whoever Wilson was, it is no longer possible to know. To support the charge, 
howevert is Sir Thomas Fairfax's own admission that he entered the town at a 
barricade after initial failure. The statement that Wilson was shot supports 
the view that something was afoot, and there is one vital piece of evidence 
that exists to substantiate a charge, if not of treacheryt then of dereliction 

of duty in the face of the enemy. It occurs in a letter written on December 
25th 1644 from Holland by an exilet Major William Vavasour of Colonel Sir 
Walter Vavasour's Horse: 

For myself, that Selby business, which I must never allow to 
be ascribed to disobeying orders or ill-conducti but to the 
cowardice of some foot officers proving so unfortunately, my 
brother Bellasis taken, my regiment spoiled, and 1, finding 
strange unexpected entertainment at York /the siege7, thought 
fit to leave those few remaining men, and to take care, with 
my Lord's leave to get myself into some fitter place than a 
besieged town ... to have my hurts cured... (55) 

Vavasour's is the only letter which we have written by an officer in the 

Royalist forces which fought at Selby. Slingsby was either at Yorkq or with 
Newcastle. Because of this, it is fortunate that what it has to convey is so 

significant. Although Vavasour had a reason for vindicating Belasyse, his 

conclusion that the defeat had nothing to do with disobedience is supported by 

an objective examination of the whole Yorkshire fighting, whilst his claim that 

cowardice led to the enemy entry supports what Belasyse's secretary had to say 
on the matter. A letter written in December 1644 was written at a time when 

mutual recriminations amongst the exiled northern Royalists must have been 

high. Newcastle and James King were then in Holland, with many of their 

former staff. John Belasyse, still a prisoner, had no way to defend himself 

against a campaign of innuendo and slander that arose from the need of men to 

find a scapegoat for their own shortcomings. Clearlyt William Vavasour felt 

it his duty to defend the governor of York, and to set the record straight even 
in his correspondence. The letter, in fact, casts a little light into the dim 

twilight world of the depressed and frustrated exiles for whom everything was 

as good as lost. In re-examining the accusation made by the Duchess, a whole 
hidden aspect of the Royalist war is uncovered. 

More important still, where Vavasour's letter is concerned, is the 

contribution which it makes to the other aspect of the Selby defeat, and one 

which has never been examined properlyl although its significance for a full 

understanding of the strategic consequences is great. 

It is fairly conclusive that Selby brought about both the siege of York 

andq indirectly, the Royalist defeat on Marston Moor. It is also evident that 

the defeat was a misfortune contributed to by Porter's failure to appearg and 
by the cowardice or treachery of a barricade commander at a vital moment. 
From an examination of all the sources - and now we must come to the relevant 
tracts - it is plain that Selby was important in another way. That, in brief, 
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at Selby the Yorkshire foot regiments were utterly broken, beyond repair, a 

severe loss to the Marquess of Newcastle. Vavasour wrote that his own regiment 

-a cavalry regiment - did not escape from the town but was 'spoiled', and he 

spoke, too, of abandoning his few men that were left, to go to recover from his 

wounds. He went in fact to Scarborough and so over to Holland, probably when 
Newcastle left from there after Marston Moor. If an entire cavalry regiment 
such as Walter Vavasour's, could be so badly mauled, what hope had the infantry 

of escaping death or capture? 

To assist in assessing the grievous nature of the loss which befell the 

Yorkshire forces, it is necessary to examine the lists of captured officers 
that have remained extant. These are extremely full and, although they tend 

to overlap, by careful scrutiny it is possible to arrive at a fairly accurate 
list. The published lists were, of course, by no means complete - publishers 

may well have shortened lengthier columns of names, so as to convey the general 
impression of the victory without going deeply into details. Then again, it 

is possible that really exhaustive lists were never completed at all. The 

following table has been compiled from Vicars56 A True Relationý7 I It 
A Letter from 

X58 Lord Fairfa and the list in the Lords Journals? 9 There is a fairly accurate 
6o 

rendering of these sources in Morrell's History of Selby. 

Name Rank Regiment 

John Lord Belasyse Colonel & Lt. General 
Sir John Ramsden Colonel Ramsden's Foot 

Sir Thomas Strickland Colonel Strickland's Horse 

Leonard Tyndal Lt. Colonel Ramsden's Foot 

? Forbes Lt. Colonel not known 

Mathew Wentworth Major Saville's Horse 

Henry Hesketh Major not known 

George Rogers Major Fane's Foot 

Dymock Sadlington Major Strickland's Foot 

Christopher Grimston Captain Saville's Horse 

Richard Horsefald Captain Saville's Foot 

Michael Wharton Captain Cholmeley's Horse 

John Beversham Captain (Major? ) Saville's Horse 

7 Washington Captain not known 

Thomas Turner C aptain Errington's Horse 

5icharg7 Cholmeley Captain Belasyse's Horse 

John Salvin Captain Preston's Horse 

William Hardcastle Captain Mallory's Horse 

Thomas Scudamore Captain Robinson's Foot 

- ZC ont. over 
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Name Rank Regiment 

John Skeldon Captain Hutton's Foot 
John Kirk Captain Fane's Foot 
William Wolverstone Captain Belasyse's Foot 
Robert Morrit Captain not known 

Thomas Staveley Captain Mallory's Foot 

Richard Briggs Captain Fane's Foot 

John Lister Captain Mallory's Dragoons 

Mallory Normaville Cptain Metham's Foot 

Mathew Neville Captain Strickland's Foot 

? Conyers Captain not known 

George Waterhouse Capt. Lieutenant not known 

Henry Conyers Capt. Lieutenant Tempest's Foot 

? Wright Capt. Lieutenant ? Cholmeley's Foot 

Michael Keighley Lieutenant Saville's Horse 

Patrick Gray Lieutenant not known 

2 Rickaby Lieutenant not known 

Richard Bishop Lieutenant Saville's Horse 

George Turner Lieutenant not known 

Nicholas Craw Lieutenant not known 

Robert Jefferson Lieutenant not known 

William Fowler Lieutenant not known 

Randolph Evans Lieutenant not known 

Stephen Geere Lieutenant ? Cholmeley's Horse 
61 

George Carter Lieutenant not known 

John Jackson Lieutenant Langdale's Horse 

Richard Dagget Lieutenant Strickland's Foot 
62 

Andrew Harper Lieutenant Strickland's Foot 
ZT-homas7 Moore Lieutenant Fane's Foot 
ZJ-ohn7 Wainwright Lieutenant Fane's Foot 
gohn7 Pearson Lieutenant Belasyse's Horse 
ZJ-ohn 7 Fitziames Lieutenant Hayney's Horse 

? Norton Lieutenant not known 
Zhomas7 Duffield Lieutenant Mallory's Dragoons 
ZJ-ohn7 Skipwith Lieutenant Strickland's Foot 

63 
Francis Grice Lieutenant not known 

Henry Redman Lieutenant not known 

Robert Wright Lieutenant ? Ramsden's Foot 
64 

John Vincent Lieutenant not known 

William Bacon Ensign not known 

Henry Scudamore Ensign Robinson's Foot 
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Name Rank Regiment 

Thomas Conyers Ensign not known 

John Bell Ensign not known 

? North Ensign not known 

John Jackson Ensign not known 

Robert Pollard Ensign not known 

Bareth Middleton Ensign not known 

William Wilkinson Ensign not known 

Paul Errington Ensign not known 

John Vavasour Ensign not known 

John Leyton Ensign not known 

? Hewith Ensign not known 
CRoberf cowling Ensign Hutton's Foot 
/'I-Iugh7 Ramsden 

- 
Ensign Ramsden's Foot 

? Todd Ensign not known 
65 

ZG-eorg. E7 Hesletine Ensign Slingsby's Foot 

Ferdinando Stanley Cornet not known 

Arthur Dyke Cornet not known 

Toby Hutton Cornet not known 

Thomas Smith Cornet not known 

John Leafe Cornet not known 

John Brabaner Cornet ? Cholmeley's Horse 
66 

2 Dickers Cornet not known 

? Spurrier Cornet not known 

? Thompson Cornet not known 

John Dunckin quartermaster Saville's Horse 

Thomas Jackson quartermaster not known 

Stephen Slater quartermaster Strickland's Foot 
fRoberg Cuthbert quartermaster Mallory's Dragoons 

? Wadmouth quartermaster not known 

? Hall quartermaster not known 
ZP-eter7 Thompson quartermaster Vavasour's Horse 
rThomas7 Spencer quartermaster Fane's Foot 
ZG-eorge7 Walton quartermaster Blakiston's Horse 

? Burton Quartermaster not known 

ElIbLs Walker Master of Magazine ---------- 

Although such a list of names can be tedious, it serves to illustrate 
better than any other method, the heavy losses in men captured which the 

Royalists sustained at Selby. Of course, not all of the regiments named were 
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necessarily present in strength: there may have been representative troops or 
companies. At the same time, many of the men about whom nothing is known, 

may have belonged to regiments not named elsewhere in the list, or to regiments 

such as Vavasours which were 'spoiled'. If each regiment present were at 
half strength, in some cases even less; and if of that strength of approximate3ýy 
500 men in an infantry regiment, some 250 were taken prisoner, which from the 

numbers of the officers would appear not unlikely, the enormous loss of man- 

power becomes apparent. What became of the prisoners we do not know, though 

at first they were marched to Hull with their officers, where the rank and file 

probably went free having given their paroles not to fight again. Belasyse 

at least was sent to London before being exchangedg and did not fight at 
Marston Moor. Hardly any of the regiments at Selby can have had more than a 
token presence, if even that, at the battle on July 2nd. It will be seen that 

Belasyse drew men from Skipton garrison, Colonel Sir John Mallory's preserve, 

and that there were some men at least on the field drawn from Sir Henry 

Slingsby's regiment. If Belasyse were reduced to filching men from garrison 

duties for his campaigns, then his strength cannot have been very great anyway, 
hence the reliance on assistance from George Porter. If we can say, as from 

all the evidence it seems that we may, that Belasyse's Yorkshire infantry 

ceased to exist after April 11th, then this was a loss to the Marquess of untold 

seriousness. If for no other reason than this, the battle of Selby was 

crucial. 

If the Royalist forces in Selby numbered the 1500 Horse and 800 foot given 
by A Letter from Lord Fairfax, and in this instance there seems to have been no 

attempt to overestimate the enemy in order to enhance the triumph, then of 

these 2,300 or so no fewer than 1500, chiefly infantry, can have been made 

prisoner. This does not account for those killed or who died later of their 

wounds. Many of the fugitives who did escape, with no regimental colour around 

which to3nlly, might well have headed for home thankful to be alive. 

To summarise. Selby was a battle that could not have been avoided by 

Belasyse without giving the enemy a free hand in Yorkshire. It fall out by 

chance, and was not delib'e rately sought by the Royalists, who had throughout 

followed their instructions to act in a defensive manner sufficient to maintain 

control of the county, or at least of those areas from which Newcastle might be 

supplied. The defeat at Selby broke the Yorkshire army beyond repair, and 

enabled the Parliamentarians and the Scots to join together, forcing the 

Marquess to abandon the struggle in the Bishopric for the sake of the security 

of York, for had York been lost - and it well might have been in the turmoil of 

the loss of its governor and the panic which must have ensued upon so total a 

defeat - there is no doubt that before Rupert or anyone could have succoured 
the Marquess, he would have been brought to battle somewhere in the North 

Riding and annihilated. As it was, his success in reaching York first merely 
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postponed the reckoning, which came on July 2nd at Marston Moor. There can 
have been few such actions as that of Selby, where small forces were engaged, 
which had had such far reaching consequences. St. Albans in 1455 may have 
been a similar case. 

Newcastle, hearing of the Selby defeat 

marches wth all speed to York least this late victory might 
so heighten ye enemy & discourage us, as yt they might attempt 
some wt on ye Citty of York, having diverse wth ym inhabitance 
yt had forsaken their houses, & gone wth ym, & many in York yt 
did but faintly assist, being wearild wth payments. Like those 
yt are in pain, thinks they could endure better any where yn 
where they are. 
His excellence his coming was diversly receivId; we in York 
were glad yt we had ye assistance of his wmy, ye foot to be 
put into ye Citty for ye defence of it, & ye horse to march to 
ye Prince to enable him ye better to releive us. ye country 
man was glad he came wth ye Scots at his back, for now they 
said they should pay no more sesmentst wch was but ye hope to 
ease a GallId horses back by shifting saddles. The Scot 
follow him, & would be now and yn troubling him in ye rear 
making their march together. (67) 

Slingsby's fortunes were at a low ebb when he compiled his account, which might 
be the reason for his stark realism. Sir Thomas Glemham returned to his old 

post of governor of the city, and doubtless other commands devolved upon those 

Northumbrian colonels whose infantry regiments were now virtually all that were 
left for garrison duty. 

The decision to send away the cavalry was unavoidable. They were of 

small use cooped up behind the walls, whilst if they were at liberty to combine 

with other forcest they might do much,, as well as induce Rupert to attempt a 

relief march. The exact dispositions of the Northern Horseq as they must 
hencefbrth be collectively termed, during the months of May, June and early 
July cannot always be accurately assessed, although initially they, or a part 

of themq made for Newark. How they eventually joined with Rupert must be left 

to the next chapter. 

Throughout Yorkshire, Durham and Northumberland the Royalist forces were 

on the defensive. The only bodies of fighting men free-to act as they chose 

were small by comparison with the allied army of the Scots and Parliamentarians. 

Sir Hugh Cholmeley, in Scarborough, was to prove that he had not lost his 

prowess for raiding, whilst Montrose and his English second in command, Colonel 

Sir Robert Clavering, was shortly to return to England with some success. 
Throughout this period, however, Cumberland and Westmorland, the only counties 

where there was any hope of recruiting a new army, remained as aloof as ever. 

Whilst the main allied army settled down to try to blockade York, small 
detachments were sent out to mop up local Royalist garrisons. On April 24thi 
Stamford Bridge, newly garrisoned after the raid by Constable, surrendered. 
The senior officer there, with 80 men under him, was only a lieutenant, 
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which might be an indication of the way in which Belasyse drew upon garrisons 
prior to the Bradford and Selby actions. The officer and his men had leave 
to enter York 

ý8 

According to this same source, it was on the 24th that the Royalist horse 

evacuated the city, for on the 25th the allied army 'Igoe by Selby toward 

Ferribridge, to meet with most of the enemies horseq who were to march that 

way ... from Knaresborough, where they had gon the night before from York". The 

date of the departure cannot be confirmed from any other source, but there 

seems no reason to doubt it. 

At about the time that Stamford Bridge was taken, there were two vain 
69 

attempts by the Parliamentarians to capture Cawood, but these failures were 
exceptions. It was only away to the north that the Royalists tasted success 
again, where Montrose had returned into the country after taking Dumfries, 

perhaps in an effort to draw the Scots away from Yorkshire by a show of force. 

On May 10th he laid siege to Morpeth castle and town which was then 

garrisoned by a Scottish commanderg Somerville of Drumm? O Having entered 
Newcastle upon Tyne to reinforce his army - which indicates how poor a siege 
Leven had left behind him - and assisted by Clavering and Lord Crawford, he 

summoned the enemy garrison and then launched an assault which was beaten off. 
Sending for cannon from Newcastle, Montrose settled down to a three week siege 
which was not, apparently, seriously challenged by the regiments left behind by 
Leven in Northumberland. In the course of the siege, it was said, over 180 

men were killed, including three Scottish captains and a major, before the 

enemy surrendered on May 29th? 
l Mercurius Aulicus gave Montrose's forces as 

I 

72 6000 strongg which sounds like an over-assessment, and added that Lumley Castle 

was also taken in. If this was now permanently garrisoned again, it was once 

more a threat to coal supplies along the Wear. A few days later, Aulicus 

reported an engagement near Hexham involving Montrose and Clavering, but no 
details remain? 

3 

I 

From the wording of the decree of forfeiture drawn up against Montrose 

it would seem that the prime mover in these events was not the Marquess, but 

Clavering who, since he was socially inferior to Montrose and was to die very 

soon, has consequently been eclipsed. 
For Joyneing himself wt collonell clavering and his forces 
about the tyme of the invading of the said castle of morpeth. (74) 

After the capture of Morpeth, and with the assistance of the Royalist 

forces in South Shields, Montrose recaptured the sconce which had been so 

bloodily disputed an March 15th and 19th? 5 Captain Thomas Rutherford, 

commanding, did not put up so bold a resistance as his Royalist predecessor, 
Captain Chapman, had done, and Clavering took the surrender 

?6 Rutherford 

was later tried for complicity with the Royalists but the case was not proven. 
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From the sconce, the victorious Royalists moved against Sunderland and, if they 

had been successful here, would have opened up the war in the Scottish rear so 

wide, that of necessity Leven must have sent men back into the Bishopric to 

fight the battles they had avoided fighting on their way south. At Sunderland, 

however, whatever the proclivities of the Scottish soldiery, the seamen held 

firm and resisted what may have been an attempt to surrender the port without 

a struggle to Clavering. By June 20th, the Royalists had fallen back into 

Newcastle? 7 On the 16th, some 1000 horse from the siege of York had gone 

north after Sir Henry Vane, Parliament's commissioner driven from Durham by 

the Royalist resurgence, had persuaded Leven and Lord Fairfax to take some 

action 
?8 

The defenders of York must have heard word of these events to the north, 

and could not be blamed if they took hope from what they heard. Yet Montrose 

and Clavering were in no position to challenge the', -allied or even the Scottish 

army alone, with their vastly superior forces, and it may have been the 

departure of decisive cavalry additions to the Scottish army which forced the 

Royalists back into Newcastle upon Tyne. There were, anyway, minor successes 

in Yorkshire, which effectively challenged the paper supremacy of the allied 

generals. 

Some time around May 16th, the Royalist garrison at Buttercrambe to the 

north-east of York fell to the Scots 
?9 

On the 19th, Cawood was taken by Meldrum, with its Scottish governor and 

some 140 men, some of whom took the Covenant and joined the siege army around 

Yor0O A Royalist garrison in Crayke yielded at about the same time. A 

counter-attack was immediately launched from Pontefract, a cavalry raiding 

party releasing some of the prisoners and doubtless taking them safely back 

with them. The Parliamentarians claimed that it was a raid intended to 

recapture Cawood, but that sounds unlikely 
ý1 

According to Manifest Truths and to Hull's Managing, Meldrum went on to 

take 'Airemouth fort', claimed as one "of ye strongest places in England". 

A contemporary reference to this fort described it as "Zc-ommanding a 
82 

considerable pass upon the West Riding"* It has never been properly located, 

although it is interesting to note that despite the retreat into York, some 

token Royalist presence was maintained in the West Riding for at least a whileg 

in a garrison independent of Pontefract or of Sandal. The site of this fort 

may have been at Airmyn, which lies three miles from Howden at the junction of 

the Aire and Ouse, hence the confusion of the name Airmyn with Airemouth. 

Peter Young 
83 

chose to interpret Airemouth as 'Eyrmouthl, but no such place 

name corresponds with the original spelling anywhere in Yorkshire. 

On May 27th Bramham Hall near Boston Spa fell to the Scots as well 
84 

but 9 
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as at Cawood, the allies did not have things all their own way. Pontefract 

raiders were probably responsible for the surprising of a body of Scots at 
'Yarid Bridge# 

85 
which Peter Wenham suggested was meant to imply Yearsley. 

If Yearsley is the correct rendering of the name, then the engagement in the 

North Riding - Yearsley lies four miles north-east of Easingwold - may have 

been due to a raid from Scarborough or from Skipton, and an alternative 
location may be Yarm Bridge, which would have come under Cholmeley's reach, for 

he was at this time active with his cavalry. Indeed, the impression is 

easily gathered that, from the reports which reached the London publishers, 

a good deal of localised skirmishing was going on throughout May and probably 
in June as well. It is possible that Newcastle, in his hurried march to 

gain control of York in April, had left behind him detachments of foot and 

cavalry which were left to their own devices - as, for example, in the action 

at Northallerton in mid May - and it is probable that we do not know of half 

of the minor actions that were actually fought. If Newcastle and James King 

had had time to think and to prepare, they might have left behind them in 

the North Riding bodies of raiders whose task was to interfere wherever 

possible with Scottish communications. Suchcontinued action when the Marquess 

was to all intents and purposes shut up in York, argues for a violent reaction 

against the Scots which may not have been purely Royalist, but which certainly 

did not need the presence of the Marquess and his army to foster. Then, of 

course, it must be remembered that the perennial problem is one of want of 
information: defeated armies left little behind them, and the victors rarely 

numbered their own defeats. 

On the night of June 3rd/4th, the allied forces at Buttercrambe received 

an unexpected visitation from the Scarborough raiders 
ý6 

The drawbridge was 

still down despite the fall of darkness, and a Parliamentary commissioner, 

Henry Darley, in residence when Cholmeley's men arrived. They took him a 
.ha minimum of fighting. Cholmeley himself recorded the event§7 prisoner wit 
Mr. Henry Darley one of the Parliament's Commissioners imployed 
for bringing in the Scotts, and still resident with them, laye 
att his father's house 4 miles short of Yorke att a place called 
Buttercram, and thought himselfe in great security in respect of 
the army which besiedged Yorke were quartered round and about 
him, and that there was noe enemy nearer than Scarbrough, which 
had noe considerable forces; besides between him and that place 
close att his door was an unfoordable river, over which was a 
draw bridge, which (through, confidence of securitie) the Governor 
understood was often undrawne up in the night, heere upon the 
Governor drawes out fiftie of his best horse and choisest men 
putting them under the command of Major Crompton, communicating 
the designe onely to him, which was to march to Buttercram, and 
to endeavour the surprising of Darley, this was about 9 of the 
clocke in the night, and Crumpton soe well performed the service, 
that hee had Darlie out of the enemies reach before they made 
anie parsuite, and brought him to Scarborough the next day by 
12 a clocke. 
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Whilst Cholmeley's r; en were winning this triumph, Royalist garrisons were still 

collapsing wholesale. A fortified manor near Barnsley fell to the Parliament 

at the and of May, followed by Wortley Hall. On June 3rd, Colonel Sir Francis 

Wortley, commanding his own house of Walton Hall, surrendered it to the enemy 

after they had successfully stormed the bridge leading to it with the loss of 

12 men 
ý8 

Wortley and 120 men were taken prisoner, and Wortley himself was not 

exchanged, so bringing to an end the military career of one of the King's 

earliest Yorkshire swordsmeA9 

On June 17th, Mulgrave Castle in the North Riding capitulated, its governor 
Captain Zachary Stewart, choosing to agree terms rather than to fight it out? 

O 

The ease with-which these garrisons fell suggests that there had been no 

plan in mind when they were created. It is likely simply that local Royalist 

gentry, or disorganised units, finding the county flooded with Scots and their 

allies, barricaded themselves in wheresoever they could, and either chose the 

first opportunity to surrender favourably or, after a token resistance, chose 

to save their lives. Only Yorkq Skipton, Scarborough and Pontefract can be 

considered to have been solid and intended Royalist garrisons, and not one of 

these four showed any indication of even considering surrender, although it is 

of course true, that only York was under any immediate threat, the enemy 

concentrating on minor strongholds which would not require heavy siege weapons. 

In London, naturally, much was made of the fall of these minor garrisons, but 

strategically their loss signified little. If they are to be seen as having 

any importance, then it must be as pointers to the way in which the northern 

war was going. 

The siege of Yori itself has been dealt with adequately by Peter Wenham, 

whose work has been frequently referred to. There would be small point 

in covering the same ground, but it might be as well to look briefly at the 

siege from the points of view of two rival officers, Sir Henry Slingsby and 

Sir Thomas Fairfax. 'From them it may be possible to chtch some hint of the 

atmosphere in and around the city before the arrival of Prince Rupert at the 

end of June. To consider the besiegers first? ' from the point of conjunction 

between Sir Thomas and the earl of Leven at Wetherby: 

for this wokke it was thought fit to have more men, The Towne 
being large in Compasse, and Strongly Manned; Therefore ye 
E. of Crawford, Lyndsey & myselfe were sent to ye E. of Manchester 
to desire him to Joyne wth us in ye saidge, wch he willingly 
consented to, bringing an addition of 6000 Foot, and 3000 Horse 
wth him. So now ye Army had 3 Generalls, Lesly, Manchester & 
Fairfax; who lay apart in their severall Quarters before the 
Towne. 

Manchester was slow in arriving. on May 24th he was still at Gainsborough 

and he himself reached York ahead of his army, on the 27th to confer with Leven 

and Fairfax. The reinforcing army remained at Selby from the 28th to the 1st 

of June, when they marched to concentrate to the north of the city. By June 
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5th the construction of batteries was going on in earnest 
?2 

in my Ld Manchesters quarters, Approaches were made to St 
Mary's Tower; & soone came to myne it; wch Coll: Crawford, 
a Scotchman, who commanded yt Quarter, (being Ambitious to 
have the honor, alone, of springing ye myne) undertooke, 
wthout acquainting ye other Generalls wth it, for their advice 
and concurrance, wch proved very prjudiciall; for having 
engaged his party agt ye whole strength of ye Towne, wthout 
more force to second him, he was repulsed wth ye losse of 300 
men; for wch he had surely beene called to Acct, but yt he 
scaped ye better by reason of ye Triumvirall Government. 
Soone after Prince Rupert came to releive ye Towne ... 

Victorious armies tend to play down their internal differences, but there 

are hints in what Fairfax had to say, of dissensions within the allied high 

command. 

Turning to Slingsby's account93 we have a far more detailed and, from the 

Royalist point of view, interesting picture of affairs. Lord Fairfax 

initially took up his quarters at Fulforth and Heslington, with the Scots at 
BishopthDrpe and Middlethorp, thus leaving open the northern approaches to 

York which were only closed up with Manchester's arrival. It was through this 

northern gap that the Royalist cavalry had made their escape. 

provisions we had in good store in ye town but mony we had 
none; wch bred us some trouble to help out, & many complaints 
both from soulgiers and Townsmen. My Ld took a course to 
have ym billet'd, & proportionably laid upon, both ye Gentlemen 
& officer, either to find ym meat, or mony after a groat a man 
pr diem; wch for my share came to 41.5s. a week, ye mony 
being rais*d out of ye corn wch I brought into ye Town; this 
fell heavily upon somel yt being Sojourners & in great want, 
yet was forc1d to maintain a Soulgier, thol they were put to 
ye shift to borrow; and their was no remedy, for ye soulgier 
knew him yt was appoint'd to pay him, & if he refus'd ye 
soulgier lays hands on him or any thing he had. 

Here again, Slingsby's direct and simply style of recording events strikes one 

all the more forcibly. Whoever was responsible for the arrangement in the 

city, and it must have been agreed between Newcastle, the Mayor and the 

Governor at the highest level, so organised it that each civilian was directly 

associated with the business of defence. It may sound somewhat anarchistic, 

with individual soldiers turning looter when their pay was not forthcoming, 

but it really is hard to see what alternative there was to this unpleasant 

method of securing money. 

Outside the walls, the enemy raised a battery on Windmill Hill by 

Heslington, and occupied the suburbs outside Walmgate bar, where they fell to 

mining. Manchester, established at Heworth and Clifton, ordered mining at 

St. Mary's, as Thomas Fairfax noted, and with his cannon broke down part of 
the wall near the King's Manor. 

We fall to work & make it up wth earth & sods; this 
happnId in ye morning: at noon they spring ye mine under 
St. Mary's tower, & blows up one part of it, wch falling 
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outwards made ye access more easy; Then some at ye breach, 
some wth Ladders, ptts up & enters, near 500- 
Sr. Philip Biron y had ye guard at yt place, leading up some 
men was unfortunately kill1d as he open'd ye doors into ye 
bowling green whither ye enemy was gotten; but ye difficulty 
was not much, we soon beat ym out again, having taken 200 
prisoners & kill1d many of ym, as might be seen in ye bowling 
greeng Orchard & Garden... 

In this action around the King's Manor, Newcastle's Whitecoats gave evidence 

of the tenacity they were to show on Marston Moor. The question as to whether 
they were one regiment (Newcastle's own) or an amalgam of several will be 

found discussed elsewhere 
?4 

Also killed in the action were Lt. Colonel Samuel 

Breareyt probably of Henry Waite's garrison foot, and a Colonel Huddlestone? 5 

Just which of the several Huddlestones in arms this one was, is not clear from 

the sources. Robert Skaife identified him as Richard Huddlestone, Lt. Colonel 

of his father's foot regiment, even though the entry for his burial in York 

Minster records no christian name 
?6 On the whole, this is more likely to 

have been Major Ralph Huddlestone who might, for all that we know, have been 
97 

promoted to a lt. colonelcy in the exigencies of the siege. 

At Walmgate, to revert to Slingsby's account, the mining attempt by the 

attackers was thwarted when Glemham channelled water into a counter-mine. As 
for counter-attacks outside the walls, there were few of these, 

having only middlegate barr open, &a little sally port at Munk 
barr, where we once made a sally out against Manchester's men. 
Our horse guards would be pikering, & now & yn killing, & taking 
of ye Scots, & among ym one Bellintine, a major, whom they made 
great moan for... 

Ballantyne, "that valiant warrior ... Scotland never produced a man of greater 

courage and daring", was, according to Payne Fisher, killed by one Donnelle, 
98 "a man of obscure origin but a gentleman in all he did". Wenham could not 

identify the slayer of so notably an adversary, but he may have been the 

Captain William Dunnell who was already, or was later to appear as, an officer 
in Marmaduke Langdale's regiment of horse? 9 

The attackers stormed and took outlying redoubts, Slingsby mentioned such 
ac tions at Bishopfields and on a hill towards Bishopthorpe. 

But this was no great loss more yn ye killing of ye men; 
for but one they kept, ye other they alight'd, & we still 
send /t-o7 ye feilds to keep our cows and horses: but our 
provisions still wast'd & would have an end wthout we had 
reliefe; therefore my Ld would make tryall to send to ye 
prince to inform him of ye condition ye town was in; he 
chuseth out 8 undertakes to go to ye prince & either pass 
ye Scouts, undescern'd or else break throl ym; but all or 
most of these were taken; we made fires upon ye minster 
wch ansuerld us again from Pomphret, but a messenger could 
hardly pass. They kept so strict guards, as I could not 
get any either in ye night, or day, to go to Red house & 
bring me back word how my children did, but were taken 
either going or coming... 
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It is curious that Slingsby's family resided away from York, in view of the 

express orders. issued in 1643 by Newcastle that gentlemen's families were to 

be persuaded or coerced into residing in the city. We know from the extant 

parish registers that many serving officers, even from Lancashire, had their 

wives and children with them. It may be that when the siege became likely, 

Sir Henry obtained permission to send his children away to Moor Monkton rather 
than expose them to the dangers of siege warfare. It is a reflection upon 

the type of war being fought, that the enemy did not make use of Slingsbyts 

paternal affection for their own endsq since the children were decidedly in 

their power. 

In the midst of these difficult, times, 'the whom we so long lookId for was 
heard of coming to our relief", although for a time it was doubted if it might 

not be a rumour. Then it was observed that the Scots had drawn off their 

guards from accustomed places, "their Centinells had given over talking" with 
the Royalist sentries on the walls, "as usually they had done". Colonel Sir 

Gamaliel Dudley, commanding at Walmgate, sent out a dozen infantrymen to probe 

the enemy lines. These were followedg contrary to orders, by others, who 

found the enemy huts empty. A body of cavalry commanded by Major fRalpg 

Constable, also of Langdale's regiment - this tends to cause one to wonder 

whether this regiment, or a part thereof, might not have remained in the city 

pushed on further, but was met by enemy horse and forced to retire. They 

made a stand to cover the retreat of the infantry when the enemy pursued, but 

this took so long that eventually the opposing cavalry clashed 
they took some of ours prisoners, & we killId a Cornett 
of theirs wch they said should have marry'd Sr. Tho. Notclift 
his sister, & they shot Capt. Squire a Yorkman in ye back. 
Thus they part'd... 

The wounding of Captain Robert Squire, also, let it be notedt of Langdale's 

foot regiment, was the last incident of the first part of the siege of York. 

Before both armies now lay the broad pastureland of the Ainsty and the broken 

gorse moorland known either as Hessay or Marston moors. 

It is now time to look at Prince Rupert's relieving army, and the 

campaign which led to that fight on the moor on July 2nd. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

The Siege of Lathom House and the coming of Rupert 
January to July, 1644 

From June until December 1643, Lancashire had experienced an uneasy peace. 
The single outbreak of fighting, that for Thurland Castle in the autumn, had 

passed over with a thorough Parliamentarian victory in the field and the capture 

of the stronghold. Royalist presence in the county wasq however, maintained 
by the garrison at the earl dY Derby's fortified house of Lathom, lying South 

east of Ormskirk and some distance due west of Wigan in what had beent the 

Royalist heartland. The earl of Derby himself was on the Isle of Man, but 

there was probably little difficulty in preserving contacts between the Isle 

and Lathom where his wife, the stalwart Lady Charlotte de Tremoille, was in 
1 

command. There was doubtless some area of the county where-the Parliamentary 

control was in name only, particularly along the borderland with Cumberland 

and in the remote fastnesses of Furness, but these areas did not trouble the 

Parliament's officers and they, for their part, did not trouble them. Lathom, 

however, must have seemed to the devout Puritan ministers and committee men, to 

be a constant reminder of the dreadful forces which they had only partially 

overcome. They quite probably felt that, as a wound will, if untended, turn 

septic and ultimately infect the general body itself, so Lathom, each day 

growing stronger and its garrison more confident, would eventually provide a 
focal point for forces not dead, only sleeping. 

Consequently, when Sir Thomas Fairfax entered Cheshire and gave a beating 

to the Lord Byron, who was titular commander for Lancashire, the Manchester 

committee decided that Lathom's time had come. It was not, however, as easy 

to achieve as to plan. The Countess of Derby possessed all those qualities 

which a garrison commander under attack must need: courage, resilience, 
tenacity and, above all, military abilities. By the time that Prince Rupert 

on his march to relieve York, entered the county in May, sweeping the enemy 
field commanders before him like so much chaff, they had already been grimly 
humiliated at the hands of that redoubtable lady. The defence of Lathom, 

made possible to some extent by the personal loyalty felt by its garrison for 

the earl and his lady, showed what could be achieved by a determined stand in 

the face of an over-confident enemy. 

The defence of Lathom must rank with the defence of Pontefract, Carlisle 

and Newcastle, in importance. No great military issue turned upon it so much 

as was the case with Newcastle upon Tyne, for example. But as with all these 
defenceaq Lathom contributed its share to whatever legend has attached to the 
Royalist cause in northern England. Lathom's hardest test was to come in the 

months after the departure of Prince Rupert in the wake of Marston Moor, when 
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the Countess had ceased to exercise command there, but it would be churlish to 
deny her justified praise, as it would be unkind to deny the same to that 
indomitable Parliamentarian, Lady Brilliana Harley, defender of Brampton Bryan. 

The neglect with which the civil war in northern England has been treated 
has been stressed sufficiently. It has to be said, however, that another of 
its consequences had been, until now, the obscurity which still surrounds the 

great siege operations at Lathom, Carlisle and Pontefract. All three of these 

strongholds had their diaristsl all of them were extremely detailed in their 

notation -a consequence, probably, of the tedium of garrison duties - and all 

of them have had their work printed and so made widely available. Despite 

this, virtually no scholar has devoted any time to a study of these remarkable 
documents, so that to examine them now, in a history of the Royalist campaigns, 
is to give them attention long overdue. 

The Lathom journal has been printed three times. The first edition, in 
2 1823, gave the credit for its compilation to Captain, later Colonel, Edward 

Chisenall, who fought at Marston Moor as well as in the defence of the house. 

In 1905 the journal was republished as a companion to one of several editions 
3 

of the Life of Colonel Hutchinson which well illustrates the way in which 
importance has been attached to the documentary material of the victorious side. 
In this edition, the writing of the journal was accredited to another of the 

defenders, Captain Halsall, and was rendered into modern English usage, unlike 
the 1823 edition. George Ormerod published an untranslated verbatim edition 

4 
in his collection of civil war tracts of Lancashire, which amounted to more or 
less a reprint of the 1823 edition. Ormerod suggested that the author, or 

possibly co-author, was Ralph Brideoak D. D. t the Countess's Anglican chaplain, 

and that the notes taken at the time were drawn into order between June and 

August, when Lathom was free from pressure. The problem of the authorship is 

by no means settled, since any one of these three men, or any combination of 
them, might well have produced the work, although Chisenall's claim seems to be 

5 the most likely. In what follows, I have worked from the Ormerod edition 

which corresponds to that of 1823, supplemented where possible by additional 

materials, generally Parliamentarian in origin. There is also additional and 

detailed source material in John Seacomb's study of the Stanley family, which 

looks as if some of it were culled from documents now lostý 

On May 27th 1643 after the capture of Warrington, Colonel Holland returned 
to Manchester and sent a summons to the Countess to surrender Lathom House, 

into which many Royalist fugitives had fled. The Lathom diarist stated that: 

her ladyship denyed both - shee would neither tamely give up 
her house, nor purchase her peace with the losse of her honour. 
But being then in noe condition to provoke a potent and 
malitious enemy, and seeing noe possibility of speedy assistance, 
shee desired a peacable abode in her own house, referring all , 
her Lordle estate to theire dispose, with promise onely to keepe 
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soe many men in armes, as might defend her person and 
house... 

Naturally, this proposition was unacceptable, and for the rest of 1643 the 

house and its environs sustained several forays from the enemy, varying in 

violence, perhaps intended to induce her to make her peace without obliging 
them to resort to a full scale siege. Such conditions could, however, be 

endured indefinitely and by restraining her own soldiery, the Countess avoided 

provoking the Parliamentarians into a general offensive. 

At the start of February 1644, however, "her garrison souldiers had a 

skirmish with a troope of horse .... wherein they rescued some of her friends, 

taking prisoners". They must have been encouraged in this undertaking by 

Royalist troop movements on the Yorkshire/Lancashire border where, according to 

Mercurius Aulicus, "Sir John Preston and Sir John Gerlington are in the field 

for His Majesty with 24 Troops of Horse and 1600 Foot 117 In facts Preston and 
Gerlington were fully occupied in Yorkshire where Lord Belasyse was endeavouringý 
to contain Parliamentary inroads from Cheshire led by John Lambert. There is, 

moreover, vague evidence that as early as January 20th, the Countess had taken 

an offensive action, in sending out riders to raid Parliamentary quarters at 

her husband's other seat at Knowsley. On January 21st, Colonel John Moore 

drafted a letter in which he implied that such a raid had occurredý 

The rescue of the prisoners, probably taken during the Cheshire campaign, 

induced the Manchester committee to take action against Lathom. The Lathom 

diarist stated that on February 24th Colonels Alexander Rigby, Ralph Assheton 

and Banckhall were ordered "to go with all speed agSt Lathom, of which her Lap 

had some broken intelligence" on the morning following. Having an agent with 

close connections in the committee, her "secret friend", she sent to him for 

fuller details, and began to provision the house. 

The garrison of the house was now organised for war, and divided into 

six companies each with a captain at its head. These were probably units in 

which cavalry and infantry were combined, the former reverting to their mounted 

service as occasion demanded. The officers in charge of these companies were 
Captain William Ffarrington of Werden; Captain ZR-oger7 Charnock; Captain, 

later Colonel, Edward Chisenall; Captain, later Colonel and Governor of 
Lathoml Edward Rostern of Newhall; Captain Cuthbert Ogle; and Captain 

Molyneux Ratcliffe. of these, Chisenall, Charnock and Ogle had served under 

the earl of Derby in his foot regiment in 1643, and their duties now were to 

"train, instruct, and encourage her men, being yet unskilfull and unfit for 
7 Farmer, a Scottish service"? Overall military command went to Major fWilliam 

professional of whom very little is known, and who was later killed in arms 

serving under Chisenall on Marston Moor. 

On Monday February 26th, the Parliamentarian forces gathered at three 
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musters in Bolton, Wigan and Standish, "with pretence to goe for Westmerland" 

as it was said. At these muster points, their preachers whipped up fury 

against Lathom with the type of harangues that can only be too well imagined. 
Coming together in one body, they were within three miles of the house on the 
Tuesday, and on Wednesday a summons was sent to the Countess to surrender, 
signed primarily by Sir Thomas Fairfax. Lathom was the one setback which 
Fairfax suffered in his campaign in the west, so it is not surprising - indeed, 
from what we know of him, it is only to be expected - that virtually no mention 

at all is made in his memoir of his part in the business. 

The Countess requested that she be given "a weekes consideraclon't to 
"resolve doubts of conscience", but she was only playing for time. 

Her Lap was.... indeavouring to gayne time by demurhes and 
protracco'ns of the busines. 

Fairfax, naturally, perceived this and suggested in another letter that she 
come under safe conduct to confer with him outside Lathomq but she sent back 

a refusal, believing "it more knightly that Sr Thomas... shold waite on her 
than shee upon himtI. There was more to it than simply courtesy, and it was 
not that she feared that she would be seized, since if Fairfax gave his word, 
to a lady at least he tended to keep it. She might not have trusted the local 

committee men, however. Whether it was her idea or not, it was intended to 

put on a show of strength for Fairfax should he enter, a subtle move intended 
to convince him that perhaps Lathom was, after all, not worth his time and 
trouble. The Lathom diarist does not mention that Fairfax himself came to 
the house, although it was Seacomb who mentioned that he did, and the problem 
cannot be resolved. Seacomb also noted that Major Farmer had the garrison 

paraded, with some on the walls "in such manner, that they might appear to be, 
10 both numerous, and wll disciplined". 

Ralph Assheton and Alexander Rigby certainly entered, where they set out 
their terms to the Countess. All arms and ammunition were to be surrendered 
to Fairfax: the Countess and her men were th have leave to go to any other 
loyal garrison which they chose: alternatively, she with a 20 man escort, 
could go either to Knowsley or the Isle of Man and, if she chose the former, 
then all her husband's property in Derby Hundred was to be at her disposal. 

These proposals were extremely generous, and one suspects that Fairfax 

must have had a hand in them. They would tend to imply, otherwise, that the 

local committee men put a greater importance on reducing Lathom thang from 

their previous record, would seem to have been the case. The Countess, howevez 

had absolutely no intention of complying, and after consideration, or a show of 
itq sent counter proposals for the enemy to consider* She desired one month 

of liberty to remain in Lathom, at the end of which time she would go to the 

Isle of Man. In the meantimeg she promised that there would be no further 

hostile acts by her men, provided the Parliamentary forces withdrew from the 
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proximity of Lathom and of Knowsley. She also demanded that none of her 
husband's tenants nor any of her soldiers, were to suffer punishment after 
her final departure. 

The Parliamentary commanders, still with Fairfax in attendance, refused 
these counter proposals as dangerous in implication, and Fairfax endeavoured to 
compromise by agreeing to the one month's liberty provided that all ordnance 
in the house - Rigby and Assheton had probably seen the guns and had been duly 
impressed - was left behind at her departure. The garrison was to be disbanded 
immediately, to ensure no further hostile acts, and a guard of 40 Parliamentary 

soldiers for the Countess was offered as an alternative. Fairfax, having 

successfully called her bluff, awaited her reply. 

The Countess sent back her last word on the matter, saying that she "was 
truely happy .... shee had rather hazard her life, than offer 5ropositions7 

again". 

At this point, the Parliamentary commanders decided upon siege lines and 
blockade rather than a direct storm. This was a curious decision in a senses 

but Seacomb gave reasons for it which seem to explain it? ' According to these, 
during the negotiations a Lathom chaplain (Brideoak 7) had seemed to show 
favour to the enemy propositions, and had let it be known that there was only 
sufficient provision in the house for barely a fortnight, and that she must 
then surrender or starve. That this was believed by the enemy is evidenced by 

a second summons settled by the committee and passed to the house at the expiry 
of 14 days, which was again turned down, by which time Fairfax and his fellow 

commanders must have realised that they had been duped. Farmer had had two 

crucial weeks in which to train his men. j 

On the night immediately after the end of the first series of talks, the 

besiegers began to throw up earthwo ' 
rksq described by the diarist as "night- 

workes", sheltered from the garrison ordnance by the nature of the terrain: anU 
in the days following large numbers of country people were drafted in to dig 
trenches and to set up other works. This labour, however, was probably some- 
what desultory, the attackers believing that the need for provisions would 
induce the Countess to surrender. Their second summons was delivered on March 
10th. 

Six local gentlemen carried the new terms to the Countess, but were given 

a cold reception even though they were not, apparently, closely identified with 

the Manchester committee. The next day, Assheton himself went to see her, 

a man of "even and civil behaviour", but he carried harsher terms. The 

garrison was to swear never to bear arms against Parliament again, and having 

done so, would have leave to go wheresoever they wished. The Countess and 100 

men could remain in Lathom for the space of 10 days to prepare for departure. 

The Countess "scorned to be a ten dayes prisoner in her owne house", and 
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rebuked Fairfax as a man "not very conscientious in the pIforMance of his 

subscriptions, so that from him I must expect an unsinewed and faithless 

agreement". 

That Sir Thomas should have ignored this episode in his memoirs is here 

explained. Not only had the Countess successfully misled him into believing 

her position vulnerable, but she had also proved, and this was the nicety of 
the remark, that Fairfax's gentlemanly behaviour decreased as he supposed his 

advantages to have increased. Fairfax cannot have liked that imputation 

at all. 

She also suggested that, anyway, these offers ought properly to have been 

made to her husband, whose servant she was. 

On the 12th, the garrison struck at the enemy lines in a foray so sudden 

and unexpected that it carried all before it. Seacomb has a brief allusion to 
12 this action, stating that 200 men commanded by Farmer stormed and cleared the 

enemy trenches, killing 50 men in their panic flight, which is credible, and, 
losing two men themselves, took 50 of the enemy prisoner. The diarist was 

more detailed: 

Captain Farmer, a Scotchman, a faithfull and gallant souldier, 
with Lieut. Brethergh ready to second him Za-nd with 12 horse 
under Lieut. Kay7 determined to doe something that might 
remember the enemye there were souldiers within. He marcht 
up to their workes without a shootb, and then fireing upon them 
in their trenches, they quickly left their holes, when Lieut. 
Kay, haveing wheelld about with his horse from another gate, 
fell upon them in their flight with much execulon; they slewe 
about 30 men, tooke 40 armes, one drum, and 6 prisoners. 

The Royalist retreat was covered by Captain Cuthbert Ogle, Ita gentleman 
industrious to returne the curtesie w1ch some of theire party shewed to him 

when he was taken prisoner in the battell at Edgehill". Captain Rostern 

seconded Ogle in this manouevre, and the raiders thereupon retired safely into 

the house. 

From this point, much of the initiative lay with the defenders, for they 

had successfully established themselves, far from being vulnerable, as the 

dominant force. Fairfax had already gone back into Cheshire, and the local 

colonels were just not up to the business. 

The nights of the 13th to 16th of March were made noisy by feints from 

the house, by sniping at the enemy lines, and by general activities which gave 

the attackers no rest and plenty about which to worry. Then, at three in the 

morning on the 17th, Captain Chisenall with 30 musketeers-and Lieutenants 

Brethergh and Heape, crept out by a rear door, and moved towards the enemy 

trenches adjac&nt. Their coming, however, was revealed to the enemy by the 

burning match which each musketeer carried either in his hand or between his 

teeth, for the purpose of discharging his heavy musket. The enemy, observing 

these dancing lights, and understanding what they meant "ran faster than the 
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Captayne or his souldiers could pursue, secureing their flight in a wood close 
by, where, not willing to engage his souldiers in unnecessary dangers, hee left 
lem, onely killing 2 or 3, and chaseing the rest in flight". 

Parliamentarian morale was cracking under the strain, "theise sallyes 
and allarums soe diseased the enemye that theire work went slowly on". In 
three weeks no platform on which to raise ordnance had been built. Now the 

enemy commanders fell to work with a will, exposing their soldiers and the 
drafted labourers to the threat of sniper fire, "with the losse of many mens 
lives, compellId to doe desperate service". The diarist noted that 

It movId both wonder and pitty to see the multitudes of poore 
people soe enslaved to the reformers' tirrany, that they 
would stand the muskett and lose their lives to save nothing, 
soe neare are theise to the times complained by the historians, 
when they would noe less feare men for theire vices, than they 
once honorld them for their virtues. 

On the 19th a cannon was finally set up which gave fire on the morning of the 
20thq shooting three balls of 24 lb. weight, aiming first at the wall and then 

against the towers, 'Ito please yG women that came to see the spectacle". The 

ordnance sounds like a demi-cannong although ideally these fired a 27 lb. 

shot, but it was undoubtedly a siege gun that the Parliamentary commanders had 

managed to obtain, and it was potentially extremely dangerous if it could be 

maintained and if the gunners were competent. 

The earl of Derby was, by this time, in Chester, and to him Sir Thomas 
Fairfax sent a request that he order his wife to cease resistance. Derby 
left the decision to the Countessl and her decision had been made long since. 

Nonetheless, the developments in the siege occasioned some concern in 

Chesteri where the Lancashire regiments were gathering having come up from the 

Oxford army to assist Byron. It is possible that at this time some of the 

Lancashire units earlier operating in Yorkshire were drawn away, although it is 

certain that Sir William Bradshaw's Horse, at least, were still with Belasyse 

on March 25th. A group of senior regimental officers signed the appeal to 
13 Oxford for relief for the Countess, dated March 23rd, the senior of the 

signatories being Colonel Sir Thomas Tyldesley. The others were Lt. Colonel 

Caryll Molyneux, brother and heir to Colonel the Viscount Molyneux: in whose 

cavalry regiment he held his command; William Walton, Lt. Colonel of the newly 

raised regiment of Sir Robert Byron; Major John Bermingham of Edward Vere's 

Horse; and Captain James Anderton of Tyldesley's. This appeal, one of many 

suchq contributed to the direction which Rupert was to take on his relief march 
to York. 

Two days later the attackers had positioned another cannon, a culverin 
firing a 15 lb. ball, and this gun and the demi-cannon managed to blow a hole 

in the main gate, which was promptly filled with "beds, and suchlike 
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impediments". On the 28th, the enemy fired five further shots at the house 

without success, but the state of morale within the besiegers' ranks had not 
improved. An incident occurred on that day, the details of which were not 
known to the Lathom diarist, which led to fighting amongst the men in the 
trenches, observed from the walls. 

The day following the first recorded Royalist casualty of the defence 

was suffered. A soldier I'vainely provoking danger wth his body above a tower, 

was shott to a present death". The bombardment was renewed, and a falling 

battlement crushed another defender beneath its weight. The direction of the 

cannons was altered on the 31st, to fire direct into the residential quarters 

where the Countess was living, and although this attack was renewed on the 1st 

of April with case shot, chains and iron bars, no serious damage was done. 

The Parliamentary commanders had managed to procure a mortar in the mean- 
time, a slow but extremely powerful weapon firing an 80 lb. stone ball. The 
defenders must have suspected that it was coming, or at least, professionals 
like Major Farmer would have known, for special earthworks were constructed to 
harbour it. It cannot have been positioned without loss to the enemy, since 
it lay to the south west within half musket shot, about 200 yards, from the 

walls. A full moon ditch was excavated around it, with ramparts rising 2-1 
feet above the ditch bottom. The mortar went into action on the 4th, but the 

single stone ball and a grenade fired that day overshot the house where the 

garrison was waiting with wet hides to dampen down any red hot shot that the 

attackers might employ. 

By the 4th, the siege forces were themselves in imminent danger, not only 
from the garrisons officers, who were plotting a raid on the mortar, but from 

Royalist forces operating out of Chester. Colonel John Moore, who now 

commanded the siege army, wrote on that day that he had been threatened by 
Tyldesley's cavalry, raiding Parliamentary quarters and putting in danger the 

small garrison at Knowsley, -'the earl of Derby's other principal seat. 
Tyldesley had, it appears, been turned back at Hale Ford by artillery fire, 
but Colonel Edward Vere had managed to infiltrate the county to the extent 
that he could beat up quarters and sequestrators and their agents at Sefton. 
Vero's attack on Knowsley was extremely successful, although we can only know 
this as much from what Moore did not say, as from what he actually said 

14 

Vere had at his disposal three troops of horse and three companies of 
foot. The route by which he had re-entered Lancashire is unknown, but he 

clearly evaded the defences which stopped Tyldesley at Hale Ford, unless 
Tyldesley's move was a diversionary tactic. The Parliamentary force at 
Knowiey was not standing to its guard, but lying in loose quarters in and 
around the house. Vere struck, capturing four men and 20 horses, and forcing 
the survivors into the house. The Parliamentary commander, Ireland, seems to 
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have fled - though he may have been wounded and unable to command - for Vere, 

offering terms to the senior officer in the house, discovered him to be a mere 

quartermaster called Hutchins. The Colonel told Hutchins that if he would 
hand over the house, he should share the command there with a Royalist officer, 
have an establishment of 200 men, and be suitably promoted. It seems that 

Hutchins' sense of duty was stronger than his desire for advancement, for 

Moore reported "our men carried themselves very gallantly; and although they 

lost their horse, yet I hope we shall keep the house in despite of their 

forces". Vere withdrew. 

On April 10th the Lathom garrison, "resolved to waken" the enemy. At 11 

that night, Major Farmer and Captain Molyneux Ratcliffe with Lieutenants 

Penketh and Worral and 140 men, marched from a postern gate and 

beate the enemy from all theire worke and batteries, whch were 
now cast up around the house, nailld all their canon, killed 
about 50 men, took 60 armes, one collours, and 3 drumes... 

The Lathom diarist might have over-estimated the death toll, but the impýLct 

of a surprise attack in darkness might have created sufficient confusion in 

which the Royalists, acting as a unit with pre-determined plans, could indeed 

have wreaked such havoc. 

Capt. Ratcliffe deserves this remembrance, that wth 3 souldiers, 
the rest of his squadron being scattered wth execulon of the 
enemy, he cleared 2 sconces, and slew 7 men wth his owne hand. 

Lieutenant Worral, separated from his men, found himself cut off and 

under attack - it must be admitted, somewhat half-heartedly - by a large force 

of the enemy. Major Farmer fought his way through and covered Worral's 
A retreat "to the wonder of us all, 
. -he7 

came off without any dangerous wound" 

A second Royalist detachment, 
-commanded 

by Chisenall, stood ready at the 

sally port of the house to act as necessary either to assist in the attack or 

to cover the retreat, had the force under Farmer been "putt to the extremity". 

As it was, Farmer and Ratcliffe rallied their men and marched in good order 

round the walls, entering at the main gate with impunity, whilst the panic 
in the enemy lines slowly subsided, if it subsided at all. Up on the walls, 

Captain Rostern had command of the musketeersl who fired upon the disorganised 

enemy and so, by implication, assisted Farmer in performing his confident 

manouevre. 

The whole attack was directed by an observer from the Eagle Tower, Captain 

Fox, who "gave signall when to march and when to retreate, according to the 

motions of the enemy, which hee observed att a distance". 

15 
Mercurius Aulicus reported this remarkable sallyt and kept fairly strictly. 

to realities, although these in themselves were remarkable enough. it 

reported 45 of the enemy dead and 60 or so wounded, and added that there were 

taken 
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two Peeces of Ordnance, with Colonell Moores Colours and 
Drummes, one who had heretofore eaten much bread in Lathom 
House, and therefore this brave lady caused his Colours to 
be nayled on the top of the highest Tower of the house... 

16 .- Seacomb confused his sources , giving command of the sally to Ratcliffe and 
Chisenall, with Farmer in the reserve, but he stated that the attack lasted for 
half an hour, which would be sufficiently long enough to wreck the cannon and 
to overturn others which were on carriages. 

The sally was marked, however, by a singular piece of butchery if the 
Lathom diarist is to be interpreted correctly. He stated that in the attack, 
having lost one man, the Royalists captured an enemy officer, and offered Moore 

an exchange of his officer and others taken earlier, for Royalist prisoners 
then lodged in Preston, Lancaster and Manchester. The diarist implied that 
Moore initially agreed, but then changed his mind, and that 

this occasioned a greater slaughter than either her Lapp 
or the Captaynes desired, because wee were in no condiclon 
to keepe prisoners. 

This seems to mean that the captives were shot in cold blood, and if it were so, 
ought to have been recorded by enemy propagandists as an example bf the usual 
bloody goings on in Lancashire. That all other sources are silent save for 
the diarist might be held to call the matter in question, except for the brief, 

matter of fact and unapologetic way in which the incident was recorded. It is 
hard to imagine that a chaplain, if Brideoak was indeed the author or co-author 
of the diary, would have let the incident go unremarked, since by any criteria 
it required explanation. A military man like Chisenall, for example, might 
well have passed over the matter as being unfortunate but necessary. Killing 

of prisoners was, however, highly unusual during the civil war, although the 

Parliamentarians did it a little more often than did the Royalists, witness 
the barbaric scenes when Basing House, fell, or at the storm of Drogheda. 

Perhaps such an incident was, however, more common in Lancashire where the 

Catholic-Puritan conflict was most vivid and so coloured the war anyway. 
But the most probable explanation of the diarist's remarks is, that from this 

point forward, enemy soldiers were offered no quarter on the field, and that 
those prisoners already held were treated properly. 

It is interesting to note that the attack on the 10th followed upon four 

days ofýprayer prescribed for the siege forces, so that the answer to their 

prayers must have been violently demoralising. 

The incident may, however, have led to stiffer attitudes on the part of 
the Parliamentarian commanders. Alexander Rigby, not long after, took over 

17 , control of operations, and as Seacomb recorded, to give him his due, though 

a rebel, was neither wanting in care or diligence to distress the house". 
His cruelty was "beyond the barbarity of a Turkish general", for "he denied a 
pass to three sick gentlemen to go out of the house, and would not suffer a 
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midwife to go into the house to a gentlewoman in travail; nor a little milk 
for the support of young infants". Rigby probably felt he had good reason, 
but his extreme attitude betrayed insecurity in his command. 

On the 12th the enemy, having ripped the choking wood and nails from their 

mortar, fired it twice against the house, but the success on that day belonged 
to the gunner directing a saker, which managed to blow a hole in the wall of 
the Countess's own chamber with a 5Z lb. ball. The next day they fired their 
demi-cannon, and on the 15th the martar was fired five times with its usual 
lack of success, although the psychological impact of its bombardment must have 
been hard to adjust to. 

Early on the 16th the besiegers "had a hott alarum, having not yet quitt 
themselves of the fright they took at the last sally". There was a burst of 
musketry against the house, and at 11 o'clock the mortar fired first a stone 
ball and then a grenade which landed in the garden, sank into the earth some 
distance, and exploded, forcing fragments up and into the air which caused 

considerable devastation in the confined place. It was the first shot that 

had really shown what the mortar could do, and the garrison was suitably 
impressed. 

The mortar peece was now more terrible than formerly, insomuch 
that the captaynes, to prevent the souldiers feares, lodged in 
the upproomes within clay walles, as not esteeming the force of 
the gra--*oe... 

It was a calculated risk on the part of those officers, but one to which their 

rank called them, and the garrison must also have been heartened by the death 

of one of the gunners working at the mortar, who was shot by a marksman when he 

clambered onto the rampart of the mortar battery to observe the impact of the 

grenade. 

If the Royalists were now impressed with the mortar's capacity, Rigby was 

not. On the 18th he addressed something of a curt letter to Sir William 

Brereton in Cheshire from whom, apparently, he had acquired the weapon, stating 
that the mortar would be of little use unless Brereton sent them half a dozen 

or more shells for grenades. Rigby promised that Brereton would be paid for 

them, and that if any were left over, they would be handed back when Lathom 
18 fell. The reference to 'shells' requires some explanation. Unlike the 

normal solid, cast iron cannon ball, or the sculpted stone ball which was fast 

being replaced, the grenade shell was a spherical, hollow iron container with 

a hole through which combustible materialsl nails, lead, and anything likely to 

inflict injury, could be thrust into the cavity, together with explosive. The 

principle was a development of the case shot idea, and quite as terrifyingly 

effective if the gunners were comptent. Such a grenade, one that had not 

exploded otherwise it would have broken into pieces, was discovered on Adwalton, 

Moor in the 19th century, which indicates that the Marquess of Newcastle must 
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have had a mortar with him, for the attack on Bradford. 

On Easter Saturday, April 20th, the enemy gunners directed their demi- 

culverin and culverin against a postern tower, but 30 shots only succeeded in 
dislodging part of the upper wall and battlements. A Royalist sniper succeeded 
iý killing a gunner, whereupon they reverted to the mortar and fired about 
seven stones all of which fell short of the house. The siege at this point 
seems again to have attracted an audience of country people, for the diarist 

noted a large rabble watching on the 22nd when musketry fire and an artillery 
bombardment were briefly renewed. After dark, further to entertain these 

spectators, three Royalist musketeers slipped from the house andl probably by 

darting from point to point and firing at will towards the enemy lines, created 

another panic. The next day, Rigby moved his cannon against the Eagle Tower 

and poured 23 shots onto it, which forced the Countess to evacuate her normal 

chamber for safer quarters. Some of the shot, striking a stair case wall, 
breached it. However, "it saved the Tower some buffetts that day that 2 of 
their gunners were discharged of theire employment by our marksmen from the 

top of the same tower wch they were battering". After dark, lighted matches 

were stuck in balls of clay which were then tossed towards the enemy lines, 

provoking a round of pointless musketry against an imagined attack from the 

house. 

On the 24th Rigby had his new supply of grenades from Cheshire, at a time 

when he was in some desperation according to the diarist, having expended men, 
money and shot to little effect, although he had clearly abandoned the somewhat 
leisured approach of his predecessor in the command. The next day, he sent a 
summons to the Countess to surrender the house, unconditionally, demanding her 

answer by two o'clock the next afternoon. The Countess sent for Rigby's 

messenger, tore the paper in pieces before his face, and told him 

Tell that insolent rebellt hee shall neither have p1sons, goods, 
nor house: when our strength and provision is spent, we shall 
find a fire more mercyfull than Rigby, and then if the providence 
of God plvent it not, my goods and house shall burne in his 
sight: myselfe, children, and souldiers, rather than fall into 
his hands, will scale our religion and loyalty in the same 
flayme. 

It being fashionable to look somewhat cynically upon such protestations, or to 

call in question the accuracy of their reportingg it ought to be said that 
there is nothing inherently improbable in the Countess's resolution or in the 

way in which she expressed it. The letter from Rigby had confidently told her 

of his supply of grenades with which she would find her house set on fire 

unless she surrendered: hence the allusion to fire, which should not be seen 
as a threat of self-immolation. Moreover, that the Countess spoker, for her 

men must, on the whole, be accepted, and at this point she cannot have been in 

expectation of immediate relief by Rupert or anyone. She had even heard, 
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probably, of the retreat of the Marquess of Newcastle into York and of the 

way in which the allied army ranged at will in Yorkshire. It was a black 

hour, and her determination must be given due weight and credit. 

It was, however, insufficient simply to wait for Rigby to do his worst. 
The Countess and her officers consulted together, and on-the 26th they had 
devised a scheme to try to seize control of the mortar, to wreck it Or to 
bring it into the house. At four in the morning, almost at dawn light, 

Captains Chisenall and Fox, with Lieutenants Bretherghq Penkethl Walthew and 
Worral with their selected men were ready to go into action. Captain Ogle 
had command of the rearguard to cover their retreat to the south, whilst 
Rostern had the same responsibility at the sally port on the east. Ratcliffe 

had command of the musketeers on the walls, and Major Farmer held a reserve 
body to second the attacking force as need arose. 

All things thus disposed, Capt. Chianall and to Lieuts. issues 
out att the easterne gate, and before hee was discoverld, gott 
under theire canong marching straight upon the scouts, where 
they had planted their great gun. It cost him a light skirmish 
to gayne the fort: at last hee entred: many slayne, some 
prisoners, and some escaping. 

The capture of this battery assuring retreat, Captain Fox marched up with his 
division, clearing the enemy trenches from the east to the south west and so 
coming upon the earthwork where the mortar stood. 

wch being guarded wth 5o men, hee found sharpe service, 
forceing his way through muskett and canon, and beating 
the enemy out of the sconce wth stones, his muskett, by 
reason of the high works, being unserviceable. 

The action must have been extremely fierce, the Royalists scrambling up and 
hurling stones at the defenders until they could get into a position to employ 
their weapons to advantage. The guard around the mortar indicates that Rigby 

had now organised his own defences properly, and the struggle must have been 

touch and go for a while, until, after about a quarter of an hour 

his men gott the trench, and scaltd the rampier, where many, 
of the enemy fledd, the rest were slayne. The sconcd, thus 
won, was made good by a squadron of musketteers, which much 
annoyed the enemy, attempting to come upp agayne, 

The Parliamentary soldiers clearly lacked the determination, perhaps even the 

inspiration, of their foes, for they must have been able to bring up enough 
forces to far outnumber the small Royalist contingent. 

Captains Fox and Chisenallq having thus secured the two sconces, kept 

a watch whilst a body of servants and others from the house, directed by a Mr. 

Broom, carefully levelled the trenches around the mortar sconce. Then, 

attaching ropes to the heavy gung "by strength of men drew it into the house, 

Capt. Ogle defending the passage agt another companye of the enemye which 
Play'd upon their retreate". A similar attempt to seize the heavy siege 

artillery failed, because there was not time to level all the ditches to 
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facilitate their movement, and probably because there were insufficient men to 
drag them back. 

however our men tooke tyme to poyson all the canon round, 
if anything will doe the feate, Capt. Rawstone still 
defending the first passage agt some offers of the enemy to 
come up by the wood. 

The fighting lasted for an hour altogether, the Royalists losing two men killed 

whot as they died, continued to fire upon the enemy until the retreat of the 

main body into the house was achieved. 

What number of the enemy were slayne is not easy to guesse. 
Besides the execulon done in theire trenchesl Capt. Farmours 
and Capt. Ratcliffes reserves, wth the best marksment play'd 
upon them from the walls with much slaughterg as they quitt 
theire holde. our men brought in many armes, 3 drums, and 
but 5 prisoners, preserved by Capt. Chisnall, to shew that he 
had mercy as well as valour. 

From the prisoners, the Countess learned of a plan by Rigby to drain away the 

house's water supply if it could be done, ' but nothing seems to have come of 
this as a result of the disastrous failure of Rigby's men either to stand to 

their posts or to rally against the raiders. But as the diarist noted, no one 
feared for the morrow now that the mortar was in their possession, and there 

seems to have been a general and understandable celebration for the rest of 
the day. 

During the day, the Parliamentary forces dragged their remaining cannon 
further from the "madmen in the garrison". Apart from keeping a weather eye 

open for attempts to drain off the water supply, the garrison now had little to 

do, except to send out dogs at night with lighted match tied to their tails, 

to discomfort the already disintegrating enemy, or to indulge in other ruses. 
The diarist noted that many of the siege force were quitting their posts 

altogether, and that th ere were demands for pay from among the remainder. 

Rigby, the eulogised victor of Lyndale Close, was reduced to absolute military 
bankruptcy, his prowess proving to have been as ephemeral as his threats had 

been. A deserter from the siege lines was received into the garrisons ranks, 

and it was from him that the defenders learned of Rigby's predicament. Even 

so, justifiably cautious, they would not resort to another general attack, 

perhaps because Rigby had now doubled his guards and was constantly on the 

alert. In May, it would have been hardto say which of the two sides was on 
the defensive. 

In mid-May Rigby sent to Manchester for assistance. On the 1stj he had 

written a report for the deputy lieutenants sitting in committee there, "the 

siege of Lathom House is a matter of great consequence to this whole country, 
and hath a further influence in other places". He complained that with the 
departure of Fairfax 

, 
and of, Ralph Assheton, he had been left with too small a 

force, which he had had to fiiiance largely from his own pocket, a lawyer's 

pocket, to the tune of 92000. (The Lathom diarist had cryptically remarked 
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that Rigby had never been worth so much until he became a lawyer). "We have 
had many nights together alarms", he told them, "and beaten them into the 
house six and seven times in a night". One wonders if the recipients of this 
letter knew the truth of the business. He eventually concluded his appeal by 
stressing that his forces were suffering from desertions by men not prepared to 
do the double duties, whilst reinforcements promised had not arrived, and he 
"languished under the burden't 19 

It is possible that the Manchester committee no longer shared the view 
which had inspired the siege in the first place, and the initial enthusiasm may 
have been due to a false expectation of its early capitulation. The policy 
of the Parliament was, nonetheless, curiously indecisive. They had neither 
pressed the siege home with the strength that they could have done, nor had 
they altogether resolved upon keeping a token presence near the house. Men 

and money had been wasted in'fruitless enterprises which had rebounded upon 
their soldiers time and again. The siege of Lathomq full of honour for the 
defenders, was a disgraceful episode for the Lancashire Parliamentarians. 

The deputy lieutenants in Manchester were themselves in a quandary, 
receiving not only a request from Rigby for reinforcements, but also from the 

earl of Denbigh in North Wales. On May 16th the committee, sitting in 

conference, sent a reply to Denbigh in which all their troubles were listedý 0 

our dangers Za-re7 increased. The siege at Lathom House... 
continues not to be broken up unless we resolve to begin the 
whole work anew. The Earl of Derby in Worrall, and that 
part of Cheshire, all along the river over against us, is very 
potent, makes inroads upon us and keeps us in continual alarms; 
besides the secret plots within ourselves, striking at our 
chief garrisons, and, as reports give us, the enemy's-rising 
in Westmorland is fully resolved for Lancashire. ZThe forcer-7 
commanded to the siege at York /Thomas Fairfax, s7 are there 
still retained: so that unless we resolve to break up the siege 
at Lathom or relinquish the frontiers of our county bordering 
upon the enemy - either of which would hazard the whole country 
we are in no wise able ... to assist you. 

The comments on the Westmorland "rising" must have been figments of the 

collective imagination, for whatever forces-there were there in arms at that 
time, were for the help of Montrose against Dumfries, and were anyway in some 
disarray. The Manchester committee had no desire to relinquish control over 
its marching army, such as it was, and Denbigh's request had to be dismissed 

politely but firmly. The emphasis on Lathom siege and the northern areas of 
the county thus served this purpose. 

The fact seems to have been, that a period of prolonged peace in the 

county had worked against, the Lancashire forces. Their appalling record before 
Lathom must have been a reflection, of-a general loss of control, a critical- 
inability to retain what they had won, which was to serve Prince Rupert well 
thereafter. The committee did not honestly know what to do for the best, 
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particularly in view of, the fact that Cheshire was now threatening them and the 

earl of Derby, looking for-vengeance, was back in the field. It would be 
interesting to know exactly what relationship Derby had in terms of military 
rank, to Lord Byron, recently appointed commander in chief in Lancashire, but 

no evidence seems to survive to give us any information. 

Back in Lathomq word was surely come that Rupert was on his march. On 

the night of May 23rd a Royalist soldier had slipped from the house through 

the siege lines, and returned after killing a sentinel. He brought with him 

certain news that Rupert was in Cheshire. On Sunday 26th, as the ring of 

sentries around the house grew peredptibly less organised, a sally with 200 men 

was proposed. 

Capt. Ogle and Capt. Rawstone were allotted for the acclon: 
but they, like good pIvident fellows, thrifty of theire owne 
lives, pIvented the Capt. this hono1r, who heareing of the 
Prince's victorious entrance into the countrey (by the defeate 
of Col. Duckenfield ... and others, who kept the passe at 
Stockport, the second key of the county), stole away betwixt 
12 and 1 o'clock in the night.... 

Thus was the first siege of Lathom liftedl and the determination of the CountesE 

and her competently officered garrison entirely vindicated. 

Prince Rupert's March to York. 

The basic chronology for the following account is taken from Firth's 
21 

edition of the journal of Prince Rupert's marches, an extremely valuable 
document. It is unfortunate that nothing equivalent to it was ever compiled 
(so far as we know) for the northern army, chronology only having been extens- 
ively noted in the siege journals of Lathom, Pontefract and Carlisle. The 

details of the march are fairly straightforwardt and Rupert's most recent 
22 biographer, Patrick Horrah, adds'little of moment to his account. 

It must be remembered that in examining the relief march, we are obliged 
to deal with not one, but twog distinctive Royalist forces, although for one 

of them, the documentary evidence is slim and consists almost entirely of 
Parliamentarian reports, some accurate, some fanciful. The two forces were 
those of Rupert himself, coming up with Welsh border troops and reinforced in 

Cheshire with those Lancashire regiments which had gone thither in 1643 to 

assist Byron: and those of the Marquess of Newcastle. Newcastle's army, from 

the beginning of York siege, had been-divided into three parts. One partý 

chiefly of infantry but withq as has been seenv some cavalry which may have 

included Sir Marmaduke Langdale's regimentg had remained within York as a 

garrison, A second force had been left behind in the north with Montrose, and 
had effectively returned from Scotland under Clavering to harry the Scots 

around Newcastle. The third part, and that with which we are now concerned as 

an affiliated force with Rupert's, consisted of the bulk of the northern 
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Prince Rupert's march 
throui-, h Lancashire 
Lay and June 1644. 



cavalryl termed henceforth the Northern Horse, a contemporary title which came 
into use later in 1644. Of its exact strength and composition we know next to 

nothing, except that George Goring was overall commander assisted by Charles 
Lucas and the various regimental commanders. It was the Northern Horse which 
fought so well at Marston Moor, when Rupert's own cavalry disintegrated. 

The first definite news which the Manchester committee probably received 

of Rupert's intended march came to them in a letter written from London on May 
6tO Thus, at the time that Rigby and Denbigh were individually pressing for 

men, the committee were anxiously looking about them to try to prepare against 
Rupert's coming. They were far from happy with the condition of their forces, 

24 
as they informed Denbigh on the 16th. 

We fear we have armed-divers amongst us who are enlisted in 
several companies when, if we should remove our old tried 
soldiers out of the country, we durst not trust either in 
our garrisons, siege, or confines, especially in the Earl of 
Derby should appear amongst us.... 

That Derby's name was still a potent force to be reckoned with in part of 
Lancashire, to the extent that the committee were worried about their own mens 
loyalties, must have been due to heavy recruitment in the old Royalist areas 

since June 1643. Such forces would have been unwilling anyway, and in the 

event of a determined Royalist return, extremely unreliable. It is curious, 
however, that no steps seem to have been taken to disarm untrustworthy units, 

unless in attempting that the Parliamentarian commanders might have done more 
harm than good. 

Whilst they were thus preoccupied with their difficultiest the Prince was 

pushing on northwards with 2000 horse and a reported 6000 food5 Sir Thomas 

Tyldesley was raiding Lancashireq and had, on May 14th, attacked a body of 

Parliamentary cavalry near Garstangt who were apparently escorting some Royalisi 

prisoners to Lancaster ý6 The Parliamentary horse were travelling away from 

Tyldesley's own house at Myerscough and were heedless of danger, when a troop 

of Royalist cavalry attacked them, rescued the captives, and then began to stir 

up some of the local inhabitants. A larger body of Parliamentary troops under 
Colonel Dodding, appearing at an opportune moment, restored the situation, 

recovered the prisoners and conveyed them without further molestation, to 

Lancasterý7 

On May 24th the earl of Denbigh received intelligence that Rupert's army 

and Newcastle's horse were not far off their rendezvous, and claimed that the 

combined force would be scarce 7000 strongý8 His information, apparently 
gleaned from deserters from Rupert's ranks, was in error both as to the numbers 
involved and the nearness of the conjunction of the two forces, and may have 
been typical of the uncertainty and rumour which surrounded Rupertfs entire 
progress. Rupert at that time was advancing towards Stockport from Knutsford, 
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to the first fight of the march, and entry into Lancashire itself. The army 
had, apparently, been delayed in its progress by "the Roughness of the wayos, 

29 
and weather". Contrary to Denbigh's views, the Committee of Both Yingdoms' on 
the 25th was sure that the Northern Horse alone, having ravaged Leicestershire 
Staffordshire and adjacent counties, had raised at least 10,000 infantry in 
their progress, which report was going from one extreme to the other. 

At Stockport on the 25th the Parliamentarians had their first chance to 

resist Rupert's progress, and failing even to stand to their guns, their 

behaviour set the pattern for the entire campaign, with one or two small 

exceptions. Stockport "a large village in the confines of Lancashire Mannour" 

was devoid of fortifications, although there was a bridge which had been held 

for a time during the campaigns of 1643. Rupert intended to quarter there 

overnight, and approached the village where, "after a little dispute from 

hedges and ditches", a concerted attack caused the defenders to abandon their 

posts and, under cover of darkness9 to escape unscathed to Manchestert although 
00 they were pursued. "Noe man" it was said, "lost of eyther side Within 

two days, Rigbyts army before Latham had raised the siege, 

On the 27th the Prince's forces proceeded to Eccles, whilst Rigby with his 

siege force of some 2000 men (if this figure is accurate, and since it comes 
from Seacomb it must be questioned) marched unbeknown to Rupert, into Bolton, 

where his forces raised the garrison strength there to some 3000 mený. 
' Thus 

Rigbyq escaping as he thought from one predicament, found himself on May 28th 

in another, for on that day Rupert stormed Bolton. 

The sources for the attack are many and various, the Parliamentary reports 
being marked by an almost hysterical denunciation of the Prince's army and of 
the earl of Derby for his part in the assault. Sir John Meldrumt who on the 

28th was in Manchester, wrote to tell Lord Fairfax that this combination 
threatened to reduce Lancashire unless a great army were sent to the aid of the 

local commanders 
ý2 Meldrum had clearly been sent to Manchester by Fairfax, 

either as an observer to ferry news back to the siege at York, or else with a 
token body of troops to assist the Manchester forces. There was speculation 

as to precisely what Rupert intended to do: 

whether he will attempt Liverpool or strengthen his army in 
Lancashire, Cumberland and Westmorlandt and then march up to 
York is much doubted in this country. The greater part think 
that he, having a great party by the Earl of Derby's presence 
who begin to flock to him with their arms, and the forces of 
the county who stand right being separated and hardly being 
bkought together without manifest hazardsl it is impossible 
to save this county, Cumberland and Westmorland without one 
great army being sent here to interrupt his course, or follow 
at his heels if he march towards York or Scotlandt and another 
army to oppose his passage towards either of those places; 
which if it be not quickly done, in my judgement, those northern 
counties of Cheshiret Lancashire, Westmorland, Cumberland and 
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Yorkshire, will afford such supplies of Popish and 
Malignant party that all will be put to hazard. 

Meldrum, when he wrote this speculative letter, was not aware of the storm of 
Bolton, and went on to consider ways of employing the local Parliamentary 
forces to effect, whilst the Bolton fighting threw the issue wide open again. 

This country people have had so many distractions amongst 
themselves that unless Colonel Ashton and myself had come 
to the town ZManchester7 any enemy might have had them all 
at a very easy rate. The country people are extremely well 
affected, but unwilling to be brought to any order or 
discipline, there being no officer or commander amongst them 
of any experience. 

There were scarcely sufficient provisions for his own and Assheton's regiments 
for above a week, and none at all to permit him to follow Rupert on his march. 
He felt that the decision to withdraw from before Lathom was wrong, and 
referred to a suggestion that Liverpool also be evacuated in equally disparagin& 
terms since he felt that 

in regard the country thereabout who formerly lurked as 
neuters do now show themselves in arms for the Earl of 
Derby, and the Cheshire men complain heavily that they 
are neglected by their neighbours here. 

In Meldrum's view, the remedy for the situation lay either in Sir Thomas 
Fairfax or David Lesley, marching into Cheshire with forces drawn from 
Lincolnshirej Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire to join with Lord Denbigh, and so 
make a rendezvous at Manchester in order to follow and watch Rupert in his 

progress, He felt that if this 'course, or anything similar, were to be 

devised by the generals at York, then 

my hopes are great that this fierce thunderbolt which 
strikes terror among the ignorant may be easily reduced 
within narrow compass. If the present opportunity be 
neglected it will be too late to think upon anything else. 

Meldrum was correct in his L-marks, indeed, events had overtaken them at Bolton 
but his assessment, -although written in ignorance of that loss, is still worth 
following. He insisted that either Rupert's army, or the Northern Horse, had 
to be routed in the field. They still lay apart, the latter in Derbyshire, !I 

and there was-still an opportunity if the generals would but seize upon it. 

The Northern Horse were reported to be "not in good case either for horse or 
arms", and might be the best target for, any pitched fight. "My prayers and 

endeavours", Meldrum, concluded, "shall not be awanting in any such course as 
shall be resolved upon". Nothing was resolved upon, no one appeared to know 1 
quite what to do. Rupert seemed invincible, as the defenders of Bolton found. 

Bolton was to become the Prince's-quarter for the night of the 28th/29th 

May, and he was aware on his march from Stockport that it was manned with 
about 4000 mený3 The town had flonelY gates and highways fortifyed lightly", 
but the storm was hindered by torrential rain and the fighting dragged on for 

an hour or two befores by an "impetuous" attack it was-taken, perhaps 1000 of 
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the defenders being killed, 600 made prisoners and 20 colours taken. Plunder 

was wholesale, for Rupert, unlike Newcastle, enforced the harsher rules of war 
more often than not. 

The Prince's army assembled for the attack on Dean Hoor to the west of the 
34 town, giving the defenders ample opportunity to abandon their charge or to 

35 
strengthen their defences. His summons was answered by gunfireq which can 
have done nothing to sweeten the Prince's temperg and once the defences had 

been breached then, according to An Exact Relation of the Bloody and Barbarous 

Massacre at Bolton, it was a case oftY-1et7 every man left ... shift for himsclf,, ý6 

A lengthier account of the action was given by Seacomb, who gave verbatim 
the text of a contemporary tract, The Siege and Taking of Boltoný7 

According to this tract, Rupert had apparently considered moving against 
Manchester after Stockport, but changed his mind for reasons not given, and 

advanced on Bolton. This town, "of a smale circuit", was likely to be fiercely 
defended by its garrison, and it may be that Rupert deliberately chose a 
tougher proposition than Manchester in order to establish his presence in the 

. 
county firmly. If it be wondered whether Bolton could, indeed, offer stronger 

resistance than Manchester, it is necessary to remember that Meldrum, who was 
in Manchester on the day that Bolton fell, reported what a distraction the town 

was in, lacking direction and with few provisions. Rupert may have felt - it 

would have been in character - that more could be gained psycholdgically by 

storming a place likely to be defended by a cohesive force. That would imply 

that Rupert never for a moment doub ted that he could take it, but the fact is 

that Rupert rarely, if ever, doubted his own capacity, and his luck had not 

yet changed. 

The assault was performed 

with much gallantry and resolution by his men; but being 
greatly annoyed from the walls by the enemies cannon, and 
the multitude of the defendants, were obliged to retreat, 
and quit the assault, with the loss of two hundred men. 

Rupert's coming seems to have renewed that old intensity which had always markeci 
the war in Lancashire, for 200 dead and wounded admitted in a Royalist tract 

cAnnot be an over-estimate and might well be'deliberately low. Not only did 

this intensity revive with Rupertl. but'so did a fiercer hostility, for in a 
lull after the first assault, some captured Royalists were "murdered ... in cold 
blood, upon the walls before his eyes". 

It would have been an understatement to say that Rupert was "highly 

provoked", and he summoned a second council of war to organise a new attack. 
At this council the earl of Derby, "considering how much he was concerned for 

his Lady and Children", requested that he be given command of two companies of 
his old army, then under Tyldesley, and with them, to provide the van of the 
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next assault: 
he would either enter the town, or leave his body in the ditch. 
His Highness appeared unwilling to hazard a person of his worth 
in so desperate an action, yet upon his importunity complied 
with his request; and things being prepared and ready, the 
Prince gave orders for an assault on all parts of the town where 
it was possible to make any approaches. 
The Earl ... with his two hundred men marched directly to the walls, 
and after a quarter of an hour's hot disputet entered the first 
man himselfe, who being bravely seconded with fresh supplies, the 
town was instantly attacked on every quarter; Rigby himself got 
away, but leff two thousand of his men behind him, most of whom 
were slain upon the place, the Prince forbidding to give quarter 
to any person then in arms, because they had so inhumanly 
murdered his men.... 

The success of this second attack was "chiefly attributed to that courage and 

resolution of the brave Earl of Derby" and to the boldness of the 200 Lancashire 

men that he commanded. 

The Lathom diarist naturally, heard details of the assault at second-hand, 
doubtless from the messengers who carried to Lathom all the colours captured 
from Rigby when the town fell, sent by Rupert as a gift to the Countess 

8 
To 

the Lathom garrison, the greatest joy in the affair lay in the discomfiture of 
Rigby, who, retiring from Lathom, had apparently been in something of a dilemna. 

He had first gone to Ecclestone Green 

standing there in a greate suspense wch way to turne. Att 
last imagining the Prince would either march through Blackburne 
or Lancaster for the releefe of Yorke, hee intends not to come 
in his waye, but diverts to Bolton, formerly a garrison, and 
still fortifyed. In this town the Prince intended to take upp 
his quarter, being truely certified by his scouts, that it was 
not wthout an enemy; but being happily prevented by Rigby and 
some other auxiliaries from Coll. Shuttleworth, to the number of 
4 or 5000 in all, his Highnes on Tuesday drew upp his army before 
the town .... and forthwith with all gallantry and resoluclon ledd 
up his men to an assault. The Earle of Derby desireing to be one 
of the first avengers'of that barbarousness and cruelty expressed 
to his Lady, with a part of the Prince's owne horse charged a 
troope of the enemy, wch braveringly issued out of the towne, to 
disorder and vexe our foote in the assault. These hee chact to 
the very walls where he slewelthe Cornett, and with his owne hand 
tooke the collours, being the first ensigne taken that day. 

By this action, the diarist concluded Prince Rupert relieved and avenged "the 

most noble Lady his cosen", leaving 1600 of her besiegers dead in the streets. 
It will be noted, however, that the diarists interpretation of the earl's feat 

of arms differs strikingly from that of the tract given by Seacomb, in that in 

the latter the implication is that Derby advanced on foot with two companies to 

support him, whereas the diarist put him'at the head of a cavalry force. it 

would not have been unusual for the"earl to take the lead in an infantry attack, 

as witness the action of the earl of Newcastle at Adwalton Moor and in the 

defence of York; but the absolute divergence of the two sources defies our 

obtaining certain knowledge beyond the fact that the earl did carry himself 

bravely. 
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To return to An Exact Relation of the Bloody .... Massacre 
,, 

as the Parliamentary 

writers liked to describe the fight for Bolton, we have the most striking 
alternative account. The Parliamentarians claimed that Bolton, on the day of 
the assault, was "almost destitute of men, ammunition, or other means of 
defence" until it was reinforced by that "noble cordiall commander, Col. 
Rigbie". If Bolton was indeed so "destitute", then Rigby's 2000 or so would 
have made little difference in the face of Prince Rupert's army, and their best 

course of events would have been to surrender on termsq thereby saving their 

manpower for another day. They might even have evacuated, made a 'tactical 

withdrawal'. Instead of this, Rigby fortified, defied a summons with gunfire, 

and brought upon himself - or more properly upon his soldiery - all the horrors 

of a town stormed after refusing to yield. However much Parliament's 

apologists then and since, might denounce the storm as a barbarous business, 

the fact remains, inescapable and self. -evident, that Rigby brought it upon 
himself by endeavouring to hold an untenable position in the face of a superior 
foel without prospect of relief. This particular amateur soldier, whose 

reputation had rested entirely upon his defeat of a thousand ill armed 
irregulars at Lyndale Close the previous year, suffered from all the failings 

of the untrained commander with few, if any, of the advantages: his military 

sense was narrow, his strategic and tactical understanding limited, his ego- 

centric character unsuited to the care-of his men, which is not the least of 
the duties of a commanding officer. Men must die in war, but should not be 

thrown away in fruitless displays of'bravado by their commanders. Rigby was 

good at getting his men killed, -and that was about it. 

The writer of the Parliamentarian tract complained that Rigby could have 

held the town provided firstly, that promised reinforcements had arrived and, 

secondly, that certain inhabitants of the town had not hindered its preserva- 
tion. The second complaint could be substantiated, for not only Royalist but 

even Parliamentarian citizens would naturally desire to spare their town a 

sack if it might be done, and Rigby probably found a good deal of reluctance 

on the part of the local people. His treatment of the country folk at the 

siege of Lathom, where he exposed them to constant danger of death in his haste 

to raise siegeworks, must have been widely spoken of. As for the reinforce- 
inents, there is no sign that any were expected at all, and this type of excuse 

was common to both sides when seeking to explain away a disaster due to 

impetuosity or, as in this case, incompetence. 

The writer of the tract, probably an eye-witness, described the advance 

of Rppert's men with an almost lyrical style: 

they made their approaches ... on the More south west from the 
Town. Their, number was... about 12,000. They appeared at 
first like a wood or cloud, and presently were cast into 
severall bodies.. *. 
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Rupert's scouts approached, seeking means of entry to the town. The first 

assault followed in their wake, and there was 11halfe an houres sharpe enter- 
tainment". The second assault was more fiercely pressed, with the known out- 
come. The pamphleteer bemoaned the town's fate: 

alas, what could naked men do against horse in an unfortified 
place: besides, it is conceived that a Townsman was their 
convoy to bring them on through a place called the Private 
Akers ... and when once the horse was got into the town, there 
could be no resistance almost made, but every man left to 
shift for himself. 

The reference to the Royalist cavalry making first entry tends to support the 

Lathom diarist's view of Derby's part in the attack. 
At their entrance, beforeq behinde, to the right, and left, 
nothing heard but kill dead, kill dead was the word in the 
Town. 

There followed, only to expected, a lengthy list of atrocities which it serves 

no purpose to questiozY In the sack of a town these were common, and what 
would pass for the normal exigencies of warfare in the field, would appear as 
barbarities in civilian terms. That Rupert's army committed savage reprisals 

against those who pointlessly resisted them cannot be denied, and doubtless 

Rupert would have argued that in trying to maintain an untenable town, the 

garrison had caused the deaths of Royalist troops needlessly. There was some 
justification on both sides, but one cannot escape the smell of the slaughters 
of the Thirty Years War as one follows Rupert's progress through Lancashire. 

Admittedly, there had been precious, little fellow-feeling between the two sides 
in Lancashire anyway, nothing like that between Parliamentarian and Royalist 

elsewhere in England, but to Rupert it was as foreign as he himself appeared to 

be to his enemies. ý If a comparison between Rupert and Newcastle is not too 

far-fetched, it would be simply made. Newcastle spared Bradford the horror of 

sack in 1643, though he had every provocation. Rupert would not have spared 
Bradford, and he had not spared Bolton. The civil war had come home to the 

complacent Lancashire Parliamentarians with a vengeance. 

Desperately Meldrum, casting around for assistance, wrote to the earl of 
Denbigh for aid. The Royalists were now "in the bowels" of Lancashire, 

"wasting and spoiling", and would soon raise "a mighty army" if there were not 
immediate actionP Meldrum was wasting his time, and although Rupert enter- 
tained no idea of attempting Manchester now, Lancashire was utterly at his 

mercy, and by now he had decided to move against Liverpool where Colonel John 

Moore, the somewhat lukewarm commander in the first stages of the siege of 
Lathom, was esconced. 

Meldrum did, however, have good information and his assessment of Royalist 

strength on May 30th 
40 

sounds right. On that dayt Rupert had marched to Bury 

where he had made rendezvous with the Northern Horse. Meldrum was not aware 
that Goring had actually marched to Bury when he wrote, and spoke of these 
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cavalry lying between Woodhead and Stockport 3000 strong with 100 foot. The 
Prince's own army, reinforced as it had been by local levies that had come in 
to the earl of Derby's standard, was estimated to be now 4000 strong in horse 

and 7000 in infantry, and it would have been a bolder man than the earl of 
Denbigh who would risk an encounter with such a force, generalled by such a 
man as Rupert, and flushed with victory. Lancashire had never seen an army of 
this size, and its colonels had been used to small scale battles and running 
fights, to skirmishes and chance engagements. They lacked the experience to 

resist. Meldrum, of whom something might have been expected had he been given 

opportunity, could only watch helplessly now. 

He was not, of course, alone in seeing the desperate position in which 
Lancashire lay. The Committee of Both Kingdoms sitting in London, although 
necessarily somewhat behind in its news, endeavoured to persuade the earl of 
Manchester, who was occupied at York, to take some action with at least a 
portion of his large army. On May 31st, the Committee told Manchester that 
they had heard that Rupert was on his march, and that his army, estimated at 
8000 with 50 guns, was likely to, double in size as a result of the earl of 
Derby's influence. Whilst this was a wild over-estimate, deliberate or due to 
bad intelligence, the consequences of failure to stop Rupert were only too 

clear: 
If the Parliament should lose that county which has so many 
arms, and to which there may come an increase of strength 
from the bordering counties and also from Ireland, our affairs 
which are now in a hopeful condition would be set back there 
and throughout the whole Kingdom. We therefore in a special 
manner recommend to you the timely prevention thereof in such a 
way as upon conference with'the Scots and Lord Fairfax, shall 
be judged fittest. (41) 

The Committee no doubt suspected that Manchester would take some persuading, 
hence a second letter dated June 1st virtually recapitulated the arguments of 
the first: 

Prince Rupert may probably,. as we are informed, double his 
army and make the passes into the county inaccessible, and 
by fortifying them come with his forces into other counties 
at his pleasure, and by sea have great supplies out of Ireland 
and make the war very long, ' Liverpool being, as we hear, the 
Prince intends, a most considerable haven for that purpose. 
We apprehend the greatest advantage the enemy can have is by 
this design of Lancashire, and if those forces were suppressed, 
their hopes and ends would sink and be frustrated. We refer 
to your consdieration the securing of the passes betwixt 
Yorkshire and Lancashire. -(42) 

Regular information was being sent from Derby by Colonel Sir John Gell, 
the Parliamentarian governor there. He had had opportunity to observe the 

proceedings of the Northern Horsel. and it is from him that we learn that it 

was divided into two bqdies before joining with Rupert at Bury on May 30th. 

Goring with his company has lain some time near Sheffield, 
part of his force in our county, the rest in Yorkshire 
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purposing to join with Prince Rupert about Halifax, ', but his 
passage that way being too dangerous, on Thursday last with 
all his horse and carriages, except such as were drawn by 
oxen, these being left at Sheffield Castle, he marched through 
our country into Cheshire, his men are all armed but poorly 
provided with ammunition, numbering about 2000. 

Gell had probably been aware only of the movements of Goring's own body, and 
not necessarily of that which, according to him, had lain in Yorkshire. The 
Derbyshire Royalist colonels, Joýn Freschevilleg John Milward and Rowland Eyre, 
were marching along with Goring but cannot have added much to his strength. 
Gell finished, "Goring's company are extremely barbarous and plunder all but 
Papists'14.3 

Gell, of course, had taken no steps to interfere with this progress, no 
doubt feeling that if they were actually leaving his area, it was best that he 
did not encourage them to stay. Manchester, for his part, could not be shifted 
from York despite the entreaties, of the Committee, and on June 1st he wrote to 
them a lengthy, self-exonerating letter: 

I assure you that I took all care to bring on our engagement 
with the ZM-arques2s of Newcastle's horse which came from York, 
but they Would not'stay within 20 or 30 miles where my horse 
were. The time they employed in plundering about Leicester, 
most part of my horse were on this side Trent, unable to move 
by reason of the heavy rains. lAs soon as they had notice that 
Major General ZD-avig Lesleyýand my horse were marched towards 
Nottingham, thinking to intercept them in their march northward, 
they marched in such hot haste towards Uttoxeter that they left 
great numbers of their horse dead on the highways, passing the 
Trent at Burton,, and so got into Derbyshire. 

Sir Thomas Fairfax himself had been sent to encounter them when it was said 
that they were approaching Rotherham and Sheffield, but upon notice of his 

approach, the Royalist horse "marched into those parts of the county in which 
it would be very difficult to pursue them". In fact we know from Gell, that 
the Northern Horse were for a time at Sheffield, so Fairfax cannot have pressed 
the point too much. Manchester reported that he and his fellow generals had 
held a council of war to decide what to do about Lancashire, and the outcome 
had been that "it was concluded that if we divided our forces we might lose the 
whole design we are now upon", meaning the siege of York. The council resolved 
to order Meldrum to maintain Manchester at least, and once York was taken, then 
the main army would-be freeýto act against, Rupert., 

It seems that the allied strategy depended up9n Rupert concerning himself 

to reduce Manchester, and if this was indeed the consideration which prompted 
the commanders before York to postpone, dealing with him, it betrayed a singular 
lack of appreciation of the man with whom they had to deal. Rupert's prime 
objective was to relieve Yorkq and he was certainly not going to put his forces 
into a lengthy siege himself. The earl of Manchester and his fellow generals 
probably felt that a temporaryloss of Lancashire would soon be overcome, and 
that whilst they pressed on with the siege of York, Rupert might be expected to 
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drag his feet by attempting to oust Meldrum. 

It would be extremely tedious to go into more depth in the problem of the 

virtual immobility of the allied army in the north. Meldrum seems to have 

been the only commander on the spot who understood the situation, and the 

impression cannot be avoided that Manchester may have felt his own army, allied 
to those of Lord Fairfax and Leven, more than a match for Rupert should the 

latter dare attempt to cross into Yorkshire. Having dwelt upon Parliament's 

colossal impotence, we must return to Rupert himself. 

Having been joined at Bury by Goring and the Northern Horse, it would seem 
from the journal of his march, that Rupert lingered in that area until at least 

June 3rd, returning to Bolton on the 4th. For purposes of adequate provision, 
the Royalist forces were obviously quartered over some distance, which probably 

accounts for the attack made by Parliamentary forces at Warrington upon the 
44 ' 

regiment of Colonel Tempest. Goring told Rupert that the attackers were 

repulsed with 12 dead, but solicited a guard of musketeers for Tempest's quarter 

or else permission to move it to a safer distance. Since the regiment alluded 
to was clearly a cavalry force, it must have been either Colonel Sir Richard 

Tempest of Stella's Durham and North Riding regimentg or else Richard Tempest 

of Bowling Hall's North Riding force. Proceedings of His Majestyls Army has 

a brief detail concerning the period May 30th to June 5th which indicates that 

Rupert was consolidating his forces before attempting the next objective: 
As wee lay in the Country about, Bolton Generall Goring came 
with his Northern Army, partely from the Marques of New Castleg 
partly from Newark consistinge of 5,000 horse and 800 foote, 
not soe well appointed as was expected, with a great drove of 
cattle out of the Enemyes quarters as they march. All this while 
great numbers of horss and foote resorted to the Prince, brought 
by the Earle of Derby his-meanes and Sir Thomas Tinsley, but 
unarmed most of them. Wigin a large towne some 20 myles from 
Bolton received the Prince and his army with great tokens of 
joy, the streetes being strowed with rushes, flowers, and boughes 
of trees. 

This entry of Prince Rupert into Wigan, reminiscent of a Roman triumph, must be 

taken as factual. Wigan, next only,, to Prestont was a Royalist town, where the 

earl of Derby's interest had long been paramount. - With the general revival 

of Royalism in the county as a whole, that Wigan should have laid on an 

elaborate welcome, perhaps directed by De rby's-agents, seems not unlikely. 
The Prince would most certainly have been, gratified. - 

From the numbers of the Northern Horse and their infantry auxiliaries it 

would seem that Goring had managed to-pick up 'good reinforcements on his way. 
It will be remembered that Meldrum, barely'a week before this, had given Goring 

at 3000 strong with about 100 foot, so we must suppose that part of his force 

now included the Derbyshire contingents which were, nominally, under the 

Marquess of Newcastle's command. ' From Wigan, Rupert sent forces towards 
Liverpool. 
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On June 4th the earl of Manchester was finally convinced that Rupert would 

not bother with Meldrum, and would come into Yorkshire as soon as he might. 
"I am careful to have good intelligence of his movements", the earl told the 

Committee in London, "and though I am, now quartered about York, yet I shall 

obey your commands", which were, to intercept Rupert if the latter turned 
45 

south. This reference was to an expectation, not entirely confined to the 

Parliamentarians as will be seen, that Rupert would suddenly turn back towards 

Cheshire to join with his uncle's army, the main Oxford army, which at this 

time was out-manouevring the earl of Essex and William Waller in the West 

Country. There does not, in fact, seem to have been any intention on either 

the King's part or on Rupert's, to effect such a junction, although militarily 
it would have proved formidable to the enemy. It would, however, have meant 

sacrificing York, for it is to be doubted that the Marquess would have retained 

hold there, if the long awaited assistance from Rupert should have proved to 

be a vain hope. To say that the suspicion was not confined to the Parliament 

alone, is supported by a letter written to Rupert as late as June 13th by 

Lieutenant General Sir William Davenant. 

I fear lest the rumour, which is common at Chester LID-avenant 
was at Hale Ford, and had probably left York with Goring and 

.,, 
of the King's necessities, and consequently of you, the Horse7 

Highness's marching towards him, may come to their ears, who 
will not fail to convey it to York, which would prevail upon 
the people there more than their want of victual, or the enemy's 
continual assauZlift-s7- To prevent this I have written that the 
reason of your not marching thither yet, was by being necessitated 
to call upon the enemy in Lancashire, which also had been in 
posture to have marched at the heels of your army, with a great 
and a formed army, which is now dispersed by several great actions 
in this county; and that you are hastening towards York. I will 
presume to put your Highness in remembrance, that if the pressures 
upon the king force him to march northwards, he will hardly be 
followed by those armies which consist of Londoners; for it was 
never heard that any force or inclination could lead them so far 
from home. If your Highness should be invited towards the King, 
you lose immediately eight hundred old foot in Yorkshire, which, 
with those that may be spared from the garrisons of Newcastle, 
Hartlepool and /Tynemouth7v with those under Clavering, under my 
Lord Crauford, Montrose, Westmorland and Bishoprick forces, will 
make at leastZi-4 I 00§7foot and horse, which is a much greater army 
than ever the south will be able to raise in his Majesty's behalf: 
besides your Highness will by that diversion receive the three 
great mines of England (coal, alum, and lead) immediately in the 
enemy's possession, and a constant treasure made from them; which 
formerly my Lord Marquis had done, but that he was hindered by 
want of shipping: and they having the advantage of the sea, will 
make those mines a better maintenance to their cause than London 
hath been. I humbly beseech you to excuse for this presumption ... (46) 

This letter, a mixture of the shrewd and'of the incomprehensible, requires 

careful consideration. It will be immediately apparent that if the Irumourl 

to which Davenant alludedt and to which both the earl of Manchester and the 

London Committee had had cause to refer, were indeed merely a Irumourt, then 

Davenant went to a lot of pains to point Rupert in the right direction. it 
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will be seen shortly that the King, at least, understood what was best for his 

nephew to do, and was compiling a letter to him on the day that Davenant was 
writing his own. Rupert's deliberate lingering in Lancashire can best be seen 
as contrived hesitation. He needed to know what had befallen the King before 
he would commit his forces too far in the York enterprise, and Davenant's 
letter provides the crucial evidence to support this contention. Sir William, 
to pacify fears within York that Rupert might not, after allq come to the 

city's aid, had written to the Marquess to tell him that the Prince was firstly 

concerned to "call upon the enemy in Lancashire, who ... had been in a posture to 
have marched at the heels of Zh-i-sr, 7 armyl with a great and a formed army". 
This was simply not true, not on June 13th when he wrote, and not even at the 

end of May. Sufficient evidence has been produced to show that the Lancashire 
Parliamentarians were in complete disarray from the moment that Rupert had 
taken Stockport. Davenant had stretched the truth to bolster York morale. 
He had also, in his presumption, given Rupert an excuse for dawdling on the 

road if he needed it. Having done this, Sir William then went on to stress 
the advantages of keeping to the York plan even if the King were forced to 

march northwards due to Parliamentarian pressure in the south. 

Davenant's arguments were shrewd, and his estimate of the disadvantages 

accruing to a return south, sound. Yet in putting forward arguments for the 
York plan - and, it will be noticed, he did not emphasise the necessity of 
relieving that city, though he may have taken it for granted - he began to 

write in terms incompatible with the known situation in the north. lie seems to 
have hinted at the possibility of a complete conquest of the north, involving 

the dispersal of the allied army as a whole, and this to be'done with 14,000 

reinforcements which would be at the Prince's disposal. The 'eight hundred 

old foot' to which he referred are a puzzle. He cannot have meant the 
infantry garrisoning York, who far exceeded that total - unless he were trying 

to impress upon Rupert the vulnerability of that garrison - so we must suppose 
that he was referring to various regiments and'part-regiments scattered between 

the various Royalist strongholds in Yorkshire, Skiptont Scarborough, Pontefract, 
Sheffieldq Doncaster and other places. How these were to be drawn into the 
field without risking their strongholds is to be wondered at. Furtherg it is 

hard to see how the garrisons of Newcastle, Tynemouth and of Hartlepool could 
hope to join Rupert across territory solidly under Scottish control, especially 
since Davenant implied that token forces from those places would be sent. 
Clavering's unit cannot have been more than 1000 at the most, whilst Montrose's 
force, if it can be separated from Clavering's, not many more. of Crawford's 
dispositions we know next to nothing. As for Westmorland and, presumably, 
Cumberland, the reluctance of the Royalists there to fu 

Vfil 
their obligations 

must have made them the most unreliable of potential allies. Thus the forces 

which Davenant was describing as at Rupert's disposalq were figments of his 
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imagination. Now, either Sir William was a foolq which he was not, or else 
he was trying to influence Rupert's decision by any means he could because he 
felt that the whole York march was in the balance. 

Superficially it would seem that Davenant's imagination ran away with him 

concerning the richness of the mineral deposits which would be at Rupert's 

command - coal, alum and lead. He pointed out that the Marquess would have 

utilised these had he had control of the sea routes, and since the situation at 

sea had far from improved for the Royalists - it had probably worsened - then 

if Newcastle had been unable to exploit them, how Rupert was to do so is 

baffling. As has been said, these remarks were superficially erroneous, but 

Davenant might well have meant to convey that mere possession of the mines, 

even if they could not be used to advantage, would deprive the enemy of a rich 

mineral source. 

This letter represent's Davenant's clearestq personal involvement in high 

level decision making that we know of. If Rupert paid it any heed, he would 

certainly have appreciated the motives behind it, and he was not the man to be 

swayed by elusive goals. However$ we must concede that Rupert having entered 
Lancashire, was far from decided whether to push on or to turn back. Events 

ere to make up his mind for him. Patrick Morrahq Rupert's recent biographer, 

////'wdoes not seem to have seen anything at all strange in this delay in Lancashire, 

nor to have considered the prospect of a return south at all, although the 

evidence for the possibility is tobaiid. Without this delay, York might have 

been relieved at least three weeks earlier than it actually was, and the loss 

of the fight on Marston Moor averted. 

From Wigan, Rupert marched on' June 6th to Prescot and on the 7th he 

quartered at Banck Hall facing Liverpool. From then until the 10th, his army 

was engaged in the reduction of that important port. On the 6th, Lord 

Gering and presumably, most of the Northern Horse, went into quarters at Leigh, 
47 

with Tyldesley advancing and occupying. Preston. The Proceedings of His 

Eajesty's Army gave a succinct account of the siege and capture of the port. 
Wee pitched before Liverpoole with our whole army, having 
beleag-4red it with our horses the day before; it had mudd 
walls with barrs and gates, 14 peeces of'ordnance, 1,000 
soldiers (as was supposed); the matter was disputed very 
hotly untill the'tenth day of June with muskett and great 
shott without measure out of the towne and from the shipps, 
uppon which day our line approached within a coites cast of 
the gate where our great shott had almost filled the ditch 
with the ruines of the sod wall, and about-noone a furious 
assaulte was made by our menn where a terrible fight was on 
both sydes above the space of an, houre uppon the workes, the 
Enemy resolute, ours not seconded retreated with some loss. 

Despite this notable success, the 
, 
defenders clearly could not hope to resist a 

third or a fourth assault. Consequently, after dark on the 10th, the enemy 

commanders ferried their possessions and thems6lves onto the ships lying in 
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the port, hoisted sail, and drew off into the roads. Behind them they left 
10 colours on the walls as if to signify a continued resistance. 

Their departure was observed by the Royalist commander whose lines were 
nearest to the river, Henry Tillier, whereupon he entered the town with caution 
and met 

little or noe resistance, found about 400 of the meaner sorte 
of menne, whereof most were kill1d solne had quarter, 14 peaces 
of ordinance, left uppon theyr carriadges att theyr batterys, 
whatsoever was desiderable was the souldiers right for theyr 
hard service, 26 smale vessells without tacklings left in the 
harbour. 

Since no mention is made of the artillery captured having been found to be 

sabotaged, this sounds very much like a precipitate flight of the garrison 

command, leaving their men to take the consequences. It sounds, too, as if 

Rupertts forces repeated the Bolton spectacle on a smaller scale - "most were 
kill1d some had quarter" - which might have been a response to the town's 

initial method of refusing to surrender. According to Mercurius Aulicus, Lord 

Molyneux had personally summoned the port, accompanied by a trumpeter sent from 

Rupert, and, although under safe-conduct, this trumpeter had his horse shot 
48 

from under him. It seems that the local Parliamentary commanders really 
had no idea how to treat with their young adversary, for a similar incident 

followed by a more heinous atrocity, had inspired the sack of Bolton. 

Another account of the Liverpool storm is contained in the tract The Sioad 

and Taking of Bolton which has already been examined for the subject of its 

title. 

Upon the Prince's arrival near Liverpoolq he was informed that 
it was well fortified with a strong and a high mud wall, and a 
ditch of twelve yards wide, and near three yards deep, inclosing 
the town from the east-end of the street called Dale-street, and 
so northward to the river; and from Dale-street end east, and 
south-east, being a low marshy ground, was covered with water 
from the river, and batteries-erected within to cover and guard 
against all passage over or through that water. All the street 
ends to the river were shut up, and 

- 
those to the land inclosed 

with strong gates, defended by cannon ... There was also a strong 
castle on the south, surrounded with a ditch of twelve yards 
wide, and ten yards dee'p, from'which to the river was a covered 
way, through which the ditch was filled'with water, and by which 
when the tide was out, they brought in meng provisions and stores 
of war, as occasion required., 

The defences of Liverpool sound impressive., Today, the consequence of post- 
Industrial sprawl, with the loss of its castle, Liverpool, like Sheffield and 
Dorýcaster, defies attempts at reconstructing the scene in 1644. Pontefract, 

which has altered vastly also, still possesses at least the ruined shell of 
its powerful fortress as an aid to the scholar, but Liverpool of 1644 is as 
lost as the men who fought for it. 

It is perhaps worth notying that no attempt was made to retain control of 
the castle, at least even f or a time t as , was done when Newcastle f ell later in 
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the year. With the cannon from the ships lying off the port, it might have 
bothered Rupert for some time, and one can only suppose that there was some 
fundamental weakness in the place of which we know nothing. Alternatively, 
John Moore and his staff may have left in such a panic that no direction was 
givent either to spike the guns, or to retreat to the castle. The rank and 
file were certainly found and killed in the streets where they stood, perhaps 
taken by surprise and offering resistance. 

We learn from the tract that in and upon the castle walls were planted 
numerous guns, both to bombard Rupert's army at a distance and to cover the 
harbour area. In addition, a sconce of eight cannon strength lay between the 

castle and the river to control that passage at low water. The mud walls wore 
made stronger, in a sense, by the utilisation of vast quantities of wool, stored 
in the port by refugees from Ulster, which they laid along the summits of the 
breastworks to take the impact of musket balls from the attackers. Rupert's 
judgement, having taken the place, was that "it might have been an Eagles nest 

or a den of Lions". 

Dailyl Rupert organiaed a rota system for various detachments to perform 
some work on siege trenches, particularly on a ridge of high ground running 
from the north of Townsend-millt where the batteries for his cannon wore 

established with trenches beneath them for the guards. The soldiers in service 
at the batteries and in the trenches were relieved every twelve hours, so that 
fresher men could keep up the continual bombardment. The expenditure of powdez 
must have been enormous, and this point should be borne in mind. 

The tract related two views of the final capture, which did not contradict 
each other. In one view, the defenders at the northern side of the town 
deserted their works and so perm itted the Royalists to enter, under Tillier. 

Other say, that Colonel Moore, observing that they must be 
taken, to ingratiate himself with the Prince, to save his 
house and effects at Bank-hall /5-upert's headquarter-s7, near 
it, gave directions to the soldlers to retreat from those 
works; but be that as it may, deserted they were on the north 
side, and the Prince's army entered the town on that side about 
three in the morning, and put all to the sword they met withq from 
their entrance to the High Cross. '.. where they met with a regiment 
of soldiers from the castle, drawn up in battle array, who beat 
a parley and demanded quarter; which on treaty they were allowed. 
But without any other articles than prisoners of war, and 
surrender of the castle, with their persons and , 

arms; upon which 
they were all sent to'the Tower, St. Nichols's Church, &c.... 

An attempt had been. made to relieve the Liverpool garrison, perhaps 
instigated by Meldrum, although the relief force set off from Warrington. 
According to the Proceedings-of His Majesty's Armyl, this force was intercepted 

on June 8th by. 
-Goring_and, 

Colonel John Marrow'from Cheshire, and, was routed witl 
the loss of, two, Scottish officers taken, prisoner. 

An undated Parliamentarian account of the loss of Liverpool, of extreme 
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importance as originating from the pen of one of the town's officersl gave an 
interesting sidelight on the final hours. He was Captain Andrew Ashton, one of 
the officers of the watch, and what he had to say, whether the implications can 
be accepted on face value or not, said much for the state of the morale within 
the port towards the final day or so of the siege. Ashton wroie of treachery 

within the command, notably of the behaviour of Sir Thomas Stanley, that arch- 

enemy of the earl of Derby who had tried to assassinate the earl in 1642 - who 
referred derogatively to the Parliamentary garrison as "pricke eared rogues", 

and who had undergone such a change of heart as to be heard to say "he would 

rather fight against Manchester yn any towne in England for they were a company 

of puritanicall rascals". If this were true, Stanley must have been in a state 

of panic, for outside the walls, as he well knewq was not only Rupert, but 

Derby as well. The risks of falling into Derby's hands must have been too 

much for Stanley to endure, and his panic might well have infected the officers 

at a critical stage in the siege. Of course, this would only have significance 
if it were considered possible to hold Liverpool indefinitely: if that were 

not the case, then whatever Stanley said would have had little influence on 

military thinking within the town. At most, it cannot have done the rank and 
file much good to hear rumours of his opinions. Needless to say, Stanley 

escaped aboard one of the ships and so saved his neck. 

On the 10th, Ashton said, the Royalist cannon played from two in the 

morning until noon, resulting in a fire in part of the town. At this point 
the assault went in to which Proceedings of His Majesty's Army referred, which 

was driven off after desperate fighting. Despite this successs Ashton and his 

men - note that even a captain was unaware of the plans of the commanders - 
at about midnight, learned that ships were putting out of the harbour, "wch his 

soldiers were much dismayed" by. Ashton went to find out what was going on, 

and discovered the commanders evacuating hurriedly. When Ashton then tried 

to rally his men to resist Tillier's entrance, discipline was gone, and none of 
them would fight furtherý9 

If Ashton's story was true, insofar as, 
_its 

depiction of events was 

accurate, and leaving aside the question of treachery, it is really a very 

serious indictment of the authorities in the port, particularly since their 

soldiers would appear to have been ready to continue the fight. The anonymous 
50 

author of the report which appeared in Mercurius Brittanicus on June 17th 

clearly wrote about some fictitious Liverpool, in a report which would have 

sickened Ashton. 

The brave repulse which Colonel Moore, Governor of Liverpole, 
gave twice to Rupert (who assaulted that place with greate 
fury) is worthy of your notice. The seamen were very active 
in that service, and all are resolute to defend that place ... 400 English and Scots are sent from Manchester to Warrington, 
and from thence, by water to Liverpoole, for their better 
assistance... 
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Clearly, the force beaten up by Goring and Marrow on the 8th. 

... and the Ships in the Harbour are well fitted to defend 
and make good a part of that town ... the prudent Governor, 
with the loss of not above sixty men, kild him fifteen 
hundred... 

Ashton's first-hand view of-that "prudent governor" would have been considerably 
at variance with this piece of wanton propaganda intended for the consumption 

of the London citizenry. 

On June 12th Prince Rupert himself rode to Lathom House to greet the 

Countess, and found it "Most strangely shattered by the enemies cannon and 

mortar pieces". Taking over authority there, he ordered the erection of 
bastions and counterscarps and other 

, 
earthworks, and appointed as Governor 

Captain Edward Rostern, whom he promoted to Colonel on the spot. Chisenall 

was also singled out for a colonelcy, with orders to recruit a regiment to 

march with the main army. Why Major Farmer received no promotion is puzzling. 
It may have been that Rupert wanted to promote men with territorial influence, 

which clearly Farmer, as a Scot, had not: perhaps Farmer himself did not wish 
to exchange his rank. Whatever, he fought and died under Chisenallts regiment 

colours enjoying his old rank. Derby and his Countess were ondored to retire 
to the Isle of Man, a short, sharp marching order from Rupert that defies 

explanation. Even if the Prince had not wanted Derby with the relief army on 
the way to York, since he was taking Lord Byron with him, Derby was the ideal 

choice as commander in Lancashire, but the appointment was not made. 

On the 13th, Rupert returned to Liverpool where he appointed Colonel Sir 
Robert Byron to be Governort and issued commissions for a garrison regiment to 

be commanded by', a prominent Lancashire Catholic, Colonel Cuthbert Clifton, 

himself newly commissioned for the work? 
' 

For the space of six days or so, Rupert remained either at Liverpool or 
at Lathom, supervising refortification work at both places, but also pondering 
his next move. The best description of the impact of his presence thus far, 

can be found in two reports sent from the siege army at York to the Committee 

of Both Kingdoms. One, from the earl of Manchester, presented what might be 
termed the official army view. The other, from Sir Henry Vane, Parliament's 

commissioner with_the Scottish army, represented the official London view, sine( 
Vane was, after all, their spokesman. 

The earl's report was lengthy and need not be considered in full. He 

carefully, in an almost detached fashiong noted the series of disasters that 
had befallen the Lancashire Parliamentarians: 

About 14 days since, when we first heard of Prince Rupert's 
bending his course towards Lancashire, the forces of that 
county, estimated at least at twelve troops of horse and 7000 
foot werelordered to be drawn together on the frontier of the 
county'ýtowards-Clieshire, 'where there are only two passages 
the one by Stopfort and the other by Warrington, which those 
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forces might easily have made good against... Rupert's army, 
not then exceeding 8000 men, part horse and part foot; yet 
to give the more encouragement to the country, we sent Sir 
John Meldrum with two regiments of foot and two troops of 
horse from hence, who arrived not at Manchester until the 
Lancashire forces had deserted Stopforts and left that 
passage open for the enemy.... 

Meldrum might have made a more inspiring leader in Stockport, but the fact 

remains that whatever the Lancashire commanders did who were confronted by 

Rupert, those Parliamentarian commanders from outside the county did no more. 

As a consequence of this failure to hold Stockport, Manchester reported 

curtly, the Prince had doubled his army and had gone on to take Bolton, "so 

that we conceive all Lancashire is in hazard for the present". The earl statedl 
that whereas Meldrum could hold the Manchester garrison in readiness, the rest 

of the county was lost, and in order to hinder Rupert, Yorkshire would have to 

be put in danger, which Manchester and his fellow commanders were not prepared 
to consider. Clearly, neither Manchester, nor Leven, would consider carrying 
the war to threaten Rupert across the Pennines, so that even as Manchester 

wrote (on June 5th), if Rupert did not return south to meet the King, Yorkshire 

would obviously be next on the list for him. Manchester argued that to quit 
the siege of York would do no good, since Rupert might easily by-pass him, 

whilst the Marquess of Newcastle might leave York and re-establish himself 

in Yorkshire. These were superficial reasons which could have been demolished 

by any one of the committee members in London. They concealed indecision, 

uncertainty, and an astonishing lack of contingency planning. All that had 

been done had been to quarter some-horse and dragoons between Ripon and Otley, 
ý2 

with advance guards on Blackstone Edge 

Vane, writing on the 11th when news of Liverpool must have come to him, 
J had only reached the siege army on the, 9th due to bad weather. He had at once 

had a conference with the allied generals about Lancashire, but "no certain I 
-i 

resolution was taken concerning the samel". Vane, however, had been persuaded 
that the siege army was not large enough, either in foot or in horse to risk 

splitting it in order to confront Rupert (who, might, anyway, have gone away), 

and he intimated to the Committee, in London that he felt it better to pursue 
the siege rather than be diverted into other actions. Vane had initially 

supported the views of Ralph, Asshaton and Alexander RiGby that action should 
be taken to recover Lancashire, but he had been won over by the united caution 

of the allied generals. It would be interesting to know what Sir Thomas 

Fairfax's views were, or, for that'maiterg 6romwell's. "The truth is" Vane 

wrote, "I could not satisfy my-own judgement-that anything considerable could 
be done for Lancashire by these forces until the business of York were 
decidedll? 3 

Thus the situation between June 11th and 19th was entirely in Rupert's 
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favour. He had conquered everywhere he had marched, he had taken Bolton and 
Liverpool; Preston and Wigan had welcomed his men. Enemy garrisons in 

Manchester and Warrington watched his progress, but did not dare to move in 

view of the absolute immobility of the great allied army before York. Gell in 

Derbyshire, and the earl of Denbigh, were only too pleased to see Rupert out 

of their territory. Whatever Rupert now did, he would do unmolested and 

undeterred by the threat of an active enemy. Critics of Rupert's generalship, 

such as Peter Young and other less informed writers, have seen him as a 

glorified cavalry pommander, but it'was something more than such a man who 

could so utterly paralyse an enemy with indecision. Further, his own want 

of decisiveness was coming to an end. 

George Goring was, quite properlyl representing the Marquess of Newcastle's, 

plight to Rupert. On June 11th he 
wrote him a letter urging him to ignore 

other counsels and to march into Yorkshire ý4 It was, however, the Kingis 

letter to Rupert written at Tickenhill on, June 14th which finally persuaded 

him for Yorkshire, and which doubtless came to Rupert on the 18th or 19th. 

The letter has been printed so many times in so many secondary works, the 

original resting in the Victoria and Albert Museum, that it might be unnecessary' 

to give it in full, were it not that the wording of the letter requires 

examination since there is one feature of it to which no attention has yet 
been paid. 

Nepueu. first I mustcongratulat with you? for your good 
successes, asseuring you that the'thing6 themselfes ar no 
more welcome to me, than that you are the means: I know the 
importance of the supplying you with powder for which I have 
taken all possible wais, having sent both to Ireland and 
Bristow, as from Oxford this bearer is well satisfied, that it 
is impossible to have at present, but if he tell you that I may 
spare them hence, I leave you to judge, having but 36 left; 
but what I can gett from Bristbw (of wch there is not much 
certaintie, it being threatened to be beseiged) you shall have 
But now I must give you, the trew stat of my Affaires, wch if 
their condition be. such as , enforses me to give you more 
peremptorie comands then I would willingly doe, you must not 
take it ill. If Yorke. -be lost, I shall esteeme my Crown litle 
lesse, unlesse supported by your suddaine Marche to me, &a 
Miraculous Conquest in the South, before the effects of the 
Northern Power can be found heere; but if Yorke be relived, & 
you beate the Rebelles Armies of both kingdomes, which ar before 
it, then but otherwise not, I may possiblie make a shift, (upon 
the defensive) to spinn 

- 
out. tyme, untill you come to assist mee: 

Wherefor I comand and conjure you,. by the dewty & affection 
which I know you beare me, that (all new enterpryses laid aside) 
you immediately March. (according to your first intention) with 
all your force to the relife, of Yorke; but if that be eather 
lost, or have fried themselfes from the'beseigers, or that for 
want of pouder you cannot undertake that worke; that you 
immediatly March, with your whole strengtht to Woster, to assist 
me & my Army, without'which, or your having relived Yorke by 
beating the Scotsl-all-the'successes you can afterwards have, 
most infallibly, will be uselesse unto me: You may belive that 
nothing but an extreme necessity could make me, wryte this unto 
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you, wherefor, in this Case, I can no wayes dout of your 
punctuall complyance with... Your loving Oncle... 

We can dismiss as irrelevant the comment given by Warburton? 5 
who had it 

from the notes of Rupert's chaplain, that when this letter was completed, John 
Colepepper who saw it criticised it as a direct order to fight with the allied 
army. As Wedgwood has pointed out? 

6 
whether it was a direct order or whether 

it was nothing of the sort, Colepepper was in no position to know that such a 
fight would end with the defeat on Marston Moor, whent anyway, at the time of 
the battle, the issue was for long uncertain. The obvious question is, how- 

ever, whether this letter did represent a clear order to fight or whether the 

matter was left open for Rupert. To answer this point is to deal with an 
accumulation of scholarly views, but there is another pointt which is, whether 
this letter at all merits the detailed attention that has been paid to it. 
Since Rupert received it whilst he was in the vicinity of Liverpool, and that 
thereafter he marched directly to the east and to the relief of York, and then 

pursued the fleeing allied army and brought it to battle against tho will of 
its commanders, it might be said that Rupert took the letter as such an order. 
Peter Young, accepting the Warburton storyt remarked: "A modern staff-officer 

would be hard pressed indeed to make-of this a direct order to fight a battle 

after York had been relieved,, 
57- Quite so.. We' are nott however, dealing with 

a modern staff officer, nor with a modern general staff structure. We are 
concerned with a letter written by the commander of the Royal armies, the King 
himself, to a field officer holding an independent command giving him certain 
wide areas for freedom of action. The letter is not a letter of instruction, 

neither explicit nor implicit, but a letter of-information, news and advice. 
The King was not ordering anythingjýbut merely confirming that what Rupert had 

marched north to do, was still in the King's. view a worthwhile operation. 

To examine this #crucial' letter carefully is to strip from it much of the 

legend that has accrued to it-over the intervening centuries. Most importantly 

the emphasis which has been laid upon the line, "If York be lost I shall esteem 

my crown little less" demands attention. Young chose this half sentence as 
the introduction to his Foreword in his study of Marston Moor, but it is only 
a half-sentence. It should properly'conclude with the words "unlesse supported 
by your suddaine Marche to me, &a Miraculous Conquest in the Southl before the 

effects of the Northern power can be found heere; 11. It cannot be argued that 
the King was equating the loss of York with'the lossof the war, therefore it 

cannot be argued that Rupert was summýrily'commanded to go to York for its 

relief whatever the odds. 'Indeed, the King provided us with an interesting 

view of Rupert's condition which an examination merely of his Lancashire 

successes tends to conceal. Rupert had pressed the King for powder, for his 

cannon and for his musketeers without which'the efficiency of two arm, -, of his 
force, artillery and infantry$ would necessarily be impaired. The King, it 
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will be not: ed, could not guarantee supplies at all, and towards the and of his 

letter gave his nephew a clear escape clause which serves further to emphasise 
that this letter was not a peremptory, order based upon a view of the siege of 
York as tthe critical issue of the war. The King wrote: 

I comand and conjure you, by the dewty & affection which I 
know you beare me, that (all new, enterpryses laid aside) you 
immediatly March (according toyour first intention) with all 
your force to the relife of Yorke; but if that be eather lost, 
or have fried themselfes from the beseigers, or that for want 
of pouder LGy emphasis7 you cannot undertake that wonke; -that 

*to Wosterg to assist me & my Army... you immediately March... 

Leaving aside the normal stylistic presentation of, a royal letter, the f1comand 

and conjure you", this letter, read,, by a man who had had many such and would 
have understood how the King wrote and how to interpret his letters, gave 
Rupert an excuse not to go to York based, upon solid military considerationa. 
Whether York held out, or whether, the, garrison had put the enemy to flight, if 

Rupert's powder supply was so'low-as, it seems to have been, he need not have 

marched into Yorkshire. It isýhardly likely that if the King had viewed York's 

importance as in such a light-as Young and others have supposed that he didt 

that he would not then have moved heaven and earth to let his nephew have the 

vital powder for the performance'of-the duty. , We knowt we have the King's own 

comments to substantiate it, that Rupert was low on powder. Here was no directJ 

and uncompromising set of orders for, the. Prince to obey, but a letter of advice 

and information. Throughout this periodq Rupert was a commander acting almosz 

entirely on his own initiative, -and'it, is'apparent-that this letter was 
important for what it did not say. "'It did not oblige Rupert to go south at 
I once, as it had been rumoured that he might have to do, and it left him free 

to act as he thought fit. ýThe Kingcannot be blamed for Marston Moor, no 

more than, as will be, explained, 'Rupert himself. 

Having looked at this, letter and considered what it said and did not say, 
it is now essential to consider it in another light. We cannot say more of 
this letter than that it appears-to have, caused Rupert to decide, as he hovered 

around Liverpool, to march for York. - 

Sir Philip Warwick58 accused Lord Digby. of, IIZg_ivinZ7 a fatall direction 

unto that excellent Prince Rupert,, to have, fought the Scotch army". This has 

been seen by many as implying, that Digby. was behind, the letter of the 14th? 9 

Moreover, Warburton claimedýthat Rupert-carried this letter (and here we are 
led to suppose that we are still concerned-with the letter of the 14th, and 

everyone has assumed as much)'until his dying-day,, never showing it to anyone, 
but as proof of his obligation to fight on Marston, Moorýo This story, for it 

is substantiated by nothing more-than marginalia, in a 17th century script dated 

1676,, in a copy of Heath's 'Chronicle-"to be seen, in the-London Library, has 

been given so much credence that where Rupert is concerned, we are observing 
narrowly the manufacture of a myth. 



If the King and Rupert were constantly exchanging despatches, as they 

probably were, otherwise Rupert would not have been uncertain whether to press 

on or to turn back south, each new despatch containing further information, how 

is anyone to be sure that the letter of the 14th and that whichq according to 

scribbled marginalia, Rupert carried about with him to his deatht were one and 
the same? How are we to be sure that Lord Digby's "fatall directiont' was the 

same as the letter of the 14th? By what mythological process did it come 

about that Maurice Ashley in his study of Rupert 
61 

could suggest, as others 

have suggested, that Digby wrote the King's letter when the letter is so 

obviously a document in which the habitid formalities jar with the rest of the 

personalised content? If Rupert did receive. an order to fight, after he had 

received the letter of the 14th, we do not know. But an analysis of the King's 

letter shows conclusively that whatever else it was, it was not such an order, 

and it was not a document in which the fall or relief of York was presented as 

the single critical issue of the war. It will be argued subsequently that 

Marston Moor did not destroy northern Royalism, that there was still opportunity 

in the north. It has been necessary to turn away from the Lancashire campaigns 

in order to look thoroughly at a document which has become the central point 

of an historical myth, a document in face of which the critical facultie's of 

eminent scholars have failed them. The''only significance that can be attached 

to the letter is that it cleared Rupert of worries for the King for the time 

being and gave him time to go to York. The decision to fight on Marston Moor 

was his decision, and his alonet for without the existence of a subsequent 

letter ordering him to fight, we must suppose that the story was rooted in the 

high command friction that beset the Oxford army. If there was a direct order 

to fightl he did not receive it until the*end of June'. Why did Rupert, then, 

decide to make for York after all? 

There were, of course, factors Rupert considered of which we must remain 

ignorant. A picture can only be made up from the sources that we have. with 

that qualification, the following analysis-of Rupert's position between June 

13th and 19th, and of what may have. been his strategic thinking, can be made. 

He knew that he was not needed in the south-immediately, and that he was 
free to make his own decision. Lancashire, wasq to all intents and purposesq 

under his control. The Parliamentarians were, walled up in Manchester and 
Warrington, with other places, 

_, 
and would notIventure out, being outnumbered and 

thoroughly cowed. York was under siege, and apart from sending Meldrum to 

preside at the fiasco of Parliamentary arms, the allied. generals had shown no 
inclination to seek Rupert out. He must have known frommlocal intelligence 

and from his own scouts, that a few bodies of Parliamentary horse were on watch 

around Blackstone Edge and the Yorkshire border, and these were not intended 

to hinder him, but only to bring the siege army early warning of his approach. 
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The entire Parliamentary and Scottish armies were adopting a cautiously 
defensive posture. ror Rupert, that was an invitation. 

One of the tests by which a great military f igure is assessed, is to 

examine his overall strategic thinking. Critics of Rupert, can, with some 
justice, deny that he ever took a long term view of his campaigns, but merely 

ViC. L went where he was sent, won his Lories, and went elsewhere. During the 

Interregnum, he was not noted at the exiled court for his ability to work in 

harness with groups pursuing definitive, long term policies aimed at un 

eventual restoration. It may be that he was, by virtue of his character, an 

anti-organisation man, best left to his own devices, and acknowledginG Luporior 

authority only where that authority was indeed, by custom and law, superior. 
Thus, when we consider the decision which Rupert finally made to go to relieve 
York, we are examining his immediate considerations. It is highly unlikely 
that 

-Rupert considered what to do after he had relieved York, u: itil he had 

actually done that thing, or that he had any clear strategic intentions after 
the battle on 11arston Moor. Rupert was an opportuni-, t in the truest sonso of 
the word, and that is not meant to sound pejorative. 

The enemy around York were at a disadvantage. They had failed to ;; torm 

the city; indeed, as Rupert', must have known, they had received some decisive 

setbacks. There must have been advisors with Rupert who knew of Leven's 

natural caution and Rupert himself must have had a shrewd idea of the carl of 
Manchester's limitations. It would have seemed to the Prince, debating the 

matter in Liverpool or at Bank Hall, that a direct march might do one of two 

things. It might force the allied army to make a stand with its back to York, 

in which case Rupert's cohesive army, flushed with victory, and supported by 

the York garrison, could almost guarantee a victory - perhaps even a surrender 

as at Newark. Alternatively, a direct progress towards York might cause the 

allied army to disintegrate, the Scots looking to their own best interests, in 

which case the relief march might terminate in a grand mopping up operation. 

At the end of the march would be the powder that Rupert needed, either from 

York stores, or from the stores of the allied army. On Tuesday June 19th, 

he rode to Lathom, his march to York resolved upon. 

The siege commanders had poor intelligence. Vane, writinG on the C-Oth, 
stated that Rupert had "by the best relation, but 4000 fighting horse and 4000 

others warned for baggage horses, and some 4000 or 5000 foot" 
62 

There were 
troop movements in Cumbria of which Vane knew nothing, as well. Goring wrote 
to Rupert on the 19th that these forces were likely to brush aside rarliarient- 

ary scouting parties near Skiptoný3 

On June 21st Rupert's army was at Croston, and on the 22nd marched to 

Preston where Tyldesley was already stationed. Vane reported to London on the 

23rd that "Prince-Rupert with all his horse and foot, about 11,000, has his 
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rendezvous this night at Preston, which looks this way". It is apparent that 

no one at York knew what was going on. - Vane added, "it be conceived he will 
not advance yet a while, which makes it very'questionable whether we should go 
and attack him in Lancashire, blocking up this city still", and he could still 

64 find no resolution in the allied generals ý other than to wait and watch. 

On the 24th Rupert's army came-to Clitheroe, where a garrison was put into 
65 the castle and another garrison sent,, to 

, 
Greenhalgh. Rupert himself was still 

at Liverpool, for on that date he wrote to Goring from thereq concerning the 

Cumbrian forces which Sir Philip Musgrave was sending to his assistance. 
I intend to be tomorrow at'Ormis Kirke with all my forces, 
and if it please you to let the earl of Newcastle know that 
I am upon my march towards him and that no time shall be 
lost you will /d_o7 me a favour... Postscript, I beseech you, 
to hasten the Westmorland-and Cumberland forces and do not 
sp, #1 our quarters. (66). 

The exact nature of the forces which'Musgrave was sending for Sir Philip 

did not come himself - cannot be arrived at. They probably included Colonel 

Sir Timothy Featherstonehaugh's regiment of infantry, and perhaps Colonel 

Henry Chaytor's regiment. A family tradition that Sir Richard Graham, who 
had sabotaged Montrose's march to Dumfries earlier, fought at Marston Moor 

cannot be evidenced, nor is it altogether clear that he actually commanded a 

regiment; but if he did, and, if he was at the battle, it was now that he came 
forth from his native county. The other forces, if there were others, remain 

unknown. 

On the 25th the army marched to Gisburne, and on the day following to 

Skipton. "By the waye", the author of the 'Journal' noted, "was Sir William 

Lister's house taken: wee stayed at Skipton'to fixe our arms, and send into 

Yorke". Lister's house at Thornton will be remembered as the objective of a 
temporarily successful raid by the Skipton garrison cavalry in the summer of 
1643, and clearly it had changed hands since. On the question of Rupert's 

delay at Skipton, there is evidence that he may have taken steps to adapt the 

town for a major base. One of the historians of the Craven valley has given 
it as his opinion, based upon local tradition,, that Rupert ordered the digging 

of earthworks near Bracewell, Howber and on Gildesber hillsý7 It may be that 

by pausing at Skipton, now within easy striking distance of York, Rupert hoped 

to tempt the allied generals into making some decisive movement either against 
him, or away from him. On the 29th he advanced to the Fairfax mansion at 
Denton. Lionel Watson, the earl of Manchester's Scoutmaster General, advised 
his superior on the 30th from Long Marston (the'allied army had withdrawn from 

before York) that 

the enemy's horse and foot. did advance this day towards Otley, 
and quarter there and the 

, 
towns thereabouts this night, hath 

occasioned us to draw all our horse of both nations upon the 
moor close by Long Marston. (68) 
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On that day Rupert's advance forces entered the Royalist garrison town of 
Knaresborough, where the castle may have been partly invested, thus forcing 
the allied troops there to fall back on their main army which was now hovering 
indecisively around York and its Ainsty. 

1 11 The Duchess recorded Rupert's'arrival at York: 

At last after three months time from the beginning of the siege, 
his Majesty was pleased to send an army, which, Joining with my 
Lord's horse that were sent to quarter in the aforesaid countries, 
came to releeve the city under the conduct of the moot gallant 
and heroic Prince Rupert ... upon whose approach near York, the 
enemy drew from before the city into an entire body, and marched 
away on the west side of the river Ouse, that runs through the 
city, his Majesty's forces-being then of the east side that 
river. (69) 

Having feigned a direct approach on th 

to come through Boroughbridge, Rupert swept 
York, retaining all the time'the element of 
initiative. He was now in a hurry, and it 

allied army would march faster to get away, 

and to make them fight. 

a allied side of the river by seeming 

, along the Ouse to the walls of 

surprise and the military 

remained to be seen whether the 

than he would march to halt them 
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CHAPTER NINE 

Marston Moor and its Aftermath 

The fall of York, and the. war in the west, July - December 1644. 

Rupert's rapid advance on York forced the, siege army to draw off from the 

city, onto moorland known variously as Marston or Hessay moors, five miles west 

of the city. It is unlikely that this was purely a move preparatory to giving 
battle, in that it drew the siege army into one force and removed the risk of 

a sally from York should the engagement take. place'in and around the siege 
lines. There was as much indecision in the-allied high command as thero had 

been in the two months preceding the relief of York. Sir Thomas Fairfax 

remembered: 
We were divided in or opinions, wt'to doe. The English 
were for fighting ym; , the Scotts for Retreatingg to gaine 
(as they alledged) both time, & place of Advantage. (1) 

According to one Robert Grifens whose letter concerning the battle of Marston 

Moor was published in London in the tract A More Exact Relation of the late 
2 Battell Neer York, this was not in fact a retreats but an attempt to locate 

Rupert and to bring him to battle somewhere'near Bramham Moor where it was 

rumoured that he was. This opinion-of Grifdnls'is at variance with tho 

ascertainable facts of the case, the Parliamentary and Scottish commanders 
knowing full well where the relief'army' was, and Grifen's view must be seen as 

an attempt to conceal the reluctance, of, the Scottish commanders to come to a 
fight. Lionel Watson, to whom we must refer, againt the earl of Manchester'13 

Scoutmaster General, whose account'. of the. 
lbattle, 

formed the main part of the 

tract in which Grifents letter appearedt stated, that. after the rendezvous on 
Marston Moor the allied army was intended for, Cawood: 

and so to Selby, partly, to possess the, River intirely, so to 
hinder him for furnishing Yorke with provisions, out of the 
East Riding; As also ' 

to interpose between him and his march 
Southwards, he having no other way to march, (the Earl of 
Denbigh and the Lancashire forces interposing between him and 
his march West-wards,, the way he, came)ý' 

The burden of this supports the view that the allied army desired at all costs 
to avoid a battle, and had adopted La defensive posture aimed. at interfering 

with Rupert as much as possible without'incurring the risks of full scale 

action. It is hard to say howýmuch weight should be laid upon Watsonis view 

of the powers of Denbigh and'Meldrum.. ', 
_ 
. Certainly, Meldrum gave Rupertts forces 

a lot of trouble in the late-summer as-they tried to reach Cheshire, but by 

then Meldrum was stronger anywayt and-the Royalists similarly depleted after 
the fight on Marston Moor. 

There is, however, some support for Watson's opinion in the account given 
by Thomas Stockdale in a' letter written to the Speaker of the Commons on July 
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34 8th. The letter was given, verbatiml by both Firth and Young$ and whilst 
Stockdale must claim attention in view'of his interesting report of the battle 

of Adwalton Moor in the previous year, it has still to be remembered that the 

allied army had a lot of covering up to do so far as its tactical and strategic 
planning, or perhaps lack thereof,, was, concerned. Stockdale can be seen, how- 

ever, as supporting the view that battle was not intended without Substantial 
help from Denbigh and Meldrum. 

Vpon fryday last 28 Junie the three Generalls receiued some 
intelligence of Prince Ruperts speedy march towards Yorke 
with a very numerous army, to wch were added the forces from 
the 4 Northern Counties raysed by Clauering and Musgrave &c., 
whereupon they resolved to raise'the seige of Yorke and march 
towards him, for which preparation was made. se 

Clavering's men did not, in fact, join Rupert until after the battle, but if 

it was believed by the allied generals that they had - and here they would be 

reliant upon intelligence sent to them from Scottish forces in Co. Durham and 
Northumberland - this might have weighed heavily with them in deciding to avoid 
battle. There is a slight link here. with Grifen's report, although less 

specific, in that Stockdale alluded to marching towards Rupert... 

but the execution delaied untill more cortenty should be 
brought of the E. of Denbyes approach & Sr John Meldromen 
with the forces of Chesshire &c., for if they should come 
in such time as to joyne with our horsel dragooners, and foot 
designed for that purposes which might be able to encounter 
Prince Rupert, then itýwas intended both to continue the seige 
and giue the Prince, battell. ' 

This plan is hard to believe in. If Denbigh and Meldrum had had enough men 

at this time to march to the aid of the allied army, then it is strange that 

they should not have attemptedto molest Rupert's army in Lancashire when he 

had not the accession of Cumbrian strength. Stranger stilll that Moldrum at 
least had argued that he himself needed, reinforcement if he were oven to 

maintain that part of Lancashire which-he controlled. 
_It 

could be that here, 

Stockdale was reporting the deliberations of, the allied council of war as 

revealed to him by Lord Fairfax, and, that the allied generals, albeit their 

subordinate advisors were hot for action, chose to conceal their unwillingness 
to fight under a cloak of provisols. - 

But Letters from the E. *of Denbigh & Sr John Meldrom coming to 
certifie that untill Wednesday night they could not bee at 
Wakefield which is 20 myles short of Yorke, and certen intelligence 
being brought that Prince Rupert and all his forces were come 
to Knaresborough within 12 myles-of the leaguer, vpon the last 
Lords day at night, it was then resolued to rise presentlie with 
the whole army to'encounter him. 

Stockdale was deceiving himself or his-readers. The army, -as we know, moved 

off west to the moorland, consolidating South of the Ouse. Stockdale implied 

that this was because Rupert was expected' to' come by' that routeg whereas in 

fact he successfully outmanouevred them and came along the north bank of the 

river. In his march, he captured a bridge of boats at Poppleton, which loss 
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completely upset the allied plans, again according to Stockdale, the bridge 

having been intended "for a passe for our Armyes to the North side of Ouse" 
had Rupert indeed come that way after all. 

Stockdale claimed that whilst 
, 
the army was in array south of the Ouse, it 

had not been overlooked that Rupert might come by the northern route. Yet how 

the entire allied army was to pass over a single bridge of boats in order to 

encounter an enemy that would have controlled the north bank, defies all 

comprehension. Nor can the bridge have been very well guarded, or the allied 

scouts have been properly deployed to give notice of the real route taken by 

the Prince. Stockdale was face-saving, glossing over the facts of the case 
in order to present the victory on Marston Moor in the best of all possible 
lights. 

In view of Rupertfs choice of-route, the allied generals now decided to 

give up thought of battle and to marchto Cawood. In this retreat (for the 

march, whatever it became, was initially purely that) Stockdale noted that tho 

Scots, far from concerning themselves about Cawood, Selby or the Ouse, had got 

as far forward as Tadcaster when they were called back to fight. 

To recapitulate the allied position. , 
They had for a long time been 

uncertain as to what to do in face of the relief march, indeed, they had been 

unsure whether he would ultimately reach York at all, or turn back south. 
Unwilling to leave the siege, they had been equally as unwilling to support 
Meldrum in Lancashire. Leven was a cautious man; Lord Fairfax wan not a 

particularly capable general; and the earl of Manchester, as couraeeous 

personally as any, lacked the solid political fervour of, say, Cromwell, and 

would have been prevailed upon by the combined councils of Leven and Fairfax. 

By the time that Rupert's march to York became known for sure, the allied 

commanders had probably talked themselves into thoroughly negative state of 

mind, where all possible escape routes, rather than battlefields, were 

examined again and again. Even if Fairfax and Manchester had been keen on 
fighting, as Thomas Fairfax implied we do not know - an unwilling 
Scottish army would have been a factor that would have swayed them against 

action. It may even be the case, although this is mere surmise, that Leven 

had threatened to withdraw his, forces if his plan were not a8hered to. 

It will be seen that Rupert's advantage over the enemy was great as he 

drew near York. The morale of his army, must have been strong, having triumphs 

in Lancashire fresh in their minds, and having fulfilled the relief mission. 
From what had gone beforeq and, from what'his scouts told him, the Prince must 
have realised the state of-the, enemy forces., It would be a magnificent piece 

of work to rally the York garrison and, ' with an increased armyq pursue a 

reluctant enemy and destroy him in a single action. We can be sure that 

this is what Rupert wanted and believed himself capable of doing. Leaving 
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aside the problem of the infamous 'letter', it was within Rupert's character 
to take full advantage of such a situation. ' 

Yet, on July 2nd, his army was shattered on Marston Moor by an enemy as 

much surprised with the victory as Rupert at his defeat. The obvious reasons 
for that defeat, as they have been recorded, 'more or less explicitly, in 

contemporary accounts, will be dealt with shortly. Yet even before Rupert 

faced the allies-. on the moor, he-had lost the initiative, or rather, had had 

it taken from him, not by the competent generalship of the enemy, but by the 

actions of a Royalist general. To seek the fundamental cause of the Princo's 

defeat, we must look at the activities,, of James, 'King, Newcastle's professional 

advisor whose caution has been criticised frequently. At this critical moment 
The word sabotage is not too his caution became unequivocally obstructive* 

strong, for King could not have harmed Rupert more had he been - which he was 

not -a paid agent of the allied generals. 

The Duchess of Newcastle's qualified account of what happened on July lot, 

is valuable not only for what it says, as for what it does not sayý To 

elucidate, it is better to consider. her, account on its face value, before 

seeking its hidden implications, ' although it must be said that these are all 

supported by other sources. 

When Rupert drew near the'city: -.. 
IV Lord immediately sent some persons of quality to attend 
his Highness, and to invite him into the-city to consult 
with him about that important-affair rRupert's plan to fighg 
and to gain so much time as, to open a port to march forth 
with his cannon 

, 
and foot which, were in the town, to join 

with his Highness' forces. ' 

Clearly, this indicates that'the Marquess'was ready to co-operate. There 

would be some delay, since the gates of the city, heavily reinforced with debris 

and earth against the siege, would-have to be opened'properly to facilitate 

mov I ement of men. Naturally enough, the llarquessýwould have seen this as a 

suitable opportunity to discuss the, plan in detail. Rupert, however, did not 

enter the city, and the Marquess was obliged to. go to him, which probably 

rankled somewhat, for at this meeting"Newcastle advised the Prince against 
battle. He argued - not unreasonably that the enemy would probably break 

up without a fight, and we may. suppose that this, was a possibility. Rupert 

proved adamant, however, and the Marquess changed his-line of argument and 

gave, on the whole, fairly sound advice, if somewhat contradictory of his first 

argument. He suggested to Rupert that they wait for a day or two until 
Montrose and Clavering couldýbr, ing up their reinforcements and so, probably, 

give the Royalist forces a numerical supremacy. in the, field, or at leasto 

bring the army to a size equal to that of the enemy. 

-Rupert informed the Marquess that. he. 'had "a letter from his Majesty... 

with a positive and absolute command to fight the enemy". If this was the 
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famous letter of the 14th to which-he-was referringg then it was no such thing. 
Either Rupert had received a subsequent command to fight, or else, finding 
himself in danger of being thwarted, he misrepresented his case knowing that a 
direct royal command would'carry weightýwith the Marquess. Newcastle, so far 

as we know, did not see the letter andt, understandably, could not insist on 
being shown it. Rupert's motive was clear. '''He did not want to give his 

enemy any further time to reorganise, and even if he'were to fight with forces 

numerically inferior, he still had the element of surprise on his side. if 
it was a ploy employed against Newcastle18 arguments, it worked: 

my Lord replied, that he, was. ready. and willingg for his part, 
to obey his Highness in all things, 'no otherwise than if his 
Majesty was there in, person-himself; and though several of 
my Lord's friends advised him not to engage in battleg because 
the command (as they-said) was taken from him: yet my Lord 
answered them, that,. happen what would, he would not shun to 
fight, for he had no other'ambition'but to live and die a 
loyal subject to his, Majesty. '' 

These were probably Newcastlels'honest-sentiment8, but we must come back to his 

role shortly. 

We are unfortunate in that no record of events has survived, even assuming 
that any were written by a seniorý'Offic'er`, on Newcastle's staff. Slingsby 

himselfg usually so informative, ', was silent on the matter of this meeting, 

preferring rather to concentrate, on the, battle. There isl however, the 

narrative of the Governor'of Scarborough, Sir Hugh Cholmeleyý Cholmeley was 

not present at the battle,, but he was in. aiparticularly good position to hear 

reports of what happened-from men whose opinions'would have been various. 
After the battle, it-was to Scarborough that the Marquess-and most of his high 

command travelled, to take ships there'for Europe and exile - temporary for 

some of them - escorted by a'contingent of cavalry commanded by a brigade 

commander who had fought on. -the, moor, Colonel Sir John Mayney. It cannot have 

been otherwise than that these men had much to say on the subject of the 

battle, and even if-Cholmeley sifted his reminiscences in preparing his account, 
he-, deserves serious consideration. ý, We,. take up his. narrative on Juno 30th, 

when, the allies had evacuated their. siege. lines, which became apparent to the 
defenders on July 1st: 

the beseiged when they saw the'enemy had quittheir. trenches, 
did not understand the cause 

, 
till about noon that day Captain 

Leg brought news of the Prince's'approach,, who marched through 
the Forest of /G-altres7 on the-north side of the city, knowing 
that to lie moat open; That evening the Prince sent General 
Goring to the Marquess to desire he might the next morning by 
four a clock have all his-forces-drawn out, 

-of 
the city to join 

with his, for which the Marquess presently gave order... 
In constructing a chronology for the events of July lstýand 2nd, -this order 
from'Rupert sent by way of Goring must have come before the Duchess's allusion 
toýthe breaking open of a gate. to permit the army to leave the city, and 
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consequently the Marquess's own meeting with Rupert took place after Gorine 

had visited him. If we were to try to reconstruct the old command structure 

of Newcastle's successful army of 1643, and to identify within it the cautious 

and the reckless field officers, it is fairly certain that James King would 

stand on the one side, and George Goring on the other. The Marquess gave 

orders to prepare to join Rupert when he received Goring's order, but between 

then and his meeting with the Prince, 
'his 

mind was, changed by those whom the 

Duchess called his 'friends'. 

Cholmeley noted that an order was, issued within the city for the foot to 

be ready to move at two in the morning; then, 

there came an order from General King, that they should not 
march till they had'their pay whereupon they all quitt their 
colours and disperse., - 

Cholmeley added, t1this I had from a gentleman of quality of that country who 

was a colonel and had a command there and present at the time". It is a 

pity Sir Hugh gave no clue as to this man's identity, but since there is no 

reason to suspect the accuracy of. the report, the evidence is vital. It is 

made more so, by Cholmeley's willingness to give. the other side of the argument; 
in justification of Kings"some say that there was not half 
the foot, for many of them, being plundering in the enemy's 
trenches where they found good-boot3r, they could not be drawn 
together so soon; true it is many were wanting yet doubtless 
there was a considerable number; again King denies he sent 
any such message, but, that'it, being pay day the soldiers would 
not out of the city. without it and raised this of themselves; 
certainly a report was divulged that King sent such an ordar, 
from whencesoever it came, and that dispersed the soldiers... 

This 'accident' Cholmeley concludedl'proved prejudicial to the issue of the 

battle, for Rupert might otherwise have 

acted something upon the enemy in their retreat or before 
they had put themselves into order or, gained that place of 
vantage they had at the, battle. -I 

It will be seen that Cholmeley tended to support the'view that King was 

personally instrumental in wrecking, Rupert's plans. ' It must be remembered 

that the York foot were those stubborn veterans who, -in the darkest hour on 
Marston Moor, stood in disciplined ranks un til they were virtually wiped out. 
They were not a rabble. If they had fallen to plundering, there was no 

reason why King could not-have-, drawn, them into. order with a little bit of 

effort. Whether he actually. commanded them, not to-march, or whether they were 

permitted to break ranks and to fall,. to., th 
- 
eir own devices, James King was guilty 

either of deliberate sabotage or of outright-disobedience and insubordination. 

Dereliction of duty is the least charge that can be laid at his door. 

Of course, Cholmeley is'notthe, single, source for., this delay on the part 

of the York infantry. - There is the. 
-letter''written-on 

July 6th at Richmondq 

probably by one of Rupert's. cavalryt a man called Ogden? to a friend: 
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The Prince marching towards Yorke Munday July the 1st, the 
Enemy raysed theire seige and went away: the Prince having 
intelligence wh way they went, marched towards them, haveing 
left order wth the Marq., of Newcastle to meete him next 
morning with his foote, 

' 
wch he did not till 4 of ye Clocke 

in the afternoone. 
If that assessment was correct, and again Ogden should have known what was 
happening on the field, ('that appearance of the York foot was exactly 12 full 

hours after the time appointed for them to join with the Prince outside the 

city for the pursuit. The reason for the delay, Ogden ascribed to plundering: 
the search of the enemy siege lines that produced four thousand pairs of boots 

and shoes, three mortars, ammunition and carriages. 

Arthur Trevor, who was not present on the field but wrote a compilation 

account from reports which he had received,, to send to the Marquess of Ormond, 

concluded: 
the armies faced one another unon. Hessam-Hoore, threo miles from 
Yorke, about 12 of the clock noon on July 2ng, and there 
continued within the play of the'enemies cannon until five at 
night; during all which time the Prince and the Marquess of 
Newcastle were playing the orators to the soldiers in York, 
(being in a raging mutiny in the town for their pay) to draw 
them forth to join with, the Prince's foot; which was at last 
effected, but with much unwillingness. The enemy perceiving 
the advance of that addition to the Prince's armyl instantly 
charged our horse.... (8) 

There was a good deal of error in Trevor's overall'account, but that does not 
invalidate the point. Trevor, was reporting gossip, garbled accounts which had 

grown in the telling, so that the-disorganisation within York had grown into a 
traging mutiny' which is hard to credit., The fact is, Trevor was saying what 

many must have been saying, what must have been the burden of most stories 

whether first-hand or second-hand. 

It is immediately apparent that when Rupert set, off for the moor on the 

morning of the 2nd, he had not the York infantry with himv and that they did 

not appear until the afternoon, by which timel unable to launch a full scale 

attack against a retreating enemy, Rupert was obliged to adopt a defensive 

posture on disadvantageous terrain to wait forthe reinforcements to arrive. 
He had lost the impetus of the. march, and the. initiative. 

The next scene in this sorry story took place on the moor itself, when 
both armies were facing each other in the afternoon. How had Rupert passed 
the time between the departure'from. Yorkl-and noon? 

Clearly, he left the, city, for, the moorland'without supporting infantryt 

perhaps Without any of, the York garrison, whatsoever. The Marquess did not so 

with him, neither did James King. He had insufficient forces to pursue so 
powerful an enemy, even if it was retreating, 

some advantage? He failed 
and so had to use time to gain 
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,, There was an allied - rearguard, -probably quite sizeable, on the moor when 
Rupert's forces appeared there, according to Lionel Watson at nine in the 

morning. Thomas Stockdale confirmed this time, -and an anonymous Parliament- 
arian account by a Captain W. H.., was quite explicit: 

On Tuesday the second of July we pitcht in Hasham-Moorel where 
no sooner looking about usq but the enemy with displayed 
colours entered the same, placeg bending to-wards the left hand, 
by reason of some advantage they perceived there; * which we 
striving to prevent, made for it, before they should possess 
themselves of it; in the meane time the main body of their 
Za-rmy7pitched in that very place and neard unto it which we 
left. (10) 

Rupert's forces were moving towardsýthe Captain's left handq which means, 
towards the ridge of land dominating-the moor to the north and, to the south, 
the route taken by the retreatingýallied'army. Lacking his full numbers, the 
Prince obviously hoped to retain control of the ground in the best way possible 
facilitating observation of the enemy. . The race for the ridge was won by the 

allies (initially by their rearguard)'for when Rupert appearedg English 

counsels prevailed upon Scottish, and the army was ordered back to face him. 

7P Wee feeling that they were-in earnest to fight, and wee as 
much as they desiring, itl, presently commanded all our foote 
and Ordnance to come back with all speed... (Watson) 

the Generals, gaue present-order to call back the foote with 
the Ordinance ammunitiont and carriages, which retorned and 
by Generall ZLLeven7 

and the other commanders they were all 
L 

putt into order-for a feight in Marston feilds upon a ground 
of advantage... (Stockdale). 

we recalled the armies and drew them, up on a corn hill at the 
south side of the moor. 0'. (11) 

X Lieutenant General Cromwell, Major-General ZD5avid7 Leslia, 
and myself CThomas Fairfax7g: being'appointed to `5ring up 
the Rear; we sent word to the-Generals, of the, neceBsity of 
making a stand. For-else, '-the Enemy, having the advantage, 
might put us in_someýdisorder; butq by the advantage of the 
ground we were on,, -, we, hoped to-make it good till they came 
back to us. (12)- 

The allied army was fortunate in the three men left to command the rearguard, 
who made good the ridge line; andý,, drove off'an attempt by Rupert to seize a 
foothold upon it. Sir Henry Slingsby, noted this vain attempt: 

upon ye top of ye Hill-they-face, &-front towards ye prince, 
who till now was persuadId, yt they meant 

- 
not to give him 

battle, but to march quite'away. - Now ye prince bestirs 
himself, putting his men in such order, as he. intend'd to 
fight, & sending away to my Ld of Newcastle to march wth 
all speed. The enemy makes some shot at him as they were 
drawing up into, Battaliol, & ye I first shot kills a son of 
Sr Gilbert Haughton yt'was Capt. in ye prince's army, but 
this was only a shewing their teeth, for afterA shots made 
them give over, -& in Marston-corn feilds falls to singing 
psalms... (13) 

Captain Roger Houghton of'Viscount'Molyneux's Horse was killed early in the 
day, since he was carried back to., York and buried. there. Slingsbyl who was 
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in the city when this incident, occurred', coming to. -the field later with the 

Marquess and probably in the Marquess's Lifeguardq since. his regiment of foot 

remained behind in garrison, may well have seen the, body. 

Thus by early afternoon Rupert must have been watching anxiously both for 
his York reinforcements, and' for the, first sign of an offensive move by the 

enemy* Howevert even though Fairfax, -, Cromwell and David Leslie had dragged 

Leven back to the field, the old manshowed no signs of wanting the fiahtg and 

the afternoon slipped away with a desultory. cannonade from both sides. 

It is contended that the root cause. of-the defeat which was now about to 

ruin Rupert's record of invincibility, layýin, the. activities of James King, and 

we come now to the second stage,, of his part'in the disaster. An anonymous 

source, termed 'Prince Rupert's Diary', is extremely valuable in that, although 

compiled after 1660 (this from internal evidence) the compiler named his 
14 informant. According to Colonel Sir Francis. Cobb, a troop commander under 

Rupert after the battle, and before, Governor of Clifford's Tower in the 

defence of York, the Prince had sent, to the Marquess an order to. fight: 

The /R, ýrques_ss7 sayd he would bring all ye, garrison out to his 
Assistance. And, KZiln7g dissuaded him sayin do .............. 
your Garrison. 

The, missing words might have been something like, ", "do not risk losing your 

Garrison'll but that is not really, important. Cobb, who know because he was 
there, clearly put the blame, on King for. what happened. Further, it is just 

ýpossible reconsidering an earlier source, that Cobb was also Cholmeloy's 

informant, since both were-East Riding men, and Cholmeleyl hearing tho story 
in, July 1644, had it confirmed later. However, to continue with the 'Diary' 

ye P draws over ye Passe, and set his men in battle, ye 
Enemy retreated... The P sent Messages to ye CHarques, 37 
from time to time ... to bid'him make haste but he'eame not 
till ii a Clock; 

- 
The P would have attaqued ye Enemy himself 

in their Retreat, if he had not-expected ye.. '. Assistance; 
but at last instead of 109000 men, he had-not above 2500, and 
those all drunk. 

This last comment-ties in with Cholmeley's report that not so many came 
to the field as were expected, but perhaps Rupert had not reckoned on the 

Marquess deciding to leave some regiments behind in garrison, perhaps as a sop 
to James King. The regiments. left behind were Slingsby's. the absent Lord 

Belasysels, and probably those I of. -Glomham, and Waite'. ''ale-mham remained in the 

c ity. 

The Duchess's account. can noW, be examined: - 
ZA-fter the Mar'que'ssreached-'. the mooý-r7 the'Princ Ie an Id my Lord 
conferred with several of their officersq amongst', whom there 
were several'disputes concerning the'advantages which the 
enemy had of sun, windq and ground. The*horse of, his Majesty's 
forces was drawn up"in both'wings upon that fatal moor'called 
Hessom Moor;,, ýand my Lord asked his Highness what service he 
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would be pleased to command'him; who returned this answer, 
that he would begin no action upon the enemy till early in 
the morning; desiring my Lord to repose himself till then. 
Which my Lord did, and went to rest -in ýhis own coach that 
was close by in the field, until the time appointed. 

The time at which the Marquess and.,, his forces arrived on, the moor has been set 
at either two o'clock or at four. the, foot came at two, there was time for 

battle, for as the afternoon wore on the sky became overcast and thundery, so 
bringing early darkness. If, hoWever,, the Marquess himself arrived at two 

with his mounted escort, but the foot and James King not until four, that two 

hour gap would have ruled out battle -on that day so far as Rupert was concerned, 
for the York foot had to be acco 1 dated in the battle lines which could not be 

done rapidly, if it meant new dispositions for the Prince's own foot who were 

standing in a defensive posture and who would not have left a gap in tha lines 

unguarded. 

Much has been made of the fact that Newcastle fought in the battle as a 

private gentleman or merely as the commander of a troop of horse. This has 

been seen either as Rupert pro ving di-fficult., in, view of, the York delay and not 

according his fellow general proper, respect, or, alternatively, as an example 

of the Marquess in a fit of pique. This ', black 
'and 

white' attitude must be 

a consequence of a tradition of scholarslas 'pro$ or 'anti' Rupert men, and it 

does not help. In fact, the Marquess was consulted, upon his arrival, but 

Rupert, putting off-battle, perhaps intended-to postpone the allocation of 
dispositions until the York foot arrived, in full. That the battle began 

suddenly and unexpectedly at about the time. of their appearanceg threw all 
further conferences to the wind, and Newcastle, far from having any choice, was 

able to do no more than take up his sword and fight as best he might. 

Cholmeley gave the time of'the Marquess's arrival on the field as nine in 

the morning, but this may have been a',, simple'error. There would have been 

matters to attend to in York which would have, required his attention, not least 

the problem of coercing King into action. If Newcastle did in truth arrive 

so earlyg it only emphasizes the dilatoriness of. his foot, commander. Yet, 

accepting that he in factýturned'up between noon and two o'clock, we return to 

Cholmeley: 
the Marquess accompanied byall the gentlemen of'quality 
which were in, York, (who, cast themselves'into a troop 
commanded by Sir Thomas Mettam) came. ýto the Prince who 
said, 'my Lord, I, wish you had come sooner with your forces, 
but I hope we shall, yet have a glorious day'; the Marquess 
informed how that his foot had been plundering in the enemy's 
trenches and that it was impossible to have got them together 
at the time p'refixe-dg"but-that he had left General King about 
the work, who would bring'them up with all-the expedition 
that might be., ý The Prince seeing-the Marquesses foot-were, not 
come up, would with his own foot have been falling upon the 
enemy, but the Marquess dissuaded him telling him he had 4000 
good foot as--were in-the, world..., 
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Hereq Newcastle's military judgement was probably shrewder than Rupert's, and 
he prevailed. He might have been vindicated if the York foot had indeed come 

up more rapidly than they did. Perhaps the Prince had been angry and inclined 

to do something reckless, in which casel a little caution would have been no 
bad thing. Anyway, the Marquess was right when he described his foot and their 

quality: they were proven, fighting regiments which had passed through 1643 

with honour and had fought the Scots, whenever they could get them to a fight, 

with resolution. They had defended York stubbornly and vigorously. Regiments 

like that of Colonel Sir William Lambton would have been an asset to any army, 

and on Marston Moor, when everyone else had fled or been driven into confusiong 
they stood like a wall. 

One cannot escape the suspicion that the plunder excuse may have been 

partly fabricated to cover the rift in the York command. For, before pursuing 

Cholmeley, let us consider what it was, thats in all her account, the Duchess 

did not say. She did not say anything about James King. Not oncel from the 

description of Rupert's arrival to the. decision to leave for exile, did she 

mention the man who had been at her husband's right hand for so long. When 

Cholmeley's narrative was full of the most damning evidence, gleaned from 

officers, the Duchess's own was marked by an absence of commýnt. Can it be 

that Newcastle, a man so sensitive of his honour, in reminiscing chose to 

overlook or to suppress the disagreeable course of events that had led to his 

ruin and exile? Was Newcastle ashamed of his reliance on King? Such 

questions may be rhetorical, and negative evidence cannot be pressed too far 

to answer them. Yet the questions are valid, and raise themselves. 

Cholmeley again: 
about 4a clock in the afternoon General King brings up the 
Marquess's foot, of'which yet many were wantingg for here 
was not above 3000. The Prince demanded of King how he 
liked the marshalling of his army... 

-he conference'immediately prior to the battle to which This must have been at t 

the Duchess alluded. 

... who replied he did not approve of it being drawn too near 
the enemyl and in a place of disadvantage, then said the 
Prince, 'they may be, drawn to a further distance$. 'No sirl, 
said King, fit is too late'; It is so, King dissuaded the 
Prince from fightingt saying 'Sir your forwardness lost us 
the day in Germanyq where yourself was taken prisoner', upon 
the dissuasions of the Marquess and King and that it was so 
near night, the Prince was resolved not to join battle that 
day, and therefore gave order to haveýprovisions brought from 
York... 

, King's allusion to Rupert's, defeat and capture at Vlothog where his father's 

cause suffered a severe setback at the. hands of'Imperial troops, was a little 

too strong. King himself had. been instrumental in that defeat as W01115 
The fact was that Rupert had presented King with a fait accompli 9 hadmade it 
impossible to fight that day andhadg-without. doubt, robbed the Royalists of 
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victory. 

Cholmeley not only gave the details of. these passages, but also tried to 

assess'ýtheir importance. He acknowledged that, much criticism had attached to 

Rupert, and perhaps wrote his own account, to rectify the matter. 

many do impute much to the Prince, that holwould engage to 
fight that day... 

The Parliamentarians felt the same, let it be said. 
If Prince Rupertt who had'acquired"enough honour by the relief 
of York in the view of three, generals 'could have contented 
himself with it, and, retreat*edv-, as he. might have donet without 
fighting, the reputation he had'gained would have caused his 
army to increase... (16) 

But the criticism is misleading.: If -Rupert had retreatedt what was to stop 
the, -allies returning to the sioge? - Even,, if R, upert's, army had gained fresh 

support as a result of the exploitv, to whaf purpose would it have been? An 

army is an instrument for waging war, and if the terms are advantageous to it, 

then it cannot shirk the issue of battle, 
-If. 

the basis of criticism of Rupert 

is made up of this type of reasoningt itýis'extremely dubious. Marston Moor 

was not Rupert's error, nor was it entirely his responsibility. The culprit 

was James King, and it is strange that so recent a writer as Young could convoy 
the contrary impression so that Margaret-Toynbee,, in her foreword to his book, 

could still write "the tragedy'-of Rupert's'failure is his own', 
17 

Rupert had 

all the advantages, and these were. lostq no t because, of his own follyl but 

because of deliberate disobedience on the part, of King. 

To return to Cholmeley 

considering not only many of the ilarquesses foot were 4anting, 
but even of his own horse to the number-of 1500 or 2000 which 
were gone rambling-into Yorke;,. and that, if he had deferred the 
fight a few days, Colonel Clavering had been up with a thousand 
or 1200 fresh men, he-came into theýcountry with such dread and 
reputation, he might not, only,. have, increasedh. is own army, but 
surely the 6neM'Y would'have diminished. 

Cholmeley here, objectively, ' gave the'view'of. Rupert's critics, but if Rupert 

did have an order to fight ý-'whiCh'was not'the letter of June, 14th and on which 

subject, as we shall see, Cholmeley cast fresh'light then to wait even two 

days would have permitted'the enemyt'already in full'retreat, to draw clean 

awayt perhaps into Lincolnshire; perhaps'to'concentrate at'Hull. We can 

suppose, but we cannot know-, 7- that the Scots might have given up - this was 
Youngvs contention and part of his criticism_of Rupert'rested upon it - but 

had they not, we can be-'sure that given more time'and-more agreeable surround- 
ings, the allied army would have been better prepared for a battle than it 

clearly was on July 1st when Rupert'decided to'fight. 

in answer I to-which'in the, -Princes behalf it*is said, he did 
neither know the'. Marquesses men, would, fall short, nor that 
so many of. his own were, absent, that,, all had orders to be in 
readiness of Tuesday morning by four"oclock; that-he was 
obliged not to let the-enemy, march-too far out, of his reach, 
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having a command from the King to fight the Scottish army 
wheresoeler he met them; 

All these views were valid, and countered the criticisms fairlyq although tho 

story of some of Rupert's own horse 'being absent is a new one and if it were 
true, makes possible one charge against Rupert that can be sustained. The 

intriguing reference is to a command to fight the Scottish army wherever he 

found it. If the letter of June 14th cannot be made to seem like an order to 

f ight , then it is even harder to, Bee it as an order to f ight the Scots. This 

supports the probability of a subsequent despatch. Wise counsels at Oxford, 

might have decided that the Scots, a weaker force inzterms of morale, would bo 

shattered in a pitched fight. -Such conclusions based upon their record in 

Durham and Northumberland would be understandable. Was there, then, another 

letter, and can we interpret Cholmeley's remark as support for its existence? 

The problem defies final solution, but enough. has been said to show that the 

matter is far from settled. 

Cholmeley was in no doubt as to which'interpretation he put upon the 

evidence. After referring, briefly to, James King, 's view that the dispositions 

on the moor wore bad, came this passage--, -ý' 
It is considered those which had relation to the Marquess his 
army did not in their affections so ' 

harmoniously comply to 
this great work as was requisite, in respect of the Prince had a 
supreme commission above the Marquesst so that his forces came 
very untowardly out of York though t hey performed their part 
well in the battle.... 

Which they did. The c. ourse'of the battle has been described so many 
18 

times as to render such a description here superfluous. Certain problems of 

terrain and of documentary interpretation would prove too lengthy to So into 

here and would, anyway, add little to the development of the overall thome? 9 

Briefly, the battle began towards'evening when the allies advanced from the 

ridge, seizing upon the momentary disarray-occasioned by the march of the York 

foot into line. On the Royalist'right'wings Rupert's cavalry were rapidly 

broken and driven from the-field, on the leftq a. similar fate befell Sir Thomas 

Fairfax's cavalry, who were, dispersed, by Goring and the Northern Horse. How- 

ever, whilst Goring and his successful cavalry were slow to turn about and to 

move against the allied, infantry in the. centre, Cromwell'and David Leslie kept 

their horse together and, began to, roll-up the, Royalist foot. Darkness, cannon 

smoke and the natural consequential, confusion of, a, battle. conspired to make 

each contemporary account narrow and, inclined to mislead, so that what actually 
happened is still obscure., jtýwould, seem that Cromwell's wing, sweeping around 

the field to the north, collided with Goring. returning to the fray and put him 

to flight, or, at least, broke up his forces. In the meanwhile, in the centre 

of the moor, the Royalist foot, most particularly the York garrison, stood 

their ground until they'were swallowed up in the enemy victory, the Northumbrian 

and Durham regimentsl the Whitecoats, sustaining exceptionally heavy losses in 
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their refusal to give ground or to'accept quarter. 

The Duchess of Newcastle recorded her husband's exploits on that day in 

her biography, and these are worth giving as'an illustration of the state of 
the Royalist army. Nor must her account-bed 

I 
ismissed as 'improbable', as 

Young quite unreasonably did ýO 

Her husband had just retired 'to the 'coach 'for the evening, when the battle 
began with a general allied advance. Arming, himself, the Marquess climbed 
onto his horse, to be confronted, by the' flight of -Rupert's cavalry: 

and though my Lord made them stand once, yet they immediately 
betook themselves to their heels again, and killed even those 
of their own party. that endeavoured to stop them. 

The Duchess then rather pointedly remarked that it was the Marquessto own horse, 

the Northern brigade under Lucas and Goring, that gave a good account of 
themselves, rendered the more satisfying in that it was Sir Thomas Fairfax who 
took the beating. In this confusion 

my Lord (accompanied only, with his brother Sir Charles Cavendish, 
Major Scot, Captain Mazinel' and his page'), 'hastening to see in 
what posture his own regiment wasq met with a troop of gentlemen 
volunteers, who formerly had chosen 

, 
him-their 

, 
captain, notwith- 

standing he was general of an army; to 'whom my Lord spake after 
this manner. 'Gentlemen', said he, 'you have done me the honour 
to choose me your captain, and now is., the fittest time that I may 
do you service; wherefore if You'will follow me, I shall lead 
you on the best I can, ' and show you the-way to your own honourt. 

Riding into the midst of the. fighting, -pass ing on their way betwean two bodies 

of infantry firing muskets at each other over a'distance of 40 yards, the troop 

of gentlemen, most probably that commanded at its formation by Colonel Sir 

Thomas Metham who was killed in the fighting, attacked a Scottish infantry 

formation. This they routed, 

my Lord himself killed three with his pagets'half-leaden 
sword, for he4had no other left him; and-though all his 
gentlemen in particular offered'him their swords, yet my 
Lord refused to take, a', sword of any of them. ' -At last, 
after they had passed through, this regiment of foot, a 
pikeman made a stand, to, the whole troop; - and though my Lord 
charged him twice or thrice,, yet he could, not enter him; 
but the troops despatched him soon. - 
In all these encounters my Lord got not the least hurt, 
though several were, slain, about him; and his White Coats 
showed such an 'extraordinary Valour'and courage'in. that 
action, they were-killed-in rank and file...,., 

According to the Duchess, the Marquess was the last general officer to 

leave the field - apart from Lucas-and Porter, who were prisoners - and that 

when it was clear to him that all was lost, he', headed for York where he met 
Rupert and James King, who had already. quit the field. 

Cholmeley, in his account, alluded to some 2000 Royalist horse who, as 
dawn broke on the 3rd, remained intact on the field. llffhey7had great 
inclination to have acted something upon-, theLprevailin'g party' of the enemy's 
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other wing", meaning Cromwell's successful cavalry, "but that they were 
prevented by an order to retire to York". This is supported by the account 
given by another Royalist officerg Sir Philip Monckton, who held a field 
command in the battle. 

I saw a body of some twolthousand'horse that were broken, 
which as I endeavoured to rally, I saw Sir John Hurrey, 
major-general to the Prince, come galloping through the glen. 
I rid to him and told him, that there were none in that great 
body, but they knew either himself or me, and that if he would 
help me to put them in. order, we might regain the field. He 
told me, broken horse would not fight, and galloped from me 
towards York. By that time it was night, and Sir Marmaduke 

. 
Langdale having had those bodies he commanded broken, came to 
me, and we staid in the field until twelve o'clock at night, 
when Sir John Hurrey cames by order, of the Prince, to command 
me to retire to York. (21) 

Cholmeley and Monckton agree in essential details, so it may be that these 

cavalry drew off the moor some distance and were brought back into York in the 

early hours of the morning. Whether they might have achieved anything is open 
to question, although certainly the allied armies, for all their victory, were 
in disarray, and took several days to return to the siege of the city. Which 
forces composed these 2000 cannot be said: they may have, been a part of the 

successful Royalist left wing, p, art of a body of the right wing which had 

rallied when the rest fled, or a combination of troops from both wings. it 

may be, if Cholmeley was right, that these were the horse that had gone 
cavorting around York instead of marching to the field, and that they arrived 
t6o late to be of service but were intact and ready for action. 

Rupert himself did not give UP hopes of re-fighting the battle. Again 
Cholmeley noted: 

the next morning the Prince had thoughts of a new supply of 
fresh foot aut of Yorkq-to have attempted something upon the 
enemy, but that he was dissuaded by General King, and though 
the enemy was much broken'and dispersed and not possessed of 
the Princes cannon and baggage till the next morning, yet at 
the present their state and condition was not so generally 
known, and therefore King's counsel not to be condemned. 

That may be. It id arguable, howeverl that the body of 2000 Royalist horse 
left on the moor who desired to attempt Cromwell's. cavalryq were surely in a 
position to have some idea of the enemy condition. It may be that King was 
once again, and this time without difficultyl exercising his influence against 
the plans of the Prince. 

The battle of Marston Moor. -was more-of, a defeat for the Marquess of 
Newcastle than for Rupert. Hisýinfantry, badly mauled at Selby in April, had 
been destroyed, except for 

, 
the two or three, regiments in York. His cavalryl 

attached to Rupert since May,, would not lightly be let go by'the Prince, and, 
indeed, Rupert took them with him, on his retreat, Critics of Newcastle's 
decision to go into exile have not-takenthis into accountq but it was crucial. 
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A general is of no value without Ian,. army,, and Newcastle had no army left after 
Marston Moor. It was that disgrace, which he feared, not the fact that he had 
lost a battle. Had he stayedg h'e-,. would"certainly have been involved in tho 
ignominy of the surrender of York, ' or hounded through the north by the allied 
army. That he would have gone to Oxford wasq-in view of his character, out 
of the question. He might have-gone there as a conqueror, but never as a 
beaten man. 

The losses of the northern army on Marston Moor were enormous, not 
necessarily in numbers, but in the proportion of officers to rank and file. 
Ralph Verney was told in a letter from a friendý 

Captain Winget told me from an honest man that overlooked 
the dead, that amongst them all he thought there were two 
gentlemen to one ordinary soldier that was slain... (22) 

Slingsby wrote: 
Here I lost a Nephew, Coll., 'John Fenwickj &a kinsman Sr 
Chas. Slingsby, both of ym slain 

, 
in ye feild; ye former 

could not be found to have, his body brought off, ye latter 
was found and burild. in York minster. -(23) 

Arthur Trevor noted the deaths,, of Colonel. Sir Thomas Metham and Sir William 
Wentworth, a brother of the earLof Straffordl, wholwas probably in the Marquess 
troop since he held no field rank* Lionel Watson-reckoned, that,, a hundred 
Royalist officers had been taken prisoners,, including Lucast Porter, Major- 
general Henry Tillier of Rupert! s ar. myl, as, well as 1500 rank and file: 

but I cannot think, but of all dead in the fieldt in the woods, 
and mortally wounded (which-would die within a day) there are between throe and foure thousand. 

Stockdale estimated some. 4000 Royalist deadalone, and over-that number woundod 
He may have been in error, -'since he, gave'SirJohn Hurry a6-the principal 
officer killed. Sir Thomas-Faiifax-co I ncurred in the. estim ate of 4000 Royalist 
dead. 

From various sources, the following list, of northern Royalist officers 
killed on the moor has, been, compiled. 

-It-cannotlbe 
anything near complete 

but it does convey the relevant impression*_* 

Colonel Sir-Richard'Dacre 
C olonel William, Eure, 
Colonel John Fenwick 
Colonel Charles'Slingsby 
Colonel Sir, William Lambton 
fColoneI7 Charles Towneley 

Lt. Colonel Francis Salvin 
Lt. Colonel Henry Topham. 

MajorýWilliam Farmer, 
Major Thomas Vavasour' 

Captain-Sir Richard Gledhill 
Captain Edward Bradley 
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Captain John Butler 
Captain Roger Houghton_ 
Captain Samuel Kennet 
Captain Anthony Meynell 
Captain John Swinglehurbt 
Captain John'Plumpton-(24) 

Colonel Dacre, who f ought as a briga. de- commander, was the man who had tried to 

win the Hutchinson brothers away from their duties at Nottingham. Lt. Colonel 
Henry,. Topham was of William Eure Is regiment, which must have taken a terrible 

beating to lose its two senior ýofficers. Major William Farmer was he who had 

'so competently defended Lathom. ' 'Captains Bradley, Butler and Swinglehurst 

were of Colonel Sir Thomas Tyldesley'S regiment of foot whichl although a 

, northern regiment, may have come 
'up 

wiih'-Ruper't. -- The list does not include 

Colonel Sir Thomas Metham, who may have resigned his commission in 1642 to 

become Captain of Newcastle's Lifeguard. 

Within two days of this battle York, the city for which the relief march 
had been made and the battle fought. ' was left, to its own devices. The 

Governor, Sir Thomas Glemhamj"with'. what' - was, left, of the infantry of Newcastle's 

army, had orders to hold out, in hopes of, further relief. Rupert and the 

cavalry rode off to the west, 'Newcastle-and'his' staff to the east. It was the 

end of organised Royalism in. northern England, and it would have seemed to the 

survivors that all the sacrifice had been in vain. 

Turning to Cholmeley forýthe'last time, we have a'graphic account of the 

events in York on July 3rd. 

The Prince after two days rest, having rallied together about 
4000 horse and some few foot, ' marcheth towards Westmorland, 
he and the Marquess having, once agreed that the Marquess would 
go to Newcastle, whither, the Prince would return as soon as he 
could recruit his foot; ' which if it had accordingly been 
pursued had been of great'advantage to the King's affairs, for 
had the Marquess remained in those parts surely-a great number 
of the broken foot would h- ave I rallied together, and it would 
have given encouragement to the, King's friends and party there, 
whereas upon his-de'parture almost everyone (especially such as 
had particular relation or affection to his person) quitt the 
Kings service and went to their own home... 

The thread of Rupert's own activities-will be followed later. It is interest- 

ing to learn that Cholmeley believed the Marquess had agreed to go to Newcastle 

upon Tyne and not into exile', although this implies that. York was to be 

abandoned, Glemham to be left to-hold out so long as he might in order to pin 
down the allied army, and then'to make what terms he could. There seems to 

have been some anxiety about Newcastle garrison, for Ogden, the Royalist 

soldier writing on July, 6th, stated, that the town "being left by the Marquesse 
in the Mayors trust, tiS feared that it may bee by him betrayed". It is hard 

to understand the suspicion that attached to Sir John Marley, for events were 
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to prove him a loyal, tough and obstinate garrison commander. Yet these 

rumours had been afoot late in 1643, it will be remembered. 

Cholmeleyt having made this point, returned to his criticism of James 

King. Were it not for other evidence and for Cholmeley's presentation of both 

sides of the caset it might appear like a vendetta, which it was not. 

as is said General King considering the King's affaires 
absolutely destroyed by loss of this battle persuaded the 
Marquess (against all the power of his other friends) to 
quit the kingdome ... so that the Marquess leaving Sir Thomas 
Glemman in York to gain as good terms for the city as he 
could, himself with King and other particular friends, goes 
to take shipping at Scarborough, whither he was at first a 
little shy to come, being informed the governor Sir HuGh 
Cholmeley would not permit him passage, but keep him prisoner, 
but the Marquess soon found the contrary, by the governor's 
usage, who knew his duty was to obey his general, and not to 
questions his errorsq and the governor was so far from 
interrupting his passage, as that when he found the Marquess 
resolved, he gave him all the expedition, fearing his stay 
there might draw the forces at York sooner against Scarborough; 
The second day after the Marquess his coming to Scarborough, 
he took shipping for Hambrough, being'accompanied with his two 
sons ZL-ord Hen: X Cavendish and Viscount Mansfielg the Lord 

j Faulconbridge John Belasyse's father7j Lord Widdrington... 
and some other of his special friends; General King, the Lord 
Carnwathq and persons that had relation to them went in another 
ship... 

In view of the attention drawn to the fact that King's name was olýmitted by 

the Duchess from her biography, it is interesting also to note that he was not 

included amongst those "special friends" on this depressing sea journey. 

Let it also be notedq that when Newcastle left the country he loft with 
his rank of General intactt and it appears that his exile was regarded in Oxford 

as a temporary absence from the'scene, his authority being now put into 

commission and shared between Glemham and Goringý5 We may dismiss as rumour 
the story of Rupert, learning of the complete departure of the northern staff, 

26 
IftearIng my Lod Newcastle's commission before his face"* 

Having seen what Cholmeley had to say. on the matter, it is worth turning 

to the official Newcastle view as given by the Duchessq at the end of her 

narrative of the battle. 
- 

That night L/2-nd/3rd July7 my Lord remained in York; and 
having nothing left in his power to,: aý his Majesty any 
further service in-that kind; for he had neither ammunitiong 
nor money to raise more forcesq to keep either York, or any 
other towns'that were yet in his Majesty's devotiong well 
knowing that those which were left could-not hold out long, 
and being also loath to h, ave aspersions cast upon him, that 
he did sell them to the enemyg in case he could notkeep them, 
hetook a resolution, and, that justly and honourably, to forsake 
the kingdom; and, to that end, went the next morning to the 
prince., and acquainted him with his design, desiring his 
Highness would be pleased to give this true and just report 
of him 

, 
to his Majesty, that he had behaved himself like an 

honest man, a gentleman, and a loyal subject. Whichrequeet 
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the Prince having granted, my Lord took his leave; and 
being conducted by a troop of horse and a troop of dragoons 
to Scarborough, went to sea, and took shipping for Hamburgh... 

Lacking alternative evidence, the official Newcastle interpretation of the 

exile decision would seem fairly probable. For here again, as has been said, 
the Duchess pointedly did not mention James King. 

The 'Rupert Diaryll however, is more forthright: 

Sayes Genll King wt will you do. Sayes ye pI will 
rally my men. Sayes Genll King now you wt Ld Newcastle 
will do? 
Sayes Ld Newcastle I will go in to Holland (looking upon 
all as lost). 
The P: would have him endeavour to recruit his forces. 
No (sayes he) I will not endure ye laughter of yO Court 
and King sayd hee would go wth him; and so they did and 
left ye Governr of York wth wt force he had to defend 
himself... 
The P offerld to stay with ye E. of Newcastle and to try 
to recruite in ye West Riding and form an Army; but he 
would not hear out. 

This report has enough in common with both the Duchess and Cholmeley to be 

acceptable, and perhaps the informant may have been Colonel Sir Francis Cobb, 

suggested as the source of some of Cholmeley's information concerning James 

King's activities. 

Sir Henry Slingsby continued to, preserve an honourable, if frustrating, 

silence where James King was concerned. Nothing is to be gleaned from his 

account which was a straightforward note about the departure into exile. 
Slingsby's entire 'diary' is rather remarkably free from scurrilous innuendoes 

and unpleasant facts. 

Rushworth gave a fairly complete list of the persons who went into exile 

with Newcastleý7 Many more tried to go, but as Cholmeley said 

there was divers other gentlemen of that country who desired 
to pass at the same time, but the governor ZC-holmeley7 would 
not permit them, it being as he conceived prejudicial to the 
King's affairs. 

Newcastle's sons, Charles Viscount Mansfield, his General of Ordnancet and 
Henry Cavendish, both of whom had titular colonelcies of regiments9 naturally 

shared the exile. So did Sir Charles Cavendish, his brother. James King, 

recently elevated to the peerage as Lord Eythin and Kerrey, his Lieutenant- 

General, went, as was to be expected. Major General Sir Francis Mackworth, 

the Treasurer of the Army Sir William Carnaby, and the colonel of Newcastle's 

own infantry regimentg Sir Arthur Basset, were also listed. Basset returned 
from exile and fought with honour in his native Cornwall after only a few 

months had passed. Colonels, Francis Carnaby and Walter Vavasour also went, 

perhaps to be included as "special friendst' of the Marquess, although Carnaby 

'returned to his native'north in 1645 and was killed in a brief battle in the 

East Riding. The Marquess's other known companions were the Scottish peer, 
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Lord Carnwath; Dr. John Bramhall, Bishop of Londonderry; Lord Falconbridge, 

and Captain Zj-ohn7 mozin or mazine. 

It does not come within the scope of this study to pursue these men into 

their exile, except to quote from a letter written by a son of the Catholic 

Royalist Lt. Colonel Henry Constable, Viscount Dunbar. John Constable was 

resident in Rotterdam on July 30th, and in a letter to his father who was 

probably by then serving with the Scarborough garrison - he may have been one 

whom Cholmeley refused to permit to depart - John wrote: 

the Marquess of Newcastle is still at Hamburg in a poor 

condition... I believe he now repents his folly, but 

General King is in great pomp. (28) 

It would be hard to find a more fitting way to conclude what has necessarily 

been a lengthy study of the first three or four days of July. We can now 

turn to the sad condition of the city of York. 

Thus were we left at York, out of all hope' of releif, ye 
town much distract'd, & every one ready to abandon her: 

& to encourage ym yt were left in ye town, & to get, ym to 

stay, they were fain to give out false reports, yt ye prince 
had fallen upon ye enemy suddenly & rout'd ym, & yt he was 

coming back again to ye Town; yet many left us, not liking 

to abide another seige; wch after began; for ye enemy taking 

a few days respite to burry their dead, to provide for ye 

wound'd, & to gather up such scatterld troops of foot & horse 

as had left ye feild... They were now in readiness to march 
back again to York; they make at their 2dýcoming new batteries 

... & had made a bridge to clap over ye Fosse & store of Hurdles 
for a storme... (29) 

It will become apparent that reports of Rupert's return to Yorkshire were not 

entirely figments of the imagination of the commanders of the garrison. Yet 

Slingsby graphically depicted the condition of soldiers and civilians left very 

much to the mercy of the enemy, symbolically already lost when the Marquess 

turned his back on the city. 

The confusion within York had begun on the eve of the departure of Rupert 

and the Marquess. The Royalist fugitives from the moor, fleeing in their 

hunteds towards the city, were halted at Micklegate bar by Sir Thomas Glemham, 

who shut the gates against them. 

We came late to York, wch made a great confusion: for at 
ye barr none was sufferld to. come in but such as were of ye 
town, so yt ye whole street was throng1d up to ye barr with 
wound'd & lame people, wch made a pitiful cry among ym. (30) 

In certain respects, the material condition of--the garrison must have been 

much improved on what it had been. Rupert had rounded up cattle on his march 

to the city, and in the plundering of the enemy lines some provisions must have 

been seized. The garrison ranged far afields 'plundering from civilians as 

well, according to one source 
ý1 - 

According to Ogden, the Parliament ar ians returned to the siege on the 
4th, although the Scots were apparently again unwilling to commit themselves. 
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The Scottish commanders seem to have been concerned by the dual problem of 

a''freshly provisioned city - which did not take into account the strength of 
the-garrison, which was a skeleton force - and by their uncertainty as to what 
Rupert and Newcastle intended to do. Perhaps'it was news of Newcastle's exile 
that led them to commit themselves to a second siege, and it might be argued 
thatý it was the Marquess's decision which was instrumental in bringing about 
the reduction of the city in mid'July. Yet we cannot escape the possibility 
that York was now considered expendable. " 

On the 4th a summons was formally delivered to Glemham calling upon him to 

yield the town: he refused, and sent a' letter to Rupert reporting the 

situation. 
This afternoon, about one of the clock, the enemy's van marched 
from their quarters at Long Marston to Middlethorp, the rest of 
their army follows. The three generals have sent a letter to 
me and my Lord Mayor to deliver them up, the town in six hours, 
or else I must expect all extremities of war. I shall not oboy 
their summons, but keep it for the King as long as I possibly 
can ... not doubting, but your Highness-will take us into your 
consideration to hasten for the relief... (32) 

The ability of the city to hold out would depend not only upon Rupert 

coming to their relief againg but also upon the strength of the garrison. 
From what has been said of the losses on Marston Moor and at Selby, it will be 
apparent that there cannot have been many fit fighting men at Glemham's 
disposal. Unfortunately, the only assessments of his strength are of 
Parliamentarian origin, but they must be tentatively accepted since the siege 
forces, observing the departure of-the garrison'when the city surrendered, 
would have been able to make close estimates if not an actual head count. 

33 A full Relation of the late Victory obtained... reckoned that there were only 
500 men able to defend the place, together with_. citizen volunteers who cannot 
have been thick on the ground under the circumstances. This does sound a 
)trifle low, since there were at least three regiments which had not been at 
Marston Moor even if one of'themg Belasyse's Foot, had been at Selby. A 
nearer calculation may'have bee In that contained in Simeon Ashe's account, 
Manchesterts chaplain, who-gave the garrison as'the City Regiments and about a 
1000-11mercinaries", quite a pejorative, term not to be taken at face value 

ý4 

On July 11th Glemham agreed to, a parley3.5 on the 13th the Parliaments 
envoys, Colonels Sir William Constable and John Lambertj entered the city to 
commence talks, and thereagreed'that official commissioners would be appointed 
by both sides 

ý6 37 The surrender termsj given, in full by Wenham, can be 
summarised briefly, and must be noted in view of what Slingsby had later to 
say about the breach of the terms made by the enemy. The "Governor, and all 
Officers and Souldiers, ' both Horse and'Foot"I'with the officers of Clifford's 
Tower and of the other various, ýparts of the defences, were to march from the 
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city with their weapons, their colours flying, drums beating, match lit and 
"Bullets in their mouthst, 

38 
and with all their baggage. It was further 

promised by the allied generals that the officers and men would not be molested 

on their march to another garrison, and would be given proper quarter at the 

end of each day that they were under escort. The wounded would be permitted 
to-remain within York, until they were recovered, and would then enjoy the same 
terms as the fit men. "No Officer or Souldier shall be stopt or plundered 

upon his march". No attempt was to be made to lure the officers of their men 

away from their allegiance by promises of reward or favour. Both of these two 

last conditions were cynically broken, as Slingsby recorded. 

The rest of the terms concerned the civilians in the city, and are not 

strictly relevant to the theme. The allied generals believed that the leniency 

of the terms might be misconstrued in London, and wrote to Parliament to 
39 

exonerate themselves from such chargese Simeon Ashe, surely a most competent 

apologist, put the point more cogently: 
the benefit which could be expected for our Armies, or the 
Kingdom, by taking the Town by storm, could not possibly 
in any measure counterveil the miserable consequences thereof, 
to many thousands. Who knows how much precious blood might 
have been spilt in so hot a service? 

If this did have anything to do with itj howeverg Ashe's concluding comment, 

one might almost say conclusive, was probably nearer the mark: 
How much would this Country have suffered in the ruines of 
this Citie? And how many of our good friends in other 
places who drive Trades with citizens here, would have been 
pintched in their estates, by the impoverishing of their 
Debtors? (40) 

Could York have been hold? Glemham thought not, and though he won terms 

favourable to the garrison - if they had been kept strictly by the enemy - he 

clearly had no intention of risking even one assault. Glemham was a fine 

commander of garrisons doomed to defeatt as we shall see at Carlisle, and as 
he was to be at Oxford. He did not give up without good solid reasons, and 

we must allow him_to pass unscathed by criticism. His forces were small and 

weak, and as Slingsby had made clear, morale was low despite provisions within 
the town. If there had been any hope of relief from Rupert, it evaporated 
with the approach of the allies, and it may be that it was the surrender of 
York on July 16th which prompted Rupert finally to turn south, although this 
is something to be considered shortly. The question that has to be asked is 

how important was the fall of York for future Royalist military efforts in the 

north, and this question can be taken as encompassing the results of Marston 
Moor. 

Quite clearly there had been a psychological as well as strategic factor 

at stake when it was resolved by Rupert to relieve the city. It had been, 

after all, the scene of King Charles's preparations for war, and had remained 
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solidly and unquestionably the Royalist headquarters for the northern army. 
It was probably, in this sense, the most , important city af ter Oxf ord itaelf . 
Its loss was a mortal blow to northern Royalism in that, coupled with the 

departure of the Marquess, a focal point had suddenly been wrenched away. 
Skipton and Pontefract, Scarborough and Sheffield might still hold out, and 
Carlisle might suddenly become important for many months, but none of these 

places, although valiantly defended$ had anything of the aura attached to York. 
They were, by virtue of their coming importance, symbolic of defeat whilst 
York had been for so longt symbolic of victory. There were, it is true, large 

Royalist cavalry forces operating in Lancashire at least until the autumn, but 

with York gone, their value was practically minimal for want of direction, 

and dangerous though they were locally, their future was bound to lie with the 

main army still operating from Oxford. 

Perhaps that is the key. For, after Marston Moor and the fall of the 

city, there simply ceased to be a single northern army. One of the corner 

stones of Royalist strategy had gonel whilst fragments - the Northern Horse 

for one - sought service and pay to, . the'south. Unless Montrose could prove 

so effective in Scotland as to draw the bulk of the Scottish invasion army 
back into its own territory, there was really very little hope for the King on 
the field of battle. Yet in saying thisq it has also to be said, that Marston 

Moor, whilst considered by marqto symbolise- . disintegration, would not have 

come about without the brief fatal battle fought at Selby in April. 

On July 16th the Royalist garrison marched out of York according to the 

articles agreed upon. They came through Micklegate at the start of their 

journey towards Skipton, the road lined on both sides for a mile by the 
41 

triumphant allied forces, whilst, according to Ashel Parliamentary officers 

accompanied them to prevent any breach of the terms. In this they were 
thwarted by the determination of their soldiery, or else did not try very hard 

to do their duty. Slingsby gave a mournful picture: 

we march out, but find a falling in ye performance at ye 
very first, for ye soulgier was pilleg1d, our Wagons plunderld, 
mine ye first day, and others ye: next. Thus disconsolate we 
march, forcId to leave our Countrylýunless we would apostate, 
not daring to see mine'own house, nor take a farewell of my 
Children, althol we lay, yG first night at Hessey wthin 2 miles 
of my house. 
The 2 day of our march was to Knasborough, & in our March we 
were much molest'd by, Manchester's horse, yt cast Stone at us, 
& tho we had a guard of 7' Troops 

-, 
yet could they not, or would 

they not, prevent ymýfrom plundering,. but in ye feild before 
Allerton Nauleverer where we made a hault till our rear was 
brought upt we were forc1d to endure affronts by some of ye 
enemys yt came among us & would snatch y8 Soulgiers hats from 
their heads, & their swords from their sides, & tho we 
comPlain'd of it to ye officer yet could we have no remedy; & 
going a little further into a straight Lane they overturnfd ye 
first waggont wch was my Lady Wottons, &- fell a plundering it, 
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& ye rest before we came to Knasborough.. Whaley, Cromwell's 
Leivet: Coll: meets us & goes along wth, us, discoursing of 
ye fight on Marston Moor, ' desirous to'see Sr. Richard Hutton 
at whose house he quartered, -& would fain have invit'd him to 
his own house where his Lady, was; but he would not; & likewise 
would have persuadid me to abide at home, ' shewing how much he 
desirld to shake hands with me... (42), 

Not, only, it would seem, were the ., terms of the surrender broken where plundering 
was concerned, but Slingsby was, clearly showing that Whalley andeavoured to 
draw both himself and Hutton from their allegiance contrary to the terms, for 
by., no other means would they be, allowed to visit their homes. It is plain 
that Slingsby, that punctilious,,, forthright, man, -would not so much as shake 
the. hand of the rebel. 

The allies could not deny that 
I 
the. articles had been breached. Instead 

'Ashe went to Bome trouble to explain away, incidents such as that to which 
Slingsby alluded. He claimed that the, fault lay-with theýofficersj who had 

failed to advertise their men of the-terms of the. articlesý3 but a8 Slingsby 

showed, whether this were the. case-or, notl theofficers did not try to inter- 

fere, either from indifference, 'or from, fear. Some of. the offenders were tried 
by courts martial - so Ashe claimed, -, and punishedg, -but the fact remains. 
The quality of an army - 

is 
, 
best measured by its magnanimity in victory, and 

whilst the Marquess of Newcastle's army had, for the most part, shown itsolf 

merciful in its career, this., allied force, besmirched its triumph with excoasese 

Rupert's Cavalry and the loss-of Lancashireq July December. 

In the aftermath of the battle of, Marston, Moor, the only intact Royalist 
force left in northern England which was -capable, of taking the f ieldo belonged 
to Rupert. It was made up of his own cavalry, of the'Northern Horse under 
Goring, later to be commanded by Sir Marmaduke Langdale, and of the forces 

commanded by Sir Robert,, Clavering. which-came to him on his march toward 

Lancashire. The precise-strength-of this force when all its component parts 
came together must have been in the region-of 5, -or. 6000 with a few foot. 

44 Cholmeley reckoned, that: when Rupert. left York he had with him 4000 men. 
Slingsby said that he took, with him, 1,1as many of his-footmen as he could 
forcellý-5 but he cannot have had more than a few, hundred.. Lionel Watson46 

reckoned Rupert's horse-at-2000 strong, whilst a Captain Robert Clarke 
, 47 

estimated that he had 3000 but, 
11-1not any foote lefte With the accession 

of Claveringis men, some-1300 strong according, 'to, the. 'Journal of Prince 
Rupert's Marches' - on which much of, the following chronology is based - we 
must consider that Rupert, had at his disposal some' 5000 men or moreý8 In 
short, he had the nucleus of an army left', to him which might have been built 
upon to facilitate a return march to York. 

As we shall see, however, this, -force, was to'be fragmented by Rupert 
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himself, almost as if he were determined to throw away any chance of recovering 
the north. Goring and Claveringg with Montrose, left him with probably 1500 

men to go to Carlisle. In northern Lancashire, Colonel Sir John Mayney with 

about 1000 men was left to recruit in Furness, where he was to be Joined by 

Slingsby from York with a few additional horse. Marching down towards Cheshire 

Rupert detached Thomas Tyldesley and Viscount Molyneux whil8t he himself 

carried on at a rapid pace. The most cursory of examinations would suggest 

-that the Prince had abandoned the north and had also abandoned some of his 

fighting men, but it is by no means clear, that this was his first intention. 

Indeed, he may not have decided to give up the north until July 20th or there- 

abouts, as will be shown. 

On July 3rd Rupert and his forces came to Thirsk, joined somewhere on the 

road by Clavering. It will be apparent that the Marquoss had been right in 

saying that reinforcements from the north would have arrived at York within a 

day or two of July let, but on the 3rd that was water under the bridge, and it 

serves no purpose to go into the rights and wrongs of the decision to fight 

yet again. From July 4th to 6th the army'paused at Richmond for the stragglers 
to catch up, and here Rupert was joined by Montroseý9 We know nothing of the 

discussions that ensued between the two men, but either on the 6th or just 

after, Montrose, with Goring and Clavering, detached himself and made for 

Carlisle, a city then free from investment and immediate threat, to prepare for 

a return into Scotland. Clavering must by now have been a sick man, for he 

died in Westmorland before the summer was out, and his command passed to hie 

lt. colonel, John Forcer, a Recusaxit from Co. Durham. 

On Sunday July 7th, the army came to Bolton in Swaledale where it was 
joined by Colonel Sir John Mayney. ' Mayney had had the care of an important 

duty which had carried him away from York on the 3rd into the East Riding: 

he was commanded with his, Brigade to convey the Marquess of 
Newcastlet and General King to Scarborough. From whence he 
marched after Prince Rupert,, and forced his passage through 
the Enemies quarters. And beat, up their quarters near Pr.,,. 
and after came to the Prince to Scroop Castle. (50) 

Scroop Castle can only be a reference to Bolton, which was a seat of the Scrope 

or Scroop family, and was at that time, defended by Colonel John Scrope, the 
illegitimate son of the earl of Sunderland., The place where Maynoy beat up 
the enemy quarter, designated only by. the initial letters 'PrI may have been 

either Preston in the East Riding, although this would have been too near Hedon 

perhaps; or, more likely, Preston Underscarr in the North Riding near Leyburn. 

If this latter place was the scene of the fight, the forces involved on the 

enemyfs side can only have been Soots., 

We know at least-theIname ofl, the senior officer who acted as the 

Marquess's escort, although it. is to befound in no other sourco. Mayney must 
have conveyed some information to Cholmeley, to judge by the latter's remarks 
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in his narrative concerning the defence of ScarborOUSO 

the Governor sett a good countenance of the business, and 
beganne to fortifie the Towne, having given advertisement 
to Prince Rupert of his conditiong whoe put the Governor in 
some hopes that hee might, recruite suddenly in Westmorland 
and Cumberland, and would then come and raise the siedg att 
Yorke, which yett held out, how ever the Governor conceived 
during that hee should be in no great danger, but with in 
3 weekes Yorke was rendered. 

That Rupert should have chosen Mayneyeto command the Marquess's escort indicated 

a nice sense of what was proper Mayney, although a Kentishmang had been one 

of Newcastle's field officers and not until the battle of Marston Moor had he 

been associated with Rupert, although'he had acted as a messenger to the Prince 

earlier in the year and was clearly a man of standing. Had Newcastle really 
been in fear of arrest, it was reassuring on'Rupert's part to send Mayney along 

with him. 

For the next ten or so days Rupert wandered indecisively through northern 

-Lancashire. On the 9th he was-at Ingleton, on the 10th at Hornby Castle, and 

on the 12th at Garstang. At Preston on. the 14th, he returned to Garstang on 
the 17thq and from the 18th to the 20th was established at Kirby Lonsdale. 

This curious peregrination can be explained in the context of an entry in the 

'Journal', that on the 20th at Kirby "Newes there of Sir John Mainyes action in 

Fournesse". 

Until the discovery of the Mayney documentq the only known source for 

events in Furness was that account contained in Slingsby's writings. It waa, 
howeverg misleading, for Slingsby did not join Mayney until late in July, by 

which time the other had already won at least one fight and was on the verge of 
two morel fought after Slingsby, 's arrival. Mayney's account explained that 

having joined Rupert in Bolton 

his Highness then comanded him 
, 
to march,, with Sr John Preston, 

to Cartmell and Furnesse, in Lancashire and there to endeavour 
to make a Levy of Foot-souldiers, and at a Place near Cartmell 
he was assaulted by Col: Fiell's meng Col: Dodding's, and the 
Governour's of Lancaster Garison forces, and divers others of 
the rebellious inhabitants there: notwithstanding which, he 
forced his passage with good success, and took and killed above 
two hundred of them. (52) ' 

This fightq wherever it took-, place, probably-occurred on the 17th or 18th of 
July, and word came to Rupert at Kirby Lonsdale-on the 20th. It cannot have 
been much later than the 19th that'Rupert learned of the surrender of York, and 
from that point his determination to return south became markedly clear. On 

the 20th he went back to Garstangl on the 21st to Preston and the next day to 

Lathom, where he left Colonel Edward Rostern as governor before marching to 

Liverpool on the 23rd. The bulk-of the cavalry passed through Haleford, and 
by the 25th Rupert was at Chester. -'- 

It may be unnecessary to point, out that Meldrum and Denbigh did nothing at 
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all to interfere with his march, preferring to wait until he had gone and then 
to mop up in his wake. If they were not fit to attack a small, fragmented 
body of men in retreat, then the Parliamentarian claim made from the York siege 
lines in late June that they would fight-with Rupert if he had tried to turn 

south without attempting York, was pure fantasy. What is much more important 
is, that Rupert lingered in Lancashire and on the Westmorland border intending 
to recruit and then to return into Yorkshire, and that he was forced to abandon 
this not by threat from Meldrum and Denbigh, but because of Mayney's problems 
in Cartmel and the surrender of York. ' The fragmentation of his cavalry 
becomes understandable in the light of developments* Joined by Montrose and 
Clavering, too late for them to perform any service, Rupert sent them about 
the business of Scotland, sending Goring along with additional horse that were 
probably to return by a specific date. We know, from lists of prisoners 

captured at Oswestry and Malpas later in the summer, that Clavering's regiment 

at least, then commanded by Forcer, was back in England. Thus, with the 

forces which he had had from Yorki Rupert Moved forward into Lancashire, sending 
Mayney ahead to beat the drum for footmen. The main army meanwhile marked 
time perambulating around northern Lancashire. - 

It will be noted that the Lancashire forces chose rather to attack 14ayney 

and his smaller contingent rather than to, risk an encounter with Rupert, and 

, 
came off badly, so that there was no immediate hazard in lingering there. 
As it was, the attack on Mayney did show that recruitment would be contested, 
and Rupert's main army could not long remain to act as policemen during a 
period of drum-beating. This, and the surre 

, 
nder of York, caused Rupert to 

drop his plans and to go south instead, ' I leaving behind in Lancashire not only 
Mayney, who could handle himself well', but 

I 
Tyld, esley and Molyneux who, as will 

appear, were far more vulnerable. They may have been left behind, like 
Mayney, to recruit, or to cover Rupert's retreat into Cheshire. 

It is hard to be sure of -1 the_ numerical strength of these forces left 

behind. On July 30th Sir Thomas Fairfax writing to the Committee of Both 
Kingdoms estimated Rupert had- I with him about 2000 men, and that the presence 
of Montrose, Goring and Clavering at Carlisle posed a threat sufficient for 
the Scots to risk going north to deal 

, 
with it ý3 

, 
The earl of Manchester 

confirmed this on August 1st ?4 Sir' William Brereton, on the spot in Cheshire, 

wrote on August 2nd that Rupert-had a full 5000 horse with him, with an 
additional 800 near TarviO We must- suppose' that this represented an 
accession of strength from Cheshire and North Wales, and that of his original 
5000 or so, Rupert had left about half behind him, divided between Mayney, 
Tyldesley and Molyneux, and Goring, and Montrose. The Committee in Londong 

according to other intelligence'(Brereton? ) believed Rupert had no fewer than 
9000 horse and dragoons. assisted by the, earl of Derby, "very active and of 
great power,, 56 One is tempted to wonder, however, if the rewards given to 
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messengers were comensurate with the gravity of the news which they brought. 
Derby was not in Lancashire at all, the 'Journal', for example, noting that 

when Rupert arrived at Lathom on his journey south, the earl was not there, 

which would suggest that he was expected to be so. 

It will be noticed that practically nothing was again done to recruiit in 
Westmorland, although it had been the intention. There, the old feuds and 
disputes between the Royalist gentry went on unabatedl and it may be that 
Goring went with Clavering and Montrose as Rupert's spokesman to flatten out 
obstructive local officers and to speed the business of recruiting for 

Scotland. Whilst he was at Kirby Lonsdalej Rupert received a petition from 

Colonel Sir John Lowther that, better than anythingg illustrates the shocking 

conditions in Cumbria. They were 'hives' of inactivity, where disconsolate 

Royalist commanders argued one with anotherg and where some retired to avoid 
further involvement, as was the case with Henry Parker, Colonel the Lord 

Morleyý7 

The petition from Lowther must have made Rupert shake his head in disbelief:! 

and disgust. Aa one reads it, it is almost as if the war lay a thousand miles 

away from Cumbria. Further, it looks as if Lowther had decided to take due 

advantage of the departure of the Marquess, who had always supported Musgrave, 

to score a point against the latter. Their relations had always boon bad. 

On May 20th, before Marston Moor was fought, Lowther had been typically 

obstructive: 
That Sr John Lowther the Recorder of Kendall and Seriant Maior 
Dudley refuse to joyne with the comaunder in Cheefe and the 
rest of the Comaunders to enter bond for anie money to be prIvidod 
fr his mats forces at this tyme. 

T, hat whereas the Comaunder in Cheefe and other Comaunders by 
them called to joyne in certaine Orders as a Counsell of Warre 
for the good of his mats servicel the said Sr John Lowther 
(after the orders were drawne up in wrytinge and intitled orders 
by a Councell of Warre) did refuse to subscribe to those Orders, 
untill the wordes (Councell of Warre) were put out, sayinge he 
would joyne as a Commissioner of Array but did not understand the 
Councell of Warre. (58) 

These charges were not drawn up by'Musgrave alone, but were signed by five 

others, not all of them necessarily identifiable as Musgrave's men. 

Early in 1644 Musgrave had complained to Newcastle: 
The Gentlemen of best quality now in the Country (Sr Richard 
Graham excepted), namely Sr Henry Ffletcher, Sr John Lowther, 
Sr Christopher Lowther have by underhand practices endeavoured 
to make ye Comons have a bad opinion of mee... (59) 

Lowther's petition to the "high & Mighty Prince Rupert" ran 

yor Petitioner hath showne all loyalnes and Obedience to his 
Maties and hath used-all his endeavours in promotinge his 

_, 
Mati. es service, And yor Petitioner haveninge a Commission 
granted for the govermt of Browham Castle wherin yor Petitioner 
hath both bestowed cost and laide in sume provision of Corne 
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and fireinge at his owne Charge, for preventing an enemie 
from possessinge the same, Yet soe it is that Sr Phillip 
Musgrave Barront without any cause knowne unto yor Petitioner 
hath set a sentry upon the Castle and endeavoureth as it 
seems to possesse himeelfe thereof; to the greate disrepute 
and discouragemt of yor Petitioner and the Country thereabouts 
where yor Petitioners Regiment is raysed. 
May it therefore please yor highnesse to grant unto yor 
Petitioner redresse herin, whereby he may be the better inabled 
to serve his Maties and yor Highnes and the Country satisfied 
and yor Petitioner vindicated... 

Rupert probably knew nothing whatsoever of the situation in the two counties 

since 1642, or if he did, he did not very much care. When he wrote his reply, 

scribbled in his own hand on the foot of t4e petition, on the 20th, his mind 

was occupied elsewhere. Lowther's petition, in view of what Musgrave and 

others had to say, sounds like sheer fabrication, and there is also an implicit 

threat detectable in it that unless it were granted, his 'regiment' would 

simply cease to function, supposing that it ever had 
ýO 

Rupert's reply supported Lowther unequivocally, confirming his charge of 
Brougham "without any lett or Interuption from Sr Phillip Musgrave or any other 

61 
person 

This digression to consider an episode in Cumbria suffices to show that 

in considering the Royalist cavalry actions in Lancashire thoy were, for the 

most part, fought without hope or expectation of aid from the north. Ono is 

tempted to wonder whether, had the earl of Derby been given authority over the 

two counties similar to that enjoyed by Newcastle in Durham and Northumberland, 

there might not have been a different story. Musgravel for all his diligence, 

simply had not the power or the prestige to carry through his commission. 

We must now return to Sir Henry Slingsby on his march from York towards 

Skipton on July 18th. 

Upon Knasborough forrest we made a handsome show wth those 
Troops of our guard, for we marchId with their Colours, but 
not with above 6 or 7 score men. 
Namely, one of Coll. Titus' (62), one of Sr Jn Girlington's, 
& one of mine, wth such only of ye prince's men as were left 
in York, & Sr Tho. Glemham's 9 coloursq but they soon left 
their colours & would take ye nearest way to go to ye prince. 
Our guards we dischargId at Otley & so marchId on to Skipton, 
where we were given to understand yt ye prince was yn at 
Leverpoole who had been not long before at Kirby Longdale, 
whither we were yn a marching. 

Rupert had left Kirby Lonsdale on the 20th, and was at Liverpool on the 23rd, 

so clearly Slingsby had taken a week to march from York to the Westmorland 

border. It had been prescribed in the articles agreed for surrendering Yorkq 

that 10 miles a'day would be the maximum distance that the escorted garrison 

would have to travel, but having discharged their escort at Otley, which was 

within range of Skipton garrison raiders, the Royalists must then have made 

good time. 
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At Kirby Lonsdaleg Slingsby met Sir Marmaduke Langdale whot with a party 
of horse, was entering Westmorland "for raising a 1000 men in yt county and a 
10001. in mony". At Kirby, Slingsby and his old comrade in arms Sir Thomas 
Glemham parted, Glemham choosing to go to Carlisle where he was to assume 
command of the garrison. 

I steerld my course into Cartmell & Fourness, a part of 
Lancashire where at yt time Sr. John Mainye was wth a Brigade of horse of broken ahatterld regiments, consisting 
of one regiment of'his own, one of Sr John Pristin's, one 
of Sr. Robert Dallyson's, & one of Coll. ZWilli=7 Ever's, & 
some of my Ld Henry Cavendishe'sq my Ld of Newcastle's son's, 
regiment. 

For Preston, this was home territoryq since his manor, called The Manor, lay in 
the Furness heartland and was a Recusant centre. Dallison's regiment had no 
previous connection with the northern counties, having come up with Rupert, but 
it must have been severely mauled at Marston Moor and so have remained with 
Mayney. Eure's regiment had been badly handled in the battle too. It will 
be remembered that Eure and his second in command had been killed, so it is 
likely that Major Robert Busbridge now commanded in the field. 

Here also was Major Palmer wth about 100 foot soulgiers of 
Sr Michael Earnley's Regiment wth order to recruit ym in 
this country. it is a kind of an Iselandq not to be got 
into but upon low water, over huge Falls as it lies towards 
Cumberland & part of Westmoorland. (63) 

Earnleyts was one of Rupert; s Irish regiments, and not part of the original 
northern army. It seems as if rather than drag numerically reduced units aloný 
with him, Rupert intended them to do their best to make up their numbers in 
Lancashire and to join him later. 

To avoid complicating the issue of events in Lancashire an a whole, it is 
intended now to follow Mayney and Slingsby, complementing what they had to say 
where possible with other evidence - although other sources are slander - and 
indicating, where necessary, the activities of other Royalist units in the 

county. Mayney's own account, although terse, agrees well with that of 
Slingsby, so that we can with justification consider the Royalist viewpoint as, 
upon the wholeg accurate 

ý4 
Chronology is exceedingly difficult to establish, 

neither Slingsby nor Mayney referring to activities elsewhere by which to 
arrive at any precise dates, but we may conceive of them evacuating Lancashireý 
in early September at the latest, for reasons which shall become apparent. 

Mayney did himself less than justice in his own account, and it is to 
Slingsby that we must turn for the details of what Sir John paased over so 
cursorily. In Cartmel and Furness 

we found our quarters sweet, not sullied by others trading 
having had no soulgiers to trouble ym before we came, wch 
made ye countrey men not so kind to welcome us. 

There was action almost immediately, described by Mayney: 
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the said enemy joyned with General Taton who commanded a 
Squadron of ten Parlt Shipsj, 'and they all joyned together, 
and fell upon his quarters 

, 
at Cartmellt where he likewise 

gave them a repulse. The next morning they fall upon his 
Horse Guards, but Sr John Mayne came to their seasonable 
relief, and fought themt and, took and killed above a thousand 
of their men. Some of'which prisoners he sent to Prince 
Rupert at Leverpoolt and the others to Sir Thomas Glenham at 
Carlile. He took also five waggon-loads of Arms from the 
said Enemy, with which he armed a Regiment of Foot which he 
raised there: in which service he was hurt and his horse shot 
dead under him. 

It is hard to reconcile the conflicting, evidence here as to date. Maynoy 

implied that the engagement took place whilst Rupert was at Liverpool, on the 

23rd/24th July. We know that Slingsby was present at this action, as we shall 

shortly see, but he had been at Skipton on the 23rd. It is unlikely that the 

action can have occurred much before the end of July, and it may merely be 

that Mayney was ignorant of Rupert's departure by then from Liverpool. 

Slingsby's version was also that-of an eye-witness, but fuller: 

The Countrymen. 7 having assemblId ym selves together wth yt 
aid they got from ye parliament-ships wch lay by ye pile of 
Foudres resolve to beat these forces out of yO country. Sr. 
jn. Mayne was advertised hereof by some yt gave intelligence, 
& by letters intercept'd wherein they seem to undertake their 
adversary, giving out they were but a few inconsiderable horse 
that had run away, &_if ye country would rise they should see 
ym fly as fast as ye'hare before ye hounds. 

Mayney was quartered at Dalton, about four miles from the enemy rendezvous 

point, in an unfortified town, which obliged him to move onto the open field. 

The Parliamentarians, trusting in their strength and in the rumour of Mayney's 

poor soldiery, came'openly towards Dalton: "they meant not to come by way of 

surprise, but would try ye mastery by fourcelof arms". These local levies 

made the usual mistake of imagining that "broken shatterld regimental's as 

Slingsby himself evaluated Mayney's brigades w, ere by inference unlikely to 

resist for long. They were to discovýrj as', others were-to do in months that 

lay ahead, that the Northern Horse had been. too long at war to be scattered 

like so many raw recruits. 

Mayney marched from Dalton with his horse to a position not far from The 
Manor, the seat of Colonel Sir-John Preston who was also present. The enemy, 
observing this defiant manouevre,, to,, o, k up position in an unnamed village, about 
800 yards off, their cavalry, less in number than the Royalists, drawn up in 

their rear. The musketeers meanwhile infiltrated amongst the houses and 

gardens, whereupon 
Sr. Jn. draws his horse into 3 bodyes, two he sends to beat off 
ye foot, & himself charges directly forwards into ye town. 
After one shot-given they quit ye Town and retreat to ye rest 
of ye foot in ye feild: ", those in ye Zp-infoldg walled with ston. 67 
were taken or ' 

killed: Their horse had yG advantage of a deep 
cross way, yt-our horse could not but with difficulty come at 
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ym; & seeing ym not stick at any difficulty betakes ym 
to their heels, & ye foot-after ym. 

The Pursuit of the Parliamentarians was carried to the Parliamentarian ships 

off Fouldrey, the 'pile of Foudres'. 

There was taken,, besider. kill1d, 200 foot wch were sent 
to the Prince; & 17 sailors and some rich countrymen 
were kept prisoners at Dalton Castle, whom ye prince had 
given for Exchange, & make their-, advantage by randsome 
or otherwise. 

The Royalists lost no men in the action, but amongst the wounded was Colonel 

Preston who, falling from his horseq was beaten to the ground by come of the 

fleeing enemy-infantry - he had clearly been in the forefront of the charge 

and he lay "in a swoon and speechless many days". 

Having routed his opponents,,, Mayney now determined to launch a counter 

attack, choosing as his target Northscales, a village on Walney Island where 
the Parliamentarians had a quarter. "A narrow screed of land", it was 

difficult of approachq Mayney having to choose his time well, when the tide 

was at ebb. 

Approaching under cover of darkness, evidently with a local guide who 
knew the sands, the Royalists were spotted. -A volley of musket fire greeted 

the cavalry as they drew into orderg killing Mayney's own horse - which, 
interestingly, had been the mount of Colonel Guilford Slingsby when the latter 

was killed at Gisborough in January1643 - and an officer. The Royalict 

horse, their surprise lost to them, 'drew off. 

On the following day the Parliamentarians evacuated the town, and Mayney 

coming back to it, fired it against their future use. 

The Royalists were now left to their own devices, and by their victory 
had won over the local people who had-hitherto been antagonistic towards them 

not, one suspects, because they were. Royalistst but,, because they drew the war 
to an area so long undisturbed. Mayney raised- 1000 men in the area, enough 
to form a foot regiment, and Slingsby stated that he saw them all armed, whilst 

we know from Mayney that'the-weapons came from those captured from the enemy 

near Dalton. He also raised F, 2000 in hard cash, "part of it ye King's rent". 
Half of the money he sent to Glemhams and with the rest he paid his cavalry. 

Having raised the foot regiment, 'although we do not know who was the 

Colonel of it, Mayney established, their base at Ulverston and permitted them, 

as they requestedl to remain in the area'and not to march away. "None" 

Slingsby observed, "were willing, to,, be. taken out of-, their Country". 

To return to Hayney"s narrative I for the I last'time in this context: 
the Scottish Armyl being then near Carlisle, with intent to 
besiege it, -Sr Thomas Glenham Governour of that Garison being 
in great want bf Ammunition and Provisiont. and also money to 
buy necessaries for-his Souldiers, and to give them some pay 
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for their better encouragement, they being all ready to 
mutiny, he the said Sr John Mayne tendering his Maties 
service more than his own'particular interest, sent a 
Convoy of Horse with a thousand pounds which Sr Thomas 
Glenham received for the seasonable supply of the said 
Garison, by which he was enabled to defend the said Siege. 
After which, Sr John Mayne marched with his Horse and Foot 
to Skipton.... 

Time was passing, and the sending of the money to Glemham probably took place 
in late August, although it is difficult to be sure, for the Scots were dilatory 
in actually getting down to the business of laying a siege. They were 

rumoured to be coming against Carlisle long before they actually did so. 

Other siege preparations were in hand to the southt where Neldrum was 

organising against Liverpool held by Colonels Sir Robert Byron and Cuthbert 

Clifton. The naval craft lying'off Fouldrey were summoned away to attend that 
business, but before they Went, ' their commander, the Captain or General Tatan 

alluded to by Slingsby'and Mayney, ofered-to-exchange prisoners. Tatan was 

probably Captain Peter Tatum who, in'1644, 'was in command of a 20 gun merchant 
#65 man, the 'Peregrine lie promised to'engineer the release of men captured 

in the Isle of Axholm in the earlier'part of the year - it will be ramembered 
that Mayney had held a command there when'Newcastle marched north to fight the 

Scots - and, apparentlys Mayney toýkýhis word of honour and released his own 

captives into Tatum's hands, but, as Slingsby-wrote 

But hereof there was no performance by Capt. Tatan, for he 
had to deal wth one of, another, element & therefore might 
easily delude him. 

Tatum probably concocted a deception in order to regain some of his sailors 
before making for Liverpool. 

The Royalists marched to Holker, where Colonel Preston gave them fine 
hospitality, untroubled by enemy forces. 

a house free for all comers,. '& no grudging at any Cost, tho, 
we eat him up at his'table; '& ye Troopers in ye feild, 
stealing his sheepe,, & notLsparing his corn yt stood in ye 
feild; & here we took our pastime, & would go out to hunt 
& course ye dear: - untill Dodding on Lancaster side, & ye 
Scots on Westmoorland side,, made-us to look about us how to 
secure our selves. 

Preston's unstinting generosity suggests1that he was not one of the Royalist 

gentry 'in decline', unless he were merely a spendthrift. Slingsby's brief 

reference does, howeverg illustrate, the impunity with which the Royalist 

cavalry passed a few weeks, in. Lancashire! 

The pressure to south, and north, causing the commanders to consider their 

next step, a plan to fortify and to, defend the castle at Fouldrey was rejected 

as impracticable. 

we resolve, to march out, of ye Country-wth such forces as we 
brought into itt-saving yt wch Lievet. Coll. Kirby brought 
into ye country & were willing to march out wth us... 
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Lt. Colonel Roger Kirby, who had probably begun his career as a captain in 

Colonel Sir Gilbert Houghton's Dragoons, is difficult to place in any known 
66 

regiment, although by 1644 he was clearly an infantry field officer. He 

had fought at Lyndale Close in October 1643, and had some connection with 
Westmorland, so he may have been attached to Colonel William Pennington whose 

regiment was mauled at Lynd4leý7 

There was also some desertion to worry about. A Captain Jackson, some- 
time quartermaster to the earl of Cumberland, and who had acted with his troop 

as an outlying guard for the main Royalist force at Holker, turned his men over 

to the Parliament at Lancaster. 

The resolution to leave Lancashire was followed by a debate as to where 
to go. Some desired to go south to the Prince, particularly Major Palmer of 
Earnley's regiment, despite the hazards of the journey. Mayney persuaded them 

that they should at least endeavour to remain in the north, perhaps at the 

command of Glemham in Carlisle, to act as raiders against the Scots. To this 

end he went into Westmorland to confer with the local gentry to see if they 

would be prepared to finance the cavalry and keep them provided with essentials. 

Sir Thomas Glemham, however, had already been obliged to send away some of the 

Carlisle garrison cavalry to the south I, where they might be of more use to the 

King, and told Mayney that Carlisle had nothing to offer him. The Westmorland 

gentry proving obdurate, the brigade had no altornative but to turn away from 

the north west. On September 10th - the only date Slingsby saw fit to record 
they rode towards Skipton. 'We mustq for the time being, leave them upon the 

road. 

Elsewhere in Lancashire, the defeat which Mayney had fought off and turned 

into a local victory, was beginning to, creep nearer to the forces left behind 

by Rupert. These, comm 
- 
anded by Viscount Molyneux and Thomas Tyldesley, with 

John Lord Byron apparently in-overall commands had been occupying the Hundreds 

the date on of West Derby and Amounderness- at least until the 10th of August68 

which Sir John Meldrumq reinforced let it be noted by Yorkshire troops, began 

to move out from Manchester to give battle. 
, 

At York, now Lord Fairfax's 

headquarters, the decision, to reinforce Meldrum, had not a little to do with a 

general fear, expressed by Lord Fairfax in-a letter to the Committee of Both 

Kingdoms, that a Royalist attempt on York was still likely. On August 12th, 

in this letter, Fairfax reported that Glemham and Langdale were in the field 

in Cumberland with a full 3000 men, and that,. "it is not improbable that such a 

design is on foott, 69 It is no small tribute to the Northern cavalry that 

they should have aroused such misgivings in their enemies at a time when they 

were themselves at a low ebb. It may, bet of course, that old Fairfax was 

somewhat over-cautious, and that his view did not reflect the general opinion 
in the Yorkshire high command. 
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On or around the 15th and 16th, of August two engagements took place in 
Lancashire, at Ribble Bridge where the. Royalists achieved an initial triumph, 

and then at Walton Cop where that triumph was utterly undone. Tyldosley had 

retired into the Fylde, probably with Molyneux and Byrong although the sources 
tend to mention only Sir Thomas, leaving a few'scattered cavalry detachments 

around Preston. Some of these joined with a, small-body of horse coming from 
Carlisle under the command of Lord Ogilvy,, -a companion of Montrose, on his way 
to Oxford, and a Colonel Huddlestone. It, is by no-means sure that thin was 
Colonel William Huddlestone of, Millom, for it may have been one of his several 
brothers. Sir William, it will be recalled, ýhad. fallen into enemy hands at 
the battle of Lyndale Close in October 16439 and had been considered dangerous 

enough to be sent away from the area. Whether he had been exchanged by now, 
and was again in arms, or not, we do not know. 

Ogilvy and Huddlestone had at their disposal a force of 400 cavalry when 
they descended on Ribble Bridge. 'According to ono source70 this was on the 
15th and the engagement was, by chance, the Royalists being bound for Lathom 
House. A Parliamentary quarter,, 

-commanded 
by Colonel Dodding, was fallen 

upon and beaten up. The Parliamentarians had been "utterly routed .... had not 
Col. Shuttleworth (who quartered near) come to, their assistance". Thin much 
is clear, but the sources now, sorve only to confuse the issue. Rushworth 
implied that this action at Ribble Bridge was virtually a Royalist triumph, 

and that Dodding lost 12 dead apart from prisoners taken. A contemporary 
tract, the Perfect Diurnall, indicated that no sooner was this action finished, 
than Shuttleworth, reinforcing Dodding, brought the Royalists to battle again. 

the Lord Ogilby and. Col. Hudleston marching towards Lathom 
House in Lancashire, encountered with Colonell Doddington 
not far from Preston, and at the first dispute was very 
difficult, but Colonell Shuttleworth received an alarm upon 
this engagement, (his quarters, being neere), delayed not any 
time to rescue 

" 
the first undertakers; uponwhose approach Colonell 

Doddington's men were put in great courage, and these two 
valiant Colonells being, joined together, -charged the enemy 
with such brave resolutiont that they were put into disorder 
and many of them slaine in the, placeý The enemies party, 
consisting of about 400 Horse, of which number was taken 
about 50 and 40 prisoners;,, the rest being totally routed, 
thought to have secured themselves in flying to Lathom House, 
but finding the-siege-there well maintained..., 

This was in fact untrue, as will become apparent 

... were most of*them, taken in the action; the men of 
note which were taken prisonersl were the Lord Ogleby 
himselfe, Lt. Col. Hudleston, Mr. Maxfield, and Cornet Grimes. (71) 

'A Discourse of the. Warr, put a. slightly different interpretation on the 

actions. According to this source, Shuttleworth was marching from Blackburn 
to Preston when he fell upon the Royalist cavalry at Walton Cop with the 

success noted. Not apparently. related to this action, was the fighting at 
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Ribble Bridge where the Parliamentarians "came off with honour and safetiell 
with some difficulty. According to this-. sourceq the Royalists at Ribble 
Bridge seem to have lost an officer of some note: 

a brave, portley man; what his name was they could not 
learnet for they were so hard put to... (72) 

What appears to have happened was that the Royalists, moving cautiously, 
through enemy territory, chanced upon 

IDodding 
andq with surprise an their side, 

routed him from his quarter at Ribble Bridge. Fugitives, fleeing the field, 

met Shuttleworth who came to their aid and pursued the victors who had by that 

time moved on, probably bringing them to battle in a running fight which the 

Royalists could not sustain. 

These actions were but a foretaste of that which was to be fought at 
Ormskirk on the 20th. In brief, to quote again from Perfect Diurnall, 

The 20 of this instant the Lancashire forces near Armeskirke 
beat the whole strength of the. Enemy, tooke about 300 prisoners, 
500 Horse, killed about I 00, 

_and-forced 
the rest into Chester 

intending to follow them, 'and have taken Colonell Hervey, 
besides 7 Captains and many other considerable persons: and 
Sir Thomas Tilsley and Colonell Preston are either kild or 
fled privately: for'exc'ept their corps were among the dead, 
and being stript, not known, which may be, we cannot tell what 
is become of them. (73) 

Colonel Hervey cannot be identified, but it is certain that Sir John Preston 

was, at this juncture, in Furness with Mayney and Slingsby. Tyldesley was not 
wounded in the action at all, but in'other respects, it was quite a striking 
victory achieved by Sir John Meldrum. 

The clarity of the Perfect Diurnal report is misleading. Here again, 
conflicting sources are hard to reconcile, particularly in the case of who 
exactly was in command of the Royalist forcest whether it was Tyldealoy or 
Molyneux, Byron or Langdale, or any combination thereof. 'A Discourne of the 

Warr' stated that Lord Goring had, come from Carlisle and had joined Tyldesley 

in the Fylde before the 20th, so he may., have. had the overall authority, although 
Byron was of course, commander in Lancashire and had been since 1643. To 

74 '- follow the 'Discourse'., however,, --on August 16th Sir John Meldrum marched into 
Preston whilst Shuttleworth was occupied with the Walton Cop business. There, 
Sir John received intelligence concerning the main Royalist body in the Fylde, 

which lay quartered around-Lytham and Poulton, foraging and apparently 
undecided what to do. Meldrum's march from Prestong probably on the 18th or 
19th of August, caused these forces to draw together in a single body on 
Freckleton Marshes, intending'to cross the Ribble at the first opportunity, for 
the river was then temporarily, in flood. -Meldrum was now obliged to hurry, 
but his passage over the marsh was delayed by the mud which bogged down his 

guns, and by the time that he, came near, enough for his, advance party to 

exchange shots with the Royalist rearguard, the bulk of the Royalist force had 
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crossed the river in face of resistance from-a Colonel Ashton? 5 

Momentarily deflected, Meldrum fell back on Preston, detaching Colonel 
Dodding to keep in the garrison of Greenhalgh Castle near Garstang which had 
b ecome active. On the 20th, Meldrum marched out again with his forcea, and 
moving at a great rate, collided with the Royalists near Ormskirkq scattering 
them in all directions, towards, Haleford and Liverpool, and some back towards 
the Fylde who, coming near Greenhalgh, beat up Dodding's siege forces as they 

passed. 

Sir John Meldrum's report to the Committee of Both Kingdoms has been 

preserved, and it more or less clearly conveys what he was trying to do, 

something not to be gleaned from'6ther'reports ?6 

On the 19th Meldrum approached the Royalist force then on the north side 
of the river, sending horse and foot-, to the other side (Ashton's force? ) hoping 

that this would prove sufficient to deter the Royalists from crossing, thus 

obliging them to fight Meldrum. on the north bank, or to try to escape back 

northwards. His strategy seems to have been, although this is nowhere made 

explicit and, in fact, even, in the'reports of senior commanders during the war, 

actions described were rarely related toýany preconceived strategic plans, to 

prevent them from reaching Cheshire intact, if at all. 

The Royalists, however, secured a tactical advantage at the outoet by 
breaking down a bridge lying between them and the advancing enemy. Meldrum 

could not force his passage 
the pursuit of them was interrupted by the breaking of a 
bridge, which could'not be repaired for an hour's space, 
they having a body-of Horse, which stood firm on the other 
side of the bridge for their retreat... 

Given this advantage, the Royalist forces crossed the river at low tide, and 
Meldrum, 

ýnable 
to pursue them immediately since his infantry were some distance 

away, wanting victuals and wearied by three nights on the march - some of them 

had come from Cheshire to assist him - retired to Preston. His letter, 

written on the morning'of the 20th, notified the-Committeo that he was once 
again marching out intending to follow the Royalists hoping to bring them to 
battle at Haleford. 

If Hale Ford be any ways difficult, I shall use my best 
endeavours to trouble them in. their passage, but if be 
passable it lies not'in my power, to stop their entry into 
Cheshire. I have, before intimated to you the necessity 
for imploying a great, part of the earl of Manchester's Horse 
in this service... 

He estimated from close contact, the Royalists-had about 2500 cavalry and only 
200 infantry at their disposalq most of them badly armed. 

To help with his plan to halt them at Haleford, he sent a message ahead 
to Vice Admiral Swanley who was'lying somewhere off the coast near Liverpool. 
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He asked Swanley to interfere with the movement of ferry boats from that town 

which might be used by the enemy. , This was probably Captain Richard Swanley 

who was at this time active in interfering with the passage of troops from 
Ireland to assist the King, and whose barbarity-towards Irishmen captured on 
the sea undoubtedly earned him approbation in Parliamentary circles in London? 7/ 

Meldrum's next letter was written on the 21st, after the fight at Ormskirk, 

at which place he had, unexpectedly, caught them, they having failed to make 
the most of their opportunities Driven from the town, they formed in battle 

order a mile away on a level moorland wheret at eight in the evening, the 

opposing cavalry met in a head on charge. The Royalist horse were at last 

scattered, but after having inflicted very heavy losses on Meldrum's men, which 
Meldrum hoped the darkness had served to exaggerate. Lord Byron had been 

unhorsed in the action, and Molyneux's mount had been taken, but Heldrum could 
?8 

not report the capture of any Royalist-field commander 

Perfect Occurrences No. 3 gave a rough list of the prisoners taken, after 
79 briefly describing the action, which can' in no way be made to conform to 

Meldrum's view. In this generously Parliamentarian tract, the Royaliat horse 

were said to have fled after a few rounds of musketry fire from the Parliament 

infantryq and were pursued in a general rout by the cavalry. Meldrum knew 

otherwise. The northern regimental officers captured on this occai3ion were 
Captains James Anderton and John Butler. of Tyldesley's Horse, ZJ-ohn. 7 Brooks of 
the same regiment, and perhaps Captain Lee or Leigh of Colonel Sir Ferdinando 
Leigh's Horse. From the list of prisonersq, probably far from complete, it 

would seem that the defeat fell heavily upon'Rupert's original forces as 
distinct from those he had collected in the north. Colonel ThomasProstwich, 

a senior field officer taken, was I from Cheshire. 

A letter written two days later from Chester to Prince Rupert gave the 

only account of the action from a Royalist viewpoint, and that concerned more 

with personalities than events. ' It would seeml however, that part at least 

of the Royalist force was not engaged in the battle, and escaped tnto Cheshire 
8o 

. unscathed by way of Haleford. The letter looks a little critical of Rupert, 
but it was written by his great friend Will Legge, and he could probably get 
away with blunt speakingo 

My Lord Byron, upon your authority, commanded Sir Marmaduke 
Langdale so far that he was engaged between the enemy and 
Liverpool; where they advancing upon him with their army, 
he had no means of saving his horse, but by retreating over 
Haleford, and here I met ' 

him with all'his troops, and an order 
from my Lord Byron, to quarter at Wrexham... 

Legge does not mean here that Byron, who was evidently in overall command of 

, the army, was in receipt of immediate orders from Rupert, only that in command- 
ing Langdale in what to do with his forces, he used as his warrant his 

commission from Rupert making him commander in Lancashire. This does sound 
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as if there was some friction amongst the Royalist commanderst and it may be 
that Langdale kept the bulk of the Northern Horse with himl which may account 
for their escaping the Ormskirk fight with few, if any, losses, as the sources 
suggest. The evidence is insufficient to support the view that Langdale was 
at this time struggling to establish an independent cavalry command, but in 
view of the development of the Northern Horse as such a unit, it is possible to 
believe that such a struggle was in hand. There wasq after all, no reason why 
Langdale's cavalry might not have been swallowed up in the Oxford army, nor 
does there seem to have been any reason why Langdale should have risen to so 
important a rank in practical terms, as he did. 

In this retreat from Ormskirkt my Lord Byron, with Lord 
Molineux's brigadel being fifteen hundred horse, brought up 
the rear, and engaging himself upon the enemy, when he needed 
not, received the repulse, his men running and dispersing 
themselves; they had been totally cut off, and did not Langdale 
wheel, and so stopped the enemy, and after retreated himself 
without the least disturbance. But of Molineuxt Tilsly, and 
the Lord Byron's regiments, the amount is very short, the few 
that kept together being here with the rest. Thus your 
Highness seesq we shall utterly lose the men we have in the 
north. I despair of any good in Lancashire; whog to divert 
the war from themselvest have exposed, their own quarter to be 
lost, we to be ruined in our quarters, and this body of horse, 
who might well have subsisted where they were, to be starved, 
as they must be'if they continue here. Sir Marmaduke hath 
written to your Highness how he thinks to dispose of himself, 
and hath been at me for advice$ which I dare not meddle in. 

Langdale clearly resented Byron's authority, and Legge implied that it was 
fortunate for Byron that Langdale had not gone too far afield when the battle 
was joined, and so was able. to swing back and to, make a show of force enough 
to stop the headlong pursuit of the Parliamentarians. It will be noted that 
no mention of this is made in the enemy accounts, but the lettor from Legge 
must be given priority, for he, made no, bones about the situation. As for 
Langdale's intentions, which he intimated to Legge and in a letter to Rupertq 

and which he formulated apart from-Byron, he met near-disaster shortly after 
as shall be seen. 

Events to the south'of the Mersey do, not ordinarily concern this study, 
but since we are now observing the departure of Newcastle's veteran cavalry, 
with whom we cannot furtherýbe-, concerned for seven months, a brief diE: ression' 
to follow them to action at MalpaS is in order. 

Thomas Malbon, the Cheshire_Parliamentarian diarist, gave a concise 
account of the series of incidents following upon the Ormskirk action, although 
it will be seen that he-noted news down as it'came to him and not in any 

- 81 
chýonological order of events. 

On ffryday mornynge (beinge Bartholomewe Eve) ZAugust 23rý7 Newes was sent. to Namptwicheq to the Councill of Warr theire, 
That a thowsand of the horse of the-Kinges ptie wire taken 
in Lancashire; foure hundred &. odd prsonrs, & many Slayne; 
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S, *, gernard do Gomme's scheme for the fortification of Liverpool, the old 
Fa, j,. )"cntary fortifications shown as a broken line. This sketch is based 

afona representation given by Lt. Col. W. G. Ross in his paper "Military 
1642-911 in Professional Papers of 
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And that they had dryven. thos'e of them wch wire lefte 
furthe of Lancashire into Cheshire. 

This was the news of the battle at Ormskirk as Malbon heard it. 

On Sondaye evening the 25th of Auguste 1644, the Kinges 
ptie. beinge about Malpas, Colonell Brereton, almost wth 
all the horse and foote in Namptwiche to the nutber of 
eighte or Nyne hundred, marched towards them; whoeq havinge 
intelligence of theire Comynge, tooke their ground on 
Oldcastle heath, a waytinge Colonell, Brereton's comynge; whoe 
on bothe sides fell to the fight soe soone as they came 
togeither, very bravely and boldly, until the came to hande 
blowes; But in the ende, the Kinges ptie. beinge about 
twoe thousand &a halfe (all horse) fledd. Theire were 
slayne of theim Colonell Vayneq Colonell ZCuthberg Conyers, 
Seriant Major Hesketh, & about three or ffoure score more; 
And taken prsoners of theim Major /Thomas7Cromwell (82), 
maior maxye, Captyn ZR-ajor Thomap/Clauthorne ZC-raithorne7(83), 
Captyn Parker, Lieutenant Mountayne (84), and Nyneteone 
Comon sol. dyers. 

Rut; hworth adds little to this account of Malpas, except. that Langdale was 

commanding the force, which wa -s clearly for the most part the old northern 

cavalry; and that the Colonel Vayne alluded to by Malbon was, in fact, Lt. 

Colonel CJohn7Baines of Sellett formerly of the. Lord Morley's regiment of 
horsA5 Vicars added that-Langdale was wounded in the fightingý6 Lord Byron, 

in his report, gave it as his opinion that "the officers did as much as they 

couldt', but that the rank and file had been in a poor state of moraloý7 From 

, the prisoners named, it certainly, does seem that the officers wore at the 

forefront again, and held'the-Royalist forces together so long as they could. 

This was not the end of-the Marquess of Newcastle's cavalry. Under 

Langdale they performed at'least one more exploit that was to do them great 
honour. Until they were broken at'Naseby, they remained a potent cavalry 
force-in the Oxford army. 

The_Capture of Liverpool. - 

The ignominious-collapse, of the Parliamentarian defenc. e of Liverpool in 

June, when the town had been under attack from Rupertq led, as we have seen, 
to the establishment of'aý. Royalist garrison under the control of Colonel Sir 
Robert Byron. Byron, a veteran of the Irish wars, had his own regiment 
together with that of'Colonel Cuthbert Cliftong raised chiefly in the Fyide 

area. They did not long enjoy their tenure of the town, although whilst it 

was in their hands, for much of June without molestation, it was a centre of 
Royalist sequestration activity as local gentry took their revenge on their 

88. ' Pa rliamentarian neighbours. - By'_August naval operations against the port were 
in progress: Captain Tatum had been called away, from Furness to assist; and 
Captain Swanley had been able to intervene on behalf of Meldrum on the eve of 
Ormskirk. 
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By September 10th, the date that Mayney and Slingsby marched away from 
Lancashire, and long after the defeats 

, 
sustained by the Royalists at Ormskirk 

and at Malpas, the London Post of that date summed up the situation for its 

readership in the capital: 
There are,. but two garrisons only which now resist the 
Parliament, which are the garrisons of Liverpole and Latham. e. 

What of Greenhalgh? 
From Liverpool we are informed that they are in good 
possibility to submit with speede to the mercy of the 
Parliament. The noble Sir John Meldrum. with great successe 
hath made his approaches to it, by land, and brought the 
siege very neer unto their works and to their walls. 
Colonel Moore, who was the Governour of it before Prince 
Rupert made it acknowledge another master, hath besieged 
it by sea. 

,, One_is tempted to wonderg not altogether seriouslyq whether his means of escape 
from the town had proved palatable to Moore. 

The sad inhabitants from both elements are deeply distressed; 
and finding no hope of reliefe, it is thought they will 
speedily acknowledge another master and a better government. 
The siege of Lathom House is still continued, and they now 
fear no Prince Rupert to necessitate them to raise the Siege. 
The Earl of Derby is now in the'house. (89) 

Derby's exact whereabouts are'not'knowng but it was claimed in the Perfect 
go Diurnall for September 14th, that he had endeavoured to relieve Liverpool 

by-land and his forces had been scattered by Brereton. There seems to be no 
other evidence to support that. '''On September 22nd, a small support garrison 
for Liverpool, at Birkenhead, evidently'surrendered 

Parliamentarian hopes for the rapid surrender of Liverpool were premature, 
for Byron managed to control the situation within the town which had, in 

similar circumstancesq driven Moore'to the sea. Meldrum, was obliged to invest 
it as thoroughly as he could, and to guard against possible relief attempts 
from the south, particularly from Chester. ' He had the advice, the excellent 

92 
advice we might say, of Rosworm'who was'Master of the Ordnance for the siege. 
The garrison managed, towards the end of September, to send infantry across 
the Mersey to Tarvin, where they dug, in at, length and in such a manner that 

Meldrum, who reported the fact. to the Committee in London, was unable to shift 
them and so concentrated all his energies on the siege? 

3 He was not, however, 
happy with his soldiers, 'and complained to the Committee on October 2nd that 
they had been unpaid for eighteen weeks and were inclined to drift home to 

assist in the harvest. He also reported intelligence that the Liverpool 

garrison were trying-to induce Colonel Vere, who was then in Lathom, to raid 
94 Meldrum's lines to further create, havoc. 

The effectiveness depended'upon Meldrum's being unable to receive help 

from Cheshire, and was aimed at destroying the morale of the siegeýforces; but 

on October 8th Brereton marched into the Wirral and took up a position at 
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Tranmore to watch the town. He reported to the Committee in London that 
desertions from the garrison were frequent, and that it was only a desperate 
band of "Papists and Irish rebels" who insisted on holding out. This 
description could hardly apply to the commanders who were stubbornly holding 

out, since none were Irish, and only Cuthbert Clifton was certainly a Catholic 
if not a Recusant? 5 Nonetheless, Lord Byron, established in Chester, wrote 
to tell Rupert on October 9th that the garrison there was mutinous for want of 
pay, and that if the town were to be lbst, Chester would stand in danger? 

6 

Whatever the condition within Liverpool, and the disease of mutiny did not 

spread very rapidly, finding an outlet in desertions, the siege dragged wearily 

on. On October 23rd Brereton reported that over 100 of the garrison had 

deserted, bringing word that the meat ration behind the walls was horse flesh. 

Though the works are very strong and those within the town 
desperately bent to hold out. (97) 

On the 28th a body of Royalist horse from within the town made a sally against 
Meldrum's lines, although, since Brereton reported this, and he was none too 

clear, it may have been part of a relief attempt from Chester. The cavalry 
were beaten back and two cornets, Hopton and Slegge, killed in the fighting ?8 

It is a great pity that the only authoritative sources for the siege of 
Liverpool are Parliamentarian and, at the same time, slender. Lord Byron's 

views do tend, however, to support the general view of deteriorating morale in 
the face of a concerted siege effort, albeit that Meldrum's army was in a 
dilatory mood. On November 1st, the town capitulated. 

About fiftie of the English souldiers two or three dayes 
before made escape out of the Garison, and drove away most 
of the cattle about the towne, and came to Sir John Meldrum... 

The fact that the garrison still had cattle at their disposal at the end of 
October suggests that the horseflesh diet was not absolute. More significantly 
it shows that Meldrum's siege cannot have been so fierce as he had intended, 

if the defenders were able to graze their beasts beneath the walls. 

which the English-Irish within the Garison perceiving, and 
that they were now in a desperate condition, for that quarter 
was before refused them, consulted together, and seized upon 
all their commanders or otherwise secured them, and thereby 
delivered up the town to Sir John Meldrum, laying their owne 
lives downe at his feete, who no doubt will recompense this 
exploit by shewing them more mercy than other ways, they could 
have expected, and (as we since here) they are to be sent to 
Ireland, from whence they came. There were taken in the towne 
two Colonells, two Lieutenant Colonells, three Majors, fourteene 
Captaines and other officers, besides Common Soldiers, Ordnance, 
Armes and Ammunition a great quantity. The Malignants in the 
towne have shipped most of their best goodes and treasure, 
thinking to convey the same away by night; but Sir John by the 
helpe of some long boats prevented the designe, and surprised 
the same. The taking of this Garison will conduce much to the 
taking of West-Chester.... (99) 
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That account represented the official despatches from Brereton and Meldrum, 

and needs little explanation, except to say that Chester held out a good year 
longer despite the collapse of Liverpool. 

I 
In Liverpool two complete Royalist infantry regiments were lost. Byron 

and Clifton, the colonels, were taken, and Clifton was to die obscurely and 

within the year, probably from harsh usage. He was, after all, a Recusant 

family's eldest son in a county where the religious clash was paramount. One 

wonders whether Alexander Rigby, for example, would have been as merciful 
towards the Irish soldiery as Meldrum showed himself, although Meldrum had no 

real choice in the matter since the deserters and mutineers had done his work 

for him. Vicars mentioned two other officers, a Major Robert Bambridge and 

a Lt. Colonel Hugh Anderton. Bambridge may have been Busbridge, acting 

commander of William Eure's cavalry regiment. Anderton, a Recusant, does not 

properly belong to either Clifton's or to Byron's regiments, but to that of 

Sir Thomas Tyldesley! OO Busbridge cannot have held a regimental command in 

the garrisong and was certainly not Clifton's major who was called William 

Westby 101 

Meldrum's report to the Committee in London 102 
stated that when the town 

surrendered the garrison was 700 strong, but that 400 others had by then left, 

which is staggering. After surveying the defences, he informed the Committee 

that it would take 300 men to effectively provide a garrison there, and that 

it would be better to raze it. He gave it as his opinion, the opinion of a 

professional, that Liverpool was "one of the strongest 51ace2s I have seen in 
103 

Europe"* At the end of the month the Committee ordered the defences to be 
104 

slighted, in accordance with Meldrum's advice. 

After a brief resurrection of Royalist predominance in the county, in 

which they controlled an area not much smaller than that controlled by Derby 

in 1642/3, the Parliamentar#Lns had re-established their own dominance. This 

time, however, there was no prospect of Rupert returning to the scene. Lathom 

House kept alive the Royalist cuuse alone and virtually unaided. 
I 

Carlislef- The Beginning of the Siege. 

After two years of relative peace, the counties of Cumberland and of 

Westmorland were now to become the centre of Scottish military activity in 

the north-west. Carlisle, the red stone walls of ýhich still appear more 

massive than many castles in northern England, had, by the close of 1644, 

become a Royalist enclave in increasingly hostile territory. As the lukewarm 

Royalist gentry fell away from their cause during the autumn and winter, some 

to actively assist the Scottish forces laying siege to the town, it became 

easier to distinguish the Royalist party in those counties, dominated by the 
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Musgraves, and including in its leadership Colonels Sir Henry Fletcher, Sir 
William Dalton, Sir Th9mas Dacre and Sir Timothy Featherstonehaugh. 

After a general Royalist convergence on the town during August, the forces 
there had dispersed again. Montrose had gone into Scotland, Goring and 
Langdale back south towards Rupert with the Northern Horse. Behind them, they 
left Sir Thomas Glemham as Governor of Carlisle assisted by the Royalist 

commanders already referred to. Before September 10th, Glemham had sent away 
his cavalry, or the major part thereof, and had declined an offer of help from 

Mayney's brigade, since there was little that could be done by cavalry that 

could not subsist within the wallst nor be provisioned outside. 

The Musgrave papers give an interesting insight into the way in which 
Carlisle was garrisoned in the period prior to this sudden excitement. Since 

nothing so similarly detailed has survived for York, or for the more important 

garrison towns and castles like Newcastle, Pontefract, Skipton and Scarborough, 
it is worth pausing briefly to examine the material. 

The commander in chief of the Carlisle Castle garrison during 1643 and 
throughout the siege was a professional soldier, Sir Henry Stradling? 05 In a 
letter of his to the Commissioners of Array, written at some time during 1643, 

Stradling revealed that the garrison owed immediate obedience to the Marquess 

of Newcastle: 

yt is an absolute & peremptory breach of his highnesse order 
to Conclude any thinge Concerninge this Garrison by any 
Comittee not sittinge there, and without my privitie. To 
consider yt the estates of delinquents may be (for yor 
better ease of the countrye) disposed of for your maintenance 
of this Garrison. 
That I may not be kept as hitherto I have been in ignorance 
of what you intend for a monthly provision for this Garrison 
& Sr philipp Musgrave's Troup. 

The reference to Musgrave's troop as being attached to Carlisle shows that some 
kind of rota system was enacted for garrison duty, otherwise the county forces 

would have drifted away to their homes for want of employment. A document 

dated November 15th of the same year, and signed by Musgrave, gives an even 
fuller idea of this system: 

It is concluded that the men in garrison at Carlisle be 
releived by sending thither in liewe theireof on the 22 
instant 300 men to be raysed as followeth viz. 
By Sr William Dalton under the command of whom he shall 
appoynte - 60 - men armed: and by Sr Christo: Lowther 
under the command of whom he shall appoynte - 60 - men 
armed: and By Sr Edward Musgrave under ye Command of 
whom he shall appoynte likewise - 60 - men armed.... 
which three Companies shall continew at Carlisle a manth 
unless in the same tyme armes be not sente for yor Zc-ompanies7 
if armes doe eome in the meane tyme then their shall be 
immediately : 200 for that purpose arrayed. And for the 
3d Z-2_7 : 100 theise to be immediately raysed by ye 
C oners proportionably in the Countie Zviz--7 
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45. Allord Ward above Darwent Allor Below 15, L 
Ward 25 Cumberland Ward 20 Edenhall 15. 

From the time of the surrender of Yorkq Carlisle became the goal of many 
hundreds of Royalist officers and men who, under Glemham, desired to carry on 
the war. The contemporary account of the siege 

106 
contains a lengthy list of 

their names, although not, unfortunately, of their several ranks. It does 
appear, however, that from the end of July 1644 the rota system must have of 
necessity lapsed, and that the garrison became filled with soldiers from variouE 
Cumbrian regiments who did not at once return to their homes, or find themselvee 
suddenly under the command of a man who, hitherto ostensibly Royalist, had 

overnight experienced the desire to be associated with the allied powers of 
Parliament and the Scots. 

Again, one could wish that the documentary evidence for events in these 
counties was fuller than it is. The first hint that we have of this drift 

away from the King's party - perhaps we should say, the first overt movement, 
since several men had been covertly at odds for months - concerns an incident 

on September 18th when, according to Vicars'07 I some of the Royalist gentry met 
11to feast together" and to recruitt but the "Country People" rose up against 
them and drove them into Carlisle, capturing 40. This mayý. not have been the 

1o8 
same incident as that related by Isaac Tullie, with which he opened his 

narrative of events around Carlisle by sniping at the Royalist commanders. 
Tullie, although actively in defence of the town, may have been something of a 
neutral, anti-Scottish rather than anti-Parliamentarian or pro-Royalist. 

ZP_qLvig7 Leslie marched with about 800 hors as farr as Salkeld 
wthout opposition; but when he came to passe the ford of Eden, 
which was not very shallow, he found the other side manned wth 
regiments of hors and foot, wch the Gentrie of Cumberland and 
Westmorland had raised to oppose him; wch so appalled him, yt 
he refused to march on, and fell arailing at Barwise Zt-he mp for 
Carlisle and Parliament's agenf who had perswaded him yt he 
should meet wth no enemyes. And needs he would retreat to 
Newcastle, till great Barwise set himself first into the water; 
and the rest, following him, so frighted ye fresh water countrie 
Whiggs yt all of them answered the Motto, veni, vidi, fugi; some 
of the cheif of the Country, whom I will not name, gave occasion 
to this shamefull flight. Sr Phil. Musgrave, Sr Henrie 
Bellingham, Sr Henry Fletcher, wth other Gent. would have joyned 
Issue with Leslie, if they had not been 

-7. 
Most of the 

fugatives took streight for Carlisle, wither Leslie t pursued them 
and drew up his horse wthin view of the Cittye on S. Nicholas 
Hill, neer the gallowes: /Harraby iiiii. 7 aplace more proper for 
them he could not have chZen. 

Z/ 

ye garrison wth some commons and the scotch horse picquoring 
a while close by the walls on the east, drew off, after they 
had failed in snapping Col. Graye's small regement of hors at 
Stanwick, with much ado gott in the towne without losse. 

This was probably Colonel Edward Grey's cavalry, a Northumbrian and Durham 
regiment of Newcastle's army. It is the only identifiable northern horse 
regiment which we can associate, for a time at least, with the defence of the 
town. 
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To follow the operations in and around Carlisle until the end of 1644, 
log Tullie's invaluable text has been taken as the basic source, supplemented 

by other sourcesv&re necessary and where available. 

After pursuing the Royalists to the town, Leslie turned away from Cumber- 
land and retired back on Newcastle. Tullie claimed that this was from purely 

mercenary motives: 

ye corn was then all in ye stook; and Lesley knew well 
yt if he had stayed to beggar the towne, he might have 
taken it wthin a few weeks; but it was believed, his 
purpose was to give ye King's party leisure to victual it, 
that he and his souldiers might have longer pay. 

This sounds as if Tullie was recording a joke circulating in the garrison, but 

whilst Leslie may merely have been needed at Newcastle, there was some truth in 

what Tullie said. It would not require too much prescience to foresee the end 

of the civil war, by negotiation or by military victory of the Parliament, and 
the Scots - out for rewards as much as for religion - would be in a better 

bargaining posture if they could be left holding towns like Carlisle when peace 

came. Nonethelessq siege operations at Newcastle upon Tyne were being stepped 

up. Before leaving for there, Leslie organised the local levies to keep a 

watch on the town, and raised forces which were put under the command of some 

of the turncoat gentry. Tullie: 

Lesly having instantly ordered to raise the countrey for 
theParlam 

0 
t, under ye command of Col. Lawson and Col. Chomly, 

marched y next day towards Newcastle. 

Lawson was the former Royalist lt. colonel Wilfred Lawson. Henry Cholmeley 

had no earlier Royalist sentiments, but Lawson was not the only one who had 

changed sides. Sir William Armyne, who had come to Cumberland to act as a 
liaison officer between the Scots and the local gentry, noted on October 8th 110 

Sir John Lowther, Sir Patricius Curwen, Sir Richard Sanford, 
and Sir Thomas Sanfordl and divers others of the prime gent- 
lemen of both counties have taken the Covenant... 

Lowther, Curwen and Thomas Sanford had been commissioned as colonels of the 

Royalist party. 

Wilfred Lawsont early in octobert intercepted some cannon which had been 
landed at Whitehaven for the Carlisle garrison from an Irish shipill Armyne, in 
the same letter as that in which he listed the apostate Royalists, reported on 
the general condition around Carlisle: 

Carlisle continues still obstinateg but they have of late 
been kept in that the country hath received little damage 
by them. Only the charge is very great to maintain such 
forces, as must of necessity be about Carlisle for the 
keeping them in all sides. Sir P. Musgravet Sir H. Fletcher, 
Sir Wm. Dalston, Sir Thos. Dacres and Sir T. Fetherston, and 
divers others remain in Carlisle.... 

He added that Sir Edward Musgrave, the Royalist Sheriff of Cumberland, was 
garisoned in Scaleby Castle, an extensively reconstructed fortified manor not 
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far from Carlisle 112 Leslie, on his march back to Newcastle, had taken in 
Thirlwall Castle, but two other garrisons, at Naworth and at Millom, were still 
defiant. 

The local forces, however, did not press home the business as Leslie was 
to do on his return. Tullie noted 

ye garrison plyed their liberty vigorously in fetching in 
great store of Corn from all the adjacent feilds, besides 
meat, salt, coles, and cowes, chiefly from about Wigton 
J1 miles south west of Carlisle7, ye nest of the Roundheads 
in so much that an Oxe might have been brought in their 
towne for 18d at this time. 

To finance the garrison, funds had to be raised from the officers and citizens 
within Carlisle. On September 21st the Council of War ordered the Mayor and 
Aldermen to raise the sum of f, 300 towards expensest but the Mayor (William 

Atkinson) and his Aldermen contented themselves to agree to pay exactly half. 
Upon a warrant from the president and Councell of warr 
directed to the Maior and Aldermen for the raising of the 
summe of 3001i upon the Inhabitants of Carliell It is this 
daie ordered and agreed upon with the unanimous consent of 
the Maior Aldermen and Capital Citizens of the said Cittie 
that the moyitie or one halfe of the said 30011 be foorth- 
with raised upon the most able Inhabitants thereof by the 
waie of free loane for the present subsistence of the Garison 
upon engagement from the Gentry of the Country for repaiement 
thereof within one month next after. 

The parsimony of the mercantile interest within Carlisle argues that they felt 

the sooner the business was over, the better for their real interest, that of 
trade. The military were obliged to go along with the loan. Colonels Sir 

Philip Musgrave, Sir William Dalton, Sir Henry F3Acher, Sir Thomas Dacre, Sir 

Timothy Featherstonehaugh, Richard Kirkbride: Lt. Colonels William Carleton, 

and George Denton: and Major Thomas Warwick, together with Sir Richard Graham, 
113 bound themselves to repay the C150 by October 15th. A similar bond was 

114 entered into in the following year. The absence of Colonel Edward Grey's 

name may be evidence that he and his regiment had already departed. 

The command structure within Carlisle must have been similar to that which 
had prevailed in York earlier in the year. In Carlislel as at York, Glemham 

exercised overall authority, although the command of the castle fell to Sir 

Henry Stradling as, in York, command of Clifford's Tower had gone to Colonel 

Sir Francis Cobb. Musgrave, however, must have found his position somewhat 

ambiguous. We have already noted that his position within the overall command 

structure of the Marquess of Newcastle's army, was like that of the earl of 
Derby, far from defined. It is no help to have Tullie, who in a sense should 
have known, telling us that at this juncture Musgrave was Lt. General for 

Cumberland, since that does not tell us what authority he(xercised within 
Carlisle, or whether the real command there was in commission amongst several 
officers. Nor do we know precisely when, or from whoml Rupert or Newcastle, 
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Musgrave received this rank. If the command in Carlisle was in commission- 

with Glemham at the head, we do not know if it was Goring himself, or Goring 

acting on behalf of Rupert, who arranged it. Whatever the case, the feuds 

and private wranglings of the previous two years gave way to a markedly uniform 
determination on the part of what we can, at last, call a Royalist party in 

Cumbria. That this party should include a man like Fletcher, whose quarrel 

with Musgrave has been noted, is not surprising. Now we must examine the 

Carlisle garrison, insofar as we can, from Tullie's list of officers. 

Tullie's list suffered from several defects, not least the innacuracy with 

which he recorded individual names and ranks. The lack of forenames for the 

most part, renders identification difficult, but on the whole, his list does 

confirm the view of Carlisle as a refuge for broken regiments and scattered 
die-hard officers. 

We know already of the presence of the local colonels - Dalton$ Dacre, 

Fletcher, Musgrave and Featherstonehaugh - and of Stradling: with these we 

must include "Hudleston". He was clearly on the Millom family combatant list, 

but cannot have been either Sir William, who was a prisoner, or Richard, who 

was killed at York. This Huddlestone was probably either Edward, formerly 

major of Sir William's'Foot or, if not of the direct Millom line, then perhaps 
William Huddlestone of Richard Kirkbride's Foot. Although Tullie did not 

mention him, we know from other sources that Richard Kirkbride was in the 

garrison, so perhaps what waa left of his infantry regiment was with him. 

One "Philipson" can be distinguished from Captain (or Major) Robert Philipson 

listed separately by Tullieq and so may have been Christopher Philipson of 

Ca. 1garth and Melsonby? 15 

With Glemham, to Carlisle came, interestingly enough, "some white coats" 

and about 200 Reformadoes, or officers without regimental association, due to 

the destruction or disbanding of their original regiments, "most of them of 

great prudence and proneness in arms". Clearly, these were the backbone of 

the garrison, the veterans against whom Leslie was to have to fight. Tullie 

did not, howevert distinguish between the Whitecoats and the rest of Glemham's 

force, and Colonels Sibthorp and Woodhall cannot be identified with any 

certainty. There was, however, a Captain Woodhall in Edward Grey's regiment 

of dragoons in 1642, and since Grey was at Carlisle in September, it may be 

that Woodhall was there also and that Tullie misconstrued the rank. Lt. Colone3 

Maikarty mentioned by Tullie was probably the Captain Darly Mackerly of 
Glemham's own foot regiment. Major Gosnold was at that*time possibly a major 

of Glemham's own foot, and can be identified with the Colonel Robert Gosnold 

serving in oxford in'1645/6. 

There were some Scottish soldiers and gentlemen in the garrison too, 

perhaps left behind by Montrose, namely "the Lord Aboyne, Lord Maxwell, Lord 
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Harris, S. James Leslie, Sr William Hayes, Mr Barklay, Capt Gordon, ZCaptain7 
Nesbut, wth a few more Scots Lievtenants". 

Tullie then went on to list quartermasters and non-commissioned officers, 
11sans nombre" as he put it. The garrison also included Dr. Isaac Basire, the 
notably Laudian clergyman from Co. Durham. 

Sometime towards the end of October, David Leslie returned to the scene 
and began to construct siege works in earnest 

116 He raised sconces to the 

west of the town, at Newtown; at Stanwix to the north, saparated one from 

another by the rivers Calder and Eden "scarce passable, but over the Bridges". 
Wilfred Lawson had his headquarters to the north-east, and Henry Cholmeley lay 

on and around Harraby Hill gallows. Tullie gave the enemy force as about 
4000 strong horse and foot, and the garrison at this pointl including the 

citizens in arms, as 700 men. 

Leslie's own headquarters were at Dalston Hall, about four miles from the 
town, and an attempt was made to surprise him there, led by Captain ZR-oberf 

Philipson and a Captain Birkenhead or Birbeck. It is interesting to note 
that a Captain Birkenhead was listed for Grey's Dragoons? 17 

a party of reformades wth Capt Philipson marched from ye 
towne to alarm him. But instead of supprizeing the enemies 
Quartrs, wch they might have done, they made a halt, and 
stay'd forsooth till Capt Forester came up to them; who with 
greater numbers, put them to flight, kild Capt Birbeck wth 
diverse others, and had the chase-of them for 2 miles. 

Tullie explained this "ominous begining" as the result of the Jarring "of the 
Reformades, who could not agree upon a Leader". -Apparently no officer was 
prepared to yield advantage, and consequently, or so Tullie conceived, without 

a reserve, they were easily routed. 

Within a few days, Glemham himself commanded a party of dragoons in a 

raid to Cholmeley's quarters near the gallows. 
Capt. Marshall entered the work wth the Dragownes, but was 
beat out of it, having received a hurt in his thigh. And 
this second attempt was successlesse; whether because the 
horse surrounding close the worke, left no place for the 
assaulted to escape, or that God was not pleased wth the 
order given the assaylants, in determining to give no 
Quarter; but this order was never given afterwards.... 

The order of 'no quarters was quite remarkable coming from a garrison under 
siege, although something of the same type had occurred at Lathom House in the 

early part of the year. The implication was that Glemham himself gave the 

order, and it may have been that he felt that if he could terrify the local 
levies sufficiently, he might disrupt Leslie's siege and cause the latter to 

draw off, or else spread demoralisation amongst the English. There was 
certainly, as we shall come to see, a good deal of resentment between the 

allied commanders. 

Glemham next ordered the firing of the suburbs to prevent the Scots from 
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securing a foothold too close to the walls, and this was carried out without 
hindrance from the enemy, although the fire at Newtown was close to one of 
their sconces. Now, or shortly after, Glemham convened a Council of War to 
discuss what to do: 

whether the Garrison should fight to releive themselves, or 
expect releif from the King's Forces; it was determined to 
abide the siege. 

Tullie wrote, reflectively, that had they then known, as they were to find out, 
that Leslie was so chary of committing his forces to action, then the garrison 
with the townspeople might well have made a full scale sally and have 

succeeded in ending the siege at one blow. He believed that many of the local 

forces outside the walls were "in their harts friends to the town", and would 
have gone over to the Royalist side given the opportunity. We cannot know 

this, any more than we can reject what Tullie believed, who was there and who 
knew the prevalent mood. As a result of the decision to defend the town, 
Colonel Edward Grey and hiscavalry were given leave to make their way south, 

and this they succeeded in doing without encountering any difficulty. 

For the next six weeks until Christmas or thereabouts, the siege was 

nothing more than a series of sallies, occasional skirmishes with the Scots, 

and seizure of livestock by the garrison. Captain Forest, who had killed 

Birbeck in the attempt on Dalston Hall, "was the only man who kept the 

Cavaliers in play". He was killed in a skirmish, and as Tullie observed, 

His losse was as much lamented wthin the walls as wthout 
being the only Enemie of Remarked valour. 

Here we must leave Tullie and his fellow defenders for the time being, 

to return across the Pennines to the east to follow Royalist fortunes there 

after the fall of York. 
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CHAPTER TEN 

Royalism on the Defensive 

War in the East and the Siege of Newcastle, July - December 1644. 

In the aftermath of Marston Moor, Lancashire becameg temporarily, the 
likely base for any renewed Royalist offensive across the Pennines. The threat 
from Lancashire, however, was not matched in Yorkshire, where the collapse of 
resistance at York heralded a steady Parliamentarian expansion. By December, 

when resistance in the west had come to centre upon Carlisle and Lathom, in 

the east Scarborough, Pontefract and Skipton alone flew the flags of defiance. 

Against these last three garrisons the allied wave broke time and again; and 
Pontefract, like Lathomq can be seen as enduringly a tribute to the stubborn 
last ditch stand of committed northern Royalism. 

At first, however, the Parliament had things very much its own way. 
After the wholesale collapse of garrisons during the early weeks of the York 

siege, very few remained to the Royalists by the time that Marston Moor had 

been fought. The first of the few to fall was on July 26th, when Tickhill 

Castle, garrisoned by Arthur Redhead on behalf of the King, yielded to John 

Lilburn and Henry Ireton. Redhead and his brother (or son ?) Henry, are 

mysterious figures about whom the evidence is slight! Vicars described Arthur 

as a colonel 
2 but there is no supporting evidence for this, nor any trace of 

a regular regiment attached to him, or in the ranks of which he might have 

risen. 

Tickhill lay in an advantageous position to interfere with the normal 

routine of trade in the West Riding. Vicars stated3 that Redhead and his men 

seized upon cloth moving between Halifax and Leads and other places, and sold 
it back to its owners at inflated prices, which must have created an enormous 
indignation amongst clothiers who supposed the profit motive was all their 

own: sufficient, anyway, to call down retribution on the castle once the 

allied forces were free to move after the capture of York. The earl of 
Manchester took it upon himself to reduce Tickhill, forg as he told the 

Committee in London on the 27th, the garrison posed a constant threat to the 
4 

peace of the Isle of Axholm, which lay within the jurisdiction of the Eastern 

Association. "The place is of consequence" he wrote, "lying so as to hinder 

all commerce betwixt Derbyshire and those parts"; he was then in Doncaster. 

Against the castle he sent a force of 300 dragoons, which was quite 

sufficient for the task, although there is evidence that the moving spirit in 
5 the capture was Henry Ireton, a climbing man whose relations with his superior 

reflected a growing rift between Manchester and Oliver Cromwell. 
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Tickhill was, however, of secondary importance to that other great 
fortress of Sheffield, for long a source of munitions for the Marquess of 
Newcastle's army, and ably governed by Major Thomas Beaumont. Since the death 
in January of Colonel Sir William Saville, the Governor of York, who had been 

given responsibility for Sheffield by the Marquess in 16439 Saville's widow 
had moved into the castle, taking with her men, crms and, most importantly, the 

same type of courage as that which had made the Countess of Derby a force to 
be reckoned with in Lathomý According to one source, Lady Saville was 
pregnant when she entered Sheffield, but refused to yield the castle even when 
the enemy made that a condition upon her receiving the normal medical aids? 

On the day after Tickhill yielded, that is, on July 27th, the earl of 
Manchester directed his summons to Beaumont: 

Being in these parts by comand of the Parliament, to reduce 
such places as yet refuse obedience to their commaundes, I 
have sent you this summons that you deliver to mee the Castle 
of Sheffield now in your possession, with the armes, ordnaunce, 
and ammunition therein. In the performance whereof you may 
expect all civilitie becoming a gentleman of your quality. (8) 

Beaumont and Lady Saville preferred, however, to trust in their defences, 

described by Vicars? as consisting of walls six feet thick behind a trench or 
ditch 18 feet deep, with strong pallisaded breastworks. The artillery at 
Beaumont's disposal consisted of eight heavy guns and two mortars. There were 
200 men in the castle, together with a troop of cavalry whose obvious duty 

would have been as infantry. 

I Manchester's agent in the attack on Sheffield was Lawrence Crawford, the 

impetuous springer of the mine during the siege of York', 0 
assisted by Lord 

Fairfax's cavalry and 300 infantry. On August 4th Crawford issued his own 

summons: 
I am sent by the Earle of Manchester to reduce this place you 
hold, and therfor send you yet a sumons, though my trumpett 
was shot att, against, the lawes of armes, the other day. You 
may easily perceive I desire not the effusion of blood, otherwise 
I should have spared myself this labour. If you think good to 
surrender it, you may expect all fair respects befitting a 
gentleman and souldiers: otherwise you must expect those 
extremities which they have that refuse mercy. I desire your 
answere within one houre.... (11) 

Beaumont was defiant, and siege preparations were begun. 

Vicars went into considerable detail concerning the preparation of the 

assault: 

ours advanced into the town, and there quartered that night 
Jti7 August, in which night and next day they raised two 
batteries within threescore yards of the enemies outworks, 
where our ordnance fell to play upon themg and dýd as much 
executiozý on the walls as peices of their bignesse could doe; 
the greatest being but a demi-culverin Zf-iring a9 lb. balf. 
And after about foure and twenty houres playing and plying 
them thus with their ordnance, and finding it would protract 
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too much time to be thus battering with their pieces, they 
resolved to send to my Lord Fairfax for the Queen's pocket- 
pistoll and a whole culverin Z1-5 lb. ba127, which according: V 
were soon brought thither and presently mounted: and the 
next morning betimes, after their comming, those three began 
to play, which did very great execution upon one side of the 
castle, and brought the strong walls thereof down into the 
trenches, and made a perfect breach. And the noble Major- 
General having prepared all things in readiness for storming 
the castle, both faggots, laddersq and other accommodations 
thereunto, & digested the form of storming by a councell of 
warre, it was resolved to send another summons to the castle, 
which produced a present treaty between three gentlemen sent 
out of the castle. (12) 

A contemporary tract, the Journal of the Earl of Manchester's ArMY13 gave a 

clearer idea of chronology. On August Ist Manchester's army was marching from 

Doncaster towards Rotherham by way of Conisbrough when Crawford was detached to 

take in Sheffield. Vicars probably gleaned much of his detail from this 

tract: 
ZS-heffield is 47 a very considerable strength, both for 
naturall scituation being in a triangle with 2 Rivers, the 
water deep in the West and East sides ofthe castle, slackered 
on all sides, a strong Fort before the gate pallisadold, a 
Trench 12 foot deepe, and 18 broad about the Fort, and the 
otherparts of the castle, and a Breast-worke pallisado'd 
within the Trench. 

Today it is almost impossible to visualise this. It is almost as if the 

wind, which blew away the powder smoke of the siege and the dust from falling 

masonry, had blown the landscape out of shape. As at Liverpool, there is no 

tangible relic of the past. 

According to the Journal, it was on August 2nd that guns were sent for 

from York, and the culverin upon arrival was set up in the 'Parkelg which after 
three shots pierced the governor's chamber wall. It was then that a 
trumpeter was sent, who was shot at, as Crawford, in his summons of August 4th 

mentioned. Whether it was against the law of arms, under the circumstances, 

was a matter of opinion. Since we have no reason to doubt what must be the 

official Manchester record of events, then the earl's summons of July 27th 

must have heralded Crawford's arrival: one can only be surprized that Crawford. 

went to so much trouble to avoid storming the castle by attempting no fewer 

than three summons to parley, the last when he was on the verge of assau 

On August 3rd a Parliamentarian captain and a gunner were shot dead by 

snipers, according to the Journal, 'tout of all view of the castle". That 

curious observation, thoroughly tantalising in that nothing was added, can only 

be interpreted as meaning that someone, or a group of Royalists, was firing 

upon the siege forces from behind their lines. Perhaps a sympathiser within 

the town. On August 7th fresh supplies of ammunition reached Crawford, and 

on the 8th he blew down the battlements and part of a tower, dislo#ng a drake. 
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On the 9th additional guns were brought (from York? )j and on the 10th Beaumont 

sent out his spokesmen in answer to Crawford's last offer of terms. For the 
duration of the talks, the Royalists handed over two hostages, a Captain 
Hemsworth and Colonel Sir John Kay who had taken refuge in the castle. 

14 Joseph Hunter, in his thoroughly researched history of Sheffield, 

alluded to a lost manuscript document which he had seen, compiled apparently, 
by Lawrence Crawford. In this, Crawford stated that he first advanced on 
Sheffield in face of heavy resistance on the Rotherham road, and it may be that 
this was the single service performed by the troop of cavalry attached to the 

garrison. 

The Royalist commissionerst acting as spokesmen for Beaumont and Lady 

Saville, were Captains Gabriel Hemsworth and Samuel Saville, and a civilian, 
Thomas Robsonj5 The terms were agreed on the 10th, and were generous: the 

castle, with its guns and storest was to be yielded officially at three o'clock 

on the afternoon of August 11th; the Governor and his officers were to march 

out with colours flying and drums beating, eachman with a horse, saddle and 
pistol (where appropriate), to go to Pontefract or wheresoever they pleased. 
The same terms applied to the rank and file. Wives and children and personal 

servants, likewise all personal property, were to go with the garrison. 

As for Lady Anne Savilleg she was even then in labour (her child was born 

on the 12th), and Crawford agreed that she and her children would stay in the 

castle until she was fitzenough to return to Thornhill, her home, or wherever 

she wished to go. For the civilians who had taken shelter in the castle, 
Crawford promised no molestation, and seven days was to be allowed to all for 
the removal of their possessions. He also made it a provision of the terms, 

however, that he keep the hostages untifthey had been fully performed 
16 

This was Sir John Kay's way out of a service that he had never really been 

happy in. 

Whilst Crawford thus took in Sheffield, the earl of Manchester's army had 

marched on, capturing Welbeck, the Marquess of Newcastle's normal place of 
17 

residence in Nottinghamshire, on August 6th. On August 22nd Lord Fairfax 

reported to London that his own forces now lay before the garrisons of 
Pontefract, Knaresborough, Scarborough and Helmsley. Yet he admitted it was 

more to keep the Royalists within their own walls than to storm and take the 

strongholds 
18 

Matters were certainly going well for the victors of Marston Moor, and by 

September attention was turning more towards Pontefract at the start of a long 

and bitterly fought siege. At the same time, and unbeknown to the Parliament- 

arians, a storm was brewing away to the north-west that was to burst in the 

vicinity of Pontefract in but a little time. Sir John Mayney was on his way 
out of Lancashire. 
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-The Parliament's forces got off to an inauspicious start where Pontefract 

was concerned: 
Colonell Sands Commander in chief, of the forces before 
Pomphret Castle, marched with his own regiment, consisting 
of seven Troops of horse to Kippax, within 6 miles of Pomfret 
where we had notice that the enemy had drawn out 400 horse... 

If these horse were accurately assessed, and came from the garrison alone, 
this is an indication of the way in which Pontefract had become a focal point 
for broken regiments. 

... as if intending to have fallen upon our quarters, but we 
drew that night inti the field, and planted ourselves in so 
convenient a place, that had they fallen upon our quarters 
where our Colonell only left enough to draw them on with the 
greater eagernesse We had fallen into the flank and rear of 
them. 

The Royalists, however, all of them veterans of the Marquess's army, were not 
to be so lightly fooled. The author of the report observed 

But I fear the Malignants and ill-affected of the Countrey 
gave them notice in what posture we were. 

Hearing nothing further of the Royalist horse, the Parliamentarian troops 

rode to Brotherton, two miles from the castle, and at two o'clock in the 

morning drew into the field in battle array, moving towards the castle and 

coming to a halt within half a cannon shot, under the brow of a hill. The 

Royalists, howeverl refused to be drawn, and Sands had no choice but to retire 
to Medley ZlRathley7. On the following day, Sands returned, and found a 

contingent of horse and foot from the castle drawn out to give him the action 
he so much desired. 

IThey7 with their Horse skirmished the greatest part of the 
Zlay with us, we forced them several times that day to retreat, 
but the hedges being lined with Musqueteers we were forced to 
forebear the pursuite; But towards the Evening, having pulled 
down some hedges, our Col. sent a party of horse (being under 
their cannon) to fall in the rear of their Ambuscade, both of 
horse and foot, which they perceiving stayed not to make a 
retreat, but shamefully ran; We pursued them to the castle 
gates, and killed there a Lieutenant and four Volunteers of 
quality: Sir John Redmayn son narrowly escaped ... on foot. (19) 

It is a pity that the journal of the siege of Pontefract, kept by Nathan 

Drake and to which we shall have to pay considerable attention later, did not 

begin until December, since a Royalist interpretation of these curious trials 

of strength would have been valuable. Sands had not come out of it so well 

as the letter given above would imply, for it would seem that the garrison had 

displayed their freedom of action particularly well. Sir John Redmayn, or 

Redman, of Thornton in Lonsdalel was at this time governor of the castle, a 

veteran of the Irish wars, but now sick with a consumptive condition. By 

Christmas the governorship had passed to a successor, as we shall see 
p 

Sands had no sooner settled down to begin a blockade of Pontefract, than 
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he was discomfited by that raiding cavalry brigade which, under Mayney, was 
sweeping across Yorkshire from northern Lancashire. 

It will be remembered that having been turned away from Carlisle by 

Glemham, on September 10th the brigade had begun to move towards Skipton. 
Mayney's account of what followed was extremely brief: 

Sr John Mayne marched with his horse and foot to Skipton 
with above a thousand head of cattle, part of which he 
delivered for the relief of that Garison, and the rest of 
the Cattle for the relief of Pontefraýct Garison, which was 
then beseiged by the Ld Fairfax's Regiment, Col: Sandys 
Regiment, Major General Lambert's, and Col: Lister's, & 
divers others; with all which he engaged, and fought them, 
and beat them, and had pursuit of them sixteen miles, and 
took and killed above five hundred of their men besides 
Officers, and took six of their Colours; in which service 
Sir John Mayne was shot through his thigh, and his horse 
shot, and he remained in Pontefract for cure one moneth. (21) 

Before examining the relevant sources for this exploit, apart from Mayney's own, 

we must endeavour to try to come to some idea of the chronology. We know, 

fortunately, that the brigade left Lancashire on September 10th for Skipton, 

and since it was driving cattle with it - in itself, no mean achievement 
through what became increasingly hostile territory - cannot have reached the 

Pontefract area until the 13th at the earliest. Mayney's relief of the 

garrison can therefore be pinned down to the 14th or 15th. As we shall see$ 
Slingsby suggested that the brigade left the town again on November 8th, but 
Mayney's own estimate of the time that he lay in cure gives us a departure 
date of around October 11th. Since Slingsby's is the most detailed account 

which we possess, and since he can be taken as more accurate than not, in the 

sense that he rarely, if ever, can be shown to have twisted facts to suit a 
purpose, we can turn to him ý2 

... upon ye 10th of September we set forwards our march 
towards Skipton, & by marching in ye night pass'd throf 
ye enemy yt lay on every side; we had but one stop wch 
Zw-ýas7 at a place near ingleton, where ye enemK had set a 
guard, but we soon made our passage, & but wt ye loss of 
one Leivet. of horse, who was shot in ye body & dy'd by 
ye way, as he was carry'd.... 

Ingleton is only seven miles or so from Kirby Lonsdale, and well before Skipton, ý 

so these guards must have been local Lancashire Parliamentarian levies. 

... and but one false alaram, wch was given at Settle, yt 
hindreld our march & caus'd our horse to draw back above 
a mile; but wn . came to be understood, it was but a 
row of Trees wch they took for ye enemy. 

One can think of certain diarists and memoirists who would have forgotten that 
type of thing. 

Pausing at Skipton, where Colonel Sir John Mallory gave them a "little 

refressment", the brigade set off again during the night and marched near to 

Bradford without interference. At that place, however 
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Zv_ýe7 came so suddenly upon a new rais'd Troop... as we 
took some of ym prisoners, &a Capt. out of his bed: 
thus wth a speedy march we gott to Pomfrett. Yet had 
Coll. Sands intelligence (yt lay about Pomfrett wth 15 
colours of horse) of our march, report'd to be ye 
prince's horse, &a greater number yn we were... 

This assumption on the part of the Parliamentarians is shown by-a report that 
23 Mayney's raid was, in fact, an attack by Cheshire Royalists. In view of the 

fact that the allies dominated much of Yorkshire, and of the distance between 
Skipton and Pontefract, their intelligence services must have been extremely 
inefficient. 

Sands had sent to Lord Fairfax at York for reinforcements, but Fairfax, 

who as we know had been anticipating the return of Rupert with a good deal of 
anxiety, ordered Sands to quit the siege and to fall back on York. Mayney, 
however, was looking for a fight: 

Sr John was resolved to fight wth Sands, & therefore 
desires ye governour of Pomfrett Castle Sr jn Redman 
yt lay sick in deep consumption at yt time, to assist 
him wth some foot out his Garison. 

If Mayney was able to force Sands to battle contrary to the orders Sands had 
received, then the enemy must have been in a curiously disadvantageous 

position. If the Royalist cavalry came by way of Bradford to relieve Ponte- 
fract, they must have moved south of Leeds and probably approached the action 
by way of Castleford. Sands, who had been operating, so far as can be 
understood, from Brotherton, had his base to the north of Pontefract and across 
the river. Thus if he sent back to York for reinforcements and received 
instead orders to fall back, as Slingsby said that he did and would have known 
from prisoners, Sands can only have been extremely dilatory in moving to be 
caught, as he was, both sides of the river and sandwiched between Mayney's 
and Redman's forces. Can it be that Sands was expecting an attack from the 
south-west, from forces coming from Cheshire? And if that was so, then 
Mayney's passage through the West Riding driving a herd of cattle before him 

which cannot have gone unnoticed in that fiercely Parliamentarian area, was 
misinterpreted by the enemy commanders in the field. Thus Sands' defeat was 
partially caused by the ineptitude of the Parliamentarians. 

Sr jn Mainy had drawn up his horse wthin ye park & having 
got ye Garison soulgiers in readiness likewise, he causeth 
his horse to march throl ye Town wthout stopq & advanceth 
towards Ferry bridge. 
The enemy was got in readiness likewiseq & drawn out on ye 
other side of ye bridge towards. pomfret; Sr John sends a 
part to charge, & beats ym off their ground by ye help of 
ye foot soulgiers. They retreat beyond ye bridge, & would 
make good ye bridge; but sr John's men animat'd seing ym 
forsake their ground, comes wth more courage. The bridge 
had a Turnpike over ye middle of it, wch they had fastn'd. 
Our men allights from their horses, takes out of a Smith's 
shop a Hammer or such an Instrument, & breaks open ye 
Turnpike. The enemy drew up again in Brotherton feilds, 
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meaning to charge us in ye narrow lane- we fight for 
ground to fight on, & they to keep Lu-js in yt straight... 

The attempt to close the bridge rather than to put men in a position to 

challenge the crossing by Mayney's forces argues for a degree of panic on the 
Parliamentarian side that can only have been due to the complete surprise 
secured by the Royalists. 

... & making good our ground we became at last masters 
of theirs, but fain to seek it throl Gapsteads & places 
of disadvantage. But having gotten ye feild we at once 
both charg'd ym & put ym to flight, giving chase to ym 
as far as Sherburn; We took above 50 prisoners: & amonl5st 
ye rest Sr Wm Listers Son, who had marchId out of York wth 
us, being Capt. of ye princes Army; & ye next sight of him 
waswn ye Soulgiers were about to strip him. 

On September 20th, Lord Fairfax wrote a reply to a warning concerning 
Mayney that had been sent from London the 16th of that month: 

We are informed at the sudden appearance of near 2000 Horse 
and Dragoons about Pontefract, which may endanger the city 
of York. (24) 

Fairfax told the Committee that the Royalists had fallen "unexpectedly upon 

some troops of mine", although this was not true, since according to Slingsby, 

who, as has been urgedt was in a position to know from prisoners what had 

taken place, Sands had been commanded back to York in face of the danger. 

Fairfax admitted that his men were "put... to retreat with some loss". To 

counteract this threat, from a force barely 1000 strong as Lord Fairfax 

reported, he had drawn so many forces together that garrisons hitherto confined! 
25 

were once more at liberty. Colonel Sir William Constable, marching against 
Pontefract, forced Mayney's brigade to march away towards Newark, leaving their 

commander behind them, wounded 
ý6 

Mayney'8 own adventure is worth recounting, although Slingsby alone noted 

it down: 

Sr John was lost in ye chase & could not be heard of till 
ye next day we heard he lay wound'd at a Town 3 or 4 miles 
off, & going wth a party to fetch him off, we met him 
coming in a Cart; for he had given out where he lay yt he 
was of ye Parliament side, & some Soulgiers of ye garison 
of Pom t going out to see wt boats they could take upon 
ye r IV ire. The town in question must have been that 
of Bea s told yt an officer of ye parliament's lay 

i 

wound'd at ye Town. They were glad of this prize, goes unto 
him, and would have pillagId him. He desirld Vii to take 
nothing from him in this place; but after they had carry'd 
him to pomphrett, all he had should be theirs. So they 
provide a cart for him, being not able to stir by a wound he 
had in his thigh, & brings him away wth a great deel of Joy. 
But ye soulgiers were amazId w3I we met ym; & wn he was 
known, here was much joy yt he was return'd... 

With Mayney safely esconced in Pontefract for his wounds to be cured, the 

commanders of the brigade fell to discussing what they should do. Slingsby 

was involved, probably Sir John Preston, and almost certainly Sir Samuel Tuke 
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who was colonel of the duke of York's regiment of horseý7 Since large 

numbers of cavalry could be a liability to a garrison, the march to Newark was 
resolved upon, Slingsby remaining behind with Mayney. 

& after they were gone, comes Sr Wm Constable wth ye Yorkshire 
horse, & takes a circuit about ye Town, & only ona man yt 
would charge in ye Town was killId dead in ye streets. There 
was not in ye streets 300 soulgiers to do duty; But at least 
80 Officers & Gentlemen yt came for shelter. These & their 
servants made a fair troop, & was offered me to command, but 
in ye end they could not all agree, some being for one and some 
for another. 

After Mayney was recovered, which Slingsby reckoned took eight full weeks, the 

two men resolved to go on to Newark, leaving behind them Pontefract garrison 
28 

and what was left of the war in the north. 

In view of the diligencd with which Slingsby recorded these events and 

with which we have pursued them, it would be unsatisfactory not to know what 
befell Mayney on the march to Oxford. His brigade, which had left for Newark 

shortly after the relief of Pontefractq had been badly beaten up whilst lying 

in quarters near the garrison town of Newark. Mayney was able to acquire some 

new horses and additional cavalry when he reached the river fortress, and after 
two weeks there he set off for Oxford. His journey was hazardous, and at 

Daventry his small force was attacked by a larger body of Parliamentary horse, 

from which action Slingsby barely escaped the field on a borrowed horse, whilst 
Mayney was once again wounded and lost in the confusion. He was later found 

by some of the earl of Northampton's cavalry in enemy hands, and brought to 

safetyP At Daventry Slingsby and Mayney parted company, to meet up again in 

Oxford. 

It is self-evident that in a flat land the slightest rise of the ground 

will bear notice. So it may be argued, can the exploits of the Mayney brigade 

be said to stand out in the north after Marston Moor, when the Royalist field 

forces of the old army had been entirely dispersed. Generous though such, 

a judgement may be, there was far more to it than simply that. Mayney had 

shown how he could turn to his advantage a situation inherently desperate, as 
in Lancashire, and how he could avoid a disaster with an elan that Rppert's 

cavalry wanted at Ormskirk, or the Northern Horse at Malpas. He had then 

marched, virtually unmolested, straight through hostile territory and down into 

the Parliamentarian heartland of the West Riding, following open routes and 
driving cattle before him and, at the end of his march, he had met and routed 

a Parliamentary force which ought to have had every advantage over him. 

Mayney showed, on the small scale that his 1000 men were capable of, what might 
have been achieved had Rupert regrouped in Lancashire and retunned to fulfill 

Lord Fairfax's deepest forebodings. The Royalist war in the north was not 
lost beyond repair on Marston Moor, but was thrown away in the weeks that 
followed. 
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It must be said, however, that whilst Mayney could disrupt the Parliament's 
activities, he could not put an end to them. The sieges would go on so soon 
as he was on his way to Oxford, or so soon as his brigade was making for 
Newark. Each Royalist garrison could, as we shall see, assist another in time 
of severe pressure, but many of the incidents of the last three months of 
1644 in Yorkshire must of necessity be lost to us, the minor skirmishing which 
relieved the tedium of siege warfare but were in themselves of no moment to 
either side. One man who could be sure of a good press from the Royalists as 
time went on, was Colonel Sir Hugh Cholmeley whose Scarborough raiders 
experienced, for the time being, no difficulty in carrying on their old trade. 

On Monday was fortnight /c. September 24tg Sir Hugh sent 
out a good Party of horse to visit the Rebells at Pickering 
Lithe, (14 miles from Scarborough) and there found some 
Rebell Dragooners, 37 whereof were brought prisoners into 
Scarborough. (30) 

On the other side of the coin, Vicars noted that in early October forces 

under Laipbert and Sandys fell upon a Royalist troop in Craven, and that 120 
31 horse were captured at Plumpton. This latter incident may have been that 

referred to by Whitelock, although his chronology was appalling, in which 140 
\1 32 Royalist cavalry commanded by an "Irish rebel" were set upon, and many taken. 

The Craven incident may have been a response to a raid sent from Skipton by 
Colonel Mallory against Ripon on October 3rd: 

this day seavennight Sir John Mallory Governour of ZS-kipton7 
for His Majesty, sent out betwixt sixe score and seavenscore 
horse commanded by Colonell /7-dwarg Gray and major Zi-oh 

_n2 Hughes.... 
Evidently, Grey had ridden from Carlisle direct to Skipton, but how long he 
remained there we cannot know. Mallory probably felt that he would make good 
use of Grey's men whilst he had them. 

.... they marched as farre as Ripon, (18 long Northerne miles) 
where 400 of the Rebells horse lay quartered, on purpose to 
blocke up Knaresborough Castle and to sequester honest men's 
estates... but Colonell Gray and the Major ... soone got admission 
into the Rebells quarters at Rippon, killed some of them in the 
place, hurt others... 

They also captured Colonel James Mauleverer, 37 men, 150 horses and eight 
coloursý3 

A curious report given by Sir George Vane on November 6t h34 referred to 
the capture of Middleham Castle from the Royalists about that time. It will 
be remembered35 that Middleham had been in Parliamentarian hands in July 1643. 
The sources concerning events there, and the change of control, are apparently 
no longer extant, but it, must have changed hands at some time in that same 
year at the height of Newcastle's supremacy. Vane reported that it had now 
been recovered without a shot being fired, although a Royalist clergyman had 
been killed. 
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The main Parliamentarian success before the end of the year came with the 

capture of Helmsley Castle, which had been under siege since early August. 

Sir Thomas Fairfax had been wounded seriously before the castle in Septembert 

but he did not delay in returning to the siege, once recovered, although in 

his memoir his reference to events in the north after Marston Moor is extremely 
ý6 brief 

The Royali-st governor of Helmsley was Colonel Sir Jordan Crossland, a 

suspect Catholic from Newby, not far away from the fortress that was in his 

charge. His deputy governor was /C-olone27 John Talbot of Thornton le Street, 

very probably a Catholic alsoý7 The defenders greatly assisted by the efforts 

of other garrisons to bring them relief, as in early November when an attempt 

was made from Skipton, assisted by detachments from Pontefract and Knaresborough 

castles. 
some horse from Pontefract castle, Skipton and Knaresborough 
met at a Rendezvous, & went together towards Helmsley; the 
rebels understanding these Horse marching towards them, were 
unwilling to sit it out, and therefore rose from before the 
Castle, but these horse made such discreet haste, that they 
came to Helmsley elre the Rebells had packt up, and then fell 
on so gallantly that the Rebells instantly scattered, their 
Commanders... were most of them taken Prisoners... (38) 

39 
This report clashed in every particular with that in Vicars, where the victory 

was given to the siege forces, the Royalists losing five or six dead, 44 men 

captured along with eight or nine officers, the senior being a captain. Since 
the siege continued, even if the assault had been partially or totally success- 
ful, it had no lasting effects, except to cheer the morale of a hard pressed 

garrison. 

On November 22nd, Helmsley surrendered, its garrison of 200 agreeing to 

favourable termsýo Crossland and his officers were given leave to go to 

Scarborough (where Sir Jordan continued his military career, going finally into 

Newark), accompanied by their men with matches lit, loaded muskets, colours 

flying and drums beating. They were even permitted to carry away two of the 

nine cannon in the place with them, an unusual procedure. The terms had been 

agreed on November 6th, and had been held in abeyance until the 16th in order 

to give time for relief if it could be procured. It did not come, and on 
41 

that dateg Crossland surrendered Helmsley. 

These minor victories and defeats were overshadowed, however, by violent 

events to the north where thu town of Newcastle upon Tyne, thought least 

likely to hold out, finally went down to a storming assault after prolonged 

resistance. The man responsible for the defiance was the target of the 

most vitriolic Parliamentarian propaganda - Sir John Marley. 
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The Siege of Newcastle, July to October 1644. 

There is an abundance of source material available for the study of the 

renewal of the siege of Newcastle, and for events leading to its capture by 

storm. Unfortunately, and almost without exception, this material is either 
Scottish or Parliamentarian in origin, and any attempt to write an account o 
the siege from the viewpoint of the garrison, would necessarily be limited. 
Moreover, the extant allied sources were used to such good effect by C. S. Terry 

43 in his paper on the siege, that any study of the period must of necessity rely 
heavily upon his own shrewd interpretation of his documents, as upon his 

verbatim transcription of the bulk of them. 

The impression must already have been conveyed that Terry wrote some of 
the finest military history yet written on the civil wars, although his concern 
was chiefly with the army of the Covenant, rather than with their English 

allies or their Royalist opponents. In what follows, I have endeavoured to 

re-examine the sources which Terry used, so as to give an account of the siege 
relating, as nearly as may be, to the experience of the garrison rather than 

of the besieging army. 

The hatred felt by the English Parliamentarians for Sir John Marley, 
44 

Mayor and Governor of Newcastle, has to be clearly understood. To Vicars 
he was "Atheistical and most-desperately Malignant". When the town finally 

fell, he was put under close guard by the Scots, for fear, it was said, that 

the mob would lynch him: 11 for he is hated and abhorred of all, and he /_has7 
45 

brought many Families to ruine". The impression cdnveyed by the enemy sources 

was that Marl1eyq through a reign of terror within the city, forced the citizens 
to suffer all the exigencies of a storm. Yet, on the other hand, he was able 
to inspire in the defenders "patience, courage and devotion" as Terry put it 

ý6 

As we shall see, this man, about whom the Royalist party itself had reservat- 

ions, carried himself with dignity, devotion to duty and a stubborn quality 

of loyalty that, had he been a Parliamentarian garrison commander, would have 

won for him unstinting praise from the London pamphleteers. As it was, these 

tract writers, safe from the rigours of war in the Parliament's capital city, 

were able to darken his name. 

As has been shown, York surrendered because Sir Thomas Glemham. was not 

prepared to risk thesavagery of a storm. By the same token, Carlisle in 1645 

and Oxford in 1646 were also to come to terms. Why Newcastle should have 

been the exception seems puzzling, in the sense that its strategic importance 

had all but vanished with the collapse of the northern army. Indeed, it can 

be argued that once the Marquess took the war against the Scots into the 

Bishopric, the town was no longer of real value either to the Marquess or to 
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the King's cause in general, except that it tied down enemy forces that would 
otherwise have been operating in the field. This has to be borne in mind in 

examining events, for it would appear that Marley, whatever his shortcomings 
may have been, saw his town as a symbol of resistance to the second invasion* 
inside four years. From the beginning, he regarded the Scots as foreign 

enemies of the King. Perhaps he might have been less resolute had the siege 
army been composed of Parliamentarian forces alone, but we cannot know that: 
it would be to question the expressions of single-minded loyalty to the King 

which his letters to Leven and the Scottish commanders contained with marked 
emphasis. That he caused the citizenry of Newcastle to be subjected to all 
the terrors of a storm by refusing to yield is undeniable: but these terrors 

were largely unrealised, and unlike John Moore in Liverpool when confronted by 
Rupert, Marley at least put his own life in extreme danger. 

Lithgow, a Scottish observerg wrote of the town that it 47 

standeth mainly upon the dwelling face of a continuing 
hill falling down steep to the bordering river, where 
one narrow street runneth alone from Sandgate to 
Clossegate. (48) 

As at Liverpoolq Sheffield and other placest the major part of the city walls 
have been swept away in a tide of industrialisation. 

The walls about the Town are both high and strong, built 
both without and within with saxo quadrato; and maynely 
fenched with dungeon Towres... 

Lithgow should be understood here to mean Idonjon' towers, or towers of such 
strength and size as to be, at least in the eyes of a Scotsman used to the 

peles and tower houses of the lowlands, to all intents and purposes keeps in 
their own right. 

.... interlarded also with Turretst and alongst with them 
a large and defensive battlement, having eight sundry ports. 

Of the Royalist str gthening of these older defences, Lithgow observed that I', 

every street running from each of the six gates was 

casten up with defensive breastworksg and planted with 
Demi-culverines of iron: And above all other workes, 
the Towne Castle itself was seriously enlarged, with 
diverse curious fortifications, besides breast works, 
Redoubts, and terreniat Demilunes; and withal three 
distinctive Horne-workes, two of which exteriourly are 
strongly pallosaded, and of great bounds. 

The battlements had been blocked up with stones, leaving small slits for the 

musketeers to fire from, and the great capstones had been levered free and 
under-pinned with small stones to facilitate the dislodging of them onto the 
heads of attackers. The external trench had been deepened, and the walls 
themselves coated with mud and small pebbles to prevent attempts to scale 
them. Much of this work must have been carried on after the departure of the 

main Scottish army to the south, leaving behind a handful of regiments which 
far from keeping Newcastlb occupied, came under pressure from Clavering. 
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With the absence of Leven at the siege of York, and partly as a much-needed 

response to the activities of Montrose and Clavering, on June 9th a commission 

was issued to the earl of Callendar to raise a second Scottish armyý9 To its 

charge was committed the reduction of Newcastle and of Tynemouth, and the 

security of Sunderland which had been threatened in May by a conspiracy from 

within engineered by Montrose. Callendar's orders, however, were far too wide 
for his army to fulfill, although it was said to be 10,000 strong, a figure 

which might have been rounded-up? 
o He not only had to put men into Sunderland 

which was too far from Newcastle to be his permanent headquarters, but he had 

also to lay siege to a town open to the north, west and east, and contain an 

outlying garrison in Tynemouth. More, he had to take back into Scottish hands 

those fortified places lost to Montrose in May, especially Morpeth and Lumley 

castles. The port of Hartlepoolq which had seemingly been always under 

Royalist control, was also a threat in that it gave access to the sea. 

Callendar organised his priorities correctly. Leaving Scotland on June 

25th, he recaptured Morpeth and crossed the Tyne into Durham at Newburný. ' On 
July 24th - the earl was nothing if not leisurely - he took the surrender of 
Hartlepool 52 

and, at a distanceg that of Stockton on Tees? 3 The impression 

is too strong to ignore that Callendar, having news of Marston Moor, had 

determined to bide his time and not to risk his army until the main Scottish 
forces should return north. Nonethelessq on July 27th he gave his troops 

action when they captured Gateshead: 

I marched with the armie within two myles of Newcastle, and 
gave orders for beating of the enemies ing which was done, 
so that before the soune sett they were verie neir the port 
at the bridge end, and at night made the port unusefull for 
the enemies falling out by barricadoeing of it, so that there 
is nothing without the port in Gaitsyde unpossessed by us. 
.... if the generall ZL-even7 resolve not to march hither, or 
that I be pressed by a powerful enemie, which I verie much 
doubt, I shall be necessitate to quitt it, and reteir to 
Sounderland. (54) 

Callender was referring to the possibilityq in his eyes slender, of the f6rces 

under Goring and Langdale, then in Cumberland, advancing to relieve Newcastle. 
It is an indirect tribute to the Northern Horse that they could, simultaneously, 
inspire Lord Fairfax with fears for his tenure of Yorkq and the Soots with 
fears for their activities in Northumberland. Yet Callendar must have received 
intelligence that the cavalry was now fragmentingg with Montrose gone into 

Scotland again, and Rupert, going into Cheshire, exerting a pull on the rest 
to follow him. 

Callender's possession of Gateshead did not go unchallenged. On the 28th 

according to Lithgow? 5 
an attempt was made to dislodge the Scots. The 

Royalistsý-had retained half of the bridge in their own possession, and sought 
to make Good their hold. They 11couragiously defended" their section, but by 
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sheer weight of numbers, the Scots 

gained the better halfe of the Bridge, and with much adoe 
fortified the same with earthen Rampiers, and Artilerie 
which still so defensively continued, untill the Toune was J 
taken in by storm. 

Callendar then erected five batteries opposite the towng and moved his own 
Mý6 headquarters nearer to the A fleet of 10 Parliamentary ships had at the 

same time sailed into the Tyne to prevent assistance coming to the garrison by i 
sea? 

7 One wonders how near they could come for their blockade to be effective 
without danger from the guns of Tynemouth. 

There followed a period of calm for the Newcastle garrison, whilst 
Callendar waited impatiently for the appearance of the earl of Leven. He made 
his feelings plain in a letter written on August 4th - leven did not personally 
leave the Leeds area until the 7th - from Usworth. Alluding to the demands 

upon his depleted mobile forces, the earl described the Royalists as controlling 
"all the boats and keills" on the Tyne, with which they could hinder his own 

ý8 
movements 

Leven appeared at Bishop Auckland on the 10th, and met Callendar on the 
following day. They toured the siege works, such as they wereq for a day or 

59 
so, and then Leven crossed the Tyne and set up his headquarters at Elswick. 

Callendar, toog crossed the river, and established himself on the east of the 

town, facing the walls between Sandgate and Carliol Tower. Tynemouth was in 

his rear. 

On August 16th, Leven sent a letter to the governor and his advisors 
inviting them to nominate spokesmen to discuss the rendering of the townýo On 
the day followingg came the first direct contact between Leven and Marley since 
February, in the form of a lengthy letter: 

Wee have perused and well weighed your Letter, and must 
return this Answer, That whereas you desire to make manifest 
your intentions for the purity of Religiong his Majesties 
happinesse and peace of his Kingdomes, we wish it were so 
(and not rather pretences), and whereas you write in a speciall 
manner, to give satisfaction of your desires of our weall and 
peace, Is it possible we should believe you in this, when We 
see you are the one and only disturbers of our welfare and 
peace? But to remove all scruples and misunderstandings... 

This was a parody on the wording of Leven's original letter, "That all scruples 
and misunderstandings may therefore the better be removed". 

.... We doe declare to you, and the whole world, that our 
love and obedience is so much to King and Parliament, that 
if you can show us commission from his Majesty and the 
Parliamentt to undertake what you desire, wee shall most 
willingly condescend thereunto: but otherwise we neither 
dare, nor will meete, or treate in matters of so great importance, 
And besides must needs thinke all your intentions and designs 
are but to delude ignorant people; And to conclude, if your 
high respects to his Majesties honour, the shunning of further 
effusion of blood, the preservation of Newcastle from ruine 
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and extremity of War, be real, return-home with your Army, 
live in peace, and let your neighbours enjoy the same: If 
not we know and trust, that God who is with us, is above all 
against us, and in this confidence we shall ever remaine, 
Your affectionate friends, if you please.... 

Apart from Marley himself, whose signature was first at the foot of the letter, 

this declaration was signed by eight others. Four of them had been, were, or 
were to become, officers, although the most prominent, Sir Alexander Davison, 

wastoo old. He was the head of a merchant family in the town which was whole- 
heartedly committed to the King's cause. A former Mayor and Sheriff, Sir 
Alexander was killed in the final storm, with his youngest son Josephýl Sir 

Nicholas Cole, Bart. of Kepyer was the son of a merchant said in his time to 

have been "the richest man in the north", and was one of the Royalists exempted 
from pardon in 1646 (so, not surprisinglyg was Marley) Either at this time 

or in the 1648 rising, Cole was a cavalry field officerý3 Sir Thomas Liddell 

was a captain in the Newcastle garrison Trainband regiment, and had a suspect 
Catholic background 

ý4 
Robert Shaftoe may have been a former cornet in Colonel 

Sir Richard Dacre's regiment, although his social standing may mean that this 

was another of the same name. Robert Shaftoe of Tanfield, clearly the 

signatory, was a colliery ownerP The other signatories were either Aldermen 

or leading merchants within the tbwn, Ralph Cock, Ralph Cole of Brancepeth, 

Sir Francis Bowes and Leonard Carre. 

Leven now pressed on with his siege, and occupied the suburbs around 

Sandgate, Closegate, Pilgrim street gate, and Newgate, to facilitate the digging 

of mines. He also entertained fugitives from the town, Aldermen and others 

whose views no longer coincided with Marley's own, although these had for the 

most part joined in the defiance in-February. They could see the wreck 

coming, and were determined to salvage their own fortunes if they could, by 

being on the victorious side 
ý6 

The Royalists launched a counter-attack to disrupt mining work at Close- 

gate. It was eminently successfull scattering the enemy and leading to the 

capture of a Scottish lt. colonelý7 The guns on the walls, too, were proving 
68 

effective and giving the enemy little rest. On the 24th a second Royalist 

outfall - or the second of which we know anything - struck the Newgate area, 

routed the Scottish guards protecting the mine works, and then retired back 

into the townP It is a pity that we must forever remain in ignorance of the 

names of the Royalist commanders responsible for these undertakings. 

By September 3rd, Montrose's activities in Scotland were such as to draw 

away forces from Leven's siege army, including Callendar, although he returned 

shortly. It may be that Marley was relying on Montrose to have this effect, 

but it was minimal. The mining was now well in hand, and on September 7th 

another letter was sent to Marley signed, this time, by Sir William Armyne, 

Parliament's agent, and Lord Sinclair. This letter was, in fact, aimed not 
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simply at Marley, but at those less stalwart spirits that might be around him, 

as will be seen 
?0 

because we have seen by experience, you have heretofore 
trusted to rotten reeds and broken staves (and peradventure 
some amongst you may perswade with you to do so still) not 
trusting only to your owne strength within, but also relying 
upon others without your walls who may fail you if you lean 
upon them, and in your greatest confidence utterly deceive 
you.... 

At this date, the Scots must have been fairly sure that no attempt to relieve 
Newcastle would now be made, although Mayney and Slingsby were at large on the 
Lancashire/Westmorland border and Montrose was a free agent. However, the 

wording of the Scottish letter betrayed some uncertainty, which the departure 

of men for Scotland to deal with Montrose must have occasioned. Marley was 

probably feeling reasonably hopeful ?i 

Leven's tame Newcastle Aldermen also had a hand in compiling a second 
letter, although this was delivered tied to stones and thrown over the walls 

at night. It was intended for dissemination amongst the populace, and was 

couched in threatening terms, calling upon the 

Citizens, and Souldiers, for the preservation of your Towne, 
the safety of your Persons, Estates, and Families, 'to think 
upon some way of a speedy Accommodation, and no question you 
shall meet with a very favourable hearing. It is no more 
wisdomeg nor Honour, but extreme madnesse, any longer to 
hold outg when the danger is present and certaine; and when 
all your hopes of reliefe have now failed you. (72) 

Marley and his fellow commanders treated this letter with contempt, since they 

did not allude to it in their reply to the official Scottish notice. The 

governor's letter was brief and dignified: 

whereas you tell us we trust to broken Reeds and rotten 
staves, we confidently say again and again, that the God on 
whom we relye, is our trength and the Rock of our Faith, 
wherein the strength of our walles doth consist is so firm, 
that we fear not your threats, your Canon, nor what can be 
invented against us; And desire you to consider this... (73) 

A bombardment followed this rejection, directed at the north-western 

corner of the toiwn, at the Andrew Tower and St. Andrew's Church. The heavy 

fire succeeded in breaking down the wall to very nearlý ground level, creating 

a substantial breach, but the Royalists repaired it very rapidly with timbers 

and stones and cart loads of earth. 
74 Shortage of powder caused a temporary cessation in the Scottish fire, 

and nothing vqry much seems to have been attempted by either side until the 

21st of September. On that day, and on the 23rd, Marley launched two sallies 

against the besiegers. Mercurius Aulicus, noting these, and playing them up 
for all they were worth to boost morale at Oxfordl observed that 

the hungry Scots have been so beaten by it, that the number 
before the Toune lookes so small as if none were there but 
honest Scots-75). 
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A week later, an attempt by the Scots to mine beneath Sandgate or the 
wall in that area nearest to the riverside, was discovered by the defenders. 
The usual answer to mining was to drown the works and the workers, and so 
Callendar, who had returned to the siege, fired the props prematurely and 
withdrew 

?6 As Terry said, "so far, the besieged were giving a very good 
account of themselves". On October 3rd, two further mines were discovered and 
drowned, and this success was followed by the loud ringing of church bells to 
broadcast the fact to friend and foe. This caused Lithgow to complain that 
the Royalists were now growing "insolent, 177 

78 Terry suggests, that this was very much a matter of keeping spirits up 
inside the walls. Quoting extensively from contemporary London newslatters, 
he endeavoured to convey an impression of wholesale destruction within the 
town, without questioning the validity of the reports. It was variously 
claimed that the Royalist cannon had been silenced by those of the Scots#, and 
that disease was rife in the town and food low. Refugees from Marley's rule 
of terror were said to be leaving the town with difficulty and coming into the 
Scots. There was, however, no corroboration of these statements in official 
or semi-official reports of the time; indeed, the Royalists were holding their 

own very well, and it was this continued defiance that led Leven at last to 
decide upon a wholesale storm. Not, however, before he had exhausted the 

possibilities of negotiation, and this rEgses two points worthy of discussion. 

Most importantly, how was Leven to address Marley? All the Scottish 

letters indicate that Marley was seen as Mayor,, responsible to the Aldermen, 

rather than as the Marquess of Newcastle's appointee as Governor. The point 
is significant. 

, 
If Leven had dealt with Marley as Governor, even if 

Newcastle's commission to him had waned with the Marquess's departure into 

exile, he was responsible only to Marley in the exchange of views and opinions. 
If. on the other hand, and as was the case, he wrote to Marley as head of the 

town council, he could contact the'less stalwart members of that council and 

sot indirectly, hope to exert influence on the Mayor to surrender on terms. 

There was a suggestion that Marley perceived thisq and endeavoured to treat 

Leven's correspondence as concerning him in--his military capacity, whereas 
Leven constantly regarded Marley as a civilian. This factor should be borne 

in mind in examining the last days of the siege which we are now approaching. 

The second point is that treaty discussions were begun, not by the 

garrison command, but by Leven. The overtures came from the Scots at the 

start of August, and this is a point conceded by Terry? 9 

The Scottish summons of October 14th was addressed by Leven to "The Maior 

Aldermen, and Common-Counsell of the Towne of New-castle". In the letter, 
Leven demanded that Newcastle be surrendered, in return for good terms not 
clearly specified. Marley was cajoled: 
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by no means conceale this our last offer and warning from 
the Citizens, and Souldiers; As you will be answerable to 
God and these whom it may concerne. If in these things you 
fail, you may then expect the extremities of warre... (80) 

On the 15th, Marley and 29 of the Council met to discuss the letter, and sent 
back a unanimous reply designed, Terry suggested, to spin out time. It may 
be, however, that in this letter we see Marley bowing to the wishes of some of 
the less committed or resolute councillors, although who they were, we can 
probably never know, though it is fair to assume that they existed. The 
Royalist reply ran 

81 

Wee have received your Letter wherein you require and 
Summon us to give up and surrender the Townet as you say, 
for the use of the King and Parliament: alleadging diverse 
reasons mixt with threats to move us thereunto, all which 
we have well weighed and considered, and as formerly, so now 
return this Answer, that wee declare to you and all the world, 
that we keep this Town for the use of his Majesty, and that 
wee have full Power and Authority from his Majesty so to doe... 

Marley was here, surely, stressing his military command. 

... and if either you, or any other can show us better or 
later warrant from his Majesty, we will submit. And 
allthough wee neither dare, nor will acknowledge that disloyalty 
to our lawfull King (which you call reducing to just obedience) 
is the way to preserve us from Ruine, and to enjoy the fruits 
of a setled Peace; yet, that you and all the world may see we 
desire to shunne the effusion of Christian blood; we desire 
you send us in writing upon what terms and conditions you would 
have us deliver up the Towne, and then we shall return you a 
further answer (which we hope will be satisfactory) and if this 
will not give you content, proceed and prosper as your cause 
requires, and let the blood that is, or shall be spilt, lye upon 
their soules and consciences that deserve it, and if we be the 
fault, Let this subscribed under our hands, testify against us. 

This blunt statement was followed by 30 signatures. Marley, Nicholas Cole, 
Thomas Liddell, Alexander Davison, Francis Bowes, Ralph Cole, Leonard Carr and 
Robert Shaftoe signed as before. Ralph Cock, however, was not present, nor 
did his name appear again. He may have recanted and kept to himself, or it 
is possible that he went over to the Scots sometime after the letter of August 
17th. Of the remaining 22 signatories, several held military rank either in 
the garrison, or as Reformadoes from broken Royalist regiments. 

Probably the most prominent of these officers as set their hands to the 

defiance 
82 

was Thomas Riddell. It can be questioned whether this was not 
Thomas Riddell the elder,. in great old age: but the true identification may 
be the old man's son and namesake, Colonel and Governor of Tynemouth. 

Although there is no evidence conclusively to support this latter choice, it 

is conceivable that during these exchanges of letters, Colonel Riddell may 
have been given safe conduct through Scottish lines to confer with Marley. 

If the main garrison were to surrender, the lesser must automatically follow. 

The Riddells were a leading Catholic family. Richard Tempestq another of the 

signatories, was very probably Sir Richard Tempest of Stella, a convicted 
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Recusant. His main military activity was to come in the 1648 rising. 
Captain Cuthbert Carre, Sheriff of Newcastle, served in the city regiment. 
Edward Stote, a city merchant, was also a captain in Marley's foot. Of the 

others named, either Thomas or Charles Clarke may have been the Major Clarke 

of Riddell's regiment of the Tynemouth garrison, and if so, this would support 
Thomas Riddell's identification as a signatory. 

Leven responded quickly to this letterý3 He urged that hostages be 

appointed by the council and that a time be set for a meeting between nominated 
"judicious men" of either side, at some point between the town walls and the 

Scottish lines. Marley and the council sent their response on the following 
84 

day playing always for time - the 16th. 

We received your second letter, directed as the former, and 
upon good consideration we could have wisht (that according 
to our desires in our former letter) you would have sent in 
writ the conditions and termes you desire the Town upon, that 
we might altogether have considered and condescended to what 
had bin most fitting and convenient for-us to grant, but since 
you like not that course, but desire hostages may be sent, and 
some appointed to meet and treat at a place convenient: we 
must acknowledge and confesse that we doe not hold that power 
in us to grant, as Major /Kayor7, Aldermen, and Common counsell, 
but solely to be in Master Major as he is Governor of the 
military affaires, who we find very willing to condescend to 
any thing that may tend to the honour of His Majestie, the 
welfare of Newcastle, and the shunning effusion of blood; if 
you please to write unto him for that purpose, and so wishing 
a happy and honest peace.... 

The earl of Leven was now obliged to negotiate directly with Marley as 

Governor, and added a little force to his next letter, which was sent on the 

same day. He demanded an answer by 10 o'clock in the morning of the 17th, 

to the request for hostages and nominated spokesmen. This letter was carried 

to Marley, who delayed a reply until the next morning when he told Leven that 

the Scots ought to nominate their own spokesmen first, and that Marley would 

then select persons suited to their rank and status. 

The Soots were impatient to see an end to this protracted business, and 
Leven fixed noon as the hour for the meeting, naming his own representatives. 
This put Marley on the spot, but he effectively delayed yet again, although 
he may have been genuinely unable to keep to the commitment imposed by the 

earl, as he explained§. 
5 "I have received your letter, and doe approve of those 

men you name to treat, being all strangers to me ... ". Clearly, Marley would 
have taken exception to men like Sir William Armyne or any of the fugitive 

Newcastle Aldermen. Leven, however, was keen to keop the business as closely 
Scottish as he could. His emissaries were to be Sir Adam Hepburn, the 

Scottish Treasurer at War; Colonel Sir David Home of Wedderburn; and John 

Rutherford, attended by a secretary. 

... you desire that the meeting may be at twelve of the clock, 
and that I will send the names of those I intend to appoint 



asý hostages, to be exchanged at the time and place above 
mentionedg which is impossible; for I received your 
letter half an houre after twelve, and certainly you meane 
not twelve at night; but I will keepe promise, and to that 
purpose, this night I will send you the names of the hostages 
I intend to send to the place appointed and the time to be 
tomorrow at nine of the clocke in the forenoone; as for those 
that are to treat, I intend to supply the place of one my selfe, 
and shall send you the names of the rest.... 

Marley's willingness to leave the town for talks personally, must tell against 
the view that he and he alone was keeping the defence going. Of course, if 
he was merely time-wasting, these observations are irrelevant, but if he was 
genuinely ready to talk at least, then he could not have feared any form of 
coup during his absence. It is likely that the faint hearts and lukewarm 
Royalists had long since vacated the town. 

Later on the 17th he named the hostages. These were all to be officers 
the chief of them being Colonel Charles Brandling of Alnwick. The other two 
were Lt. Colonel Thomas Davison, the eldest of the sons of Sir Alexander, a 
commissioned officer in Marley's garrison regiment; and Captain Cuthbert Carr. 
Negotiations were to be conducted by Marley himself, Sir Nicholas Cole, Sir 
George Baker the Recorder of Newcastlet with a secretary 

ý6 

At nine in the morning on the 18th the hostages passed out of the town 
and the Scottish commissioners entered. What happened within the town was 87 
recorded by Hepburn, the Scottish Treasurer, and taken at its face value, it 
suggests strongly that Marley was merely prevaricating. Indeed, it is 
interesting to note that the meeting took place after all, inside the walls, 
since Leven had initially suggested, and Marley had apparently agreed to, a 
spot between the walls and the siege lines. 

According to Hepburn, Marley, Cole and Baker "gave us big Words" but no 
matter what the Scots said, "they would not so much as come to speak of 
conditions". After three or four hours, the Royalists promised only to 

consider the terms put forward by the three Scots - although we do not know 

what these terms were or how favourable they were. It may well be that Leven, 
having secured a conference, endeavoured to force harsh terms upon the 
defenders, and that Marley, quite properly, balked at them. Hepburn, however, 
insisted that Marley and the other two showed no inclination to act promptly, 
nor to put forward counter-proposals, and told the Scots that anyway, once 
terms were agreed, the garrison would demand 20 days in which to hope for 
relief before they were fulfilled. 

Hepburn pointed out that they were empowered to conclude an agreement or 
to withdraw by nightfall, and offered to convey a letter to Leven, which 
Marley refused to write, although he offered to send one on the following 

morning, the 19th. 

I went thus far with them, which was more then in Policie I 



should have done: yet so fain would I have effusion of 
blood shunned, that I told them in plain terms, That if 
they did write anything, it should be that night. 

The Royalists sent out a letter after all, probably when the Scottish spokesmen 
had gone, at eight that night. It was brief: 

We have had some discourse this day with your Commissioners; 
but you have bound them to have our answers to your demands 
in so short a time, as we could not give them that satisfaction 
as we would gladly; considering they demanded that which was 
not according to your propositions; namely, his Majesties 
honour, and the welfare of Newcastle. But we are so unwilling 
to see Christian blood shed, as that if you please to rest 
satisfied until Hunday Zt-he 21sfq we shall theng God willing, 
send you Propositions as we hope will give content... (88) 

Hepburn denounced this letter as averring "many untruths", but it is hard to 

see what he meant. If we knew what Hepburn and his fellow commissioners had 

said, it would be possible to judge, but Terry's flat acceptance of the 

Scottish interpretation cannot be supported. 

During the afternoon of the 18th, probably whilst the talks were in 

progress, the Soots made obviously offensive dispositions around the walls, to 

add impact to their negotiationsP Although Terry did not point this out, 
such proceedings must have been in violation of whatever temporary truce 

prevailed to facilitate the talks. It may be that Marley, Cole and Baker, 

advised of enemy troop movements, took exception to them: they may even have 
been threatened by Hepburn. If their apparent obtusity was due to the Scotst 
behaviour, it was justified. Leven, however, on receipt of the letter written 
on the evening of the 18th, criticised Marley for his slackness in the talks; 

Sir, I admire how you are not ashamed still to continue in 
your delatory way, and draw on the guilt of innocent blood 
upon your head. You demanded a treaty... 

This was not true. 

... and Commissioners to be sent into Newcastlet which was 
accordingly granted, who expected you should have proposed 
conditions and propositions to them... 

That remark was valid only if Marley had instigated the talks, which he had 

not. 

... This your dealing makes it too apparent, that what ever 
your pretences be, your intentions have not been real... 

Even so, Leven now listed his conditions in full. We need not go into them 

minutely, but the burden of them was this: officers and soldiers were to leave 

the town for any destinations within a 40 mile radius, provided that such a 
destination was not already Royalist held. (There must have been doubt on 
Marley's part whether his military rank would be recognised and the terms 

be held to admit him and other Aldermen). Refreshment would be provided on 

the march. Strangers and persons not ordinarily resident would enjoy similar 

conditions, whilst the sick and wounded would be allowed to remain until they 

were fit enough to enjoy the provisions of the general terms. The citizens 



were guaranteed immunity from plunder, and the ancient rights and priviledges 
of the town were to be respected. There would be no free. billet without 
consent, and only a detachment of the army would actually enter the town as 
a garrison 

?0 

Behind these terms, and again we do not know that they represented the 
terms propounded by Hepburn and the other commissioners, was the threat of 
storm. Leven told Marley that hostilities would not cease until eight in the 

morning on the 19th, at which time, he expected a reply, "if you faill ... I 

shall take it as a refusall, and give up all treaty". With daylight on the 
19th came a bombardment directed at Sandgate, Pilgrim street gate, Westgate 

and White Friar Tower. 

The letter from Marleyq Cole and Baker which arrived on the morning of the 
19th was somewhat more defiant ?i 

Wee received your Letter, wherein you say, we cannot make good 
that your Commissioners demands are either against his Majesties 
honor, or the welfare of Newcastle; we will give you but one 
reason amongst many; Whether it be for his Majesties honour that 
the Toun of Newcastle should be rendred to any of another Nation; 
nay more, if it be for the honour of the English Parliament: and 
that it is not for our welfare is so clear needs no answer. And 
whereas you say, you wonder we are not ashamed to be so delatory, 
having demanded a Treaty; We say, we wonder you can be so forget- 
full, knowing we have your Letter to show that the Treaty was your 
own motion; but for Answer to the rest, and to your Articles; We 
say, the delivery of Newcastle is not of so small moment, but if 
you intend as you say, time may well be given till munday for 
giving answer, for in case we should give consent to let you have 
this Towne, there is divers more Articles then you have set downe, 
both fit for us to demand and you to grant. Therefore if you 
would shun effusion of blood, as you professe, forbeare your acts 
of hostility, untill we give you Answer upon Munday, wherein we 
will not faile; otherwise we doubt not but God will require an 
account at our hands, and besides, will keepe and preserve us 
from your fury. 

This letter clearly shows that the struggle was as much a matter of English 

against Scots, as of Royalists against Covenanters. Hepburn called it a 
1192 "bitter invective letter Leven ignored it, having resolved that it must 

now come to a storm. 

Receiving no response to this letter, Marley sent out another93 to 
Sinclair which the Scots saw fit to take as ajibe against Leveng and certainly 
Marley's humour had not deserted him. In fact, throughout the correspondence 
between the garrison and the besiegers, one can detect at most times a wry 
irony in what Marley had to say. 

I Have received divers Letters and Warrants subscribed by the 
name of Leven, but of late can hear of none that have seen 
such a man; besides, there is strong report that he is dead; 
therefore to remove all scruples, I desire our Drummer may 
deliver one Letter to himself; thus wishing you could think 
on some other ZCourse7 to compose the difference of these sad 
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distracted Kingdomes, then by battering Newcastle, and 
annoying us who never wronged any of you; for if you 
seriously consider, you will find that these courses will 
aggravate, and not moderate distempers.... 

In A True Relation of the Taking of Newcastle, an anonymous Scottish writer 
noted that when Leven was shown this letter, he told Marley's drummer who had 

carried it to him that 'thee hoped to doe him some service yet before he died' 94 

The general storm of the town on the 19th was fiercely resisted, and a 
clearer understanding of the main points of the action will be gained from 

reference to the plan of the walls. TerrY95 gave a definitive and detailed 

examination of the Scottish preparations remarkable for its lucidity, but he 

provided no plan or map against which to set his description. In what follows, 

I have relied heavily upon Terry's interpretation, which requires neither 
revision nor any but the smallest of criticisms. 

Quoting Lithgow, Terry gave a vivid impression of the strength of the 

town: 
The walles here of Newcastle, are a great deale stronger then 
those of Yorke, and not unlyke to the walles of Avineon, but 
especially of Jerusalem. 

Lithgow had probably not seen Carlislet which might have made a more immediate 

comparison. The strength of walls, however, had beencreated at a time when 
artillery was still fairly primitivel and Terry pointed out that at all sides, 
with the exception of the northern, it was vulnerable to concentrated fire. 
The ground outside the eastern wall, from Sandgate to the Carliol Tower, was 
sufficiently elevated to provide excellent artillery positions, even though 

assault on foot was there extremely hazardous. A little to the north-east of 
Carliol Tower stood a sconce held by Marley until the 18th, the Shieldfield 
Fort. Since it was abandoned prior to the storm, we need pay little attention 
to it, although Lithgow described it minutely. Why Marley evacuated it is a 

mystery, unless he felt that the men within it were in risk of being cut off. 
The most easy access for a direct assault by the Scots could be had at any 

point from Andrew Tower to the Neville Tower near Closegate. 

By the 19th, the Scottish artillery had made breaches in the walls at 
Carliol Tower, Clozegate and at Newgate. The breach at Newgate and that 

referred to earlier as at St., Andrew's Church must have been one and the same, 

and these breaches can only have been superficially repaired by the garrison. 
To add to the breaches, on the morning of the 19th preparatory to the assault, 
four mines were sprung: two of these were at Sandgate, the other two at 
Westgate and White Friar Tower respectively, although the Scottish assault did 

not involve a direct attack on Sandgate. The only substantial portions of 

the walls remaining are on the west, between Westgate and Newgate, and the 

breach at Westgate must have been between the Durham and Herber Towers at the 

point where the present Stowell street emerges from the city proper. 



In the afternoon the Scottish forces were organised into three assault 
formations or brigades. One faced the breached wall from Westgate down to 
Closegate. A second faced the walls at Newgate; whilst the third prepared to 
attack on the line from Pilgrim street gate to Carliol Tower. Callendar held 
a fourth force opposite Sandgate. Terry judiciously assessed the Scottish 
strength on the eve of the attack at 12,600 men, some 4,500 of whom were 
facing Newgate. Of the dispositions of the defenders, we know much less. 
Captain Cuthbert Carre commanded at the Newgate, where he made a fierce 
resistance although he cannot have had more than 300 men? 

7 At Pilgrim street 
gate Captain George Errington had about 180 men, probably two companies of the 

city regiment, since Lieutenant William Robson and Ensign Thomas Swan ranked 
98 under him in command. It was said by Hepburn that the Scottish entry at 

Pilgrim street gate was made "not without dispute"? 9 
whilst local story had it 

that Errington refused to surrender even when the town was thoroughly occupied, 
and shot upon those of his own side who tried to induce him to lay down his 

arms. 

A Letter from Newcastle, Hepburn's account of the storm, gave a brief 

but vivid description of the Scottish attack. At Newgate "great dispute was 

made .... and some of our officers killed, whereof one Major Robert Hepburn 

cannot be enough lamented". 

They within the Town made all the opposition they could, on 
the Walls, and in the Streets. Some houses are burnt: The 
Maior and some others are fled to the castle, and did 
presently beat a Parley, which the Generall would not hear, 
at that time, in respect they hadbeen the instruments of 
so much bloodshed. 

The official Scottish account is that contained in A Particular Relation 

which showed that the attack went in as daylight began to fail. One is 
tempted to wonder whether Leven saw some advantage to the side that attacked 
with oncoming darkness, for this is what he had done at Marston Moor, with 
effect. According to this sourcel the attackers 

met with no small opposition, and nothing was left undone 
by the enemy to repell the fury of the assault; They 
played very hotly and desperately from the Castle upon the 
breaches, and from the flanking towers of the walls with 
scattered shot 

This may be a reference to the use of case-shot by the Royalists, but anyway 
indicates that the garrison's artillery was by no means silenced. 

the difficile-accesse to the breaches, and the mighty 
advantages of their walls and workes within the Towne, 
made a considerable loss of Souldiers and Officers of good 
quality .... after two houres very hot dispute upon the 
breaches, they found their first entry at the mine sprung 
on the west-side of the Towne, neere to Close-gate; and 
after their entry, were furiously charged three severall 
times by the horse which were in Town, but the charge was 
gallantly sustained and the place maintained, whilst the 
reserve came to assist..... 

If 



Resistance now gradually collapsed, the regiments found that the Royalists 

retired withindoors. Marley, however, with two Scottish Royalists, Lords 
Crawford and Maxwell 

and others of the perverse crewt authors of all the evils 
which might justly have fallen upon the Town, so exceedingly 
obstinate, according to the rule of warre, did all betake 
themselves to the Castle, whence they cast over a white flag, 
and beat a parle, but before notice could be taken thereof, 
all the service was neere done. 

According to a letter written from Sunderland on that night 
100 

the principall of them fled into the Castle, and offer to 
submit upon Quarter, which his Excellency refuses to give, 
unlesse they submit to his mercy... 

Amongst the many Royalists killed in the fury of the storm, were old Sir 

Alexander Davison and his youngest son, Captain Joseph Davison of the city 
regiment 
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Marley and his companions wrote to Leven from the Castle on the 21st, a 
letter which Terry described as 'submissive', but retains the old dignity of 
earlier, more confident communications. 

Although you have the fortune of War against me (and that I 
might, I confesse, have had honourable tearmes from your 
Excellencie). Yet I hope your Noblenes will not thinke 
worse of me, for doing my endeavours to keepe the Towne, and 
to discharge the trust reposed in me, having had strong 
reasons so to doe, as is known to many.... 

Marley may have been referring here to his commission as governor, rather than 
to his duties as Mayor, but he may also have been aware of the slanderous 
rumours attaching to his name in Royalist circles even before the siege was 
joined. If this latter reason contributed to his decision to hold out, he 

had in that sense, vindicated himself. 

.... And now whereas I am compelled to betake my self to this 
Castle, I shall desire, that I and those with me, may have 
our liberty, and your License, to stay, or goe out of the 
Towne with your safe Passe, to his Majesties next Garrison, 
which is not beleagured, with our Horses, Pistolls and 
swords; And to have 14. daies time to dispatch our Journey, 
so many as please to goe. And truly, my Lord, I am yet 
confident to receive so much favour from you, as that you 
will take such care of me, as that I shall receive no wrong 
from the ignoble spirits of the vulgar sort; for I doubt no 
other. I must confesse, I cannot keep it long from you, yet 
I am resolved, rather than to be a spectacle of misery and 
disgrace to any, I will bequeath my soule to him that gave it, 
And then referre my Body to be a spectacle to your severity... 

Leven must have conveyed a promise to Marley that he would be safe, and on the 

22nd Sir John turned the castle over to the Scots and was taken into custody. 
Although there is no evidence for it, it would seem from his treatment that 

Leven was regarding him as he had formerly, as Mayor and not as Colonel and 
Governor of the town. Escorted first to his house$ on the 23rd he was locked 

up inside the castle and remained there until the 29th when he was delivered to 
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the Parliamentarian Sherfff of Northumberland. He was eventually conveyed to 
London and imprisonment, from which he escaped and went into exile 

102 

The treatment of the rest of the Royalist Council and commanders was just 

as severe. Sir Nicholas Cole managed to escape from the town, but Sir Francis 
Bowes, Sir George Baker, Sir William Riddell (the brother of the Governor of 
Tynemouth), Captain Metcalfe Rippon, Captain Edward Stote, Captain Henry Marley, 
Lieutenant William Robson and several others were all carried to London and 
imprisoned in various places, gradually being released during 1645. Such 

wholesale capthrity was unusual, but how far Leven was responsible, or was 
working in conjunction with Parliament's representatives, we cannot know. 

The surrender of Tynemouth was now a mere formality, since it served no 
useful purpose to hold out longer. The terms agreed upon between Riddell and 
Leven were generous: officers, gentlemen, soldiers and clerics were to march 

out with their own weapons and possessions, whilst less portable belongings 

were to be kept in store for them. Those wishing to go to Oxford were to 

have safe passage, whilst those choosing to return to their homes were not to 

be proceeded against for anything done by them during their period within the 
103 

castle. 

Terry's observation that "The fall of Tynemouth virtually concluded the 
Civil War in the north" ignored the defence of Carlisle, although certainly it 
gave the allies control of Northumberland and Durham. With the news of the 
surrender of the two garrisons, Spalding noted, came an unwelcome visitation 
from Newcastle: "The pest cam to Edinburgh with the victorie fra NewcastellII1o4 

The question can be debated endlessly, and to little purpose, as to 

whether Marley ought to have resisted for so long. His motives have been 

examined insofar as it is possible to discover them from the wording of his 

several lengthy letters. That the Scots viewed the resistance as futile is 

understandable, but there was no reason for Leven to treat Marley as if he were 
a recalcitrant civilian, for Marley was a commissioned officer of the King. 
Whilst the strategic value of the city had virtually disappeared, there was 
some symbolic importance to its being held for so long as events made it 

possible. Marley was keeping alive, in desperate circumstances, the Royalist 

cause in Northumberland and Durham, and had tried, or had implied, that it was 
a struggle as much against a foreign enemy as against the rebellious English. 
The fury with which the defenders, heavily outnumbered, maintained the breaches, 

at a time when Marley would have been in no position to personally control his 

officers' actions, indicates that he was not without some large measure of 
support within the town. Not too much should be read into the claims that he 

was hated by the common people, for the mob will sway according to the wind, 
and can be no criteria for assessing the correctness of Marley's behaviour. 
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What cannot be in doubt, is the courage and resolution displayed by the II 
Royalist commanders. As has been said, had they been Parliamentarians, the 11 

praise for them would have been as wild in the London tracts as the vituperatioýj 

actually employed. By inference, -they whom the Parliament's propagandists 
most abhorred, must have had some qualities quite exceptional in their own 
cause. If guilt was to be apportioned, and if it is still to be apportioned, 
for the storm of Newcastle, it cannot be fixed on Marley, but upon the general 
circumstances of the civil war. If, at the end, Marley was merely trying to 

show that the rumours about him in 1643 and in the summer of 1644 had been 

baseless, his was not an entirely selfish act, for whilst suspicion of 
treachery would rub off on the Royalist party as a whole, then so too, would 
determined loyalty bear its own fruits. 
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 

The Sieges of Pontefract and of Scarborough Castles 
War in Yorkshire December to July, 1644-5. 

In the wake of the battle on Marston Moor and of the fall of York; in 
the weeks following upon the abandonment of Lancashire and the storm of 
Newcastle, many Royalist field commanders threw down their swords to accept 
the terms of Parliament. They were more in number than those who rode south 
to Oxford to continue the war, or who sought shelter in other Royallst 

garrisons. They far outnumbered those who sought voluntary exile in Holland 

or in France. The war during the year 1645 - the last full year of fighting 
in the north - was waged on the Royalist behalf against vastly superior enemy 
forces, by a mere handful of commanders. Sir Hugh Cholmeley, Sir Thomas 

Glemham, Sir John Mallory and Sir Richard Lowther, governors, respectively, of 
Scarborough, Carlisle, Skipton and Pontefract, were the last survivors of the 

Marquess of Newcastle's magnificent field army of 1643. Lesser figures, in 

a sense, like Colonel Edward Rostern at Lathom, Jordan Crossland at Helmsley 

who had gone into the Scarborough garrison, Colonel Edward Grey, Colonel Sir 

George Wentwortht Colonel Sir Richard Hutton and Colonel Sir John Ramsden in 

Pontefract, were the few who had chosen, for it was always a matter of choice, 
to continue in arms. 

Throughout England, there were very few cases of Royalist field officers 

who went over to the Parliament to serve against the King. The most notorious 

case in the north was that of Lt. Colonel Wilfred Lawson, although it can be 

said that he, like others in Cumbria, may merely have gone along with the 

prevalent opinion until circumstances enabled him to reveal his true colours. 
Yorkshire, however, possessed a turncoat of quite anothqr type. He was Colone: 

Robert Brandling of Leathley, a man from a markedly Recusant background, 
I 

closely allied to the Royalist Hoptons, whose prime motives appear to have 

been financial. He had not been one of the original commanders in Newcastle's 

army, but had probably assumed command of the regiment of Colonel George Heron 

when the latter was killed at the head of his cavalry at Adwalton in 1643. 

In York at the rendition of the town, Brandling approached Lord Fairfax and 
offered his services, being given in return a new commission to recruit a 
regiment for the Parliament. Until 1646, he served his new cause "with much 
Fidelity" 2 In 1650 he provided forces for the campaigns that led to the 
battle of Worcester. Yet, by 1656, he had become despised of both sides, 
suspected of conspiring on the part of Charles II by the one, whilst Sir 
Marmaduke Langdale, that stern man of principle, spoke for the other when he 

called Brandling a "very knavellý 
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Brandling's actions are not referred to merely to point a moral, but to 

give some significance to a raid from Skipton castle by the Royalist garrison 
cavalry early in 1645 that, although it turned out badly for the raiders, had 

a punitive motive behind it. Vicars 
4 

About the 16 instant LTebruary7 wee were informed by Letters 
out of the North, that about 150 of the Enemies horse from 
Skiptont fell upon the Parliaments at Heightley ZK-eighley7 
where they suddenly surprixing our Guards, they came into the 
Town and took neer an 100 prisoners, and 60 horse with their 
booty; But as they were about to retreat, Col. Lamberts men 
being quartered neer hand took the alarum. and came to relieve Z-their fellow-J, rescued all our own prisoners, killed 15 of 
them on the place, took about 20 of them prisoners, wounded 
and took the Commander in Chief of the Enemies party, ZM-ajor 
John 7 Hughes; killed his Lieuetenant also and pursued the 
rest to the very gates of Skipton. 

Major Hughes died of his wounds and was buried on February 19thý 

It was Whitelock who noted that the victim of the Skipton raid was 
"Colonel Brandling", who was quartered with the men of his new regimentý That 

was the reason that led the Skipton raiders so deep into hostile territory. 

Such raids as this were becoming fewer as the Parliamentarians tightened 

their grip on Yorkshire, and, one by one, began to capture the stubborn 

garrisons that still resisted them. The garrison that gave them most trouble, 

apart from that of Skipton, which survived until December 1645, was that at 
Pontefract. 

The Siege and Relief of Pontefractq December to March 1644/5. 

The journal of Pontefract siege, kept meticulously by one of the defenders 

Nathan Drake, a gentleman volunteer, is one of the most detailed and scrupulous 
records which has survived the civil war in the north of England. Yet, as 
with that for the first siege of Lathom, it has barely been touched. It was 
first used by Boothroydý in 1807, but his editing was often lax. Richard 

8 Holmes edited the Journal in 1887, and two manuscript versions are known to the 
present writer? For what follows, however, reliance has been placed upon 
the 1860 edition by W. H. D. Longstaffe, who for the most part avoided the errors 

of Boothroyd and those into which Holmes was subsequently led by what seems to 

have been reliance on Boothroyd's genealogical worklo Additional sources 
consist largely in evidences for the relief of the castle in March 1645, when 
the siege suddenly became of importance on a national scale. The relief was 
achieved by the Northern Horse under Sir Marmaduke Langdale, and was to be 

one of their finest exploits of the war. 

Drake has left us with a fairly complete list of the officers and gentle- 

men who made up the garrison between December 25th 1644 and the relief of the 

castle, compiling his list on the former date. From the analysis which 
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follows, it will be seen that the forces at the governor's disposal were made 
up from various regiments, so that it is virtually impossible to identify a 
distinctive garrison regiment at this time, although one had existed when 
Redman was governor. In examining Drake's list, I have avoided reference to 
Boothroyd and to Holmes, who tended to be led astray. No subsequent study 
has been carried out, although Peter Young attempted a cursory identification 
by relating the names of officers to names in the List? ' I have not followed 
Drake's original structure, in which he differentiated between, for example, 
knights and lt. colonels, for in one instance, that of Sir Thomas Bland, the 
two titles were synonymous, 

I have, instead, followed Drake's listing of the officers of each of the 

four divisions into which the garrison was formed, referring back to his list 

of officers undistinguished by divisional associations where there is any 
contradiction or oiýmission. In his compilation, Drake also drew a distinction 

between officers and gentlemen volunteers, but the line between the two was 

somewhat blurred, insofar as that certain 'volunteers' can be shown to have 

been serving officers at some stage prior to December 1644. In this case it 

may well be that a man who had laid down his arms at, for example, the defeat 

of Selby or at the surrender of York, later returned to the war as a volunteer. 
That the present writer should take issue with a man who wrote such a detailed 

account of events from first-hand knowledge, should be seen purely as a matter 
of differing emphases. For the most part, the men whose names follow will be 
found dealt with in Volume 2 under their respective regiments. Where, however, 
there is uncertainty as to a man's regiment, or lack of corroboration to support 
his rank or commission in general,. this has been noted either in the text or 
by an appropriate footnote. Finally, in what now follows, I have endeavoured 
to give each man identified his full or proper name, his rank and, where 
necessary, the regiment from which he came. 

The Governor, Colonel Lowther, presents a minor problem. We do not know 

how he came to succeed Sir John Redman in the post, although he may have been 

Redman's lt. colonel. Curiously, both Redman and Lowther died of consumption. 
Young identified the governor as Sir Richard Lowther of Ingleton 12 

setting at 
rest the false identification by Boothroyd and by Clay13 Sir Richard was the 

eldest of four sons of William Lowther of Ingletong who was himself the younger 
of the eight sons of Sir Richard Lowther, High Sheriff of Cumberland. Drake 

alluded to the governor's reliance upon his brother Robert, who acted as his 

aide. Robert was the youngest of the sons of William Lowther, and became in 
1666, Chancellor of Carlisle. Sir Richard's son Gerrard was also in the 

garrison command. 

Immediately below Lowther as governor, although technically his equals in 

rank, were seven colonels. Four of these were divisional commanders, and must 
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be considered to have been the senior colonels present in the garrison at 
that time. This may be the only clue which we have to individual status of 

gentry sharing a similar rank, and it is a pity that it is not possible to 

extend it further in the analysis of the officers and of their regiments. 

The four divisional commanders were: Colonel Sir George Wentworth of 
Woolley, who had raised a regiment of Foot for the King based in the West 

Riding; Colonel Sir Richard Hutton of Goldsborough, also a Colonel of Foot 

and formerly the High Sheriff of Yorkshire; Colonel Sir John Ramsden of 
Longley, a former Sheriff; and Colonel Edward Grey of Cowpen and Chillingham 

in Northumberland, a Catholic cavalry commander whom we have come across in 

the garrisons of Carlisle and Skipton in the months after Marston Moor. His 

reluctance to leave the north, although neither Carlisle nor Skipton could 

provide shelter for his troopers, is interesting. He did not, for example, 

seek to join Mayney's brigadeq although eventually he left for Oxford after 
the relief of Pontefract. 

The other three colonels named by Drake present problems. Colonel Sir 

Gervase Cutler of Stainborough does not appear to have received a field rank 

at all, although he was a Commissioner of Array. He was by nature a Puritan, 

and he died during the siegelý Colonel Vawhan or Vaughan defies accurate 
identification, but he may have been Sir Henry Vaughan of Whitwell, Yorkshire15 

Colonel Middleton may have been either Colonel Francis Middleton or his 

brother, Colonel Sir George Middleton, of Leighton in Lancashire. George was 

certainly a Catholic. Regimental analysis supports George as the colonel 

given by Drake, but the latter may here be in error and have meant a lt. colonel 

possibly William Middleton of Sir John Gerlington's Horse, a regiment elsewhere 

represented in the garrison. 

The Officers and Volunteers: 

The Governor and his Staff 

Colonel Sir Richard Lowther of Ingleton, Governor. 

Mir. Robert Lowther, -his aide. 
Lt. Colonel /T-homas7 Wheatley of Woolley, ex: Sir William 

L --- Saville's Horse. 

Lt. Colonel ZW-illiam7 Middleton of Middleton Hall, ex: Sir 
John Gerlington's Horse. 

major Zdodfrey7 Dennis, of Sheffield (? ), ex: Francis Trafford's 
Horse. 

Captain L'KoberL7 Cartwright of Hull, ex: Sir John Redman's Foot. 
Captain ? Munro 

16 

Captain Gerrard Lowther, the Governor's son17 
18 

Captain Musgrave. 

"The gentlemen yolunteers were listed in 4 divisions". 
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1-1 

The First Divisibn: Colonel Edward Grey's Divisio-n. 

I Name Rank Regiment 

ZHenrg Darcy Lt. Colonel Belasyse's Foot 

Sir Edward Ratcliffe Volunteer(19) 

Sir Francis Ratcliffe Volunteer(20) 

Michael Portington Lt. Colonel Metham's Foot 
ZE-dwarg Huddlestone Major Grey's Foot(21) 

2 Huddlestone Captain ? 

Roger Portington Captain Saville's Horse 
Z, Christopher7 Grimston Captain Saville's Horse 

2 Vavasour Captain ? 
fThomaa7 Best Captain Floyd's Foot 
/T-homas7 Wheatley Captain Wentworth's Foot 

Lumsdall(22) Captain ? 
fZachary7 Seaton(23) Captain ? 
ZF-rancis7 Wheatley(24) Lieutenant ZWheatley's Foog 
ZM-alcolmi7 Smith(25) Lieutenant Grey's Horse 
johR7 Lathum Lieutenant Cavendishe's Horse 

? Perry (? Pearcie) Lieutenant ? 

2 Cape Lieutenant ? 

John Thimbleby Volunteer/Lieutenant Trafford's Horse 

Charles aackson(26) Volunteer/Captain Sav-ille's Foot 

? Tofeld Volunteer - 
JP-hiliZ7 Hammerton(27) Volunteer - 

? Stapleton Volunteer - 

L/VPhilip _7 
Anne(28) Volunteer - 

ZH-enry7 Ratcliffe(29) Volunteer - 
Cuthbert Metcalfe Volunteer - 
John Metcalfe Volunteer - 

? Abbot Volunteer - 
/-homa 

LT s7 spuregon Cornet/Lieutenant Saville's Horse 

2 Harrington Cornet 

, 
rPhilip7 Herbert Cornet/Ensign Trafford's Horse 

? French quartermaster 

*Also included in Grey's division were seven Aldermen and merchants of 
Pontefract, and three clergymen. 
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The Second Division: Colonel Sir Richard Hutton's Division. 

I Name Rank Regiment I 

Constable Captain 7 

Musgrave(30) Captain ? 

ZG-riffitg Standen(31) Captain Belasyse's Horse 

? Leyburn(32) Captain ? 

/'christopheZ7 Croft Captain Darcy's Foot 

? Smith(33) Lieutenant ? 

? Antrobus Lieutenant 2 

ZT-homas7 Naylor Cornet Cavendishe's Horse 

ZLionef Bamford(34) Cornet ? 

? Mathewman Cornet 

? Gravener Volunteer 

/W-illiam7 Empson Volunteer/Captain Wentworth's Foot 

ZRicharg Atkinson(35) Volunteer - 
? Preston Volunteer - 
? Johnston Volunteer - 

Zj-ohn7 Massey(36) Volunteer - 

? Maddocks Volunteer - 
? Tatom(37) Volunteer - 

In Hutton's division there followed a list of men, some 24 in all, who 

for the most part, Drake did not distinguish by the prefix Mr., as in the case 

of gentlemen volunteers. of these 24, some at least must have been former 

commissioned and non-commissioned officers. John Oxley had been a lieutenant 

in Saville's Foot, for example, but of the rest it is impossible to be sure. 

They remain, for the most part, unidentified. The divisional chaplain was 

shared with Grey's, and an amanuensis was appointed for Hutton's. This 

division, although listed second of the four, seems to have been markedly 
less well officered than Grey's, and in imbalance compared to Grey's, RamsdeAts 

and Wentworth's. One is tempted to wonder how far men were appointed to a 

specific division and how far they were permitted to select their own. 
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The Third Division: Colonel Sir John Ramsden's Division. 

I Name Rank Regiment I 

Sir Gervase Cutler Colonel/Volunteer 

Leonard Tyndal Lt. Colonel Ramsden's Foot 
ZB-enjamin 

17 Ward(38) Major 

2 Wentworth Major Saville's Horse 
Richard Pilkington Captain Ramsden's Foot 

? Morrit(Mollet) Captain 

Richard Horsefald Captain Saville's Foot 
ZA-nthong Swillovant Captain/Lieutenant Leigh's Horse 

? Standeven(39) Captain 

George Clough Captain Strickland's Foot 
2 Beale(40) Captain 

/71illiam. 7 Shaw Captain/Lieutenant Fane's Foot 

Harrington(41) Cornet 
CRoberg Nunnes Cornet/Lieutenant Saville's Horse 
Gabriel Saville Lieutenant Saville's Foot 
/-William7 Flemming(42) Lieutenant/Captain Eure's Horse 

? Burton Volunteer - 
2 Bamforth Volunteer - 
? Carwike Volunteer - 
? Strainger Volunteer - 

LIUjilliam ,7 
Gascoigne(43) Volunteer/Captain - 

ZR-ichard7 Peirse(44) Volunteer - 
William Tindall Volunteer - 

? Hodgshon Volunteer - 
? Peirse(45) Volunteer - 
2 Jackson Volunteer - 
? Reeser Volunteer - 

George Tindall Volunteer - 
? Foster Volunteer - 
? Hitchin Volunteer - 

-8 Also included in this division were the Mayor of Pontefract and three or 
four Aldermen. This was Nathan Drake's own division. There were three 
clergynen attached to it, and listed at the bottom of the list of names was 
John Oxley, whom we have apparently encountered before in Hutton's division. 
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The Fourth Division: Colonel Sir George Wentworth's Division. 

Name Rank Regiment 

Sir Thomas Bland Lt. Colonel Wentworth's Foot 

Z? sir Henry, 7 Vaughan fcolone27 

2 Wentworth Lt. Colonel ? 
ZG-odfrey7 Copley Major Kay's Horse 
ZT-homas7 Beaumont Major Saville's Foot 
CGeorge7 Mountaine(46) Major ? 

John Hilton Captain Hilton's Foot 

ZChristopher7 Harris Captain/Lieutenant G. Middleton's Horse 

? Ramsden Captain 7 
ZJ-ohn7 Benson Captain Saville's Horse 

? Chadwick Captain 7 

James Washington(47) Captain ? 

Gervase Neville Volunteer/Providore Gen. - 
John Thimbleby Volunteer - 
fMichaeI7 Anne(48) Volunteer - 
Bryan Stapleton Volunteer - 

? Emson Volunteer - 
? Hammerton(49) Volunteer - 
? Rookes Volunteer - 

Richard Lister Volunteer - 
2 Andesay Cornet ? 

John Sanderson Cornet Dacre's Horse 
ZW-illi=7 Cooke Lieutenant Newcastle's Horse 

John Cuthbert Lieutenant Hilton's Foot 

There were an additional 14 names in Wentworth's list, including three 

Aldermen, but we do not know if the other 11 were gentlemen volunteers or, as 
in the case of the other divisions, perhaps non-commissioned officers. 
Wentworth's had four clergymen attached to it. 

From the foregoing analysis, it would seem that the remains of no fewer 

than 23 Royalist regiments went into the making of the garrison. Young, in 

his survey, identified 18 only, but he may only have considered thosd names 

with a regimental rank given by Drake. 
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We can now turn to the business of the siege in earnest, which began for 
the Royalists on December 25th 1644, when the Parliamentarians, having at last 

recovered from the fright which Mayney had given them in September, occupied 
the town and drove the defenders into the castleF The Royalist artillery 
fired into the town to give a welcome, and kept up a desultory bombardment for 
two ensuing days. 

On Saturday 28th a Royalist outpost, at the Low Church as Drake called it, 

more properly All Saints to the east of the castle, was overrun and its garrisox 
of 11 men forced into the steeple. Attempts were made to relieve them: 

the beseeged made 3 sallyes downe to the Low Church with 
losse of 3 men being killed in the church yeard and 11 men 
more wounded, whereof are dead since Captin Waterhowse of 
Netherton and 3 other more men. 

Drake did not list Waterhouse in his divisional groupings. He was Robert 

Waterhouse of Nethershillington, a Catholic who had refused knighthood at the 

coronation of Charles I. He had served previously in Colonel Sir William 

Saville's regiment of foot ý1 

Unable to relieve the church, the defenders fired their cannon 11 times 
into the town. Reports came to them of some 40 or so wounded being carried 

away, which was a substantial return for the outlay of shot at a time when the 

Royalist gunners must have been feeling their way against forces not yet 
formally disposed of for siege. 

On the 29th, the 11 men in the church steeple decided to make their own 
way'back to the castle, having been without food and drink for some time. 

Their leader, (Captain) Joshua Walker, a rank that he seems to have assumed or 
that Drake bestowed on him, swung down first from the steeple by a rope, but 

he 

was shott into the thigh (but since recovered) and one other 
of them killed in the church yeard. All the rest escaped 
without any hurt at all. 

Already we are made aware of the bitterness of the siege, for in the space of 
four days the garrison had lost seven men and an officer killed. What the 
true Parliamentarian casualties were in terms of dead we cannot know, but they 

must have been high if the wounded men given by Drake are any guide. 

There was a steady bombardment from the castle until January 5th, when a 
Mr. Pattison, not apparently a gentleman volunteer, since he was not listed by 

Drake Itwas killed upon the topp of the 
jpund 

tower, being shott into the head 

with a muskett bullit from the beseegers". 

Between the 5th and the 9th, the governor despatched some of his cavalry 

away from the castle as no longer serviceable. These were 140 strong, under 
the command of Captain Tully. Drake did not elsewhere mention Tully, but 
in this single context noted that they were making for Newark. They do not 
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seem to have remained there, since Youngi in his study of the Newark garrison, 
did not mention him ý2 

On the 9th the Parliamentarian commander, Colonel Forbes, had a narrow 
escape when a cannonball, fired at Newhall from the castle, broke down a wall I 

and showered him with fragments of stone. Sir Thomas Fairfax seems to have 
been present at the time? 3 The garrison was not short of cannon balls to 
judge from Drake's record of salvoes. On the 16th, for instance, after 24 

salv6es in the previous five days: 

The beseeged playd I cannon into the closes below the towne, 
amongst the cutters up of clottes, but what-was killed is 
not knowne, but they came there no more, and the beseeged plaid 
6 cannon more. And &aring all this time there was 15 sling 
peeses shot. There is in all 128 cannon shott to this day. 

A 'Sling' was an alternative way of referring to the culverin, which fired a 
15 lb. ball, and this may have been what Drake was alluding to. 

To counter the garrison's fireq the Parliamentarians brought up on the 

16th six pieces of cannon "the same which had beene at Hemsley and Knavesbrough 

before". These cannon included "one carrying a bullit of 42 li. weight, 

another 36 li., 2 other 24 li. a pese, and the least 9 li. 11. If we are not 
here dealing with mortars, the nearest cannon corresponding to these would be 

for the 42 lb. shot, the Cannon proper; for the 361b., something between a 
Cannon and a demi-cannon; the 24 lb. would probably be a Demi-cannon, and the 

9 lb. a demi-culverin. 

We hearing that they would plant them against Piper tower and 
betwixt that and the Round Tower where there was a hollow place 
all the way downe to the well, the gentlemen and souldyers. 
fell all upon carrying of earth and rubbish and so filled up 
the place in a little space, and we rammed up the way that 
passed through Piper tower with earth 4 or 5 yeardes thick. 

Having brought up the guns, Lord Fairfax, who was responsible for all the 

r54 siege operations in Yorkshire, sent a summons into the governo . 
In performance of the trust reposed upon me by the Parlament 
for the service of the publique and perticuler safety and 
preservation of this contrie, I Llh-ave marcheg parte of the 
forces under command on the reducing of that castle, which 
hitherto Zh-at3h' opposed the Parliament and infinitely prejudiced 
fthe . e, to obedience of the Kinge and Parlament; /the 

_7 
contri 

which 
.1 
7 much desire may be effected without the effusion of 

blood,, and to that end now send you this summons to surrender 
the castle to me for the service of the King and Parliament, 
which if you presently doe, I will engage my power with the 
Parlament, for your reception into mercy and favour therewith; 
but your refusing, or defarring the sameq will compell me to 
the triall of the successe which I hope will prevaile for the 
publique good ..... 

Forbes carried the message to Lowther. 

The language of the summons, as it has come down to usq sounds somewhat 

stilted, but the whereabouts of the original, or of the original copy, are now 
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unknown. Its message was clear, however, and Sir Richard Lowther sent back a 

suitable answer: 
According to my allegiance to which I am sworne and in 
pursuance of the trust reposed in me by his Majestie, I 
will defend this castle to the uttermost of my power, and 
doubt not by Godes assistance, the justnes of his Majesties 
cause, and the vertue of my comrades, to quell all those 
that shall oppose me in the defence thereof for his Majesties 
service. For the blood that is like to be lost in this 
action, lett it be upon their heads who are the causers of 
it. This is my resolution which I desire you certefie the 
Lord Fairfax... 

This letter was not, however, delivered. To reinforce the summons, Fairfax 

began a b. ombardment on the morning of the 17th: 

Theire cannon was planted upon the west end of the castle 
upon Mr. Lunne's back yeard. 
The beseegers begun to play with their cannon about 7 in 
the morning. That day they played 400. 

Alderman Lunne was himself in the garrison. The heavy expenditure of shot by 

the Parliamentarians provided a useful means of replenishing the garrison stock, 

as Drake noted: "Our men went out every day into the graft Zd-itcg and fecht 

in theire bullets for 4d. a peece". 

On the night of the 17th, Captains Munro and Leyburn went down into the 

ditch to inspect damage to the wall, and found a breach a yard and a half wide, 
"whereupon our men was commanded to carry earth to strengthen the wall within, 

which was done with all speede". Over the 18th/19th January Drake, wiling 
away the tedium of siege warfare, counted 634 salvoes from the enemy guns, and 
at nine o'clock on the morning of the 19th 

was Piper tower beaten downe ther having beene 78 shott made 
that morning before it fell, by which fall a breach was to 
be made into the Castle wall, and which fall 2 brothers of 
the Briggses .... was killed and 3 or 4 much hurt bxýthey are 
all againe recovered, and 27 of the beseegers men blowne up 
with their owne powder by a shott from the castle which hitt 
their match and so struck fire into the pouder. 

Thereafter, the attackers reduced their bombardment, and in the space of five 

days shot only 333 salvoes, which the defenders answered with a slow return of 
16 shots. On the 21st, two more defenders were killed. One, an enlisted 
man, John Spence, was killed when his musket exploded in his face due, so 
Drake learned, to his overcharging of the weapon. It may be that Spence 
loaded his gun with a poorly shaped musket balll so that it jammed in the 
barrel and contained the explosion. The other casualty was a Captain Brown, 

again missing from Drake's original lists, who was shot dead as he stood in 
the castle barbican., 

On that same day, Forbes sent a drummer to the castle gates to sound a 
parley and to deliver a letter, which Lowther refused to rec: eive. 

he would receive no letters from him unlesse they would cease 
batteringv whereupon command was given that the cannons should 
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cease playing, then the drumme was commaunded to go down to 
the lower gates, and then they lett him in. 

Forbes' letter was brieft demanding an answer to the original summons of the 

previous week and advising Lowther that Lord Fairfax himself was in. the siege 
lines awaiting it. He also sought an exchange of prisoners, since the 

garrison had apparently captured a Mr. Ogales or, failing an exchange, "for 

money, and if so, for what summe". Ogales is properly rendered as Ogle, and 
this misspelling of the name is the consequence of tr4nscription, for the 

sentence written by Drake is more correctly: "whether Mr. Ogle is exchanged... ". 

Lowther ignored the matter of the exchange, and having already compiled a 
letter which had not yet been delivered to Forbes, showed it to the officers 

and volunteers and asked them if they would stand by what he had written, "unto 

which they all assented with great allacrity". Forbes had, meanwhile, drawn 

up his forces in view of the walls as if to attempt a storm at Piper tower. 

Drake observed that the Parliamentary infantry had, many of them, sprigs of 

rosemary in their hats. Folklore associated the herb with protection for the 

wearer against spirits, fairiest lightning and injury, or positively as an 
aid to success in any enterprise undertaken. The Parliamentary infantry, 

however, had probably assumed it as a symbol of devotion, which it was also 
known as, in this case to their cause. 

Immediately upon giving the letter to the drummer, Lowther ordered all 

men to their posts. He commanded 

all the drummes to be beate and trumpettes to sound upon the 
battlements, all men commanded to armes, every squadron to 
theire severall poastes, as they were before sett out, expecting 
the enemy with as much cheerfullnes as if they had beene going 
to a feast. 

Doubtless the prospect of coming to grips after so long at cannon's length 

inspired the gaiety. Throughout the afternoon the garrison stood to their 

posts, whilst a steady bombardment was maintained by the enemy gunners against 

the breach and the King's tower, no fewer than 189 "great shott". For all 

this bravado, however, no attack came. The Parliamentary foot, finding the 

garrison resolute, at least, this is what Drake maintained, began to break 

ranks, some of them openly running away and being pursued by their own cavalry 

who "could recover but some few of them". Drake probably watched this fiasco 

from the walls, and attributed it to deception on the part of Forbes and his 

officers: 

the commanders persuaded them that they neede not strike a blowe 
but that the castle would be delivered upon a summons, now, after 
they had made a breach. 

It would be interesting to know whether the grand display was put on by Forbes 

for Lord Fairfax's benefitq or whether the old man was impatient with the 

way things were going. 
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From comments made by Drake, it does look as if Lord Fairfax and his son 

were responsible for the attempt. They had both travelled from York and had 

been received in the siege lines in fine style, "gaurds of horse and foot 

ready to receave them, with great showting and volly of voyces and vollyes of 

shott ... 11; but after the dismal showing of the infantry, the two men "went 

away without either beating of drum or sound of trumpitt". 

Between January 22nd and the 27th the attackers maintained a desuýtory 

bombardment, firing 27 times in all, and wounding a Royalist gunner "James 

Ellyate (the little gunmaker of Yorke)", who had to have his arm amputated, 

successfully let it be added. During this period and up to and including 

February 1st, the garrison responded with 22 shots. This infrequent exchange 

of fire continued without much incident to Shrove Tuesday. On the 6tht 

however, 16 horsemen left the garrison en route for Newark, commanded by a 

Mr. Corker. Of Corker, Drake observed that "he was the onely man that 

procured Sr. Marmaduke Langdall to com to releeve us". 

By the 15th, on which date Corker was well on his way to fulfill his 

mission, although we do not know if he acted on his own initiative or whether 
Lowther had sent him, the defenders started a fire in the town with their shots, 
The Hospital came under bombardment from Swillington tower, and on Shrove 
Tuesday, the 18th, two shots were aimed at sentry posts of the enemy near 
Northgate 

which was then set on fire by the beseegers, and 1 cannon into 
the Markit place, and the beseeged killd 5 men out of the Round 
tower into their workes from Wardes howse along the ditch with 
muskett shott. 

The next day a Parliamentarian captain was shot dead, and on the day following 

a Royalist marksman was shot in his turn whilst at his post in the barbican. 
On the 22nd the defenders had a field day, if Drake's assessment was right, 
killing "above 30 men in sevrall places" with cannon and musket fire. It may 
be, however, that Drake was here compiling a tally forpseveral days or weeks 

of action, since the enormous loss on one day does not equate with the rather 

spasmodic salvoes from the castle. Neverthelessq the action was increasing 
in heat. On the 23rd three Parliamentarians were killed, and on the day 
following musket fire from the siege lines slew a Royalist in the barbican and 
wounded Captain Smith, whose face was cut by flying stone dislodged from a wall 
by a musket ball. The defenders returned fire, sending a shot into the Park 

where "3 men was seen to fall". A steady exchange of fire built up through- 

out that day, and a further five or six of Forbes' men were killed. 

On the 24th, the Parliamentarians were reinforced from York: 

There came marching over FeZr-rybridgey 6 collors, 250 men 
to the beseegers, haulph marching thorow the Parke to the 
towne and the other haulph throrow the Frealles to the church, 
the beseeged giving them a kind salutation from the castle... 0 
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Not without effect. At seven that evening, the defenders heard two volleys 

of shot from the siege lines, not directed at the castle. It may have been 

that some deserters from the action on the 21st had been executed, since the 

arrival of reinforcements from the direction of York strongly suggests that 

Lord Fairfax felt the siege forces needed strengthening. Drhke, however, 

perhaps with undue optimism, hoped that the volleys indicated the funeral of 
11summe great commaunders". 

On the 25th the defenders killed "many men in divers places", and on the 

next day fired upon the Market Place. It was a sad day for the garrison 

however, for Captain Maullett or Morrit "upon the top of the Round towerlt was 

11shott into the head with a muskit bullit" and killed outright. 

On the last day of February, the garrison noted strange developments in 

the enemy lines, though they cannot have known immediately what was presaged: 

The beseegers fired Elizabeth Cattell's howse and the howses 
below'Munkhill ... That night fthey7 tooke away all their cannon 
and marched over Ferry brigg. That night the beseegers drew 
of their cannon and begunne to march with it away, having shott 
1406 cannon against the castle. 

On March 1st 

The beseeged shott 12 cannon to the beseegers when they was 
drawing of their armye from divers partes both into the towne 
and about the towne, and noate this, that there was not one 
day since the castle was beseeged but that there was summe 
of the beseegers killd by the beseegedes muskitts besides 
those killed with the beseegedes cannon. 

The confusion'in the Parliamentary lines was the direct result of a 

magnificdnt piece of cavalry campaigning by the Northern Horse, which brought 

them before Pontefract on March 1st. The sources for this exploit, many and 

varied, reflected the prestige which attached to the action, and serve now to 

underline the competence of the Marquess of Newcastle's old cavalry and their 

field commander, Colonel Sir Marmaduke Langdale. 

It has been said before that the Northern Horse was made up of the cavalry 

regiments which had, on the whole, given a good account of themselves on Marsto: 

Moor and which had left Yorkshire with Rupert after the defeat. Their relief 

of Pontvfract, occasioned according to Drake by the entreaties of a Mr. Corker, 

did not fit into any overall strategy on the King's part, although Langdale and 

his men were now part of the oxford army. They had presented a petition to 

the King desiring leave to return north for the relief either of Pontefract, 

or of Carlisle. Warburton, who gave this petition in full, criticised the 

"yeomanry nature" of the cavalry and their disinclination to serve away from 

the north. The composition of the upper ranks of the Northern Horse refutes 
the allegation that the officers were small freeholders preoccupied with the 

security of their own property and locality, which is what Warburton implied. 

The field officers of the Northern Horse had conceived of a plan to turn the 
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resistance at Pontefract and Carlisle to the King's advantage, by offering to 

return to the north and to reawaken the old Royalist fervour now suppressed by 
the encroaching allied armies. Without giving the petition in full, certain 

55 
passages are worthy of remark, 

Whereas we are confident that we have sufficiently to the 
satisfaction of your Majesty asserted our loyalties against 
whatsoever contradictions or jealousies may suggest to the 
contrary; and now, seeing our native counties as valuable 
and considerable, as we conceive, as any other parts of your 
Majesty's dominions, lieth enthralled under the pressures and 
insolencies of the enemy.... 0 

This was true. The abandonment of the north, although superficial reasons can 
be found to explain it, was nonetheless so sudden and entire that many must 
have wondered at it. The Marquess of Newcastle was, of course, partly to 

blame in that he went into exile voluntarily, and with him took his command 

structure, or such as was left of it: but then again, he had not had the men 

with which to continue to fight. The loss of York was, for example, 
inevitable. Rupert, on the other hand, had seriously considered returning to 

Yorkshire, but had abandoned that idea in the latter half of July 1644, since 

which time Royalism in the north had been everywhere on the defensive. The 

stubborn determination of Marley in Newcastle, Mallory at Skiptont Glemham at 
Carlisle, and of the commanders in Pontefract, illustrated that which the 

commanders of the Northern Horse claimed: that the north could be reactivated 

and serve to draw pressure from the Oxford army and the south-west. 

The failure of Royalist strategy to take this into account might be seen 

as the consequence of the narrow outlook of the Council of War at Oxford. To 

that body, immediate concerns increasingly outweighed long-term or far-off 

projects, and Rupert, if he carried as much weight after Marston Moor as he had 

done before, does not appear to have giventhe north a second thought, most 

particularly as 1644 drew towards its close and Newcastle, with Knaresborough, 

Helmsley and other strongpoints, fell to the enemy. The petition of the 

Northern Horse, seen as mutinous by some, was a desperate attempt to widen the 

field of vision of the King and of his military advisors, and had the petition 

been successful in all its aims, leading the King to sanction a commitment of 

resources once more in the north, the outcome of the civil war might have been 

different. It is, however, always easy to indulge in speculations of this 

kind. It turned out that a compromise solution was reached, whereby the 

Northern Horse was given leave to ride for Pontefract to relieve it, but beyond 

that it was not to be permitted to go. In this senset Pontefract relief can 

be seen at one and the same time, as a remarkable assertion of the old power 

of the Northern cavalry, and as a defeat for a wider strategic concept that 

might have saved the war for the King. This is not to say that the relief, 
however brilliantly executed, had purely negative results. It is unlikely 
that Pontefract could have held out for so long as it did, had relief not come 
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when it did; and since Pontefract tied down Parliamentary forces, that in 

itself cannot have been entirely on the debit side so far as the King's 
interests were concerned. 

In the following analysis of the signatories of the petition, we can gain 

some idea of the composition of the Northern Horse. I am concerned here, only 

with those regiments raised in the six northern counties, and where an officer 

was connected with a regiment from Derbyshire, Staffordshire, Nottinthamshire, 

or Lincolnshireq I have not gone into any regimental detail. 

The Northern Horse 

I Signatory Rank Regiment I 

L Colonel IT-imothy7 Fetherstonhaugh(56) 
E. Deelengtill ? ? 

Sir Robert Hilliard Lt. Colonel Langdale's 

John Forcer* Colonel Clavering's 

Henry Fetherstonhaugh Major Dacre's 

John Sayer* Lt. Colonel Clavering's 

William Brooke ? 

John Thornton* Lt. Colonel Blakiston's 

Ralph Brandling(57) Major Langdale's 

Ralph Millot* Lt. Colonel Wray's 

Francis Middleton Lt. Colonel Middleton's 

Adam Bland* Major Vavasour's 

Tim. Calverley ? ? 

Gamaliel Dudley Colonel 

Francis Anderson Colonel 

Francis Hungate* Colonel Vavasour's 

John Smith* Colonel 

Philip Monckton Colonel 

William Reveley* Major Howard's 

George Tong Lt. Colonel Anderson's 

Gilbert Markham ? ? 

John Galliard Lt. Colonel Mason's 

William Tompkins ? ? 

John Vaglor (Vavasour)*' Lt. Colonel Vavasour's 

Ho. Brocke ? 

William Mason Colonel 

William Blackiston Colonel 

John Shallcross Colonel 

Oliver Fleetwood Captain Saville's 
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The Northern Horse/cat. 

Signatory Rank Regiment 

George Wray* Colonel 
Francis Malham* (Colonel) 

Ralph Hodson 

Henry Sotherby 
Reginald Carnaby Lt. Colonel Carnaby's 

Peregrine Palmer(58) Major Grey's 

William Redman ? ? 

Ralph Carnaby Major Clavering's 

(The asterisk denotes an officer of known or suspected Catholic views). 

Langdale, of course, did not sign this petition, neither did Colonel 

Francis Carnaby, although their senior officers did so. This may be an 
indication of Carnaby's standing in the brigade. 

The burden of the feeling of these officers is exemplified in this extractý- 
from their petition: 

And seeing that many of our soldiers are already wastedg and 
do daily moulder away, and that the main of our present strength 
consists of officers, gentlemen of quality, and their attendants, 
unmeet for these duties which are expected and required; and 
that the loss of any of them is not small, but involves in it 
such multitudes as may, by their power and respect, be raised 
if they once approach their own habitations. 

The relief of Pontefract was carried out by these "officers, gentlemen of 

qualilty, and their attendants". 

Let us return briefly to Drakets account of events, to see the impact 

which the appearance of the Northern Horie had upon him as a member of the 

relieved garrison: 
About 3 of the clock, Sir Marmaduke Langdall's forelorne hope 
did appeare upon the topp of the hill on this side Wentbridge 
and so marched, one company after anotlier, till his whole army 
came all into the Chequor field, where both the armyes mett, 
and faced one another till almost 6 of the clock, the Parlament 
armyes allwaies giving ground (when Sir Marmadukes armye advanced) 
till they came to their foot which they had placed, and lyned the 
long hedge from Englandes howse to the hill toppe, where the first 
encounter begunne very furiously the enemyes foot (behind the 
hedge) giving fire upon the front of our horse very valiantly, 
which was soone asswaged, for then our foot from the castle 
coming on and the horse charging with the foot 4 or 5 timest 
recovring the hedge from them, beat them quite away towardes 
Ferry bridge, continually charging them all the way, there being 
left dead and wounded upon the ground about 160 men. And at 
Ferry bridge the enemy played 3 times with one cannon, viz. 2 
case shottes and 1 cannon bullitt, killed there 4 of our men, 
but we bett them from their cannon, and tooke it and brought it 
away, and followed them in chase betwixt Shearburne and Tadcaster 
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killd 140 of their men (as is reported) in the chase, took 
600 prisoners, commaunders and officers 57; doble barrells 
of powder 47, containing 124 lb. a peece; armes 1600; collores 
for horse and foot above 40; and many wounded men brought and 
many dead since, and we lost not above 20 men in all the fight, 
the enemy being allmost 6 for one. There was brought into the 
castle near upon 20 cariages with all their match, muskets, 
pikes, bullits, and all other provitiong and many packes taken 
in the chase, and the plunder of the: bild was to the souldyers 
and to the contrey about. **. 

Drake here described a complete and overwhelming victory, more clear cut than 

many larger battles fought during the civil war. The attempt by the enemy 

commanders to make a stand is graphically depicted, and there is in this 

narrative of Drake's, so distinct from the propaganda reprosentations that were 

to come later for wider consumption, an element of accuracy that is refreshing. 

The success of Langdale's relief march was in part due to the amazing 

speed with which it was carried out, commencing somewhere near Oxford late in 

February. So fast did the Northern Horse ride that they outstripped all news 

of their approach sent by one Parliamentarian commander on their route, to 

the next. For example, on March 4th Sir Thomas Widdrington in London wrote to 

warn Lord Fairfax "We hear of Sir M. Langdale's going northwards, with 2000 
horse, which I hope is no news to you .... On the 11thq Widdrington was 

, 59 
obliged to commiserate with his friend for "the sad accident in Yorkshire 

On February 28th Sir Samhe. 1 Luke, the diligent recorder of much news that 

came to him at Newport Pagnell, noted: 
I had word j4ag this party of horse which are gone towards 
Newark are certainly to join with Prince Maurice, also, which 
to me seems a riddle because when they were at Chipping Norton 
Zhaving marched there from Salisbury/ they were as near 
Shrewsbury as they were to Newark whither it seems they are 
going.... (60) 

Luke, like many a Parliamentarian commander, was guessing wildly as to what 
Langdale intended. On March 2nd, the day after the siege of Pontefract had 
been raised, he was writing 

Last week there passed by 2000 horse under Sir Marmaduke 
Langdale which must join with those coming toward you.... 

and on the 3rd: 

which way they be rid is uncertain. (61) 

The first news to reach Luke concerning the relief was that Lord Fairfax had- 

won a great victory, but Luke was obliged to note on March 13th that 
the great overthrow of Sir Marmaduke Langdale's forces by 
Lord Fairfax Za- fantasy7 ... without striking a blow, they 
going into the castle through a quarter of Col. Somes, whose 
regiment formerly had been in the King's service .... Lord 
Fairfax's horse (which could not be made to stand) Cwere 
chase27 as far ad Ferrybridge, where they made a great 
slaughter... (62) 

The blame attached to Colonel Somes or Sands, was quite plainly unfair, for 
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as Luke observed in his entry on the 14th, "some reason must be surrendered for 
63 

our misfortunes". Later, however, in receipt of more definite information, 
he noted that part at least of Sands' regiment deserted, although whether we 
are to take this as meaning an actual change of sides rather than merely flight 
from the field, is hard to say. Luke could not resist a self-righteous piece 
of atrocity-mongeringg either: 

This march of theirs was accompanied with many unheard-of 
cruelties. They robbed all the country people of their 

goods and took away their cattle. They ravished the 
women and bound men neck and heels together, and ravished 
their wives before their faces... (64) 

The operative word here is "unheard-of". The Northern Horse, apart from being 

composed largely of officers and gentlemen, expressions which on the whole 
meant something then, had no time to waste in plundering and spoiling. These 

accusations were of the type normally levelled at infantry, and then often 
unjustifiably, at least where the old Northern regiments were concerned. Luke 

was sim ly quite unable to give the Royalists the benefit of their trium h pp 
without tarnishing it in some way, if only to set his own mind the better at 
rest. 

Apart from the Parliamentary versionsg which we shall return to, we have 

two important Royalist despatches. The first of these was written at the 

request of Langdale, on March 4th when the brigade had reached Newark. The 

writer was Colonel Sir Gamaliel Dudleyý5 The march began at Banbury on 23rd 
February, and the brigade was accompanied on its march, as far as Daventry, by 
Colonel Sir William Compton, with whom they fought a sharp encounter against 
enemy troops near Northampton. Whitelock recorded this action: 

A party under Sir Marmaduke Langdale, marching Northwards, 
fell upon a party of the Parliament's in Northamptonshire 
whom they routed, killed some, and took divers of them 
prisoners, and the rest shifted for their lives, and by 
flight saved themselves. (66) 

The Royalists rode on towards Market Harborough, expectin& to have to give 
battle again, and on the 25th they collided with a Parliamentary cavalry force 

at Melton Mowbray. The two sides were presumably evenly matched, for Dudley 

noted 2000 enemy horse and dragoons, and the strength of the Northern Horse 

was at that figure. Dudley noted briefly that the enemy charged first and 
were then routed. Whitelock did a fine job of turning defeat into victory by 

wishful thinking: 

, 
rT-he Royalists7 were met by Colonel Rosseter near Melton, 
where they had a sharp encounter, and loss on both sides. 
Of Langdale's party, were slain Colonel Tuke, Major Ketlington, 
Captain Markham, and about 100 others; of Rossetter's about 
50, and no officer, he lost one Colours and took two. (67) 

Luke recorded that Rossiter lost all of his colours 
ý8 

Langdale, in a letter 
to Prince Rupert written on March 6th, noted "we routed Rosseter's forces at 
Melton Mowbray, and drove the Yorkshire forces from Kelford to Doncaster. ..,, 

69 
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Whitelock's report of Royalist casualties cannot be substantiated. Colonel 
Tuke was not killed in the action, nor can a Major Ketlington be identified. 
There was, however, one serious loss, and since it was of a man who was so long 

and so actively concerned in the Royalist cause in the north, we can pause to 

comment upon it. The officer killed at Melton Mowbray was the former High 
Sheriff of Lancashire, Colonel Sir John Gerlington. His death had been so 
much desired by the Parliament that reports of it had circulated on several 
occasions in the previous year or so? 

o This time, however, there was no 
mistake. Mercurius Aulicus recorded this tribute: 

'that most Valiant Loyall Knight Sir John Girlington of 
Lancashire, whom from his Majesties first coming to Yorke, 
devoted his life and fortunes to His Majesties service 
against this odious Rebellion. (71) 

On the 26th the brigade was four miles north of Newark, having paused at 
that garrison briefly, the Yorkshire Parliamentarians falling back before them. 

On the 27th, 800 men from Newark reinforced Langdale (this is according to 

Dudley), and if this is so, and if the relief force at Pontefract was then 

2000 strong as it seems to have been, then when Langdale met Rossiter at 
Melton Mowbray he was outnumbered by the enemy nearly two to one. However, 

we cannot know that the Newark reinforcements marched all the way to Pontefract 

siege, and the problem of numbers remains unresolved. On March 1st, some 
1500 Parliamentarian horse and dragoons at Wentbridge were surprised by 

Langdale, but they provided sufficient delay, Dudley explainedg to enable the 

enemy to draw up their larger body, of 2,500 foot and 4000 horse, in battle 

order. 

Between four and five in the afternoon - it will be remembered that Drake 

timed the first appearance of the relief force to 3 o'clock - the brigade came 

onto the hill near the castle, "and now methought we viewed them with the fancy 

of that great Captaine when he first encountered Elephants". This was 

Dudley's wry way of comparing numbers. in the fight that ensued, the details 

of which tally with Drake's report, the enemy advance force was driven back on 

their main body, and then for three hours no clear cut decision could be 

reached. At this point three bodies of Royalist cavalry, each 120 strong, 
hitherto held in reserve, launched themselves into the fray seconded by 200 

musketeers out of Pontefract castle. The Parliamentarians broke and fell 

back, fleeing for six or seven miles and hotly pursued all the way. At 

Ferrybridge their attempt to make a stand was thwarted, their cannon all taken, 

and a general loss, Dudley estimated, of 300 dead, 7 or 800 taken prisoner, 

with 44 officers and no fewer than 22 foot coloura. This loss of the foot 

colours does suggest that Luke, when he recorded the flight of Lord Fairfax's 

horse, had it right. 

On March 2nd Langdale organised fresh provisions for the garrison, but 
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a then, threatened by powerful enemy coneltrations at Rotherham and Doncaster, 

he was obliged to march away to Newark. 

Captain Hodgson had been present with some of the old Halifax veterans, 

and left us his version, straight and unvarnished as always: 

Sir Marmaduke Langdale comes out of the south, with a body of 
horse, to raise the siege of Pontefract; and Colonel Lambert 
meeting them at Wentbridge engaged himself so far, that he came 
busily off; and, after some little bustle, most of our forces 
fled to Ferrybridge; only our regiment stayed on the field; 
and if we had but two troops of horse with us we had kept the 
field, but we were totally routed. The castle-foot being on 
one side, and the horse on another, they put us to the rout. 
Many were taken prisonersl but these were soon released... (72) 

Once again, it was the Parliamentary cavalry that appears to have been the 

problem. The evidence is sufficient to charge them with leaving the foot to 

fend for themselves, a situation depressingly familiar to Hodgson from the 

activities of Sir Thomas Fairfax in 1643. 

There was also some failure in Parliamentary communications. Sir John 

Saville wrote to Lord Fairfax on March 2nd: 

Being now drawn off with my horse and foot from Sandall to 
Bradford ... I thought it expedient to give your lordship an 
account thereof, and the reasons wich induced me to do it. 
My lord, it was ast three in the afternoon on Saturday last 
Zi. e., March lstý before your orders came from Colonel Forbes 
to draw off to Perrybridge, which (though I used all possible 
expedition therein) I could not do until within night, and 
then began to march with not above 240 horse and foot in all; 
for reason of the sudden notice, many of my men were absent, 
expecting to have found no enemy either at Pontefract, or 
Ferrybridge, but discovered them at both places, by intelligence 
from some of them whom we took prisoners. Whereupon we were 
forced to break up their quarters in Longhoughton... 

Mercurius Aulicus noted this minor engagement as well? 
3 It was achieved, as 

Saville's report indicated, against a party of the Northern Horse resting after 

their efforts of the day: 

... where some troops of Colonel Carnaby quartered. We 
forced our passage there with divers of their horse and 
some men of theirs prisoners, and it was generally conceived 
most secure to make for Bradford, in regard we did not know 
how the enemy had dispersed themselves towards Leeds ... your 
Lordship may perceive by these enclosed what a distraction 
this late accident hath wrought in these western places. I 
have-ZEummoneg all within this division, from sixteen to 
sixty, to be in readiness with such arms as they have at 
Bradford... (74) 

Nothing conveys better the full impact of Langdale's achievement in the area 

outside Pontefract than this letter from Saville. The panic and the 

consternation would have done credit to a larger force than the 2000 or so 

which Langdale had marched all the way from Banbury, through three actions, 
before actually routing a superior enemy force which had all the technical 

advantages of terrain and leisure to dispose itself, outside Pontefractl! - The 

small Royalist garrison in Sandal castle, relieved of Saville's pressures, 
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"ranges at pleasure" as Saville reported on the 3rd, whilst he himself "scarce 
knew whither to turn"? 5 

Langdale did not remain long in Pontefract. Drake recorded that 

Sir Marmaduke Langdall coming into the castle betwix 10 and 
11 of the night, having quartered his horse in the townes 
about, and he continued about the towne, refreshing of his 
men, till the Munday following, being the 3 March, at which 
time he marched away with the most of all his horse and foot. 

The relief of Pontefract, like the defence of York, produced a tribute in 
the form of a poetic eulogy 

?6 Partisanship set aside, it was on all counts 

a remarkable achievement, both for speed and for the planning that had gone 
into it. Whilst it is true that the brigade was assisted by the incompetence 

of the enemy commanders, it is also true that that incompetence was the result 

of panic induced by the fear of the Northern Horse, for it would seem that 

rumour sped before them as ithhad been used to do before Rupert in the months 

prior to Marston Moor. As Marston Moor wrecked much of Rupert's legend, so 
Naseby field was to reduce the Northern Horse to a mere fragment of their 

former strength. Yet the relief of Pontefract, coming at a crucial moment 
for both sides, was Langdale's victory, and the victory of his veteran 

commanders, the "gentlemen of quality and their attendants" who had returned 
to their native shire in fine style. 

The Fight for Scarborough, December 1644 to july 1645- 

Pontefract was not the only Royalist garrison in Yorkshire to have its 

own chronicler, although at Scarborough the writer was no less a person than 
the Governor, Colonel Sir Hugh Cholmeley. Whilst there are indications in 

Nathan Drake's journal that it was written up at a later date, or partially so, 
Cholmeley's was evidently a work induced by the need in later years, to set the 

record straight on his own behalf. Ordinarily, such writing can be viewed 

with inordinate suspicion, and yet, unjustifiably so in most cases. 
Exculpatory writing does not by definition involve distortion of facts, but 

more lilay, and more easily identifiable, occasional suppression of memories 
(for example, the Thomas Fairfax memoir) together with different interpretation&' 

of events. Thus in taking Cholmeley's own memoir as the basis for what il 
follows? 7 there does not seem to be any insurmountable problem, and this is 
fortunate, for contemporary sources of Parliamentarian origin are few and far 

between. 

Attention has already been paid to the 'Memorialls Tuching Scarbrough' in 

relation to Cholmeley's return to his allegiance in March 1643. We have also 

examined what he had to say in the context of the Marquess of Newcastle's 

departure for Europe, and the clues which Cholmeley gave to Rupert's initial 

Plans after Marston Moor. 
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Cholmeley's memoir is probably trustworthy insofar as the details of the 

actual siege are concerned, but in approaching the beginnings of the struggle 
for Scarborough, we are at once confronted by an almost insoluble problem. 
Did Cholmeley, in the summer of 1644, consider surrender: can we read into 
his denial that he had considered it, evidence that the idea had crossed his 

mind: can we determine at what point he decided to fight it out, if we accept 
that he was in doubt as to what to do. As will be seen, the problem is crucial 
to the memoir. 

But to come to the siedg of Scarbrough, the Marquiss was 
noe sooner shipped, but the Governor bagenne seriouslie to 
consider his condition, which indeede was verie sad as the 
caise stood; for the Towne was nott att all fortifyed, 
and (if itt had beene) not tenable with less then foure 
times the number of men then in the Garrison, and though 
the Castle was strong by scituation, itt had not with in 
itt either habitation for soldiors or places for magazine, 
and as the provision for victualls was but small, soe for 
warr less, there beeing but 23 barrells of powder and 3 
bundles of matche. 

This lack of preparedness Cholmeley explained as due to the Marquess of 
Newcastle's belief in his military superiority in the field: even though Sir 
Hugh had represented Scarborough's case to himg Newcastle must have continued 
to draw upon supplies of munitions that were landed there. After Marston 
Moor, the deficiencies became serious, but Cholmeley had felt in no immediate 
danger. York was still resisting the allies, and Rupert had notified him of 
a plan to recruit in Cumbria and then to return to the field. Quite suddenly, 
Cholmeley's confidence received a blow: 

with in 3 weekes Yorke was rendred; and the gentlemen and 
straingers then with in Scarbrough, partlie in that the 
Artickles of Yorke were so plausable, and partlie that they 
found the place soe ill provided, quitt itt, procuring 
passes either to goe to Prince Rupert or to live att there 
owne houses. The Generallis departure and the gentlemen's 
thus quitting the towne strucke soe great a terror into the 
common soldiors, as that they ranne away dayly, soe that the 
Garrison was reduced to 300 foote and 200 horse, and many of 
those wavering. 

In the wake of the fall of York, Scarborough came under threat. Sir Thomas 
Fairfax with 1000 cavalry, to be followed by 3000 infantry, made approaches 
through th@ East Riding, At this point, Sir Hugh either developed a cleirer 
scheme to provide himself with time to resist, and to give time for the allied 
high command to make further strategic decisions, or else, decided to try to 

come to terms without bloodshed. He called together his officers and "two or 
three gentlemen of qualitie that remained in the Towne ... whoe hee knew verie 
firme to the Kingts cause", and after discussing the condition of the garrison, 
these men drew up a set of proposals which were to be presented to the enemy 
for their acceptance, which would in turn lead to the rendition of Scarborough. [ 

It would be all too easy to say that Cholmeley was about to trick the 
allies, as it would be too easy to say that he genuinely intended to yield 
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but finally did not do so as a consequence of altered circumstances. Surely 
Cholmeley's own private memoirs would give the answer, but they do not. So 
determined was he to avoid accusations of double-dealing - to which, as a side 
changer he would be subjected more than most, with the excajition in the north 
of Marley - that his very vehemence in maintaining that it had all been a 
ploy looks suspicious. Most certainly, Cholmeley did resist in the end, and 
fought on doggedly virtually to the last shot: but whether he intended that 
in July and August 1644 is open to question. If we are to hope to come some- 
where near a solution to the problem, it can only be by a consideration of 
what Cholmeley himself said at the time, in the proposals and in the nature 

of their presentation, and what he said subsequently when he was drawing his 

recollections together. 

At the meeting of the officers and gentlemen, it was decided to propose 
terms to Parliament, not through Lord Fairfax at York, but direct to the 
Committee of Both Kingdoms in London. It was intended to secure from Lord 
Fairfax a cessation in hostilities of 20 days to enable time for a messenger 
to reach London and to return with the Committee's answer. The messenger was 
to be Henry Darley, the unfortunate Parliamentary commissioner captured in 
May at Buttercrambe by Cholmeley's raiders and kept in Scarborough ever since. 
Darley, "being greedie of libertie" was only too keen to go, but when he 

suggested to Cholmeley that the proposals should be put to Fairfax, Sir Hugh 
told him in so many words, that he did not trust Fairfax to keep to any terms 
in view of the breaches in the York articles. Cholmeley later claimed that 
this had been a deliberate decision to gain time for himself, and that may be 
the case. It certainly fulfilled that end. Yet it is not altogether clear 
whether the decision to fight was already made, or whether it was made as 
circumstances altered during the cessation. 

Darley arranged the 20 day truce with Lord Fairfax before leaving for 
London, and also informed the allied commanders that Cholmeley was in no 
position to hold out. If Darley, who had been in Scarborough, believed that 

was the case, then the serious nature of conditions there must have been 

worrying to Sir Hugh. As it was, the cessation enabled Cholmeley "to gaine 
tyme ... to have all the armyes at Yorke dispersed". A line was drawn on the 

map six miles from Scarborough, across which Cholmeley's men could not go, 
but, similarly and more to the point, across which the allies could not move. 
Harvest would be gathered in, in peace: whilst the allied army split up to 

move against Newcastle upon Tyne, Pontefractq Helmsley, and other points. So, 
quite suddenly, whether or not he expected it, Cholmeley found that huge and 
ominous gathering around York had broken up into more manageable units. 

It may have been at this time that Cholmeley decided to abandon his plan 
to surrender, if we suppose that it had originally been genuine. Time was on 

, ais side. 
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Cholmeley's own comments on the purpose of the proposals require us to 

examine them in detail. He remembered 
This treatie tooke such impression that itt was generally 
reported and beleeved Scarbrough would be rendred, though 
to anie rationall and impartiall mang whoe seriouslie 
peruseth the propositions, there will little appeare to 
give an occasion of such construction.... 

It was surely not the precise terms offered by Cholmeley, with which few can at 
the time have been conversant, but the mere fact of offering to negotiate a 
surrender which aroused suspicion. The 11rationall and impartiall" observer 
has been the desire of virtually all men placed, by fortune or ambition, in the 
light of history. The fear of being misunderstood is probably greater than 
the fear of ruin, for it precludes ultimate vindication. Thus, in pausing now 
to see if the proposals were really spurious, we have to attempt to adopt that 
11rationall and impartiall" standpoint which Cholmeley demanded. Certainly, he 

was very eager to clear himself of all accusations of disloyalty, and there 

must have been some criticism at the time of which we know nothing, but at the 

nature of which we can guess. He continued 

..... it is evident not onlie certaine perticulers are 
required which either the Parliament could nott or assuredlie 
would nott grant; but to prevent the Governor's beeing 
surprised by there complyance and concession, in the last 
artickle he reserves 3 dayes time after the returne of the 
Committye8 answear, to consider how farr hee would consent 
and accept, with out beeing concluded by ought had passed 
in the Propositions; and further, hee dispatched messengers 
to the King and Prince Rupert with coppies of the articles, 
shewing the streight he was ing and necessitie to sett on 
foote this treatie, but with assurance of his fidelitie to 
his Majesties service, and that this was meerely to gaine 
time and accomodations. 

We can hardly question Cholmeley's fidelity to the King. His entire career, 
from March 1643, was that of a Royalist gentleman. He couldq after all, have 
thrown down his command in July 1644 and gone into exile with Newcastle, being 
well placed to do so, and still have claimed to be loyal. Yet he could also 
have displayed fidelity by abandoning Scarborough and going south to join the 
Oxford army, arguing that the castle had been untenable. Shrewd as he was, 
Cholmeley must seriously have asked himself whether, in the wake of the fall of 
York, he could conceive of holding Scarborough for such a length of time as to 
be of continuing service to the King. It would have been the height of folly 
and a betrayal of trust if he had decided to waste men in a pointless defence, 
and thus it could be argued now, and may have been argued at the time, that 
the proposals were a serious alternative to such a pointless exercise. A-, 
after deciding to fight it out, as a consequence of improving conditions in 
the castle and the scattering of the allied army, Cholmeley, precisely because 
of his concern to appear dutiful$ insisted that his overtures had never been 
genuine. Now that we are to examine the propositions, it will be seen that 
certain of them provided obstacles to his completion of the negotiations if he 
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desired. That they were deliberately inserted with that end in view seems 
likely, but that would not in itself invalidate the view that initially, Sir 
Hugh countenanced surrender. 

He set out the terms of the propositions in full under the heading 'The 

Propositions sent from Sir Hugh Cholmeley to the Committee for both kingdomes 

resident att London carryed thither by Mr. 'Henrie Darley'. The first two 

propositions concerned the security of the traders in Scarborough and did not 
bear direct relation to the military position, except insofar as that Cholmeley 

could, at a later date, point to them as evidence of the concern he had shown 
for the civilian population, should he have Meded to turn to them for help. 

Proposition three stated: "That the Garrison placed heere be att least 

2 partes of 3, Yorkeshire men". This was a curious stipulation, one not met 

with elsewhere in the north so far as is known, and that it was aimed at the 

Scots is obvious. Supposing that Parliament had agreed to this proposal, 

which they didý8 Cholmeley might have hoped for some administrative problems 
in the allied command in the north. 

Proposition four: "That such officers and soldiers both of horse and foot, 

and all others whoe shall desire itt, may have libertie to march with there 

horses and armes, cullers flying, trumpetts sounding, drums beating, matches 
lighted att both ends, to the Prince's army, or the next Garrison which they 

shall make choice of, beeing allowed accomodation for there quarters, and not 
march above 10 miles a day; and euerie soldier to have 12 chardges of powder 

and bulletts and match proportionable". There was nothing exceptional in 

these, and the ten mile limit corresponded with the York terms. The "fowerth" 

was "approved of" by the Committee. 

Proposition five: "That all persons whoe have any goods in the Towne or 
Castle may have libertie to disspose them in what plaice and in whose hands 

they please within in the Towne, or to carry them to what place they desire 

within the Kingdome or beyond the seas, and to have protections and passes for 

there securitie-and better conduct of there said goods". Againg there was 
nothing exceptional here, and the Committee consented provided that no goods 
prohibited by statute from being taken overseas, were to be included in the 
terms. 

Proposition six: "That all and everie person of what qualletie and degree 

soe ever, which is with in the Towne or Castle att the rendition there of, may 
have free power and libertie to remove himselfe and family, and to live att 
his owne house or else where as hee pleaseth, and to pass and travell quietlie 
about his occasions with out molestations, and to have protection and passes 
from the three Generalls then att Yorke for his and there better securitie. 11 

The Committee approved this. 
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Proposition seven: "That all officers, soldiors, Gentlemen, Townesmen 

and every other person which shall be in the Towne or Castle att the Rendition 
thereof, may have power and liberty to departe with there armes, and to dispose 

of there estaites reall and personall as they please, and shall not be chardged 
with other taxes and payments then is chardged upon the Countrie in generall, 
and paid in a proportionable way by those which are of the Parliament's side 
and party". The Committee balked at this somewhat, and stipulated that such 
terms could only apply insofar as they were the terms agreed at York, and that 
the persons subject to the terms had been in Scarborough since August 1st. 

Cholmeley's attempt to avoid the penalties of sequestration for himself and 
his officers was not necessarily a sticking point for the London committee, 

which was prepared to waive normal procedures to secure immediate advantages. 
The fact was, however, that time and again in subsequent years, persons exempt 
from sequestration found themselves in danger of it, or victims of it, most 

particularly in the sweeping measures that followed the 1648 rising. The 

point is that Cholmeley was not to know this at the time, and proposition seven 

can be seen as quite a serious factor in deciding whether or not to surrender 
the garrison. If Cholmeley, in Parliamentarian eyes a turncoat, could escape 
penalty, he had a lot to lose by continuing the fight, for he would not get 

such terms again. of course, it may be that Sir Hugh, with an eye to the 

theatrical gestureq inserted this in order that it might be seen just what he 

was throwing away by holding to the castle. 

Proposition eight: "That all and everie person that hath interest in anie 

Shipp now lying in the harbour or belonging to the towne, may have power and 
libertie to disspose of the said Shipp and ordinance, tackling, and all things 

belonging to her, as they please to there best advantage". The Committee 

consented, providing only that the ships were not employed in the King's Servlceý 

at a later date, and that any guns previously taken from Parliamentary ships 

were to be restored. 

Proposition nine: "That all clergie men which are now in the Towne and 
shall be att the Rendition thereof, and are disspossessed of there spirituall 
or temporall esstaites and livings by reasons of these troubles, may be 

restored to them, and enjoy there esstaites reall and personall and disspose 
the same as they please, and that they may live quiettlie at there owne howses 

and have protections from the three Generalls for that purpose". This was a 
proposition that Sir Hugh knew could not conceivably be accepted. The 
Committee responded: "Ninth disaproved, excepting Mr. Remmington to whome the 

proposition is granted". If this was Robert Remington M. A., the reason for 
his exclusion from an overall denial is unknown. In 1647 his living was 
confirmed as having been sequestered? 

9 It was hardly likely that the Laudian 

clergy who had taken refuge in Scarborough would be treated differently from 
their fellows up and down the rest of the country since Parliament appears to 
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have treated them as even greater Imalignants' than many a Royalist layman in 

arms. 

Proposition ten: I'That noe man with in the towne or Castle att the 

Rendition thereof be enforced to take any oath other than such as is settled 
by Act of Parliament, nor be troubled or molested for refusing any oath not 

settled by Act of Parliament". The Committee disapproved of this outright. 
Cholmeley was here endeavouring to avoid the prescribed taking of the Covenant, 

one of the agreements reached between the allied commissioners prior to the 

Scottish invasion. It must also be seen as an adroit use of words by Sir 

Hugh, for it would be possible for a Royalist to argue that any Oidinance-of 

Parliament passed since the outbreak of hostilities, not being sanctioned by 

the King, could not be obeyed. The Royalist Parliament at Oxford, on the 

other hand, was unlikely to pass any Acts imposing oaths that a Royalist could 

not take. 

Proposition eleven: "That neither the Governor nor anie of his command 
be questioned for anie matter or thing that hath been donn or acted by them 

or anie of them either by sea or land". The Committee confirmed this for Sir 
Hugh and his family, but referred the officers to the general terms of the 

rendition articles. 

Proposition twelve: "That the v6tes passed against the Governor in the 

House of Commons be revoked, and that hee be put in the same capacetie hee was 
before they passed". The Committee "disapproved". By rejecting this 

proposition, however, the Committee by inference throw into doubt their 

acceptance of earlier propositions directly concerning Sir Hugh. 

Proposition thirteen: "That the Governor may have libertie to pass to 

what Countrie hee please beyond the seas, and power to dispose his estaite 

reall and personall as hee pleases, and protections from the three Generalls 

for himselfe and servants for better security in this point". This was 

approved, and it will be apparent that it touched upon proposition seven. 

Proposition fourteen: "That the Governor's wife may have libertie to 
live att his house att Whitbie without molestation, and that the soldiors there 

may be removed and noe other put into the samett. The Committee consented. 

Proposition fifteen: "That when the Towne and Castle shall be rendred 
Sir Henry Cholmeley, Brother to Sir Hugh, may be Governor of the place and 
have command in cheife". Sir Henry Cholmeley was a Parliamentarian colonel, 

I 
and a former MP, who had never waivered. Cholmeley's familial interest was 

really unacceptable, as he must well have known, and the impression cannot be 

igno. red that this was a frivolous proposition thrown in to add to the more 

ponderous and equally as objectionable terms. The Committee noted they 
thought "itt not reasonable Sir Hugh Cholmeley name his successor", and 
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clearly, they took it seriously. 

Proposition sixteen: "That in caise these articles be agreed on Coll. 

John Bellasyse to be released". The Committee suspended their decision on 
this, if that is what "Sixteenth suspended" ciLn be taken to mean. Sir Hugh's 

concern for Lord Belasyse, a prisoner since Selby in April, was probably genuine 

although there were plenty of other northern officers in enemy hands whose 

names he could have inserted. Belasyse was eventually exchanged, but in no 

way because of these articles. 

Proposition seventeen: "That the Governor may have assurance from the 

Committy for both Kingdomes and the Lord Fairfax that these articles shall 
be punctually observed without any breach or violation, and that they will 

promiss to obteine an order in the House of Commons for the confirmation of 
them within in one forthnight after the surrender of the Towne and Castlelt. 

The Committee refused to commit itselfg stating that it would use "utmost 

endeavours" to see that the terms were kept. This was as good as saying what 

was anyway self-evident to both sides, that the London Committee had less 

practical power over the actions of field commanders than in theory it had. 
Or perhaps the Committee was leaving itself a safety valve. Cholmeley was 

putting the case far more strongly than most garrison commanders had done or 
would do, and demanding terms very much as if he were the victor and the other 
side, the vanquished. 

Proposition eighteen: t'That betweene this and the 4th September the 
Governor may receive answeare how farre the Committy for both Kingdomes and 
the Lord Fairefax doe consent to these articles, after the receiving of which 
the'Governor desires and reserves 2 dayes time to consider before hee returne 
a conclusive answeare, and after hee shall declaire his assent to the articles 
which shall be condissended to the Committy and the Lord Fairefax, hee 

promis8eth in the woord of a Gentleman with in 5 dayes to render itt into the 

hands of such persons as the Parliament or Lord Fairefax shall appoint, and 

authorise for that purpose, the Towne and Castle of Scarbrough, with all 
victualls, armes, and amunition and ordinance but such as was formerly excepted 
in these articles". The Committee consented to all this. 

Proposition nineteen: "And whilst these articles are in agetation their 

may be a cessation from all acts of hostelities, and under this the Governor 

subscribes his namet'. The Committee left the business of the cessation to 
Fairfax, who had already agreed to it. 

It has to be said that if Cholmeley had succeeded in securing the London 

approval of all of these articles, it would have been something of a victory 
in surrendering the castle. Insofar as a rebellious, or revolutionary party 

can be bound by precedentst these articles would have been a marked success 
for all defeated Royalists. Yet, weighing up the demands made by Cholmeley, 
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the feasible interspersed with the outrageously presumptive, credence has to 
be given to Sir Hughts claim that what he most desired, was time, and that he 
did not truly contemplate surrender. Unless he was prepared to withdraw 
certain articles, particularly nine, twelve and fifteen, there was nothing 
here on which to bargain, and Cholmeley gave no indication that he was willing 
to withdraw anything. That said, we must of necessity revert to the original 
view that we cannot really be sure one way or the ot4er. 

Henry Darley put all possible speed into going to London and returning, 
Cholmeley suspecting that his haste was due to a desire "in hopes to be 

Governor", since the whole business took him only 12 days. He carried with 
him not only the Committee's reply, but a letter from the Committee signed by 

the earl of Northumberland and Lord Maitland empowering him to confer with Sir 

Hugh as the Committeets representative, implying that accom'Odation on the 

rejected articles might be madeq or offering Cholmeley a means of backing down 

on them. 

Cholmeley maintained the pretence of talks until the full 20 days were up, 
since "most of the corne being designed to be brought into the Garrison" was 
still in the fields within the six mile limit. It is clear that he and 
Darley must have consulted at length during this time, even if it was now all 

a fabrication on Cholmeley's partg but what was said between them remains 
unknown. If actions are to be better understood than words, then we must 
suppose from what Cholmeley actually did, that this had been an entirely 
successful plot on his par: t for some time: 

Now for the Governor to holde on the treatie, with out 
being further ingaiged or not discovering some glimpse 
of his resolution to breake with them in the conclusion 
(which would have interrupted his provisions), was a 
verie nise point; yet soe managed as itt was kept on 
foote tolhe last day. 

This really does present a problem. With all the provisions going into the 

castle, "400 loads of corne and a good quantity of hay with other provisions", 
how did Cholmeley contrive to keep this from the ears of Darley and Fairfax? 
Did he seize upon the corn in the fields and the hay in the stacks, or did he 

pay for it all? Hadhe seized upon it, could he have prevented disgruntled 
local people leaving the six mile limit with stories of what was going on? 
Would an interruption of the normal civilian traffic into and out of that limit 

not have aroused the suspicions of the Parliamentary soldiery stationed around 
the area? Did Henry Darley notice nothing in his talks with Cholmeley, 

presuming that they took place in Scar ough and not at some neutral point 
between the two camps? If Lord Fairfax knew what was going on, even he would 
have realised that he was playing a double-game with Cholmeleyq and if he did 

not, he must have had men about him who were naturally suspicious of the doings 

of a turncoat. The questions are beyond answer, because there is no direct 
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or indirect contemporary clue available to us, but they have to be asked, 
because they are crucial. Either Cholmeley was an even cleverer man than we 
may suppose him to have been, and his actions and writings show him to have 
been shrewd and competent; or Lord Fairfax was far more incompetent than we 
might expect for a man responsible since 1642 for Parliamentarian interests 

7 in Yorkshire. The fact of the matter may be that in the East'Riding, as 
elsewhere, Parliamentarian intelligence systems simply did not exist, or were 
thoroughly inefficient, which deplorable state of affairs would be beneficial 
to the Royalists. Yet this development at Scarborough raises again the 

problem of the Mayney relief march to Pontefract with which we have dealt, 

and both raise a question easier to put than to answer. Briefly, was the 

element of surprise which Mayney particularly possessed, but Cholmeley also 
had, due to a fundamental sympathy for the Royalist cause on the part of the 

common people? Was the essential conservatism of the rural population in 
the East and West Ridings Royalist in sentiment? For from the local populace 
would have to come the intelligence upon which the military power in York 

could build, and if it was not forthcoming, as it was not where Mayney was 
concerned, and was probably not in Cholmeley's case, can we see it as a 
positive rather than as a negative attitude? This question is integral to 

another, greater question with which this study is not concerned: did the 
Parliament ever reconcile the rural populace to its revolution? 

At the end of the 20 days Cholmeley 

writes to the Lord Fairfax and Mr. Darley, that since his 
propositions were not answered by the Committy according 
to his demand, nor the exposstulations since uppon them 
produced ought more to his stisfaction, hee would noe longer 
continnue the treaty. 

At the same time Cholmeley drew into Scarborough his cavalry which had, 

presumably, been patrolling the six mile line, so that when Fairfax's horse 

advanced 'land quartered in all the villages and places convenient adjacent" 

with 500 infantry to assist them, everything was ready. A Parliamentary ship 

was boarded off the coast, and a vast quantity of match seized by a Captain 

Allan who carried it into Scarborough and so, opportunely, replenished the 

mere 40 yards of the stuff left in the magazine. Whilst the blockade by land 

proved effective, for a long time the essential provisions continued to reach 
the garrison by seal "coales, salt, and corne". 

The garrison cavalry was at this stage 200 strong, but this did not 
Prevent it from carrying out exploits which had marked Cholmeley as a very 
dangerous man in his Parliamentarian days and during 1643 and early 1644. 
Some 13 of his own troop 

breake outq and march above twentie miles into Cleaveland, 
where many of the Scottish army were quartered after the 
taking of Newcasstle; they incounter with 15 Scotts, kill 
two, and returne to Scarbrough bringing each man a prisoner 
and there horses with them. 
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This was in early November. Cholmeley wrote of his cavalry, and we can share 
his opinion, as I'verie good men and perpetually in action, and grew so 
formidable the enamie durst not stand to looke them in the face". At the end 
of December they secured another success, raiding a troop of enemy cavalry 

and capturing a colonel. But this ability to take the war to the enemy was 
to be curtailed at the opening of the new year, for in January 1645 there 

arrived on the scene one of the ablest of Parliament's field commanders, a 
match for Cholmeley in some respects9 Lieutenant General Sir John Meldrum. 
His arrival heralded a new intensity in the siege, and can be seen as a sign 
that Scarborough had assumed real importance in the mind of Lord Fairfax, a 

constant taunt and reminder of a wasted summer. For Meldrum it was to be his 

last service for the Parliament which he served, so it may now be observed 
that, but for his nationality (he was a Scot), his birth, and his now imminent 

death, his name might have echoed louder in the military histories of the civil 

war period, for he had no equal amongst the Parliamentary commanders in the 

north, not even Lambert. 

Meldrum quartered at Falsgrave, and occupied the Mill Hill which, by the 

eminence, commanded the town and harbour. His force of 2000 foot and 1000 
horse was dispersed according to siege principles. The seizure of Mill Hill 

was a blow to Cholmeley, as the latter remarked: 
The Governor understood well of what consequence the place 
was, and would not have left itt without fortification; but 
that hee wanted men to maintaine itt, and never intended to 
holde the town in caise any assault should be offered, for 2 
thousand men were scarce sufficient to mainetaine the towne, 
and there was not 700 in itt with the Townesmen, most of which 
verie wavering. 

Nonetheless, the town had to be secured until safe magazines were built in the 

castle and all provisions carried there. Additional stores came into the 
town, captured at sea, so many in fact that Cholmeley remembered "there were 
more prizes brought into the Harbour in one month past, then ever had beene in 

all the time Scarbrough was a Garrison". We may suppose that Cholmeley had 

ships directly under his command which preyed on coastal traders. 

Meldrum had come to press the siege to conclusion, but he was wary of 
Cholmeley, as Cholmeley was wary of him. The town was held three weeks from 

Meldrum's arrival without action, save for desultory bombardment by the enemy, 
but even so "for 10 days together not any soldier stirred from his poast". 
A Royalist ship positioned to defend the harbour with its guns was savaged by 

Meldrum's artillery, but two sallies against the enemy trenches proved 
successful. Caution dictated Meldrum's actions, and he sent for reinforce- 

ments to General Leven, procuring a 1000 Scottish infantry under a Colonel 

Stewart. When these arrived, he sent a summons to Cholmeley: 

in an imperious style to yeild the towne; the Governor 
returnes answeare hee verie well understood the towne was 
not tenable, that hee would not have kept it soe long against 
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an attempting enemie... 
this was something of a jibe at Meldrum 

... that hee held it thus long meerely to gett his provisions 
into the Castle, which beeing now donne, hee was resolved to 
quitt itt in few days, and that if hee durst make his attempt 
against the Castle, hee should be received by persons 
resolute to mainetaine the place and the King's right... 

Meldrum was not, howeverg prepared to wait until he could walk into the 

town without difficulty. Cholmeley was informed that an attack was to be 

made, and instantly withdrew his cannon into the castle. At the moment that 

the enemy began to move towards the town, he also withdrew his men into the 

castle 

without making the least show of opposition; soe that the 
ennemie, finding the entrance in the towne so easie, takes 
the hardiness to advance to the gaite of the Castle, from 
which they are instantlie repulsed with the loss of many of 
there lives, and if the Church had not beene neare for there 
retreat, they had surely suffered much more. 

This sounds like a ruse on Cholmeley's part, drawing on the enemy and then 

suddenly turning at bay, but as will be seen, his account did not tally with 
those of the enemy. Whitelock 

80 
noted: 

Letters from Sir John Meldrum informed, that Feb. 18 about ten 
a Clock the Town of Scarborough was stormed in four places by 
the English and Scottish Souldiers, who gained the Town and 
Church with the loss of eleven men; in the Church they took 80 
Souldiers, and the Governour of Hemsley Castle ... 

It is not clear that Sir Jordan Crossland was captured at this time, but if he 

was, he was released soon after, for he went from Scarborough to Newark where 
he still was in 1646. 

.... Cholmeley perceiving the Town like to be lost, fled into 
the Castle, and was pursued and one of the Works taken, but 
the White Tower in the Castle commanding it, they beat out 

Meldrum's men with stones. Cholmeley laboured to escape by 
sea in a little Pinnace he had there, which he called his 
'Running Horse', but Meldrum got boats between him and the 
Pinnace, and forced him back again into the Castle. 
Sir Hugh Cholmeley had five Dunkirk vessels lying in the Road, 
who interrupted Meldrum's men in the Storm, but his Canoniers 
sunk two of them, and the other three fled away. Meldrum 
took in the Town and Church, 32 pieces of Ordnancel with store 
of Arms, and other prize, and in the Haven 120 ships. 

Virtually the whole of this report, not simply because it does not tally with 
Cholmeley, has to be disregarded. We do not even know whether Meldrum 

compiled such a letter or letters as Whitelock suggested, since Whitelock 

drew virtually all of his military reports from contemporary tracts which 

circulated in London (as did John Vicars), and these ranged from the bare 

factual reports, to the most outrageous fabricationAl From everything that 

Cholmeley had said previously, we must accept his interpretation of events, 

even if the question of the losses at the church remains unresolved. We do 

know that Crossland had gone into the garrison after Helmsley fell. 
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Vicars printed a letter, allegedly from Cholmeley, and probably, if so, 
intercepted on its way to an unknown recipient (perhaps Rupert? ). It was 
said to have been written on the 24th, six days after the town was occupied 
by Meldrum. The letter's despondent quality must be understood in the context 
of the appeal for helpq the blacker the picture painted, the more likely would 
relief be attempted. 

Wee are now blockt up close in the Castle, and divers of our 
souldiers run away to the Enemy, and it is to bee feared that 
the ill accommodation will daily decrease our number: You 
know the consequence, and beleeve me it requires speedy supply, 
for reasons which I may not expresse; I pray you signifie 
where or from whence I may expect and hope for relief, and 
whether any expectance from the Queen, or Ireland, or probability 
of a good issue from the Treaty; of which particulars I desire 
to bee satisfied, and that I may not bee totally ignorant: Not 
that the failing of any, or of all of these, shall make mee 
quit this trust otherwise than becomes a Gentleman... (82) 

Scarborough Castle cannot have been in quite so bad a condition as this letter 

suggests, and if the text was not 'doctored' by London propagandists, we must 
accept it as a deliberate attempt to create concern. Certainly, Cholmeley 
felt cut off perched on the promontory where the castle was situated, but he 
had known what was to come and had prepared against it. Returning to his 

memoir, we find a sound picture of conditions: 
At the entring into the Castle most of the Townes men quitt 
the Governor, except one of the Bailiffes and fower or five 
others which retyred thither with there familyes. The 
number of the forces that entered into the Castle were about 
five hundred, of which threescore gentlemen and officers, 250 
foot, and the rest troopers most of them having horses, of 
which there beeing noe use with in the Castle they all betooke 
themselves to musketts, and did the dutie of foot soldiors, 
which they performed verie gallantlie beeing as stoute resolute 
men as was in the worlde. 
The first forthnight produced little action, for those within 
the Castle hoped for reliefe, (which had been long and often 
promised from Oxford); they endeavoured in the interim to 
make themselves as strong as possible might be, and to that 
end were imployed in f9rtifying some places which were most 
requisite, soe the ennemie having the Church att the foot of 
the Castle begann to make other places of securitie against 
attempts from the Castle... 

Meldrum continued to bombard Cholmeley with summons to surrender, and to be 

answered with the usual rejection. Similar letters were sent to the officers 
and gentlemen in the garrison, and it is not a little remarkable that Cholmeley 
let them be delivered, although he was probably sure of his men, observing that 11, 

they expressed to Meldrum in their replies "there resolution to stike to the 

Governor". To reach the rank and file, arrows with messages attached were 
fired over the walls, but these had little effect, for all th 

,e 
waverers - 

Cholmeley reckoned there were 40 or so - had run away within a few days of the 

fall of the town. 
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To add extra impact to his demands, Ifeldrum brought up ordinance, nearly 
all demi-cannons, but one "whole cannon" firing a 64 lb. ball. This was a 
Cannon Royal, the largest ordinance available to either side during the war. 
Meldrum ordered the cannon to the cliff tops for better range, and went up 
himself to instruct the gunners: 

Heldrum there in person giving directions about them, his 
hatt blowes off his head, and hee catching to save that, the 
winde being verie great blowes his claoke over his face, and 
hee falls over the cliff amongst the rocks and stones att 
least steeple height; itt was a miracle his braines were 
not beaten out and all his bones broken, but itt seemed the 
winde together with the cloake did in some sorte beare him 
up, and lessen the fall; yet hee is taken up for dead, lyes 
3 dayes speechless, his head opened and the bruised blood 
taken out, though a man aboLve threescore years old, recovered 
this soe perfectlie that with in six weekes hee is on foote 
againe, and beginns to batter the Castle. 

How Cholmeley came to learn all these details we shall shortly see. Meldrum 

was a tough old man. 

A sudden cessation in activity puzzled the governor. The new ord* nce 

was silent where it had been placed: "The enemie was verie quiett and kept 

close in there workes and the Church. " He determined to learn what had 

happened, and ordered a sally. 
Captaine Wickham ... with 50 men ffeif upon the Scottish 
garde att the end of the Castle next to the harbour, made 
manie of them runne into the sea, whoe thincking thereby to 
esscaipe fire died by water; this was att noone day, and soe 
gallantlie performed as hee returned with above twentie 
prisoners, left a hundred killed and wounded; by these 
prisoners the besieged had first notice of Meldrum's misfortune... 

The impact of the sally lay in its complete unexpectedness, since Cholmeley 

recorded no earlier such, although he implied them. The captain was William 
Wickham of Rowseby, related by marriage both to Cholmeley and to Cholmeley's 

regimental Major, Toby Jenkiný3 

Upon Meldrum's recovery 
/KeTfalls to batter soe furiously that in 3 days the great 
A- To7er split in two, and that side which was battered falls 
to the ground, the other standing firme beeing supported by 
an arch of stone that went through the midst... 

Cholmeley noted that some 20 persons standing on the top of the tower, the ruin 

of which is today much as Meldrum's guns left it, managed to jump onto the 

safe part, but two in a chamber in the wall were crushed to death when it 

fell. 

The fall of the Tower was a verry terrible spectacle, and 
more sudden then exspected, att which the enemie gave a 
great shout, and the beseiged nothing dismayed betooke them 
to there armes, exspecting an assault, by omission of which 
the enemie lost a faire oppertunitie, the falling parts of 
the Tower having obstructed the passage to the gaite house 
soe that the guard there for present could have noe releafe 
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from there friends; this fall of the Tower put the enemie 
into much heart and confidence, so that the next day, about 
six a clocke in the evening, Meldrum writes to the Governor 
that hee intended that night to be maister of the Castle and 
all the woorkes, that if the Governor would render, hee should 
have good conditions, but if hee would not, and that anie of 
his soldiors lost a drop of blood in the entrance, theire 
should not a person with in the Castle have quarter. 

Cholmeley refused to return an immediate reply, but that did not stop Meldrum, 

who launched an attack at nine o'clock that evening. The objective was the 

gatehouse, which had by this time been reinforced, and the Royalists fought 

back fiercely until the enemy retired 
leaving divers dead bodies in the woorke, and having of 
there partie slaine and wounded above two hundred in that 
encounter; the stones of the falne Tower were throwne 
freelie amongst them and did the greatest execution. 

The path to the gate is still narrow, and must have been very congested with 
dead and wounded Scots and English for much of the night. 

Cholmeley made a digression in his narrative to recount a curious incideni 

and innview of a not dissimilar occurrence at Carlisle during the siege there, 

and which we shall deal with in its turn, it will stand retelling. Shortly 

after the abandonment of the towng Captain Richard Ledgard 
84 

fell sick, at a 
time when it was his company's turn for duty at the gatehouse. Ledgard's 

under-officers, making their round, were surprised to find all the walls hung 

with black, as if for a funeral, and upon entering another part of the castle, 
a similar spectacle confronted them. They reported the incident to Ledgard, 

who convinced them that they had suffered an hallucination, I'deceptio visus". 
Cholmeley nonetheless observed that the officers in question were men of 
"courage, as noe one that knew them could judge any misstake arose through 
feare and weakness of spirit". The point of the digression was this. That 

of Ledgard's company, the lieutenant and two sergeants were shortly after 
killed; Ledgard and another gentleman were talking in the castle yard when a 
64 lb. ball passed between them, killing the gentleman and rebounding from the 

wall to break Ledgardts leg; and the only men killed when the Tower collapsed 
were two of Ledgard's company. 

The collapse of the tower obliged Cholmeley and his family and some otheri 
to move into ramshackle cabins in the bailey, exposed to the fire of enemy 

ships lying off the promontory. Meldrum, meanwhile, used all his ordinance 

against the main gate until the walls were reduced solow that the Royalists 

had no choice but to evacuate. Immediately, Meldrum sent in a company of 
foot, who were driven out again by Captain 'Neueston' who may have been a 
Reformado from Colonel Sir Richard Dacre's HorsA5 

A second time the Parliamentarians forced an entry, and were a second 
time beaten out by 30 or so Royalists commanded by Captain Hugh Cholmeley. 
Sir Hughts identification of this officer as 11jughl may have been an error, 
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since whilst such a man cannot be identified, there was a Captain James 
86 Cholmeley in the garrison, 

This double defeat caused Meldrum to think again, and for 10 days the 
disputed gatehouse area lay unoccupied by either side. However, Meldrum was 
enabled to draw his ordinance nearer to the castle: 

the besieged were forced to retyre nearer to the Castle, 
which gave oppertunitie to the enemie to draw up two demy 
cannon to the ridge of a hill close to the Gaite house, 
which beeing planted commanded the passages and principall 
woorkes in the Castle.... 

This threat had to be faced immediately. Cholmeley ordered Major Crompton 

whom we have met with before in the Buttercrambe exploit a year before, to 

make a sally. Supported by 60 men, he cleared three separate works, defended 
by 80 men in each, overturned the demi-cannon and ruined their carriages 

which was as much as could be donn in that place and soe 
short a time, and was of soe great consequence as the cannon 
could not be made serviceable in ten dayes, in which time 
the beseiged had fortified themselves, and raised up divers 
new woorkes. Crompton had soe maulled and frighted those 
upon the guard as the rest with in the towne were readie to 
runn away, probable if itt had beene a little darker they had 
donn soe, and as itt was the officers had much to doe to keepe 
the soldiors together... 

This signal exploit, not unnaturally, grew in the telling: 

Skerbrough had releeved themsellves, killed all theire 
officers excepting 2 or 3, and had killed and taken 300 mn, 
dismounting theire great iron gunne and 2 pockitt pistoles 
with all the rest of their cannon theare, and that they had 
nailed their gunnes and burnt theire cariages there, and had 
taken Skarbrough towne. (87) 

It was not so widespread a triumph as that, although it was worthy of praise. 
As Cholmeley observed 

the place which Crompton was possessed of could not be 
kepte, the enemies cannon plaid soe upon itt, and therefore 
having dismounted the cannon the Governor commands his 
retreate... 

Yet over and above this tactical triumph there had been an even more severe 
blow dealt the siege forces, and the allied cause in general. Meldrum had 
fought his last fight 

in this scuffle Meldrum received a shott in att the bellie 
and out of the backe; hee had often both in woords and 
letters protested hee would either take the Castle or lay 
his bones before itt, and though hee dyed with in six dayes 
of this wound, hee before had esscaiped verie great dangers 
for beside that fall hee had been shott through the codds 
and perfectlie recovered.... 

Thus ended a career which had begun early in the century in Ulster, and which 
has never yet had justice done it by a military historian. 

With Meldrum's death the last "action of consequence" had been fought, 

although a further 12 weeks of siege lay before the garrison. The Royalists, 
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too, had sustained losses to which Cholmeley, chary of naming individuals at 
the best of times, did not refer. One of the dead was Lt. Colonel Henry 

Constable, Viscount Dunbar, a hard drinking, heavy gambling Recusant from the 

East Riding, killed, according to the pedigrees, by a cannon ball. Another 

casualty was Captain Michael Wharton of Beverley, also a Recusant, and also 

slain by cannon fire 
ý8 

for what by reason of sickness and want of poother the 
besiedged had noe power, and those without, knowing that 
time must reduce the place, endeavoured cheifelie to 
secure themselves.... 

They had also, lot it be added, been so badly handled on so many occasions, 
that they must have been wary of risking another setback, however desperate 

the conditions were within the castle. 

.... which they did in soe strong woorkes as itt was 
difficult to take them as the Castle, in soe much did 
the soldiors of the Castle say to the enemie, 'doe you 
besiedg us, or wee you? ' 

The garrison artillery was now silent, for want of powder, and this led to the 

Parliamentary forces approaching closer tothe walls. They kept up a steady 
bombardment themselves, causing the garrison to occupy their time in repairing 
fresh breaches almost daily. Throughout all this time, Cholmeley was able to 

boast, the soldiers and officers received their pay regularly, one shilling a 

week to the men with an additional six pence for every day spent in labouring 

to maintain and secure the walls. Sir Hugh bore much of this charge out of 
his own pocket, but when even his largesse failed, he proposed that those 

within the garrison holding plate should contribute some towards the minting 

of siege money - silver cut into shapes and "passed currant according to there 

severall weights, some of them had the stamps of a broaken Castle and this 

inscription 'Caroli fortuna resurgam"'. Here, Sir Hugh found the spirit of 

sacrifice not so large as his own. 
those who had more then double to what was in the Garrison 
besides, were not onelie unwilling to parte with any them- 
selves, but underhand wrought upon others to be adverse to 
itt; soe that rather then to breed the least disquiett by 
taking any man's goods against his will, the Governor made 
use of the plaite which belonged to some persons hee had 
perticuler interest in, which was cutt in peeces... 

The curious phrase "persons hee had perticuler interest in" conceals some 

mystery. Perhaps Cholmeley meant, persons who were obligated to him either 
for small or large loans, or for other reasons; alternatively, persons who had 

left their silver in his care, so that by using it, he put himself under an 

obligation to reimburse the persons concerned at a later date. But that he 

kept the soldiers paid was no mean feat. There wast anyway, another andoah 

altogether graver problem with which he had to contendq as he explained in some 
detail: 

all the actions from the enemie did not soe much trouble 
him, as the pragmatticall practices of some personns with 



in his owne Garrison, whoe by there cunning and plauseable 
deportment had gained a good repute amongst the generalitie, 
making huge shew and pretence of zeale to the King's cause, 
though the Governor had cautions from some hee ought to 
beleeve and give obedience to, not to trust those persons 
too farre in the businesses concerned the King.... 

Cholmeley gave no names. One is tempted to dismiss his observations as one 
dismisses, for example, the claims made by the Parliamentarians about treachery 

at Adwalton Moor, or the Duchess of Newcastle's view of treason influencing the 

campaigns against the Scots. But this will not do. Sir Hugh, without 
naming names, was really rather specific, for he alluded to warnings from 

"some hee ought to beleeve and give obedience to". This reference can only 
have been to Newcastle himself, or to Prince Rupert, and the warnings must 
have come to him in July 1644. We do not have anything like a list of the 

civilians within Scarborough, although by late 1644 it was one of the few 

places - the others were Skipton and Pontefract and, if not too far away, 
Carlisle - into which Royalist adherents could go. The motives which may 
have compelled a civilian to enter a garrison at this stage of the war, when 
they were under no coercion from Newcastle so to do, can only be guessed at. 
Clearly, genuine loyalty would compel a man to associate himself with whatever 

garrison was maintaining the cause. There would also be a general fear of 
living isolated in somewhat hostile countryside, known for a Royalist, with 
Scottish and Parliamentary soldiery prowling about in all the arrogance of 
anticipated victory. Catholics, for exampleg whether Royalist or not, would 
doubtless have felt safer in a garrison, particularly if, at its surrender, 
they could take advantage of generous articles, and who is to blame them for 

what was a matter of survival? It is in this last group - and I do not mean 
solely amongst Recusants --that Cholmeley's "pragmatticall personns" ought to 
be sought. 

By June 1645 the castle of Scarborough was in a sad condition. As 

Cholmeley remarked himself,, it was but a matter of time and the enemy did not 

need to storm, or could wait to storm it until weakness within would give them 

easy access. There must have been some Royalists within the castle who, by 

this date, had realised that relief and, less likely, Royalist military victory 

would be denied. Lacking military discipline, lacking also the outlook of 
the veteran soldier, some of these persons would view Cholmeley's continued 
resistance as courting disaster. Should the castle be stormed, what was to 

stop the enemy, with Meldrum's death to avenge, from putting everyone in sight 
to the sword? In the conditions of the early summer of 1645, that such 
persons would seek to avert catastrophe by influencing both the soldiery and 
the officers has to be accepted. Against their prophecies of doom and their 

appeal to the natural instinct for survival, Cholmeley could present hardly 

any case, for if he had had to explain what it was that caused him to hold on 
so fiercely to an untenable stronghold, he might have replied - indeed, one 
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would expect him to have replied - that it was all a matter of honour, personal 
collective and party. 

.... hee plainelie perceived they tooke advantage of the 
straite and necessities the Garrison was in, to infuse 
discontents into the soldiors upon all occasions, yet these 
perticulers beeing more certaine then clearely to be proved 
the committing or quesstioning of them would but breed 
disstirbance or discontent in the Garrison, which was verie 
unseasonableg esspetiall there having a neere relation to 
some whoe had a command, and were really affected to the 
King's cause; and soe to exsclude them out of the Garrison 
were to give more knoledge and advantage to the enemie; 
soe that for these 2 reasons the Governor att the quitting 
the Towne, admitted them into the Castle, and att both places 
connived att many perticulers hee should nott have donne had 
the enemie beene more remoate. 

Sir Hugh's difficulties were serious. His allusion to these defeatists as 
being nearly related to prominent Royalists does not bring us any nearer to 

identifying them, largely because we do not have anything approaching a list of 

persons in Scarborough garrison. The composition records do not help much. 
If some of those within the castle were some of the would-be exiles whom 
Cholmeley had restrained from going with Newcastle in July 1644, that might 

explain their attitude: but one would have expected these to have left long 

before the siege intensified. The mystery is insoluble. 

The defeat of the King's field army at Naseby on June 14th, and with it 

the wreck of the Northern Horse, was reported to Cholmeley by a drummer sent 
from the allied camp. The victory was celebrated outside the walls with 
bonfires, cannon shotq and volleys of musketry against the castle, in response 
to which Cholmeley ordered his trumpets to be counded, the drums to beat, and 
muskets to be fired "and made such cryes and hollowing as they caused the 

enemie to decist from there jolletie... 11. The garrison may have considered 
this report to be either a ruse, or only partly true, even though the defeatist 

element must have leapt at it. For the next !,: ýKt weeks, however, they 

continued to resist "in hopes of reliefe, or att least to understand how 

affaires went with the King". 

The situation deteriorated slowly. The enemy ships, no longer under 
threat from the castle guns, d-ew in closer to the promontory and fired upon 
parties sent to fetch fresh water from beneath the cliffs. The "miseries of 
the Castle began exceedinglie to multiply". 

Halfe of the soldiers were either slaine or dead of the 
scurvy, of which disease neare the otherhalfe laid soe 
miserable handled they were scarce able to stirr hand or 
foot; there was but 25 of the common soldiors able to doe 
dutie, and the gentlemen and officers which were glad to 
undertake it in there roome, were almost tierd out of there 
skinns; there dyed tenn in a night, and manie layed two 
dayes unburied for want of helpe to carrie them to the 
grave; there was corne sufficient, but not hands to make 
the mills goe, in soe much that most in the Garrison had 
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not eaten a bitt of bread for divers dayes before the 
render, and the Governor had often in person turned the 
mills to get himselfe bread.... 

It goes without saying that the garrison was inspired, in these extremities, 
by Cholmeley's own deportment, although he avoided suggesting as much. The 

picture of the terribleýconditions within the castle is tragically clear, for 

all Cholmeley's economy of words. To add to their troubles, the well within 
the castle was insufficiently supplied with water, and the cavalry horses were 
sickening too. By July, half a barrel of powder remained, and Cholmeley now 
consulted his officers as to what was beat to be done. They 

intreated Zh-im2 to take into consideration the weake 
esstaite of the Garrison, where upon hee summons to a 
meeting all the Gentlemen and officers in the Garrison, 
which were able to make appearance, where it is unanimouslie 
resolved requisite to enter into a treatie... 

Terms were agreed on July 22nd, and the garrison finally marched out three days 
laterP Carried out in blankets9 unable otherwise to move, were 180 sick men, 

-who died then or in the town. Sixty officerst gentlemen and soldiers, "many 

of them infirme in healtht' marched from the castle in column, Cholmeley himself 
bringing up the rear. That night these men slept four miles away from the 

castle, and seem to have been treated with respect by the enemy, who probably 
found themselves amazed by the diligence of a garrison so riddled with disease 

as this was. At Selby, the columns broke up, Cholmeley and Major Crompton 

choosing to sail for France. A good part of the men able to walkc; elected to 

continue resistance, and commanded by Colonel Sir Jordan Crossland and Major 
Toby Jenkin, made their way to Newark. 

Scarborough so graphically illustrates the state of Royalist fortunes 

that it would be pointless to expand upon it. The defiance of the garrison 
had burned for a time as brightly as any flame elsewhere, at Pontefract or 
Carlisle, as brightly as at Newcastle upon Tyne: but it was in reality merely 

a flicker of defiance, fanned for a time by the winds of hope, but ultimately 

and poignantly trodden out by conditions against which prowess in arms was no 

defence. 
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CHAPTER TWELVE 

"Great and Memorable for Loyaltytl 

The Struggle for Carlisle December 1644 to july 1645. 

Tullie's description of Carlisleg that it was "little in circuite, but 

great and memorable for loyalty", might be applied with equal justice to any of 

the surviving Royalist strongholds in the north after Marston Moor. It is 

almost as if, having remained firm when many other garrisons had yielded, they 

felt the eyes of friend and foe alike upon them, and were determined to live 

up to the image of themselves presented by Royalist propaganda. At the time 

at which we take up Tullie's narrative againg in December 1644, Pontefract had 

not yet been relieved, Scarborough stood firm and knew nothing of Meldrum, 

whilst Skipton and Lathom sent raiders at will around their respective areas. 

By summer, Scarborough, Carlisle and Pontefract were gone, swept away in the 

wake of Naseby field, disheartened or beaten into submission by the enemy or 

by the attendant exigencies of siege warfare. Yet they did not go down 

easily. 

When we left Carlisle, the siege was desultory. David Leslie had been 

drawn away to the siege of Newcastle, and the local Parliamentarians had 

enjoyed small success. By Christmas of 1644, the enforced idleness of a half- 
hearted siege was driving the Royalist garrison into repeated sallies: "the 

restlesse spirits, weary of Rest, went out a pickquering every day, and seldome 
1 

returned without pray or prisoner" I 

The administration of the town concentrated upon preparations for the 

hardening of the siege. All corn was taken from the citizens and stored in a 

central magazine, and the slaughter of cattle was centrally directed, the work 
being transferred to the castle, from which place meat and bread were to be 

distributed to the citizens according to their need. An order also went out 

to bring in silver plate for coining - similar to what had been done at 

Scarborough, although in that instance it was more toward the end of the siege. 
The action taken by Glemham was somewhat earlier. Perhaps that was why, as 

at Scarborough, there were difficulties, although Tullie criticised the actions 

of the military: 

an order was published to every Citizen to bring in their 
plate to be coyned, which they did chearfully; but this 
satisfied not the Governors; soe officers were ordered to 
come sodainly into the houses, as well of Country Gentlemen 
as of Citizens, and undr pretence of searching for plate, to 
take from them what moneys they found: wch they exactly 
performed.... 

Tullie's own brother escaped the searchers twice, under circumstances which 
Tullie related. Having heard that Colonel Sir William Dalston had had his 
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house searched and money taken, Tulliets brother filled his pockets with ready 

money rather than leave it in the house, and went to church. On his way home 

afterwards, he was accosted in the street: 
these searchers met him, and Capt Powley came merily towards 
him, telling him his poccets sweld to much, but Mins with 
held him, saying himselfe would search his studdy... 

Some of the officers were, clearlyq less happy with the order than were others. 

On the second occasion 

my Mother seeing them come fastly to her house, my brother 
gave the key of his desk to his sister, bidding her convey 
the money somewhither; but she had scarce opened the desk 
till the searcher entred the house; whereupon she was soe 
amazed, yt she left the money wth the cover of the desk open. 
The searchers demanding ye key of my mother's desk, straitway 
went to yt room where the aforesaid desk was; wch when they 
saw open, and by chance covered wth some linnen, one of them 
laying his hands upon it, said "there's nothing in the-, Ille 
warrant, else thou hadst not been open; t' soe they departed 
wth some small moneys of my mother's. 

Such proceedings are unknown for other Royalist garrisons in the north, and 

Glemham does not seem to have done the same thing at York in his time there. 

Whilst it was possible that some persons, even men of Royalist persuasion, 

might wish to conceal their tangible wealth, it seems strange that an une qui- 

vocal Royalist field officer like Dalston should have been subjected to this 

treatment. 

It has been said that this coining of plate occurred early in the siege, 
2 

which is-what Tullie implied. Nansong however, from a surviving list of 

plate delivered to the castle, believed that it first took place in late May 

1645. Where the reconciliation of documents is impossible, an explanation 

for divergence must be sought, and it may be that Tullie recorded the initial 

stages of collection, whilst the Nanson document was simply one of a series 

which has survived where earlier ones have not. It is an interesting list, 

showing a total weight of 1,162 ounces valued at five shillings an ounce, and 

with the donors names recorded. These were, for the most part, civilians, 

but certain officer's names appear. Colonel Richard Kirkbride gave a silver 

bowl and four spoons weighing 13 ounces. Sir Thomas Glemham donated two 

candle sticks weighing 44 ounces - they must have been splendid, and one is 

tempted to wonder if he had carried them with him on campaign, for such was not 

an unusual pratice. Colonel Sir Henry Fletcher handed over a tankard, a salt 

cellar, a tumbler, two wine bowls and six spoons, weighing 55 ounces in all. 

Colonel Sir William Dalston parted with two salt cellars, one large and one 

small, a bowl and eight spoons, weighing 63 ounces, and Colonel Sir Thomas 

Dacre gave two bowls at 19 ounces. Amongst other names on the list, Captain 

John (? Edward) Aglionby gave a bowl weighing 10 ounces; Captain John Cape 

gave 112 beare bowles", two gilt salt cellars, "one Colledge pott", a can and 

a beaker, weighing 89 ounces - clearly a man of some substance, and perhaps 
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one who had not successfully avoided the searchers, although that may be to 
misjudge himý Captain Johnson gave a tankard and a salt cellar, weighing 30 
Ounces, whilst Isaac Tullie's unfortunate mother had five spoons, weighing six 
Ounces, listed against her name. From all this plate, coin to the value of 
Z42 8 4d. was made, although silver worth F, 21.10s was lost'in the coining 
Process. 

Several officers were missing from this list drawn up on May 13th, which 
does suggest that they - Musgrave, for example, and Stradling - may already 
have handed over what they had earlier. The largest single donation of 145 

ounces of silver ware, came from a civilian, Frederick Tonstall or Tunstall, 

and the smallest, a spoon weighing an ounce, from Robert Sewell. Sewell could 

probably have concealed this single item, and it would scarcely have been 

missed, so we must suppose that whatever other citizens must have. felt about 
the coining, Sewell identified himself with the cause and gave gladly. 

"Look not at this short diary to read of Others conquering kingdomes", 

wrote Tullie, "the plate here in itself was inconsiderable". He went on: 
The daily skirmishes were none of them for the defence of 
the walls, wch the Enimie never assaulted, but about ye 
fetching in of Cattell, or ye tenting ym in their places of 
pastures, and now and then ye sleighting of a work. More 
was ye pitie, that such brave men as ye beseiged should be 
confined to such worftlesse adventures as these, recorded by 
no abler pen Zt-hen7 this of a boy not 18 years of age. 

This passage, whilst it describes the nature of the siege of Carlisle rather 
well, also indicates that Tullie, like Cholmeley and Nathan Drake, rewrote his 
journal or drew notes together at a later date. 

The pasturing and tenting (or tethering) of the cattle and horses outside 
the walls and, as Tullie said, "not far from the enemies works wheresoever they 

were". went on interrupted now and again by a Scottish attempt to seize the 

stock. The horses were grazed 

with their sadles, pistols, and bridles with their bits out 
of their mouths; when any danger appeared, every man put 
the bit in his horse's mouth, mounted, and drew up for a 
charge. The Cattell were driven and kept by townsmen. 

Pour officers, each with his quota of soldiers, took it in turns to guard the 
456 horses on these occasions. Captains Phi33ipson, Musgrave, Topham (or Coppam) 

and Scisson (or Silson)7 were the officers assigned for the task. Early in 
January, one of these officers found himself beset by a body of Scottish horse 

and sought to make his escape to the city driving the cattle before him, but a 
troop of garrison horse was at hand, and succeeded in driving off the raiders 
with some loss to the enemy. 

Tullie's picture of cattle raids and forays, although in the best border 

tradition, was not entirely accurate. Just a week or so after the incident 
Just related 
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a score of the Garrison's horse, went a vapouring to ZH-arraby7 
beyond Cholmeley's worke, and were encountred wth a troupe of 
the enimye, who were chased to their very works, several of 
them wounded, and one killed; Corporall Rapier one of the 
GIrrison was shot through the thigh.... 

It was highly unusual for a soldier of so inferior a rank to be mentioned by 

name'in contemporary annals, although Drake also named a few such where 
nec essary. Unfortunately, it is virtually impossible to accurately identify 
Rapier, since the rank was, naturallyt confined to the 'common' soldier who 
was numberless and nameless. Perhaps Tullie knew the man personally, or 
himself held such a rank, formal or otherwiseq and had an interest in his 
fellows. He listed several in his survey of the membership of the garrison, 
and was to go on to mention others. 

Shortley after, a pttie of horse isshued out to Newtowne, ; he Scots Quarters, who drew out more than twice as many 
horse, wth a great number of Musketeers; but the beseiged 
p1ty let them into the town ZN-ewtown7 so fast, yt having killed 
one and shlashed many, the Musketeers within the work threw 
down their arms and run behinde Condall hall, the beseiged 
wanting but orders, and a dosen foot to the sleighting of their 
work. 

Tullie's editor identified Condall hall as Coldale Hall. It has to be said 
that in abandoning their work, the Scots were not necessarily showing signs of 
panic or poor morale. The raid was necessarily limited, and the raiders would 
have to retire, whereupon the work would be reoccupied. If it had been 

slighted, it would have required rebuildingg but that was all. It was in the 
Scottish interest to avoid pitched fights for their positions, since so long 

as they were a siege army, they could regain mastery'simply by waiting and 
watching from a safe distance. It may not have been particularly gallant, but 
it was highly practicable. 

Within the town, Glemham published further regulations to control the 

daily life of the inhabitants, military and civilian alike. The brewing of 
ale was restricted to a few persons in every street, and families were rationed 
in their consumption, for there seems to have been an excess of drunkenness. 
Tullie noted that in expectation of relief, no fewer than 50 bushells "of 
Carlisle measure" were used up every week in making ale until Glemham imposed 
his controls. 

There was also a shortage of fuel, serious in the winter months, for 

Carlisle was, as it still is, a bleak city. To refurnish stores of combusti' 

material, Glemham ordered out a body of horse with some carts to Caldcoats on 
the Newtown road, within a musket shot of the Scottish works. This was an 

exploit that the Scots might well have interfered with to advantage, since it 

concerned essential supplies for the garrison, but as Tullie noted: 
Zt-he Royalist, 27 brought in ye timber of ye houses in spite of 
Lesley's horse. Half a score of the Garrison's horse went a 
quarter of a mile from the rest of ye troupe, to a house where 
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they took prisoners four Scots, and brought away two Cattell 
and as they were going again to the said house, Captaine Noble 
with a troupe came betwixt them and the body of the Cavalleeres 
but the little p1ty charged him, killed one of his men, unhorsed 
himselfe, and brought him away prisoner, without the least hurt, 
saving one Simond had a little cut in ye head. 

Another party of garrison horse, riding to New Laithes grange. on the Dalston 

road, was intercepted by a troop of local Parliamentary cavalry commanded by 

Major Barwise (Richard Barwise, the MP for Carlisle? ), and were put to flight. 

One Royalist, "Mr. Arnol" was captured when his horse stumbled, but on the day 

following he was released. Yetl as Tullie noted, "the wood being all brought 

in from under the besieger's noses within a manner", it had been a successful 

enterprise. One point that may need elucidation concerns the wood itself. 

It does sound as if the Royalists were actually dismantling the woodwork of 
houses at Caldcoats and at New Laithes grange, which indicates that these 

places were deserted by their inhabitants, not surprisingly in view of their 

position between the city and the siege lines. What is rather surprising is 

that, unless the Royalists were merely stripping wainscotting from internal 

walls, the Scots did not make any definite attempt to interfere with what was 

otherwise demolition work. From what Tullie had to say, it does not appear 

that there was any strong guard attendant upon the workmen, who may have been 

soldiers anyway but who could not have defended themselves and carried on the 

labour. 

On January 23rd occurred one of those incidents which, in the tedium of 

a siege, become a subject of conversation for long afterwards. It made a 

strong impression upon Tullie. Some new arrivals in the enemy camp, a body 

of dragoons commanded by a Lieutenant Frisle "lately arrived from France", 

being drunk, or "Cupshittl as Tullie pictue'resquely put it, made a show of 

bravado before the walls. 
Zt-hey7 came on foot upon ye sands to catch a scab'd horse, 
but being dissatisfied wth their prize, marched over the 

stone bridge, wthin pistol shot of the walls, and fetched 

some Linnen from women yt were there, there being no horse 

ready at that port, and Frisle playing in defyance of the 
Musketeeres, who fired at him from the Walls.... 

One of the defenders, John Hinks, who rejoiced in the nickname Red Coat, left 

the city sword in hand to settle the matter. Frisle had retired over the 

bridge by the time Hinks caught up with him... 

the Livetenant received p1sently from Hinks, two or 3 cuts 
of the head, and afterwards five more. 

The Scottish forces at Stanwix, observing this, sent out a lieutenant with 

another horseman, to rescue Frisle, but Hinks, having dealt with the drunken 

dragoons, "did so pelt them wth stones, that fthe lieutenanf drew off sore 

bruised ... 11. Frisle, meanwhile, recovered himself, and beat Hinks to the 

ground, but by this time Captains Macarte (Darly Mackerly) 
8 

and Swinnow 
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(Swinhoe? ) had come to Hinks aid. He, nevertheless, had already overpowered 
Frisle and had taken him prisoner, whilst Macarte had killed one of Frisle's 

companions and two more were killed before the incident was ended, causing 
Tullie to remark that the linen which they had seized from the women served 
"for their winding sheits". Frisle was attended to by the garrison surgeon, I 

and then released, probably in response to the release of Mr. Arnol. Tullie 

did. not say so much, but this could have been an exchange. Hinks was called 

before Glemham, "who gave him a broad .... Tullie did not finish the sentencej 

so that we do not know what reward, if it was a reward, Sir Thomas bestowed. 

Sir Richard Graham, who had been in the garrison. since the beginning of 

the siege, requested permission to go to the King, which Glemham gave him. 

It looks very much as if Graham may have been asked to convey the state of the 

city to the King in hopes of relief, but Graham did not do as he had said: he 

instead retired to his house at Netherby "till ZS-caleby7 castle was delivered 

to the Scots". The point which Tullie was rather obscurely making, still 

eludes us. The implication seems to be, and would fit in with Graham's 

dubious record since 1643, that in some way Graham misled Glemham and then had 

a hand in the surrender of Scaleby where, it will be remembered, Sir Edward 

Musgrave was holding out. Certainly, Glemham had to send another messenger 
to Oxford, this time a Cornet Philipson, so the first contention - that Graham 

misled Glemham - seems to hold good. For the second, the evidence simply is 

not to hand, and must, with reservations, be dismissed. Sir Edward Musgrave 

surrendered Scaleby sometime in February. 

On February 5th "A Numbr of Gentlemen wthout arms, and Gentlewomen, Rid a 
hunting into /"Blackwell7feilds... ". Not surprisingly, this show of disdain 

for the enemy Blackwell lying two miles or so to the south of the city's 
then limits - almost ended in disaster. Scottish horse from Harraby chased 
them back to the walls. On the 6th, a body of cavalry from the city rode in 

the same direction, towards Cummersale, where some cavalry supported by muskets 

awaited them. The Royalists charged, directly, forcing off their mounted 

opponents and causing the infantry to vacate the hedges into which they had 

been drawn. Captain Story, the Bailiff of Brough - these were clearly local 

levies - was cut in the head staying to fight and, as he turned to flee, was 

shot in the back. His plate, however, was sound and he made his escape. 

On the 17th, another raid was directed towards Cummersale, but this time 

there was no opposition. The main body returned to the city, but a party of 
20 horse commanded by John Hinks, Andrew Knaggs and ArnoJ9 remained behind, 

and fought a sharp action in which Arnol and Hinks were wounded. The raid 

seems to have been a cover for another wood-gathering foray to Caldcoats, for 

some civilians, with a few soldiers in attendance, spent all day there, cutting 
down treesq and returned unmolested to the city. 
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On the following day 

Sr Thomas Glenham, admireing ye sweet temper of ye Enimie, 
sayled out himselfe next morningt wth all ye horse and two 
hundred foot... 

This was a raid on the grand scale. The force was formed into five divisions, 

commanded respectively by Captains Macarte, Philipson, Surmow (Swinnow? ), 

Nesbut 10 
and, notably, James Gordon, Viscount Aboyne, one of Montrose's early 

companions! 
' 

Two or three scouts rode out ahead to drive off the enemy 

sentries, and to do this at sufficient distance from the main body as to 

conceal its approach. The Scots sent out half a dozen cavalry to settle 
Glemham's scouts 

who, espieing the body of the Cavaleres advanced wthin a 
Muskett shott of their works, galloped back. They in ye 
work run all away, not staying the fireing of one Muskett; 
soe instantly the Cavaleres foot sleighted their works, 
and the horse pursued, but could not reach the enemy; only, 
in their return, they took ye Commander of the work.... 
killed four, and took 24 Muskateeres, who had all better 
Quarter than their unparalleled Cowardice deserved. With 
them were brought of a great Number of cloaks and arms, with 
the said prisoners, and six Cowes. Lesley, the next morning, 
raised his works againe. 

Whether David Leslie was right in letting raids like that run their course 

and then'to return and do whatever repair work was necessary, is a matter of 
debate. If he knew what he was doing, and if we accept this we have to 

suppose that it was not so much cowardice on the Scottish part as a normal 

response to raiding, one is tempted to wonder how the local Cumbrian commanders 

viewed it. As we shall see in the early summer, the relations between Scots 

and English in the siege lines were deteriorating rapidly. 

Scottish attacks were so few and far between, that when they did occur, 
it was either in'a state of drunken brava 

- 
dot as with Frisle, or so took the 

garrison by surprise that they did not react before the enemy had fled away 

again. Tullie noted just such an incident, which he dated to February 16th. 

This would seem to have been an error on his part, since in his narrative the 
incident followed upon that of the Glemham raid, and seems to belong anyway to 

some period after it. 
half a score of Scotts Commanders all foxed (drunk) came over 
the bridge at Etterby fto the north-west of the city7.0 
where one of them was shott in ye breast, and another 

ýad his 
horse shot under him; whereupon the foxt Scotts made a sober 
retreat. 

The dead horse was carried into the town, "a very stately beast, very fat". 
The carcase was cut upq cooked, and served at Glemham's own table that night, 
"the first horse flesh yt was eaten in Carlisle seige". Since the town had 
been stocked in September and October, and since the civilian population had 

not been evacuated; since also, this horse meat was eaten out of preference 
on Glemham's part; it is apparent that the defenders were in command of 
ample provisions. 



The Scottish officers, having been thus received, drew off, but were 
pursued by Captain Lainyon or Lanyon, a former officer of the Marquess of 
Ne wcastle's own foot regiment 

?2 
He caught up with the senior enemy officer 

Captain Pattin and wounded him. Pattin rode hard towards New Laithes grange, 
but was overtaken by Lanyon and captured, being carried into the city where he 

died''on the following morning. 

In discussing the siege of Scarboroughq attention was paid to the curious 
incident of the black-drapped walls and Captain Ledgard's company. Reference 

was then made to a similar incident at Carlisleg and we have come to that 

point. Although the two cases are not strictly comparable, yet they provide 
an interesting digression from consideration of more important themes. Yet 

even as 'light relief' they must not be discounted, since they show, far more 
vividly than much else, what was the common talk at a period of time when we 
know, much less than we would wish to know. This particular case excited the 

speculation of both defenders and besiegers. Tullie wrote: 
About this time Zm-iddle to late February7 there was a common 
report that Capt. Forester appeared often at the round head's 
worke at Botcherby Za_ mile ea 

, 
st of the city7; fiercely 

demanding of ym if they were not yet converted to the King; 
when they replyed 'not, hee was wont to call on Capt. Philipson 
to fall upon them with horse and foot. Instantly to their 
Imaginations, horse and foot fired upon them, and they answered 
them wth shott from the worke, wch being heard at Stanwix, some 
horse were sent to assist themg two of which were drowned in 
crossing the ford at Rickerby. Major Barwisq being asked by 
Phillipson at a parley of the truth hereof, protested he could 
bring 500 souldiers eye witnesses of it. 

Superficially the incident could be dismissed as a ruse by one or two of the 

garrison gallants, which it may have been. Philipsong for example, was 

peculiarly well informed, and there was a hint that Tullie was not altogether 

sure of the story. What it does indicate is the degree to which the local 

Parliamentary forces, for it concerned them only, were susceptible to panic, 

whilst Captain Forester's post-burial conversion to Royalism arouses a smile. 

OnYebruary 28th, Captain Philipson and Major Wiltshire13 with 16 of the 

garrison cavalry, rode out "to take the airelt as Tullie chose to put it. They 

were watched at a near distance by 60 of the Parliamentary forceaq horse and 
foot. The Royalists rode towards Botcherby by the side of the river, towards 

a troop of enemy horse with 40 or so foot in attendance. Philipson and 10 of 
the garrison horse charged these foot, pushed their way through, and killed 

eight, capturing a further six. A Parliamentary relief force which the 

raiders estimated at some 60 or so, merely watched from a distance. When the 

Royalists drew off, these followed in their wake, but 

were so gallantly kept in play by three and no more, Knaggs, 
Corporall Vere, Jas Evins, yt their 60 horse could not 
advance 20 yards in a Quarter of an hour; yet these three 
being above a Quarter of a mile from Philipson, put them 
all to the Chase, in which Vere being close at their backs 
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was unfortunately shot into the breast, and some 4 dayes 
after died. 

Evans may have been Lieutenant Randolph Evans of Keverstone, one of the 
prisoners taken at Selby in April 1644 and afterwards released 

?4 The name 
was common, however, and Tullie's use of the forename sufficiently precise to 
J, vave the matter in doubt. 

By the beginning of March, there were problems for the siege forces quite 
apart from the raiding garrison. On that day, as Tullie later learned, Lang- 
dale relieved Pontefract, and occasioned a small rising in the countryside 

south of Carlisle. 

upon Sir Marmaduke Langdale's comeinge to raise the Seige at 
Pontfract ... there were diverse Skermishes betweene Zc-olonel 
Brigg-s7 and the Countrey People Zw-hereupon7 the Papists and 
Malignants made Use of the ()ppertunityl and cheifly Sir John 
Lowther, a notorious Delinquent... 

Lowtherg let it be remembered, had already taken the Covenant and had opted out 

of the war. His sudden reappearance did him some credit: 

.... and others, possessed themselves of Bolton Church, ffour 

miles north of ApplebZ7 appointed the Country People to come 
to a Randezvous there, with an Intent to seize upon all the 
Strengths and Forts in those parts: According to this intimation, 
the Country mett; the Lady Lowther furnished them with 
Ammunition; and the Enemyes gaurrison at Skipton were draweinge 
out for their Assistance; But all their Designes were disappointed, 
and the Meetinge of the Country People dissolved, upon the 
Appearance of the Scottish horse... (15) 

Whitelock noted the incident curtly: 
An Insurrection in Westmerland, and a design to have 
surprized a Magazine of the Parliament's thereq was 
suppressed. 06) 

These events must have induced the Parliamentary commanders, at least, to 

propose a parley with the garrison, although it cannot have been done without 
Leslie's consent. Tullie noted 

and Cholmly had a parly, to whom was sent Col. Woodell, 
Capt. Gosnold, and Capt. Philipson; at the meeting the 
sack was merrily treated; but about twenty Country 
Gentlemen, who were brought by Col. ZI-lilfreg Lawson, to 
see the articles concerning the rendering of the town, 
wondred that the meeting was broken up, and no such 
matter intended. 

Colonel Woodell is a mystery. A Thomas Woodhallq not apparently a northern 
man, held some field command during the war, but escapes identification. A 
Captain Woodhall had served in Edward Grey's Dragoons in 1642, but that 
formation had long since ceased to existj7 

The danger in which the siege forces stood blew over, with the return of 
Langdale to the south and with the suppression of Sir John Lowther's attempt 
at a rising. During the enforced lull, however, messengers came to, and went 

18 from, the city. On March 1st itself, Corporal Wood and Lieutenant Brathet, 
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without Glemham's leave, if that is what Tullie meant by Itunknowne to any" 
slipped from the city, killed a sentry in the enemy lines, and eventually 
passed unmolested down the length of England to join Prince Rupert. They, it 

would seem, had had enough of the siege. 

. Cornet Philipson, who had gone south to solicit aid in January when Sir 
Richard Graham failed the garrison, returned on March 17th. He had come up 

with the Northern Horse, after which, making his way to Carlisle, he was taken 

prisoner at Wetherby and sent to York to confront Lord Fairfax. Fairfax, 

suspicious and nervous, 

found the King's letter about him, and by the councell of 
Warr sentenced him to be racked the next morning; but he 
leaped the walls yt night, and wth the assistance of Mr. 
Watson of Corkfeild... came safe to Carlisle, wth the King's 
p1mise to releive them before the ninth day of May; wth 
newed alsoe the releif of Pontefract, at which he was 
an 4ctor. Which good newes was entertained with, bonefires 
that night, and discharge of Canons. 

This section is extremely valuable in several ways. Most importantly, the 

King's promise to relieve Carlisle was one that could not be kept. Whether 

Glemham expected it to be fulfilled we cannot say, for he had bad memories of 

Rupert's plans to return to York. Yet, one can imagine the garrison counting 
the days and, as May drew nearer, watching from the walls yet more intently, 

for the tell-tale movements in the enemy lines, or for the appearance of 
banners that were never to break upon the skyline. 

Despite the ease with which the garrison pastured their livestock and 
rode out from the city, clearly news was not so easily obtainedt since the 

statement which Tullie made indicates that not until March 17th did they hear 

word of the relief of Pontefract from one who had been present. This does 

seem rather a long time, and it has to be noted that earlier in his narrative 
Tullie wrote on the date March 1st: 

Intelligence was brought in of the Prince's forces about 
Ferribridge, that he had rooted Fairfax, killed 2000, and 
taken scores of Prisoners, and arms; thereupon, as we were 
informed, Lesly was about to quit his Quartersq and Philipson 
was sent out that way to observe his motion, March 12, but 
the enemie not stirring, Philipson went from thence towards 
Newlathes, and sent a p1ty before towards Cummersdale, viz: 
ten horse, who met with a company of foot, of whom they 
pistolld 4 or 5- 

It is all rather obscure. Let us suppose that rumour of the relief came to 
Carlisle on the 3rd of March, for example, and that later rumour of the 

Scottish departure reached them, which led to Philipson's scouting of the 

siege lines. Ai the conference between Woodhall, Gosnold, Philipson and 
Sir Henry Cholmeley, some mention must have been made of the Pontefract exploi 
so the garrison should have been fairly well informed. Yet it was not until 
March 17th, if we interpte Tullie correctlyt that bonfires were lit to 

celebrate, when Cornet Philipson brought definite news. It may be that 

11. 



Glemham was cautious and wanted accurate information, or it may be that the 
jýi bonfires were lit as much to celebrate the promised relief as to signal the Id 

Pontefract success. 

The third point which emerges from the paragraph quoted, concerns 
Philipson's treatment. Discarding the view that what amounts to a 'throw- 

away line, was invented by Philipsong or embroidered by Tullie, it is even so 

extremely unusual to find such primitive methods of torture employed by high 

authority. There is scant evidence of such methods being employed in the 

north at least, by either side, and recorded incidents of over-zealous junior 

officers resorting to them are rare. it might be said that since Fairfax had 

the King's letter, that would have told him all that he needed to know, and 
that there was no point in torturing Philipson although the Cornet may have 

carried some additional remarks in his mind. Perhaps the Royal letter was 
in cypher, and Fairfax wanted to learn the key to break it, but there was no 

reason why a mere Cornet should have known the key, nor any reason why, if he 

carried the information in his head, he should also have carried a letter, 

decidedly incriminating if he should be searched by soldiers on routine patrol. 

It must be allowed that in the days immediately after the relief of Pontefract, 

Lord Fairfax must have felt even more insecure than usual, and may have feared 

that Philipson was carrying information that portended grave misfortunes for 

the northern allies. Yet the resort to torture was an extreme step, and one 
is at a loss to explain it satisfactorily. Lord Fairfax may have authorised 
it, or he may have been coerced into approving it by his advisors, the flcounceljjýý' 

of Warr"; or the story may be a downright falsehood. One is inclined to 

take Cornet Philipson's word for it, if only because there was nothing for him 

to gain by telling such a story: his honour was highly enough enhanced anyway, 
to require no further tales of hazard and danger. 

On the 19th, Cornet Philipson and 12 horse rode out to Blackwell, but 

was cornered by two or more full troops. The two sides intermingled, and 
Philipson's horse was seized by the bridle and he was ordered to surrender 
himself: 

Jthey7 offered him quarter, which he scorned to receive, 
and wounding those yt were next him, maintained his retreat, 
without losse of any, only Richard Grave was run into the 
back by Major Cholmley, and p1sently recovered. 

This raiding party, returning to the town, was ordered on another excursion 
by Glemham, towards Newtown. The Scots had recently occupied Caldcoats, 

probably to prevent further wood gathering forays, and Philipson was to test 
their strength. 

they saw the enemie, with five times their number, drawing 
neere them, whom they charg'd with pistoll, and having killed 
one of their Commanders broke resolutely in amongst ... and 
put them to a retreat. The Cavalleres and their horse 
being weary, they came in without the least hurt, save a cut 
in the face of Philipson's horse. 
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Success in cavalry skirmishes, and this is not to speak of pitched cavalry 
battles or larger engagements, relied heavily upon reckless courage. That 

Philipson should have got the better of a force at least 80 strong with a 

mere 16 is not to be wondered at, if he possessed the advantage of surprise, 

coupled with reliable veteran cavalry and limited objectives. Military 

historians tend to over-emphasise the problem of exagerration of numbers made 
by contemporary writers, but this can often be a mistake on the part of 
those keen to reach their approximation of the truth, and cannot be indulged in 

too often. 

On March 22nd the siege forces endeavoured to lure out the Royalist horse 

and to induce them to ride into an ambush, by sending false rumours of a great 
force of Westmorland Royalists coming to their relief; but as Tullie remarked, 

nonchalantly, "they failed of catching old birdes with Chaffe". Four days 

later Captains Gordon and Dixon 19 
captured two Scots near Cummersdale. On 

the 28th, Sir Thomas Glemham took a personal hand once again: 
The pleasantness of the day invited Sr Thomas Glenham, wth 
many other Gent. and Gentlewomen, to take the aire neere 
Bocherby; agt whom the enemie drawing out all their horse, 
stood to see them course a Haire and take it, under their 
noses; some week opposition they made, but Capt. Dixon 
having run one of them up to the hilts, they fairely drew 
homewards. 

That same day, in the evenings Captain Lanyon brought in a prisoner from 

At another part of the town, Harraby, whither he appears to have gone alone. 
Quartermaster Wood and Thomas Scot with two comrades, rode towards Botcherby. 

They were challenged by a Captain Rose with a body of horse, Rose riding well 
in advance of his men determined to bring the four Royalists to action. 
Quartermaster Wood 

retreated to the end of a stony lane, who having Rose wth 
his Mirmidons, inclosed in the same lane, faced about, 
with none but Scot with him... 

This was so obvious a ruse it is surprising that Rose fell for it, as he did: 

... whereupon the Capt. retreated faster than he advanced; 
and after he had received as many blows as Wood could give 
him in riding of 80 yards, he got safe away, by the strength 
of his armes, with all his troupe to their worke: if the 
other two had come close up to him, they had taken him 
prisoner. 

Some comment is called for concerning the prowess in arms of inferior and non- 
commissioned Royalist officers, over commissioned officers of the enemy forces. 
It is a legend, although it is not a myths that gentlemen officersq whether 
Royalist or Parliamentarian, were invariably the persons who indulged in shows 
of bravados risking extremely dangerous encounters as much for personal 
prestige as for any recognisable military gain. That we should men like 
Quartermaster Wood or Corporal Veret or any of the others Tullie named, 
indulging likewise, and with success, must be due to the fact that they were 
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in Carlisle garrison. To be in that garrison meant that, almost without 

exception, each officer, non-commissioned or commissioned, and each of the 

rank and file, were to all intents and purposes, volunteers. The men who had 

left York with Glemham, for instance, had the choice of laying down their 

arms. To give up the fight almost guaranteed reasonable treatment from the 

Parliamentt and little or no comeback if the King were to turn the tables and 

win an overall victory. We may be sure that those who remained in arms in 

the north in mid 1645 were the die-hards, men who were, some of them, soldiers 
by profession, or men who had become veterans and who had found a way of life 

temporarily agreeable to them, whether they were winning the war or whether 

they were not. Some of them, obviouslyq were men who either would not, or 

could not, accept that their cause was virtually prostrate, and who clung 
tenaciously to their duty. When all motive factors that led men to assume 

arms for King or for Parliament are discarded, there must have been a large 

number of men for whom the civil war was what we might now call a war of 
ideologies. Carlisle garrisong like Skipton, Pontefract and Scarborough, was 

garrisoned by the hardest men left in the northern Royalist army. Nothing 

illustrates that point so well as the way in which Scarborough was clung to 

when it had been rendered totally untenable, when a storm might at any time 

have overrun the defences that were left, and would have led to a general 

massacre. The task of the military historian of the civil war is to 

constantly remind others that the war was waged by men, individuals who put p 

their lives upon a line, not, in the final analysis for mercenary motives 

necessarily, but for a concept of loyalty whether to King or to Parliament. 

Outside Carlisle lay a Scottish force, not strong enough to attempt a storm, or 

at least, not yet. With it were local forces officered, in part, by men whose 

sympathy for their cause was suspect - Lt. Colonel Wilfred Lawson, for example 

and made up largely with pressed men. Inside Carlisle were soldiers who had 

come there for one reason, and that was to fight. If they had wanted safety 

they could easily have gone elsewhere. Numerically inferior, the garrison of 
Carlisle, like garrisons elsewhere in the north, was more than a match for 

the forces opposed to it, collectively and individually. The real enemies of 

such a garrison were hunger, disease and civilian unrest. Courage was of no 

avail against these. 

Another of those freelance raids took place on March 30th, ideal for 

letting off a lot of pent up energy, but occasionally costly: "yea they lost 

more men in such unwarrantable skirmishes without ords, then in all commanded 

services in ye siege". This was, a raid which ended in tragedy for the 

garrison. Quartermaster Wood, Andrew Knaggs, Thomas Scot, and two of Sir 

Thomas Glemham's servants, rode out to Botcherby and encountered 50 or so of 
the enemy cavalry: 
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/They7 put them to retreat. Wood, comeing of, found 
himselfe shott between the belly and the thigh, and was 
hardly p1suaded not to charge them againe, but of this 
wound he died within a few days. The Garrison lost here 
a man of unparalleled courage and judgement in armes... 

At the commencement of March, the provisions within the city had begun to 

give, out, although not drastically as the siege forces might have hoped, for 
Tullie estimated that there were 2100 bushells of corn in the central store. 
Nonethelessi Glemham restricted consumption to half a hoop for each person each 
week. By early April, the fodder for the horses had also run low, and unless 
they were to be fed with "the Thatche of houses", they had to be sent outside 
the walls to graze. This had hitherto been quite normal procedure, but from 

what Tullie said, it would seem that it had stopped some time before, perhaps 
because the Scots had moved nearer - they had, for example, occupied Caldcoats. 

Glemham now appeared to be in some difficultiest for he resolved to try to 

raise the local people against the Scots, whether in an armed relief attempt, 
or merely to force provisions through their lines to the beleagured city is 

not clear. 

Glemham's agent in this enterprise was to be Dolonel Sir Thomas Dacre of 
20 Lanercostq who had tenants not far away in and around Gilsland. He was 

supplied with match and ammunition from the magazine to distribute to them, 

and slipped away. He apparently arranged for them to fall upon the siege 
lines, probably those to the east of the city lying between Gilsland and 
Carlisle, on April 6th: "It was intended after the Scotts were beaten out of 
the worke, to man it, and keep yt quarter open... ". April 6th came and went. 
"The heart of the Gilslanders failed them, and they durst not come". Glemham 

at once opted for action, and commanded all the garrison cavalry to raid Scotby 

where the siege army had some cattle at pasture. The total force was about 
150 strong, divided into five parties of equal size. Captain Dixon was to 

ride direct to Scotby with his detachment, and to round up as many of the 

animals as he could. The second party, this of 42 Reformadoes and commanded 
by Lt. Colonel Minsý 1 

were to keep the enemy at Harraby occupied. Captain 
Philipson, commanding the governor's own troop, was to face Botcherby. The 
fourth troop, commanded by Captain Silson, went to Gallows Hill to watch 
Harraby from that side. Captain Tophamg with a dozen horse, went to St. 
Nicholas' Hill, to cover any sudden retreat. 

Dixons p1ty was gone half a mile before the rest marched 
out of the Towne; he drove homewards 42 cowes. The round- 
heads horse began to draw out against him, but were let in 
by Philipson. Then they sent out a company of Musketeres 
to a place called ZD-urran Hill, near Botcherby7, by which 
Dixon of necessity was to bring the Cowes. Philipson was 
plvented by a great bog, from falling upon them, but Dixon 
resolutely drove ye Cattell within 20 yards of them, and 
with the losse of one horse, and one Cow, brought them home. 
Those of Hereby came wth horse and foot, to reskue the 

, 41 
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Cattell; against whom Mins sent 14 horse, to divert 
them; but they despising the number, or not mindeing 
them, marched by them. 

This, attempt to bring on a skirmish appeared to have failed, but for Captain 
Lanyon. He led a charge onto the enemy flank, which broke them, and forced 
them to scatter for safety. Tullie believed five or six of the enemy were 
killed in the fight, a lieutenant wounded, and two prisoners taken. The 
Royalists lost a servant of Colonel Woodhall's who died in the city on the 
following day. 

Shortly after this escapade, Captain Topham having guard of the cattle who 
was to pasture them outside the walls towards Caldcoats, took the hill at 
Caldcoats in a brief action to give himself additional security. He was 
joined there by Captain Philipson, and thereq they found themselves visited by 

a body of Scottish officers, led by Captain Noble and Lieutenant Frisle. 

Frisle and Noble had brought with them some sherry, and proposed a cessation 
whilst they and their Royalist counterparts drank together. This may sound 
strange, except that the siege had never really been built up into a full scale 
struggle, and Frisle, after allq had been, as a prisoner, well cared for by the 

Royalist surgeons. As it was, Tullie stated that the Scots intended some 
underhand trickery once they had made the Royalist officers drunk. 

And indeed, some of them were so drunk, yt they could hardly 
sit on horseback. Capt. Noble secretly employed some to 
fetch in great numbers of Scotch Horse; who, having got all 
things ready for his purpose, drew out in five bodies, about 
five in the afternoon, each consisting of 50 horse, who fell 
all upon Philipson, who had onely half a dozen horse with 
him; but the rest that were grazing under the hill, were 
P'sently put in order, by Coronett Philipson, his brother; 
himselfe the while keeping his ground, though continually 
engaged amongst them. There suddenly began a very hot 
skirmish, not to be descerned for the smoake, till the 
Philipsons put ye Scots to a retreat; yet they were handsomely 
bought off by the Scotch officers in the arreare, who were 
the greatest part of Lesly his Regiment. The Cavelleres in 
this Ingagemt were 80 horse, who pIformed as neat a piece of 
service as was at any time during the Seige. 

Both sides were facing problems in mid-Aprilq and that in 
, 

the garrison was 

serious. One or two attempts by Glemham - they were not specified by Tullie 

were foiled by the enemy in such a manner, that it became apparent an agent 

was at work within the city. A man called John Headq who supplied the forces 

with Provisions smuggled in through the enemy linesq was suspected, and when 
arrested and questioned, found to be in possession of a letter written by "Dick 

Lowry, in the Garrison ... to his wife at Wigton". In this letter, Lowry told 

his wife that she must inform Barwise that there was food in the town for no 

more than three weeks. Head and Lowry were committed to the Marshall Generall 
(this: probably means, Provost Marshal)9-and were then racked until they 

confessed their duplicity. This is the second reference which we have to the 
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use of torture, this time by the Royalists, and again, so unusual that attention 
must-be drawn to it. From what Tullie saidq it appears that the proof of the 
betrayal was found on Head originally, and that Lowry was clearly implicated. 

Of course, if Head had denied any knowledge of what the letter contained, he 

might hope to escape punishment: but Tullie implied there were other reasons 
for suspecting Head already. If Glemham sanctioned torture, it was to find 

out, most probably, whether there was a network within the city. Yet the 

measure was extreme, and if Fairfax's use of the rack can be put down to his 

,4 
anxiety, then we cannot excuse Glemham from the same motive. 

The problem besetting the allies was equally as serious, although of a 
different kind. Tullie either knew nothing of its or did not think it worth 
recording, and what evidence we possess is disjointed. On April 16th the 
Committee of Both Kingdoms, in a letter to Lord Fairfax, alluded to reports of 
animosity between local people and Scottish soldiers 

ý2 On April 21st there 

were reports of a "large tumultuous assembly" of the local people, adressed by 

no less a person than Leven himself, who told the English that he was prepared 
to withdraw his forces from the area (1) if the English Parliamentarians could 
guarantee to replace them with enough men to keep Carlisle investedý3 We can 
break the chronological sequence sufficiently to pursue this dispute into the 

early summer. In early June, Sir Wilfred Lawson's Lt. Colonel wrote a letter 

of complaint to the Committee, accusing the Soots of attacking him. Lawson's 

officer reported that after spending much of the winter working on a sconce 
facing the city, he was ordered to vacate it to make room for a Scottish 

garrison. When he failed to do this, Lord Kircudbright, acting apparently on 
orders from Leven, lay siege to the sconce with 300 foot and three full troops 

ý4 
of horse and forced the Parliamentarians to evacuate On the 17thq Lord 
Kircudbright accused Sir William Armyne of attempting to negotiate with 
Glemham without consulting the Scots, and Leven supported this approach by 

telling Armyne that in all such talks, David Leslie was to be present and, if 
the city were to surrender, was to become commander in chief in it25 i 

lj 

On June 24th a list of charges and allegations against Sir Wilfred Lawson 

was conveyed to London, having been drawn up by the Scots. Lawson was 
condemned as a Itknowne Malignant", that he "was actually in Rebellion under 
the Earle of Newcastle against the Parliament, ýnd 

continued in Armes till 
those Countyes were reduced to Obedience". He was also accused of protecting 
Catholics and of harbouring men from Montrose's army 

ý6 With Lawson we are 
dealing not only with a turncoat, and it is a pity that that term is so 
pejorative, for if he did use his influence to assist his less fortunate or 
less discriminatory fellow countrymen he cannot have been thoroughly or even 
fundamentally Parliamentarian; we are dealing also with a man typical of many 
up and down the face of England, a Vicar of Bray character for whom the sole 
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expedient was survival, and the cost of which survival was rarelyq if evert 
too high. The Scots mistrusted him, the Royalists likewise, particularly the 

not 
more high-minded of them: yet there was no reason why he should/do as Sir 

John Lowther had done, and revert to his original allegiance if the times were 
to change. Parliament, however, had some confidence in him - there was a 

shortage of men of his stature in the north-west - and confirmed him at the 

end of the year as Deputy Lieutenant for Cumberland. This dissension within 
the allied camp continued up to the very eve of the. surrender of the city, and 

no doubt beyond it. 

On or around April 23rd, the Scots reverted to a tactic employed earlier 

with no success, that of luring the garrison horse into an ambush. Information 

was passed to the city that a large force of Royalists had entered Westmorland 

and had come to Penrith, and was awaiting a sally by Glemham before attacking 

the siege lines. Glemham, however, was not so easily taken in, and merely 

sent'out three riders to survey the area. These were captured near Brougham 

Castle$ and their failure to return betrayed the Scottish design before it had 

come to fruition. 

The cattle seized at Scotby were by now consumed, and Glemham ordered 

another raid. The garrison atvalry was divided into four groups. Two of these 

commanded respectively by Captains Philipson and Silson, with Captain Musgrave 

and Cornet Philipson, were to raid around the village of Cargo to the north 

west, to sweep up what cattle they could find. A third party, led by Topham, 
had command of the retreat. Tullie stated that he-had "the guard of the 

Cattell", but since there were no cattle (according to Tullie) at least not 
until the raid was carried through, this makes no sense. The fourth party, 

of Reformadoes and led by Lt. Colonel Minsq was to move with Topham, toward 

Newtown, to keep the Scots within their works. Mins also had with him about 
50, foot- 

Iý The raid on. Cargo was carried out initiallyl under fire from the Scots 

at Etterby, but the Royalists succeeded in rounding up 67 cows and herding them 

back. The local people, said Tullie, "run after ye Cavalleresq beseeching 

them to baste the basterly Scots, who had p1mised safety to them and their 

Cattell". One wonders whether the local people were complaining about the 

Scottish laxity or the Royalist theft. Topham and Mins, meanwhile, charged 

a body of Scottish horse attempting to interfere with the movement of the 

cattle, and in the charge, Topham was shot dead. Captain Philipson, rallying 
his own party, came to second Topham's and Mins' troops, and drove the Scots 

clear, out of Newtown, some of them being caught between Mins and Cornet 

Philipson as they endeavoured to reach New Laithes grange. 

The Royalist infantry garrisoned Newtown, and set to work to fire the 

place. In the process, however, they found 
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a barrel of strong ale /and7 gave over fireing at the work 
and Towne; which encouraged the Scotch foot to fire upon 
them; who shot one through the nose, when the can was at 
his mouth. After him they hurt another, and killed a third, 
and were all so drunk yt when they returned into the towne, 
they forgot to bring him of. 

Topham, was buried in the city on the following day "with all Martiall 

solemnityes p1per to his funerall". 

-In the aftermath of this blow to their morale, the Scots built a new 

entrenchment at Caldcoats to add to the strength of the Newtown work and to 

guard approaches to it. They further determined to make an attempt to take 

back,, the cattle, which were grazing on the east side of the city. 

The day chosen for their attempt was April 26th. Early in the morning, 
Captain Philipson drew out the cattle to graze them as far as Botcherby Hill. 
In the meantime, the sentries on the walls noticed that the barricade blocking 

the, -road which entered the Scottish quarter at Stanwix had been removed, and 
reported this to Glemham. orders went to Philipson to draw the cattle nearer 
to the walls, which he did. Even sol not to be thwartedg at noon, signalled 
by, the discharge of a cannon, some 800 Scottish cavalry appeared from Stanwix, 
including forces drawn for the purpose from Botcherbyl St. Nicholas's and 
Rickerby. They came down so fast that Philipson and his men were unable to 

retreat: 
both he and they were engaged on every side; yet the guard 
desperately charged through the enemie, and brought the 
cattell with them, wth the losse of 6 Cowes and 15 horses; 
when in all probability neither horsenor man could escape 
them. 

Although Tullie did not say, it is likely that Philipson achieved this 

successful counter-attack by driving the cattle before him in stampede, enough 
to scatter and put into disorder any organised body of horse. The loss of 15 

Royalist horses does strongly suggest that the cavalry were bringing up the 

rear. 

Philipson run one Kenity through the body, up to the hilts, 
who turning suddenly about, wrested his sword out of his 
hand, and went of to his quarters at ffPark-bro=7 with the 
sword in his body, boasting yt he had encountered and 
Disarmed little Philipson. Major Agnew, a Soot, was 3 times 
shot, but not mortally; Lieutenant Scot was killed, and 
divers others slain and hurt. The Cavaleres lost one Anderson 
a trouper, and a poor old townsman, who was no souldier Zd-rover! 7. 
A servant or two, who bore arms, were hurt. 

The "poor old townsman" was probably a civilian stockman. That Tullie should 
have known the names of virtually all of the Scottish officers who came to his 

notice because of their wounds seems surprisingg and is hard to account for, 

unless he took the trouble to learn them subsequent to the incidents which he 

noted, or which were reported to him. 

i Three days later the Royalist cavalry returned the raidi with an attack 1ý1 
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on New Laithes grange, killing two of the Scottish scouts. On I-lay 1st, 
PhiliPson, coming under fire yet again as he grazed the cattle, drove a party 
of enemy musketeers from a hedgerow, also killing two of them in the process. 
This was but the beginning of an intensified struggle for the possession of 
the meat supplies of the garrison, into which the Scots put all the energies 
they might have better employed in closely investing the walls as they had done 
at Newcastle. The motives behind Scottish strategy are hard to arrive at, 
but that the war was coming to an end, they were well aware, and a foothold 

anywhere in England would be advantageous to them. Carlisle would be theirs, 
in time, if they only waited. That can be the only explanation, as has been 

already urged, for an otherwise deplorable want of enthusiasm. 

The events of the cattle raids between May 3rd and 11th can be summarised, 
insofar as that the basic ingredients remained the samel and only the conseq- 
uences of each encounter differed. On the 3rd9 to cover the pasturing, the 
Royalists raided to New Laithes and killed a scout, but were driven off again 
from attempting anything more ambitious by a troop of enemy horse. The next 
day, shots were exchanged between the cattle guard and the Scots which led to 
the death of one of the enemy. This developed into a minor skirmish, when 
the Scots brought up musketeers to line a hedgerow from which to fire down upon 
the guards, but Captain Philipson led an attack which drove them off. His 

return to the guards was interrupted by Major Cholmeley at the head of a body 

of cavalry, and a sharp encounter ensued, Philipson forcing his way through 
the surrounding enemy at the point of his sword. The Royalist reserve, 
commanded by a Lieutenant Ray, disparagingly referred to as a "blockhead" by 
Tullie, this time failed to perform, and the enemy drew off without further 

ac tion. 

On the 10th, Tuilie alluded to a "Capt. Philipson jun. 11 as in charge of 
the cattle, who was seconded during an engagement, by "philipson". This 

sounds like Robert Philipson's son, but the pedigrees of the family are wholly 
inadequate, and there may be an error here for Cornet Philipson, Robert's 
brother. Captain Robert Philipson sent 20 horse towards Stanwix to fend off 
what seemed to be an attempted raid from that quarter. The two sides 
encountered, and Philipson came off again with advantage, having killed five 
Scots and taken two prisoners without loss. So successful a counter-raid was 
this, that Tullie remarked ItIf they had had any foots they would have brought 
intheir cannon". In the afternoon, Philipson rode out again and gave the 
Scots a taste of their own medicine by stealing 11 of their horses which were 
grazing on Legget-hill on the banks of the Eden. An attack by the Scots 
intended to release the animals was driven off, Philipson with a musket shooting! 
down the lieutenant commanding the enemy party. 

A Royalist soldier "pleing with a skott" was shotAead on the 11th in 
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Weary-'holme whilst Captain Silson kept the guard of the cattle. 

About supper time ZM_aY 13tg the alarum bel tolled, upon 
the advance of all the enemies horse from every Quarter 
towards the Cattell, neere the Swift: whereupon Little 
Philipson, having got a sword, galloped to the Cavaleres 
who were in no order, rallied ym Quickly into rank and 
file, put the Roundheads to retreatq and fired at them 
a great way in the arrere. 

In the confusion, Captain Lanyon, Andrew Knaggs and some others rode to Stanwix 

and seized three horses, which they carried away to Carlisle without hindrance. 

If any censure this brave and prudent pson. for exposing 
himself to soe many shots, for soe poor a booty, let them 
call to mind that of Tacitus: 'Nullum magnum ingenium sine 
aliqua mixtura dementiael. 

In Tullie's mouth, one is not sure if that was a compliment or not. Perhaps 

he had heard Lanyon quote the phrase in defence of himself, and remembered it 

as noteworthy. 

That same evening there was another example of this type of bravado. 

"Young Philipson", disdaining to draw back from a clash with the enemy, was 

shot in the back and was thus rendered "useless during the seige". Hinks, 

alias Red Coat, made a one-man mission to the sands outside the city to draw in 

two horses which Lanyon had overlooked, all the time under heavy enemy fire. 

During this time, a letter was smuggled into the city for Glemham which 
had been sent on from Skipton. According to Tullie, this was a firm promise 
from the King that the relief of Carlisle was not far off. (This, incidentally 

meant that Scarborough was to be left to its own devices). It was as far off 

as it had ever been, if truth be told, and Glemham probably did not put too 

much weight upon it. May 9th had, after all, come and gone, and this letter i 

served only to remind the garrison that the King, although he had not forgotten 

them, had failed them. The letter can only have been meant to keep up a 

mI orale that might have flagged, for the main Royal army operating out of Oxford1l, 

was now moving inexorably to that clash at Naseby which would render the King 

even mor_e incapable of doing his loyal adherents even the smallest service. 
In May 1645 the King cannot have seriously entertained the idea of a march 

solely to relieve Carlisle. It would have to be part of a more general 

strategic move, and even then merely incidental to it. Glemham. was on his 

own, and he was veteran enough to know it. one wonders how far the Garrison 

as a whole, was aware of it. On the 15th, Andrew Knaggs was shot dead with 

a bullet through the heart in a skirmish. 

On the day following, the siege forces began to construct a work near 
Swift hill on the east to prevent further pasturing of livestock on that side 
of the town. A guard of 100 infantry and 40 horse, under Captain Philipson, 

was ordered out to safeguard the animals, the cavalry not being allowed to 
dismount for fear of a sudden attack. A body of Royalist musketeers filed 
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behind a hedge near to the enemy work,, and an attempt to move them was easily 
repulsed. At nine in the morning, however, Lord Kircudbright and 300 cavalry 
appeared from Stanwix and charged the line. 

but wa's soe galled by their continual fireing, yt he was 
forced to retreat; and Philipson wth his few horse charging 
their rere, the whole body come. upon him soe fast, yt he 
begun to make an easy orderly retreat, towards the Musketeres, 
wch he could not reach; whereforeýhe engaged wth them and 
routed them; two he killed in the'pursuit, and Capt.. Rose. 
They carried away many led horsesl'but said they lost not 
their Riders. Of Capt. Philipson's p1ty, there were 4 hurt, 
but none slaine. The Zb-esi'egeg on ye walls could never see 
the Cavaleres p1tie after they'closedg and were inclosed with 
the Scots, -but believed yt the Scots were carrying them to 
Stanwix, when they grieved; at length they were chaising the 
Scots thither. 

The Scottish cavalry must have been badly ledg or pretty poor troopers, though 

some had surely seen action on Marston Moor and in the Durham campaigns of 
1644. '- The repeated success of the Royalist Garrison cavalry, made all the 

more believable by Tullie's restraint-in giving numbers of the enemy slain or 
captured, strikes the imagination. It has already been pointed out that they 

we ! re'r'esolute, desperate men. ý The Royalists' had less to lose by exposing 
themselves to the fury of action than had the Scots, and both sides behaved 

in this light. 

Cholmeley had some of the local Parliamentarian forces construct a sconce 
facing the southern gate of the city "which would have utterly deprived yc 
horses from grazing any longer". Glemham ordered a mass attack to disrupt 

the'-work and to destroy what hadbeen co 
- nstructed. Captain Moore27 rode to 

the. "south west with 60 men, whilst Captain Dixon with 60 foot advanced straight 
down the road and took up position in a ditch. Five bodies of cavalry issued 

from the city at the same time, one to ride to St. Nicholas Hill to prevent 

the enemy from retreating to Cholmeley's quarter, whilst the rest rode 

directly to assist Dixonts'deta6hm - ent of foot. 'Quite suddenly, a fierce 

engagement took place, quite out of proportion to much that had gone before 

during the long weeks of the siege. 
After a little halt... Moore, with a fast march, advanced 
towards ye south side of ye works: ye enemy fired brandly 
Zu-ncertainly7upon him, but hee returned them no answer, 
till he came within pistle shot. At the'same time, from 
Chomlies mount, 100 foot-advanced to assist ye little mount; 
while one, -of Dixon's company threw, in a fire ball, wch fell 
amongst their-powder,, and blew-up'spadess mattocks, and men. 
Soe yt once they leaped, out, of the work... 

The hand grenade was. still i. n it'S*primitive forms, and this effective weapon 

wielded by one of Dixonts musketeers' may have-be_en something more akin to 

what we would-now term a molotov cocktail. Its success must have lain in 

what, 
'we 

would now see as a purely fortuitous fact that it exploded in the 

right place. ... Mour entrd it, haveing killed Conyers the Commander, who 
stoutly defended it". it will be noted that the first enemy officer to whom 
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Tullie-gave 'credit for couragel since Captain Forester long since deadg was 
an English Parliamentarian. 

... The first division of the Cavaler horse met those in the 
face, who fled out, of ye work, and'had a Lamentable execution 
of them. Then they pursued, the 100 foot afore mentioned to 
their very works; this Done, ye horse returned to the towne, 
and yG foot sent'in 39 prisonersq where of diverse were piti- 
fully burned by the granade. , 

Then they levelled the work to 
the ground, and set the water in its right Course, wch the 

-enemy had diverted, thereby to stop ye mills; and then 
returned with Six Dead men, 60 Muskets, &c., without the loss 
of any, save one Nesbutq shott through the head. In the 
afternoon they grazed their Cattle where Troy once stood: I 
mean that bloody work... 

IV 

0 11 

The'Royalists themselves now raised a sconce to defend the grazing of cattle 
in that areal although theirs was somewhat nearer the town. 

On'May 23rd provisions within, the, townt probably, of corn, were running 
lowq and two volunteers were sent out to try to discover what had become of 
the Promised relief, They returned on the 26thl conveying a letter from 

Colonel Sir Richard Williag Governor, of Newark$ which purported to convey 

a message from the King. In-this letter Glemham was told "/the Kin. 57 was come 

as farre as Latham House, with resolution to releive theml in convenient time". 

This was far from the truth. The King, was perambulating around Cheshire, 

Staffordshire and Derbyshirej at this time, and came nowhere near Lathom. it 

stood to reason that Willis was in no better position to know what the King 

intendedl than was Glemhamq and it is unlikely that Sir Thom" accepted the 

information at its face value. That night, the siege commanders called a 

parleyl but it was brief and pointless: "The Scotts business was for a 

surrender; but the governours would hear. of nothing but sack; soe'they parted 

merrily". 

The rumour of the Kingf. s whereabouts was given a fresh boost on, the 30th 

by a Captain Blenkinsop, who came into the,, town with word that the King was in 

Westmorland and that the Scots were ordering up waggOns to carry away their 

baggage. Blenkinsop's-, neweg as unfounded as all that had gone beforeq carried 
nonetheless, some weight with the. -defenders: it "caused the ioyfull garrison 
to eat that day Three days provisiong-and repent wth a cup of cold water for 

three days after". The skirmishing, went on as before. On the 29th: 

A countrie Capt. 9 not to, be, known but by ye, burning of his 
boote at one'of the garrison's bonefireaq disdaining that 
25 horse should approach soe-neer his peacefull Quarters, 
drew downe'in two bodies, each consisting of forty a peice, 
soe eagerly as if he had not got his brekfast; but the 
ZR_oyalists7 begun to charge, -he faced aboutq h`avýing forgott 
his foot at home; ye party pursued him half a mile to 
Comersaile. They killed 4 or 5, 'and brought away'three 
prisoners. e* 

The Royalists had barely, begun their return journeys when the 11countrie Capt. " 
returned to the scene with a 100 foot to support him. Six of. the garrison 
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horse rode warily toward that body to observe it- 
but he, scorning to contest with six, face about againe; 
. some say, as fast as if all the horse in the towne had 
been at his heels; and, to show how much he slaighted to 
take advantage of them, threw-away his sword9 wch was 

, taken up by one of the pursuers. 
Who, this unfortunate officer may have been is a mystery, for Tullieq usually 
soon able to furnish names, did not know him.. The incident of the burning 
boots does suggests howeverl that he had been first encountered when the enemy 
work was blown up by Dixonts men in the fighting on the 19th. 

Suddenlyq under the entry for June 5th, Tullis brought his narrative to a 
grim Picture of life within Carlisle. It appears that on that day a Major 
Baxter, perhaps shouting to the sentries on the walls from between them and 
his'own'lines, attempted to mislead Glemham by reporting that Manchesterg of 
all'places, had fallen to the King. As Tullis observedt "facile credimus 
quod volumus: and no wonder ... their small quantity of hors flesh without 
Bread, or, aalt. 728.. hempseed, dogs, and rats were eaten, 
made them listen after releif". Here was a weapon more potent: 7against such 

.a 
garrison than all the actions-of half-hearted. enemy forces, the threat of 

famine., Indirectly, this does show that whatever else the Scots had failed 
to dog they had successfully blockaded Carlisle. Individuals might pass in 

and out of the town with ease, but cart-loads of supplies were things of the 
past, and doubtless most of the cattle that had hitherto escaped the attention 
of'Glemham's raiders, had been moved to a safer distancel whether their owners 
willed it or not., The situation was growing desperate, and Glemham sent out 
competent men to try to discover what had become of the long expected relief. 
Captains Lanyong Moore and Norgateg and two civilianal-left-on the 6th or 7th 
for this purpose. 

"The thing to do now was to keep the garrison busyq and to try to give 
them work that might lead to an amelioration of the food problem. On the 8th 

a Major Maodaggal and a Captain Bartram were ordered to take 200 foot to 

assault Stanwix, to cover a, raid by Philijaon who intended, to ride for a point 
beyond that ter to bring in some 37 cows repor quar ted to be pastured out there. 
Macdaggal sounds very. much like MacDougals and he was certainly a Scottish 
Royalistj for there is-no trace of such a man in týe northern regiments. A 

29 
, 
Captain Francis Bertram had ridden with Clavering's cavalry and he may have 
been the other officer, particularly since we know that Clavering had long 
been associated with Montroseq so that one-or two of his officers might have 
remained in the far north when the Northern Horse depart6d for the south. 

The raid was a success. The horse undor_Philipson rode clean through 
Stanwixt followed by the infantry who captured most of the cannon there, with 
supplies of - arms and grain., 

June 9th. reild and ensine Orton came in with streight 
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storiesq but as grosse lies as any of the former, of the 
kings being in Yorkshireq and Smarmake langdailes hastie 
march towards them through Lanka hire... 

The end was in sight. The idea of relief had been given up, and the food 

problem would not be alleviated by raids tolfetch in a few cows. 
Now were Gentlemen and others so shrunk that, they could 
not chuse but laugh oneit another, 

' 
to see their close 

hang as upon men on gibbets; for one might have put theire 
head and fists between the doublet and the shirts of many 
of them. The foot would be now and then stealing away, 
but not a man of the Cavalere., - 

Peaertiong hungerg privation and realisation that relief was not going to come. 
Theae-forces would do what the Scots, in their half-hearted way, could not do. 

We do-not know that disease within the city, wýaz rife at this time, but had 

there. been aloutbreak, we know sufficient from CholMeley's memoir of Scarborough 

to, see, h ow-debilitation might create circumstances propitious to a Scottish 

storm. 

'-, ' On, the -11th, a desperate raid was made'towards Cummersdale by a party of 
horsil, vho fetched in between them 14 bushells of corn. Unloading this, they 

returned to the same area for some that, they had been obliged to leave behind, 

but, were caught in the process by a body of, Scottish. cavalry from the regiment 

of, Lord Dalhousie: 

After a small debate the Cavalierst,, overcharged with. numbers 
faccording to Tulliet there were-14 Royalist3s were repulsed 
to, the water side-, but., there they ralliedg charged their 
first pity and made them., retreat.,, But ye whole. body charging, 
the kebs ýa` 

semi-endearmentl to Cumbrians at that time implying 
the forelorn7 were put to a second retreat, leaving Mackarty 
and Philipson, with others engaged amongst them who, continually 
releiving one, anotherl fought themselves freel'and came to 
their pity wthout hurtt save a'sleight cut which Philipson 
received in his face. 

The victories were now harder to win, almost as if everything had quite 
suddenly conspired against the garrison. 

The cavalryl which had gone to seize the remaining corn, finding their 

reserve engaged with heavy oddsq, threw down what they had come for and attacked 
a company of enemy foot marching to assist in the wreck of Philipson's body. 

The enemy infantry fired steadily and accurately, causing the Royalist horse i 

to fall back, and determining them to try to break through Dalhousi, d's force. 

A stroke of luck assisted them 

they resolved to break through Dalhowes his regiment; who, 
-be of theirýownlpltyl enquired of them supposing them to 

which was the best way to, chargeLPhilipson through the water. 
They answered Ithis'. and every man directing his pistoll at 
an enemies face, they charged, through the whole body to 
Philipson, who encouraged, by them and some other horse that 
came to him from the towne, gave them forthwith a third charge 
soe gallantly, yt he forced ye whole regiment to run, killed 
139 wounded many..., - 
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,, "Hunger was soe extreme" wrote, Tullial Ilyt it could scarce be concealed 
fromýthe enemies". Glemham now had to make what shift he could to secure the 
best terms he couldg- and to this endl sent, out under a flag of truce, Captain 
Philipson to be conducted, to, Lord Fairfax at York:, 

Philipson was therefore sent to York, with an English and 
Scots parliament Capt. to know my Lord Fairfax and generall 
Leslyes pleasure; whether ye surrendered to ye English or 
Scotch.. 66 

According to. Tullie, Fairfax optedjor, the English party as the one to which 
Glemham should make overturesl', but Lord Fairfax himself wrote to tell the earl 

of Leven of Philipson's mission, so it would seem, that Fairfax did respect rank 
in this case, whatever his personal inclinations may have beeJo This was on 

-June 21stj, and on the 20th'Leven had informed Sir William Armyne that the 

Scottish, negotiations wer 
I 
e, to be conducted, by,,. David LeslieP This led to 

further difficulties, so that wlien, on, june 26thq, Leslie was obliged to post- 

pone_a, meeting with the English representatives since 
-he 

had to confer with 
Gleml? ý=, they complained that he was ignoring them and acting entirely on his 

32 
own initiative. 

During Philipso'nf. s absence 'on his mission, rumours,, and, storiesflooded 
Carlisle, since the cessation that must have prevailed permitted easier contact 
between the rank and f ile 

ýof I 
both sides. 

the kings Forcess under prince Maurice, had taken Glocester 
by storm; yt, ye king himselfe--had taken Leicester, Derby 
and Chosterfieldg--with all-the enemies bagg and baggage; and 
was marching day and, night to'the releife of Carlisle. 

As Tu Me bitterly remarked 
the only truth waag yt the King had taken Leicester; wch 
was a bate laid in his wayl, 'till"they were'ready to give 
England yt fatal-Blow'at-Nasebyooo 

The garrison learned of that battle when the siege forces began a great shout, 
shooting off muskets and cannon, and general festivities. Fired with the 

success of the Parliament'S army in the southt the enemy now "grow insolent, 

and VaPoured amanet'. 

, 
Tullie's contentiong that, Leicester was permitted to. fall into the KingIs 

hands as a bait, thus delaying him until the Parliamentarian army could come' 
to grips with himt is highly original. -"Whilat this is not the place to go 
into the possibilities, "it ought to'-be stressed that such a plan was quite 
conceivable, and any fUtuie'study of Naseby might take'this into account. 

by-Tulliele identification of England with the Cavalier One is also struck 
party, something of a change from, the'normal'-emphasis put-first, upon the crown 
and then upon the. country, and'which suggests that the writer was less 

parochial or provincial in his outlook, than many senior officers of either 
ýside. , 

To say that is not, of courset necessarily to endorse his. opinion. 
Approval or disapproval are not part of the historian's brief. L/ 
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I,, Glemham took stringent steps . 
to control f ood distribution: on the 17th 

of June: 
divers officers came with soldiers into the common Zbake- 
house7 and took away all, thelhors flesh from yG poor 
people, who w*re as neere. starving as themselves. 

Sim days later 

The towns men'bumbly petitioned sr Thos Glenham yt their 
horse flesh mi6ht not be taken from them as formerly; and 
informed him t they were'not able'to endure ye'famine any 
longer; to, vcK he gave"no answerq_nor redresse, in 4 dayes 
space; at which times a few women of, ye scolds and scum-of 
the citty, mett at yO-cross,, braling against Sr Henry 
Stradling, there p1sent; "who'first threatned to fire upon 
them; * and'vhen they replyed they Cyoul#7 take it as a 
favorl he left, them wth tears in his eyes, but could not 
mend their, Commons. 

Surrender was at hand. it was somewhat fraught, with problemal however, since 
the Parliamentary agento, were,, determined. to interfere with the Scottish plan 
to take control in Carlisle. .. The Parliamentarian succeaded in provoking 
Glemham: 

you engaged yourselves unto me you would assure the consents 

-of Lords Leven'and Fairfax for the rendering of this town on 
honourable conditions to the English forces before it, when 
necessity might"enforce us'to it. To that and Capt. Philipson 
was employed by mej'-as your desire, unto them both. Ilia 
journey has been innefectualq,, and himself is detained having 
your pass. Withal you stop several of our prisoners whose 
r&nSOMS are already paid by us ... You have written now what 
honourable conditions Ishall make with you concerning the 
surrendering of thiS'place shall be confirmed by both Houses. 
The former are not made good, and I have no assurance from any- 
one general of te latter by your letters. If necessity 
compels me-to capitulate for the rendering-of this town$ you may 
assure yourselves it shall be to those who show me the assurance 
of a general for it$ from whom'I'may expect performance of 
conditions. 

On June 27th, David Leslie-added to-Armyne's anger by informing him that he 

had concluded surrender terms with Glemhamý3 'All that the Parliamentlis man 
could do was, to grumble that they had been left,, in-the dark throughout-the 

whole affairl and to 
'demand 

an English governor and an English garrison 
ý4 
9 

Leslie, however, was to assume control. ----, 

Tullie provided two-amusing sidelights on., the surrender negotiations, and 
little elsel since he was not privy'to the terms, -which were similar to those 

agreed for York. Tulliels 19th century'aditor gave-them in full. 

Dr Burwell was ye only man who'to this time had paerved. a 
--little Barrel of strong, alet-unknowne, to any but Sr Tho. 
Glenbam. TO first commander'sent to treat 

, 
with Sr Tho., was 

made so drunk wth this ale,, ' thatq at his return to Lesly, he 
could give him no account of. his errandl nor utter a wise 
word. 

There was as much method as mischief in this. It would convey to Leslie, 

unless his information to the contrary was reliable, that the town was not ao 
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hard pressed as he might have supposed. It could, wisely emplovedg induce 
the Scots to consent to terms even more -f avourable than thosewhich finally 

prevailed.,, On the day followings Glemham struck again: 
Lesly sent in a graver I person; whog being assured by Sr Tho. 
yt the towne should be surranderedg'offered to take his leave 
with great'satisfaction; but wasi''in civilityt conducted by 

F6'North Gat him, to ye Scots port rth e7 where, ye corporall being 
ordered not to appearet', soe'yt, the Scott could not presently 

Sr Tho. intreated him to take-a short repose In the next passe 
house: wch was Chancellor Burrels quarter; where, calling for 
his ales the Cavalleres drunk 

, 
waters and ye Scot ale soe 

excessively, yt he'isturned L to Leslie in yt'sa'me pickle wth ye 
formerl professing yt ye Garrison was every where full of 
strong drink. 

On June 25th the surrendered city passed-into, Scottish control: Tullie said 
that-the terms were "punctually. performed, both, to those yt marched outs and 
t0-the cittyaons yt staid at home". Glemham and his follow commanders rode 

southt-and on the 28th-the Scottish garrison marched into the town with 

colours, flying, no doubt watched by Armyne, Barwiset Cholmeley and the rest of 
ihe Eng, lish Parliamentarians. 

The siege of Carlisle was unique'in the north. No'attemptwas made to 

bombard the city, and no effort-,, to carry it by, storm was ever made. The 

Scotal who had shown what,. they'were. capable of. at'Neweastle. upon Tynet here 

preferred to remain outside the wallst. actually avoiding engagements even when 
to, ldo so boosted Royalist morale. 'The'Royalist garrison had acquitted them- 

selves honourably, by any criteria, and most of them had gone away with Glemham 
to'continue the war elsewhere. 

In 1662 occurred a'curious-casev, when Michael SAudholmes a former 

Parliamentarians found himself charged with manslaughter. The dead dated to 

June 1645. When the city surrendereds Royalists Scottish and Parliamentarian 

officers and men intermingled in the crowded streetst probably, for the most 

parts drinking together and'exchanging tales of the'siege. On one occasion, 
however, a party of Royalist officers-and a, party of English Parliamentarians 

met in the Sun Inns and an - argument developed. The Parliamentarians, with 
Studholme among them, left the inn and were crossing the market place, when 
they found themselves. 

-pursued 
by the Royalistst who called them "Parliament 

rogues". With drawn swords, the two sides set upon each others and in the 
brawl, -before the Scottish authorities separated them, a Royalists Leonard 
Milbornet was killed.. 'It was with his manslaughter that Sýdholme found 
himself charged 17 years after the event. He was probably acquittedP Had 
he been convicted, it might have been vengeance, but it would have been neither 
Just nor fair. 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER TWELVE 

1. Jefferson, Tullie's Siege of Carlisleg p. 12. The main content of this 
chapter rests upon pp., 12/46* -- 2. Nanson, Siege of Carlisleg ope cit. 9 pp. 51s 62/3. 

3- Edward Aglionby compounded, see CCC, p. 1668, and ibid., p. 162 has a 
Julian of whom little is known. Captain John Cape appeares, without 

-regimental dedignationg in the List, col. ' 154, as an infantry officer. 
The problem of identifying individual Philipsons has already been 
referred to. See also, Vol. 2. 

-5., 4nr all the possible identificationag see Vol. 2. 

-6. , _, 
A Major Coppam was cited by Tullie as a Reformado. 

7. See Vol. 2. Glembam's Horse. 
See Vol. 21 Glemhamls Foot. 

,. 9. -ý-He may have been Stephen Arnoldl. former Quartermaster to the Prince of 
Wales's Horse, a Yorkshireman, List col. 25. 

10. He is unidentified. ,, 1.1. For Aboyneq see for example, Murdoch and Simpsong Montrose, passim. 
12. Sea Vol. 2. 

14. Welfordl Royalist Composition in Durham and Northumberland, p. 66. 
15. LJ9 VII, p. 4.54. 

. 
16.., -. Whitelocks Memoirs, p. 137, 

-17*' , 
See Vol. 2 

18. `-ýBraithwaitels identity-is a'problem. Thomas Braithwaite of Huworth, 
ýGentlemans a Recusantg-was in the Treason, Act of November 18th 1652, see 
Welfordq Royalist Composition in Durham and Northumberland, p. xxxiii. 

-Alternatively, Richard Braithwaite, his brothers Recusant and delinquent, 
is, in Clays Yorkshire Royalist Composition, III, p- 34, probably also of 
Catterick, ibid., p. 196. It would seem that Richard yielded in 16439 

, and for a further, unlikely, alternativeg, see Vol. 21 Dacre's Horse. 
19. Gordon is unidentified, but perhaps this was Aboyne? For Dixon, see 

Leigh's Horse, Vol. 2. 
20., See Vol. 2. 
21. Perhaps a Scot, although possibly a relative of Sir John Mennes (alias 

Hints) of Winlaton, Durhaml for whom see Welford, Royalist Composition 
_. -in Durham and Northumberlandq pp. xxxiiit 36,679 385. 

2-2 CSPD 16k4 5, p. 413- 
23 Ibid., pp. 422/3. 
24: Tbid: 

9 PP- 5529 558. 
25- ibid., PP- 597,600/01. 
264ý For the case of Sir Wilfred-Lawsonql*see Patricius Curwan's Horses Vol. 

_. 2. These referencesq, LJ9 vii, pp. 453/4. 
27- Possibly Robert Moores Mvering's Foots see Vol. 2. 
? -8. . There is a gap in'the Ms. -here. 
29., -: See Vol. 2. 
30. ' CSPD 164VJ, pp. 603A. 

d. 9 pp. 600/01. 31'' 
32: ibid., pp. 613/4. 
33. ibid,, pp. 614,618/9. 
34., ibid.. 9 p. 619. -- 
35-__, 1M_e, J., ad: Depositions-from the, Catle of Yorks Surtees Societys Vol. 

XL, 1861, pp. 9516. 
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN 

The Last Months at Pontefract 

Siege warfare in Yorkshire March to July 1645. 

The battle of Nasebyl fought on june 14th 1645, was not only crucial for 
the remaining Royalist field armies in the south, but also for the garrisons 
still-'holding out in the north. By'the end of Julyj Carlialaq Scarborough and 
Pontefract had falleng all of them surrendered on terms when internal privation 

and no prospect of relief induced the Governors to call for treaty. There- 

afterg Skipton in Yorkshire and Lathom in Lancashire were the last important 

mainland, garrisons remaining to the King in the six northern counties. 

In following the siege of Pontefract for the last months of its defence, 

we are examining a siege quite unlike that at Carlisle, or even at Scarborough. 

In . the weeks before Langdale's relief'-Of March 1st9 the Parliakentarians had 

shown themselves quite prepared to batter theýcastle into submissiong and this 

desiýe'intensified after the departure of the Northern Horse. There was very 
little reluctance on the part of the siege forces, as we have observed on the 

part of the Scots outside Carlisle, and in-consequence, whilst sallies and 
forays were still common, they were bloodier and savoured more of desperation 

on both sides, than those proverbial border'cattle raids of Carlisle. 

. The fervour of Lord Fairfax's commanders against Pontefract is not hard 

to understand. Unlike Scarborough or Carlisleg and unlike Skiptong too, 

Ponte; ract was a major strategic threat. to, the Parliamentary heartland of the 

West-Riding. It symbolised the Royalist foothold which the Marquess of New- 

castle had. carved for himself by force of arms in that otherwise rebellious 

part, of Yorkshire. Left alonat or only partially-invested, Pontefract would 
have been able to seriously annoy and hamper, the normal routine of Parliament- 

aryýadministrationl and might join with the, powerful Newark garrison to conduct 

a series of raids which could have undone a good deal of the work of the 

enemy, commanders. Rather as Hull had been a thorn in the flesh of the 

Royalists during 1643, and a constant reminder of a war still to be won, so 
Pontefract now served its turn, although to describe it as the Royalist's 

Kingston on Hull would be to ignore certain'obvious obstacles to such a 

comparison. Like Hull, however, it flew an enemy banner in the midst of 
otherwise successful Parliamentary. forc. es. It wasq of course, lacking the 

advantages which Hull had enjoyed iný, 1643.,. It, could not be supported from the 

seal and it had no prospect of'military'aid from neighbouring, friendly 

territory, as Hull had had. from Lincolnshire, and the, army of the Eastern 

Association. The capture of Hull-by the Marquess'would-have required an 
enormous stroke of good fortune. -__The, retentýon of Pontefract by the Royalists 

would have required a miracle. Naseby put that miracle out of the question 
altogether. 
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The basic source for the continuation of the Siege of Pontefract remains 
Longstaffe's edition of Drakel supplemented where possible with other material. 
The unfortunate truth of the matter isl however, that the tedium of siege war- 
fare attracted little notice from the sensationalising Parliamentarian press: 

only incidents like the exploit of the Northern Horse, or the final surrender, 
would attract more than passing notice in London. Were it not for Drakeq 

Tullie and Cholmeley, we would know less about these Royalist last ditch fights 

than now we do, and whilst for the most part their narratives seem to have 

been accurate and not given to hyperbole, the lack of corroborative sources 

requi. ies caution. 

Langdale had marched away from Pontefract on March 3rd , and until the 

10th"Ithere was but little done... but fetching in of provition and other 

necessaryes for the use of the castle". Colonel Sir Richard Lowther was, how- 

ever, in communication with Lord Fairfaxl and his letters reveal a generosity 

-of spirit that is so archetypal Cavalier in character, that one is fortunate 

to find them in a Parliamentary source. On the 9th, for examplel Lowther 

wrote to Fairfax: 

Your officers will inform you how far you are short in 
medicaments, the number of the'wounded considered. Here 
is a chirurgeon of your party that will go as far as he can 
with such things as he hath received. Your lordship will 
receive with this a list of officers and'soldieral if I may 
receive the Me from you upon a safe-conduct. I shall send 
officers to treat of a general exchange, and remain, My Lord, 
Your humble servant, Richard Lowther. (2), 

The'cynical historian will'-, argue that Lowther had here an eye-to the futureq 

and, was showing compassilQ38)only in order to reap the benefit when he and his 

garrison came to be in need. cynical historians are notq however, given to 

perceiving the truth of things any more, than objective historianal and 

Lowther's consideration for men, wounded in the relief must be taken at face 

value. Particularly so, in view of the fact'-that not only did he release 

a Parliamentary surgeon without exchange termsq but sent medical supplies with 
him from the garrison's own stores. 

Lord Fairfax's reply to this, letter has not survived, and one suspecta 
that it was burnedq along with most. *of the garrison paper work, prior to the 

surrender. Lowtherts second letter, howeverg clearly alluded to itq and 
Fairfax seems to have proposed a'meeting to'discuas-exohange of prisoners: 

Your lordship's of the'7th of this instant came but this 
morning ZMarch, 91"-"7:, ý for the time and placel'; the first is r1! V 
precipitatedl for. the other it, is at too, great a distance 
If your lordship please togive a meeting at Ferrybridge, 
upon mutual engagements for the safety of those who shall be 
appointed to treat upon both parties, I shall agree to it, 
and to that purpose desire 

,a 
new safe-conduct for such as I 

shall nominate; -the. 
times Wednesday next, by-nine in the 

morning. The list your'lordship sent of our prisoners with 
yours is altogether imperfect. I desire a particular under 
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whose commands and in what regiments they have served, as 
also a list from Hull and Teressell /Wressel127 in the same 
way. For your chirurgeon I cannot Zdmit of him; but if 
the medicaments be sent, I shall join my own surgeons with 
one of your party, a prisoner hares to use the best of their 
art in the cure of the poor wounded soldiers.... 

It is evident that Lowther intended the exchanges to bring in prisoners hold 

elsewhere in Yorkshire, and not only men taken in the Pontefract area, who 
cannot have been many. one is tempted to suggest that he intended to operate 
a selection procedure, and that that is why he required to know the precise 
rank and regiment of each prisoner listed by Fairfax., We do not know if his 

request was complied with, although it probably was. Had Fairfax's new list 

survivedl and hadhe kept the strictures imposed by Lowther, that document 

would have been extremely valuable to any study of the northern Royalist army. 

On March 11th the garrison of Pontefract returned to the offensive. 
Captin Layborne & Major Hownteynes men rid out towardes 
Wenthill and betwixt that and Ferrybridge tooke Mr. Ellis 
of Brampton, that great sequestratorg and one quartermaister 
& brought them into the castle. 

Two days later, a similarýraiding party rode to Turnbridge beyond Ackworth3 

and captured two Parliamentary lt. colonels, named Lee and Ledger. Local 
tradition, at least in the 19th century, for it is doubtful that it still 
survives, associated this incident with a small skirmish between Ackworth and 
Houndhillý 

Sir John Saville, one of Fairfax-a commanders whose distraught condition 
at the start of March has already been notedg wrote to his superior on March 
14th: he was writing from Wakefieldl with his foot quartered in Leeds, alth- 
ough the civilian population was somewhat restive in their presence. Saville 

was still haunted by the Northern Horset and was preoccupied with sending 

scouts out toward Newark and Nottinghamshire to watch for indications that 

Langdale might be coming back, or another Royalist force be on the march. He 

added: 
Colonel Broadling ZR-obert BrandlinL7 I have sent for to come 
together at Methley, and to make good that pass. Yesterday 
at 3 o'clock, he heard nothing of the enemyq but only Ponte- 
fract horse fetching in provisions; neither know anything of 
the cause of Colonel Forbes leaving Leadston. And he then 
lay quartered at Badswortht Mondayt Tuesday and Wednesday, for 
Sir Joseph Worstenholme would not let him quarter at Nostall. (5) 

Brandling was clearly giving evidence of that fidelity to his now cause which 
was later affirmed by his superiorsý But even as he had fallen victim to the 
Skipton raiders, so noe he'fell victim to the Pontefract cavalryt for on the 

very next day, the 15th of March: 
There went out a party of horse towardes Dauncaater and in 
that way they mett with Collonell Brandlin's regiment and 
routed them, tooke one major, one captin, one lieutenant, 3 
officerst 67 souldyers, and about 100 horse. 
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Map to illustrate Pontefract and its onvirons, 
ahowing places mentioned in the journal of the 

siege. 



Thus ill luck dogged Brandling's footsteps nowt -and 
for much of the rest of 

his career. 

On the evening of the same dayt the garrison raided Turnbridge and 
plundered a store theres returning with 40 pairs of boots and other essentials. 
Thia. was, but a lull before the storm# for on the 21st of March at two in the 
afternoon, the Parliamentary forces stormed-and captured the upper part of 
Pontafract town, and shot dead Captain Redman on the bridge, another soldier 
exposing himself atop the Round-Towerg and took three prisoners. This attack 
seems.. to have had all the elements of a surprisel and perhaps the garrison had 
become, a little over-confident since March let. Captain Redman was probably 
William, -eldest son of Colonel Sir John Redman by his first marriage? 

The garrison replied with a cannonade against the upper towng whilst tithe 
Lower towne we had at liberty". Wood was broughtýinto the castle from burned 
housesl whilst the enemy remained more or, less-where they were. It was said 
in, the castle that the intention of the Parliamentary commanders was simply to 
keep the garrison penned up vhilst the entire countryside was stripped of all 
victuals and possible provisions, - as'a means of dissuading Rupert from coming 

on a visit. Certainly Sir John Saville was occupied elsewhere: 
Your lordship may remember your lordship's order to Captain 
Spencer for his march to the rest of my regiment at Wakefield, 
to join with me in securing Sandall Castlet which he did 

I" accordingly; since that T(beyond my expectation) another order 
from your lordship is come to his handav for his march to 
Colonel ILright's regiment, there to remain till the difference 
be determined.. My lord, 

-it 
hath been my desire from the 

beginning to put an end to the controversy, if at least there 
be any; butt my Lordl he being now with me in obedience to 
your lordship's first ordert-and this last-order procured in 
my absence, and upon suggestions which Captain Spencer himself 
disaffirms (for he denies the supply of'sither men or armies, 
farms7 from colonel Lambert), and besides the common soldiers 
being unwilling to part from the regiment; my request to 
your lordship is, that they may stay with me.. " 

8 
This letter tends to argue that Lord Fairfax for onat was not quite sure what 
his next move was to be. Drake noticed that the forces before Pontefract were 
"not so strong by much as was thought"t and Saville was being given forces on 
the one handl only to have them taken away with'the other. 

_We 
do not know precisely when Sandal was garrisoned by the Royalists, 

although it was sometime late in 1644, for-Drake alluded to it in his journal 

entries prior to the relief of March Ist. It was to become even more 
important henceforth, as a stopping place for the Royalists between Pontefract 

and Newarkt, and as a signal station between the two garrisons. On March 
2ýrdt Sir John Saville informed Fairfax 

I have andeavoured to inform myself, of their strength at 
Sandall, and find that they are one hundred foot and fifty 
horset besides those fifty horse lately gone out upon a 
party from pontefract garrisons and could notýreturn to it 
again by reason our leaguer there. I advised with the 
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officers here, and the result. wasq that we were too 
inconsiderable to lie in Sandallq for we are not above 
150 foot, now that Captain-Spencer is marched ... we humbly 
conceive 300 foot and six troops of horse, of fifty in 
every troop, to be a proportion small enough for that 
attempt... (9) 

Precisely what party of cavalry Saville was here referring to, that had come 
from, Pontefract and had been unable to, returng- we do not know. Drake gave no 
indication of any incident around this-datejý'so we are left to con6lude that 
this mayýhave been the raiding party which destroyed Brandling's regiment, 

excep't-that Drake implied that the prisoners from that engagement were carried 
into Pontefract. Anyway, access to Pontefract castle was still possible up to 

March 21sts and in a limited way for some time thereafter. 

Between March 23rd and 27tht the garrison fired a few spasmodic rounds intol 

the occupied part of the town, killing three men on the latter date with sniper 
fire. ' On the 28thq a Royalist was shot down when the musket of a companion 

misfired: 
We had two of our owne men shott that dayl the one by the 
cock of his peese at unawaresshot his next man into the 
thighq and the other-the barrell of, his muskitt burst and 
so hurt himselfe., 

Allusion has been made on several occasions to the hazard of exploding fire- 

arms. ' Care and maintenance of weapons was the duty, obviously, of each 
individual, supervised by the Gentlemau'at Armsj'ýa company officer of non- 

commissioned rank, although the term may have been applied to a skilled enlistedý 

man, and have, carried nothing with it except responsibility and a little 

additional pay. An exploding musket could be repaired if the damage were 

superficial. In the Constables Accounts for York in 1644, given verbatim by 
10 Wenbam are two references to the, repair of muskets, costing respectively 

4d. and 8d. The size of the repair canbe better, understood by comparing it 

with an entry recording the exchange'of a musket with one damaged by an 

explosion: 
Paid to William Syer for a muske'tt, insteaid of a musket 
that Robert Jackson brocke when he hurts his face ... 4.0d. 

- -The exchange of fire between garrison and besiegers continued for some 
days. On March 30th, one of the garrison, Nicholas Bauneq was shot dead an he 

stood by his cannon perched on the Treasurer's tower. The next day, after a 

preliminary bombardment directed into the town and into the Parkj which killed 

three of the enemy, Captain Smith and 30 men left, thO castle and attacked a 

sentry post, killing the guards-and burning it-to the ground. , Drake did not 

give the location of the post, except to say that it was a lathe, or barn, 

probably converted into something akin to a block house. That it needed 30 

men to take it, argues for quite a substantial building. 

Betvaen April lat and 4th, Drake noted at least three. of, the enemy killed, 
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at Munkhill, at All Saints church, and in an unnamed house. The relative 
passivity of the siege forces was not entirely due to Lord Fairfax's indecisiont 
howeverl for Drake had noted on March 22nd that trenches were being dug at 
various points around the castle, and it was evident that the Parliamentary 

commanders intended to safeguard themselves as well as they could from raids. 
On the night of the 4th, such a raid came. A body of foot, divided into 
three'companion, and 90 strongg attacked another barn being used as a sentry 
postj burning it to the ground and killing a captain and three enlisted men. 
The'lower end of the town was swept clear of Parliamentarian sentinels, but a 
Royalist was captured in the skirmishing. ýAn attempt was made to cut off the 

raideraq signalled by the raising of colours at Skinner Lane, but the cannon 

on the King's Tower shot them down and made an end of the business for the 

night. 

The next day 

Our horse did sally forth under the command of Captin 
Zjfames7 Washington and Captin rBealle and 40 musquteyers 
under the command of Captin 4Wlcol_V Smith- Our 
horsemen behaved themselves valiantlyl'facing a whole troops 

... with 5 men, made them retreats within the, towns and duble 
their number of horses ... fall forth wit h 100 musquetears & 
lined r a hedge7 

Most of this fighting must have been taking place amongst the gardens of the 

houses, difficult terrain for the. cavalry ofýeither side to deploy in. During 
the heavy exchange of fire, two butchers carrying horse loads of fresh meat 
into the town were seized by the Royalistsq and redirected into-the castle 
"which did very good service to the, garison upon Easter day" as Drake recalled. 
The Royalists retired with two horses and a prisoner, having killedq all that 

was known for certain, one man,, on Baghill. 

The enemy basely stayed all wine from coming to the castle 
for serving of the Communion upon Easter days allthough 
Forbus (their Governor) had graunted protektion for the 
same, and one Browne of Wakefield said if it were for our 
damnation we should have its but not for our solvation. 

If Forbes had indeed issued a pass forAhe wine, not unusual a gesture, then 

clearly the supply was stopped at sources by the supplier perhaps. Deprived 

of their special celebration at this festivals the garrison commanders chose 
another. 

that dayl being Easter day, which was prepared for the 
health of our soules, was prepared for the liberties of 
our bodyes, for, after sarmond done ... the Governor gave 
strait'command that all men should presently be in arms, 
which was as willingly done both, with horse and foot. 

Captains Washington and Beale were given command of the cavalry. Captain 
Munro and 50 musketeers were to sally from the Swillington tower into North- 

gate, Captain Flood (Hugh Floydt ex-Gerlington's Horse and another 50 

muskets left by the Lower'Gate to attack the enemy trenches near Halfpenny 
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House. ' '-- Some 50 gentlemen volunteers were drawn into two bodiess, to second 
each, of'the, musketeer units. The gentlemen-were chosen on a quota basis from 
each. 'of the four divisions in the garrison: 12 from Hutton's. commanded by 
Captain: Crof tI2 10 from Wentworth'sq, commanded by Lieutenant Ward; 10 from 
Ramsdenlsýunder Captain-ffo#n 13 7 Benson$ and 10 from Colonel Sir Gervase 
Cutler's division (Cutler had'taken over from, Edward Greyg who had gone south 
with Langdale on March 3rd) under Captain, Oglebie 14 Cutler's promotion had 
involved some degree of divisi onal. reorganisationg Cutler himself leaving 
Ramsden! s divisions and Lieute_nant, Ward. now served under Wentworthq whilst 
Benson-had moved from Wentworth! s to Ramsdenls* 

These resolut spirittes, (having.,, received orders) chereful3, T 
passed upon their services entred their trencheag gave a 
long, and strong allarumg andzeturned-with honour. Our 
cannonears allso plaid their parte bravelie and did good, 
execution in the Markit place and other places in the towne. 
We killd in that sally'26 men or morel-tooke one prisoner 
and divers muskittes and, swordes. and drummes and. we had 
men killd &2 men wounded and we shott 26 cannon wherewAt 

'is supposed could be no lesse than 100 men killed. 

Quite, feasible, if the cannon were aimed into large numbers of panicking 
infantry driven from their trenches by the. sudden assault. 

But we lett-them not rest thus, for the same nightj about 
10 of the clock, Captin Smith, Capt. ZR`atclif_e7 (15) & 
Leiutenant Wheatlay'with'100ýmusquitearsj fell upon Northgate 
and so into, the Midle, streat-of the towne (above their 
trenches) gave fearce fire amongst them and did bloody 
execution for allmost one hower, 'where was very many of the 
beseegers, killd, and-we had but one, man killd (his name was 
quartermastr D*Xson), And oni; a common souldyer, was 
wounded, and we shott ofz6 cannon thong where the onemyes 
powder was sett on fire at Mr. Lunnes and about 20 men 
burnt, but few of them likely to live. 

The%6th of Aprill'Baster Dayt-had been-a disastrous day for the Parliamentary 

forces, and Drakils allusion, to the stopping, of the communion wines does seem 
to infer that the disasters might have been-avoided'had the man Browne at 
Wakefield been less, spitef U10 

On the 7th, another sally was made to Baghill, 12 horse who there captured 
an enemy horse and killed a soldier. They also brought away "one Wilson, a 
tio, oper, '-prisoner". Marksmen on the Round Tower reckoned that they had 
accounted for eight to tan of the enemy at the same time. The attack on Bag- 
hill was repeated the next day, by' c, avalry'under Captains Washington and Beale 
supported by a body of musketeers under Lieutenant Moore. The cavalry faced 
the enemy horse, keeping them from making a movet whilst the musketeers moved 
onto the hilll bvfthe appearance of a large force of enemy infantry caused the 
Royalists to fall backt Lieutenant Mooreýbeing wounded in the arwin an 
exchange of fire. On the 9th, the fighting'on-Baghill was resumed, when 
Lieutenant Perry single-handedly charged an"enemy scout, . dismgunted, him and 
twice'wounded him, but the'man. escaped when no assistance, was forthcoming to 
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enable Perry to bring man and horme, in. That eveningo as the sentries changedl 
the, cannon f ired into the town and killed I two of -them as well as a woman who 
wasýpresent. Five waggon loads of, wounded men were observed leaving for 
Yorks. crossing Forrybridge on the 10th* On, the same dayq Sir John Savillela 

colours were seen in the towng which caused, Drake to remark that he was "being 

newly come from Sandall with little comforth'I., After dark, two salvoes of 
case shot were fired into the enemy trenches, "where the enemy was heard to 

crYs 0 is me, 0 is me, divers, times".. 

-The attacks on Baghill had been too frequent to be ignored, and on the 11th' 

the Parliamentary forces drew out toýcounter any further attack. They placed 
30 musketeers in hedges on the U119 but after, two, hoursv finding the garrison 

unwilling to oblige them, they drew offg, wheroupon a markAman. from the Round 

Tower killed one. The next day, an enemy marksman picked off Alderman Thomas 

Wilkinson, former Mayor of Pontefracts as he stood at the-barbican gate! 
' 

A 

sally, from the castle, bent on revengeg rode to Munkhill but failed to come to 

blowss. although two horses were killed., 

-,, April 13th proved an unlucky-day-, for the siege forces. They were seen 
from-the walls drawing troops of, 'horse together in a show of strength, and just 

before noon two troops, rode-down to below, the Now Hall within range of the 

cannon, on Kingta Tower. Most of the garrison were at a sermon, but the gunner 

on the tower fired down upon-the cavalry,. "dismounted a, whole file, killd 2 

dead both man and horse, the other 4 were sore hurt'l. Drake noted that this 

display of cavalry was larger than anything seen before, so that it must have 

seemed that Lord Fairfax had made up his mind to concentrate resources against 
Pontefract. 

ýOn the following day occurred an incident reminiscent of Carlisle. A 

herd of cattle from the castle had been driven, out to pasture below Swillington 

towerl, whereupon a party of enemy. horse approached, to seize them, "but our 

musketers caused them to runne away and saved the cattell". Waggon loads of 

ammunition and weapons were seen. passing through, the town from Ferrybridge, 

which the garrison interproted. as, a sign that the enemy. forces in Yorkshire 

we re preparing to resist an advance by Prince Rupert. some 3000 Scots were 

rumoured to be encamped at Leeds$ and reports had come in of forces drawn from 

Kularesboroughl-York, Cawood and Selby, as. well an from. Scarborough siege lines, 

moving in the general direction of. 
'the Leeds area. Sir Hugh Cholmeley did not 

recordg, or remember, any diminution of the siege forces at this time, lot it 

be added. 

Similarly reminiscent of. Carlisle was. a private raid conducted by 20 of 
the regular soldiers under the command of William Wether, nicknamed Belwether. 
Longstaffe17 interpreted the. nickname as being a compilation of Bill Wether and 

J 
Bell-Weddert the latter a Northamptonshire vernacular expression meaning a 
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"spoilt' child". Longstaffe's evident-lack of sympathy for exploits like this 
ought - not to have led him to make such a far-f etched remarkl let alone to 
have "supposed that a term current in -'Northamptonshire would have been in use 
in-Pontefract. Belwether was probably a nickname'derived both from William 
Wetherls'own name, and from the word twetherlIcurrent in northern England even 
todayg.,, used for sheep. A wild, and hairy, appearance (and manner) might account 
for thp, soubriquat here. 

Wather and his men attacked New-Hall where a body of enemy troops was 
-barricade. lining a They 

'came suddenly upon their workes & beats the enemy from it 
and they fled to their horse gaurdst but our man fell a 
pulling downs theire works so long'as their horsemen were 
ready to charge them and then'our"men retreated. ' They had 

any,. commaýder to command them not any command1to, doe or,, 
but one William Wether... 

An unofficial sallyt or rec'onnaissancet to Baghill by five infantrymen ran into 
trouble,, Lieutenant Perry'and "Johnathan Sir Jarvis Cutler's mant' rode to 
their assista'nee and drove off the enemy, Johnathang however, seeing some of 
them reluctant to got charged them', with'drawn swordt and put, them to flight. 
"So our men retreated with credit". 

Wether's action was not punished. Later that day, with six 11firelockes" 
he attacked trenches near Broad Lane and drove off forces there. 'In the hard 
fightingt a Parliamentary commander with"I'a buffs coat and a black skarfe" was 
shot dead together with. three-soldieraq whilst'cannon fire from the castle 
accounted for others. 

The distinction which Drake-drow'between-musketeers and-11firelocks" was a 
nice one, but one made often in contemporary sources. The normal musket was 
a matchlock, fired by placi_`ý a lighted taper or match*to the powder charge. ng 
The firelock was a novelty in the civil war periodt and according to Burns and 

-18 young was normally used for escort dutiest such as guarding the passage of 
cannon. It was a transitional stage 'between the wheel-lock, at this time a 
mechanism normally associated with pistols carried by the cavalry, and the 
later flintlock musket, in which the weapon was fired. by ignition from sparks 
and not by theapplication of-a'naked-smouldering match. A point to be made 
hsre'ýis that the term Fire -lock-had', come to mean not only the'weapon itself, 

, 
but the man who carried itt and Wether's attack with-, firelocks did not imply 

nsoessarilyý, that the"new weapon s were carried, at, the:, particularý'angagement 
described. ý 

On April 15th another attack was made on Baghill by two musketeers, who, 
having scattered. onemy, sentries, retuined-to the Castle, The castle gunners I 
fired down into, the'town, and'out-to Baghilll; 'without doing-any visible damage. 
Marksmen accounted for one of the enemy onthe hill later in the day, two at 
Mun"i'll and one in the trenches. At noon, a force'of Parliamentarian 
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musketeers occupied the hedgerovs on Baghill and kept up a steady f ire against 
the castle until a cannon ball landed in their midst "which caused them to make 
a great lamentation". A Royalist inf9j%rymanq identified by the initials T. G., 
caught'outside the castle after dark, was wounded four times before killing one 
of his attackers and making good his retreat into the castle. 

At ton in the morning on the 16th took place another of those major sallies 
which dispirited the enemy and relieved the garrison from the tedium of sentry- 
90 "a- nd watches. Fifty musketeers under Captain ZQ_abrieI7Hemsworth19 marched 
out against the trenches near Alderman Lunne's house by the Lower gate. 
Captain Munro with another 50 went from Swillington tower to Northgate into 

the upper enemy trenches. Once again 50 gentlemen volunteers were drawn out 
to"second the professionals, again by quota: 12 from Hutton's under Captain 
Croftl, 14 from Wentworth's under Lieutenant Wardq 12 from Cutlerls under Ogleby 

and'12 from Ramdents under Lt. Colonel Galbraith. Galbraith was not listed 

by Drake prior to March Ut, and may have been exchanged during the talks 
-, 20 between Lowther and Fairfax later that monthq for, he was captured in May 1644. 

An additional party of 12 musketeers commanded by Lieutenant Ziohn7Favill 

of Hemsworth's company2l brought up the rearg probably to act an a covering 

party in the event of a retreat. 
All the rest followed Capt. Hinsworth who assaulted the great 
trench. They cleared the, little, worke and the great trench 

-with 
much vallor, beate the enemy up to another trench nearer 

the bridge; there was kild in the great trench 17 maul and 
many hurt. our cannon plaid 20 shott. during the time and did 
much execution. There was one Captin Wade taken prisoner and 
4 souldiers; it is, thought there was killd9 hurt and taken 
prisoners 50 men at leastj I-leiutenant killdl taken 60 armes, 
7 drummes. 

Whilst all this was going oul the cavalry under Captain Beals and Cornet 

Speight rode to Baghill to keep the enemy there, from breaking out and coming 
22 

to the assistance of their fellows in the town. In the afternoon, Speight 

and Captain Washington returned to Baghill and there captured an enemy quarter- 

master. To cap the success of the day9 a messenger arrived from Sandal Castle 

to report a successfull sally on Saville's men. 

Drake noted that the sally had been in three partag and had led to the 

killing of 42 of the Parliamentary siege force there and to the capture of a i, 
further 50 or sog including a captain. Sir John Saville "with his treacherous 

and hipocriticall rebells" beat their, drums for prayersq and began to aing 

psalms. This appears to have had some unpleasant effect on Sandal's governorl 
23 Captain Bonivant, who 

caused his drummes to beat to praiers, so that they thought 
they was secure, but, our, men after they had dedicated them- 
selves unto God, with upright hartes and religious praiers 
in breefe manner: "To Armeal'and fell upon them., " 

The'garrison in Pontefract noted seven vaggon loads of wounded going away to 

York, additional evidence of the effectiveness of their raid on the 16th. 
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A livestock raid in the Carlisle tradition. took place on the 18th. 
Observers on the walls saw 44 oxen and milk cows grazing not far off, whereupon 
Captain Spoight (1) and Captain Beale led out 30 horses supported by Major 
Bland24 and Major Godfrey Dennis with 50 foot, and succeeded in driving the 

stock, having one of their numberýwounded in the process. Later in the days 

a force of 800 Scots commanded by Colonel Montgomery appeared in the siege 
2,5 linest "commanded men without collores'le This substantial reinforcement 

m*antg as Drake observed, that "we are beleguredround about againe'll and their 

appearance was greeted by a furious cannonade from the castle, directed also 

against Baghill where a body of musketeers. was lined up to prevent a sally. 
A 1, Royalist gunner wasl in his -turn, killed w hen a musket ball passed through 

the gunport in the wall and struck him as he was about to give fire. Further 

exchanges of fire between the Scots and the garrison broughtihat day to an 

end. 

The Scots were directly in the front line against the garrison, and here, 

an at Newcastle, and strikiiigly, unlike the situation at Carlisle, they did not 

avoid involvement. on the 19th the garrison sent out a few musketeers towards 

Munkhill where, in three. attacks they three times routed the Scottish guards, 
killing two of them and I'divers (was seene) to faulell, on other occasions. 
Case shot-was directed towards Baghill which burst in the hedges thereq "and 

there was seene diverse hattes to flyýof and is supposed many men killed". 

The next days the Scots set fire to the upper. end of Munkhill at four in the 

afternoon, either to clear bruýhwood, or to use the smoke as cover for trenching 

work that began at the same time. They began to make works from Sandgate 
26 

across to New Hall, and so round towards Munkhill. The garrison set up a 
cannonade against the now entrenchments 

we played 5 cannon, whereof one was to theire baricade upon 
the back of the schoolehousel and shott it thorow, where 
there was many of their-mong & is supposed did-great execution. 
The rest was shott into the townev & one of them to Newhall. 
This day the Scottes made a strong alarum among themselves, and 
a musketer of theirs killd a major, of theires for a Cavelear. 

Lowther, in view of the intensification of the sieges now. redeployed his 

artillery. An "iron gunnel', hitherto established above the Upper gate of týe 

castle, was drawn to a rising ground before', themain gates where a battery was 
being constructed, but as Drake notedl, this took four days to complete the 

work, and the gun was silent for that time. Throughout the works they came 
und 

, 
or fire from musketeers along the hedges. on Baghilll who fired "very 

vehemently but did no hurt there". 

-, --On 
the afternoon of April 21st occurred. a rather grim incident. The 

Scots - Drake did not specify whether acting upon orders or-not, 7- sent a drum 
to the castle for a parlay, whereupon Lowther sent down Captain Flood and a 
soldiers Anthony Foxcroft, to bring him into the barbican. When they had come 
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within ý, range, musketeers in the ý Scottish trenches on Munkhill opened f ire 

shooting the soldier in the leg and wounding Flood as well. This sounds very 
much like a ploy by a group of Scots, - rather than a piece of trickery connived 
at by Montgomery'or his staff9 for it, was'foolish to set such a precedent which 
might work against the Scots and the Parliamentarians, on a later occasion. 

-Whilst the garrison worked onithe new battery for their "iron gunnel' the 
Scots, worked furiously at their-own entrenchments. The Parliamentary forces 

now took, over from their allies in firing down into the castle to disrupt the 

battery work, but again with small effect. Thenj quite suddenly, on the night 

of 22nd April: "the Scottes marcht, all'away from Newhall thorough the Parke 

that. same way they came". The departure of the Scots must have been part of' 
27 

a general movement northward noted by Whitelocko and to fill the gap in the 
linesq. Sir John Saville reappeared, again from Sandal and occupied the positions 
around, Newhall. The Parliamentarian kept up. a steady volley of musketry from 
Baghill, which led to the death of, "a. young maid Xho7 was drying of clothes". 
Drake, noted two of the besiegers were, killed during the day. 

Between April 24th and 27th, there was considerable activity. Drake did 

notýsay no, but the departure of the Scots must have taken on significance for 

the-defenderag particularly. when Balwatherg out foraging, captured a woman near 
Newhall carrying ale, to tha, Parliamentary forces. Having relieved her of her 

money, he conducted her, with the ales, intothe-castlet where she told the 

officers who questioned herg that the siege forces were likely to depart from 

beforeýthe castle in a few days. - The reason. she gave was that the King had 

won "the battell which was made about Westchester" a few days before. it 

will be--remembered that around this time, the Carlisle garrison had been 

expecting a forward movement by the King which was to. bring them relief by 

May'-9th. Tullie, howeverg did not note'-, 'anyýbattleq or rumour of such, at 
Chesterg whilst the King was himself: still. in-winter quarters at Oxford at this 

timeý, ý I -, - I-I --ý 

The exchange of musketry grew fiercer-during the 24th, and one of Savilleve 

men was killed during a sally to Munkhill. On the following day, the Parlia- 

mentarians put on a show of strength at Baghills 50 musketeers to fire into the 

castles and several troops of horse for display. ' The garrison returned fire 

with their cannon, and-"we saw either hatten or heades flys up at the fall of 
the bullitts". Whilst Baghill was thus the-'scene of most of the actions a 
body of Royalists sallied to-Munkhill'and skirmished with Saville's mans clear- 
ing the houses and gardens thereq and capturing ons.. prisoner. From the Round 
Towers as night drew on,. the-gunners"believed that they had killed at least 

four of the enemy at the moment of. changing sentries, presumably in the same 

area, 

Samuel Lukel away in N ewport Pagnells heard a curious 'story relating to 
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these ý last ýf ew days of the siege , and duly noted it 9 probably because he 
believed it: 

Pontefract was the-other day'much, endangered by a sally and 
had not Forbes with a, regiment done extraordinary service 
we had been beaten from before it. (28) 

Drake dutifully recorded'every sallyl and it is hard to find anything in mid 
or late April, certainly before the 26th when Luke was writing, that could be 
held to correspond to this report. ' 

On the day that Luke recorded this. fanciful-talog intended probably to 

inflate. Parliamentary pride in, view of their failure to achieve anything at 
Pontefractq musketeers from Baghill kept upl, a steady fire on the castle for 

what Drake estimated to be five or six hours, without doing any barm. In 

returns the garrison fired a cannon towards the market places and there "killd 

one, mang against Mrs. Jackson doore, and so grased up the Markitt place". The 

indiscriminate nature of cannon fires particularly when directed from the 

castle., into the town, rather than by-the besiegers against a distinctively 

identified. onemyt must have been terrible. Drake noted a man killed on this 

occasions and although there was no need to refer to him as a soldier, it may 

well be-that the victim was a-civilian. '' There must have been very many such, 
killed or maimed by the Royalist'artillery, but Lowther could hardly concentrate 
his firepower on obviously military targetst since the effectiveness of the 

garrison cannon would depend upon the unexpectedness of each target and, there- 
byg the possibility of catching"onemy forces in exposed conditions. One could 
supp ose that in view of the number of civilians in'arma within the castle, 
that the Royalist officers and'gunnerst if they bothered to question the moral- 
ity of their cannonadest might have argued that those who were for the King 

were in the garrison, and those outside, women excepted perhaps, were by 

implication, opposed to the King. Admittedlyq this isq and"would have been 

a dire over-simplification, but it'has'to"bo-'remembered that many of the 

gentlemen volunteers in the castle were local'men whol when it'was all over, 

might have to justify their carnage, to'neighbours and acquaintances who had 
been-in the town throughout the siege. The point is that if Drake appeared 
to have displayed as much incidental indifference toward civilian deaths, as 
to mortality amongst the enemy soldieryl it was because any defence would have 
been-impossible if it had been otherwise* Normal standards go by default in 
time of war, and it is doubtful that the civilian-casualties in Pontefract 

exceeded the civilian casualties in. Newcastle upon Tyne. 

At noon on the 26tho a party'of-eight Royalists sallied out again to con- 
front Saville's men at Hunkhill9 killing one and wounding another, but 40 horse 

seemed likely'to cut off their retreat. * The alacrity of the Royalists saved 
theml for they ran back vithinýmusket-range of the valls and, the horse would 
not Pursue them so far*, Two-hours later, another party raided Munkhill, 
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sweeping the enemy trenches and taking a, prisoner, before retiring to Denwell 
to regroup, They returned to'the, attackl', killing an, enemy cavalryman who 
"came braving up towardes them". -At four o'clock a third attack struck Munk- 
hill, this time by seven or eight Royalists who masqueraded as Parliamentarians. 
They called to a mounted officert who'mistook them for his own meng and rode 
towards them: 

who cam allmost close to them & then saw he was mistaken & 
cockt his pistoll at themg. but they discharged 2 mu kits upon 
him and shott him thorow'his'side but his horse carryed him of 

---to Newhall, there being little hopes of, 'any life in him... 

But the ploy was not yet finished., ' The Royalistag having dealt with the 

officeri'marched up to the Abbey-Close and called out insults to their comrades 
on-the castle walls, -"bidding them comeforth out, of their houlds if they durst, 

and'called, them Papists". Having, thus, established their credentials as God- 
fearing Parliamentarians, they marched back', to, try to rally some genuine 
Parliamentary musketeers to go with,. themt, but after they had gone a little way, 
only one,, was prepared-to join themo who was subsequently disarmed and carried 
away prisoner. 

These raids may seem ineredibleg unless it is appreciated that they took 

place'for the most part in and around, hedged, gardens and fieldsq where shrubs, 
trees and-; clumps of woodlandAnterfered with'the; view of-each section of the 

siege'"army. - Thusq the movement of small-parties from the garrison was easily 
facilitated by terraing andýsince, both sides were not distinguished to any 
degree by style of dress, it-was-quite possible for the Parliamentary officer 
riding at Minkbill to confuse a-group of Royalists with his own menj until, 
in'ýhis case, he came close enough to realise that, they were strangers to him. 
Nonetheless, with these advantages., in, their favourg the Royalist raiders put 
themselves in extreme dangerýon every-occasion that they ventured outt since 

once a-precedent had been set as-in this, instancel-the enemy would be likely 

, 
to'shoot-first'and leave the-questionsýforilater, - The one factor which the 

garrison had always in their. -favourg. was, the,, view from the castle towerst which 
enabled them to knowq fairly accurately# precisely, where the enemy forces were 
disposed at any given-timel-so-1haVa. concentration, of effort by the Parliamen- 
tarian at$ for example, Baghillj*would make a raid on Munkhill easier to 

carry out. 

At six that evenings after such a day of alarms and excursions in the 

enemy lines, a force-of, 150, infantry moved, up'to Newhall to reinforce Saville's 

men there and on Munkhill. -Two, were: killed,, by marksmen from, the walls, and 
two others were wounded. An'additional'company of foot was also seen to go to 
Baghill and to dig there yet'another'trench. '' 

When midnight struck, Lowther sent-out Captain Smith and Lieutenant 
Favell with 60 man from the Svillington towers to raid Northgate. They 
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gave them a strong allarme, which , 
caused them to beats their 

'drummes and faule to theirs - armes -'both in the towns and 
throughout all our men shooting at -them very hard with their 
muskitts for the space of haulPh an hower, and so retreated 
without any loss at all. 

On the'other side of the castle, 16 man commanded by Lieutenant Smith struck 
yet again at Saville's forces, even though they had been strongly reinforced, 
and drove them towards Now Hall. 

With the morning, the parliamentarian musketeers at Baghill resumed a 
steady fireq shooting "very hard at any they 'could see whether within or without 
the castle with about 100 musketeres". This steady fire prevented the pastur- 
ing of the garrison livestock, but did not prevent them from seizing three hogs 

which had strayed near to the barbican. 
, 

At 11 that night, a party of Royalists 

commanded by one "Lowder" raided All Saints Church., Clearlyq this was not 
Garrard Lowther, whom Drake knewq nor. was it likely to have been Robert Lowther, 
tho'governor's brother. A possible-identification'in view of the identified 

regimental representation in the garrisong at least prior to March 1st, is 
Cornet Thomas LowtherP ' Lowther drove'off the sentries there towards Newhall 

and then retired without loss. 

The Parliamentary entrenchments on Baghill, proceeded but slowly, Drake 

saidl. in-view of the stoney nature of the ground., Through, the night of April 
27th/28th, 100 men had continued to. dig, and in the morning 150 others relieved 
them., Their guards were nervousq and I'shott very furiously upon the least 

occation". There was a good deal of movement in the siege lines as wellt Drake 

noting that during the morning 200 cavalry from the siege and 11townes there- 

aboutes" rode away towards Ferrybridge. ''The sallies continued unabated. 
Poor-Saville's men were at tacked again at Munkhill, and-had one of their number 
killed. In the'afternoon, the attacý. ' was repeatedl although this time without 
"any order or knowledge of the Governour". "Lowder" led them, "a good stout 

soldiarlt, but this time Saville was ready for them* 

from /Now Ha'27 issued foorth neare 100 souldyers. Our men 6" charged them bravely'till they-came almost close to one 
another, where our men killed 2, of theires, and wounded as 
many men (as is thought)'of-theires as went'up of ours, and 
then they basely runne awayl and tooke one of the killed men 
along with-them, but the other our men brought, downe with 
them to Denwell and-buryed him by the other was killed 2 daies 
before. 

Drake addedl bitterly 

... though they suffered our men which were killed at the 
'd Low church to lye there 10 ayes unburyed, having been often 

sent to and requested'toýdoe; it- 

A point here. Panicking soldiers. do not stop, to carry away dead bodies, and 
it looks as if the forces engaged'at-Newhall were ordered to fall back. The 

same remarks made concerning these clashes at Carlisle, when the garrison 
invariably came off victoriousq apply here. Briefly, the siege forces had far 
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more to lose by these actions'than had' I the' I garrison, ' and'unless they could 
achieve a tactical superiority guaranteeing them a triumph, they were bettor 

advised to draw off and let the Royalists depart, as they would have to doo 
Drake's journal was very "matter of fact'll and can convey the impression that 
the Parliamentarians were really rather j*oor soldiers. Without consideration 
of the foregoing points, such an opinion would be erroneously heldq but if only 
for the reason that such an opinion would-reflect upon the achievements of the 

garrison, it'has to be stressed that tactical considerations would oblige the 

siege troops to adopt a low profile. It is certainly true that in soma cases 
the enemy showed untoward panic, but I that'WoUld belan, inevitable risk of the 

very tactical policy which the commandersýadopted. Soldiers who were not 

commanded to resist each and"every , sallyj'would'soon have become nervous, 

perhaps seeing themselves as victims when they ought to have been in the 

domiiantýposition. It would beý - harsh to pass judgement-upon the courage and 

experience of the Parliament's men-for, the'*dic'isions of their officers. 

Desperately, the tranching. work at Baghill, went on. Drake estimated no 
fewer, than 300 men were labouring there through the night of April 28th/29th. 

ýTo give them a distraction, the Royalist, gunners now and again fired a salvoe 
into their midst "but what execution was, done is not knowne". The trenching 

went On through the following day, whilat musketeers fired time and again 
against the castle to discourage any, sally. Nonethelessl such a raid came, 
once more directed to Munkhill, driving Saville's men yet again from a trench 

before retiring without loss intol. thelc - astle. 

darkness had deacendedg, four Royalist officersq. attended by their 

servants and a few armed men, left for Sandalq intending to journey on to 

Newark. Who they werej or why,, they were g9ings we do not know, but it may be 

that they felt there would be more to do at Newark tban, hitherto there had been 
in',, Pontafract. They were escorted, by Lt. Colonel Galbraith, to whom Drake 

applied the designation of 'the' Lt. Colonelq which suggests that Lt. Colonel 

William Middletong listed in December 1644, had left the garrison at the 

relief. Galbraith took 20 musketeers and firelocks With himt who left the 

wayfarers in Newhall Parkt and turned back, taking or killing an enemy scout 
on their return. They circled the castlet made'a sudden attack upon an enemy 
trench --and, then retired inside the gates. 

The trenching work carried on at Baghill., had rendered it a difficult place 
to raidt and so the marksmen on the Round Tower were left to do what they could, 

with varying success. At Munkhillt Saville was taking-steps to prevent further 

sallies by destroying houses that no doubt interfered with observation: 
the enemy burnt poor Cate Lillhole howese on Munkhill and 
allso... they burnt a little-howse'under the Castle wall... 

On May Ist the Baghill'work wasýfinished 
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they had made a Triangle, worke, and walled it with stone, 
and filled it with earths andq: as we conceived, there was 
a lIttle work within it for officers to sitt in & to 
shelter them from rayne. 

The garriaon, determined to test the strength of the work, and 

playd one cannon to it that morninge, which burst the stone 
wall without and we supposed shott through the inworks allso 
where they was drinking (for., they had a great store of ale 
brought them that morning), and very many of them runne out 
of that worke very fast. 

Drakes ýhumourouslyj added "we supposed, the cannon did good execution". 

In the afternoong Munkhill was raided, where Saville had drawn out 60 

musketeers along a hedge and a ditch. ' Volleys of musketry from the castle 
preCeied"the sally, since the'e'nemy was alert and wisely disposed for such an 
eventuality. Then eight of the, , garrison infiltrated the ditch and driving the 

enemy before themt cleared itt killing two officers. The Royalists then with- 
draw to'receive fresh ammunition carried to them from the castle, whereupon 
Savill is foot, and although not willing e'rallied all his cavalry to support h 
t'6'v'e'nt'ur'e within musket shot of the castle wallsq temporarily put paid to a 
second., sally. However, much later, Munkhill-. was raided twice again, with the 
lose of two Parliamentarians., Yet another raidl conducted, like the others by 

a hAndful of men, was made. -but, in retiring finally toward the castle a local 
barber,, Nathaniel Suttont was shot andýkilled by enemy musketeers. A Captain 
Dent was wounded in the same retrea0O -Drake criticised Dent and Sutton as 

acting without orders in making the third attack, feeling that they had tempted 

providence, by so doing and had suffered'the consequences. A third man, a 

company drummerg had been with them and was slightly injured. 

After repairing the Baghill sconceq, the Parliamentarians planted cannon 
in itq one a "long ýrake belonging to Sre John Sailrell". - This did not, 

apparentlys-do much damaget and the exchange, of musket fire was still the rule. 
Snipers killed 14 Parliamentarians from-, the, Round Towert but when the garrison 

aentries were being changed, a Royalist soldier was shot deadt, "we knew not 

whether the bullitt came from Baghill or Munkhill but we supposed from Munk- 
hill". 

Drake noted a-gradual diminution in the enemy fire-power. The musketeers 

contented themselves in picking"off livestock graiing beneath the walls, but 

the carcaaes were retrieved by-'theigarrison and added 
' 
to the immediate food 

supply I The days passed by* with oc casional shooting by musketeers of either 

side, but the casualties were low-amongst the enemyg-and-scarcely any at all 
in the Royalist rank Baghill was virtually silent after the concentrated 

expenditure of shot during, the digging of the. Triangle work. on May 6th, two 

townsmen were seen to carry ale into-that sconcet vhereupoý- 
the first cannon plaid-full-into that work, & made a breach 
into it, & we supposed, did summe execution for they runne 
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away very fast out of the worke; ý-, and theýother cannon drive 
away 3 or 4 Stones from the, toppe. of the works amongst them 
which was within... 

At Muzxkhilll Saville's demolition work was finished, and he had "made ways 
through all the burnt'howses along the toppe of-the. hill" to facilitate move- 
ment of'forces in the eventuality of garrison raids. ' One wonders whether Cate 
Lillhole'and others received compensation, or whether they ended up on Parish 

relief, supposing that they had few funds of-their own, 

There were also desertions from the Parliamentary'rank 9 or ratherl cases 
of soldiers simply changing sides 9,; since, Drake was in no, position to know if 

any were simply deserting. their colours and leaving Pontefract behind them. 

An enlisted man appeared beforeýthe castle gates on May, 4thýand was admittedg 

and two days afterwards a 'Sergeant came - overl,, to' the 'Royalista "which told us 

summe news-of the enemyes proceedings in the towns". If Drake was privy to 

the, sergeants revelations, he did not'commit-his knowledge-to paper. Nor did 

he divulge the-content of letters which came into-the governor from Newark 

concerning the King's activities. 

Saville's drake on Baghill was badly mannedt and its missiles flow clean 

over tho'castle walls. The lower town was the scene of a-brief skirmish on 
May 7th when 10 of the enemy "vaporing-with their'swordes" appeared at All 
Sainta'Church, only to be driven off'by'a-party of musketeers. The expression 

_Ivaporingtg 
which Tullis used frequently d. 6 describing the activities of both 

sides at'Carlisle, intrigues. "''That it bore some'relation to tvapours is self- 
evident,, but it must have conveyed something at that-period which it no longer 

. -convoyst unless we are to suppose'that"vaporing''soldiers were soldiers who 
appeared and disappeared rapidlyg as mist will do; ' when dispelled by the wind. 

Hore soldiers left Pontefract on May 8thl Belwether going to Newark on 

some mission, and Captain Richard Horsefald riding to Sandat'with his company 
(doubtless hardly at full strength). The passage waz made'below Baghill, but 

'the enemy'did not stir. 'and the escort was able to'return unmolested. The 

next dayg'Baghill eruptidagain: 
there was hard shooting on all sides wheroýwe saw one man to 
fall in the portehole upon Baghillo and we killd 2 more by 
their workes below Brodelans ends whereof one was an officer 
(all in redd) with a staffe'innhis hand... the other was a souldyer. 

Another spell of demolition marked the close'of day. I -"Houses and barns were 
burned in Northgate and along Micklegatee 

Saville began additional'works on Munkhill"to'preclude further sallies 
by the garrison. Drake noted that on May 10th "the enemy made a now works 

*--in'manner of a haulph moone"s and no attempt'was made to interfere with the 

work by the garrison. Indeed, there was a sudden slackening off of effort by 
Lowther's menj which Drake did not explain, but which may have been connected 
with additional fortification work inside the castle, since Drake had-noted the 
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digging of a trench in the barbican some days previously. Incidents now were 
infrequent; although Sunday May 11th was marked by the wounding of three 
Royalistsj one of them an officerg-whos walking atop the Round Tower, was 
speaking with a Parliamentarian officer outside the walls when he was hit by 

a marksmans the ball striking the Royalist's belt buckle and bursting it, but 

otherwise doing no harm.. on the next day, the Royalist cannons played to 
Baghill accompanied by an exchange of musketryg but little else was either done 

or attempted by either side. That night 

about 9a clockeg our gentlemen and souldyers being morily 
disposed, did drinke whole heallthes (of the Now well water) 
to the King and all his good freindes, pledging one another 
with such hallowes and shoutess as the onemyg wondering what 
should be the cause of such sudden joys took an allarum, drew 
out all theire horse into the feild and dobled all their gaurdes 
(which pleased us well) and thong our taptoo being beats every 
man to his gaurdes or to his. bed. 

Drake seems to imply that a new well had been sunk within the castle, but there 

is no corroborative evidence. The castle had been so completely ruined by the 

end of 16499 after its second sieges that many traces of structures alluded to 

by Drake have now vanishedl and with them may have gone a new well. Clearly, 

the healths were drunk by the officers at their postag hence the shouting which 

occasioned such alarm in the siege lines., This was an unusual sights so Drake 

said, for he noted that ordinarily "they grow now so fearfull that they will 

scarcely looke out of their trenches". There was also-a pronounced movement 

of1waggons loaded with proviBionss and of livestockg towards Ferrybridgeg which 
led the garrison to expect that the enemy "will not stay long". Nothing, 

however, came of its and the enemy marksmen continued now and theng to snipe 
Y31 at, the soldiers who revealed themselves on the walls. Cornet Thurle was 

'wounded 
as he walked in the barbican. 

The evening was full of events. A troop of Parliamentarian cavalry 

galloped into town from the Doncaster, directiont-some to Newhall and some into 

the town proper. There followed a general array of the cavalry in view of the 

castles and Lowther sent out Captain Benson towards Sandal to try to discover 

what it portended. The sentries on the walls saw the night sky illuminated 

by 'divers fires abroade this night", but, they did, not know the cause. 

With the summer coming ong and the warmer weathers Lowther took steps to 

guard the garrison against disease. 
-, 
A "filthy pond" in'the castle yard which 

had, begun togive off "noysome smolles'll was filled up with rubble and earth. 
A drain was dug to draw "ay the water underground. Whilst this far-sighted 

work, was in hands Thomas Lowther - presumably the same man identified earlier- 
and two soldiers a" two enemy lieutenants emerge from their trenches to watch 
the carrying in of timber from the lower end of the town by some of the 

garrison. Lowther and his companions made an unauthorised attack on the 

enomy, officers: 
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& one of them struck at Lowther 
, 
with his partisan, but he 

awarded the dangerous blow and runne him quite throrow with 
his raper; and another of his fellow souldyers shott him 
thorow the thigh, but was not 

, 
slaine, but brought into the 

castle; the other lieutenant-runne awayel, 
The wounded man was tended to by the surgeon, and exchanged within two hours 
for a Royalist lieutenant held at Cawood Castle* At night, Belwether returned 
from Newark with letters from the King, which Drake did not go into detail 

about, and from Sandal came another. messenger Thomas Hanson. 

Munkhill was visited on the 16thl at one. otclock in the afternoons when a 

sudden sally drove the staggered sentries back on Newhallq where they ralliedg 

were reinforced, and returned to their trenches, by which time the Royalists 

had retreated. At five o'clock another Royalistýparty raided the trenches 

that had been dug around All Saints Churcht but. came under heavy fire from a 

nearby barns causing them to take coverjnýan orchard. , After half an hour of 

shootings the Royalists draw offýllwithout'any hurt to our knowledge". Drake 

ought to have known, and this-does-sound as if he was covering an exploit that 

came off badly for the defenders. A plan to attack the Abbey Close at 11 at 

. night was betrayed to the Parliamentarians1,11by report a woman got out of the 

castle and gave them intelligence". It seems that on this occasions the 

Royalists merely ran into an enemy officer w'ho'was more alert than his fellows, 

for when Captain Smith and 40 men sallied outg, they found the hedges lined with 
musketeirs and after a fruitless exchange of fires withdrew with two wounded. 
Drake 

'' 
was clearly surprised by this reception,, and concluded that betrayal was 

to blame: "it is sure they had intelligencel for they had lined all the hedges 

thereabouts". 

The next day began with the'lo''asoof, one man oIn, 
_either 

side, a prelude to 

the appearance of emissaries from the P arliamentarian camp. At a point like 

thisq as in the case of letters delivered-to, Lowtherg one could earnestly 

, 
wish that Drake had not only been a diligent'-diariett'-but also one of the 

officers privy to what vent on in the-command. -, As it ist all that we have 

concerning the embassy is brief and tantalising: ý- 

There was this day. a drummer from the towns & allso a trumpiter 
from the Lord Mountgommereyes'brother;. 

, 
both came to the castle 

together. The trumpiter was fetcht up into the Governor's 
chamber and stayd there for about haulph an bower, and so they 
went away both-together ... The, trumpiter told us the enemy was 
not above 8000 both horse and foot in all the country. 

Two points emerge here. It would seem that 
- 
the Scots were not entirely with- 

drawn from the siege, if the trumpeter,, from Lord Montgomery's brother is taken 

as coming ftom a Scottish force. ' is also interesting to note that of the 

two messengeras Lowther saw the trumpeter, and that the latter was also willing 
to talk freely with the garrison'. gentlemen. Of the drummer . nothing further 

was-said. What passed, between, the trumpeter. and Lowther must remain forever 

a mYsteryq but little of benefit to either sides one would think I 
, 

to Judge by 
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the events of the following d4. 
Being Sundays after praiers was done in the mornings the 
Governor staid the - sarmon 9 .. and gave. order, that all should to 
armes , which was with all- willingness perf ormed. -, Ould 
Major Ward(32) was commanded, to the Now mount within Barbican 
to observe all . -the, 

towers An -the',, castle- towards* Baghill 
that no man or. woman should make any, 'signss either with hatt, 
hand, or handkircherg, or, anything. ellse -that might be perceived 
to be a signs to give notice., 

This curious order might partly have'be'en issued-to'give "Ould Major Ward" 

something to dog but'coming after Drakets previous comment about betrayal, it 
hints. that-something was afoot in'the castle. "' One is tempted to wonder whether 
the Scottish trumpeter had said or done something to arouse Lowther's 

suspicionag- or perhaps it was just that the Governor was'determined to err on 
the'ý side of caution rather than-to, risk-losing'mon in the intended sally. 

In'the intrim, Captin'Smith & Captin FloodsýEnsigne Killingback(33) 
and Sargiant Barton, went. out, first'over the, bridge towardes, - 

_Munkhill. 
Capt. 

_Smith 
with, 30, souldyers went-up. by Denwell lane 

-to the outworks'upon the back or Munkhill & beat them from those 
workes & so went along. theire, trenches, & cleared them as he went 

. -to 
theirs first lbwer. worke. _,, 

Captin'Flood with Anchient 
ýKillingbeck and 50 souldyers charged up the High Street to 

-. -Munkhill toppe, firedý,, ths howses there, and so fell upon their 
first workes in, the, High strate by, Scottes and entered that 
worke-where he met with'Captin Smith. 

Simultaneously, Captain Munrog--with-Ensign, otway and, a sergeant called Copeland 

with, 70 men, charged the trenches at All-'Saints church-head ong stormed them 
killing-as many as they could as-the Parliamentarians fleds, fired the house 

nearby and. --, 
-runine up the laneto -, -the -. Graunge - barne, and killed 'all that was 
within it who was'drinking healths., (after 

, 
their dinner) to the 

ý'. higher howse of Parlamentt from thenceýwent up to Munkbill to 

-",, 
the workes there, and overtooke the other companys at Cherry 
orchard head neare Newhall. 

A, th'ird'party, commanded by Galbraiths" Lieutenant Ward and'Lieutenant Willoughby 

with 6o, -1 -"- ýý. .ýI-1,1 ý, ý -11 ýý 1-11 34 
-muskets, ' occupied the enemy positions at All Saints-as a rearguard. 

Behind'them, Major Ward and Lieutenant Favell lined, the'barbicanalle with 
musketeers to oversee the operation*- ' "Munkhill'was now occupied by a Royalist 
force some 120 strong'. with'a further 100 men, disposed', to advantage at All 
Saints and on the barbican-wall. in addition,, Captain Beale and a score of 
cavalry rods"towards Munkhillg"but - foini his way, blocked'effective I ly by the 

new trenches in that area and so could be of no-Iservlce to the main body. 
Fortunatalyý, the' 120 needed no such assistancel for they marched to Now Hall 

and took it, killing two enemy s'oldiers in the place, whilst the rest of them 

. 
1'runne'away basely by 40 at a time'over St Thomas hill towardes Ferry Bridge 

and what way they could soonest take". ' It was an overwhelming victory for 
the garrison 

Our men did greate-executiong both breefly and gallantly, 
having not leftlone man-in all theire trenches but dead, 
and retreated honorably the'same waies they went outg'and 
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in theire retreats looked over, the'' slaine man, and, though 
they staid not to strippe thems yett they,, tooke some of theire 
Pest loose garments as hattes and shoowest not forgetting 
their pockitteag where they found in some IO'groa 

, 
tat some 5S. 1 

some 10s. t- some moral which gave them some encouragement in want 
of pay. Having left dead upon the ground 50 or 60 men and 
mauked (we beleeve) as many moral and brought into the castle 2 
prisoners &2 leguer ladyes (which ladyes we presently dismist), 
we baving onely one man killedg' a, gallant gentleman and a 
brave souldyer, his namewas Corronet Blockley... 

The death toll exacted from the Parliamentarians would, have done justice to 

many, a 
, 
more noteworthy skirmish in the open fields and, if Drake was right in 

what he ýreported, and there is-no,. reason-, to doubt it - indeed, he may even 
have-participated, particularly. since hewas so knowledgeablelabout the 

contents of, the pockets of the dead - it was quite aýshattering blow that 

Lowther had delivered. 
, 

Longstaffejýiu editing the journal, alluded to the 

I'leguer ladyes" only to explain that I'leguer" meant camp. These women were, 
in fact,. the camp followers which attached., to every'army. of the 17th century, 

even to the Now Model, and no matter how Godly, the generals boasted themselves 

to"be. ' For the most part common law wives or whoresq, some were actually 

married to soldiers. The garrison showed, gallantry in releasing them, but 

it, is likely that they had sufficient of their own anyway. 

,,, _--, During the raid, a Parliamentarian troop, of cavalryl likely to give 
troublel, was-blown to pieces by canno-u-. fire, from ths, Kings Towers vhilat the 

musketeers, on Baghill, were silenced,, by,., rounds of case shot which 11tooke at 
least-10 yeards compasse Just upon., the,,, toppe, of _, 

the ire 
I works at Baghill" and 

silenced the enemy for two hours or so. To mark the and of such a successfull 
day, great fire was seene upon -the toppe of Sandall Castle, which continued 
for_the space of 2 howers". 

-Not 
surprisingly,, after., giuch, an experiencel-the,, Parliamentarian forces 

ig, ere quiet. They 111cept-theire workes so close-, that we, could scares gett any 

shott betwixt the Round Tower, and, the KingesAowerI.., -_,., To, rouss the enemy, the 

Royalists gathered on the tops of towers-and began'to shout 
A prince, a, princejýso loud and so. strongly as-that the enemy 
tooke a strong allaruml fetcht all-theire horses from grasse 
soddenly, saddled them, and drew them into the Graunge lane. 
There went downs from the' towne-42'men to Newhall, --and as 
many, to Baghill to strangthen, theire gaurdes. , InAheirs 

t; running to and from we killed 3 or,, 4 more of the enemyes, and 
wounded as many. 

The memory of Mayney's aid'of Langdalels'raids must have-been-fresh'in the 
iiinds"of-Parliamentarian officers I- andýmen alikel"for the-garrison to have such 

an effect with so obvious a stratagem*-'' 

20th the watchers on the walls saw large numbers of cavalry riding 
'the"Park where they came under fire from down from Ferrybridgel passing by't 

the gunners, who killed at least two of them. "And then they made haste" 
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Drake, wrote, "behind the ridge of the hill, in the, Parke 9 out of sight". At 
evening they were reizif creed . by six or, seven - additional troops of horse 9 and 
made their way towards Wakefield. A Parliamentary cannon at Baghill returned 
fire, but Drake commented caustically "we neither know nor can learne where it 
hitt or, gave any impression". 

Heavy rain ast in which put an end to skirmishing for a time, although 
an attempt by the garrison to fetch in wood from the'lower town was resisted 
by heavy fire from the Baghill and from Hunkhillo A force of 500 of the 
besiegers, then appeared$ marching through the town'with colours flying and to 
drums beating, to Newhall v/ replace' the forces that had'been there previously, 
probably, those forces of Saville Is'which had Aaken suoh a beating time and 
again. ' Saville's men returned into'the townel "to refresh themselves, for 
ZtIeZ7ýhad'scarce ever beene in'bed'since they, came to Newhall". 

, 
Expectation of relief was as strong at Pontefract as it was at Carlisle, 

at this'timeq although we know that'Cholmeley in Scarborough had put little 
faith in it. On May 22nd Lowther received letters sent, probably by way of 
Newarks-informing him that the King was, on. his march to their relief. He 
had'also, 'it appears, a letter with a'similar message from Sir Harmaduke Lang- 
dale. - Whatever plans the King may have ha&9-they were ruined by the turn of 
events , 'and7the battle'at Naseby, 'but on Mayý22nd Lowther and his man knew 
nothing of what was to comej and put their faith in Langdale and the King. 
"In the'intrim, 19 Drake noted, "we yet haveýno want of viotuallal but are fully 
resolved to maintane the castle against all REBELLS whatsoever". 

Pontefract was not only in touch with Sandal and Newark, and through them 

with the Royal army to the south. It was also able, to receive letters from 
Skipton away to the north-west, and from Lathom House, still holding out in 
LancashireP On May 23rd there wa Ia sti , 11., apparently, a Royalist garrison in 
Greenhalgh Castle near Garstang, for Drake reported letters revealing that 

Skipton Castle and Lathom Hall... sent aid and relieved 
Grinoway Castle-in Lankeshire with 60 beastes and, other 
necessaryes when it was at, the very poynt, of yeilding to 
the enemy for want"of victualsi and being a-very considerable 
place. 

Greenhalgh, rather like Sandaljýwas one of. the minor, garrisons concerning which 
the'contemporary sources are virtually-silent, even, the. records of the 
Parliamentary siege forces. ., It-had-been garrisoned in the., wake-of Rupert's 
departure from Lancashire in, Julyt andq as was"the-case with Lathom, was not 
really troubled by local siege operations until well into 1645. It was a 
small caatle - the present ruins are fragmentary and far from the "very 
considerable place'# that Drake supposed it to have-, been, exceptt of course, 
in the sense that it car, ried, i'Royal. flag when'few places in I the north could 
show such. 

With these letters came messengers, one a tenant ol Major Thomas Beaumont 
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theýformer governor of Sheffieldq who'may -, still; have -been in Pontefract at 
this-times reporting that there was-a, general movement of the Scottish forces 

northwards. Whitelock noted on May, 24th thatIlthe two houses had sent urgent 
messages to the Scots to try to bring them south, anticipating the oncoming 
trial of strength between the Parliamentary and, Royalist armies which finally 
tookplace, on June 14thý6 " 

The Scotsq however ,9'. 
anticipating the march of the 

King into the northq appeared to be reluctant, to move$ and the news at Ponte- 
fract on the 23rd corresponded with thesame recorded by Whitelock on the 

37ý' 27th The Scots' fears were. confirmed, in the mindslof, the garrisons when a 
Parliamentary Captain, asking for a. parley with Captain,, Speightg informed him 

that, "the kinge was advancing to, releave, us with all, speede". To try to raise 

more news,, Lowther sent out Captain Washington and Lieutenant Wheatley to 

Sandals, and at night a bonfire was lit on the roof of that castle which Drake 

and his comrades understood to be an indication of good news. 

-Nothing, of coursel came, of , 
this, anticipated relief march., We have 

noted the depression in Carlislet, and have seen the reaction of the Royalists 
in Scarborough. The general anxiety,, of the Scots was largely a waste of 

nervous energy on the part of-Leven and'his commandersq-and it would be point- 
less to dwell upon the ramifications of the supposed relief march insofar as 
they interfered with allied'plans. -in the,. north. , Suffice itio say, that the 

crucial nature of. the defeat at Naseby has been_,, indicatedt and that it was only 
the prospect, of drawing the'Royalist army. back into the north that gave the 

defenders. of Pontefract, Scarborough and Carlisle the will, to resist so well 

as. they did. It can be arguedg of cours'sq, that-Cholmoley might have held 

onto Scarborough for as long as Mallory. held Skiptong, that, ial until December 
1645, had it not been for the, destruction of the walls and the naval blockade, 

but in the case of Pontefracts, as in that'Of Carlisleg we can be sure that 

once the news of Naseby was known, the decision to, surrender was but a matter 

of agreeing terms. 

Overnight, the Pontefract. --garrison replied toýthe bonfires at Sandal by 
firing their own beacons on the Round Towers-which prompted the enemy to 

conduct a steady f ire against that point. On the next day, f our, or f ive of 
the garrison went down to All-Saints churchl, whose appearance caused the enemy 
sentries to flee, except for their, officer: - 

He stayed behinds and threw stones so, fast that our men could 
not enter in of good'time but'at length*one Thom. Lowther, a 
man who, if his judgement had beene'according to. his, vallor, 
was as sufficient as, most men, he boldlyentr, ed upon the 
leiutenant, and without all question had brought him along with 

''hims had he not beeneýunfortunately shot, by the enemy at that 
instant thorough the boane of, his legg, which the enemy espying 
runne in all hast'to'catch himl"'but our meU'(with, much labour) 
brought him offe into the castle, where he had his legge 
presently cutt off9 and now remvers very fast again. (38) 
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Lowther was lucky to recover, although the ability to withstand amputation had 
a lot to do, thong with general constitutional fitness. It will be remembered 
that Colonel Guilford Slingsby, severely wounded early in 1643, had died as a I-1. 
result of necessary amputation. 

'Additional news came into the garriBonq that the Royal army was now in two 
parts; --half, led by the King in person, marching for Pontefractt and the other 
halfq' commanded by Prince Mauriceq moving towards Carlisle. The spread of 
news and of rumour was rifeq and on this same day John Hutchinson, the 
incorruptible governor of Nottinghamt wrote to, tell Lord Fairfax that the forces 
in Newark were in the field, "whether to the North or to the King is uncertain" 
he addeO Additional intelligencel added as a postscript, told Hutchinson 
that the intention of the Newark horse was to take part in the relief of 
Pontefract, 

To inspire the Parliamentary troops with a little more fervour in face of 
the threat from the south, the commanders before Pontefract gave out that the 
King was being pursued by Cromwell. Drake noted the result: 

This night the enemy shott very freelyl but towardes, morning 
Zon May 24th7 they exceeded, giving whole vollyes of shott 
round about the castle and crying A Cromwellf a Cromwell, the 
officers having possessed the souldyers that Cromwell was 
marching (in his Majesty's REAR) with a strong army... 

Houses were also fired in Northgate and the water mill in Bondgate was 
Put to'the torch. The inhabitants were ushered out rather brusquelyg and two 

whoapparently resisted, "a poore' tailo'r'and his wife" were marched away, Drake 
believing they had been arrested. " The othersq in confusion, ran towards the 
castli'f6j shelter from the flames and I the incendiaries, whilst the garrison 
gave them covering fire, killing an offic'er near the water mill door and 

-wounding another. The garrison was puzzled by this treatment of the civilians, 

and since no military advantage was'immediately apparents Drake put it down to 

punitive measures: 
to draw on the towneamen to pay their assessment--freely 
(which about 2 daies-before they had assessed) or ellse 
they would burne the towne. 

The, se'assessments, normally levied at a weekly rates provided ready money for 
the victualling of the siege forces and for their equipment, perhaps also to 

supplement their pay. Thelevying was normally at the discretion of 
individual commanders, and we 'Cannot know at what rate the inhabitants of 
Pontefract had to settle, but in virtually all cases, civilians resented having 
to hand money over to the military. _ 

If the Parliamentarian officers resorted 
to Punitive measures such as house burningg it might in a sense be counter- 
productive in specific cases, but on the-whole would have a good effect in 

producing the requisite money from' others. ' 

_. 
Whitsunday was celebrated by both sides with a cessation of hostilities, 
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- although' guards in either camp "kept 'strickt; 'watch" t particularly in the siege 
lineal "least we should sally forth as wo'had done I the Sunday before". on 
the following morning, Lowther moved', his iron"gun back to its original platform 
by the'Upper gate (it will be remembered that he had'moved it to a battery 

called-the Mount) and from ther6"'gave fire'upon a sentry position in the town. 

A drake was also carried up to "'the roof of ý Swillington 'tower, and gave f ire 

against, hedgerows near Paradise orchard. An'amusing incident occurred: 
There was one Will. Jubbe, and a boy, went out of the castle to 
fetch in some grasse, for, 

, 
the, horses,, and cattell (as there went 

out many more besides them) butl_they being too negligent to 
well about'thems -the boy, was shott in the mouth side and 

throrow the cheeke but not any mortall woundt and Jubbe was 
prisoner and caryed up into the towne, wherel they 

-finding him to be but a simple mang many came about him and 
gave him good store of stronge ale , 

till they had soundly foxt 
him, thinking then'to have'gott good'intelligence'out of him 
and in the night -brought -him 

towardes; Newhall there to be 

, examoned, but in the way (the souldyers being not too vigilant 
over him) he tooke his'opportunety and slipt away'from them 
and came into 

-, 
the, castle,, again, bef ore,, 11,, a clock. ,-ý 

Jubbels return coincided withýthat of- Captain -Washington 9 -who came from Sandal 

wit h certain news of a relief army. , 
There, was some truth, in the report that 

Sir William Brereton had broken up the siege before Cheater in fear of being 

trapped there by. the Royalistsl, 
-but 

Washi ngtoný. also, ýreported that the Prince- 

one, suspects that by this he was understood to mean Rupertt although earlier 

reporta. attached Rupert's brotherg, Mauriceg to, the,,, western, march - had 

summoned Manchester and ordered them to clear the women and children from the 

townýjbefore he fell, upon, it.., This news, -caupled-with. that from Scarborough 
40 

concerning'the brilliant sally ordered by. Cholmeleyl induced euphoria in the 

garrison: "Whereupon for jo was a boanefire made upon the toppe of the Round 

Tower. *.. ". 

One cannot but feel sympathy for the, garrison. of, Pontefract, who were so 

soon, to, be bitterly disillusionedq-ýand who could solace,, themaelves only by 

reflecting that the will to relieve-them had beenýreal enough, but the circum- 

stances had conspired against, them. -ý The courage-and, tonacity of the garrisons 
in the north was futilej in the light, of the defeat at Naseby, -and the only 
thing that could have spared this-judgement of'futilityl"reliefg, was denied 

them. Their experience was. similar, to the. experience of, the, Marquess of 
Newcastle's field army in 1643. ' No matter. what great efforts, they madel no 

matter what triumphs they'achieved, there was always one more skirmisht one 

more battle, as if the enemy were a many, headed, hydra against whiohq the longer 

theyfought, the less likely, were'they, to: win. -The 
innate strength of the 

Parliamentarian party,. feeding, upon London and the south, and, east, controlling 
the', sea, and better supplied, with ready. money, might have been broken in 1643. 

When it was not, it became but, a, matter, of time before that strength would 
tell against dispersed Royalist forces. The war in the northl particularly 
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when exemplified by the trudging army of-1643 or the tenacious garrisons of 
1645j'assumes, an. aspect of tragedy. 'rendered the more real when it is realised 
that'from June 14th the Royalists themselves saw the end coming. Whens in 

consequence, the garrisons of Pontefractq Scarborough. and Carlisle surrendered, 
they, gave in to the severe, pressure which they, had, been underl both in terms of 
siege and, the arms of the enemy, and in terms of the internal nervous strain 
which, fighting a defensive war necessarily entails. Seen in this lightl the 

continued resistance of Lathom, Skipton and Sandal can look folly to those who 

cannot conceive of the civil war in terms of ideological struggle. It is 

self-evidents however, that there would have been no Royalist party working so 

earnestly in the Interignum, had not menýlike, thoss in the northern garrisons 
hold on as they did. 

On the,. 27tht Lowther. commanded out'another sally., The day began with 
the killing of a Parliamentary --a entry' t1who was takingla pipe, of tobackoe in 

the lane by the Primrose cloasell., -- Themarksman was 'Captain$ Joshua Walker, 

about'whose, exploits Drake had beGn-silent since'the evacuation of All Saints 

steeple in January. The sally by the garrisont. which took place after dark- 

ness had fallen, and probably as, late as midnight or just afterg was somewhat 
different from those that had, gone before.. It, was attended with extra import- 

ance, in that it, would, coincide with-the arrival at the castle of 40 to 50 

by Captain Washington and Lieutenant cavalryg broughtl perhaps from Sandalg 
Wheatleyl who were driving before-them, 'over-100 cattle. The garrison was in 

position about 11 o'clock: 
Parts of them van in Barbicau, neare-, to the Sally poartq and 
the, rest was betwixt--the Lower gate and, the Mount at the 
Castle gate expecting 'a signs when, they should sally foarth. 

The bellowing of the cattle was the first that the garrison know of the approach 

of, the cavalry, and to avoid falling. into an enemy ambush, Lieutenant Wheatley 

rode down before Baghill as-if he had been, a , 
Parliamentary officerg shouting 

as he, rods "Armest Armes, to. your armes, a prince, a prince". Immediately, 

"all, the 3 great gunnes discharged presently, which, was a signs for us to 

sally-foorth". Drake evidently, took Part in this raid 

&*ewhich we did presently, with all speedee Cap* Floodq 
with Captin Ogleby and Lieutenant'Killingbeck with 50 
musketseres was, commanded to Baghill and-was'not to, enter 
the enemyes worke, ýbut, to stay'under the hill-Iside close to 
theire works and to give, fire-upon them if they should sally 
forth which they. performed very bravely without daunger-of 
shott., 

Lt*, Colonel Galbraith, with Lieutenants Smith and Ward, followed behind with 40 

musketeers and drove the, enemyýout'of. Primrose. close into the*main work at 
Baghill, intending to contain as many'as they could in that-position. Behind 
these came Captain'Smith with 30 muskets 

who went up to Elizabeth Cattell's howse'and to the Burnt 
-howse thereabouts who shott-from-thence to theirs lowest 
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workes under Broads Lane end for going -to relseve them on 
Baghill where they gave fire very bravely and cept them 
from releaving them. 

Captains Munro and Bartramt with'Sergeant Barton sallied from the lower gate to 

attack the enemy works around All Saints, containing the Parliamentary forces 
there likewise. Joshua Walker's - with 20 I'snaphaunces" or'f irelocks , inf iltr- 

ated through the houses to the south of . the churchs into the gardens and closes 
at their rears and onto the cleared summit of Baghill and there met the cattle 
being brought in by the cavalry'. 

41 
Captain Hodgson noted this incidentg. and recorded: 

they began to bein a low condition. within and one Tuesday 
nights Sandal-men coming at unawarest got in some fifty 

Our men took thirty from them at, beasts. -the castle side; 
six or seven horsemen were forced into the castles that had 
not liberty to come out*' '_ After thisq they 'grew quiet and 
made no sallies. ý They then began toýturn, out women and 

'children, and one old man;, and-our governor, Colonel Overton, 
examining them, sent them in again.... ' 

For the concluding remarks which, Hodgson, madet we, must leave them for the time 

being. As to the loss of someýof the cattle, this was confirmed by Drake, 

although according to him, the circumstances wereýsomewhat different. 

Walker's men having met-the cattle and their-escort,, 

and then went all back againe excepting some, 10, or 12 which 
helped to bring downs the cattell, to the castle, but, they 
driving them downs the hill too fast, they lost many of 

ýthem. But they brought in 97 into the castles and a foals 
above a years oldwhich runne in with the-cattell. And 

-then our drummes beats a retreats for all, our-men to fall of 
and retire to. 

, 
the 

, castle, which they very orderly, did, and 
during which time our iron gunne, plaid 3 times to theirs 
workes-in the towneand'about the. towneo 

'They 
celebrated the relief of the castle by further bonfires on the 

towers, and it is this reference by Drake. to the, frolieff which brought them 

"great comforth" that is the firstindication which we, have that the garrison 

waslin any want of provisions at. all9 although, Hodgson knew that they were. 
Evidentlyq, the necessity, for the King to march-to the, north was strougg and 
that Sandal was able to provide this services under great risk, an indication 

of the emptiness of tha,, castle'stores. 
LVIe Played with our cannon, from the Kinges tower into 
Mrs. Oates howse in the Markitt place in signs of this 
great releef which God had-bestowedýupon-us... 

Contrary to Bodgaonto'co=eýt'iha, t-he'nceforth'the garri I so In remained quiet, 
Drake noted that 

Our commanders had verymuch tO'do to kepe theirs men from 
falling upon theirs workes bothýat Baghillj and allso, they 
would needes goe up to Newhallj though they had commaund to 
the contrarye. 

Lowther was clearly not prepared'to take unnecessary risks whilst still in 

expectation of the arrival of, the, main'Royal army. '_ 
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On the day following the usual,. exchange of wor ds between the garrison and 
the. siege. lines was interrupted, Drake believing that. the enemy were "so 

assbamed that-they, having so, many men-in all their workeel should suffer us to 
be. thus relseved". He noted that the soldiers who had been on duty at the 
time reported that at least 500. men must have come'with the cattle, not to 

mention -the, sally from the garrison.: Colonel Overton', - the new commander of 
the'Parliament's forces, a firm anabaptist and probably already a republican, 
sent in a letter to Colonel Lowther ordering him, to return the. cattle to their 

owners; 
, 
"which our Governor presently answered that-if he should take the 

castle, he should have the cattell". Nonothelessp Overton kept a strict 

watch on the castle. -and when the, Sandal guards, that had remained with the 

livestock tried to leave at nights forced them back within. the walls by steady 
musketry (hence Hodgson's remark),, wounding onsAn, the face. A barricade was 
also. erected to prevent any further sallies by the garrison to Baghill. 

Overton appears to have come to grips with the problem of containment. 

During, the first, siege, it, will be remembered that the Parliamentarian 

expenditure of ammunition had been vast. From the hundreds of cannon balls 

directed at the castle, Lowther had been able to supplement his own munitions 

stock by offering four pence for every ball brought, in, from the external ditch 

by volunteers. By late Mayt the-pressure from without was such, that the 

reward was tran ferred to the, gathering, in of grass for the horses and cattle 
tol-feed upon. Drake noted that 

_one covetous mans ba7ing beene 6 times before. (and had, ýd. 
for every burden) went out the 7th time, and would not 
come away with, the rest-of - 

his, fellowas and so was shott by 
the enemy. And after they had taken, him and given him 
quarter-t another of the onemyes-runne him thorough and so 

_kill1d 
him,. quiteg but. couldýnot, take him awayq so weýfecht 

_him off*. 
Occasional salvoes were directed towards New-Hall, when the guard was changedl 

whilst the siege forces began another triangle work close to. Swillington tower, 

at Denwell. On May 30thi the siege gun began to shoot "very hard from all 
their workes"t as if Overton intended to resume the intensive activity of his 

predecessor in January and'February. " 'The garrison fired upon the new sconce 
at Denwell from the summit of'Swillington tower'and cleared it'after six rounds 
from a drake, but overnight'it'was repaired and manned again** 

This morning one of our soldiers killd a woman-iii the 
Markit-place with a muskit from, the Round tower. 

Rightly-or wrongly, the marksman had chossn'his targets and the woman's death 

was not-the, result of indiscriminate shooting as might, have explained'other 

caiss. Once more, the siege forces poured heavy fire from all positions into 

the castle, and it does seem. as if the garrison, was -obliged 
to keep below the 

parapetaq since Drake observed that_-., ý- 
In the intrim We: ýsnt some'shottes amongst''them with our, 
muskitts when we saw'the least opportunities to keeps them 
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in play, and likewise we mixed amonget, them-Isome cannon shott. 
Most of the cannon fire was directed toward'the Market, Place 9 where some 
waggons were being loaded, and although three men- were seen ýto be, carried away, 
the garrison only succeeded in causing the waggons to be drawn off nearer to 

Ferrybridge: "they war loaded with goodes out of, the shoppes". Perhaps this 

was. an example of Overton restraining on the goods of those unwilling to pay 
their assessments. 

On the%last of May and on June 1stj the governor was the recipient of 

several letters, including one from Overton suggesting, a meeting which was 

apparently ignored. Others gave the'garrison more confidence. It was 

reported, that'Langdale had summoned Derbyl and that the siege of Scarborough 

had-actually been raised. This was the time at which Pontefract learned of 

Meldrum's death, and the story of the sally by Cholmeley's-mon had clearly 

grown in the telling. 

Overton's request for a meeting was responded to on the 2nd, when Colonel 

Lowther sent a Mr. Massey into the'town for talks. It was said that the 

Parliamentary officers told their, men-that Massey had come to discuss 

preliminary surrender terms, whereas Drake noted that'Massey's task was to 

arrange exchange of prisonerst a subject broached firstly by'Overton on the 

previous day. Massey reported-upon, his returng that wh, ilst he had been in 

discussion with Overton, a Parliamentary. officer had, come in and told Overton 

that. there was danger of a mutinyq either generally or at some point in the 

siege lines: "whereupon their Governor was not well pleased that he should 

speake'it before Mr. Masseyti. Annoyed or not, Overton, and Massey came to 

terms as regarded exchange of prisonersl and, the Parliamentarian commander 
"sent away for them presently where before he fallsefied his word". We know 

nothing of'the other occasion on which Overton and Lowther had discussed 

exchanges, since Drake did not record it, supposing that he was aware of it. 

Perhaps'this was a rather confused riference-to dealings with one of Overton's 

prodecessorst perhaps with Forbes or Montgomery. 

The'digging or building of siege works continued, Lor during the night of 
June lat/2nd, another breastwork was-raised between Baghill and All Saints 

Church. In view of the lengths gone to, by the Parliamentarians to contain 
the Pontefract raiders, we can only'agree with Drake when he wrote that these 

lines "Puttes them to extraordinary hard duty. to maintaine, 'all theirs workesq 

which makes them wondrous leane and in bad'likingll_,, 

The news of the King's capture of Leicester came to the, garrison on June 

3rd, at, six_in the morning: 
the'king took Laister'by. an assault, in 2, howeraltook 1000 
horset took 1000 men prisoners besides the governor'of the 
towne with many great officers (besides all which'was killed 
in the assault), tooke a countis was in it, with, hur 3 coatches, 
took allso 8 poser. of cannon with all their-ammunition and 
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powder (which is said to be very great) hath allso sent to 
Newarke from Laistershires Darbishires Nottinghamshire and 
other places 4000 horse least the enemy "should f ollow af tar 
them with any carriagesq and from. thence marchth to Darby, 
after which (God willing)''hel will visitt and releeve these 
North partes. --I1 -11 --.. 

The storm of Loicesterg a particularly bloody . affair in which Rupert again 
showed the 'character of his warfare which had been'revealed at Bolton in 1644, 

was the last triumph of the Northern Horse, now divided into two brigades 

commanded respectively by Sir Marmaduke Langdale and Colonel Sir William 
42 

Blakiston. Immediately afterwardsq the Northern Horse came near to mutiny 
againg and once more the issue was, one of whether or not to march north, 

although everyone knew that relief of Pontefract was proposed. , Nonetheless, 
Symonds noted: 

The Northerne horse left his Majesties armyl and notwith 
standing his promise to them on the word of a King he would 
go into Yorkshire and after Oxford was releived; but upon 
persuasion returned -and marched with us. 

This was probably the one instance when mutiny would have achieved some sound 
military end. A decisive march by the Northern Horses numbering 1500 man at 
t'his't"im''o according to Symonds, would have broken up, the, siage of Pontefract, 

where the Parliamentarians were plagued by, rumour and were by no means resolute 
in the business, They had taken a severe setback at Scarborough within the 

previous week, and the memory of Mayney and Langdale was fresh. ' Likewise, had 
the I King dI one on this occasion that which he'' had 'done I in February, and sent 
Langdale away to the - northl" the Northern Horse would have survived Naaeby f ield'I:; 

and might have provided a focal, point-for reorganisation after that disaster. 

Indeeds 'perhaps the King would have listened to Z3ýpert-and not have fought at 
all if the Northern Horse-had been away. - of, course it'would have been more 
fe'a. siblel'perhaps, after the fail of Leicester . to m. arch swiftly north and not 
to have been lured on by the New Model. -, As it wast the'King's army and the 

Northern Horse went down tragically on June 14thj` and although in the months 
afterwardst the Northern Horseýremained essential to what was left of the 

cavalry armý it was merely a broken remnant of what had been, on the eve of 
Nas e by a'strong, - veteran force of cavalry who believed that nothing was beyond 
them., Belief is half way to victory. ' Pontefract could have been relieved 
between June lat and June, 14thl Carlisle siege disrupted and-. the, war given a 
now twist. 

recorded no celebrations within the garrison at the news of Leicester 

and-we must suppose that provisions'were too-tight to permit of any. Nonethe- 
least we find no reference to bonfires'or to great shouts of victory from the 

soldiery, and this is stranget indeed, -, exceptional. - 'Instead, ' Drake listed 
two soldiers shot and wounded by the enemy, and-the usual-exchange of cannon 
and. musketry. 

On the 4th the Parliamentarians were quiet, losing two man from the fire 
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of snipers on the Queen's tower. Occasional musket shots marked the day until 
seven that nightl whenj with the changing of the guards, the enemy fired a 
furious, volley of musketry "as if they intended presently to take the castle 
with theire muskitts". Now entrenchments were begung about 120 yards from 
those which had been recently raised between Baghill and All Saintst and drew 
the attention of the Royalist gunner on the King's Towerl without success. 

On the following day "there was great shooting" by both sides. The 

garrison marksman killed an ensign and wounded another mang but had a boy 

wounded as he gathered grass for the livestock outside the Walla. The now 

-work under Baghill came in f or, some punishment three shots. f rom the iron gun 

seeming to do some execution there. - At the changing of the guard in the 

enemy linesl two more of their men were picked off by garrison marksmen, but 

whether killed or wounded, Drake did not know. 

In ý' t "'early hours of the next'day, a party of four Parliamentarian 

soldiers crept down to the mill below"tho'castle walls to carry away the iron 

from it, whilst a diversion was created by some troops of horse which appeared 
to' the' south. One Roys. . list, however, spotted the activity at the mill: 

one of our man espyinge runne downs and cryedýComs-on, we 
shall take them all, and 3 of them runne away and then our 
souldyer tooke the 4th, man- and brought him into the castle. 

From this prisoner the governor, learned that Royal forces had been reported 

at Tuxfordl and that the troops of horse which had created a diversion had 

originally been quartered at Tickhill-and other places north of Doncaster. 

Clearly, , Lord FairfaX'was drawing-in his, forceng' and from the prisoner it was 

also learned that men we're being impressed into service in; 
--all'the villages 

within'four miles of Pontefract-O" -, This must have been partly to repair losses, 

to make. up for the desertions of which Drake had already spoken, and to increas4 

the, forces at Fairfax's disposal. , All of this, information cannot but have 

helped to stiffen the determination of the garrison. to hold on until relief 

came, even though they were, now, closely. pressed., Later that same day, 

random cannon fire was directed into the Market Place and to the works near 
Baghillq with one known enemy, fatalityg and the siege forces stood to their 

guard -throughout the hours of darkness. 

On June 7th and for much-of týe, fthq the desultory exchange of shots 

continuedq'untij suddenlyg' at about six o'clock on the 8th. 'a large body of 
Parliamentarian cavalry appeared from the'southo in, the Wenthill direction, 

and rode towards the town. "' Thereq they divide d, ' five troops moving off 
towards Knottingley within range of the castle. ' were some 400 strong, 

and subsequent reports gave out 
-that 

these'vere falling back before a Royalist 

advance, Anticipation'in"ttio-garrison'inereasedI and-when the guards were 

, changed on Baghill at nine that nightt- the-Royalists gave fire upon them, 
killing one and wounding an'otherl. so far as was known. . -During, 

the night, 
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cavalry activity continued around Now Hallj and, a messenger came riding 
furiously into the town from the direction of Yorkq Lord Fairfax's headquarters. 
In view of the fact that Drake was not privy-to any of the proceedings in the 

siege lines, he conveyed nonetheless a sense of the anxiety and uncertainty 

which must have abounded there, particularly if the normal intelligence system 
of the Parliamentary forces was as bad as it had been in Februarys or in 

September 1644. 

On the morning of the 9th, "the enemies drumme reported it openly. at the 

Lower Barbican wall that the king had taken-ýDerbyellj and if those outside the 

walls believed these reports, it is small wonder that the garrison was so 

confident of relief. Par offg, cannon fire was heard, which some interpreted 

as coming from Sheffield. - and some as coming from Welbeck, the Nottinghamshire 

seat of the exiled Newcastle. By eight that night the usual round of firing 

heralded the coming of darknessq and during the night one of the Sandal soldiers 
trapped in Pontefract since the arrival of the cattlej slipped away to Sandal. 

Bonfires burned on Sandal toweraq and were an wered from Pontefract, "we hope 

presageing some good newes". 

On the 10ths the Parliamentarians recommenced_, their entrenchment work: 
in a cloase neare Baghill called Moodeies'close to prevent 
any provision for coming to us, they likewise begunne a 
works neare to Swillinton towerl butq beeing espied by our 
guardes from thence, we made', them to leave works in hast. 

Towards evening, another body of cavalry marched up from Doncasterl drew up 

at Carleton, and rode on to Hardwicke A troop from Darrington came into the 

towng and one from Ferrybridge whicht after appearing at Newhall Park, broke 

into several sections, all of which dispersed, 
_-- _I 

Events in the towng coupled 'With. the news that had come into the garrison, 
induced Lowther to attempt another raid'in the old tradition., It was partly, 

one suspectsq to test the resistance and confidence'of the ensmyq and partly to 

give. his men something to do after some time of inactive watching from the 

walla-b' 'Drakeq unfortunatelyq never saw fit to note-the precise orders and 

objectives outlined by Lowther prior to any sallyq so'that, to assess the 

achievement of each raid, it is necessary to examine Drake's blow by blow 

accOunts, in isolation from what would be essential preliminaries. Drake was 

alsot fortunately and unfortunately, a self-effacing diarist, rather like 

Tullie'and Slingsby, so that it is often extremely hard to know whether he 

himself went on any particular raid or-notq the evidence for his activity 
having toýcome from a close interpretation of what he had to, say. Thus, when 
Drake observed that at , 

two in the afternoon on June 11th, Lowther issued orders 
for a raidq we have no idea precisely what Lowther wanted to achieve. 

about 2a clocke, the Governor 
, 
commanded. all men, to their 

Armesq which was presently performedq but there fell a shower 
of rains for'a good timel so as all men gott under shadow'till 
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the rayne was over. About 4a clocke, when it, w as cleare 
agane, and then having orders what to doe,. they sallyed 
foorth. 

The lead party was made UP Of 30 musketeers commanded by Captain Munro and 
Lieutenant Moorg with Sergeant Barton. They marched to All Saints where they 
found the trenches and church emptyq and pressed on to I'Mr Kellomes howse" 

where they -disturbed a party of the, enemy who promptly- fled. There, Munro 
halted and disposed his man to hold the place. 

The second party was 80 strongt commanded by, Captains Smith and Flood, 

with Ensigns Otway and Killingbeck. 
they followed after Capt. Munroeq through, the Church, and so 
through Zachary Stables howse up to the lowest worke the enemy 
hadq neare to his orchard heads where Capt. Smith and his 
company led up first to the Worke, and so past by it a little 
forther along the hedge above the worke, to prevent the enemy 
from sallying forth of their upper workes 

, 
to the releefe of 

those who was in the lowest workeg which Place he bravely 
mayntayned. 

It seems that Lowther was-making a punitive sally intent upon wreaking as much 
havoc, and alarm as lie' could. 

Capt. Flood and his company fell upon the workes, which were 
very hard to enter, because but one little place for entrance, 
and that so narrow and low that one man could scarce enter 
but must stoope; there he played upon the worke and shott 

'in 
at most of the porthoales'where the enemies within mayn- 

taYned the worke very stoutly, and shot very hard at our men 
so long as forst entrance was made,, but-during the time, 8-or 
9 got out over the worke, but one or*two of, them was shott and 
takeng the rest got away. 

It looks as if the enemy trenches were badly mannedl in this area at least, 

but it is interesting to note both the strength'of the earthworks, and the now 
determination on the part of the soldiers manning theme Nonetheleasl Flood 

stormed and took the works capturing the enemy captaing the sergeant, the 

corporal and eight more wounded men. He'then withdrew% bringing his captives 
into the castle. 

Throughout the engagementt Lt. Colonel Galbraitht and Lieutenants Ward and 
Wheatleyl with a body of 40 soldiers and voluntearal, had held a reserve post 
in Zachary Stables's orchardl but they had found themselves with nothing to do. 
Lieutenants Willoughby and Middletonj with a sergeant called Parker and 40 

muskets, had infiltrated the houses on the north of All Saints "about the 
Starrell. inut and resisted-an attempt by the Parliamentary forces to break 
through that way from Munkhill. In thisq Willoughby and Middleton had 

assistance from a Lieutenant Monke'843'whol, with Barton and 20 mang'had been 
detached from Munro's section 

towardes Munkbill to stoppe the passagel, least they should 
issue forth; where they played theire partes bravely. The 
enemy and they striving both for one wall 

' 
and a hedge, with 

that little company our men both got the wall, and'mayntayned 
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it, bringing up one file. at once, to the most convenient 
place, where they gave' fire freelyg' and fell offe again, '' 
and another company came up. , ý, So, -that the 

- 
enemy suppose 

to be theare a great companyl and so our men beat them 
bank to Munkhill'againe, 'and kill1d'one' man all in redd, 
and supposed., to be . an of f icer , and sh'Ott' 2 'or 3 more , and 
so at the beating of our drumes for a retreate ... they 
come off with honor. 

captain Uoshua Walkeri- 'With thiee'files of snaphaunces and firelocks, 

some 20', strongg marched to'All'Saints and occupied the steeple with food to 

man it for'24 hours. 

This seems, in a sense, to have been another, objective of the raidq to 

establish a foothold, temporarilyl. in the enemy, works and so', to disrupt the 

intensity of their, investment.,.,, Walker's presence in the, steeple seems not to 

have been noticed by the Parliamentariansq for when the 
I 

main Royalist force 

eventually fell back, the enemy, approached, the works openly,, and were promptly 

riddled with shot from the steeple, some 12 menbeing killed, outright, $'one of, 
them was supposed 

-to 
be a lieutenant collonell or a captain at least", for he 

was distinguished from his fellows by a "gallant suit of apparellq with a 

great redd skarfet'. Many more were'wounded. 

'From 
t, he. castle, the musketeers kept, up, a steady fusilade against the 

enemy works in general, killing an officer on Baghill and others elsewhere. 

This raid cost the Parliamentarians 40 dead, ', 11 prisoners-and uncounted 

wounded., i'Muskets, pikes,, powderg, ball, match and otherequipment was taken 

away by 
, -the raiders, -, the fighting having. cost, them. one, dead aid one wounded; 

but some'raiders returning, to-the churchyard, 
_to, 

gather grass for the horses, 

were fired upon and lost another, clead, ý'_the, exploit-alm 
I 
08t ending, in disaster. 

12 This morning came the' . Lor I d"Fair If iý I an 
I dthe 'new'Generall 

Pointes from Yorke, to Pomfret with, Atroopsý, ofýhorse, to 
gaurd him. 'It is said that Poyntes came to take an 
account of what souldyers the ould generall did deliver 
to- him. 

General Sydenham, Poyntz. was to cast, his shadow-over thelast weeks 

of the siege. -,, As an officer with responsibility ýf or, -the. 
North and an army of 

44 10,000 men at his disposal,, heýhas, received very, little attention.. - The family 

was split in its, sympathies -'Newdigate, Poyntz had'been killed in 1643 whilst 

orse45, serving as a captain in the' Dukýel, of York's. -, -but Sydenham was a diligent 
Parliamentarian f ield off icer- whose, sympathies did, not waver until 1647/8. - The 

garrison knew of his coming , 
by,. a bombardment 

. 
they underwent towards evening: 

the enemy shott very. hardýfrom all, theire, workes, round about,, 
the castle, at least a whole volley of shott from every place, 

whereunto we gave them answer from the'castle, and what with 
shooting and showting, we gave-, the enemy a, strong allarum; which 
caused the, enemy, tobring uptheire, horse in small, companies 
to the further side-of Baghill, but staied not there any while, 
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Poyntz must have been ,- in - the town, 'carrying out his tour of inspection , w,,,, t 
Walker -and the men in the steeple shot down half a dozen of the Parliamentary 
troops, ', losing one man'. wounded themselves who was going from the church to the 

castle. Fairfax and Poyntz, rode away towards York, and Walker was relieved 
in the-steeple by Munro. 

012 the following day, June 13th, the eve of Naseby fieldg Poyntz came back 
to Pontefract. The. 'garrison was occupied on his return, in digging a trench 
from the lower gate of the castleg to All Saints for the safe passage of men 
between the two points. Lowther was going to hold what he had won. The 

trench does not seem to'have been quite finishadq but "blindes of bowea and 

soddes". 'captured from the enemyl were erected to provide cover for gathering 
in grass for fodderý-ý'Additional covering fire from the steeple facilitated 

the collection of 100 burdens of. 'grass - probably hay by now - so that the 

enemy I'durst not looks out of -their workes". A Parliamentary soldier was 
killed near_Baghill ir - x, the'shootingg and towards eveningg using the partially 

completed trencho Lieutenant Willoughby relieved Munro in the steeple. 

Further Royalist'successes followed on the 14th, whilst unbeknown to them 

the King's -armyg forced by circumstances and the decision of the generalal to 

turn back to fight Thomas Fairfaxl'drew up on Naseby field. A lone soldier 

sallied out to the town and killed a Parliamentariang returning unharmed. 
Marksmen on the castle walls succeeded in killing a woman "was bringing a stand 
of ale from Munkhill" and wounded some enemy soldiers. During a march by some 
300 men from No w'Hall into the towng a Royalist gunner, distinguished by Drake 

as "the Dutchman", fired into their. columnq killing three for certain and 

wounding others. Captain'Hemsworth relieved Willoughby in the steeple. The 

next day, Royalist gunners added to their tally'of'enemy dead when they fired 

upon a file of'cavalry in Bondgate. Captain Cartwright relieved Hemsworth in 

the steeple. 

June,, 16th was the blackest day that the garrison was to know. A young 
boy and a man, going'. to gather apples 

, 
below the c astle wallal were bad ly shot 

up by the enemy musketeers who were in a state of. euphoria: 
i-I 1_1A I., - There was , great -shooting showting and rejoycing this day byý 

theýenemyq, and-. bragging that theyre, forces; had boatedand 
routed the Kinges forses, and that the King was fled and could' 
not be foundg. and'isent-to us a letter of it into the castle.... 

Naseby was not quita'a'rout. It was as bitterly fought as Marston Moor had 
beeng but, unlii"o-"Harst"'on"Moor, I it had ended in a, severe I defeat for the whole 
Royalist armyl 'withhe'avy losses* The-, relief of Pontefract, of Carlisle, 

was now impossible. 

.... Generall Poynts sent downs a gallant man in apparell with 
a drllmmsýand7a letter'like to'summons to our, Governor, to- 
deliver. 

' 
up, the, castleg for they had great forces coming towardes 

usq but'Yet'there was mercy if he would yield,, - 
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Lowther 
, 

did not_ send a written, replyt _but. - 
told the. driammer 

. 
"he neither feared 

his, ý forces, nor-vallued his mercyq_and bid, him, presently be gone and tell 
ffoyntsT Boll., 

-Lowther's 
resolution ý was,, in. part due to, mistrust of the enemy 

claimal. and in part to the contents, of, a letterg written from Newark on June 
14th, -and brought secretly to, the,., castle ý, on the 

. 
16th. 

-ýIn 
this letter Lowther 

was, told that, on the. 14th, 

the King was that-nijht, at Melton'Mowbray and, intended, God 
willingg to be with us within 10 daies, and this battell, 
which the enemy, speakes, 'Of " should"have been, the ý day bef ore 

I. e. the 13th 
_Jun 

7-which wo, conceive, not, to,, be-trus. of a, 
The, garrison, watched much- coming and, going in, the, townt and at, that night as 

normal, relieved the steeple ,, Captain, Smith replacing - Cartwright and his men. 

'A 
heavy, cannonade kept 

_the -Parliamentarians 
occupiedý-much of, the next day, 

and, Lioutenant Wheatley. marched_, out, to relieve, Smith in, 
-the steeple. 

-, This evening about. 8 a, clocks our,, souldyers, were disposed 
to be very merry,, hearing that the onamieslletters which 
they had sent into-the castle'the day before were nothing but 
lyes, (as indeed it is thsireýusuall, trade),,...,,, 

-, 
So confident, was_ the -garrisong -that, even when, a, messenger slipped into the 

castle to, report, that the. King_had indeed-, been beatenj neither Drake nor anyone 

else, 
-believed. 

him. The. mossenger,, was-Captain John Wardv, vhom we, do not find 

in the 
- 

garrison. list for, December, 25thý1644. .: He.. may,. haye. come in subsequently 

or,, he may never have, been. on the-strength and have,, come perhapaq from the 

Royal_, army itself, or, from, Nowark. Drake stated simply that "Captain John 

Wards mantained it upon his solvation to Sir George Wintworth that the King was 

routed t the battell". There"is a problem however. The only identifiable 

Captain John Ward would have beeng. at, t-hialtimel, in'Lancashireland probably in 
46 

Lathým House. It is possible and may be susceptible of proof$ that John Ward 

was a Parliamentarian, who was either sent by Poyntz or came , 
to Wentworth on 

ý- -I -- IýI-IýI-, ' , -, 7-, . -', ýý-1,1 -ý" ý- ,. - ý, -!, ". -ý- 
his own authority, for it is cuAous'that 

- 
he 

" 
sho 

, 
uld 

, 
not-have 

* 
been interviewed by 

Lowther, if Drake vas'accurate"'in alluding o, nly. to4entworth. It would also 

serve to explain why his report was so easily dismissedg whether he swore on 
his"salvation or not. 

On the 18th additional,. letters, came. into;. the castle., ý-Oneq from, Newark, 

reported the King to, be, at Melton-Mowbray-_and on, -his, march,. to Pontefract by 

way I of-Newark. The. letters also contained news of, troubles, in Londont where 

, therewas dissension amongst parliamentla, supportersl,, or so. it was reported. 
In-the townt Poyntzt Overton who was Governor of Pontefract town was now 

second in command to the Colonel GenOralt-. summoned. a Council, of War. During 

the day, waggon'loads of arms and, of ammunition with'an armed escort, came down 

from Ferrybridg, e going towards, Donc , aste -r, 'but . 
_, 
th , ere - -was 

, 'har'dly-'any shooting, 
47 

and Captain Kitchin, relieved Wheatley-, in, the'steoplee ý-'Oi the fourth day 

after Naseby fight, the garrison 
_was_ 

still. looking, for, positive news, and L 
garrison routine went on as before. 
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--''The activities in the Parliamentary lines went on for much of the 19th as 
well, A-general muster of the siege, forces in the Market Place drew the 

attention of the Royalist gunneral notably Will* Ingram, who fired the iron gun 
to theýarea "where it grased but'a little before them. $' At eveningg Walker 

returned to the steeple with his firelockal and killed two of the enemy in an 
exchange. This fusilade may. have been intended to give cover to Captain 

48' Washinton and Lieutenant Emson, who slipped away to, Newark. 
, Drake again gave 

no.,. indication of their missiong, but. under. the circumstances it can only have 

been, to try to obtain new information about the King! s activities. They passed 
through Denwell lane and the closes thereabouts without being discovered, and 

a bonfire at Sandal that night probably signalled their safe arrival there. 

June 20th was the day on whichthe governor learned the first definite newsý 

of, the. Naseby defeat, from an, unimpeachable, source. - Lady Cutler, the wife of 
Colonel Sir Gervase Cutlerg a divisional commander since March, was permitted 
by Poyntz and Overton to enter, the castle where, her husband lay gravely ill, 

probably as a result of privation. -, One wonders how healthy Pontefract actuallyý' 

was, -for although Drake, was silent on the matter, Colonel John Redman had 

fallen into a deteriorating consumptive state whilst there, and Lowtherl also, 
had his own consumption aggravated, - Of the lesser ranksl we know next to 

nothing, although the surge . ons were adeq-qkte in that many wounded men recovered.! ' 

This-last is the onlys incidentalg information which we have from Drake 

concerning medical conditions in the castle. 

Lady Cutler was undoubtedly,, -the source of the "newes brought us of the 

battell which the enemy gott-against the Kinges forces near to Harborow". 

Even sot that news was confused and disjointedt in that Drake noted a story 
that, on June 15th Goring, coming to the King's rescues had routed the enemy and 

recaptured the artillery: lost on the 14th. it was even said that Cromwell 

wasIdead on the field. Clearly, however, there must by now have been deep 

consternation in the commandl, for the news partially, confirmed the stories 
from the Parliamentary lines, ' and added a secondary account that they knew 

nothing else of. In the afternoon, Poyntz sent a cannon up to New Hall and 
49 

to a position on Hunkhill which he had been two; -, days preparing, The object- 
ive was the church, where the'small . garrison, relieved every 24 hours, was a 
grave obstacle to complete investment of the castle. The work on the battery 

continued into June 21st, and Walker was relieved at-the'steeple by Lieutenant 

Smith with 20 musketeers. 
21. This day we had a'poore man who before this seege dwelt 
at Munkhill and, having his howse burnt by the enemy came into 
the castle for suckor, and going forth this morning to gett 
grasse for tho'cattell by Hunkhill mill, was there shott dead 
upon the. place ... and fetcht in at. night and buryed. 

Attempts were made, -unsuccessfully, to disrupt the battery work at Munkhiljý 
by the gunners on the KizLRs tower, and the musketeers had little success either. 
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Overton and other officers paid an inspection visit, and by the end of the day, 
despite shots from the castleg-the work was done and the cannon established. 
Nonetheless, the party at the church was again relievedg Lowther deciding not 
to abandon it, by Lieutenant Willoughby' 

During the evening there came in "a souldyer from the enemy, who brought 

with him his muskitt and his sword". This soldierg an arrayed man, one of 
those'pressed into service by Overton some time befores conveyed news that the 
Newark 

garrison had won a substantial victory in the Isle of Axholm. He also 
confirmed'the Parliamentarian defeat of the King's army, but added that Goring 
had indeed reversed the-situation on the following day* It really is rather 
remarkable that seven days after Naseby had been fought, the siege forces as 

well as the garrison in Pontefract had, no definite or accurate information. 

The'Parliamentary deserter was a particularly brave man, or extremely foolish, 

for if desertion from the colours was-not punishable by death, then desertion 

tO, the--enemy most, certainly was. , No terms agreed upon for the surrender of 
Pontefract would have included any agreement for such persons to go free, and 
if-the King's fortunes were at so low an ebb as they certainly appearedg what- 

ever the truth of the Goring story, the-Boldier cannot have supposed that the 

castle would really be relieved. We do not know his name, nor what became of 
himq but it-is likely that. he. was a Royalist in sympatby, perhaps he had even 
served in Newcastle's army and_had, then been, disbanded, only to be drafted by 
his former enemies. 

With the setting-up of their-cannong Poyntz and Overton now decided to 
take the church. - So, at two in*the morning on June 22nd they launched an 
attack from all sides, whilst a force entered the trench communicating from the 

advance post to the castle gate and moved along it. Drake estimated the force 

which attacked the church at 100 strong, and that it forced an entry ii1to the 

building: 

-the Church topp plaid theire but our mien within'the steeple and 
parte. vary,, bravely, and beat them both out of the trench and 
highway, out of the Church, and out of the Church yeardl for 
they'shott with their muskitts and likewise throw down stones 
amongst them both into the Church and Churchyeard. 

From the castle the fire of cannon and musket poured onto the attacking force: 

We killed 4'oz 5 of the'enemyes men, which we saw them dragg 
awaye.. besides many was shott and-wounded, and carryed away; 
for, after our men in the Church by ringing, the bell theare 
had given us an allarum. into the castle, we made them too hott 
to tarrye, there and then-every man fled to theire workes 
carrying theire dead and wounded along with them. 

Evidently, the Parliamentarian attempt, using darkness as a cover, had been 
intended to have the advantage,, of surprise, but the sentries on the church 
steeple had, been'alertt had spotted the approach, and-had rung the bells, 

clearly with a pre-arranged signal for the castle garrison to stand to arms 
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Having failed to storm the church, the demi-culverin was employed to beat 
down the steeple. Drake recorded that it fired 13 times with little effecti 
the , cannonade lasting an hour and a half. It was by now almost dawn, since 
tfie-fight around the church had lasted barely half an hour or so. The Royalist 

gunners returned fire from the castle, and after five shots, succeeded in 

blowing the demi-culverin from its battery on Munkhill and sol temporarily, 

silenced it. For the rest of that day there was no shooting, and towards 

evening Lieutenant Favell. relieved Willoughby, who had given such a good 
account of himself in the defence of the position. 

Early in the morning on the 23rd, the Parliamentary cannon again began to 

fire"ýgainst the churcht and after 16 attempts, blew a hole in the I'Lantirne 

of"the Steeple". 'They then directed three shots lower down, to weaken the 

structure. In the afternoong firing alternately at church and at castle, they 

expanded 34 shots, and a Royalist resting in the lower barbican was shot and 

wounded by a musketeer on Baghill. The siege had now begun to bear resemblance 
to the heavier fighting of January and Februaryl so clearly Poyntz wanted the 

business settled as rapidly as he could. He had no intention of starving the 

garrison outq and with the battle of Naseby fought and wont had no fear of dire 

consequences should he fully commit his men to the siege. 

At nightl Lowther had decided that the church could not be heldt but sent 
out Lieutenant Moore on the usual relief. Moore and Favell retired to the 

castle together with their mentbut two sentries remained behind, to give a 
token presence. A party of musketeers took up positions in houses near the 

churchq to-form an ambush, for Lowther had hit upon a scheme that was intended 
to cost the enemy dear. The iron gun was moved down to "the Gardin within the 
Gatehoweell where a platform was hurriedly constructed for itj and a sconce 

set up to protect it. In the-early afternoont the Parliamentary forces played 
one cannon against the church, and then attempted a second storm, but found 

themselves under, heavy fire from the musketeers in ambush and from theiron 

gun on its new platform. Defeated once moret they-drew offj although with 
what losseat, -Drake did not say. The church was proving to be a costly 
objectivet,, but it, could, not be held indefinitelyl as Lowther know. 

On the evening of the 24th, Lowther sent down Ensign Otway with some 
musketeers to. 

_the churchq with orders to remain there "till tapptoo beate" and 
then to retire into the castle under cover of darknesst leaving no men whatever 
behind. Thus,. when. on June130th Whitelock noted that "M. G. Pynes took the 

It was left empty for him to church at Pomfret", this-was-not strictly truoO 

walk intoq'for, hisý'attempts I to storm it had, failed signally5o 
25. _', Thisýmorning-'about, 1 a clocke the enemy entrod'the, Church, 
andlthe-lower end of-the Towrol'there booing none to resist them, 
at which"time-our musketeers from the castle shott very hard at 
them$-; and likewise we played 5 peeses of cannon'from the Kinges 
tower to the Church steeple and allso the irDn gun from the 
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Gaurding played 5 shott into the Church so that they durst not 
appeare in the Steeple, but what execution was done is not known. 

Once again the garrison was confined within its walls, and this tightening up 

procedure was also seen at Sandal, where Colonel Thomas Morgan, a Welshman and 
future associate of George Monck, had gone to give the siege a sense of 

purposeý' We know very little of the business at Sandal, not a fraction of 

what we know concerning Pontefractj and only a little less than what we know of 
Skipton. Neitherg so far as we knowq possessed a Drake or a Tullie, and 
because of that many of their exploits remain hidden. 

On the day that the Parliamentarians finally retrieved control of the 

churchq Colonel Sir Gervase Cutler-died in the castle. Determined to break 

the garrisons resistancet Poyntz or Overton had adopted harsh measures tovard 

the dying man: 
the enemy not suffring'any fresh meate ever to be brought to 
him since he fell sick, onely one chickin and one poore joynt 
of meate his lady brought with hur 2 daies before he departed, 
neither will the enemy suffer him either to be buryed in the 
Church..... 

They wereq at th e timeg digging up the churchyard to make additional bulwarks, 

uncovering "dead mena'corpes". 

... or conveyed to his owne habitation to take place with his 
uncetors. , 

Consequently, Cutler was buried in the castle on June 26th: 

This day we allso buryed that worthy knight, Sr. Jarvis Cutler 
who was first cophined and then, cophin and all wraped up in 
lead, and after a funerall sarmond he was buryed in the Chapell 
within the castle, with 3 gallbnt volleys of shott according to 
the honor of such a brave souldyer as he waso* from whence his 
corpes may be conveyed to the place of his auncestors (after 
the seege) when his fraindes please. 

Poyntz was not prepared to permit Lady Cutler to leave the castle. 

Drake's silence concerning Naseby and its effect upon the garrison is most 

marked. It is unlikely that Lowther still held out much hope of relief, 

however he may have carried himself towards his men, but he had probably 
decided to hang on so long as he could and simply to hope. For the first time, ' 

howeverl we. find an example of desertion: 

This night allso there runne a rouge out of the castle to the 
enemyq his name was Medcaulph, who tended of Alexander Medcaulph 
being sick of the gout. He stole of the chamber a riding 
coate, a doblitt, a paire of britches, a paire of stockinges, 
a paire of showes, a hatt and 3 bandea and a rapire and got 
over, the Barbican wallt-his company being that night upon the 
watch there: -andq coming to the enemyt he caused the chirurgeoix 
and the drumme-(which used to dress the prisoners voundes and 
to bring victualls to the prisoners in the castle) to be 
committed to prison; informing to theire Governor against them 
that they brought newes into the castleg and likewise that thej! 
brought. us tobackoe. 

Metcalf's desertion was important quite apart from its indication of declining 
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morale in. parts of the garrison. The' arrangement whereby a Parliamentary 
surgeon tended Parliamentary prisoners held in the castle is nowehere else 
alluded to, unless that early. exchange of letters, -between Lowther and Lord 
Fairfax on March 5th and, 9th has any connection. How long. the arrangement had 

_held,, 
we do not know, but this was a certain-, means by, which the governor could 

have, learned the truth about Nasebyj particularly if, as appears, the surgeon 
wasl reasonably- friendly-, to the, Royalists, Drake Is infinite care for detail in 
certain respects, failed him in others,. ' Many day to, dayl,, thoroughly routine 
incidentag such as the. coming and going, of a surgeonj would have seemed trivial 
ta'him. Exact knowledge of when, the surgeon visited, however, would help to 

get closer to the date on which Lowther learnt the truth of, Naseby in, the same 
way that it would enable us to discover how many prisoners, were held by himq 

and whether or not there was any sickness in the castle. One supposes that if 
Overton arrested the surgeon on Metcalfts'evidencej that his unfortunate men 
went without medical attention. 

The day after Cutler's funeral was marked by-considerable cavalry activity 
in the siege lines, with forces marching and counter-marching* which Drake saw 
as an attempt to mislead the garrison into supposing there were fresh forces on 
the scene. ' On the other handg--Poyntz may simply have been exercising his 
horsemen, who had had nothing to do for some weeks and were-doubtless bored 

and restless. Occasional shots were I -exchanged', on one occasion a cannon ball 
bursting through the castle drawbridge and the'lower gate, and on another two 
Royalists wounded by musketry. ' In return-9"a marksmanlon the Round Tower picked 
off one, of the enemy. Fires"on Sandal and Pontefract towers lit up the night. 

-Rumour flourished. On'the 26th word had, come that Sir-Richard, Granville 

and his Cornishmen-had stormed and-taken Tauntong although it was far from, 
true, -., On the 28th, the Newark horse we're-said to have. thoroughly. routed, 500. 
Soots near,, the town, killing virtually all of them. 

, 
Rumour received doubtful 

, support when it was "generally reported", that &, convoy of. wagons had, been 

sent heading north through Ferrybridge whilst'the Scottish forces, or what was 
left, of theml had gone 'inio-quaýters -near Rotherhamand Doncaster., 

-- 
Overtong meanwhile, ", appeared to relent in his treatment of Lady Cutler, 

and-sentý-a drummer to inform Lowther that she might pass from the castle. 
Poyntz, howeverl arriving on the scene, apparently countermanded the order, 
hence the disgraceful scenes recounted by-Drake: 

But when she came to the enomyes first gaurdl, they stript 
both hur and hur wayting maid to, hur, very smockv- and likewise 
hur chaplain and a, tenantlof hurs_which came downe with the, 

_. chaplain to the sally'poartllto search for. letters but they 
had none. They'cept'the Lady 

- 
and'hur'mayd'at-theire'gaurd 

all night till the, next., day-at noonal', and would-suffer her 
not to goo up towneo 

Poyntz_then sent Lady Cutler and'her'maid back to Lowtherv not having fed them 
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during-the-time they were hold captive. -Lowtherq- however, refused to re-admit 
them. This was notq on Lowtherls'parts an ungentlemanly, gesture. on the 

contrary, Lady Cutler had no place in the garrison,, having come merelyto tend 
her sick husbandt and Overton, whether poyntz liked it or notq had given her 

permission to palls through his lines. Lowther, wanted to force the enemy to 
behave with a modicum of courtesyl, and Poyntz had no moral authority to force 
Overton tobreak his word. The'day'wýrýa o'n'j"'Lady Cutler'- at. 'tho'gate " the 

opposing forces watching over herl, until', as night, foll, Poyntz weakened, sent 
forAerg and sent her home. 

'On 
the last of June the Parliamentarian cavalry and some foot hold a 

general muster near Brotherton, Drake reckoned about, 11000 
of. them. Of these, 

400 rod ,et101 Baghill and pastured 
I 
-the 

- ir hor I Be -a'. 
, 
be hi I nd 

its'whilst'--o'thers 'began to 

take. up Positions that reminded the garrison of 
I 

the dispositions adopted by 

the enemy on the eve of Langdale's relief. 1 
"We well hope he. will come again" 

wrote Drake, striving to find a thread worth hanging onto. 
Other companyes went, to Carleton and townes thereaboutes, - 
and many stayed at Ferry -bridges, and, Knottingloy. : So that 
we conceive. that the most of. theire forces lyes now hears- 
abouts which makes, us think, that we have some forces coming 
to our relsefe, and that these, either-intend to give battell 
hereabouts to the King or allse to draw northward'very shortly. 

, Lowther, apparently, suspected that these tro-op, movement's might woll'have 

presaged an imminent assault on the castle. " It. was noted. that, some 600 foot 

relieved the guards at Now'Hall'and'Munkbilll', and then marched into the town 

aLgain. The assault, however, did not comeg"though the garrison stood to their 

. guard throughout the evening and"night0' Insteadt the'enemy fell to work 
falling trees with which to'erect yet further barricades with a purpose, an - 

-Drakeýwryly observeds "lost we should sally forth upon themll The new timber 

barricades around Baghill were pierced with. loopholes-to-give means for firing 

down Upon raids. i 
Of which they, have'shott since very hard,, making it full of 
POart holes ... This day. there was very, hard, shooting with 
muskitts on both sidesq-and we cannot conceive, but that we 
killd very many. of them for-we shott-full amongst, them late 
into the works, where was seene'divers to fauls, so'that 
there is many wounded or killd. 

Once againg however, the Royalists stood'to their posts all the ensuing night 

. expecting an assault. 

. 
In the morning a soldier on'the walls was shot dead when he was lured into 

conversation with one of the besiegers. "',, - The 'Dutohman', lovelled his gun-at 
the'Market Place and killed there twoýor''ibree'soldiers"befo'r'e"'týýe"ball ever 

struck the ground. Cannon from the-Round Tower played to 
'Baghill 

amongst'a 

cavalry troop "where we saw one horse runne awa 'without his4ridoi ay '-In the 

eveningl, the Parliamentary cavalry, w, are again on theý" move', " going in' so many 

, 
directions that Drake was hard put to it'Ito, 'make any sense of-their intentions. 



Lowther kept his men on double watchl volunteers as well as regular soldiers. 

Overton now had a favour to ask of Lowtherg for on July 3rd he sent a 
trumpet to request permission for the mother of one of the prisoners in the 

castleg who was ill, to have access to her son: 
This day came in the enemyes generalle trumpitt desiring that 
Captin Clarke's mother might come to see hur sonneg and allso 
that they might bring in Doctor Oyston to nee him, and that 
they might bring victualls to the prisoners themaellves, and 
deliver it to them, which was all grauntedg and they came into 
the castle.... 

Lowther's generosity stood in marked contrast to the behaviour of his opposite 

numbers over, for exampleg the Cutler case. It may be said that it was in 

his interests to show generosity in such a matter, for he had much to lose in 

the circumstances, but his action was in keeping with his character so far as 
it can be discerned. That nightg messengers went out to Sandal and one of 

Captain Cartwright's soldiers dropped over the wall and fled. 

4. This mornings the enemy had an allarum, but we know not 
where, but all the horse that went out last night came in 
agains, very yearely to the towns and they drew up about 400 
foot into the Upper Markitt place and stood to theire arms 
with theire knapsacks on theire backes.... 

Drake did not mention the prospect of relief on this occasiong but it was 

surely in his mind. . At noon, all the enemy cavalry rods to Wentbridge and 
drew up on a hill in view of the walls, before returning to the fields close to 

the town. Drake estimated their number at not Oleo few as 2000 horsell, Some 

eveniually drew offt but the rest remained in the field overnightt lighting 

camp fires to warm themselves and to cook their rations. 

The next day a brief round of cannon fire was directed to the castle, and 
the drawbridge was again shot throught whilat the enemy cavalry appeared once 

more at various points in the siege works. The garrison kept double guard, 

and at nightfall "there was 2 boane fires made upon the toppe of Sandall Castle', 

of which Drake wrote, rather pitifullyq "We did suppose that by those 2 boane- 

fires at Sandall we was to have ayd within 2 daies". 

Nothing so, better illustrates the condition of the garrison as that single 

sentence. For all Drake's reticence in referring to conditions within the 

walls, a chance statement'such as that can say more than, & catalogue of woes, 

which might be ascribed to a desire to throw the resolution of the garrison 
into stronger relief. The fortitude of the Royalists is beyond diaputo: 

their capacity to inflict telling blows diminished only by the strengthening 

of the enemy works and not by any I ack of courage. Yetq deprived of reliefq 
the need for it became ever more urgent, until the simplest of signala - for 

two bonfires was not unusual and had not attracted such interpretations before 

played upon the imaginations of men wearied with constant watch and 
desperate-for some favourable news. Through the long watchea of the night 

0 
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every movement in the enemy lines attracted attentiong gave vent to the wildest 
of interpretations (we may suppose Drake somewhat more,, restrained than most) 

and every flicker-of far-off Royalist activity assumed proportione out of 
keeping with reality, 

The garrison had now but two weeks life left in it. Lowther was to hold 

on so long as he reasonably couldt but with every passing day the relief grew 

more remote. Pontefract was isolatedl serving no other use but that of 
defiance of rebellion. From July 6th to the 8tho the tedious daily round went 

on, the sentries watching the siege lines, the marksman picking off a soldier 
here and there-who did not keep sufficiently under cover at Baghill or Munkhillt 

and very little. firing, if any, from the enemy lines. Thong towards night on 
the 8th: 

, 
too Zc, *7 to the works against Barbican gate am Genrall Poyn 

and aksed to speaks with our Governorg but the Governors 
sonne r r_7 being there made him answer papt. Garrard Lowthe 
that h1s fatherwas not therej which if he had boons he would 
not refuse to speak with him. Then the Genrall begunno to 
demaund tho'castle-to hims which if we did within 3 daiss or 
there aboutol we should have honorable tearmeag but if we 
stayd 10 daies or 14 daies we should then looks for nothing 
but to walks with a white rod in our bazdeal as nouldyera 
doe in the Low contreyes when they march away upon a forced 
composition* 

This threatj from'a professional soldier, might have carried some weight with 
follow professionals or with Dutchmen, but Garrard Lowther treated it with 

contempt, even though he knewq or should have known, that without relief 

surrender was inevitable. 

Captin Lowder made answerl that the castle was cept for the 
Kingg and if-they stayd 14 daiesl and 14 dAiss more after that, 
there was as many gentlemen within the castle an would make 
many a bloody heads before they parted from it (or wordes 
to the like offeckte).... 

It sounds as if Drake was exercising censorship over what Captain Lowther 

actually said, in view of the next sentence... 
Then the Genrall begunne to give harsh language, and say that 
our souldyers did abuse him in bass words. But Capt. Lowder 
answered him, that neither he nor his father could rule the 
souldyers tounges, but they would speaks what they pleased. 
And then the Genrall bid good night and went away. 

One wonders if Poyntz had expected to be shot at during the parley, since the 

precedent had been set by the Parliamentarians on other occasions. 

During the lull in the fighting the garrison was told by some of the 

enemy soldiery that relief wasq indeed, on its way. If this, and other simi- 
lar incidentsýmay appear strange, it has to be remembered that there were 

Pontefract men inside the castle and Pontefract men outsidel impressed into 

Overton's forces.: -' The fact that they were, constrained to shoot at each other 
did not prevent them from remembering that they had been, and would one day 

again become', neighbours and very probablyq friends. 
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Additional siege works were begun on the 9th near Swillington towerl with 
the raising of a "fence all along the hedge side ... into Denwell lane" from 

which snipers tried to shoot foragers gathering grass. "And yett'19 Drake 

observed, "we fetch in grass and parsneppes all day long an we have done the 

most parte this 3 weekes". After dark, messengers slipped away to go to 

Newark to seek news of the Royal relief army. 

The next day, there was "hard shooting"t the enemy hugging their tranchos 

and trying'to bring'down foragerst "which they cannot doe" since "they got 

grass still as much as will suffice, though it be at a dears rates". This 

sounds very much as if Lowther may have doubled the reward of 4d. a bundle that 
had prevailed earlier. -A Parliamentarian was killed by a sniper from the 

lower gatehouse walk. In returng a Royalist sentinel on the Round Tower wan 

shot dead. The determination of the Royalists was given a boost the same day 

by two incidents. Firstly, word came to themt how Drake did not nay, that 

Goring had defeated Thomas Fairfax in battle at Tauntong whereas in fact, 

Goring's army had been broken beyond repair at Langport. The second occasion 

was when a drummer came from Newark to discover what had become of the Ponte- 

fract garrison. It seems that the enemy around Newark had spread the word 
that Pontafract had sit1her falleng or was about to 

, 
fall. The drummerg with 

sýpass issued by the Newark siege forcesq had been sent to discover the truth. 

the enemy stayed the diumme in the towns all night and would 
not suffer him to come downeg but cept him still. But at 
Mrs, Washington'sq where he stayd all night, he tould Mrs. 
Washington to come downs and speaks with hur husbandq and to 
bid us be of good cheare, for that we had forces coming to 
releeve'us within 4 or 5_daiesq whereupon she gott a drumme 
to come downs with hur to speakeiLth hur husband at Barbican 
sally poarts and there he matt hur, and she tould him this 
newes whilst another taulked with the drummel and she shaked 
hands withanother man who was one of hur acquaintances, and 
then thrust him in 2 letters into his hand. 

The incident is vivid and amusingg as well as instructive* It would seem that 

such conversations were nothing out of the ordinaryg and that provision for 

womenfolk to speak to their husbands or relatives was quite the order of the 

day, provided that a soldiert in this case a drummer, accompanied the women. 
Whilst the drummer's attention was distracted by someone'speaking with him, 

Mrs. Washington seized the opportunity not only to relay a verbal message but 

also to hand over letters for others in the garrison, perhaps letters for the 

governor himself carried from Newark. Hrs, Washington may have been the wife 

of Captain James Washingtong who we know'was in the garrison at this time. 

That, night-four bonfires burned at Sandalg and this time Drake and his 

fellows interpreted them differently. Having lost faith in the equation of 

each bonfire equalling-one day's wait for reliefl Drake wrote "wereby we know 

that all our mengott cleare away the last night9l. rive messengers had been 

s, exit out by - Lowther. "And allso - by them we had I notice how nears our hel I ps 
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was, coming to usl'.. Itýdoes not sound as if he really believed this. 

On the 11th several messengers returned to Pontefract, but not all of them 

could slip into the castle. "Yett they showed forth such signes as we know 

we had good nowes', towardes us". It is'truly remarkable that of those who did 

manage to gain entrance, from Sandal and from Newarkq none carriod a true 

report of the state of the King's armyg unless it were that Lowther prohibited 
knowledge of the King's c'ondition from reaching the rank and fileg in which 
number we must count Nathan'DriLke. All we know is that Drake heard the 

SI andal letters . 
gave notice th - at they were "to expeckto helps very shortly": 

The Newark letters'were. in*codeg and'it was some time before the key could be 

discovered to permit them to be read. When the cypher was finally broken, 

they found that "both the day and time of the day sett down when Sir Marmaduke 

Langdall intendes to be with us". Drake addedl in parenthessag "if God 

permitt". -, The-magical name of Langdale might still be ýpiotent in the north, 
but-his cavalry carried. slight meaning for the Parliamentarians. The validity 

of these letters-can bent, be judged by the additional information that Goring 

had indeed beaten Fairfax, which turned out to be a cruel deception, if quite 

unintentional. ' 

Everything which Poyntz now did or ordered to be donel acquired fresh 

significance. The construction of a gun emplacement at Ferrybridge led the 

garrison to believe that a battle was imminentq and that Poyntz was preparing 
to take-defensive measures against Langdalet or the Kingt-or Rupertq or any 
combination thereof, , There was some uncertainty in the enemy camp: 

This night the enemy had an allarum in the'townet sounded 
theirs trumpittat lighted theirs matches and called To horse, 
horse, where they stood upon theirs guardes all night. 

Elsewhere in Torkshireg early July saw a Royalist offensive. Whitelock 

noted under the date July 7th52 
The King's forces from Bolton Castle surprized Raby Castleg 
belonging to Sir Henry Vane, but were again close blocked 
up by Forces raised by Sir George Vane. 

This was the same day on which the committee in London wrote to tell poyntz 
that they wanted something done about itý3 Raby was, in factt hold until 
July 28t 54 11 hq but its very seizure must be seen as an indication that the like- 
lihood of a Royal advance in the north was seen to be strong. This iat 

incidentally, one of the few references which we have to the garrison in Bolton 
Castle. It will be remembered that Ruperts on his retreat from Marston Moorg 

paused there to be joined by Sir John Mayney coming from Scarborough. it 

does seem to have been hold continually by the Royalists from 16429 although 
if so - 9, thýt was'in i. tself an indication of itz'minor strategic importance. 

The present governor of Bolton may have been Colonel Henry Chaytorq who 
had not joined the King until 1644, having come over from Ireland and having 
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5 been a companion in arms of George Monck5 The qualification that he 'may' 
have been Governor at this. time is important. It in not altogether clear that 
Chaytor ever replaced the commander who had hold Bolton prior to 1644, John 
Scropeg the oldest of the illegitimate sons of the earl of Sunderlandl whose 
favour towards Catholics had been notorious in the pro-war administration in 

the north 
ý6 Of events'-at Bolton we are unhappily ignorantq but it must be 

noted that although the castle did not surrender until November 1645, Chaytor 
later clitimed that he had surrendred and then gone into Pontefract garriaoul 

which by November was no longer a Royalist garrison at all. It is possible 
that there had been an interlude between 1644 and the summer of 1645 when 
Bolton was ungarrisonedl and that it had recently been reoccupiedg perhaps by 

Skipton raiders. 

But whilst these events in Swaledale and Coo Durham can be said to show 
that a handful of Royalistsl*otherwise isolated, still possessed spirit and 

resolution, they meant nothing to the garrison of Pontefraotg who were probably 
thoroughly ignorant of what went on to their north when their own eyes were 
fixed firmly on the south. Skipton and Bolton werej likewise, peripheral to 

the concerns of Poyntz, and enter but briefly into the contemporary annals. 
We knows for examples that a party of Royalist cavalry was intercepted and 

captured trying to'reach Skipton after Naseby was foughtý7 but who they were, 
and how close they were to Skipton when they were apprehendedq we shall probably 

never know. Similarly, although in'a sense Sandal was important to Pontefract 

for the relaying-of messages-and for the succour of messengers and their 

refreshment, it was purely a side issue for Poyntzq a small castle with limited 

strategic significance that could be dealt with in time. Pontefract dominated 

the Yorkshire war-on its own in, 1645, in much the same way as Lathom in Lanc- 

ashire was, importantg andýthe records by their very imbalancet reflect this 

importance4o It is unlikely that the full story of the defence of Skiptont let 

alone of Sandal or of Bolton, can ever be told. Whilat Pontefract to some 

extentj formed part of a small chain of garrisons that could be said to have 

centred on-Newark, the-same could not be said of garrisons further north, 

nestling in their dales and dominating nothing more than a tract of wild moor- 
land, posing no threat to lines of communication now that the Yorkshire/Lanca- 

shire border near Halifax and other points was wide open for free passage of 
forces and supplies. ' Pontefract, far more than Carlislel posed a persistent 
threatj was a permanent focal point for renewed northern Royalismq controlling 
the crossing of the Aire at Ferrybridge and poised ominoubly on the edge of 
the West Riding'cloth towns. It was traditionally Royalistj for it had hold 

firm from October, 1642 when Leedsj Wakefieldq and other towns yielded time and 

again to the Parliament. It cannot be gainsaid that by 1645, Pontefract castle 

and northern Royalism were closely identified in the minds of Poyntzj Fairfaxt 

Overton and the, Committee of Both Kingdoms. In just such a way, it again had 
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its'name written bloodily across the events of the 1648 rising, w hen some of 
the"garrison which had served Lowtherg returned to their duty under Morris 

But. now Pontefract was falling. Like Scarborough, like Carlisle, it 
could not survive indefinitely under close siege, no matter how successful its 

raids and how stubbornly the soldiers stood to their guns. Naseby ruined more 
than the King's last real field army: it broke the north of England, it strip- 
ped'from the King those few places where his banner had flown with ouch marked 
loyalty. The importance of the field actions south of the Trent have tended 
to obscure the fact that the fall of the northern castles, heralded the end of 
the King's war since, although he turned north in the late summer, there was no 
single strategically important point at which to aim* 

Poyntz hadýmoved his command post into the fields vast of the castle, his 

quarters being a tent, and on July lith Drake noted enemy forces were tending 
to concentrate at that part of the environs of the town; artillery was set up 
in the-Market Place, out of range of the castle guns, indeadl out of view of 
the walls. 

From the Parliamentary forces the garrison learned that a force of Royalial 
cavalry hadl, on'the previous night, passed by Sandal comingg as was supposed, 
from Skipton. -, -"If they bee" Drake wrote optimistically, "they are gone to 
Sir Marmaduke".. Throughout-the following day, Poyntz had his men labouring on 
additional entrenchmentsl around the tents in'the west fields, and strengtheninj 
those against Swillington Tower with the addition of loopholed palisades. The 
explanation, of all this activity, when it came to. the garrison, was far from 
satisfying tO. them, for. the nature of Poyntz's fears' did not encourage hope: 

It was tould us ... by the enemyes owns souldyers that there 
was 5 souldyers buryed this day of the plague: they dyed 
in the howses in the Barley markit placet and that they intend 
tomorow to remove theirs souldyers out of: Aall the towns into 
the West feild and"make that theirs Leagure. 

Lowther resorted again to sending out men to try to gather certain news, but 
this iinie'the Parliamentarians were alert, and captured one of the two as they 
left the castle. From this prisonerg they learned of the route to be taken by 
the other, and although he took alarm and was able to got back into the castle, 
he was, closely pursued. 

Early on the'morning of the 15th, Lowther sent Out some men to gather 
apples near Northgate. ' As the light increadeds however, they were spotted in 
the trees, having clambered up into the branches: 

and on that the enemy's souldyers called and said Come &Iongg, 
they are all ours, when our souldyers leapt all down amongst 
them, but the enemy either killed or tooke 2 of themg the rest 
gott all away without any hurtl excepting one man which gott 

-3 or 4 blowes; and since that time they call to us and bid us 
fetch of our dead meng but we heare since they are not killed, 
after which time we had another man went out to got peares and 
was shott... 
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There was a good deal of free enterprise in this fruit gathering. Drake said 

that apples and pears would f etch. a penny f or a half dozen from the women in 

the garrison. This cannot all have been soldiers working on their own 
initiative,, however, since Lowther and his surgeons must have needed fruit to 

supplement the rations. 

The professional artillaryman in the garrisong the 'Dutchman#, was wounded 
twice by enemy marksman, who must have singled him out. Even so, in Ilrequit- 

tall' he returned to his gun: 

-there was about 4 troops of horse went downs from the towns 
through the Parke to Newhall and soe faced about and came 
back againe and he seeing them made ready his gunne against 
they came backs, and gave them a shott into the Parke where 
we saw both one man and a horse to fall. 

In the afternoon, a drummer came to the gate with a note which he read to his 

own comrades as he passed. He told them that Fairfaxq Cromwell and Rossiter 

had routed Goring and Langdale, and this was the burden of the note which he 

then handed. to the guards at the gate. Shortly after thial Poyntz sent in a 

letter from the committee in York. For the first time, we have what amounts 

to a rough precis of the letter: 

That whereas they had heretofore sent to sommone the castle 
which was still rejected, but now taking into consideration 
the great care and love to so many gentlemen and nouldyern 
which weare within the castle, and the miserye we lived in, 
and the effusion of so much innocent bloodq which was likely 
to be madet and many a sackles J_e. fooliig man in itt they 
thought good once more to sommone us and to give us to under- 
stand that if we pleased to come to a treatye about the 
surrendringe of the same, they would treats with us upon 
honorable tearmest and with conditions fitting for such a 
garison,, and give hostages for the same. 

This looks as ii the York committee had overruled Poyntz's attitude, if his 

earlier remarks and behaviour toward Gerrard Lowther are anything to go by. 

Sir Richard Lowther now accepted that the moment had come to discuss terms, 

and though he put, off an immediate an war, returned reply that he would confer 

with, the, officers and gentlemen in the castle. 

Hostilities did not cease as a consequence of this overture. A Royalist 

foraging for apples,, was wounded by a shot to the head on the following morning, 
That afternoonq'Lowther appointed his emissaries who were to meet with four of 
the enemy to discuss the proposed surrender. These were Colonel Sir Richard 

Hutton, Lt. Colonel Sir Thomas Bland, Major Godfrey Copley and William Tindall. 
They met their-opposite numbers in the town, "but Drake, wrote that itwas only 
"to drinke and ba, merryllt and that they remained two hours. During their 

absence, Lowther summoned a general meeting of the garrisont at which spokesmen 

were nominated on behalf of, each distinct group within the garrison. To 

represent the gent, ryt, were chosen Huttont, Colonel Sir John Ramadan and Colonel 

Sir George Wentworth. -The apokesmen for the clergy were to be Mr, Hirst and 
Mr. Key. Hirst may have been Thomas Burst, D. D. l Rector of Leadenham and 
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Barrowby in Lincolnshire, who subsequently served in the Newark garrison. His 

views are best summed up in his own words, quoted against him after the war: 
"If this'damnable work of Reformation vent on but two or three years longer all 
ministers would become fellow commoners with Nobuchadnezer"? 9 Hr* Key was 
John or Edmund Kay, vicar of Rothwell near Leedsýo To represent the volunteer 
group and the Reformadoes, were chosen Mr. Hodgson and Hr. Harebread. William 
Harebread had been a captain in Viscount Mansfield's Horceýl Hodgson cannot 
easily be identified. The townsman also had their own spokeamong Alderman 
Unne and Mr. Austick. For the soldierB9 Lt. Colonel Wheatleyq Captain 

Gabriel Hemsworth and Captain Munro. 

During this time there was a parley round about the castle, 
of men and women of all soartes, andl during this time allao, 
the souldyers on both sides agreed to robbe an orchard and 
agreed well to bee in the trees together at least 20 of a side 
or more* 

In the morning of July 17th Lowther sent a drummer to Poyntz with a letter 

stating that the garrison was now ready to treat for the surrender, but it was 
Poyntz's turn to pravAricate. Until four in the afternoon during which time 

both sides fraternised as on the previous day, nothing was heard. Then a 

note came from Overton "to this effeckteq that they would take time to treats, 

and not bee so hasty as they was". This sudden time-wasting move by the 

enemy was explained soon, after. 
It seems a captin of the castle which went out the day before 
after the gentlemenj (unlenowns to the GOTernor and without 
order, ) tould one of theiri officers that we had but victualls 
for 5 daiss, which caused them then to refuse to treats, and 
moreover the enemies souldiers reported that they intended to 
starve us, and to strippe the souldiers at theire going out, 
and likewise that they would have all the pillage of the 
castle. 

This dismaying intelligence was somewhat alleviated by a letter whi6h came to 

Lowther along the old communications route from Newark by way of Sandal. 

According to this letter, on July 12th Langdale with his brigade and some 4000 

Irish levies had begun a relief march aimed'at Pontefractt and that Gervase 

Neville had gone from Newark to hasten his approach. Yet this same letter 

repeated the story that Sir Thomas Fairfax had been severely beaten by Goring, 

and added that M ontrose had overcome the Scots and had killed their commander. 
The news concerning Montrose was correct in terms of his victoryl but events 
in Scotland, however much they favoured the Royalist party theral were too far 

away for the King to capitalise upon. As for the relief march on which 
Langdale had embarked, this was too truly a "vaporing". 

Lowther, finding that he might still expect relief, and conscious of the 

dangers of an attempt to, starve him out 

sent into all, theýgentlemenls chambers within the castle to 
see what provition they could findq allowing to themselves 
no more than a common souldyar, that wee might all live or 
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want togethers which beeing doneq there was provition found 
to keepe us all at a reasonable rate of dyate about Z- 

-7 daies. 
Drake left out the numberl which is extremely perplexing, but the fact that it 
was calculated in days rather than in weeksq stresses that even with diligent 

controls, the garrison could not survive beyond, say, ten or twelve days at 
most. 

At six that evening, the garrison was mustered in the castle yard, and 
Colonels Hutton and Wentworth were requested to read to the man the letters 
that had passed between Lowther and Poyntz. The letter from Newark was also 

read to them, Hutton and Wentworth told the assembled rank and file that the 

gentlemen would stand by the restrictions of the rationing, "and was willing 
to sacrifise'their lives rather than yeild to such conditions". If the worst 

came to the worst, and neither relief came nor conditions offered by Poyntz 
imProvedg they would burn the castle and fight their way out with the sword. 
This was the type of fighting speech thatq at such a critical phase in the 
defence, would have done-wonderag but there is no reason to dismiss it R13 a 
prime example of sabre-kattling. The evidence of the siege is sufficient to 

show that many of the officers and menwould have accepted such a termination 

willingly., 
At which wordes the souldyers all with one consent said they 
were'ready to runne the same hazard that the gentlemen did, 
and was content with the like dyateg and withal throw up theirs 
hattis and-made 3 great and lowd shoutes within the Castle 
yeard and then the Governor sent out 2 flagges of defiancog the 
one to be sett upon'the Kinges tower and the other upon the 

, Round tower which was instantly done and displayed, and the 
flagge left standing upon the Round tower: and presently gave 
commaund for our cannon to play. 

One wonders if Poyntz was a good judge of human nature. By resorting to crude 
threatst he, had lost for the time being all opportunity of securing his goal 
with a minimum loss of blood on his side. In view of. the many promises which 
the garrison had, received of relief, and which had been broken time and again, 
it is unlikely that the story of Langdale's coming inspired them quite so much 
as did Poyntzle, threateningag reminiscent of European waro 

The Dutchman directed a cannon ball into some forces standing in rank in 
the Market Place t0signal the continued resistance. Fire was given against 
Newhall. The iron gung shifted back to the upper castle gate, blow down a 
house which had been 4anned by the enemy, killing several and causing the rest 
to floe. A seco nd Bhotq directed into, the enemy works near the barbican, did 

some damage: "we saw lighted matches struck downs, but what hurt was done was 
not knowne to un". ^- Overton, suddenly finding himself under firej sent a 
drummer to the-castle gate with victuals for the Parliamentary prisoneral but 
this time Lowther's generosity was not to be counted upon, and the drummer was 
initially refused admittance. 
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As night drew ong Overton sent a letter to Lowther, apologising for his 

earlier intemperate words and disowning the rumours spread by his men. He 

explained that the delay in the treaty discussions was due to Poyntz's absence 
at York, and his own inability to act without his superior'B primary 
authority. 

The Parliamentary commanders backed down all along the line. They cannot 
have been so sure of themselves as they pretended, for Lovtherls determined 

attitude can only have forced them to adopt a milder approach. By 10 in the 

morning on July 18thý, Poyntz had'sent a letter to the Governor appointing time 

and place for the, negotiations, but whether Lowther had# in the meantime, 

accepted Overtonts apologies, we do not know. 'It would seem likely. If the 

preliminaries to the talks are to be seen as a game of bluff and counter-bluff, 
Lowther had won it. 

.ýA tent was set up in a close below Baghillq and at four in the afternoon 
Poyntzt Overton and nine other officers came to the barbican gate and met the 

Royalist committee. This-latter was chosen after deliberationa by the various 

spokesman elected in the garrisong and comprised Colonels Huttonq Ramadan, 

Wentworth, Lt. Colonel Galbraith and Mr. Hursto The two parties walked 
together to the tent "which they had sett about with gaurdes of musketeers 

about 100 yeardes distant from the tent on every side". Drake did not say 
that hostages had been exchangedl but it would have been a matter of form for 

some of the nine officers that went with Poyntz and Overton to go into the 

castle for the duration of the talkso The meeting went on until nine at 

night, with nothing agreedg and then adjourned until nine in the morning. 
Poyntz and Overton spent some time in the tentl although they were not part of 
the Parliamentarian committee, where they I'drunke with them". 

At eight in the morning on the 19tht the Dutchman fired his cannon against 
the Market Place. "Whether he had any orders for it or not I cannot heare", 

wrote Drake. Perhaps. the gunner merely felt like-haatening the talks along a 
little. For the rest of the, dayg there was no further firing by either side, 
and the talk resumed in the tent at nine o'clock. After a further fruitless 
day's discussion 

our Committee came awayt declaring to them our full intents 
that they did not vallue theire lives but theire honnors, and 
that they would fight it out to the Mast man, and soot with 
that resolutiont came away, and Sir John Romadenj (being in 
the gout)t ridd cleare into the castle attended with Captin 
Samond on horseback to the Castle gateg and 5 or 6 more 
officers came along with him. 

The Parliamentary committeeg however, hastened after themt and requested 

another meeting on the day following to bring an end to the business "if 

possible they could". 

Drake's journal ended at that point. From Whitelock, we learn that the 
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Parliamentarians yielded ground to the garrison: 
Letters informed the surrender of Pomfret Castle upon Articles, 
which were the more favourable, by reason the Plague was hot in 
Pomfret Town... (62) 

The plague was the spur which forced Poyntz to lower his demands. Vicars made 

as much clear by the way'in which heýalluded to the surrender: 
Wee thought fit /_to7 siimmon Pontefract Castle, which cauald 
the enemy to desire a treaty it was agreed that the castle 
shall be delivered up'at, 8 of the clock in the morning, with 
all things thereing save that the Officers were allowed to 
carry away what,. was properly their own, the souldiers to 
march to Newark, with 200 muskets and 200 pikesl Wee consented 
to so good conditionst, becaure the Plague was so hot in the 
Countreyq and'especially in that Towng of which some of our 
Soldiers are dead... (63) 

Vicars's distortion of events can be overlooked. The garrison dispersed, aome 
to Newark, some to Welbeck 

ý4 
According to Drakel the Royalists had lost, 

during the siege from December to the, surrender, 99 meh, women and children. 

Apart from those killed in actiong some also had died of various diaeasea, 

which is the solitary clue which we have to any decline in conditions within 
the walls. Apparentlyl, however, the plague had not penetrated. 

Sandal held on until October, Skipton until December, Bolton until Novem. 
ber. 

-on July 28th, Whitelock noted that Sir Charles Howard of Naworth Castle 

and some-Royalist horse had been captured, trying to make their way between 
65 Skipton and Newark,,. 

_ 
The-war was not entirely over in Yorkshire, although 

there was nothing like aýfield force at the disposal of the remaining garrison 
commanders with which, they could challenge Parliament's controlq or assist the 
King's army when,. belatedlyg-itltried to revitalise Royalism in the north. 
Newcastle's regiments,: had, virtually all vanishadq broken in the field or 
dispersed of their own accord. Great effortaq and not a little collective and 
individual heroism, had come, to. nothingo Pontefract and Scarboroughl which 
fell within days of each'&ther, exemplified the Royalist resilionce and 
tenacity. within their own narrow sphere of action and their capitulation, 
coming on top of Naseby and of Langportq token of a wider defeat. 
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN 

The End of the War 

Lancashire and Yorkshire July - December 1645. 

Since July 2nd 1644 we have been following the fortunes of a beaten party 
in the north of England., ' For a time, this party showed something of its 

prowess and competence, particularly in the case of the two reliefs of Ponte- 
fract. For the most part, howeverl we have been observing defensive measures 
taken by men who refused to acknowledge that they were beaten. To follow the 

fortunes of an army in decline is never the easiest of courses, since much 
important documentary material tended to be destroyed by officers or lost in 

the general confusion. Without Tullieq Drake and Cholmeley, the narrative of 
the war in 1645 would have been impossible to construct without relying solely 

upon the unsympathetic Parliamentarian and Scottish records, and often found 

there to be comprised in the merest of footnotes. With the fall of Carlisle 

and Pontefract, there ceased to be kept (so far an we know) any record of the 

six months or so that remained. 

Rushvorthq in May 164,59 reckoned that there were eight garrisons left in 

northern England flying the KingIs colours. Garrisons only, not field forces 

or anything that could amount-to them. In that vast stretch of England, which 
had been almost solidly for the King in the high summer of 1643, Lancashire 

apartq there remained eight garrisons. Apart from Pontefract, Carlisle and 
Scarboroughq Rushworth mentioned Lathom and Greenhalgh in Lancashireq Skipton, 
Bolton and Sandal in Yorkshire. He did not add Walton Hall, which appears to 
have had some token presence during the summer, nor, of coursel did he mention 
Raby in Co. Durham which was temporarily occupied in July. By August lat. 

this handful had been reduced to Skiptong Boltons Sandalq Lathom and, perhaps, 
Greenhalgh. Of Walton we can say no more than that the evidence is entirely 
inconclusive. - 

Yet it was now, when it was too late for the north and too late for the 
Kings that Charles chose to return to the areas from which he had begun his war 
in 1642. " With-the ruins of his army, he came back to the ruins of the north, 
and found nothing there for his help or for his comfort. Had he not been 
lured to Naseby fields had he but listened to those who advised him to march 
north in April and May, he might have saved some garrisons and given himself 
time to regroup'and recruit. This isq of course, merely speculative, and 
whilst the possibilities can be pointed out, 

- 
-they-cannot be dwelt upon for any 

time. It is with failure, after all, that this chapter is concerned. 
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Lathom House - The Second Siege. 

It will beismembered that Lathom, having withstood a siege under the 

direction of various Parliamentary commanders early in 1644, had been relieved 
by Rupert on his, way to York. The Countess-. of Derby who had commanded in the 

houses vacated it, and in'her place one of her captainsl Edward Rostern, was 

appointed governor. Promoted to colonels it was apparently he who directed 
the defence of the house between July 1644 and December 1645, although no close 

siege began until July of the latter year. For much of the second siege, we 

are reliant upon the account given by John Seacomb in his study of the Stanley 

family, which was partially compiled from early material which is now lost. 

It is really quite a vivid accounts and does not convey, as those of Tullie and 

of Drake conveyeds, anything of the tedium of siege warfare. That may be as 

well, since a close consideration of those two journals must by now have 

conveyed sufficient idea of precisely whatlit meant to defend a castle or a 
town against an enemy strong enough to lay siege but not strong enough to bring 

the siege to storm. Much of the Royalist account that follows is thus drawn 

from Seacomb? 

It was Lathom's lack of strategic importance that delayed the full scale 

siege. For some time, the Parliamentarians were content to leave the garrison 
aloneg even t hough the Royalists did not return the favour. All through the 

winter of 1644/5 their raiders struck at all points within a 12 mile radius of 
the house, supplementing their supplies and generally creating havoO For a 
time, Lathom was seen by the Parliament's commaders as a bargaining counter 
to be used'in talks with the earl of Derby to try to induce him to surrender 
the Isle of Man. In November 1644, before returning to Yorkshire and to his 
death at Scarborough, John Meldrum informed the Committee of Both Kingdoms that 
he had entered-upon talks with Derby's representativeag John Greenhalgh and 
William Farrington the elder, and that he had insisted that Lathom and Green- 
halgh Castle be. yielded if any compact we 

. 
re to be arrived aO Initially, 

Derby showed some willingness to come to terms, and on November 21st Meldrum. 
told the. Committee that Lathom. and Greenhalgh would be surrendered if Derby 

4 
could be sure of receiving "fair and noble dealing". By December 16tht how- 

ever, the talks had all but broken down, and Meldrum told the Committee that 
Derby was prevaricating. Consequently, he had given orders for the blockade 

5' 
of the two garrisons. Meldrum soon after left the county, and the local 

commanders showed their usual dilatoriness. Egerton, responsible for reducing 
Lathom, must have complained to the Committee, himselft for on April 29th the 

Deputy Lieutenants'for Lancashire were ordered to fulfill their quotas and to 
6 

see to it that Lathom was thoroughly invested. 

According to Seacomb, although Rupert had, directed additional defences to 
be built, by 

I 
the time that the Parliamentarians came 'to besiege Lathom 

I 
it was 
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short of provisions, largely consumed "by the Prince's army". This really 
sounds rather unlikely, since Rupertfs forces had not been near Lathom since 
August 1644, and the siege proper did not got under way until July 164.5, or 
June at the earliest. It does not seem that Meldrum's blockade had been Put 
into practice, and c6asequentlyl if Rostern was the man of "diligence and care" 
as Seacomb described him, stores must have been gathered in during the winter 
raids. There was also, apparentlyq a shortage of powder and of match, and 
this general want on the part of the garrison would suggest that the defence 

of Lathom was really a pointless exercise in last-ditch Royalism. However, 
the house held out for about six months after the siege was enforced, so 

evidently, as SeacOmb notedq Rostern had not been idle: 
AW was neither wanting in care or diligence, nor in any &M ý other good offices for the supply of the garrison with 
provisions and all other necessaries for sustaining a siege. 

The organisation of the defence forces has been dealt with in considering 
Rostern's regiment of foot and troop of horse? Major Munday, a professional 
soldier, and Captain William Kay, a local man, commanded the horse. The 

officers of the foot were Captains Roger Charnock, formerly of Derby's foot 

regiment; William Farrington juniorl also from Derby's foot; Molyneux Rat- 

cliffe, whose exact identity remains a mystery; Henry Novell of Redo Hall, of 
a prominent Royalist family; and unidentified Captain Roby, who may have been 

a Scot; and a Captain Worral. 

In July the siege army was estimated at almost 4,000 men. This sounds 
excessive, but in a contemporary Parliamentarian tract we learn that the work 
they had to do was fairly extensive. 

This day there came news of the good success of our forces 
in Lancashire against-the enemies that nest in the garrison 
at'the Earl of Derbies house. They kept there three garrisons. 
One is Lathom House itself; the second is a gentleman's house, 
and the third is a house called the Lodge; both within cannon 
shot of the first; and that garrison called the Lodge was kept 
by Irish rebels ever since we toke fLiverpooI7 for those rebels 
were they-that had quarter given them when we took Liverpoole. 

The "gentleman's house" defies identifications not unnaturally. As for the 
Lodge, this may have been Briars Hall to the north of Lathoml or a house in 
the small village of Otterheads-to the south-vest. Either would be a lengthy 

cannon shot from the garrison, however, and the Lodge may have been an out 
building on the*Lathom'estate proper, vhich-from the name is highly possible. 

If the garrison-of the Lodge was indeed-. composed of soldiers who had 

served under Byron-in LiTerpool, that in itself, was curious. Given quarter, 
one would suppose that Meldrum exacted from them a promise to lay down their 

arms. if they had given their paroles, then to continue in arms afterwards 
particularly if they were-Irish Catholicaq which is what the tract hinted at 
was to court disaster. - " The butchery of Irish soldiers by the Parliament was 
becoming hibitualg and thus their presence in the Lodge must arouse either 
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amazement at their follyt or regard for their devotion to duty. 

To return to the tract: 

Our forces having blocked up those rebels in this garrison, 
sent them a summons to deliver up the said garrison to the 
Parliament but they refused, saying they would keep it for 
their good Kingq by whose authority they were put in there. 
Whereupon our forces placed their batteries, and plaid upon 
the House, and having made some breaches in it, marched up 
close to the enemy and stormed them; and it was a very hot 
fight of both sides for the time it lasted, and we had divers 
hurt and some slaine, as in so hot a storm as that was could 
not be averded; but our men followed on so gallantly, that 
notwithstan4ing the violent opposition ... yet our man broke 
in upon them, killed and tooke them alle. So farre as they 
can perceive, a man escaped them not, of which good successe 
here followeth the list. 

The tract ended with a total of 40 killed on the Royalist side, 60 captives 
including the commander of the Lodge and 12 officersl with a Catholic priest, 

8' 
arms# powder and baggage. 

It is a pity that we know no more of that small band in the Lodge. To 

set their-defiance in context, it needs to be stressed that when they chose to 

die rather than yield, Carlisle had fallang Naseby, had been ýoughtq and in 

Yorkshire Scarborough and Pontefract were on the way out. The summons to 

surrender must have informed them of these things. If they werej indeed, for 

the most part Catholicq whether Irish or local ment their refusal to yield must 

reflect the treatment they expected to receive if they threw down their arms. 
What became of the 60 wounded and captured we do not know: nor what became of 
the anonymous priest. 

Egerton established his siege headquarters at nearby Ormakirk. Rigby did 

not come back to, the scene of his discomfitureq having been "laid aside". 
Rostern, advised of the approach, and probably prior to the attack on the Lodge, 

felt he should welcome Egerton with a sally from the house. 

He ordered out a strong party of horse and foot; the first 
was commanded by Major Munday, the foot, by Captain Mol ineux 
Radcliffel and the rear_was, brought up by the Gbvernor himself. 

This was-isomewhat-unusual for the Governor to take an active hand in a sally. 
Neither Lowther nor Cholmeley, not even Mallory in Skipton, ever did so, 

although Glemham at Carlisle hadrisked it now and-again. 
In this order they attacked the I enemies I camp and quarters'-with 
so-much courage, resolution and bravery, that they took all the 
guards of the. enemy both-horse and foot, routed their whole 
body (of whom they killed and took many) the General himself 
with difficulty escaping, by flying away in his shirt and- 
slippers. 

The Parliamentarian magazine fell9 intact, into Rostern's-hands, The known 

contemporary Parliamentary Sources did not refer to this incident, and it may 

well have been less spectacular'than would appear, but that does not detract 

from its success. 
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In this exploit Colonel John Tempestj who served only as a 
volunteer, did most worthy and excellent service. The 
Governor animated the whole action, and indeed exposed himself 
to more hazard and danger than he ought to have done, as chief 
commander. 

John Tempest was a long way from home, for he was the son and heir of Sir Thomas 
Tempest of Old Durham, and from a notable Catholic family. He had evidently 
not laid down his arms as many others didg for he had been the colonel of a 
Durham based infantry regiment in 1644? He was certainly a Royalist die-hard 

as he showed during the Interregmum. 

This gallant attempt and success so amazed the enemy... that 
for three weeks (in which time the enemy were largely recruited) 
they continued masters of the fieldq and after braved the enemy 
every day in their head quarters.... 

Graduallyq howeverl despite the ascendancy which Rostern had acquired, the want 

of powder and of ammunition began to tell. Apparentlyq they had been receiving 

secret shipments from Manchester, through the services of friends in that town: 

But the ammunition of the garrison now almost spentg and they 
out of hopes of recruiting their store from Manchester, &c., 
as formerly, and their 

, 
intelligence with some friends there 

being discoveredl they were obliged to suspend all action 
abroad, and suffer the enemy to make nearer approachesq and 
confine them closer within their own bounds.. *. 

The Parliamentarians did not show any inclination to attempt a storm, for their 

engineers "drew a line a flight-shot from the house'19 intending to establish 
their guns and forces so as to confine and starve the garrison. The trench 

which was dug was three yards wide and two deep, marked at various points by 

eight strong sconces "wherein their soldiers might lie with some security, and 
be able to releeve one another upon sallies from the house". To the north of 
Lathom, where the ground was more exposed to the garrison's firej a deep trench 

was dug to the moatq intended to drain it, since the ground sloped away from 

the walls. There were also plans to mine from that area, but 

there being within ... some skilful colliersq who had as much 
experience in mining and'drawing of water as /the enemz7 was 
master of, and they being employed by the governor to oppose 
himg-always wrought counter to him; and keeping full chambers 
of water above, they at pleasure opened them and drowned both 
his works and men. ' 

All this entrenching work and Royalist counter-measures brought the Biege 
to September, at which time the garrison expected relief. The Kingg however, 

plagued by want of men and by a competent enemy, came to grief near Chester at 
10 the battle of Rowton Reath and thus brought to an end the hopes of the 

garrison. In consequencet the King ordered Rostern to make what terms he could 
for surrender, and Rosternt having some advantage over the, Parliamentarians 
in that they were ignorant of the state of affairs within the walls, made 

overtures at once. 

Commissioners for both sides were thus appointed 

and a place of meeting agreed upong wherein those on the 
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part of the besiegers offered, That if the governor, and 
officers with him, would surrender the house and all the 
cannon, they should be permitted to march away with bag 
and baggagel drum beating and colours flying; that the 
Lady Derby and her Children, should enjoy the third part 
of the Earl's estate... 

The Countess was not, let it be added, actually in Lathom, but Rostern was 
securing the beat terms that he could getq and the widest. 

:.. and that all his good should be safely conveyed to 
.. Knowsley. That all officers and gentlemen should 

compound at one year's value for their estates. 
N 

The three Royalist commissioners and their advisors could not agree among 
themselves. Two were apparently in favour of concluding acceptance then and 
there, but the third declined to support them unless the garrison might carry 
away with them the artillery; "whose indiscretion and obstinate, perverse 
humour, broke off the treatyl to the ruin of the besieged". 

It does seem, howeverl that the Committee of Both Kingdoms put an and to 
the proposed terms. On September 27th they directed a letter to the Lancashire 

committee rejecting the clauses which had been agreed between both sides! 
' 

They regarded them as "very unreasonable", in that they showed too much favour 
to enemies decisively beaten and on the run. It is a moot point whether the 
London Committee was right to adopt such an attitudet smacking of exploitation 
of its, advantageous position for the sake of more form. Lowther in Pontefract 
had shown that he would not yield to harsh terms, though he might have yielded 
promptly on favourable ones. Rostern seems to have been prepared to follow 

suit, but there were few Royalist garrison commanders who were prepared to 

accept anything dictated by the enemy rather than endure the difficulties of 
sustaining a hard siege. 

The London Committee took exception to certain calculated clauses which 

appeared to favour, Derby himself too much. Brieflyq there were that the earl 

was not to be required to make formal submission in London: the Countess was 
to have had full liberty of movement: and Lathom was to be held by the Stanley 
family servants. The London Committee told the local men that favourable 
terms would be acceptable, and added that Lord Fairfax at York had been ordered 
to send over the mortar which had been seized during the first siege and 
carried to York by Rupert, where it had remained ever since. Brereton, it 

seems9 was not to get his mortar back at all. 

On the, night that the terms'were broken and al 1 talks ended, an Irish 

soldier within Lathom. dropped over the wall and, deserted to the enemy. 

-He'immediately informed-the commanding officers tharel, that 
the rejection of their proposals, and the breaking of the 
treatyl were highly displeasing to the garrison; that there 
was not bread enough in the house for two'daysl' nor any other 
provisions or stores to hold out the siege any longer. 
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Seacomb's chronology is much at fault here, for according to him, this 
desertion took place on the eve of the actual surrender, which did not take 

place until early December. Certainly, the rejection of the terms propounded, 
a rejection that came from the garrison on the one hand and the London Committee 

on the otherg can be dated to late September. This left two months for which 

we have virtually no account of what the garrison was doing, and it looks as if 

Seacomb telescoped his interpretation of whatever materials he was working 
from. 

Of the actual surrender we have the following Parliamentary account dated 

December 6thI. 2 
.I 

This evening. *. there came letters to the Speaker of the Commons 
House, of the surrender of Lathom House in Lancashire ... by which 
means the whole County of Lancashire is absolutely freed and 
reduced... 
The taking of this place gives faire probability of the more 
speedy reducing of Chester, whither no doubt these Lancashire 
forces will next move to assist the besiegers, or else against 
Skipton in Yorkshire. 

"The conditions agreed upon were that Rostern, with horse, arms and Z10 in cash, 

was free to go where he willed. The rest of the garrison, without money or 

armaq were to make their way to Ashby de la Zouch in Leicestershire, to Sidbury, 

or to their homes. The terms were harsh, and in keeping with Seacomb's account, 

of the final day of the garrison which we will shortly come to. VicarS13 

confirmed the news, dating the actual surrender to December 2nd, and adding 
that all commissioned officers were to keep their swords. In the house were 
found eight guns, 500 other arms and provisions. 

Colonel John Tempest, incidentallyg either at this time or at an earlier 
date, made his way to Skipton. 

To return to Seacomb. According to his narrative, the desertion of the 

Irishmaa and the news which he gave the enemy caused them on the next morning 
to send a peremptory summons: 

The enemy next morning summoned the garrison to an immediate 
surrender of the house and themselves prisonerog upon the 
bare terms of mercy, which the soldiers, being all in confusion, 
resolved to accept of, notwithstanding all the intreaties by 
the governor to the contrary, who gallantly and bravely proposed 
to them, to join him, and fight their way through the enemy, 
sword in hand, and either... save themselves with honour and 
reputation, or bravely die. But the worthy and valiant Governor 
not being heard by them, the house was yielded up to a merciless 
enemy, and all the rich goods therein, became a booty to them. 
The rich silk hangings of the bedal &c., were torn to pieces, and 
made sashes of; the towers and all the strong works razed 
to the ground-and demolished ... a monument of their fury and malice. 
And thus was ruined and brought to destruction ... by the obstinacy 
and indiscretion of one man, and the treachery of another ... the 
ancient, "noble and almost, invincible house of Lathom.... 

History is fickle mistress, for despite Seacomb's flourish "this most heroic 

and gallant Defencel can never be forgot whilst History remains in the World", 
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justice has yet to be done to the Royalist garrisons of northern England. 

In view of the contradiction between Seacomb and the contemporary enemy 
tracts, a brief summary of what appears to have happened is useful. It would 
seem that, in obedience to the King's authority, Rostern sought terms from the 

enemy when they were willing to settle without bloodshed. These talks were 
frustrated by one of the Royalist commissioners whot finding the Parliament- 

arians willing to concede almost anything, stuck out for the ordnance. This 

created a hiatus in the discussionsl and during the intervall the London 

Committee, advised of what was happeningg forbade any such terms as those 

partially agreed upon. Thus, even had the Royalist commissioner dropped the 

demands over the artillery, the subject was closed so far as the enemy were 

concerned. The siege then dragged on in October and November, without much 

action, and by the end of the latter month the conditions in Lathom were so bad 

that the desertion of one man ruined the morale of the rest, who yielded to 

worse terms than they would have had in September had it not been for circum- 

stances. 

Seacombt howeverg was not finished with the siege of Lathomq for he went 

on to detail a few of the incidents of the siegel which, hard to date, must 

stand on their own merits 
14 

The garrison chaplain was Mr. Rutter. This was Samuel Rutter, of 
Waberthwaite in Cumberland, later to be Archdeacon of Sodor and Man then 

Bishoplý During the siege, "he managed all correspondence and intelligence 

by cyphers and characters: wherein he first made use of a woman, one Widow 

Read". It was her task to carry out messages and to bring them int escorted 
in this dangerous work "by sallies appointed for that purpose". She was 

eventually capturedt Seacomb said after a year's servicel and taken to Manchest. 

er for questioning for "the enemy could not discover or interpret" any of the 

coded papers. Nonetheless, she "stoutly denied or refused to confess anything" 

even though in the process three of her fingers were burned away. 

Of the officers of the garrisong Seacomb had much to say: 
Amongst the officers, the brave and gallant Captain Molineux 
Radcliffe, merits perpetual remembrance for his most valiant 
services; who commanded the van in twelve salliesl and always 
brought off his men with success;, but at last this gallant 
gentleman had the misfortune to be slain in storming a fort 
of the enemy.. 

This shows that despite the lack of information, the fighting around Lathom 

must have been bitterl as it was at Pontefract. The allusion to an enemy 
fort, or sconce, shows-that these sallies occurred., during-the late summer or 

autumn of 1645, andýdo not-belong to an, earlier period. Of the other officerst 
Seacomb was equally praisingg stating-that they deserved "better recompense 
than the King1s affairs would allow them to expect". Of Major Munday, a dual 

was recorded: , 
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Major Munday, during the siege, being challenged to fight his 
troop against so many of the enemys chearfully accepted the 
challenge: both troops 

' 
were drawn out into the park, in the 

sight of the houseq and the enemies army; in the engagement 
the Major received a shot in the side of the face, by which 
an artery being cut, bled excessively, upon which he desired 
his Lieutenant to make good the fight till he got the artery 
sewed up. The fight was made good till the Major returned, 
and then upon the first charge the enemy fled... 0 

Munday was eventually shot to death at the battle of Worcester. 

Captain Kay being also challenged by a trumpet from the enemy, 
to fight hand to hand on horseback with Capto Asmall, a Captain 
of the adverse party, he accepted the challenge: both troops 
met in the park, and stood aloof, whilst the Captains fought 
single. In the engagementl Captain Asmall had discharged 
both his pistols at Captain Kay ... Kay immediately rode up to 
himt and thrust him through the neck with his Javelin, on 
which he fell down dead from his horse.... 

Of the internal organisation of the garrison we know more than we do 

concerning Pontefract. Corn and meal was rationed, j lb. a week being givon 
to every man, "from the governor to the meanest soldier". Horses killed or 
rendered useless for service during sallies were "broiled upon coals and 
frequently eat, without either bread or salt". 

Nor, was there shortage of fuel. The colliers who were busy counter- 

mining found in the course of their work "coals and water in abundance within 
the house to their great comfort". Thus a water supply was maintained when 
the moat was spoiled by the enemyl either through draining attempts or by 

use of it for waste disposal. one wonders whether the colliers had. struck a 
rich-seamg or one that was cleared easily by open cast workings* 

There was amongst the soldiers about fifty pounds in moneys 
but of no use at all to them, but to play a span-counter 
with; they lent it one to another by handfuls, -neverýtelling 
or counting any; one day one soldier hadallq and the next 
another, till at last all their sport was spoiledl the enemy 
at the gate stript them of every-penny.... 

'Span-counterl_must have been a game similar to that in which five counters 

or stones are balanced on the back of the handt tossed in the airl-and caught 
on the back of-the hand on-the way down. It would be an easily improvised, 
impromptu game for the man on sentry-go to indulge in, particularly with ready 

money available. 

With Lathomt the last Royalist foothold in 
' 
Lancashire. was gone. Of 

Greenhalghq we know next to nothinge ', The autho r of A Discourse of the Warr 

alluded to it briefly, as being-in the hands of an unidentified Anderton, and 
that when he died during the siegeq the castle surrendered, various attempts 

16 
at mining having been beaten by the rocky ground. It cannot havie-survived 

Lathom, -but when it actually fell remains a mystery., Thus was the war in 

Lancashirebrought, to its endq at least, until'1648. It had never been a 

successful theatre for the Royalists, depleted as they were by demands from 
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Oxford and, from. the Quoon, and fighting for much of the time in their own 
recruiting areas. That it should have been Lathom which held out to the last, 

appears entirely appropriate, for in the same way had the earl of Derby cast 
his shadow over the county in 1642 and 1643, creating in his enemies more 
terror by his presence than ever his forcesin the field could have done. 

After the fall of, Lathoml Skipton alone flow the King's flag in the north. 
I 

The Last Fight of-the Northern Horse. 

Of Yorkshire, there is little left to tell, and much of that is bound up 

with the exploits of those northern cavalry regiments, or what was left of them. 

From the fall of Pontefract, the county was lost completely, the Skipton 

garrison confined within its castle walls and the Parliamentary and Scottish 
forces roaming at'will through the heartland of Royalist recruitment. The 

Northern Horse, demolished at Naseby, battered in several successive actions, 

came back to 
' 
the north to fight its last two battles, one at Sherburn in Elmet 

in the midst of that long-fought over area south of Yorkq and the last of all, 
at Burgh by Sands beyond Carlisle. 

It was believed that apart from Sandal, Bolton and Skipton, Walton Hall 

was still garrisoned for the King in julyj7 If so, it must have yielded at 
the same time as, 'or a little beforeg Pontefract, since no further reference to 
it has survived. It wasq anyway, of small importance, and as to who held it 

t 
and with what-meng we are entirely ignorant. 

Poyntz, freed from concerns for Pontefract, now turned his attention to 

Sir John Mallory and the Skipton garrison. On August 8th he wrote to Lord 

Grey of Warke, in London: 

on Saturday, I came within a Mile of Skipton, with some Horse 
and Foot, from Pontefract, where I stayedl in expectation of 
the Bishopric and Lancasheir Forces coming in to me, till 
Monday; and then forced an Entrance in this Townt finding 
small opposition, the Inhabitants being fled with their 
families and Goods into the Castle, where they still remain. 
Their conduit-water we have ... deprived them of, so that they have 
but One little Drawing.. well to serve the Castle. We take their 
Men and Horses daily; others come in to us. When I have 
settled this Leaguerg I shall return to my Forces at Doncaster 
and Rotherham. (18) 

Skipton was not a fortified towng consequently Mallory could not hope to hold it 

even if he had had the mens which he certainly did not. As at Scarborough, 
the Royalists fell back on the stronghold, which, standing today virtually as 
it stood then in terms of curtain walls and towers, was formidable place to 

storm. Despite the loss of the piped, water, the garrison had a further four 

to five months before it was obliged to yield. 

Whitelock noted that when Poyntz entered the town and cut off the water,, 
he also took the church, so this sounds as if Mallory had put men into garrison 
there! 9 The principles of defence did not differ much from those at Pontefract. 
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On the same day that he made this entry, Whitelock also noted: "The King left 
Wales, and went with 3000 of his horse Northwards", 

The King's northward marchl as has been saidg too late to do him any good, 

momentarily distracted Poyntz from the work at Skipton. The Royal army, 

according to Symondsl who was with it9 numbered 29200 cavalry and 400 foot. 

Of the cavalry, Langdalets Northern Horse apparently numbered some 700 men, 
but this must have been due to the inclusion of loose troops and Reformadoes 

from other regimentsýo On August 15th Lord Fairfax was informed in a letter 

written from York: 

the King quartered Zt-oday7 at Staley House, belonging to 
Zc-olonel Sir John Freschevillej Governor of Welbeck, six 
miles from Sheffield, the num7ber of his forces 3000 besides 
the 1500 Newark Horse and 500-Dragoons Joined with him... 
It is supposed they intend for Halifax and so northward. 
The commanders are Sir Thomas Glemham and Sir Marmaduke. (21) 

In point of fact, the King was still in the Welbeck area on August 17th, moving 

into Yorkshire on the following day. Colonel Charles Gerard with 800 horse 

moved against Ti: ckhill, a Parliamentary garrison within easy reach of the 

Royal army. On the 19th9 the King arrived at Doncaster: 

The foot which were at Pontfract Castle when it was yeilded 
were putt into Welbeck howse ... and when his Majestie marched 
to Doncaster he drew them outt vizt. 2509 four blew colors 
and one red. (22) 

However, on August 20th the Royalists turned back to Retford, marched to Newark 
23 

on the next day, and so away south. 

Some light is cast upon this seemingly futile manouevre by a letter written 

on August 16th at Welbeck by George Digby. The recipient was to be Prince 

Rupert, but it appears to have been intercepted: it clearly revealed the 

ebullient spirit of the writer, seen at its beat when least appropriateý4 Ije 

told Rupert that the decision to march north had been made at Lichfield, and 

that the purpose was to recruit another army, to-reorganIse xoricsnire resiazance 

after the loss of Pontefract and Scarborough and, presumablyl. to act as 

circumstances dictated. The evacuation of Doncaster by Poyntz's men was taken 

as a good sign, and Digby reckoned that within 24 hours sufficient men. would 
have been mustered to give them some 2000 infantry and some 39500 horset with 

which to march to Ripong an area free of-garrisons and "both best affected 

and best armed". Certainlyq Ripon had a considerable Royalist interest 

represented by the majority of its-neighbouring gentryq men like Mallory, 

Crossland and the former High Sheriff, Sir William Robinson. ' But Digby either 

could not or would not seel that these men were already-finished, exhausted 

physically'and financially after, three years of, warfare that had_been followed 

by Parliamentfs dominance. with allýthe problems of sequestration, assessments 

and compositions. 

Nonetheless, the appearance of the Kingg apart from causing Doncaa-er's 
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garrison to flee in disorder, occasioned a general anxiety in YorkshireP 
A Royal pardon had been formally proclaimed for anyone who would desert the 
Parliament and return to their true allegiance 

ý6 Sandal, on the verge of 
surrendering when the King appeared, issued a letter of defianceý7 

But it was all for nothing. The approach of David Leslie with some 5000 
horse and dragoons, showing more enthusiasm than he had shown at Carlisle, 

obliged the King to turn bac08 Vicars reported that 100 Royalist horse were 
apprehended by Poyntzq who was said to be hovering at Doncaster with 109000 

horse and dragoonsP Wherever Poyntz was, exactly, he was certainly not at 
Doncaster, nor were any of his men. 

The Scottish approach to Rotherham forced the King to retrace his steps, 
"so leaving many a poor Man that had shewn his willingness to the King's 

Service, to the Mercy of the Rebels"F 

The King's army came to grief on September 24th near Chester, in the fight 

on Rowton Heath. Symonds gave a detailed chronology of its marches between 

leaving Yorkshire and coming to Rowton3l and the campaign and its outcome are 

not of direct relevance to northern EnglandF Howevers in the defeat, 

several northern officers were killed, or capturedq and we can pause momentarily 
9 

to note them. Most were man who had served in the Carlisle garrisong and who 
had ridden south after the surrender with Musgrave and Fletcher. 

Colonel Sir-Philip Musgrav933 was captured, wounded, and sent away to 

Pontefract and there confined. Colonel Sir Henry Fletcherg who had thwarted 

Musgrave so regularly and so successfully in 1642 and 1643, was killed on the 
field. Colonel Sir Thomas Dacre of Lanercostj and the former Governor of 
Carlisle Castle, Sir Henry Stradling, were also captured. It was reported, 

erroneouslyl that Glemham himself had fallen into enemy hands. Colonel Francis 

Malham of Elslack, a Yorkshire Catholic, was also taken. Amongst the lower 

ranksg parti cular notice must be taken of the capture of Captain Gerrard 

Lowther. After the fall of Pontefract, he had evidently gone into Newark and 

must have joined the King's-army in August. -Lieutenant John Skipwith, who 
had marched, with Robert Strickland's foot in 1642, was. taken at Rowton. 

Rowton was not the last-fight of-the Northern Horse, although it was 

engaged heavily in the battle. Colonel Malham was undoubtedly one of its 

officers. ý The brigade seems still--to have been divided into two, under 
34 Langdale and Blakistonj and rode with the Royal-army to Lichfield. after the 

battle. By early Octoberg the King had decided to strike north yet again, 

this time to try to reach Montrose, whose string of, victories in Scotland 

offered the last ray of hope tothe Royal party. With his cavalry mauled at 
35 

Shelford queen's Lifeguard of Horse, a, la, rge3, v northern regiment, 

was ruined. - the King came to Tuxford on October 12th, and was at Welbeck on 

the 13th. Thereq. news came of Montrose's setbacksl and torn with indecision, 
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the King fell back on Newark. Howe'verg at a council of war it was agreed that 
the Northern Horse should push on towards Montrose. Sir Harmaduke Langdale 

736 1 had favoured the northward march and had argued for it strongl , so the King 
may have given in to Langdale's pressure. Evenso, in this last campaign, 
Langdale was denied control.,, of events, and as overall commander, rejoicing in 
the title of Lieutenant General of the Northern countiesl the King appointed 
George Digby. Digby was a man of no little courage, and too little field 

experience. His detractors should be reminded, howevert that he had had small 

opportunity in which to demonstrate his, capacity or incapacity for military 

command. 

Even so, there is a tragic irony in this choice of Digby to filll albeit 
indirectly, the shoes left vacant by the Marquess of Newcastle. He could not 

claim greater ability than his nominal subordinateg Langdale, and was no 
better a soldier than many of the northern cavalry colbnels and regimental 

37 
officers under his command. Digby's biographer dealt summarily with this 

episode in his career, and one is left to speculate as to how far Digby did 

direct the tactics of his force of 1500 men - the Northern Horse with some of 
the remaining cavalry -, and how far he bowed to Langdale. Even if Digby took 

his own abilities more seriously than Langdale may have done, Sir Marmaduke was 

not the man to bemoam the strokes of fortune; he was/stoical, austere man who 
commands respect but little warmth. It may be that between them Digby and 
Langdale wre4ked, the Northern Horse by fighting a battle that, with a little 

shrewd manouevre, could have been avoided. 

Initially, the Royalist thrust north met with success. On October 15th, 

Langdale and Digby scored a victory: 
The King sent the Lord Digby and Langdale Northwardq who got 
to Ferrybridge, and surprised 400 of the Parliament's party at 
Sherburn, with their armsq, and shattered C. Wren's regiment of 
Hors4.08) 

In their rear, however, an enemy force under Colonel Copley was alert, and 

which had shortly before destroyed Royalist quarters at Worksop and taken a 
number of prisoners. Colonel Hutchinson, governor of Nottinghamt reported on 
October 15th that the cavalry under Langdale and Digby were tired and ill armed, 
and that reports'made'them out to be dejected and dauntedP This was probably 
true, there was every reason for them to have been sog so that the victory at 
Sherburn-"was-a boost for morale and may have given Digby a false sense of 
confidence in his own skill. For what happened nextt we possess Colonel 

ý0 
Copley's account 

The Parliamentarian commanders, were . uncertain as to what the King would 
do. A march on Doncaster'was expected first, but when the Royalists went 
into quarters at Worksopt the Parliamentarians hesitated. The King, having 
decided to return southt took advantage of this indecision on his opponentst 
partt and despatched the Digby Brigade which passed unmolested through 
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Doncaster, put a body of Parliamentarians to the sword at Cusworth, and marched 
by way of Scawsby-Keyes and Ferrybridget towards Sherburn. In the latter 
town, Copley statedl were some 800 of Poyntz's forces who were caught utterly 
unprepared by the sudden appearance of the Royalists. In a brief fight, the 

enemy cavalry scattered and their foot were taken or killed. 

Copley was now purs 
' 
uing, slowlyl for fear of Royalist dragoons lying in 

ambush in the hedges and enclosures of the area around Milford. He need not 
have worried. Digbyj if it was he who exercised complete command, had not 

concerned himself to look to his security, and was wasting time at Sherburn. 

When Copley was finally seens it was far too late for the Royalists either to 

retreat, or to choose the ground on which they would fight. 

According to Colonel Copleyl Langdale made a speech to his men before the 

battle which, whether reported verbatim or notq is important. That such a 

speech was made, whatever its Shakespearian echoesq seems not unlikely, and 
Copley could have had details from either a Royalist prisoner subsequently, or 
from some of the Parliamentary foot herded in the town. 

Gentlemen, you are all gallant men, and have done bravely, but 
there are some that seeke to scandalize your gallantry for the 
losse of Naseby Field, but I hope you will redeem your reputation, 
and still maintain that gallant. report which you ever had. I 
am sure you have done such businesseag as never have been done 
in any war with such a number, your march from Oxford, first 
beating of Rossiter, and the reliefe of Pomfret, and like I 
believe was never done; And I hope you are Gentlemen and that 
you will still maintaine it, and redeem that which you have 
lostt For mine owne parte, I will not have you upon any designe, 
but *here I will lead you myself.... 

If this speech was reported accuratelyl it reveals a lot. It shows a brigade 

where morale was low, partly through defeat in general termst partly through 

being blamed for the Naseby disaster, which was nothing short of unfairl for 

the Northern Horse gave as much as they could in the battle. Yet most import- 

antly, we have Langdale's closing remark: "I will not have you upon any designe, 

but where I will lead you myself". This can only indicate that there was some 
resentment amongst the northern officers concerning Digby's appointment. This 

was only to be expected, in view of Langdalets long command and better 

qualifications for the military position that Digby had been given. It may 
be that if Langdale had actually exercised authority, the brigade would not 
have lingered in Sherburn, but would have fought its last battle somewhere in 

Scotland with Montrose. 

Langdale, charged at the head of-his men* The two cavalry forces met 
head on, and whilst Copleylls left wing was driven from the fieldl so the left 

of the Royalists was also broken. In, this critical moment, Copley's numerical 

superiority told against Digby, for he had reserves, and it was these that won 
the day. ''It was Copley's opinion that the Reformado element in the Royalist 
force'was by far the bestj which tells against the Northern Horse and suggests 
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0 
that even with Langdale to lead theml they had nothing left to give. Accordina 

41 to Poyntz's relation, this was the defeat of "a raging enemy", and Langdale 
himself, engaged in the front of the fighting, narrowly escaped death, having 
four pistols discharged at him at point blank range. When it was all over, 
barely 300 Royalists escaped the field, ridingg according to Poyntz, toward 
Skipton. This, out of a force that numbered 1500 men at the start of the 

action. 

Langdale may have escaped death, but the Northern Horse in general suffered 
severe losses. Colonels Francis Carnaby and Sir Richard Hutton were killed on 
the field, Carnaby's dying words beingg reportedlyt "Lordt have mercy upon me, 

42 bless and prosper his majesty"s He had gone into exile with Newcastle in 
July 1644, but like several others, had come backt and finished his brief 

military career where it had begun, in the battle zone Bouth of York. The 

prisoners included several prominent northern field officers. Colonel Sir 
Francis Anderson was taken; Lt. Colonel Nicholas Chaytor; Lt. Colonel Mathew 
Wentworth; Lt. Colonel James Gordon; Major Thomas Craithorneq of Clavering's 

ola Horse; Captain Nicholas Lanyong one of the heroes of Pontefract and now 
Digby's Master of the Ordnance; Captain James Cholmeleyl formerly of the 

Scarborough garrison; Captain Ingram Marshal; Captain Z? ̀MajorJ Peter Pudsey 

of Preston's Horse; and four other captainst all wounded on the field. With 
the other prisoners were Robert Lowther, advisor to his brother in the command 
in Pontefractl"and-Marmaduke Tunstalg a prominent Yorkshire Catholic who had 

aroused Lord Fairfax's animosity in 1642. The colours of Clavering's (now 

Forcer's) and of, Carnabylis regiments were taken, and some 40 or so dead found 

about the area. 

On October 24th Sir Mathew Boynton wrote from York that since Sherburn 
fight, and the earlier battle at Rowton, there were 500 Royalist prisoners in 

43, the city, most of them former commanders in the armys Some satisfaction may 
have been gleaned from the fact that, despite their condition, Boynton felt 
them to be a danger to the peace of the city. 

Sir Marmaduke and Lord Digby, with the-remnant of the cavalry# made their 

way without further mishapq to Skiptong where they, found the castle in a tur- 

moil. Mallory was too ill to governg and the place full-of fugitive field 

officers. Digby's authority permitted him to reorganise the command structure 
there until-such time as Mallory should recoverg and he put the governor's post 
into commission. It was shared between Sir John Middleton of'Stockhold. " 
Colonel Sir Thomas Stricklandt Colonel Sir Francis Cobbe, Colonel William 

44 Middleton and_Lt. ColonelFrancis Carrel, formerly of Richard Dacre's Horse. 

The. brigade did not long remain at'Skipton-but, reinforced, from', there and 
from Boltonq-ýDigby and Langdale resolved to push on towards Scotland, choosing 
a route through Cumberland. The last fight has been badly, neglected, but the 
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45 
contemporary sources are several. According to these, the Royalists marched 
directly towards Kirby Lonsdale where the presence of a substantial party of 

enemy horse obliged them to take a circuitous route towards Carlisle. They 

struck across the northern part of Lancashire, and were met by Colonel William 

Huddleston, who had apparently been released from confinement. Huddleston 

guided them over the treacherous sands of "Partmaket' to his seat at Millom, 
intending to ship them to Scotland aboard ships lying off the coast which were 
found, on closer inspectiont not to be Irish merchantmen but Parliamentary 

naval vessels. 

Huddleston, going either himself as a guidel or sending a local man with 
the Royalists, directed them north to Carlisle. Their entire journey was 

watched by Scottish cavalry and an English regimentl in all about 1100 strong, 
but the local guide led the Royalists so welli that all attempts to bring 

them to battle were thwarted by adroit use of the terrain. The Scots lost 

touch with this "nimblebrigade" butg quite unexpectedly, Colonel Sir John 

Browne with his regiment, stumbled upon the Royalists near Carlisle sands. 
Without hesitatingg he resolved to give battleg finding the terrain negotiable. 

Langdale drew up to meet him, leaving Digby in reservel and contemporary 

accounts estimated the Royalist strength to be somewhere near 1000 men. This 

was a nonsenseq even allowing for reinforcements from Bolton and Skipton and 

some men picked up in the Furness area. A better estimate would be about 
5 to 600 men at mostq against which Browne could field a full regiment, if we 

suppose it up to strength. 

The Parliamentarian charge was well supported by its reserveg and Langdale 

could not resist it. The Royalist horse brokeg and Digbyq either unable or 

unwilling to use the reserve, permitted them to scatter as well. His colours, 
like Langdaletal fell into enemy hands, along with half a dozen officers and 

about 200 troopers. It was said that 100 Royalists were killed in the brief 

action. 

The stragglers were prog3wsively mopped up. some were picked up trying 

to reach Bolton and Skipton, some roaming pointlessly in Westmorland. A body 

of about 1009 striving to reach Dumfries, was captured to a man. Digby, 

Langdale and Huddleston reached the Isle of Man, where the earl of Derby 

sheltered them and refused Parliamentarian demands for their persons 
ý6 

Sir 

Marmaduke emerged again in 1648, when he took to the field only to be taken, 

finally escaping into exile-where he found some peace of mind in his conversion 

to Catholicism. 

Bolton Castle surrendered on or around November 8th. The siege had been 

desultory and intermittent and had taken, little of the interest of the London 

pamphleteers. - In Marchl howeverg the Committee of -Both Kingdoms had. sanctione( 

an attempt to reduce the castle by instructing Lord Fairfax to let John Scropeli 
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mother speak to her son 
ý7 

By August 8thl howevert little had come of itt 
ý8 

even though the Committee informed York that Scrope had been ready to treat 
He was to have been given extremely generous terms in order to encourage 
Skipton to yieldq but it may be that Henry Chaytor overruled Scrope and thus 
hold out until November when he surrendered on termsý9 Whitelock had the 

news on November 11th? o 

In Skipton Malloryq a dying mant returned to his command by late November, 

and on December 21st agreed to discuss surrender. Terms were rapidly reached 
by the Royalist commissioners - Major Sir Richard Tancred, formerly of Hutton's 
Foot; Colonel Sir Ferdinando Leigh; and one William Layton. Mallory marched 
out on the day followingt December 22nd 

The Royalist war in the north was at an end. 

1' 
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CONCLUSION 

There are some sort of Writings devoted to the Passions 
and lower Agitations of the Soul, to stir Anger and whet 
up a rusting Animosity: But (of all others) it worst 
becomes an Historian to be dipt in any Drudgery of that 
nature. tTis an Affront to a Civil Reader who comes with 
a good Appetites hungry for the Truth, to grate upon his 
Teeth with Reproaches and Aggravations; or on the other 
hand, to. turn his Stomach with Nauseous Flourishes, and 
Slavish Adulation. The Reader comes not to Engage or 
List himself on a partyq but expects with an Honest 
Neutrality to make Profit and a laudable Spoil from the 
O. uarrels and Miscarriages of others.... 

Thus did Nathaniel Ponder preface the first edition of the Memorials of 
Bulstrode Whitelock published in 1682. The admonition was aptj and is no less 

SO. In attempting to examine the history of the Royalist war machine in 

northern England between 1642 and 1645; - in endeavouring to redress the balance 

of recent historiography only a little, the assumption is easily made that 
if the balance of historical research can be held to reflect the prevalent 
interest and sympathy of scholarsl then such a work as this must reflect 

a contrary sympathy. Yet I think more redress of balance can in itself be 
justification for such a work, without dragging up "rusting Animosity" however 

much the views of certain historians might demand severe criticism and 
revision. 

A central theme of this study has been the needl as I have seen it, to 
deal with certain of the myths that have accumulated around the defeated 
Royalist party. Particularly in the norths I have tried to re-assess the 
Marquess of Newcastle's role in the-lightg not of popular contemporary diatribe 

or adulation, but of the-military, situation in its widhst sense. My view ofý 
Newcastle as a competentt efficient and resilient, commander is, I feel, 

supported by the evidence. In the same wayt his weaknesst which grew from 

a strength, was that he relied too heavily upon the cautious views of a man 
like James King, who had no vested interest in the civil war at allj and whose 
past and future lay in Scandinavia. -- Newcastle was a typical Royalist gentle- 
Mang ifýwe are to believe the mythology of romance. He was generousl kind, 

gallant and far from vindictive., ' How, these natural traits of his character 
could possibly blend harmoniously. with the demands of warfare in his native 
country. -is hard to say: - but what drove. him into exile in 1644 was his 

sensitivity. What defeated him was a, combination of circumstancesq over most 
of which he, had no control: --but the evidence is'conclusive that Parliament 

alone could not -hope to defeat him in the field. ' Without the Scottish 
inva, sion,, Jethargic, and uncertain as, it for a long time was, there would have 
been no collapse of Royalism in the north in 1644, -and, the, civil war itself 

might well have ended with a_Royalist military victory, or at least with a 
dictated peace concluded at Oxford by a gratified monarch. 
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The myth of Newcastle as a court gallant, quite unsuited to his military 
command and responsibility, has long rubbed onto his army. In point of fact, 
Newcastle's regiments, over-officered as they may have been, were on the whole 
amongst the finest at the King's disposal. They were rooted in specific 
areas of the north, as often as not in areas heavily populated with Catholic 

and Recusant gentry. Newcastlets enlightened attitude towards the Catholic 

gentry enabled him to construct an army that, bedevilled as it was by the 

caution of the senior commanders, time and again proved its worth in the field 

of battle. Much of its success was due to the example of the commissioned 

officers, colonels particularlyg who expended their own money and, some of 
themg their lives, in defending a monarchy vhichg as they believedg was under 

attack. That there was, for long, nothing certain about the outcome of the 

civil war, was due in large Part to the greater and lesser gentry who rallied 
to tradition and monarchy throughout England and Wales, so that it must be 

impossible to seriously speak of the Parliamentary party as the 'popular' 

party. This historiographical heirloom, handed down from the Whig historians, 

can be dismissed. 

If a distinction were to, be drawnt at least insofar as the north is 

concerned, between the opposing factions in 1643, it would not be hard to do. 

Whilst it is true that the Parl iamentary party-cannot be viewed as synonymous 

with Puritanism, it is certainly true that puritanism rang as a common thread, 

clean through the leadership. On the contrary, in the Royalist command 

structure, Anglicang Catholic (whether covert. or overt) and Puritan stood 

side by side: men like Newcastle himself, John Lord Belasyse and Conyers Lord 

Darcy and Conyers typify this unity, in the face of crisis. This abandonment 
of irrelevant peace-time hostilities by the Royalist gentry contributed a good 
deal to Newcastle's ability to fight as he did. 

I have shown* moreover, that oneaspect of contemporary Parliamentarian 

propaganda which has been called into question in recent years, that is, the 

claim that vast numbers of Catholics made up the bulk of the King's army, 
had some truth in it. Both in the Introductiont in the course of the 

narrative of the years 1642/5, and in the regimental biographies in Vol. 2., 
I have demonstrated that Catholics played a very important part in the manning 
of Newcastle's fighting army. Moreover, far from being reluctant participants 
in events, the Catholic gentry, whether greater or lessert committed themselves 

as much as, if not more than, their Anglican neighbours. The reasons for 
their involvement must have been many, but a central factor could only have 
been an attachment to tradition I and to monarchy, which lay at the heart of 
Royalism as 

"a 
military and Political force, during-the years of rebellion and 

Interregnum, 

In the'field of military strategy and, decision-making, I endeavoured to 

*Lord Darcy's Puritanism may be called in question, and he anyway left the 
north with the Queen if not before: , but-there were certainly. 

---officers 
_Ae under Newcastle with Puritan* leanings. ' 
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approach the source materials in a fresh way. That is, by relying upon my 
own judgement first and foremost, before examining the views of others with a 
view to amendment where it might seem necessarys Thus I have endeavoured to 

show that the failure of the Royalist army to capitalise upon several sweeping 
victories in 1643 was dueg not to the competence of the opposing generals 
(particularly Thomas Fairfax) but to hesitation on the part of the Royalist 
high command. This has entailed a sharp revision of the role of Sir Thomas 
Fairfax, which could only appear somewhat harsh if seen in the light of the 

quite unreasonable adulation and approval which has been showered on him for 

centuries. That same adulation reflected upon an objective examination of 
Fairfax's opponents and the re-appraisal of the one led of necessity to the 

re-appraisal of the other. 

, Crucial to the examination of the military campaigns has been the conten- 
tion that Selby, fought on April 11th 1644, was the single most important 

action in the north. It paved the way for the siege of York and the defeat 

on Marston Moor, but had it gone the other way - had Belasyse won the battle, 

or avoided fighting it - then the outcome of the war might have been totally 

different. . At Selby the northern infantry regiments raised in Yorkshire were 
brokeng and Newcastle's old army crippled beyond repair. On Marston Moor, 

what was left of it went down fightingg and afterwards nothing was left with 
which the Marquess could continue-to fight, since Rupert took the cavalry away 

with him. It really does seem that had Cromwell fought at Selbyq and not at 
Marston Moor, this would have been perceived long ago, although I have not 

claimed to originality. Even Markhamg Fairfax's biographer$ perceived the 

significance of Selby, and had he not been concerned'with biography might have 

enlarged upon his view and so rectified the undue importance attached to Marstor 
Moor long ago. Of courseq in giving Selby its due position in the military 

campaigns of the first civil war, it has not been necessary to reject Marston 

Moor as of minor importance. Marston Moor saw the end of Newcastle's field 

army: it was momentous in that senseq and it could be argued that Oliver 

Cromwell laid the foundations of his military reputation on the bodies of 
Newcastle's infantry and the first major blow to the reputation of Prince 

Rupert. Thomas Fairfax's reputationg on the other handq was never much more 
than a propaganda myt h until he secured command of the New Model, but that 

stage in his career lay outside the scope of this study. 

Newcastle and his-commanders built a fighting army out of the miscellaneouj 

groups of volunteers and regimental structures which the Ying left behind him 

in the north in the siimmer, of,. 1642., -, Newcastle recovered from the terrible 

setbacks which 
' 
the earl of Cumberland had suffered, and forged a fighting 

machine that was invincible in the field. until it was forced to fight on two 

fronts in the winter of 1644. No army can survive such a war, however veteran 
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it's troops. Yet the capacity of the northern army 
time and again in 1643, was even better exemplified 
left of its cavalry regiments, performed two remark 
of Pontefract. Sir John Mayney in September 1644, 
in March 1645 demonstrated the calibre of the horse 

and trained. 

for recovery, shown 
in 1644/5 when what was 

able reliefs of the garrison 
and Sir Marmaduke Langdale 
that Newcastle had raised 

If Newcastle and his army stood in need of a new study, the same was 
equally true of the earl of Derby and the Lancashire Royalists. If Newcastle 
has been depicted as a courageous but vainglorious courtier holding a military 

rank to which he was not suited, and if that view of him can be shown to be 

untenable: then as much is true of Derbyl whose reputation for cruelty and 

stupidity has survived into the present centuryl so that even an historian 

such as C. V. Wedgwood can add authority to the myth. Derby was certainly 

more conscious of his honour than even Newcastleg but it has to be said that 

Derby was fighting two adversaries: on the left, as it were, the Parliament- 

arian forces based on Manchester and Salford Hundredl and on the other his 

fellow Royalist commanders in Yorkshire and away at Oxfordl who drew upon his 

fighting men whenever it pleased them, given authority to do so by the King 
himself. The truth of the matter is that Derby never had a chance to show 
what he could do. His very military position in relation to that of Newcastle 
for exampleg was unclear: he could not even command Colonel Sir Philip Musgravel 
to send Cumbrian forces to his aid. 

ý11' 

Lancashire never seems to have played an important role in the military 
strategy of the Oxford council of war. It was always peripheral, and the 
Royalists there - apart from the formed regiments which were drawn away to 

fight elsewhere - left to their own devices. In other wordsl the Oxford 

comminders failed to perceive how important Lancashire was. Had they made a 

real effort to support Derby - whatever they may have thought of him - they 

could have provided themselves with a base from which the Irish regiments that 

eventually came over, could move out across England. They could also have 

kept control of a county where Royalism was strong and prevalent throughout 

the community. The religious polarisation there - the bitterness of the 

Puritans towards the high Catholic population of parts of the county - could 
have been capitalised upon. Instead, Derby was left to fight a war no one was 

much interested in, with a diminishing army and a lack of clear cut authority. 
Had Derby listened to the overtures of the Parliamentarians in 1642, and gon: 

over to them, although it would have gone against everything for which he st odj 

instead of fighting as he did, matters would have been very serious for the 

earl of Newcastle in 1643. Indeedq Royalism might have been on the defensive 

throughout the north by the summer of that year. Derbyts role was crucial to 

the achievements of his follow peer, and his failure was no fault of his own. 
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Compared with Yorkshire and Lancashire, the other northern counties had 

a quiet warl at least until 1644. Northumberland and Durham contributed their 

fair share of'regiments to Newcastle's army - it was, after all, Northumbrian 

and Bishopric regiments which perished on Marston Moor in the justifiably 

famous stand of the Whitecoats. Cumberland and Westmorland, however, seem to 

have existed in a world of their own, until Carlisle siege began and the Scots 

encroached on a hitherto peaceful area. The local commanders bickered amongst 
themselves, for after the departure of a few regiments to Newcastle's army 
those of men like Huddleston, Featherstonehaugh and Dalston - the colonels 
that remained behind possessed no sense of unified purpose. Sir Philip 

Musgrave did all that he could, but was constantly balked by jealous fellow 

gentry who, apparently, could not bring themselves to, accept his designated 

authority. It really did not matter so long as Newcastle was winning his 

victories, and so long as Lancashire Parliamentarians were content merely to 

hold what they had won and not to embark upon any invasion of Cumbria. But 

it certainly mattered in the autumn of 16449 and then Cumbria collapsed, only 
Carlisle and Scaleby holding outt defended byt we must supposeq the gentry 

which had always been loyal to the Kingt as opposed to elements which had 

paid lip service to Royalism so long as they were dominated by a Royalist 

overall authority'situated at York, but which reverted to neutralism or outright 
Parliamentarianism when times changed. The curious case of Sir Richard Graham, 
dealt with in some'detail, exemplifies the ambivalence to be found in the 
largely Protestant'fells and dales of the north west. 

The years 1644/5 inthe northý were years of decline. Royalist enclaves 
held out sturdilyl or, as in the case of Newcastle upon Tynel went down 

bloodilys in hope of resurgence in the south and relief from the King. The 

long sieges of Pontefract, Scarborough and Carlislet as well as of Lathomq 

Greenhalgh, Skiptong Sandal and Bolton, occupied numerous Parliamentarian and 

Scottish forces for months on end. The-grand futility of the defenders has 

to be seen as proof of their concept of loyaltyl for'the die-hard will always 

appear futile to the mercenary or the pessimistic. In a sense, Lowther in 

Pontefract, Cholmeley in Scarboroughl Mallory in Skipton, Marley in Newcastle, 

Glemhnm in Carlisle, Rostern in Lathomt Chaytor in Bolton and others, vividly 
demonstrated that defeat in the field was not defeat for the principles of 
Royalism as they understood them. Some politicians in London in 1645 and in 

1648 and 1650/1 must have realised that there was no peace to be had with the 

defeated party. For all their victories in the field, it wasq after all, 

the Parliamentarians who fragmented and lost direction. The Royalists in 

the Interregnum years might have differed over tacticsj but the fundamental 

monarchic principle remained common to them all. 

The history of the Royalist army in northern England is the history of 
failure. It was the failure of a military enterprise, but not the failure of 
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Royalism itself. It is almost self-evident to say that such a study is not 

concerned solely with anonymous bodies of troops, or the decisions of leading 

military and political figures. It has also to do with individuals, men about 
whom history is ordinarily silent, and I am not aware that hitherto any attempt 
has been made to identify the officers of one of the major Royalist forces 

engaged in the first civil war. It will surely tell us much more about the 

nature of that war, if we can discover who were the men who took up arms for 

one side or another, what their social status was, their family status, and, 

where possible, their religious persuasion. In Vol. 2 my work on the Royalist 

regimental officers will be found, as complete as it has been possible to make 
it: whilst the statistical findings have already been examined and discussed 
in the Introduction. In giving the biographical details where such have been 

ascertained, it has been my wish to put meat upon the dry bones of datistical 

tables. For in writing a military history, it is essential to keep in mind 
the fact that we are dealing with men who, for the most partq made a choice to 

put their lives at risk. 

It has been my contention that a wider understanding of the forces at 

work in 17th century England, and especially and particularly during the years 

of civil war and Interregnum, can be arrived at by a study of all degrees of 
society. The logical extension of thid work would be, if it were possible, 
a detailed biographical analysis of a single regiment or of selected regiments, 
chosen on county and regional factors with particular reference to religious 
and social considerations. In Vol. 29 in the appendices, will be found an 
attempt to do this on a wider scale. It may be that the wider scale is the 

only valid way in which to conduct such a studyl at least where Royalist 

regiments are concerned. 

My sympathy for my subject,, for the northern Royalists, will have been 

apparent. Yet I have endeavoured to avoid that "sort of Writings devoted to 

the Passions and lower Agitations of the Soul', and those "Nauseous Flourishes" 

which Nathaniel 'Ponder denounced in 1682. Until nowl there has been no 
attempt to examine the men or their actions between 1642 and 164.5, the years of 

civil war in the north. This work has tried to make up for that, to redress 

as I have said, the historical balance. 
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